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SITTING OF MONDAY, 19 MAY 1980
9.
l. Resumption of the session
2. Tbirtietb
ration
annioersary of the Scbaman Decla'
Ad hoc Committee on
3. Membersbip of Parliament
4. Petitions
5. Mandate of the
Vlomen\ Rights
6. Documents receitted
Texr of treaties forutarded by the Council .
Authoization of reports 
- 
Authorization to
delioer opinions and rderral to committees
Statement by the President on oaious
motions for reso lutions
(Jrgent procedure
Order of basiness
Mr Tugendbat, Member of tbe Commission;
Mrs Van den Heuoel; Mr Tugendhat; Lady
Elles; Mr Tugendhat; Mrs Krouutel-Vlam;
Mr Tngendhat; Mrs Dehker; Mr Tugendhat
Question No 2 by Sir Jobn Steuart-Clark:
Canada:
Mr Gundekch, Vice-President of the
Commission; Sir Jobn-Steutart-Ckrk; Mr
Gundekch; Mr Kirk; Mr Gandelacb; Mrs
Euting; Mr Gundelach; Mr Prooan; Mr
Gandelach
Question No 3 by Mr Combe: Intentention
butter for crafi and small and medium-sized
underukings in the bahery and confectionery
basiness:
Mr Gundclach; Mr Combe; Mr Gundekch;
Mr t. D. Taylor; Mr Gundekch; Mr Paisley;
Mr Gundelach
Question No a by Mr Moreland: Finance for
agioilture and indastry:
Mr Gundekch; Mr Moreknd; Mr Gande-
lach; Mr Beazley; Mr Gundelach
Question No 5 by Mrs Scriaener: Comma-
nity pact for young people seehing tbeir firstjob:
Mr Vredeling Wce-President of tbe Commis-
sion; Mrs Scrioener; Mr Vredeling; Mr
Boyes; Mr Vredeling; Mr Albers; Mr Vredel-
ing; Mr Paisley; Mr Vredeling
Qaestion No 5 by Mrs Claryd: Yo*tb unem-
ployment throughoat the European Commu-
nity:
Mr Vredeling; Mrs Clwyd; Mr Vredeling;
Mr Rogers; Mr Vredeling; Mrs Le Roux;
Mr Vredeling; Mr Spencer; Mr Wedeling;
Mr Price; Mr Wedeling
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Mr Denis; Mr Rogers; Mr Aigner, cbairman
of the Committee on Budgetary Control;
Mr Cbambeiron; Mr Bonde; Mr Coppieters;
Mrs Bonino; Mr Lange
Poina of order: MrPannelk; MrAlbers;
Mr Boyes; Mrs Dienesch
12. Speaking time
Mr Pannella; Mrs Eaing
Deadline for tabling amendments
Mr Aigner; Mr De Goede
Action tahen by tbe Commission on the
opinions and proposals of Parliament
Mr Hord; Mr Gundehch, Vce-President of
the Commission; Mr Haris; Mr Pakley; Mr
Aigner; Mr Delatte; Mr Curry; Mr Gunde-
hih; Ur,eigner; Mr Gund.ehcb; Mr Delaue
Mem be rs h ip of Par liamen t
Q*estion Time (Doc. 1-163/80):
Point of ordcr: Mr Fergasson
Questions to the Commission of the European
Comm*nities:
Question No 1 by Mrs Van den Heuael: Age
limits for tbe recruitment of staff:
Question No
reguktion:
Mr Wedeling;
H*tton; Mr
Wedeling
Question No 9 by Mr Seal:
textile industry:
Mr Vredeling; Mr Seal; Mr
Vekh; Mr Wedeling; Mr
7 by Mrs Ewiog: Tachograpb
Mrs Euting; Mr Vredeling; Mr
Vredeling; Mr Puntis; Mr
Cr*is in the
Vredeling; Mr
Enight; Mr
Vredeling 2l
t
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Question No 10 by Mr Berhhouuter: Allega-
tions of a deplorable situation amongst the
staffof tbe Commission:
Mr Tugendhat; Mr Berkhouaner; Mr Tugend-
hat
Question No 11 by MrBalfe: Community
budget:
Mr Tugendbat; Mr Balfe; Mr Tugendhat
79. Electronic oote
20. Decision on an early oote
Mr Muntingb
21. Surueillance of shipping routes supplying the
Community 
- 
Motion for a resolution by
Mr d'Ormesso4 Mr de Courcy Ling and
others (Doc. 1-1 19/80) (oote):
Request for the establishment'of a quorum:
Mr Scott-Hophins; Mr Glinne; Mr Bange-
mann; Mr Luster
22. Agendafor next sitting
Annex
direct universal suffrage, Parliament establishes that
this seat is vacant and informs the Member Sate
concerned.
4. Petitions
President. 
- 
I have received nine petitions whose
titles and authors are listed in the minutes of rhis
sitting. These petitions have been entered under
Nos 15180 to 23/80 in the register provided for in
Rule 48 of the Rules of Procedure and have been
referred to the Commirtee on the Rules of Procedure
and Petitions.
Funhermore a series of decisions concerning pedtions
are published in the minutes of this sitting.
5. Mandate of the Ad hoc Committee on tffomen\ Rights
President. 
- 
As recommended by the enlarged
Bureau I propose that Parliament extend until the end
of 1980 rhe mandate of the ad hoc Commitree on
'S7omen's Righs which was due to expire at the end of
June.
Are there any objections?
That is agreed.
6. Documents receioed
President. 
- 
Since rhe adjournment of the session I
have received from rhe Council, the Commission, the
z5
25
25
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17. Deadline for tabling amendments
Mr Pannella
18. Urgent procedure
IN THE CHAIR: MR BRUNO FRIEDRICH
Vce-President
(Tbe siuing was opened at 5 p.m.)
l. Resumption of the session
President. 
- 
I declare resumed the session of the
European Parliament adjourned on 18 April 1980.
2. Tbirtietb anniztersary of the Schuman Deckration
President. 
- 
On 9 May 1950 Robert Schuman made
the declaration which initiated the process of Euro-
pean unification. In commemoration of rhat historic
occasion I should like to express the hope which, I am
sure, is shared by all Members of this Assembly, that
our effons will help to solve the present difficulties
and promote European unification.
(Applause)
3. Membersbip of Parliament
President. 
- 
By letter of 28 April 1980 Mr Jacques
Chirac notified me of his resignation as a Member of
the European Parliament. Pursuant to the second
sub-paragraph of Article 12 (2) of the Act concerning
the election of representatives of the Assembly by
23
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President
Committees, the Court of Auditors and from
Members various documents which are listed in the
minutes of this sitting.
7. Texts oftreatiesfotwardrd by the Council
President. 
- 
I have received from the Council certi-
fied true copies of various treaties. These documents,
which are listed in the minutes of this sitting, will be
deposited in the archives of the European Parliament.
8. Aathoization of reports 
- 
Authorization to delioer
opinions and rdenal to committees
President. 
- 
Pursuant to Rule 38 of the Rules of
Procedure, I have authorized several committees to
draw up reports. In the minutes of this sitting you will
find details of these authorizations, as well as a series
of referrals to committees.
9. Statement by the President on oaious motionsfor
resolutions
President. 
- 
Details of the various decisions
communicated to me by the chairmen of the Polidcal
Affairs Committee and the Committee on Transport
are set out in the minutes.
10. Urgent procedare
President. 
- 
I have received from Mr Provan and
others a motion for a resolution (Doc. 1-155/80) with
request for urgent debate, pursuant to Rule 14 of the
Rules of Procedure on the crisis in the fishing indus-
try.
The reasons supponing the request for urgent debate
are contained in the document itself.
I shall consult Parliament on this request at the begin-
ning of tomorrow's sitting.
ll. Order of basinex
President. 
- 
The next item is the order of business.
At its meetings of 17 and 29 April 1980 the enlarged
Bureau drew up the draft agenda (PE 53.895/tev.)
which has been distributed.
The repon by Mr Ryan on behalf of the Committee
on Budgetary Conrol entered on Thursday's agenda
u/as not adopted in committee and has therefore been
withdrawn.
On behalf of the Committee on Agriculture, Sir Henry
Plumb has asked that the two reports by Mr Batrcrsby,
on behalf of the Committee for Budgetary Control
entered under item 88 and 90, should be the subject of
a joint debate.
Are there any objections?
That is agreed.
I have received from Mr Ansart, on behalf of the
19 French members of the Communist and Allies
Group a request, pursuant to Rule 12 of the Rules of
Procedure, for the removal from today's agenda of the
vote on the motion for a resolution by Mr d'Ormesson
and others (Doc. l-ll9/80) on the surveillance and
protection of shipping routes for supplies of energy
and strategic materials to the countries of the Euro-
pean Community.
I have received from Mrs Hammerich and three other
Danish members a motion, pursuant to Rule 32 (l) (d)
of the Rules of Procedure, to postpone until a subse-
quent part-session the adoption of any opinion on this
motion for a resolution.
At a meeting held this morning with the political
group chairmen, it was found that these rwo requests
were not admissible since, pursuant rc Rule 33 (3),
Parliament must proceed with the vote today since it
has been entered on the agenda following the absence
of a quorum at the sitting of Friday, 18 April.
In this connection I wish to draw attention to the
reasons behind the enlarged Bureau's decision. I feel it
is imponant that Parliament should be fully informed
concerning these reasons. The question arose whether
an item on the agenda which had already been consid-
ered and on which the debates had been closed, could
be separated from the vote and, under Rule 12,
re-submitted to Parliament for consideration.
It was unanimously decided that, since Parliament had
akeady voted to establish whether a quorum existed it
had already begun the vote on the modon for the reso-
lution and that, under Rule 33 (3) of the Rules of
Procedure, Parliament is required to vote on it at the
next sitting.
It is also imponant for Parliament to realize the impli-
cations of this anicle since, if a precedent were
created, by separating the discussion from the vote,
then at any time a majority could invoke the Rules of
Procedure to prevent a vote by first voting 
- 
as often
happens in the House 
- 
to establish whether a
quorum exists, and then in the second vote, invoke
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Rule 12 to remove the item from the agenda by a
majoriry decision.
I believe that this procedure is imponant. The
enlarged Bureau unanimously agreed that, under
Rule 33 (3) Parliament was required to enter the vote
on this item on today's agenda. I call Mr Denis.
Mr Denis. 
- 
(F) It is correct rhat we have moved an
amendment to the agenda.
I would remind you that Rule 12 (2) of the Rules of
Procedure entitles a minimum of rcn Members to
request at each pan-session an amendment to the draft
agenda without any distinction berween the debate
and the vote, i.e. even if the debate has already taken
place, as you have pointed out, and even if the prior
question moved by 
-y friend, Mr Baillot, was not
adopted.
Our view is that this proposal, which has a specifically
military content, does not fall within the terms of
reference of the fusembly and more generally within
the provisions of the Rome Treaty. Over and above
any procedural issues, this is a fundamental maner on
which we feel bound ro express our indignation. Mr
President, you yourself indicated that a long and
wide-ranging discussion took place this morning at the
meeting of Chairmen. This in itself underlines rhe
imponance of the problem because we are far
removed from the independence of France and Europe
- 
of a Europe founded on peace of which so much
was made last year rc our electorate. The real issue is
the reintegration of France into NATO from which
De Gaulle had withdrawn it, and Mr d'Ormesson 
- 
if
I may say so 
- 
is wallowing in sen'iliry to the Atlantic
pact. He has even stolen a march on Mr Brown, the
American Defence Secretary, who, in addressing
NATO in Brussels last week, called for countries like
France and Britain to make available units to reinforce
the US fleet in the Persian Gulf. Proposals which
no-one dares make ro our narional parliament in Paris
are now being made in Strasbourg and rhe French
Government remains silent while a number of its faith-
ful UDF supponers figure among the leading signato-
ries of the modon here. 
.
\7e shall never agree to this fusembly sen ing as a resr
bench for your plans to revive the deftinct European
Defence Community and we shall not cease ro warn
our workers and qther patriots of the efforts now
being made. They will remember that Mr d'Ormesson
and his friends in the European People's Parry are the
authors of this dishonourable proposal! On the very
day when the French people who set grear store by the
cause of detente welcome the. meeting berween Mr
Giscard d'Estaing and Mr Brezhnev and Mr Gierek,
the and-Soviet fervour of Mr d'Ormesson is growing
stronSer. . .
(Appkuse fiom certain benches on the extreme lefi 
-ptotesF rtom other qaarters)
President. 
- 
Mr Denis, I note that you have not
spoken on a point of order, and that you rherefore
have no objections ro raise against the interpretation
by the President and the enlarged Bureau of the Rule
of Procedure.
( App kus e from ce rtain quarte rs )
I call Mr Rogers.
Mr Rogers. 
- 
Mr President, on a point of order,
could I ask you to clarify something for me. You
mentioned on at least two occasions in your introduc-
tion to this matter that decisions had been taken this
morning at a meetinB of the enlarged Bureau. As a
member of the enlarged Bureau I received a telephone
messate saying that a meeting was taking place this
morning. I then had a telegram cancelling the meet-
ing, so that I did not anend any enlarged Bureau
meeting. If you were referrirtg to some orher meeting
would you now correcr the record. As I understand it,
there was not meeting of rhe enlarged Bureau this
morning. If there was a meering then I am going rc be
very annoyed about it. !7as there or was there not a
meeting of the enlarged Bureau?
President. 
- 
Mr Rogers, I must indeed correct what
I said. As is customary on Mondays, a meedng of she
group chairmen and the Presidenr rcok place this
morning. It was originally intended rhat rhis should be
a meeting of the enlarged Bureau, but because of rhe
Iran question the meeting was cancelled. I was invited
rc this meetint because the President asked me to
deputize for her since she musr be in Luxembourg
today.
The matter rras discussed at this meeting. However, I
must make it quite clear that it is for the chair to inter-
pret the Rules of Procedure, and as I already sarcd,
pursuan[ to Rule 33 (3) the vore musr be placed on
today's agenda.
I call Mr Aigner.
Mr Aigner, chainun of the Committee on Bdgeury
Control. 
- 
Mr Presidenr, you indicated earlier that
items 88 and 90 would be taken jointly on Thursday.
You should then also include item 91 because it is not
at all logical to deal with only one secdon of the Agri-
cultural Fund together with item 88. Mr President, can
you rcll me why item 89 has been removed from the
agenda withour the committee chairman being
informed of this decision?
Presidcnt. 
- 
Mr Aigner, the repon was taken off the
agenda because it is not yet available. In any event that
is how matters stood this morning.
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Mr Aigner. 
- 
(D) Mr President, there can only be
technical reasons for that. The text was adopted by us.
Vhy was item 91 not also m be mken jointly with the
others?
President. 
- 
Mr Aigner, the President does not
check whether the reasons are rcchnical or political.
'Vhat counts is whether the repon in item 89 can be
taken. It cannot be taken. There are no objections to
taking No 91. If you propose it, it will be taken.
Mr Aigner. 
- 
(D) Mr President, may I Put a request
rc the Bureau? I think I am speaking on behalf of all
the group chairmen in asking for the agenda to be
discussed again with them if such far-reaching changes
are made.
President. 
- 
I have noted your suggesdon and will
pass it on.
I call Mr Chambeiron.
Mr Chambeiron. 
- 
(F) Mr President, I had always
thought since I became a member of this Assembly
that there was a certain link berween the preparation
of the agenda and ihe Rules of Procedure. I note that
in the proposal made to us for our work on Tuesday
morning an item entitled 'Presentation of the Liister
report' has been included; the repon itself is due to be
discussed at our next part-session.
The agenda seemed to me rather unusual on this point
and I should like you to explain, Mr President, to
make this clear to the entire House, what the exact
nature of this procedure is, on which provisions of the
Rules it is based and in panicular how it differs from
the procedure defined in Rules 26 and 42.
And then since you have called me to speak, may I say
that I consider it unreasonable to fix such a short time
limit for the tabling of amendments on so important a
matter. \7ould it not be possible to hold over until
June the final date for tabling amendments which is
now set for Friday, 23 May at I pm?
Presidcnt. 
- 
Ve shall come rc the guestion of the
Luster repon in a moment. A motion has been tabled
on it. However, I can give you the answer sraight
away. This question was discussed in the Bureau
today. The agenda sugtesm that a misunderstanding
arose during the discussion between the group chair-
men and the President. It was agreed that the vote on
the Luster repon would not nke place undl the June
part-session at the earliest, so there is ample time for
tabling amendmenm. Mr Coppieters has also abledJ
motion on this matler.
Mr Chambeiroa. 
- 
(F) Mr Presidenq I apologize
for speaking again. You know that I am usually very
discreet but I have not understood this properly.
I asked you to be so good as to explain to us 
- 
if only
for the record and as a precedent for this fusembly 
-
on which procedural provisions this concept 
- 
the
presentation of a repon 
- 
was based and in panicular
how this procedure differed from that stipulated in
Rules 25 and 42. I felt my question to be perfectly
clear. I hope you can give me an equally clear answer.
President. 
- 
The report was forwarded by the
committee rc the enlarged Bureau which, as it was
entitled to do, placed it on the agenda. However at the
same time agreement was reached this morning with
the political group chairmen that' in view of the
imponance of the Rules of Procedure and the fact that
the Rules of Procedure can only be amended by the
vote of a majority of members of Parliament, it could
not be put to the vote on Friday. In other words, the
report is merely being introduced.
I must first conclude the matter of the d'Ormesson
report. The vote entered on the agenda must be taken.
I would ask members who wish to give explanations of
vote, as provided for in Rule 47(5), to submit a request
to that effect as soon as possible' I must however
inform the House that I have received from Mr Glinne
and 30 other Members a request seeking to establish
whether a quorum exists for this vote.
I call Mr Bonde.
Mr Bondc. 
- 
(DK) Mr President, we see to our
astonishment'that the motion we tabled last week
regarding the postponement of the vote on the
d'Ormesson resolution has not been distributed. \flc
asked if the next stage of Parliament's consideration of
this rcxt could be postponed pursuant to Rule 32 0d)
of the Rules of Procedure, until the Council had
esmblished whether Parliament's terms of reference
permit it to deal with questions involving matters of
defence and security. I now find that it was not possi-
ble for the meeting this morning to take note of our
proposal and present it to the House today, but I
should at least like to take this opponunity to appeal
to Mr d'Ormesson and his fellow movers to use their
obvious right to withdraw their motion from the
agenda and I can justify , this by saying that the
Members who are supporting the d'Ormesson motion
for a resolution are really expressing a lack of confid-
ence in the President, Mrs Simone Veil.
Mrs Veil has, in fact, just been on an official visit to
Copenhagen and she told a press conference there
that, if she had seen the actual text of the d'Ormesson
resolution when it was tabled, she would not have
accepted it as falling within Parliament's terms of
reference. In other words, she would not have agreed
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rc the debate which we had during the April part-
session taking place at all. According to a repon in the
newspaper 'Land og Folk'she said, and I quote: 'But in
my own view the vore is differenr from the debate in
September. !7hen the Bureau decided ro pur the ques-
don of a Community fleet on the agenda, none of irs
members had realized that it touched on military and
strategic questions which I do not rhink we are
empowered to deal with; but the Bureau decided to
place it on Parliamenr's agenda, so I cannor withdraw
it.'
Many of us protested in rhe enlarged Bureau when we
got to see the text of the motion for a resolution
insrcad of just rhe heading and we now understand
that Mrs Veil would also have protested if she had had
someone to draw her attention to the contents before
the agenda was adopted.
In view of this, I should like to suggest that we now
show some confidence in the occupant of the Chair
this evening and in his capaciry ro ger rhe d'Ormesson
resolution removed from the agenda. And, if it cannot
be done in any other way, I invite Mr d'Ormesson and
his colleagues to withdraw it themselves, so rhar we
can avoid having the vote here this evening and all the
explanations of vote that will inevirably follow.
President. 
- 
Mr Bonde, I regrer that, for rhe second
time, the discussion on an item on which Parliament
has already reached a decision has been reopened. I
shall not permit any further questions on rhis matrcr.
This item is on the agenda and will be vored on at rhe
appropriate dme. The vote began when Parliament
decided that a quorum did not exist. As President, this
is a matter which I take very seriously. I regard the
Rules of Procedure as Parliament's constirution.
(Applause)
. . . As President I shall vigorously uphold the constitu-
tion, irrespective of polidcal opinions. Under Rule
33(3) of the Rules of Procedure, this item has been
placed on the agenda. I shall nor permit any funher
questions on this mar[er. Ve are now discussing the
motion by Mr Coppieters who has asked rc speak. I
must therefore explain it rc the House.
I have received from Mr Coppieters, on behalf of the
Group for the Technical Coordinarion and Defence of
Independent Groups and Members, a request,
pursuant to Rule 12 of she Rules of Procedure, ro
delete from rhe agenda the repon by Mr Luster on the
Rules of Procedure and the reference m the deadline
for abling amendmenrs ro rha[ reporr.
I call Mr Coppiercrs.
Mr Coppieters. 
- 
(N!-) Mr Presidenr, I simply
wanted to point our rhat you wrongly described this
morning's meeting as a meeting of the Bureau. It was
in fact a meering of the group chairmen. In addition
you stated incorrectly that we all reached agreement. I
was not at all in agreemenr with the unusual procedure
of placing the Luster reporr on the agenda of this
pan-session 
- 
a point to which my colleague has
akeady drawn arrenrion.
Mr President, I would ask you to allow Mrs Bonino
herself to explain the conrent of the proposal.
President. 
- 
Mr Coppierers, I have already stated
that the meeting in question was'berween the group
chairmen and the Presidenr. I have made the marrer
clear, and I wish rc srress once again rhat it was an
informal meering. During the plenary sitting the Presi-
dent alone is responsible. It is hdwever imponant for
the President to ascenain the views of the political
groups in the morning preceeding rhe sitting.
I call Mrs Bonino.
Mrs Bonino. 
- 
(I) Mr President, ladies and genrle-
men, the purpose of our proposal is to requesr you ro
delerc from the agenda an item which has been
entered for Tuesday morning, namely the presentation
of the Lusrcr repon conmining proposals for amend-
ments to the Rules of Procedure. !fle should like this
report to be removed from the agenda for two
reasons: firstly because I believe that a serious
approach to this problem would inevitably have
involved an overall reform of the Rules and not these
panial changes. In case you do not realize ir, we now
have, for the second time in six months, a requesr for
Rule 14 to be amended and I do not rhink it is serious
for a Parliament to change its own rules every six
months.
This repon proposes to deprive individual Members of
the right to give explanations of vore, leaving only the
group chairmen the right to speak. If individuals wish
to speak they would be allowed one minure afrcr the
vote or would have to submit a written explanation of
no[ more than 150 words.
There is anorher reason for which we should like this
item to be deleted from the agenda 
- 
we consider it
contrary rc the Rules ro enter oday a repon which
will not be debated undl June.
Mr President, I endorse Mr Chambeiron's requesr.
Vould you be so kind as to rell me on which Rule rhe
Bureau's decision was based to enrer on the agenda of
this pan-session a repon which is not to be debated
until June?
Our amendment is in rwo par6. In the second part we
ask that the final date for tabling amendmenr should
not be set for this Friday, i.e. one month shon of the
debate. I am nor opposed ro a time-limit but I should
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like it to be fixed in the normal way on the Monday of
the week prior to the debate.
The Luster report is available from rcday for everyone
to consider. ilut I seriously doubt whether you will
have time to read it and table amendments by Friday' I
think this procedure is illogical and unfair rc all the
Members of this House. I am not speaking on my own
behalf as I have been able to follow the proceedings of
the committee and my amendments are akeady
prepared. The real issue is the right of Members to
declde on the conduct of their own activities. Unless
you table amendments by Friday you-will be denied
ihe right to do so and that is an obstacle to your rig.ht
to taki informed decisions. Mr President, I ask for the
vote on this amendment to be aken separately on the
two Parts.
President. 
- 
I put Mr Coppieters' first request to the
vote.
The request is rejected. The item shall remain on the
agenda.
I put Mr Coppieters' second,request to the vote.
The request is rejected.
The Council of the European Communities has
requested thar consideration of the agreement between
*e epC and Sweden on cenain measures for the
reproduction of salmon in the Baltic Sea (Doc. l-135/
80) be entered on the agenda under urgent procedure'
I have been informed that the Committee on Agricul-
ture intends to adopt a report on the matrcr at its
meeting today.
I therefore propose to place this item on Friday's
agenda.
Are there any objections?
That is agreed.
The Committee on Budgets has informed me shat it
intends to adopt the following rePorts at its meeting
today:
- 
a repon on the non-automatic carry-overs of appro-
priation from 1979-1980 ;
- 
a report on a transfer of appropriations.
I propose that, if adopted, these repons should be
placed on the agenda for Thursday, 22May, imme'
iiately afrcr the debate on the repon by the Commit-
tee on Budgetary Control.
Are there any objections?
That is agreed.
I call Mr Lange.
Mr Lange. 
- 
(D) Mr President, I want to Put a
supplemJntary question. If you are already refe.rring to
it#s which iho Committei on Budgets would like to
be placed on the agenda, you should not Pass over in
silence the motion irhi.h th. Committee on Budgets is
to adopt today on the 'Presentation of the budget''
This should be linked with the rePoft from the Coun-
cil and the oral question by the Communist Group on
Vednesday rnotning. The Bureau or the President has
been informed of t[is proposal and it should now be
verified here.
President. 
- 
Mr Lange, I was just coming to the
matter you raised. As it was anticiparcd that 
.motions
for resolutions would be submitted in connection with
'sflednesday's debate on the European Council.and the
Communiiy budget, at this morning's meetinE,.the
political group chairmen agreed that all such motions
ior resolutioni should be tabled not later than 7 pm on
Tuesday; that the vote on their consideration should
be takin at the beginning of l7ednesday morning's
sitting; that the text ihould be debated on \Tednesday;
that lhe vote take place at voting time on Thursday;
that the deadline for tabling amendments to these texts
would be fixed at 8 pm on V/ednesday, and that
speaking time for Vednesday would be rearranged to
t"k. 
""iornt of the inclusion 
of these new items' In
other words, Mr Lange, your proPosal is covered in
detail in this agreement.
Are shere any objections?
That is agreed.
I call Mr Panella on,a point of order.
Mr Pannella. 
- 
(F) Mr President, I should just like
to point out that when you ask whether there are no
objections you should look round the Chamber to
ascertain that no-one wishes to speak. I had objections
but you did not allow me to exPress them' I hope that
in future the proceedings will be conducted with a
liwle more atrcntion!
President. 
- 
I take your point. I call Mr Albers'
Mr Albers. 
- 
(NL) Mr Presidenr' on the basis of
Rule 12 (2) my group has mbled a further request for a
change in the agenda.
President. 
- 
Mr Albers, your request was handed in
rc the President's office ar 4'45 pm and received by
the President's office at 4'55 pm' The deadline for
such requests is one hour before the beginning of the
sitting. f therefore regret that your request cannot be
put to the House.
I call Mr Boyes.
Debates of the European Parliament
Mr Boyes. 
- 
I wanr rc make two quick points, Mr
President First, in my personal capaciry and as
rapponeur, I would have liked Item No g2, the
interim protramme ro combar povefty, to have been
higher on the agenda; I rhink the Communiry has rc
face up to problems within the Community. I have
said a number of times thar we spend a loi of dme
debadng 
-things outside the Communiry, withouttrying to face up ro our own real problemi. I am not
going to request on this occasion a change of agenda,
because I am aware that the Socialisi Crorip trai
agreed wirh the rest of the group leaders that thii irem
should stay in its present position. But I would hope
thar ar some rime in the future this parliament will
have a full-scale debate on povefty in this panicular
Community, as it did on world povefiy and world
hunger.
Secondly,.I want ro proresr at the late delivery of
many.of.the reporrs for this Parliament. Many of us
have had to wait until today before seeing t'h. u"rt
majoriry of the major repons to be disc-ussed rhis
week. I find it very difficult being faced with a massive
pile of papers, some of rhem very complex, some of
them absolutely essential documents for parliamenr ro
consider, and not having adequate time to study them
lnd..prepare contributions ar rhis session. I hope thatParliament will look at its procedures and ensure that
documents on major reports to be discussed are circu-
lated in time for members to be able to give them rhe
attention they deserve, when the committee and the
rapporteur have put so much effon inro their prepara-
tlon.
President. 
- 
\7ith regard to your firsr point which is
political, I assume that ir has been noted by your
gro.up and all the political groups. \7ith regard to rhe
delivery of rhe reporr,, I admit thar we -frequently
encounrer technical difficulties. The number of tr"ni-
lations is strerching the resources of staff to the limit,
and the Bureau has frequently come under cridcism
from the Smff Committee. Ve must strike a balance
and we must make every effon ro ensure that parlia-
menr can carry our its work; that is of course the
primary consideration. At rhe same rime we realize
that rhe curren! budgeury situation prevens us from
providing the exrra posts required. This is something
which we musr bear in mind at rhe momenr.
I call Mrs Dienesch.
Mrs Dienesch. 
- 
(F) Mr Presidenr, I find it difficult
to undersrand this request for rhe withdrawal from the
agenda of a repon which has already been entered on
it. There are some areas in which *,e may reasonably
doubr rhe competence of the fusembly to deliberarc,
but in rhe case of the fight against poveny in all the
countries of Europe I think on rhe conrrary that there
should be unanimity on the need for the-very slighr
effon which we are already making to remain onJof
our central concerns.
Prcsidcnt. 
- 
Mrs Dienesch, no morion has been
tabled. A request has been made and Parliament has
norcd it.
The order of business is adopred.l
12. Speaking time
President. 
- 
fu agreed by the enlarged Bureau, I
propose to allocarc speaking time as ser our in rhe
draft agenda.
As regards the items added to the agenda, I propose ro
limit speaking time for each speaker to 3 minutes as
the week's agenda is very heavy.
Are there any objecdons?
I call Mr Pannella.
Mr Pannella. 
- 
(F) Mr President, for one last time I
want ro remind you of Rule 28 which is our funda-
menral law. I was greatly struck by something that you
said a moment ago. It has been unusual for Jome time
now for reference to be made to the fact rhat the Rules
of Procedure are rhe fundamental law of parliamenu
Mr President, Rule 28 indicates unambiguously rhat
the Presidenry may pur forward such a piopor"i fo, a
panicular debate; in other words this is an-extraordi-
nary procedure which the Rules allow the presidenr to
adopt for a specific debate on a panicular rcpic.
However, just as we feared in September and October
last year, rhere is a rendenry to apply this procedure
not just ro one debate but ro a whole day. Now,
Mr President, you are even proposing to apply it to
the whole pan-session. Ve have madJour own-calcu-
lations, bur I think that any other Member could do so
too and be equally shocked. Mr Presidenr, for forry
points on rhe agenda, for fony debates, we as a group
are entitled ro one minute and twenry seconds or, as
individual Members, to four seconds ior each debate.
Mr President, if rhis procedure is to be applied for
Tuesday, !/ednesday, Thursday and Friday,-ir means
that all the Members and nor just Members of the
m-ingrity groups but all Members beginning with those
of the majoriry, will be deprived of t[eir ri[hts.
This is nor rhe Parliament to which they wished to be
elected; you are infringing rhe Rules'of procedure
withour a formal amendmenl ro rhem. This means that
Members 
- 
even those who are laughing wirh a kind
of black humour directed against rhemiel"es 
- 
no
longer have to ask you, rhe President, for leave to
speak but musr address rhemielves rc the leader of
their pany or.group ro obtain a pan of the speaking
time allocated rc their group. This is no longer a
I See minutes of the sitting.
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Parliament and it is cenainly not the Parliament pro-
vided for in our Rules of Procedure even if you are
consmntly changing them. You are sinking deeper and
deeper inrc the mire. Ve have received a notice,
Mr President, which we find irritating and impossible
to credit: we are now being asked to provide at the
beginning of the sitdng a full list of speakers with the
number of seconds accorded to each of them. As
rhough a parliamentary debate did not imply listening
to other speakers before replying. Vhat kind of a
liturgy is this? Mr President, it is perfectly grotesque.
You want to bring the Parliament to heel. You have
brought it into the srcp 
- 
and it is a goose-step. But,
Mr President, goose-srcpping on shifting sands is
unwonhy of us and grotesque. This is the last time I
shall remind you of this facr Many of. my colleagues
are laughing 
- 
they think we are defending our right
to speak. But it is in our nature to speak whenever we
like and as much as we like, as we have proved to you.
No, it is you the members of the majoriry who no
longer belong to the Parliament to which you stood as
candidates because it has ceased to be a Parliament.
Mr President, if we were in a private assembly I would
say that this is an imposture 
- 
by acting as you are
doing you have forfeited your righr. As a citizen of
Europe I shall go to rhe Coun of Jusdce and m The
Hague, Mr President, to defend our righm vhich are
being flouted. This is a mere caricature of a Parlia-
ment. Sfe are opposed once and for all to this situa-
tion: we cannot have democratic debates 
- 
on the
contrary a deaf majoriry of bureaucrats is doing viol-
ence to itself.
(hotests from certain quarters)
President. 
- 
Mr Pannella, I would ask you not to
exceed the speaking time allotted to you, as it does
violence to the House when the President allows
speakers to exceed their speaking time and when you
speak for twice the time allotted to you.
(Applause)
Vith regard to the points yorl make, I freely admit 
-iqsofar as the President is allowed to comment 
- 
that
dialogue is the subsnnce of parliamentary practice,
and that the conditions in which we find ourselves
hinder such dialogue. Ve must either extend the pan-
session week or develop a different system. For the
moment the President can only note that the situation
is unsatisfactory and that Parliament must look for
ways of enabling dialogue to take place.
The proposed allocation of speaking time is adopted.
I call Mrs Ewing.
Mrs Ewing. 
- 
Mr President, I would like to raise a
,ery generil point of principle which I think will be of
interest to everyone. I think this Parliament is trying to
be very fair in its allotment of time to the large and
small groups. I consider myself something of an
expert, as I *"s once a member in the House of
Commons of a pany of one, out of 535 members. I
was also an Independent in this House, as I think you
know, for four years.
No Parliament can be fair if it allots a speaker a ridi-
culously small amount of time, so small that nothing
can be said, no points made, no arguments developed.
I speak 
- 
and those of you who were with me in the
old Parliament will remember 
- 
as an acdve panici-
pant. It is ludicrous to think you can reduce a person's
ipeaking time 
- 
a person speaking for half a million
people 
- 
to minutes or even seconds, and claim to be
fair. thls Parliament is making a very Brave mistake
here.
I would just mention that in the House of Commons
there is a very different rule, i. e. the filibuster system'
which I have no intention of defending. I would only
say thet, if you want to be a fair Parliamenq think how
undignified it is for Europe to give someone a ration
of a minute or even half a minute, I think it is unwor-
thy of Europe, I would like to see it stopped.
President. 
- 
It is no pleasure for the President to act
as a time-keeper. It is not even right for the Bureau to
do so. Th6 polidcal groups and the Bureau will have to
discuss the matter. However, a vote has already been
taken.
13. Deadline for tabling amendments
President. 
- 
I propose thaq with the exception of
Mr Radoux's report on Yugoslavia (No 86) for which
the deadline has been fixed at 10 a.m. on Tuesday, the
deadline for abling amendments for the rest of this
pan-session should be fixed as set out in the Bulletin. I
would again point out that the vote on the Luster
report cannot take place until June.
Are there any objections?
I call Mr Aigner.
Mr Aigner. 
- 
(D) Mr President, if a vote can be
nken only this evening in the Commitrce on Budgets
on the resolution which is to be debated on \Tednes-
day it is not possible to fix 6 p.m. as the deadline for
tabling amendments. I therefore, ask for a different
time limit to be set for this resolution at least.
President. 
- 
I therefore propose that we fix the
deadline at 10 a.m. tomorrow.
I call Mr De Goede.
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Mr de Goede. 
- 
You have only parrly mer my objec-
tion. In a different conrexr, Mrs Ewing has already
,said that it is ridiculous for a deadline for rhe mbling
of amendments ro be set ar 5 p.m. for reporrs which we
have only received at 4 p.m. It is ridiculous for the
activities of Parliament thar we should only be allowed
two hours to read through stacks of repons and
prepare amendmenrs. This is perfectly impossible. You
must allow a longer time for amendments; rhe dead-
line must not be roo shon to prevenr reasonable deci-
sion-forming.
Prcsident. 
- 
Mr de Goede, I have already taken
account of what Mr Aigner said. I must however point
out that, ar rhe moment, the deadlines for the rransla-
tion and technical services are very shon. I also feel
that many invitarions reach Members roo lare. This not
only happens during the Strasbourg pan-session and ir
is a serious problem for Parliamenr.
Are there any funher objections?
The deadline is agreed.
14. Action taken by tbe Commission on the opinions and
proposak of Parliament
President. 
- 
The next irem is the communication
from the Commission on acrion taken on the opinions
and proposals of Parliamenr.l
I call Mr Hord.
Mr Hord. 
- 
Mr Presidenr, on 29 April the Commis-
sion was reponed to have agreed to sell some 20 9OO
tonnes of subsidized surplus Community agricultural
produce ro Russia. Vould the Commissioner
concerned agree rhat such action was wholly contrary
ro Parliament's resolurion of 15 February of this year,
and that so contemptuous a decision not only augurs
badly for relations between rhe rwo institutions but
also flouts the strong public opinion existing on this
subject?
(Appkuse)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Gundelach.
Mr Gundelach, Vice-President of the Commission. 
-(DK) Mr Chairman, as rhe House will no doubt
remember, I replied ro rhe 15 February resolution
during the following pan-session under rhe same item
that we are dealing with now. I pointed our rhar rhe
Commission was under an obligation to implement the
decisions rhat had been taken and of which Parliament
had been informed in January and February concern-
ing trade with rhe Soviet Union in agricultural prod-
ucts, including such products as burrer, of which we
have traditionally exponed a cenain amount ro rhe
Soviet Union. I pointed our ro the House that the
Commission was obliged to do what was required to
carry our these decisions, neither more nor less. \7e
have interpreted these decisions in the most conserva-
tive and consrructive way. The 20 9OO ronnes of bumer
referred m by the honorable Member is old bumer sold
at lower prices but without expon refunds. Obviously
there is some misunderstanding here.
It was made clear in my repon and smtement [o
Parliamenr in March that this old butrer would be sold
on [he same [erms as before, i.e. on terms which were
extremely favourable to the Community, economically
and financially.
Finally, let me draw the honorable Members' arrenrion
to the fact that, in adopting its resolution on prices
and related marters, Parliamenr has in fact against my
advice delivered an opinion on rhe exporr of dairy
products which m some exrenr conflicts wirh im reso-
lution of 15 February. However, the Commission will
continue ro exercise rhe greatest care and restraint in
this matter, panly for political and partly for budget-
ary reasons.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Harris.
Mr Harris. 
- 
I join my friend in condemning the
Commission both for selling this butter and for not
volunteering to this House a full satement on this
controversial sale. Now thar we have got the Commis-
sioner ro rise rc his feet on this point, can he confirm
some of the details of this sale? He says rhere is no
export restirution, but can he confirm that there was in
fact a subsidy of some 22 million pounds sterling to
assist rhe sale? Vas the accepted price below-the
tender price? I wish to serve norice thar some of us ar
least are unhappy about rhis, indeed we feel strongly
about it and intend to pursue the matter because we
believe that this sale has again done considerable harm
to the standing of the Community among the public.
(Appkuse from certain qt4drtert of the Earopean Demo-
cratic Groap)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Paisley.
Mr Paisley. 
- 
The Commissioner says [hat as rhey
had already entered inro an arrangemenr to sell rhis
butrer,. they had to go ahead with rhat arrangemenr.
Does that mean rhar if Russia conrinues her aggressive
activity all the conracr rhe Commission has in mind1 See Annex.
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to help the Soviet Union with cheap butter will
continue? Vill there never come a day when a stop
will be put to this attitude?
(Appkttse fron certdin qudrters on the centre and on the
nght)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Aigner.
Mr Aigner. 
- 
(D) May I ask Mr Gundelach for a
detailed list of export Eansactions with the Soviet
Union in the dairy sector this year, with a breakdown
by individual refunds, prices etc. \[ill he provide that
list to the next meeting of the Committee on Budget-
ary Control?
President. 
- 
I call Mr Delatte.
Mr Delatte. 
- 
(F) Mr President, can the Commissioner
confirm the figures which I have been given by the
Commission rc the effect that the subsidy for butter
deliveries to the United Kingdom amounts to
l7O EUA per 100 kg, while the subsidy on exPorts to
the USSR is 110 EUA per 100 kg?
President. 
- 
I call Mr Curry.
Mr Curry. 
- 
Perhaps the Commissioner would
confirm that the problem we are talking about is
essendally the chronic surplus of dairy produce in the
Community. !(/e should all be very grateful for his
reassurance that the Commission is not planning to
sound the retreat on its courageous ProPosals in the
farm-price package in such a way as to permit the
continued accumulation of such surpluses, but intends
to stick by im pledge rc try and limit these surpluses, if
necessary by such radical measures as a super-levy.
(Appkase from the European Democratic Group)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Gundelach.
Mr Gundelach. 
- 
(DK) First I will gladly confirm
- 
as I have done countless times in this Parliament, in
the Council and in public 
- 
that this problem is
obviously bound up with the fact that we produce
more milk and butter in the Communiry than there is
normally a demand for. As long as this condnues to be
rhe case, we shall continue to get problems like the
one we are discussing. The Commission does not
intend to sound a rereat on its endeavours to slow the
growth rate of milk production, to arrest it and to
make sure that there is a decrease over the years in the
quantity of milk produced in the Communiry. Nor do
we intend of course to give up our fight to introduce
- 
in addition to an ordinary co-responsibiliry levy 
-.a super levy, that is to say a levy on the increased
production. This is indeed the central issue.
Furthermore, there are no contracts between the
Commission and the Soviet Union, nor, for that
matter, any other third country, to be fulfilled now or
in the future. The Commission's hands are not tied in
any way in this matter. But regulations were adoprcd
by the Council and endorsed by the previous Parlia-
ment, decisions have been mken by the Council of
which this Parliament was duly notified, and these
impose on the Commission an obligation to maintain
*liat are called normal expons of butter to the Soviet
Union. So, it is not out of contempt either for Parlia-
ment. or for the Council that the Commission is carry-
ing out the task which it has been given. I should like
to remind the House that when it adopted a decision
on agricultural prices it also made a recommendation
to the Commission to try to sell dairy products to
other countries. And to sell as much as it could. This
was a resolution which I personally could not agree
with, for reasons with which the House is familiar, but
it is what this Parliament decided last time.
As far as the Commission is concerned, we intend to
keep these sales within the limited amounts which the
Council decided on in January and February, given
the present political situation. Vith a different poliry
on milk for which I have sought this Parliament's
support, again and again 
- 
not always successfully 
-
we would be able in future to avoid awkward political
problems of this kind. I absolutely agree with the
honorable Members that this is what we need, but so
long as there is over-production, one need only recall
other debates about expons to other pans of the world
to appreciate the size of the problems which exist in
various Member States 
- 
and they are not always the
same.
Prcsident. 
- 
I call Mr Aigner.
Mr Aigner. 
- 
(D) I have not had an 
"nr*.. 
,o 
-y
question as to whether the Commission is ready to
submit a document containing details of exPorts rc the
Soviet Union to the next meetint of the Committee on
Budgetary Control.
(Applaase from the igbt)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Gundelach.
Mr Gundelach. 
- 
(DK) I shall be glad rc comply
with Mr Aigner's request and let the committee have a
new copy of the rules governing the export of butter
and other agricultural producu to the Soviet Union,
rogether with demils of the rcrms on which this tran-
saition has taken place. The figures quoted by another
honourable Member, ll0 u.a., 95 u.a., compared with
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I 15 u.a., for fresh butrer are quite correct and show, as
I also want to make clear to the Committee on Budg-
etary Control, that this butter was sold on extraordi-
narily favourable economic terms.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Delatte.
Mr Delatte. 
- 
(F) Mr President, allow me rc repear
my question. The Commissioner said that rhe cost of
refunds on butter sold to the USSR was 110 EUA per
100 kg; can he confirm rhat the subsidies for buttcr
consumption in the United Kingdom amounr ro
170 EUA per 100 kg?
Prcsident. 
- 
I call Mr Gundelach.
Mr Gundclach, Wce-President of the Commision. 
- 
|
confirm the figures the honourable Member has put
forward.
15. Membership of Parliament
President. 
- 
The French aurhorides have notified me
that Mr G6rard Israel has been nominated Member of
the European Parliament to replace Mr Chirac. I
welcome the new Member and remind rhe House that,
pursuant to Rule 3 (3) of the Rules of Procedure a
Member whose credenrials have nor yer been verified
may provisionally take his seat in Parliament or on its
committees with the same rights as other Members of
Parliament.
16. Question time
President. 
- 
The next item is the first pan of Ques-
tion time (Doc. 1-173180).
\7e begin wirh questions to rhe Commission.
I call Mr Fergusson on a point of order.
Mr,Fergusson. 
- 
Mr President, on 20April a ques-
tion for oral reply was tabled in my name dealing with
the reaction of the Commission to a resolution
adoprcd by the Parliamenr in June 1978.Lshould now
like to know from you, why it is not incorporated in
the list of oral quesrions before us at this moment and,
therefore, cannot be taken rcday.
President. 
- 
Unfonunately, ir was nor clear from
your statement to which quesdon you are referring. I
would ask you ro make this known to the Bureau and
I shall endeavour ro discover the reasons and shall
communicate them to you. That is the only way of
settling the matter. The Presidenr does not have infor-
mation on lhe situarion regarding oral questions.
I call Mr Fergusson.
Mr Fergusson. 
- 
Mr President, I rhink the Bureau is
well aware of the question I put down and I hope I
shall get a full explanation of why it is not in, either
today or within the next rvrenty-four hours.
President. 
- 
Your smrcmenr has been norcd.
Question No I by Mrs Van den Heuvel (H-32l80):
How can the Commission reconcile its position that age
limits do not conflict with the principle of equal trcatment
for both sexes (see Answer to Vritten Question No 742/
79)t with rhe fact rhat womcn oftcn embark on a ciueer a!
a much later age?
Mr Tugendhtt, Member of tbe Commission. 
- 
The
Commission has no evidence that women ge4erally
begin careers much later in life than men. Of course, I
recognize that women's careers are frequendy subject
to cenain interruptions and difficulties that do not
apply to men.
(Laugbter)
In the Commission's view, the presenr age-limits prov-
ide a reasonable balance berween the needs of our
services, the interests of our employees generally and
the special career needs of our female employees.
Mrs Van den Heuvcl. 
- 
(NL) I should like rc hear
from the Commissioner whether he has studied rhe
research on the position of women on rhe labour
market? I would recommend him in panicular to read
the document produced by the Group of Directors-
General of Employmenr enritled 'Vomen's Unem-
ployment in the Communiry' which makes it abun-
dantly clear rhar women generally begin to build a
career much later than men. I cannot therefore under-
stand why the Commissioner should fail to recognize
this simple fact which emertes from all the relevanr
research.
Mr Tugendhat. 
- 
The point I wish to make in
ans{/er to thar question is that of course I recognize
that women's careers are subject to interruptions and
difficulties that do nor, as rule, apply ro men. Bur we,
of course, have to mke inrc accounr both the difficul-
ties of running a public service on very limited
resources 
- 
very limircd resources indeed 
- 
and the
, oJ c 316 ol 17.12. 1979, p. 48.
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panicular problems of employees of both sexes and of
different nationalities. Vhere one is dealing with
remporary posts, it is of course sometimes possible to
make special arrangements; but in a service of our
sort, to have different qualifications across the board
does sometimes raise very considerable difficulties. I
assure the honourable Member that I certainly don't
have a closed mind on this; I am well aware of the fact
that we have an insufficient number of women in high
positions in our organization, but I think that so far as
age-limits are concerned it would in the present
ciicumstances be difficult to do anphing about it.
Lady Elles. 
- 
Vould the Commissioner undertake to
look at the question of positive discrimination in
favour of women over the age of 35, in view precisely
of the special position, which he himself has recog-
nized, of women raising families earlier in their life
rather than later, and to take into account the contri-
budon that married v'oman who have raised families
can give to an organizadon like the Commission,
paniculary if one takes into account Sir Roy
Denman's recent letter?
Mr Tugendhat. 
- 
Ve would certainly be prepared
rc look into the question. Of course, the point when
women begin their careers is not always easy to deter-
mine, as sometimes it is true that women actually
begin a career for the first time after having had a
family. Very often, of course, women begin a career
after'leaving shool or universiry and then break off rc
have a family. And the problems which we face
include, of course, not only the matter of iquality
between the sexes but also equality between women
who have had children and those who have not had
children, between those who have begun a career and
those who have not begun a career, and so fonh' I
, 
really don't think that it is a simple or straightforward
matter, though I do assure both Lady Elles and Mrs
Van den Heuvel that we are conscious of the difficul-
ties and cenainly approach them with an open mind.
Mrs Krouwel-Mam. 
- 
(NL) Vill the Commissioner
also refute the rumours that the age limit for female
applicants is to be funher reduced, thus funher limit-
ing the oppotunities open to them? And this at a time
when the Community should set the example in the
matter of equal treatment of men and women.
Mr Tugendhat. 
- 
As the House knows, we are
examining a whole range of problems relating to our
staff, including recruitment, abiliry, Promotion and a
great many other things, and we are, within that
ionte*t, cenainly considering the age at which people
should enter. I can only say, once again, that I am
conscious of the particular difficulties of women,
though I do think that the problem of non-discrimina-
tion, not only as between one sex and the other, but
also as between women who have had families and
those who have not had families, women who have
begun a career.and those who are beginning.a career
or are interrupting a career, does make the solution to
this problem extremely difficult, panicularly when one
has io take into account the difficulties of running a
public service on necessarily limircd resources.
Mrs Dekker. 
- 
(NL)There is one point to which the
Commission has not yet referred, and that is the extent
to which a woman above what is now the normal age
limit would be less suitable for the work involved and
secondly the extent to which women are more exPen-
sive, since I have heard the Commissioner say rePeat-
edly that it is also a matter of funds. I do not see why
theie *o-en should necessarily be more expensive. If
the Commission cannot give an affirmative answer to
either of these two questions will it then promise to
change its attitude in the near future, because I cannot
r.. 
"ny reasons of subsance for 
the disadvantaged
position of women in the Commission?
Mr Tugendhet. 
- 
I think there must have been a
misunderstanding at some point in interpretation or in
some other way, because my essential point 
- 
and
indeed I thought it was also Mrs van den Heuvel's
essential point 
- 
was, that the age limits are the same
for both sexes. So there is no question of saying that
an older woman is less qualified than an older man, far
from it. The second point I would make is we are not
saying that older women, or indeed older men, are
nicesiarily less well qualified. Our position, of course,
is that we recruit service people in order that they
should not only render service to the organization but
also that they should engage on a career, and that if
you recruit people at different ages, clearly you do
not have a son of cursus honorum in a career. It is not a
question of whether an older man or an older woman
is more or less expensive than a younger man, it is
that, like any national civil service, v/e.are appointing
people with a view to them pursuing a long-term
career in which they move up the scale.
President. 
- 
Question No 2 by Sir John Stewan-
Clark (H-34l80):
Vill the Commission inform the European Parliament of
the statc of negotiations regarding fishing between the
Communiry and Canada, bearing in mind that it is a
matter of public knowledge that the existing agreement
has not been satisfactory to either parry?
Mr Gundelach, Wce-President of tbe Commission 
-(DK) The existing framework agreement on fishing
between Canada and the Community dates from 1979
and will be extended to 1980 to allow time for a more
comprehensive and long-term agreement to be
concluded.
It is a fact, as the honorable Member states in his ques-
tion, that this provisional agreement is not as comPre-
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hensive as the Community would like as regards the
facilities for its fleet to fish in Canadian wateri and, on
the Canadian side, they are pressing for an agreement
that would allow for more exporrs of fishery products
from Canada, which has a considerably larger area of
water ro fish in with the introduction of the 200-mile
limit.
Negotiations on this more comprehensive agreement
. 
are underway, two rounds of mlks have already taken
place and a third will take place at the end of this
month. Obviously, we consider it very imponant that
these negoriadons should have a positive ourcome,
because, as rhe siruarion in the Nonh Atlantic and the
North Sea becomes increasingly critical, we are very
concerned to maintain or negotiate for fishing rights
in the Community's traditional fishing grounds-
In return for that, as I say, we must allow greater
access ro rhe Community market for fishery products
from Canada. '!7'e are running into difficulties at
present because the situation on the Community fish
market is very bad just now 
- 
we shall be discussing
this in connecrion with another quesrion larer on.
Prices are falling and impons from third counrries are
well up. So these are difficult warers ro manoeuvre in.
\7e have submirted the proposal for cenain limited but
quite substandal rade concessions for Canada and the
way is now open for rhe resumprion of rhe negotia-
tions later this month as I have already said, and I
hope that will lead ro a worrhwhile agreement for both
Panners.
Sir John Stewart-Clark. 
- 
I would like to thank the
Commissioner for his reply. I am cenainly glad to
learn thar there is hope of increased access. I am sure
the Commissioner knows that this Parliament has
established close and consrrucrive relations with our
friends in the Canadian Parliament. I find ir rather
regrettable rhat the Council should have signed a fish-
ing agreement wirh Canada without any prior consul-
tation of this Parliamenr during the negotiarions so
far. I would ask rhe Commission whetherit is true rhat
the agreement in fact permits the impons into the
Communiry for 1980 of up to l0 000 tonnes of
prbcessed fish, which is equivalent ro over
20 000 tonnes of live carch, and rhat rhis greatly
outweighs in size the allowable catch of approximarely
4 000 tonnes to Community fishermen in Canadian
waters. Further will the Commissioner confirm rhar
this applies particularly ro imporrs into the United
Kingdom of nearly 7 000 tonnes of processed fish or
some 14 000 ronnes live catch equivalent against a
catch entitlement in Canadian waters for BritLh fish-
ermen of only 570 ronnes?
(Applause fron certdin benches of the European Demo-
uatic Group)
Mr Gundelach. 
- 
(DK) There musr be some misun-
derstanding here on a number of poinrc. Firsr of all,
the agreement with Canada was concluded in 1979
and debated in the European Parliamenr at rha[ dme.
Vhat has happened since is simply a prolongation of
the existing agreemenr to allow rime for a more lasting
and radical solution to the problem and naturally thi
Commission will also be discussing this with Parlia-
ment. I rcld Parliament earlier that rhis was the
general situation. And I canno[ agree thar the Parlia-
ment has in any way been excluded from rhe discus-
sions mking place on this imponanr marrer.
Secondly, as regards fish imports from Canada, these
have norhing ro do with the provisional agreements
concluded earlier with Canada. These agreements, like
all conventional framework agreements, only deal
with the question of reciprocal fishing rights 
- 
there
is not much fishing by Canada in European waters but
there is the quesrion of the warcr around Greenland
and cenain French possessions 
- 
they do not cover
malters of rrade. They do nor deal with impons.
Canada has now raised rhis matter with us and asked if
it could be dealr with and clarified in connection with
a new agreemenr. \fle have agreed in principle to
discuss this quesdon in connection with increased fish-
ing rights for the Community in Canadian warers.
The orher provisions included in rhe provisional agree-
ments apan from those concerning Community fishing
in Canadian warcrs were about cenain obligations in
regard to the landing of fish in Canada. Fish impons
have up to now been dealt with in connection with the
general trade policy, i.e. cusroms tariff rules and
reference prices applicable to imports of fish into the
Community from third counrries and here there has
been a whole series of provisional exemptions from
customs duries on a yearly basis. There will be discus-
sions abour rhis, roo, this year but no decision has
been taken on such exempdons. This will nor happen
until later rhis year when rhe position with regard to
negotiations with Canada is clearer and when we have
found ways and means of correcting the present
depressed situation on the European fish-markei which
will mainly involve sharply increasing the reference
prices applicable to impons of all species of fish from
third countries into the Communiry. This is something
that mkes us beyond the quesdon of relations with
Canada, but since the honourable Member referred to
the situation on our fish market, I wanred to give this
additional information.
President. 
- 
I must ask all the Members to keep
their questions brief in accordance with Rule 47. Yle
mus[ nor rurn rhis into a debate.
Mr Kirk. 
- 
(DK) First I should like rc rhank the
Commission for the very full answer to the questions
concerning the agreement with Canada. My own brief
question to Mr Gundelach is wherher the Commission
is aware of rhe difficulries that will arise for the
Community's fishing fleet from the point of view of
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competition if Canada is granted substantial exemp-
tions from customs duties on its expons to the
common market. It is a fact that the fishing porential
for Canada, panicularly off Newfoundland, is enor-
mous and it is very keen to expon this fish to the
European market. But it is also a fact that the Commu-
nity's fishing fleet will not be able to compete with the
Canadian fleet if Canada is allowed to take advantage
of the European market and expon its products here. I
understand, as Mr Gundelach said, that Canada has
raised this matter in its negotiations on fishing rights
for the European fleet. But is the Commission aware
of the risk entailed in allowing Canada to export to
rhe European market, on a large scale?
Mr Gundelach. 
- 
(DK) It is true, as I said in my
introductory reply that, with the extension to the
200-mile limit, Canada will be able to catch far more
fish than it can imelf consume. So it is keen to be
allowed to export it, and Europe is a big market.
On the other hand, the potential for our own fishing
fleet has been restricted in the waters around Iceland,
in the Nonh Atlandc and off Nonh America.'!7'e are
keen to use our fleet, for a large amount of money has
been invested in it. So these are the two negotiating
posidons of the two sides. \7e must try to find how to
balance one against the other.
Mr Kirk, we are fully aware that if we opened our
doors too wide we would find Canada exporting more
fish to our market than it could withstand, for we must
also allow access for other third countries. '!7'e cannot
adopt discriminatory measures. So we must proceed in
the way rhar we are doing, that is, selecting species of
fish and kinds of tinned fish that Canada is interested
in producing and which our market can absorb and, in
all other negotiations, find a reasonable balance
between Canada's interests, our interesm and our rela-
tions with other third countries. Ve are fully aware of
the difficuldes facing us both as regards our fish
market and also the need to employ our fleet, in which
enormous sums have been invested.
Mrs Ewing. 
- 
Is the Commissioner aware of the
meeting held in the 'Western Isles on behalf of lobster
fishermen: 150 gentlemen who were very angry and
who asked a number of reasonable questions? \fould
the Commissioner think it reasonable to say ro the
Canadians that the impons must be held at the level of
last year, if not of the year before, and secondly, could
he not distinguish between Hebredian and Canadian
species of crustacean fish? If the Commission is going
to wear a human face, he really cannot sit and watch
my towns and villages and islands become extinct.
Mr Gundelach. 
- 
(DK) In my earlier answer I indi-
cated that the Community had made a selective offer
to Canada for cenain fish products. This did not
include the species of fish that Mrs Ewing has referred
to.
Mr Provan. 
- 
I will try to be brief, but we are talk-
ing about the future survival of the Community fishing
industry. The Commissioner must, I think, agree that,
with the 200-mile limit, there is going to be a massive
expansion of Canadian production. Vill he give us a
categorical assurance that he will maintain the Euro-
pean Community fishing industry, and will he explain
to me the inequitable allocation of allowable catches
that appears to have been made in this agreement,
where one Member State is given 400 tonnes of wet
fish and another Member nation is given 3 000 tonnes
of wet fish. I think this is totally unacceptable. I hope
we can get a satisfactory explanation.
Mr Gundelach. 
- 
(DK) I am afraid Mrs Ewing feels
she has not had an answer to her question. I acknow-
ledged that earlier concessions for the species she
referred to created difficulties for a number of our
own products, and that we have to proceed with great
care and restraint in this matter. !fle know we must be
careful about these products, which are of panicular
imponance to certain Nonh Atlantic islands belonging
to the United Kingdom, and some areas in the south
of that country.
Of course it is the Commission's principal objecdve in
the fisheries poliry to ensure that Europe's fishing
industry can continue rc expand. lrt us be clear what
we mean by fishing industry. S7e are talking about that
pan of the industry that operates on land and is a
processing industry, and also that pan that sells fish rc
the consumers. The fishing industry comprises three
sectors altogether and all three must be able to thrive.
Therefore, in our negotiations with third countries we
must strike a balance, as I have indicated, to ensure
that we do not find ourselves in a situation where we
become bigger and bigger importers of fish and fish
products, while our own share of active production 
-that is to say, the catching of fish or processing of our
own catches 
- 
Bets smaller and smaller, because our
access to third country waters is getting smaller and
smaller. There must be a balance and that is what we
have got rc look at in any negotiations, whether with
Canada or with Norway or any other third country.
Vhen we mlk of the allocation of the catches obtained
in agreements with third countries 
- 
and this is a
different question 
- 
the honourable Member must
bear in mind that these quotas have to be judged in the
overall context. He must look at how the quotas which
we have obmined from the Faroe Islands, Norway,
and so on, have been allocated among the Member
States. If you take only one country that we have
signed an agreement with and throw up your hands in
horror crying 'Discrimination! This or that Member
State is getting only so much;' you are giving a false
impression. You have to see the whole picture for all
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allocations and all third countries with whom we have
an atreement. Then you will see rhar the discrimina-
tion referred rc by the honourable Member does not
in fact exist, or insofar as there is any discrimination, it
is in favour of one particular Member Sate, i.e. rhe
United Kingdom.
President. 
- 
Question No 3 by Mr Combe (H-35/
80):
A whole series of Commission regulations ranging from
No 5321591 to No 262/792 while inuoducing successive
amendments have always adhered to the policy of allow-
ing processing firms to obtain denatured or other types of
surplus butter at reduced prices provided they use more
than five tonnes of butrer per month. These rules have
thus discriminated between large-scale users and small
businesses, which arc allowed only denatured butter, a
product that does not meet their requirements. In the light
of these facts, when will the Commission grant craft and
small and medium-sized undenakings in the bakery and
confectionery business'who are prepared to form buyers'
cooperadves or syndicates the same tcnns as industrial
producers?
Mr Gundclach, Vce-Presidcnt of tbe Commission. 
-(DK) This way of using our surplus butter is cenainly
more acceptable politically, but it involves some
expenditure and must therefore be subject to adequare
supervision. Otherwise, Mr Aigner would demand to
know the reason why, and with good reason.
The fact is that so many small undertakings are now
obtaining butter in a different form from the larger
undenakings that the necessary checks are nor being
carried out. The right time ro carry them out is during
the actual making of the products or near enough ro
that stage. Since this cannor be done with hundreds of
thousands of small businesses, it has not been possible
to treat the large and small businesses in the same way,
although dairy produce, butter in sbme form or other,
is still being made available to rhe small businesses.
I could imagine thar one solution to the problems
facing these small businesses would be for them to
combine together on a cooperative basis, so that
supervision could be carried our ar that point, for
example a wholesale cooperarive.
Mr Combc. 
- 
(F) I am a little surprised at the
Commissioner's reply, alrhough I do discern a cenain
willingness to accepr the idea of a cooperative. May I
remind him at the outset that Europeah craft trades-
men have already formed cooperarives. These cooper-
atives have been functioning for many years and they
would like norhint betrer than to benefit from this
intervention butter. I must admit that I am surprised
by all this because I have heard innumerable questions
about butter since I have been a Member of parlia-
ment.
These new provisions would enable the European
consumer rc benefit from the surplus srocks. But the
small consumer is being refused the benefits granted ro
his larger colleagues. I am well acquainted with this
whole problem and I would say quite clearly that the
small consumers should be able to benefit from this
intervention butter through their cooperarives.
Obviously even if they then resold to orher consumers
- 
this seems ro be rhe stumbling block 
- 
they would
be acting against rheir own best interest since their
turnover is determined in relation to their purchases
and they would pay much higher taxes. Fears on this
are unfounded.
Since there is a 'butter mounain'- although I have
noted thar in realiry we impon far more fats than we
produce 
- 
I should like to know whether it is true
that only 43 000 tonnes of the fats which we have
imponed from the United States have been liable for
customs dury?
President. 
- 
I would again ask Members ro comply
with the Rules of Procedure and keep their questions
brief. The Rules of Prodecure specifically state rhat
statistical date should not be included. I regret to say
that under cenain circumstances I may not permit
funher questions. Questions should not exceed rwo or
three sentences. Otherwise many Members will not
receive ansx/ers to their quesdons.
Mr Gundclach. 
- 
(DK) fu I have already said, ir is
in the'Community's interesu rc sell this butrer on the
internal market for indusrial processing, for we have
thcse large surpluses. This is an exremely cosrly way
of disposing of the butter. Therefore, we must make
sure that ir is being used for the purpose we have paid
for and nor something else. That is what this Parlia-
ment wanrs, too. This can only be carried out effec-
tively during the processing stage or through some
organization that knows exacdy what goes on during
that stage. The fact that the small producers are
members of cooperadves is not enough in itself; but if
they combine in such a way as to make it possible rc
carry our collective checfis, I would be only too
pleased to enlighten them about rhe way in which they
can obtain butter with financial help for their under-
takings from the Community.
The second quesrion about soya impons from the
United Sares has very little to do with our surplus
butter, because soya is used for orher purposes. There
are no special rules for one lot of imports and different
rules for another. They are all treared in the same way.
Mr J. D. Taylor. 
- 
It is niie to complimenr the
Commissioner on tle matter of butter. As one who has
t OJ L 7t of22.3.1969.
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received many representations during the past six
months from consumers and trade unionists in the
bakery industry about lack of access to this cheaper
butter, I welcome the Commissioner's positive reply
today. Could I ask him, if, in view of the emphasis he
placed on control of the distribudon of this cheaper
butter to the bakery industry, he will consider aPProv-
ing the setting up of a producers'board such as the
Nonhern Ireland Milk Marketing Board to control
the distribution of this cheaper butter to the bakery
industry in Nonhern Ireland?
Mr Gundelach. 
- 
(DK) As I have already made
clear, we shall be looking at the solution rc the Prob-
lem, which I know very well from earlier discussions
and correspondence is a serious one. And, as I said
before, I think a satisfactory solution can be found, if
there is a central body representing the small produ-
cers, either in the form of a marketing board or in
some other form which could ensure uniform supervi-
sion. Ve shall cenainly consider this.
Mr Paisley. 
- 
\fill the Commissioner assure us that
his depanment will enter into real negotiations with an
association already in existence in Northern Ireland
that deals with small bakeries and those in the confec-
tionery field?
Mr Gundelach. 
- 
I have just answered this, but we
must, of course, be clear that we are not trying to
solve a problem for Nonhern Ireland, even if it is one
that concerns Nonhern Ireland.'We are trying to solve
a problem that concerns the Communiry as a whole.
President. 
- 
Question No 4 by Mr Moreland(H-a2/80):
Does thc Commission believe that the variations in the
form of intervention by governments of Member States in
the availability of finance for agriculture and industry and
in the interest rate structure to be in the best interests of
competition within the Communiry?
Mr Gundelach, Wce-President of tbe Commission. 
-(DK)ltwould undoubrcdly be easier to administer the
common agricultural oolicy in a.sensible way, if there
were not tJ tn"ny differences in interest rates and also
in the rates of inflation and other economic factors in
the different Member States, as is the case at Present.
There has been some progress in regard to cooPera-
tion in the monetary field, even though it seems a
rather hesitant kind of progress, especially when we
consider what is called economic convergence. But, as
long as such wide divergences exist in economic deve-
lopment in the different Member States, in inflation
raies, employment and balance of payments, the
Member States must be in a position to Pursue an
economic policy which inevitably means that the
general interest rate poliry cannot be identical
throughout the Community at the present srage of im
development. The Commission can do nothing about
this by direct action; it can only hope that cooPeration
on economic convertence will slowly but surely lead
to a more acceptable situation than exists at the
moment.
Meanwhile, while there are financing arrangements
which discriminate between different branches of
industry or different sectors of agriculture, there are
ways in which the Commission can intervene and it
hai done this where there has been a clear breach of
the rules on fair competition.
Mr Moreland. 
- 
Could the Commissioner tell us
whether the Commission keeps a record of all the ani-
ficial interest-rates, the subsidized interest-rates and
other aid, given to both agriculture and industry
within the Commission? It it does not, will it do so in
the future? If it does, would it make such a record
available to Members so that we can see what the
present. situation is?
Mr Gundelach. 
- 
(DK) First, I should like to point
out that the original question was about general
financing poliry, and general interest rates. And that is
what I replied rc. Obviously, as I also indicated in my
answer, special arrangements do exist, so this brings
up the question of national intervention. The Commis-
sion ries, in accordance with its remit under the
Treaty, to keep a watch on developments in the
various Member States, and collect information about
special measures adopted by governments, so that we
can establish whether these special measures are in
accordance with the Treaty. If they are not, we can inter-
vene. This information 
- 
I would not like rc claim
that it is comprehensive, but as comprehensive as we
can make it with the limited staff at our disposal 
- 
we
shall gladly make it available to Parliament.
Mr Beazlcy. 
- 
Is the Commissioner aware that, inso-
far as the Dutch Government is still maintainint a gas
price for the glasshouse horticultural industry with
which other Member States cannot comPete and since
the German and French Governments are said, in
consequence to be subsidizing the energy price of that
industry in their own countries by DM 50 million and
FF 45 million respecdvely, there is no longer any
common market in this industry and the conditions
therein are complerely unfair?
Mr Gundelach. 
- 
(DK) It is an exatteration to say
rhat we have reached a point where there is no longer
any common market and no longer any free
exchange of goods in the horticultural sector. Having
said that, I am all the same prepared to admit that
there is a problem in regard to the reladonship
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between the pricbs for gas and other forms of energy
in different Member States, especially as they affect
this sector.
The Commission has been examining this problem for
some time, and has drawn up a very comprehensive
report, which is about to be published, which will
provide the basis for a more detailed study by the
Commission and the Council of measures ro creare
fair conditions in rhe honicultural market.
President. 
- 
Question No 5 by Mrs Scrivener(H-8 r /80):
Further rc Parliament's requesr, formularcd in specific
rerms during rhe initial stages of the 1980 budgetary
procedure in an amendment adopted to Anicle 520 of the
draft budger, does the Commission not consider it vitally
necessary ro provide a Communiry response to the serious
problem of unemploymentamong young people_by carry-
ing out as soon as possible a preparatory study on rhe
creation under the Social Fund of a Communiry pact for
young people seeking their first job based on models
already existing in cenain Member States (subsidies and
tax exemptions for undertakings employing young
people)?
Mr Vredeling, Wce-President of the Commission.
- 
(NL) I would poinr our that under the European
Social Fund we have in recenl years been giving
increasing supporr. for rhe vocarional raining of the
younB unemployed. A decision was taken to this effect
in 1975; in 1978, acring on a proposal from us, the
Council also decided ro tranr special premiums to
undenakings which employ young people and also
subsidies rc rhe Member States for special projects in
which the yount unemployed could be set to work on
non-commercial activities. If we take the 1980 budget,
which has unfonunately nor been adopted, as our
point of depanure it will be seen rhat over r/t of all the
resources of the Social Fund are specifically intended
for activiries for the benefit of young people.
Mrs Scrivener. 
- 
(F) Since I find that answer alro-
gether unsatisfactory, allow me rc pur a second ques-
tion: now that close on 6 million persons in Europe
are affected by unemploymenr, why has the Commis-
sion not incorporated inrc its new preliminarT draft
budget this proposal relating ro an employmen[ pacr
for young people? That seems quire unreasonibl..
Faced with such a vast problem, would it not be
appropridte ro consider every possible new solution? I
should like the Commission ro indicarc ro me exacrly
why it has not adopred this proposal.
Mr Vredeling.- (NL) Mr President, I could give
you the formal answer rhar rhe Council in its wisdom
has not adopred the 1980 budget yer but I shall not
choose the facile solurion. Since lasr year we have been
undenaking within the conrexr of rhe Social.Fund a
special activity in the area of alternating education for
young people 
- 
i.e. linked theoretical training and
pracrical job experience. This is a similar rype of pact
to that menrioned by the honourable Member. The
Commission considers that it would nor be the right
approach to turn rhis inro a Communiry atreement as
proposed in her question and as discussed in Parlia-
ment. Parliamenr has asked for this whole matter to be
studied. Appropriations are earmarked .for this
purpose in the 1980 budger, ar leasr in rhe preliminary
draft. Mr President, we could certainly use rhese funds
for funher education. The Commission is akeady
looking into the subject of alternating education
including aspecrs of the apprenticeship system. It is
therefore wrong ro suggesr thar we are neglecting this
subject but we cannor yer see how this study could
result directly in a Communiry agreemen[ for all
young people from Northern Ireland to Sicily.
Mr Boyes. 
- 
There is no doubt that the grearesr
challenge facing rhe Communiry ar rhe momenr is
unemploymenL parricularly amongst the youth. Is rhe
Commission aware that some Member States, by
reducing the cash available for deprived regions and
thereby cutting the opponuniries for job creation, are
exploiting the activities of frustrated youth to pour
more money into so-called law and order measures?
Vill the Commission, in preparing any repons, take
into consideration the social consequences of unem-
ployment amongsr youth?
Mr Vredeling. 
- 
(NL) The material content of the
honourable Member's quesrion is confined to dercr-
mining whether the Commission will rake account of
the needs of young people. My answer ro rhar is in rhe
affirmarive. His question abour law and order was in
my view wrongly addressed.
Mr dbers. 
- 
(NL) Given that the existence of
unemployment among young people and unemploy-
ment in general are penly attributable to the discrep-
ancy between supply and demand, I should like rc ask
whether the 'Cedox' sysrem is being applied 
- 
a
system which is inrcnded to bring supply and demand
within rhe European Community closer together. It is
interesting for example that rhe IJmuiden steelworks
are unable rc find enough personnel without bringing
in workers from third counrries. Mr President, may I
remind you rhar I put this quesrion wirhin the time
limit stipulated in rhe Rules of Procedure but that it
has nevenheless nor been included in the list of ques-
tions for today.
Mr Vredelin* 
- 
(NL) Mr Presidenr, the honour-
able Member's question does not relate specifically rc
unemploymenr among young people. However, I shall
ake this opponuniry to inform him that although five
hundred Yugoslavian workers have been engaged for
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IJmuiden, the Cedox system has made it possible at
least to find some fifry English steelworkers. I shall say
no more on this point since we are talking about
unemployment among young people.
Mr Paisley. 
- 
As Nonhern Ireland, unfortunately,
has the wors[ unemployment in the Community, could
I put on record the gratitude of the people of Nonh-
ern Ireland for these schemes for the training of
youth, which are second to none in Nonhern Ireland
as compared to the rest of the United Kingdom?
However, could I ask the Commissioner if he does not
feel that a funher incentive needs to be given rc
encourage employers tg take these young people who
have had this training?
Mr Vrcdelin1. 
- 
NL) Firstly, we give prioriry to
employers who take on young people when they
recruit new personnel. There is then a Community
subsidy equivalent rc that granted at national level for
these activities.
President. 
- 
Question No 5 by Mrs Clwyd (H-88/
80):
In view of the grave problem of youth unemployment
rhroughout the European Communiry and the expressed
purpose of the European Social Fund to help alleviate that
problem, through its aids to promote the employment and
raining of young pcople, will the Commission confirm
rhat it is satisfied that the lisp of prioriry regions for the
applicadon of Anicle 4 Aids to Young People (the Youth
Map) is an accurarc indicator of need in respect of yourh
unemployment and an effective basis for the allocation of
aid?
Mr Vredeling, Wce-President of the Commission. 
-(NL) Mr President, our view is that levels of youth
unemployment in different regions must be compared.
If the level is higher than the Communiry average in
ceftain regions, we then give prioriry to the latter;
special support is granted to regions in which youth
unemployment is 30 % higher than the national aver-
age. The Commission considers that it must apply
certain criteria because it receives two to three times
more applications than it is in a position to meet.
Mrs Clwyd. 
- 
I am aware, of course, that the
Commission needs to use some criteria. \7hat I am
questioning is whether the Commissioner believes that
this is an accurate method of assessing need. He will
know that on several occasions I have raised the
matter in the Committee on Social Affairs and
Employment, because \flales, one of the regions which
is not on the priority map, has a consistently high rate
of unemployment, in fact, one of the highest rates of
unemployment in the United Kingdom. Therefore it
seems rather strange to me that !7ales should be omit-
ted from the priority map. Now if this is true of 'Wales,
it is possibly true of other regions in the Community as
well. That is why I am asking the Commissioner
whether he believes that this is the most accurate indi-
cation of need in the Community. I suggest that this
youth map is too crude a method and that there
should be a way of refining the process of assessing
youth unemployment needs in the Community.
Mr Vredeling. 
- 
(NL) I will concede to the
honourable Member that one drawback is this: the
criteria which we apply are based on a Community
survey that is only taken at two-yearly intervals. Vales
does not meet our criteria because the last survey dates
from 1977. \7e conducted a funher survey in 1979 and
the results will be available within the next few weeks
- 
cenainly before the summer recess. I do not rule
our the possibility that Vales will then fall within our
crircria. I cannot make an accura[e prediction, Mr
President, because I do not have the gift of prophecy.
However, I have contacted my colleague, Mr Onoli,
who is prepared to cooperate in a plan to hold these
surveys annually instead of eveq, two years 
- 
as I
said, suppon is based on the survey results.
Mr Rogers. 
- 
Is the Commissioner aware that the
primary reason for the exclusion of \7ales from being
a priority region is the timing of the census, which in
that area was conducted immediately prior to the
school-leaving time? Funhermore, taking !7ales as
one region results in a gross distonion of the sadstical
picture in that there are at least three different separ-
ate economrc communities in \flales, although I
cenainly would accept that the whole of Britain is
rapidly becoming a prioriry region under Mrs
Thatcher's reactionary government.
Mr Vredeling. 
- 
(NL) Ve have in fact looked into
the position regarding N7ales, and the expens do
consider that the school-leaving age is different from
that in the rest of the Community. However, this does
not have a significant impact on the Percentage of
you[h unemployment I have been assured by
our own expens after consultation with British
expens. As regards the division of Vales into
sub-regions, Mr President, I prefer to await the figures
which I announced to you since the new statistics may
show rhat the whole of \7ales already meets our
criteria, thus making any further sub-division super-
fluous. Mr President, I am sorry that I must sdck so
closely to [he letter of our criteria 
- 
otherwise we
shall have the whole of Alsace-Lorraine at our door
romorrow and whole areas of Italy close behind.
Mrs Le Roux. 
- 
(F) Mr President, does the
Commission not think that the essential results of the
measures taken at national and Community level have
been fresh public financing for the major undenak-
ings, in other words increased support for their profit
levels? Is it not srue that unemployment among young
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people has continued ro increase considerably since
these measures were first inrroduced?
Mr Vrcdeling. 
- 
(NL) That is nor correcr. Since this
measure was uken last.year, youth unemployment in
the Communiry has stabilized around 40 0/0. This
percenmte is of course still far too high but it is not
correct to say rhar there has since been a reladvely
steep rise in unemploymenr: As regards the benefits
accruing m big undenakings from this measure, I have
no evidence of rhat so far. Our facilities are granted on
the basis of national rules and we are of course
dependent on those rules in granring assistance
through the Social Fund.
Mr Spencer. 
- 
In the light of the Commissioner's
last rwo ansvers, would he not agree with me thaq if
the Commission's figures were derived solely from the
Commission's own research and not from the secon-
dary use of national unemployment statistics, rhe
situation would be much healthier and would enable
the Commission to break down black spo$ of unem-
ployment? I know that at the moment a lot of regions
of the United Kingdom are literally too large for the
unemployment problem to be identified. Vould rhe
Commissioner nor agree with me also that the some-
what dubious nature of unemployment statistics in the
applicant States makes a Communiry-wide household
survey a matter of urgency?
Mr Vrcdeling. 
- 
(NL) I agree wirh the honourable
Member on the mamer of rhe scale involved. Ve are
already conducting a Communiry survey based on
Communiry criteria. The drawback of nadonal smtis-
tics and of their use is the lack of comparabiliry
between them. I have already said *rat we are making
serious effons m conduct annual suneys. Many of thi
objections to our presenr method would then be over-
come.
Mr Price. 
- 
In the United Kingdom rhere are four
prioriry regions, of which the Nonh-Vest of England
is one. Is the Commissioner aware that the position in
the North-\flest of England as a whole masks an espe-
cially bad situation in the Merseyside area, and is he
aware thar the position in some pans of Merseyside is
so grave that, for example, in Kirkby, pan of Mersey-
side, only about 160 of over 800 children who left
school last summer have so far found permanenr
employment? Given that situadon, will hc confirm that
that area will receive urgenr prioriry trearment from
the Commission?
Mr Vredeling.- (NL) I cannot make all kinds of
promises in the middle of this debate. I had no prior
notification of these quesrions, otherwise my -staff
could have looked into them. I am therefore unable to
give the Honourable Member an assurance that the
region to which he referred will be given priority in
the allocation of aid. I would refer him to the studies
that we carry our and in particular ro the procedure
under which narional governmenrs submit rheir
projects to us. That procedure may have been
followed, Mr Presidenr, bur we must apply our crireria
for the allocation of aid.
President. 
- 
Question No 7 by Mrs Ewing (H-527 /
7e):
\7ill the Commission recommend a derogation from the
tachograph regularion for lorries from island-bascd firms
and also for those operating from a base eighry kilometcrs
from a motorway?
Mr Vrcdeling, Vce-President of the Commission.
- 
(NL) In answer to rhis question I would refer, for
complete informarion, rc the answer to previous writ-
ten quesrions, namely 1334/79 and 1460/79. Those
questions u/ere on the same subject. The Commission
still fails to see why truck drivers in remorc areas
should be placed at a disadvantage, simply because
they live in such areas, and deprived of the benefit of
the tachograph. I imagine that rhe honourable
Member knows that, after some difficulry and follow-
ing long discussions with England, we fixed a special
period of three years as an excepdonal inirial phase for
the progressive introduction of the EEC rules on driv-
ing hours. The reason for this was rhat in Ireland and
England there is an above-average number of haulage
conractbrs in remote areas. Mr President, the Council
could not atree ro a more far-reaching concession.
The regulation exisu and the Commission does not
intend to submit proposals to the Council for further
amendments to the provisions in respec of vehicles
based on islands or trucks operated from a centre
located more rhan 80 km from a mororway.
Mrs Ewing. 
- 
It is disappointing that rhe Commis-
sioner should repeat the insult to my counrry of Scot-
land by calling Britain, England, as he did in his
answer. It happens a lot and I do not always commenr
on ir, but it really is very trying to the Scots. It is very
trying because it is noticed back home.
I would like to ask the Commissioner if the people
who talk so glibly about how generous they seem rc
have been in three years of making concessions have
ever been to the remote area thar I represent. It is an
area rhe size of Belgium or Denmark, with 80 inha-
bited islands. I ask you, how can small businesses
survive when they have got to have these rules applied
strictly? I really wonder how Mr Jenkins, who is not
here today, can possibly claim rhat this Communiry
wears a human face towards rhe Highlands and
Islands of Scotland if they get glib answers of the kindI have just received, which have shocked even mc.
Does he know how few miles of motorway there are?
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Does he know that the A9 is a laughing stock and that
English rcurists keep going off it to look for it? Does
he 
-know that we have single line roads for major
indusries in Scotland?
I really do despair sometimes 
- 
though I do not want
to despair 
- 
at answers of this kind. If he will not
look at my question seriously, then would he look at
what every industry has written to me from Scotland
- 
the haulage industry, every manufacturing industry,
the Highlands and Islands Development Board. These
people want you to listen to [hem, instead of just
blithely making arrangements to send them tacho-
graphs. This is not a Community with a human face,
Mr Commissioner, if you are going to give answers of
this kind.
President. 
- 
Mrs Ewing, with all due respect, to
Scotdsh national feeling and your indignation, I would
point out that this is Question Time and not a debate.
Since you starc that you find it offensive, I would
point out that the Unircd Kingdom and not Scotland
signed the Act of Accession to the European Commu-
nity. I feel I must defend the Commission when it is
accused of being offensive.
Mr Vredclin1. 
- 
NL) Thank you, Mr President,
for speaking in defence of the Commission. However,
I am not really under the impression that we are in
need of protection in this matter.
I apologize for using the term 'England' but only on
condition that you never refer to my own country
again as 'Holland' but by its full dde of the 'Kingdom
of the Netherlands'. Perhaps y/e can make a deal on
that.
As to the substance of the question, we have taken all
possible steps to make the situation tolerable for
islands and remote areas and the Commission has
granted England a three-year transitional period
ipecifically with a view to its problem areas. If the
Honourable Member is still not satisfied, and I rather
have the impression that she is not, I am very sorry
indeed but the Commission cannot do much more.
There are now certain regulations and they must be
applied.
Mr Hutton. 
- 
May I just mention to the Commis-
sioner that I represent the other end of Scotland just
to warn him in advance.
Does the Commission intend to monitor where the
calibration centres for tachographs are to be set up in
the Unircd Kingdom and in Scodand, so that haulage
conractors in these deep rural areas have a'reasonable
chance to te[ to these centres and are not further
disadvantaged in their business by remoteness?
Mr Vrcdcling. 
- 
(NL) Should we not really leave
this to the British authorities? It should surely be up to
them to set up these centres in reasonable places. I am
inclined to leave this in the first instance to the sense
of responsibiliry of the British authorities themselves.
Mr Punis. 
- 
If the Commissioner is going rc be so
inflexible in applying the rules in these remoter areas
- 
and may I say that I suspect that a degree of flexi-
biliry would be desirable 
- 
will he seriously consider
100 o/o Community financing of major road and fenT
improvements in these areas, so that drivers can at
least cover a decent disance within their time limits?
Mr Vredeling. 
- 
(NL) I do object to the use of the
term 'inflexible' to describe our resPonse to this
matter. Ve have made a special excePtion for the
United Kingdom and extended the period of adjust-
ment for that country and Ireland by three years. I do
not think we can accused of inflexibiliry on this. I do
not know whether it would help to solve the British
budgetary problem if we were to finance in full the
cost of road construction and ferry services but I do
not feel that the Commission can make any such
proposal to the Council.
President. 
- 
As Mr Van Aerssen is not present
Question No 8 will receive a written answer.l
Question No 9 by Mr Seal (H-8/80):
In respect of Parliament's Resoludon of 16 Decernber
1977 on the crisis in the textile industry,2 what efforts has
the Commission made 'to ensure that the recommenda-
dons and convcndons of ILO (Internadonal Labour
Organization) are applied in the developing countries'
and, in panicular, to require multinational undenakings
with headquaners in EC counuies'to respect the social
conditions laid down by ILO in the developing coun-
tries'?
Mr Vredeling, Vice-President of the Commission. 
-(NL) ln November 1978 the Commission already
forwarded a communication to the Council on deve-
lopment cooperation and on compliance with cenain
minimum standards relating to working conditions.
The Commission is of the opinion that the standards
which apply in the context of the international labour
organizations should be implemented worldwide 
- 
in
orher words there should be no discrimination in a
number of areas including a 48-hour limit on the
working week, a prohibition on the employment of
children and on dangerous work 
- 
these are mini-
mum sandards which we should like to see applied.
Ve have ourselves proposed rc the Council chat the
trade preferences granted by the Community to
certain countries should be made conditional on this.
I See Annex.2 0J No C 6 0f 9. l. 1978, p 130.
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The Council has not yet reacted ro our proposal which
seems to have been left in abeyance but we hope that
the Council will be able to make some kind of a stare-
ment on it in June and that a positive decision will in
fact be taken then. So far we have been given no
mandate by rhe Council. Ve have also submitted
proposals for a review of the system of generalized
tariff preferences and in that contexr closer attention
will be given to compliance with ILO standards by
multinational undenakings. \7e shall also raise the
matter within the Nonh-South Dialogue which we
hope to see resumed shonly.
Mr Seal. 
- 
That was a mosr pathetic answer, if I
may say so. !7hat the Commissioner is saying, if I
understand him righdy, is thar, although this was
decided in 1977, a communication has been made to
the Council and rhat the Commission may consider
putting pressure upon rhe multinationals. That is
cenainly not good enough. I am sure rhe Commission
is aware that our textile indusrries are being undercut
by cheap impons from rhese counrries, made possible
by the appalling conditions rhat the people there have
to work under, and by the very low wages rhey are
paid. I am sure rhe Commission is also aware, because
I have mentioned ir several times in this chamber, that
my constituenrs are losing jobs at somerhing over 500
a week because of impons from rhese countries.
Today, in the national news and in press releases, we
were told that Commissioner Haferkamp suspects rhar
South Korea and Hong Kong are perpetrating frauds
with regard to textile expons rc the EEC. My supple-
mentary, quesrion is, when is the Commission, in view
of these fac6, nor only going to implement the deci-
sions aken by this Parliament in 1977 but tighten
controls and make enforcement effective, quick, and
where fraud exists, to take realiarory action?
Mr Vredelin9. 
- 
(NL) Ve are dealing here with
proposals from rhe Commission to the Council in the
context of the granting of preferences ro developing
countries. As far as I know the Council has not yet
taken a decision on this but we are hoping for a
favourable response in June. I would also like io point
out that rhese proposals have not been made to protecl
workers within the Communiry itself. The honourable
Member seems ro be going roo far in making that
assumption. Our proposals are intended in the firsr
place to prorec rhe interests of workers in the devel-
oping countries.
Mr \Welsh. 
- 
The Commissioner will cenainly be
aware thar this issue is raised on frequent occasions by
chose who have little concern for the conditions oi
workers in developing counrries bur are yery
concerned to protecr their domesric industries from
low-cost competition. Of course one would not dream
of imputing any such motive ro rhe honourable
Member who actually raised rhe question.
\7ould the Commission agree that the enforcemenr of
ILO regulations as a condition of trading wirh the
Community would consrirute an unacceprable intere-
ference with the sovereignty of independenr Srarcs,
and could he say yhether he actually has details on
any documented cases in which multinadonal compan-
ies, as opposed ro local companies, actually have acted
in breach of the ILO reguladons, and would he be
prepared to publish those details?
Mr Vredeling. 
- 
(NL) To answer that question I
should first need ro obain dara from the Inrernational
Labour Organization. I do know that complaints are
addressed ro rhar agency in respect of situarions which
are sometimes connected with rhe conduct of the
multinationals. However, it would be quite wrong ro
suppose that all multinational undenakings offer bad
working conditions: working conditions in those
undenakings are generally better than in domestic
concerns 
- 
if I may say so. I cannot give a precise
ansc/er as to whether complaints have been made
about the conduct of multinarionals in various pans of
the world, panicularly in the developing countries. I
cannot rule that possibility our, Mr President, bur-such
complaints are in fact lodged with the ILO.
Mr Enright. 
- 
Vith regard to another pan of the
world, how far is the Commission pressing ahead with
a genuine examinadon of the dumping of cheap cloth-
ing from the Comecon countriesl of which rhere is
ample evidence within my own constiruency of keds
and Badey and which is desroying jobs there? Are the
Commission and the Council taking concened action,
or is it to be anothe as with the USA 
- 
of
sitting back because they are rather stronger powers
than the Philippines, for example?
Mr Vredelio& 
- 
(NL) The Commission has very
wide responsibilities and I am having to answer all thl
questions, even rhose addressed to my colleague, Mr
Haferkamp. I do not know whether talks are in
progress ar 
, 
present wirh Comecon. Cenainly
something is being done. I know roo that rhere are
cenain difficulties with the price of imports from
Comecon counrries. Bilateral alks are in progress
with Comecon countries ro pur an end to dumping
pracdces. I cannor say much more rhan that for the
present. I rhink ir would be preferable for the
Commissioner responsible for relations with Comecon
to give a more precise answer.
President. 
- 
Question No 10 by Mr Berkhouyer(H- 120180):
'lfhat conclusions is the Commission expecting to draw
for iu staff policy in the light of the memorandum by Sir
Roy Denman concerning the current situation among
Commission staff which has meanwhile been contested by
the union of the Commission staff, as reponed in The
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Times of 22 April 1980, according to which Commission
officials have, through frustration, become addicted to
drink and are guilry of theft, while currency frauds are
perpeuated involving the Belgian franc and incompetent
officials cannot be dismissed?
'\
Mr Tugendhat, Member of the Commission.
- 
During discussions on the follow up to the
Spierenburg report, senior management. staff were
invited to send their views to the group of Commis-
sioners asked to advise on the implementation of the
report. The memorandum referred to is considered on
itJ merits along with other exPressions of opinion
received from members of staff and their rePresena-
tives. In view of cenain comments made in the press in
some Member States, I should like to take this oppor-
tunity, on behalf of the Commission, of exPressing
appriciation of the qualiry and integrity of the
Commission snff.
Mr Berkhouwer. 
- 
(NZ) Since Sir Roy Denman's
memorandum was addressed to the Commission at the
Commission's own request, is it then true, as reponed
in the international press, that Sir Roy's rePort 
-prepared as I said at the Commission's own request 
-itates that some Commission staff, and I now quorc in
English to prevent the Commissioner claiming that
there have been translation errors, 'have become
addicted to drink and are guilty of theft, while
currency frauds are perPetrated involving the Belgian
franc and incompetent officials cannot be dismissed?'
Did Sir Roy write those words in his report rc the
Commission or did he not, and if he did could the
Commission not best refute these allegadons by
publishing the actual text of the repon?
Mr Tugendhat. 
- 
First of all, Sir Roy Denman's
document was a letter to my colleague, Vice-President
Ortoli. After the Spierenburg rePon was published Mr
Onoli, in his capacity as a senior member of the group
of Commissioners which included Mr Davignon and
myself, had a meeting with all the Directors-General
and invited them to submit to him their views on
various aspects of the repon. Sir Roy Denman sent a
personal communication to Mr Onoli. That document
was subsequently leaked, it was not published by the
Commission. It is in no sense an official document, it
is a personal expression of view. Secondly, Mr
Berkhouwer was kind enough to use my own
language, and the rcrms which he used do not aPPear
in the document in hand. Sir Roy Denman was draw-
ing 
.attention to a general problem which of course
,ppli.r in all public services namely that, because of
thi nrtu.e of staff regulations, it is often very difficult
to sack people. But I must say to the House that, first
of all the Commission does sack people, contrary to
the impression which has got about, and, secondly, I
would emphasize that many of the allegations made by
Mr Berkhouwer do not aPPear in Sir Roy Denman's
note. Those that do are referred to only in an illustra-
tive sense and they are cenainly not rife in the
Commission. I think that, compared with any national
administration, the Commission stands up extremely
well.
(Laugbter)
President. 
- 
Question No 11
80):
by Mr Balfe (H-58/
Vhether in any of the months of January, February or
March they have exceeded the provisional rwelfths allo-
cated to them under any of the chaprcr headings of the
. Commission budget and whether in any of these months
they are aware of any overspending by the European
Parliament under any sub-heading of that institution's
budger and if so, which chapters and by what amolnrc?
\7i[ the Commission publish a table showing for each
chaprcr of the budget of the Commission and the Parlia-
ment the provisional monthly allocation under the
twelfths system and the amount spent under each chaprcr
in each of the months of January, February and March?
Mr Tugendhrt, Member of the Commission. 
- 
For
the firsr quaner of 1980 the Commission stayed within
the limits laid down in Anicle 8 of the Financial Regu-
lation of 21 December 1977 concerning the applica-
tion of provisional rwelfths. Supplementary twelfths
were provided by the Budgetary Authority in relation
to Chapters 21, that is cenain administrative expendi-
rure, and 59, which is disaster aid within the Commu-
nity, and of course special arrangements were author-
izedby the Budgemry Authority in relation to Chapter
95 which is aid to the Afghan refugees. A special
request for supplementary twelfths has just been
submitted by the Commission to the Council and to
the European Parliament 
- 
on 7 May 1980 to be
precise 
- 
to cover requirements under the EAGGF
Gua.antee Section. Full denils are given in this docu-
menr on the financial situation for Titles 5 and 7 of the
budget. Funher demils on the whole of the budget are
provided in the quanerly repon which will shonly be
available to Members.
As far as the Parliament's budget is concerned infor-
mation on the implementation of provisional rwelfths
up to 31 March 1980 has been sent to the Commission
by the European Parliament for inclusion in the first
quarterly report on the financial situation' This infor-
mation-indicates that Parliament has observed phe
limits prescribed by Article 8 of the Financial Regula-
rion in relation both rc commitments and payments.
Mr Balfe. 
- 
I would like rc make three separate but
related points. First, the Commissioner snted that
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applicadon had been made to the Council and ro the
Parliamenr for extra money for Guaranree expendi-
ture. Now according to my information we, or rather
you, overspent by some 256 million units of accounr in
January, and 116 m.u.a. in February, this being an
expendirure of ggZ m, plus a carryover of 200 m, in
January and an expenditure of gSZ m in February as
against an enrirlement of 836 m. This would add up, if
it were conrinued, to an overspending of cenainly
I 000 m units of accounr in rhe current year. Vhat I
would like ro know is how it was that the expendirure,
which, I believe, should have been predicrable, was
incurred for such a long period before the application
was, as you rightly say, Mr Commissioner, senr in
M"y.
The second poinr, which is linked, is the point about
Parliament's budget. Vhilst you si.y that, on rhe
Commission's interpremtion, there is no overspending
under the appropriate article, this interpretation, of
course, begins with an allocarion of three-twelfths plus
two one-twelfths added on. In rhe document which
has been circulated, PE 64 9ll, with a table of parlia-
mentary expenditure, in rhe footnote you say that the
utilization of commitments equals 4l .66o/0, even on
your own calculations. Now under Tide 13, 40.660/o
has been spent.
So the point is how are vre going ro continue to fund
this panicular chapter, which has now reached the
limit of expendirure even under the five-twelfths
system.
My final quick point is how are we managing to
honour the cheques which are being issued -by rhe
Communiry when we have in fact overspent? Vhere is
the money in the bank which is being paid out?
Mr Tugendhat. 
- 
First of all I will take the point
about the Parliament's budger. I am not in a position
to discuss rhe details of the Parliament's budger, in
relation to which rhe practice in rhe Communiry is, of
course, well known. As I said in my original answer,
no case of overspending has been idendfied, but I
think questions relaring ro rhe Parliamenr's budget
ought rightly rc be direced to the people responsible
for running rhe Parliamenr.
So far as the EAGGF (Guaranree Section) is
concerned, I hesitate ro repear the very lengthy
explanation which I gave in the Committee on Budgets
- 
and I recollect. rhat Mr Balfe was presenr ar thar
time 
- 
in which I explained how in the case of this
obligatory expendirure rhe advances are by way of
being commitmen$ and are only transformed into
paymenrc ar rhe point where the expendirure is
enrered; and that, of course, is done some time in
arrears. I provided a rarher lengthier explanation of
that when I was in rhe Commirtee on Budgets, as he
will recall. Therefore, of course, the expenditure only
shows up when the final entry is made. As I also
explained at that time in the Committee on Budgets,
the expenditure is, of course, actually made by the
appropriate national authorides, so rhat we make over
the money which is by way of being commitments and
it is they who are responsible for the payments. !flhen
eventually the entries are made, we are in a position to
check. At that point, we became aware of the situation
and also of rhe particular chapters and areas in which
the spending was so high, and ir was at that point that
we came forward with our requesr for additional
twelfths. I would emphasize thar our reques[ for addi-
donal twelfths has been tailored in such a way that it is
not across the board 
- 
thar there are some places
where the requesr is quirc substantial, others where it
is not very substanrial at all and others where it is
non-existenr. Of course, while the twelfths last 
- 
and
Mr Balfe was quire right when he suggested that by
definition they will nor lasr indefinitely 
- 
and while
the Member Stares remit rheir contributions to the
Community, clearly there is money in the bank to
meet the bills.
President. 
- 
Time does nor allow me to take any
funher Supplementary quesrions.
The first pan of Question Time is closed.r
17. Deadlinefor tabling amendments
President. 
- 
I call Mr Pannella.
Mr Pannella.- (F) Mr President, I ask leave to
speak on the basis of Rule 13 of the Rules of Proce-
dure. It is now 7.50 p.m. and we have nor yer received
the Radoux reporr.. Ve cenainly cannor be asked to
table amendments by 10 a.m. romorrow morning. That
would be ludicrous, since we cannor now have the
Radoux repofl before romorrow morning. My view is
that the position of Parliamenr on rhese atreemenr
with Yugoslavia has been intolerable for months now.
I would ask you to fix a dme limit romorrow afrer-
noon for tabling amendmenrs rc the Radoux repon,
on the undersanding of course that we in fact receive
the repon early in the morning.
President. 
- 
Mr Pannella, your requesr is well
founded.
I propose to the House 
- 
provided the report is
distributed by 10 a.m. 
- 
rhat rhe deadline for tabling
amendmenm be fixed ar 5 p.m. tomorrow.
Are there any objections?
That is agreed.
I See Annex
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18. Urgentprocedure
President. 
- 
I have received two motions for resolu-
tions with request for urgent debate, pursuant to
Rule 14 of the Rules of Procedure:
- 
by Mrs Chouraqui and others on Yugoslavia after
Tito (Doc. t-71/80),
- 
by Mr De Pasquale, on behalf of the Committee on
Regional Poliry and Regional Planning, on the revi-
sion of the Regulation establishing the European
Regional Development Fund before I January 1981
(Doc. l-171l80).
The reasons supporting these requesm for urgent
debate are set out in the documents themselves. I shall
consult Parliament on these requests at the beginning
of tomorrow's sitting.
19. Electronic oote
President. 
- 
In order to ensure that the electronic
voring system is working smoothly the enlarged
Bureau has recently undenaken a series'of measures.
During the last few weeks rcchnical tes$ have been
carried out. However, Parliament itself must now
make a final check on the electronic system. For this
purpose, the cards have been inserted in the appro-
priate slots. It was originally intended to carry out this
rest this evening, but as I notice that there are a large
number of Members absent I feel it would be better to
carry out the test when as many Members as possible
are presen[ in the House, since we need to check as far
as possible whether all cards are correctly recorded by
the machine. I therefore postpone the test undl tomor-
row at a time when we anticiPate that as many
Members as possible will be present.
20. Decision on an early oote
President. 
- 
!fle must now decide on the request for
a vote without referral to committee on the motion for
a resolution to wind up the debate on the oral question
to the Commission on tVorld Conseruation Strategy
(V/CS) (Doc. 1-1 t2/ 80).
I call Mr Muntingh.
Mr Muntingh. 
- 
(NL) Mr President, on the Friday
of our last pan-session we held a debate on the !7orld
Conservation Strategy. During that debate it became
clear that this is a panicularly imponant matter. The
imponance is reflected in the fact that the resolution
now before us has been signed by all the political
groups in this Parliament. That in itself is most
unusual. I just wanted to say that it is extremely
imponant if the Community is to pursue an effective
nature and environment poliry for this resolution to be
pur ro rhe vote at the earliest opportunity so that we
can then set to work on its implementation. On behalf,
I presume, of all the authors of this resolution, I there-
fore appeal to Parliament to put it to the vote rapidly.
(Applause in oaious quarters)
Presidcnt. 
- 
I put the request for an earlyvorc rc the
vote.
The request is approved. The vote will be taken
tomorrow during voting time.
21. Surueillance of shipping routes supplying the
Community.
President. 
- 
The next item is the vote on the motion
for a resolution by Mr d'Ormesson and others (Doc.
l-ll9/80) on the surveillance and protection of ship-
ping routes for supplies of energy and strategic materi-
als to the counries of the European Community. As
the vote had to be postponed because of the absence of
a quorum, the motion for a resolution must now be
Put r.o rhe vote.
I have received from Mr Glinne and others a request
for the esmblishment of a quorum for this vote. Two
alternatives exist under Rule 33, namely that the
request. be made by either ten and thiny members.
Since rhe Rules of Procedure refer to the Members
presen[ a signed written request is not sufficient. I
therefore ask those who suppon Mr Glinne's request
to rise so that it can be determined how many
Members request it.
(More than 30 Members rose)
37 Members support the request. Under Rule 33(4), if
sg requested before the voting has begun by at least
30 Members present, a vorc shall be valid only if a
majority of the current Members of Parliament have
taken pan in it. Should this not be the case, the vote
shall be placed on the agenda of the next sitting.
(A large number of Socialist Group members lefi the
Chamber 
- 
protests from tbe centre and the ight)
If it is now established 
- 
and this is a lacuna in the
Rules of Procedure 
- 
that a quorum is again not
present the matter will again have to be postponed.
For this reason during the discussion today between
rhe political group chairmen and the President it was
felt that, by analogy, the provisions regarding Rule 33
(3) should also apply rc Rule 33(4) so that if a quorum
were nor. presenr 
- 
I am nor srating that that is here
rhe case, there may in fact be 205 Members present 
-the motion for a resolution should, under Rule 25(2)
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President
be referred back to committee. This is an interpreta-
tion of the Rules of Procedure.
I call Mr Scott-Hopkins.
Mr Scott-Hopkins. 
- 
Sir, the agreemenr was that if
under Rule 33(3) the House was not quorate 
- 
in
other words, if there weren't 135 Members present 
-then the matter would be referred to committee. But
that is not what the honourable gentlemen opposite
have done. They have asked for a vote and requesred
you to find out whether at the vote we are quorare 
-and you quite rightly read out yourself what the rule
is: if at.the vote a majoriry of the currenr Members of
Parliament 
- 
in other words 205 
- 
are nor presenr,
then it shall be deferred to our nexr sitting, which is
tomorrov'. Therefore, if we proceed under Rule 33(4)
and we are not 206 vodng, I insist that the vote be
taken again tomorrow.
(Applausefrom the centre andfron the ight)
If we are proceeding under Rule 33(3), then I insist
that you count the House now, Sir, to establish
whether 136 Members are present. By my count, rhey
are.
(Apphusefrom the centre andfrom tbe igbt)
President. 
- 
I must first ask Mr Glinne in view of
the fact that this request only mentions Rule 33,
whether it is being made under Rule 33(3) or Rule 33
(4).
(Laughter)
I call Mr Glinne.
Mr Glinne. 
- 
(F) Mr President, at the meeting of
the Conference of Chairmen this morning you will
have observed the conclusion that Rule 25(2) should
be interprercd by drawing a cenain analogy between
Rule 33(3) and Rule 33(a). To put it clearly, this
means that if the necessary quorum does not exisr,
Rule 25(2) must apply 
- 
in other words reference to
committee is automatic when two vores have been
aken with a requesr for the number of Members
present to be asceftained and if the requisite quorum
has not been obtained. That is rhe purpon of our
request.
President. 
- 
I shall begin by explaining the consider-
ation which formed the basis of this morning's discus-
sion. I am myself a member of the Commirtee on the
Rules of Procedure and Petirions. Rule 26(2) was
introduced to prevent a motion for a resolurion being
postponed from vote [o vore and from sitting to sitting
for lack of a quorum. In other words, in such cases rhe
political solution of referral back to committee would
be sought. The problem is the the repon is the basis
for the debate although, Parliament only votes on rhe
motion for a resolution. !flhat is imponant here 
- 
as
everyone, I am sure, understands 
- 
is that the Presi-
dent must decide whether or not a political quesrion
can be solved with the help of the Rules of Procedure.
The view taken this morning was, therefore, that the
President must decide and, if it is felt that he has
reached a wrong decision, the matter can be referred
back to the enlarged Bureau and the Committee on
the Rules of Procedure and Petitions. This js quirc
clear.
This morning I myself snted 
- 
and the President who
was present agreed with me 
- 
that by analogy the
provisions of Rule 26(2) should also apply in the case
of Rule 33(4). That v'as the oulcome of this morning's
discussion, but a quorum was nor present when the
discussion took place.
(Intemtption)
. . . . Of course, the President must guide the siming.
In any event Parliament clearly wishes to arrive ar a
polidcal decision rather than postpone the matter from
sitting to sitting. Referral back to commirtee is a politi-
cal decision which would enable a political solution ro
be found.
(Uproar)
I call Mr Bangemann.
Mr Bangemann. 
- 
(D) Mr President, I had abeady
asked to speak on a procedural point previously. First
of all, there are cenain doubts as to what was actually
agreed this morning at a meerint which I was unfor-
tunately not able to atrend. My colleague, Mr Scott-
Hopkins, has already reponed on this and you were
present yourself.
In my view the Rules of Procedure do not clearly state
that Rule 26 refers explicitly to Rule 33(3) so that
Rule 33(a) cannot be applied, especially as we are
concerned here with two completely different deci-
sions. A deciiion on which 205 Members musr pro-
nounce is qualitatively different from a decision
requiring one-third to vote. A minimum number is
therefore indicarcd when the intention is to obtain an
absolute majoriry of Members as rhe quorum. The
wording of the Rules is perfectly clear on this and
there is no room for interpretation.
But I want to make an observation connected with
your own remarks on rhe political decision. I entirely
share your view on this. But, Mr President, do you not
also have the impression rhat the Socialist Group is
regrettably making use of the quorum requirement as
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a procedural trick to prevent a political decision from
being reached?
(Applaase in the centre and on the ight of the House)
Of course reference to committee is not a political
decision. This House is able to take a political decision
and I would ask my colleague, Mr Glinne, to give
thought to the consequences of his atdtude. If a
minoriry is able to employ procedural tricks to Prevent
majoriry decisions, he must expect the members of the
majority to resort to the same tactic when it suits their
purpose. However, that would be prejudicial rc the
entire Parliament; Mr Presidenq I therefore call upon
you to act in the interesr of Parliament and in accord-
ance with the clear wording of the Rules of Procedure
by putting this matter to the vote her and now.
(Applause in the centre and on the ight of the House)
President. 
- 
In order to explain to the House the
reasons for this decision I must make one thing clear,
and Mr Nord, who deputized for you this morning, is
an expert in these matters. One question played an
imponant role. I drew attention to the lack of preci-
sion in the Rules of Procedure. It was argued that if a
requesr by 10 Members is sufficient for referral back
to committee when 137 Members are present, then,
logically this should also be possible when a much
larger number of Members is concerned. Parlia-
ment is still learning how to deal with cenain proce-
dural questions. I believe that it is right for me to
inform the House that todays proposal raised proce-
dural rather than political considerations. As is clear
from the example of Mr Nord and Mrs Veil, these
considerations were put forward independently of any
pany polidcal affiliadons.
It is already 8.10 p.m. and we may have problems with
the staff.
I call Mr Luster.-
Mr Luster. 
- 
(D) Mr President, I wish to compli-
ment you on the fairness with which you applied the
Rules of Procedure at the opening of our sitting today
- 
your fairness was admired by us all. I wanted also
ro draw your attention to a point that you have your-
self jusr made 
- 
namely that it is now 11 minutes
past 8. I was invited to attend a sitting lasting from
5 p.m. to 8 p.m. and I take the wording of such invita-
tions seriously. The discussion of the matter which we
are now considering 
- 
as I noted with my colleague
Mr d'Ormesson who of course also has an interest in it
- 
began shonly after 8 p.m. I object to so imponant a
marter being raised for a decision after 8 p.m., in other
words after the dme at which the sitting was due to
end.
Mr President, If you continue rc adhere to your deci-
sion and to the opinion that 10 or certainly 30
Members can achieve this result, I would make the
following point: our Rules of Procedure which you
described earlier as the constitution of Parliament,
leave no loophole in Rule 26 (2). Reference is made at
that point to Rule 33 (3). The authors of that text who
referred rc Rule 33 (3), but not to the subsequent Rule
33 (4), clearly intended 
- 
on this my interpretation is
different from yours 
- 
to exclude the latter.
(Applause in tbe centre and on tbe right of tbe Hoase)
That is the logical conclusion. In other words you
cannot maintain that one provision is rather less exten-
sive and the other rather more 
- 
on the contrary it is
an aliado use the Latin expression, a different provi-
sion which cannot be compared with the other. Mr
President, I should greatly appreciate it if you would
continue the proceedings in the same exemplary
manner as you began them and apply the Rules of
Procedure correcdy on this not unimportant point.
For the rest I shall pass no comment on the grouP
which is today behaving in a manner that would make
the work of this Parliament impossible if it were
followed by others.
(Applause in the centre and on the rigbt of the Hoase)
President. 
- 
To begin with I deeply regret that after
the discussions which were carried out so harmoni-
ously, the serious problem of an interpretation of the
Rules of Procedure 
- 
on which there were differ-
ences of opinion right across the political grouPs 
-has taken this turn. However, it is not for the Presi-
dent to pass judgment. I have to deal with a different
problem. I have received a request for a roll-call vote
in the et ent of a vote being taken, and three funher
requests to speak. According to the agenda the sitting
should end at 8 p.m. It is now 8.14 p.m. I cannot deal
with three points of order and then go on to take a
roll-call vote. I must comply with the agenda which
states that the sitting should end at 8 p.m., even
though there may be objecdons to this. \7e need at
least 30 to 45 minutes. I therefore retret that this diffi-
cult point cannot, be concluded.
(Laughter)
22. Agendafor next sitting
President. 
- 
The next sitting will be held tomorrow
Tuesday, 20 May 1980 from 9 a.m. to 1 p.m. and from
3 p.m. to 7 p.m. with the following agenda:
- 
Decision on urgency
- 
Luster report on amendments to Parliament's Rules of
Procedure (presentadon)
Debates of the European Parliament
President
- 
Second Provan report on sheepmcat 
- 
Boyes report on combadng povefty
- 
Second Sutra repon on liqueur winc Balfour repon on the increase in oil prices
- 
SecondBuchoureportonthewinemarket 3.00p.m.: Voting dme (including votcs held over from
- 
Gautier repon on fishing in rhc NAFo regulatory that day's sitting)'
The sitting is closed.
- 
Bocklet report on breeding animals of the porcine
species (without debate) (The sitting uas closed at g.l i p.m.)
i
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ANNEX
coMMrssroNACrroNoNT;yh?yrr^:;il:^+:?rBy'nTEEURoPEANeARLUMENT
1. Ar irs April pan-session, the European Parliament delivered 1O opinions in response to Council
requesrs foi consulation. In swo casls the no-report procedure was used, to dcliver favourable
opinions on:
- 
a proposal for a direcdve amending Directivc 77/99/EEC as regards the medical examinadon of
staff involved in the manufacture of meat producs;
- 
a proposal for a directive amending Directive 7l/lll/EEC as regards the medical examination of
staff involved in the production of poultrymeat.
2. At its April pan-session, Parliament debated the following four repons vrhich received
favourable opinions or did not give rise rc requests for formal amendments:
- 
Repon by Mr Linde on the communication concerning the Communiq/s new energy-policy
guidelines
- 
Repon by Mr von Vogau on a directive concerning cenain methods for the quantitative analysis
of binary mixtures of rcxtile fibres
- 
Repon by Mr Michel on the proposals for food aid reguladons for 1980
- 
Report by Mr Voltjer on a proposal for measurcs relating to the conservation and management
of fishery resources and applicable to vessels flying the Swedish flag.
3. Parliament proposed the amendment of Commission proposals in four cases and in wo of these
cases the Commission agreed to such amendment:
(a) Repon by Mr Gonella on rhe proposal for a directive on the right of residence of Member States'
nationals an another Member State's territory
- 
An amended proposal will shonly be forwardcd to Parliament and the Council
(b) Repon by Mr von \fiogau on a directive on the harmonization of turnover taxes and excise duties
applicable to internadonal passenger uaffic
- 
An amended proposal will shonly be forwarded to Parliament and the Council.
In two cases the Commission prcferred to maintain its original proposals:
- 
Repon by Mr Lustcr on a directive on health problems arising from the imponadon of bovine
animals and swine and fresh meat from third countries
- 
Repon by Mr Nyborg on a proposal for e directive coordinating the procedures for the award of
public supply contracts.
Questions ubich coald not be ansarcred duing Question Time, witb anitten lnswers
Quettion No I by Mr oan Aerssen (H-528/79)
Subject: Harmonization of turnover tax ratcs
'Vhen will che Commission propose a directive on a uniform level of turnover in the nine Member
States above or below which the standard ralc ccases to apply?
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Ansuer
The Commission takes the view that the harmonization of national sysrems of VAT rates is one of the
necessary conditions for the abolition of fiscal frontiers in the Community and, therefore, for the
creadon of a truc Community market. Such harmonization requires the unification not only of rhe
number of rates applied in each of the Member States but also of the liss of goods and senrices
subject to these rates in each Member Srate.
The Commission is aware of the fact that the pursuit of an action of such a wide scope will run up
against some of the most difficult problcms in fiscal harmonization at Communiry level. Even if its
inevitable budgeary economic and social repercussions can be softened by a progressive approach
over a period of time, such harmonization could nevertheless give rise ro very substandal changes in
the national tax structures of cenain Member States.
This is why the Commission wishes to await the emergence of a cenain political consensus before
submitting proposals to the Council. In addidon the Commission wishes to have rhe results of a
detailed technical discussion of its Repon to the Council on scope for convergence of tax sysrcms in
the Communiry.
Question No 12 by Mr Renilly (H-59/80)
Subject: Exemptions for dury-free shops
At a time when Communiry financing is proving to be such a serious problem, how does the
Community assess the losses on the unaxed turnover of dury-frcc shops in airpora? Does it intend to
take steps to limit the effect of this?
Ansaner
The Commission is aware of the fact that thc exempdon of sales made in airpon tax-free shops can
affect own resources arising from the common basis of assessment of Value Added Tax and, whin rhe
goods are nor in free circulation, from customs dudes.
The Commission does not have the information requircd ro esdmate precisely the effcct of these salcs
on own resources. It takes the view, however, that any such effect is very small in relation to the total
of own resources and that the existence of tax free shops has no significant effect on the problem of
future financing of the budget.
Question No 13 by Mr Poncelet (H-83/80)
Subject: Organizarion of the market in plums
Given thar aid granted in respect of compedng products has now made plums completely
uncompetitive does the Commission plan ro include plums in the Communrty mechanism?
Ansuer
As the honourable Member has alrcady been told in the Commission's answer to the Vritten
Question (834/79) he abled last October, the Council decided in June 1979 to extcnd the list of fruit
and vegeables to which production aid could be granrcd under the regulation on processed fruit and
vegetables.
The. only types of processed fruit for which aid has been granted are prunes, peaches in syrup,
\Tilliams pears and cherries preserved ip syrup.
In the case of the latter two productd, a limit has been set on rhe amount for which aid can be
granted. The Commission docs not inrcnd to propose cxtending the aid system ro other products.
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Question No 14 by Mrs Pruoot (H-84/80)
Subject: Transponation of pollutans by sea
Can rhe Commission state whar rules have been laid down by the European Community to deal
effectively with pollution resuldng from the transponarion of cenain subsunces by sea in the event of
a shipwreck and how the Member Sates apply these rules?
Ansuter
The Community has not so far adopted directives to deal with pollution resulting from the
rransponation of cenain substances by sea in the event of a shipwreck.
The Commission reminds the honourable Member that after the Amoco Cadizincident the Council
adopted a resolution proposqd by the Commission setting up an acdon programme for the conrol and
reduction of pollution caused by the discharge of hydrocarbons ar sea. Under this programme the
Commission has had a cenain number of studies carried out whose results are being studied by its
depanmenm.
As announced in the programme speech for 1980, the Commission will forward a communicadon on
these problems with specific proposals to the Council during the secorid half of the year.
Question No 15, by Mr H*ne (H-93/80)
Subject: Farm development programme in Nonhern Ireland
To ask the Commission if they have proposals for a farm development programme in Nonhern
Ireland.
Ansaner
In the conrcxt of its effons to implement efficiently che structural policy for agriculture, the
Commission has put forward proposals for farm development programmes in Vestern Ireland,
Greenland and cenain Italian regions, and the programmes for the two first-mentioned EC areas
have first been adopted by the Council. The Commission intends continuing its investigations of
similar structural problems in other pans of the Communiry, including Nonhern Ireland.
These investigations are now in progress.
Qtestion No 16 b Ms Quin (H-9a/80)
Subject: Disturbances in the markets for fish
Vhy has the Commission so far refused ro take the measures urtently rcquired, and provided for in
Anicle 22 of Regulation 100/76, particularly in the United Kingdom, and resulting from considerably
increased impons of fish from third countries at prices which do not reflect production costs; when
does the Commission intend to takc the necessary measures?
Answer
The Commission is keeping a careful watch on trends in the fish products market.
I fully realize that, expecially ar a rime of rising energy prices, it is necessary to stabilize prices 
- 
and
thus incomes 
- 
in the fisheries sector at a reasonable level.
'!7e have considered what steps the Commission could take in the present situation but did not believe
rhe rime to have come for applying Article 22 of the basic regulation which, inter ali4 allows imports
to be stopped; nor indeed has any Member Sate suggested applying Anicle 22. The Commission has,
however, come ro rhe conclusion that suiable measures are needed to ensure that the Community
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market is not disturbed by unusually low-priced impons; so having now received a favourable
opinion from the Management Committce, we shall in the next few days raise rhe reference prices for
frozen products by between 6 md 25 9/0. At the same time rhe Commission has proposed that the
autonomous cus[oms reductions effected every six months should nor be continued after I July for a
number of products, including fillets of cod, haddock and hake.
Ve believe that these measures will serve to stabilize the market and bring us back to a more normal
progression of prices. Ve shall of course continue to observe market rends very carefully and take
funher measures if such should prove necessary.
A list of the proposed increases in reference prices is atuched.
Fisb proposals (0/o increase in reference prices)
Vholc Fillets
Cod/
Saithe
Haddock
Redfish
Mackerel
Hake
20
25
25
13
20
13
8.5
t6
t6
l6
l4
6
Question No 1 7 by Lord Douro (H-95/80): deferred
Question No 18, by Mr Neuton-Dunn (H-97/50/reo.)
Subject: Plant Health Inspection
Does the Commission consider that the number of plant health inspectors employed currenrly by each
of the nine Membcr States is sufficient in all Statcs?
Answer
The Commission is at this stage not aware of the number of planr health inspectors employed
currently by each of rhe nine Member Sutes under the national plant prorection sysrcms.
However, since I May 1980, the Communityplantprotection sysrcm laid down inDirectiveTT/93/
EEC, amended under Directives 80/392/EEC and 80/393/EEC is being implemented in the
Member States.
In order to meet all the requirements set up under this sysrem, the Member Srares may need to
reorganize the structure of their plant protection organizations in an appropriare way. In panicular,
plant health inspectors which have been encharged to inspect plants or plants products introduced
from other Member States may be used more and more for other inspections, in panicular those on
products imponed from third countries and those necessary for issuing rhe plant health cenificates.
The Commission will warch the development in the Member States and, where necessary, prepare
appropriate proposals.
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Question No 19, by Mrs Kellett-Bouman (H-99/80)
Subject: Exploitation of Communiry building workers by unscrupulous employment agencies
Vill the Commission rake steps ro prevent the exploitation of Communiry building workers by
unscrupulous employment agencies, who attract them from one Communiry country to another and
then fail to provide them with employment?
Ansuter
In accordance with the Council resolution of l8 December 1979 on adjustments to working time, the
Commission is at present preparing guidelines for Communiry measures on the different forms of
temporary work (remporary work, fixed-term conracts, rcmporary subcontracting and occasional
free loans of personnel between undenakings).
The Commission assures rhe honourable Member that consideradon is given to the case of
[emporary ransfronrier workers in these measures, panicularly in respect of the abuses and illegalities
which might result and which must be curbed.
The Standing Committee on Employment will shonly receive a conlmunication from the Commission
on this matter.
Sub jec,:coopera,ion-,,^:'.'::::::::;':::::^':::::o"drugabuse
Amongsr the requests made by Parliament on the subject of a commitment on the pan of the
Commission of rhe Europcan Communides in the fight against thc spread of drug addiction and
heroin addiction in panicular, is also that for close cooperadon with the Council of Europe and with
the Pompidou Group. As a first step and expression of genuine political will in the face of one of the
scourges of our age, does not the Commission intend to be present in the meantime as observer at
meerings of thc Council of Europe's Committee of expens on the problem of drug addiction, in
which the Pompidou Group is also due to take part in the very near future?
Answer
1. The Commission fully shares the honourable Member's concern. It attends meetings of the
Council of Europe and the Pompidou Group on the fight against drug addicdon as an observer with
the aim of possibly making its conclusions enforceable and binding.l
2. The Commission welcomes the resoludon on the fight against drug abuse adopted by Parliament
at the March 1980 pan-session and considers that a logical follow-up to the requesr made in the
resolution would be:
(i) to consider, with the Directors-General of Public Health in the Member States, the prioriry
acrion that could be aken in the field of public health,
(ii) to seek rhe advice of members of the CREST medical research committee with a view to possibly
devising a Communiry research protramme'
(iii) to bring up the problem as a whole at the next meeting of the Ministers of Public Health of the
Member States.
3. On l2 February 1980 I prescnted the Commission's vieqi that the drug problem has-a variety of
complex healrh, sotial and public order aspects; to be valid, Community action in thc fight against
drug abuse has to takc 
".count 
of those complex aspects; but, in view of suchproblems as social and
medical assistance, prevenrion and rhe fight against the illegal trade in drugs, the Commission cannot
take action unless it has sufficient funds at its disposal.
As regards rhe work of the Pompidou Group, see the remarls I made during the sitting of
14 February 1980 (Debates of the EP, p.239).
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Qtestion No 21 byMr Boyes (H-101/80):def.erred
*
Question No 22 by Mr Jalton (H-106/80)
Subject: Production of electriciry from sugar-cane
Vhat measures has the Commission aken to promote rhc production of bio-gas from sugar-cane, for
local use in power smtions in panicular?
Ansuter
Vithin the framework of its research proBrammes the Commission has looked into various prooesses
involving.the use of agricultural by-products for the production of energy. This research hai not yet
dealt in demil, however, with the feasibiliry of producing bio-gas from sugar-cane. The Commission
has also set up a programme of aids designcd rc promote demonstration projects on the use of solar
energy.l
Projects for the production of bio-gas from sugar-cane are in principlc eligible for aid under this
heading, but the Commission received no applications of this kind in responsJ to its first invitation to
tender. The projects selectcd by the Commission, howcver, do include cenain specific applications of
processes which mighr be applicable ro sutar-qrne.
Question No 23, by Mr Hanis (H-110/80)
Subject: Inspection of industrial projecu sponsored by the European Regional Development Fund
The Parliament's Regional Policy Committee and the Committee on Budgctary Conrol have both
stro.ngly criticizcd the refusal by one Member State to allow Commission officials rc inspect industrial
projeca for which it has received grants under the Europcan Regional Development Fund. Is France
now allowing inspecdon on the same basis as applies in other Member States oi is it sill applying a full
or a panial prohibition?
Ansaner
The Commission has indeed encountcred some difficulties in one Mcmber State concerning the
inspections made in loco in the industrial undenakings which havc received a granr from rhc
European Regional Dcvelopment Fund.
Although somc progress has been made, the situation is still unsatisfactory. The Commission is
concerned at this state of affairc and is giving careful considerarion to all the possibilities opcn to it in
its search for a final solution to the problem under the provisions of Rule iz+/ls of rhc European
Regional Development Fund of 18 March 1975.
Question No 24 by Mr Delear (H-113/80)
Subject: Repercussions on EEC-US trade in steel of the anti-dumping
Communiry by US Steel.
Regulation 1302/78 of 12Jvne 1979.
action brought against the
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Has rhe Commission noted any repercussions on EEC-US tradc in steel since the introduction of an
anri-dumping action against the EEC by US Srcel?
Ansuer
Ir is still too early to say whether the complaints and the inidal investigadons have affectcd the level
of Community exports to the United States.
It should be noted thar no measures have been taken that currently have a direct impact on US
imports of steel from rhe Communiry and that this applics to the whole prcliminaq, phase of the
inquiry which will end in August 1980 at the earliest.
Q*estion No 25 by Mr Ansquer (H-I 1l/80)
Subject: Review of the procedures followed in the matter of agreements and dominant positions
\7har is the Commission's view of thc position taken by the Communiry industrialists who considcr
that the procedures followed to date in the matter of agreements and dominant positions should be
reviewed?
Ansuer
In a memorandum to the Commission, the Union of Industries of the European Community criticizcs
cenain Community procedures as regards competition. In the Commission's view, some of the
general comments are overly dramatic, difficult to understand and unrealistic, and do not seem to
rake sufficienr accounr of the obvious fact these very proccdures guarantee the necessary balance
between rhe Communiq/s general interest in applying competition rules correctly and the special
interests of undenakings, including those that have infringed the rules.
As I told Parliament in March, the Commission feels that the procedures laid down in the 1962
Council regulation are, on the whole, both fair'and balanced. I do not thcrefore share the general
position of UNtCp which seems ro call for a revision of the existing institutional provisions and
iubstantial amendments to Council Regulation No 17 which I have just mentioned.
The Commission will however continue ro try to improve the practical application of the procedures
wherever ir is possible, desirable or necessary. It vill of course take account of the posidon adopted
by the Coun on the procedures referred to in the cases currently before it, and will also consider the
suggestions made by various interested circlcs when deciding whcther there are areas in which the
administradve procedure followed so far should be improved.
Question No 26 by Mr De Goede (H-117/80)
Subject: The Commission participation in various debates of the Parliament
Does the Commission realize that disappointment and resentment are often caused in thc European
Parliament by the way in which the Commission panicipates in various debates; this was rccendy thc
case during consideration of the Damscaux report, when Commissioner Vouel took littlc or no no[ice
of membeis' observations and qucscions, and the Rey repon on institutional problems in the
Community, when the Commission saw no reason to make a final statement at the end of thc debate?
\7ill the Commission promisc to try to do better in future?
Ansuer
The Commission is not aware thar any of im members have shown a lack of respect to the Parliament
when speaking or panicipating in any of its debarcs. The Commission is reprcsented throughout all
the debares and systemarically replies ro all matters raised by Members of Parliament in order to meet
their requests for information.
Given rhe rigorous dme limits which are being imposed on an increasing numbcr of debates, it is
clearly impoisible for Commissioners to give a specific reply to each of the many Membcrs 
-of
Parliameni who speak during a debate. The Commission does not, moreover, consider it either useful
or appropriate to add ro rhe length of a debate when, as s,as the case for the Rey rePoft; it has
nothing to add ro its inicial shtemen$.
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The Commission considcrs that even though only a limited time was available to it in the discussion
on the Damscaux repoft, it gave clear and detailcd answers to the imponant questions put by
speakers. Mr Vouel also replied, even if he was compclled to be succinct, ro other points which fell
outside the field of competition. On this matter, I should like to ask the honourable Member to
consult the repon of proceedings for I I March (page 59).
Qaestion No 27, by Mr Daoen (H-123/80)
Subject: Stage-by-stage development
.Vill the Commission explain why it does not favour the nodon of sage-by-stage dcvelopment for
farmers wishing to modernizc their farms?
Ansuer
The Commission believes that modernization of agriculture in disadvantaged areas of the Community
can be achieved more effectively by implementing specific developmcnt programmes concenEatcd on
removing obstacles to thc dcvelopment of agriculture there than by toing in for gradual development
as such. The latter principle could in appropriate cases be applied to a grearer or lesser extenr in all
regions of the Communiry, irrespective of thcir present state of development. In such circumsrances
there would be littlc or no reduction in the disparitics in agricultural incomes as beween rhe various
regions.
Question No 28, by Mr Selignan (H-12a/80)
Subject: Communications satellircs betwecn the Communiry and rhe [,om€ Convention States
Does the Commission consider that conventional communications satellitcs could play a valuable role
in the near future in relaying telephone, telex, data, radio and television communicadbns berween
Member Sates of the Communiry and panner Statcs of the Lom€ Convention?
Ansster
Yes. In the documcnt entided: 'Europcan sociery faced with the challenge of new information
techniques: a Community response'(COM(79) 650 final), rrhich has been forwarded to thc
European Parliament, thc Commission proposes in panicular that promotional measurcs should bc
taken in this field by including a Black African telecommunications payload on rhc first flight of rhe
L-SAT satellite.
The use of space technology in telecommunications between the Member Statcs and the countries
signatory to the [om6 Convention would allow:
- 
improvements in the qualiry and reliabiliry of transmissions
- 
the setting up of systems bctrcr able to copc with increased international tclccommunications
- 
the accession of thc ACP. panners ro European data banks and information nerworls
- 
the development of tclecommunications bctween and within the ACP countries, cspccially for the
bencfir of rural communities.
The ACP countrics are, moreover, very well awarc of the advantages offered by the use of satcllircs.
This explains the increasing dcmand from these countries for this technology.
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Question No 29 by Mr Huuon (H-125/80):deferred
*
Qaestion No 30 by Mr Nyborg (H-125/80)
Subject: Future transpon policy
Has the Commission contemplated changing its priorities in the field of transpon poliry and, if so, in
what way?
Ansaner
The Commission does not intend to change the broad lines of the common transport policy as
described in its October 1973 communicadon.r
The guidelines proposed in the communication were in general favourably receivcd, not only by the
Council but also in the European Parliament's resolution2 and the opinion of the Economic and
Social Committee.r These guidelines have formed the basis of the successive annual programmes
conrained in the annual supplementary mcmorandum to the programme presented to the European
Parliament and the protramme of priority activities proposed to the Council for the period
1977-l98O.1The 1980-83 programme which the Commission intends to submit to the Council during
the first half of this year will be based on the same guidelines, and will respond to the resolution
adopted by the European Parliament on 16 lanuary 1979.5
Of the wide range of activities that may be necessary in the ranspon field, the Commission's
programme proposals conceduate on those that seem both urgcndy required and practicable in the
light of its own and the Council's material resources.
The opinions proposed by the Commission have always been discussed in depth by the European
Parliament and by its Committee on Transport in panicular.
Qtestion No 31, by Mr Kaoanagh (H-127/80)
Subject: Extension of areas within the Community designarcd as disadvanagcd areas
Is the Commission considering the extension of the list of disadvantaged areas in the Community, and
has ir received any applications from the Irish Government for the inclusion of coundcs l.ongford,
Offaly, Meath and Vicklow?
Answer
The Commission does not ar rhe momenr envisage proposing any appreciable extension of the list of
disadvantaged areas in the Community. The Irish Government has requested a few minor extensions
to the Irish lisr and this request is being considered by the Commission's services. The Commission
has not rcceived any applications from the Irish Government for the inclusion of counties Longford,
Offaly or Mearh in the current list of disadvantaged areas, which does on the other hand already
include the larger pan of Vicklow county.
I should like to add that all regions in Ireland 
- 
including those mentioned by the honourable
Member 
- 
are eligible for assistance from the European Regional Fund.
I Supplement 16/73 to the Bulletin of the European Communities2 OJ No C 127/24 of 18. 10.743 OJ No C 286/l of 15.12.751 COM(77) 596 final, 24.11.775 oJ No C 39/16 of. lz. z.t9
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Qrcstion No 33 by Mrs Lizin (H-133/80)
Subject: Anti-dumping complaints by US Sreel
How does the Commission assess the present and forseeable consequences of these complaints for the
production figures of the various Belgian iron and steel undenakings?
Ansuer
h will be possible to determine the situation of Communiry, and in panicular Belgian, iron and sreel
undenakings oncc thc outcome of the complainr mentioned by the honourable Member is known,
but it is difficult ro do so for the time being.
It should be noted that no measures have been taken that currcndy have a direct impacr on US
impons of steel from the Communiry as a result of the proceedings in question, and thaithis applies
to the whole preliminary phase of the inquiry which will end in August 1980 at the earliest.
The attached table shows how the main categories of products'exponed to the United States by
Belgian and Luxembourg iron and steel undenakings, exprcssed as a percenage of thcir producion,
could be affectcd by the proceedings in question.
Question No 32 by Mr Colh (H- I 32/80) :defered
+
Importance of the United States markerl
to;he Community (including Belgium and Luxembourg)
iron and steel industry
7 ECSC
countries
;
7.5
5.8
4.9
10. I
6.2
8.9
17.2
ll.3
15.7
15.2
9'1
16-l
Belgium Belgium 6c 7 ECSC
Luxembourg countries
I. All standard srcels
10.6 9.7
7.2 6.4
5.3 5.5
III. Hot-rolled coils
Belgium Belgium &
Luxembourg
II. Beams
1977
1978
1979
1977 17.4 6.2
1978 15.3 3.7
1979 12.3 0.4
6.2
3.7
0.4
lV. Sheets
11.5 13.3 12.8
6.7 3.1 2.9
6.7 2.8 2.s
Question No 34, by Mr Adan (H-131/50)
Subject: Representation on thc consumer consultative commitrcc
Bearing in mind that the Commission has recently proposed chantes in the allocation of seats on the
Consumers Consultative Committee; will the Commission explain why it has not taken thc
opportuniry to give cqual numbers to the organizations represented?
Ansanr
The Commission has taken no decision on changing the staturc of the Consumers Consultative
Council. The attention of the honourable Member is drawn to rhe fact that the Consumers
Consulrative Council is an internal consultative body of the Commission. It is thercfore the
Commission which decides on the membership of this Committee, after consulting the organizations
concerned.
1 As 0/o of delivcries to all markcm.
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Qrcstion No 35, by Mr hooan (H-137/80)
Subject: New grant to investigation of the effects of air-conditioning
Vill the Commission make a new grant available to a university or research department to
ii".gigir. ,t. effects of air-conditioniig on people and witl the Commission accept.that.this would
be besi undenaken by one organization-, properiy funded on a lur.opeln sca.le, rather than having
many and varying efftru whic'h could noibe'so penetrating? Vill the Commission also accept that
this ihould be-unJenaken with all urgency as part of an energy conservation programme?
Ansanr
The problem raised in rhe firsr part of the honourable Member's question cenainly merits close
attenuon.
It is true that sciendsts writing on the possible effects of air-conditioning on people at work have
spoken of smafting of the -eyes, dryness of thc mucous membranes, increasing fatigue, a
predisposirion to infictions of thi respiratory system and a general feeling of discomfon.
It is nor, however, possible to pinpoint these effects precisely enough to be able to establish a clear
relationihip between work in an air-conditioned environment and damage to health.
There are many addidonal factors which might prove relevant, but they are complex and little is
known about t(em. There ib no clear-cut scientific evidence to show that air-conditioning gives rise to
a specific set of complaints.
present research does not give priority to this problem over other mattcrs conceming pollution and
the environment. However] rhe'Commission is-keeping a warch on studies into this Particular asPect
of the influence of working conditions of this kind on health, but has no plans at Present to fund
research in rhis field unless iufficient scientific evidence is fonhcoming to justify such rcsearch.
+
Question No 36 by Mrs
$
Viehof ( H- H 3/8 0) : deferred
*
+
Question No 37 by Mr Bonaccini (H-14r/80)
Subject Po Valley oil pipeline fracture
Vhat urgent technical and financial measures does the Commission intend to take to help the- Italian
local aninational authoritics ro cope with thc dire consequences of the pollution caused by a fractu.rc
in the Po Valley oil pipcline belonging ro the Continental Oil Comparry, given_that this is simply-the
latest of a long ie.ies oi similar inciieits in the CommunitylVlembcr States, calling for great sacrifices
by local authoiiries and given the inaccuracy of available information?
Ansaner
The budget appropriations under Chapter 59 are solely reserved for natural disasters. The fracture of
the Po Vllleyoil pipeline does not theiefore come under this heading.
The Commission moreover points our that after rhe Amoco Cadizincidemthe Council, on a proposal
f-;il 4;;;iiio", 
"a.p[.a a resolution on an aoion programme for thecont_rol and reduction 
of
pollurion from hydrocarbons. In implementadon of this prog-ramme, the Commission intends
ior*arding to the'Council a communication accompanied by specific proposals with all duc speed.
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Question No 38, by Mr Puruk (H-1 51/80)
Subjec : Varroa Jacobsonii parasite
Does the Commission realize that only Britain, France and southern Italy are free from the ravages of
theVarroa Jacobionii.parasirc on thlir bee stocks? !7hat steps is it o'king ro ensure it.p.."i, no
funher and is, if possible, eradicated from the Communiry?
Ansuter
According to the information at the Commission's disposal almost all the Mcmber Starcs are free
from the disease.caused by the.Varroa Jacobsoni parasiie, with the exceprion of one region in \resr
Germany. The situation regarding control and prevention of this disease differs from ine Member
State to anorher.
So far there is no Community health regulation on this disease or on orher diseases which affect bees.
The Commission intends to consider steps which the Communiry could take to combat this disease,
while respecting the priorities already established with the Council for measures in the veterinary
field.
These priorities do not include measures rc combat the discase caused by thc Varroa Jacobsoniparasite.
Question No 39 by Mr Spinelli (H-152/80)
Subject: Application in ltaly of rhe Firsr Direcdve on Company Law
Vith reference to the answer to Oral Question H-4}l/7g,t in which rhe Commission stated rhar it
had requested funher informadon from the Italian authorides concerning application of thc First
Directive on Company Law and given that it should not take too lorrl 
" 
iinr. ,o gather such
information, can the Commission starc whether it has now obtained *hai it asked foi bcaring in
mind rhat ir is possible ro request and receive infomation rapidly by telephone?
Ansuer
The Commission has not yet received the information it requesred from the Italian authorities.
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2. MembershiP of Parliament
President. 
- 
By letter of tA May 1980, Mr Nothomb
has informed me of his resignation as a Member of the
European Parliament.
Pursuant to Anicle 12, (2),2nd subparagraph, of the
Act concerning the election of the representatives of
the Assembly by direct universal suffrage, Parliament
establishes that there is a vacancy and informs the
Member State concerned.
President
Are there any comments?
The minutes of proceedings are approved.
This item will be entered on the agenda for Friday's
slttlng.
President. 
- 
\fle shall now consider the motion for a
resolution by Mrs Cbouraqai and otbers, on behalf of the
Group of European Progressioe Democrats (Doc. 1-170/
80): Yugoslaoia a.fter fito.
I call Mrs Chouraqui.
Mrs Chouraqui. 
- 
(F) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, our Group is ubling this motion for a
iesolution for reasons that are both economic and
political. From the economic standpoint, we feel that
ihe accession of Greece calls for a strengthening in the
economic links between Yugoslavia and the European
Economic Community which, bearing in mind the
large number bf immigrant workers from Yugoslavia
now resident in our Community, will help us resolve a
number of both economic and social problems.
From the polidcal standpoint, I feel, ladies and gentle-
men, that it would be reasonable and sensible for our
Assembly to show its solidarity with Yugoslavia whose
political past and the skill with which it has remained a
non-aligned country deserve to be underlined in the
present international crisis. For these different reasons
the passing of our motion for a resolution would be a
valuable srcp.
Lastly I would like to draw the attention of this House
to the fact that, without wishing to anticipate how you
will vote this morning on the question of urgency, I
am requesting 
- 
should the urgent procedure be
agreed 
- 
that the discussion of this question be
combined with the debate on the Radoux repon
regarding the cooperation agreement between the
EEC and Yugoslavia, scheduled for '\Tednesday
2lMay, so that the debate on Yugoslavia is complete
and not split into two parts 
- 
\Tednesday and Friday.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Bangemann.
Mr Bangema (D) Mr President, Mrs Choura-
qui's last words prove that this procedure does not
.correspond with what we ought rationally rc do. After
all we have the Radoux repon and in it there are the
conclusions . . .
President. 
- 
It has not been disriburcd.
Mr Bangemann. 
- 
(D) ... Yes, my assumption was
rhat this report would be available in time for the
3. Decision on urgenc!
President. 
- 
The nexd item is a decision on the
urgency of three motions for resolutions.
\fle shall begin with the motion for a resolution by Mr
Prooan and-others (Doc. 1-15)/80): Crisis in tbefishing
industry.
I call Mr Provan.
Mr Provan. 
- 
The fishing industry, which we are
concerned with in this urgent motion, is a very vital
industry. At present, imports inm the Community are
59 o/o up on last year. Operating costs in the industry
have risen due mainly to oil, and the oil price has gone
up by 70 o/0. Because of the impons prices have also
slumped on the fish markets. Fishermen in the
Community are finding it extremely difficult to oPer-
ate economically. In fact many boats 
- 
as I am sure is
well known in this House 
- ^re 
going out of the
industry at present. Community fishermen can there-
fore no longer catch fish at economic production costs
so that fish are being removed from the market and
turned into fishmeal or else dumped at sea. It is this
waste that I think is totally intolerable, because of the
position of the,fishermen. Conservation to Pro_tect our
iish stocks is the great thing that we are all talking
about, yet we are allowing this waste to 8o on. I think
it is dme that this House debarcd it as a matter of
urgency, not only from the waste point of view but
also from that of the future of the fishing industry of
the Community.
President. 
- 
I put the request for urgent debate to
the vote.
Urgent procedure is adopted.
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debate and rhat seems ro be rhe case. 'S7e do not yet
have it on the table, bur ir is ready . . .
motion could agree ro pur their reques[ as a morion
for a resolurion ro rhe Radoux report since this would
save us having [o vote on urgency. But if the movers of
the motion consider ir imponant rhat a vote be taken
on urgency then rhe Socialist Group will have ro vote
agalnst.
President. 
- 
I call Mrs Squarcialupi to speak on
behalf of rhe Communist and Allies Group.
Mrs Squarcialupi. 
- 
(I) Mr President, I do not want
to dwell on rhe subject of the urgency of rhe morion
for a resolution rhat has been tabled. On the orher
hand I would like ro know why this Parliament,
yesterday, ar the opening of this pan-session, did not
follow the radirion that has always been observed for
Heads of Smte by honouring the memory of rhe presi-
denr of the Yugoslav Republic, panicularly since a
delegarion from rhe European Parliamenr was presenr
at Marshal Tito's funeral.
President. 
- 
I call Mrs Cassanmagnago Cerretti ro
speak on behalf of the Group of rhe European
People's Party (Chrisrian-Democraric Group).
Mrs Cassanmagnato Cerretti. 
- 
(I) Mr President, I
agree wirh rhe comments rhar have just been made
with regard ro rhe advisabiliry of avoiding any increase
in the number of urgenr debares.
If this Parliamenr inrends ro be functional it cannot
continue ro wreck the agenda decided by the Presi-
dent's Bureau by adding on new items. In rhat way,
instead of dealing with the problems we are parricu-
larly concerned wirh we shall wasre our rime dealing
with an unending number of requests for urgent
debates.
President. 
- 
I pur the request for urgent debare to
the vote.
The request for urgent procedure is rejected.
The motion for a resolurion is rherefore referred rc
the commirree responsible.
President. 
- 
It will be ready sometime during the
day, I think.
Mr Bangemann. 
- 
(D) . . . and in thar case we ought
not to belittle the work of a committee and a rappor-
teur by adding on an ad boc motion for a resolution. If
we keep doing this, rhen there will be no need ro
produce any mor€ reports, we can just table any ad
Eoc motions we like. I think that is wrong and rhere-
fore I am against urgency.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Scott-Hopkins to speak on
behalf of the European Democraric Group.
Mr Scott-Hopkins. 
- 
I only wish to inrervene very
briefly, Mr Presidenr. I do nor disagree with what was
said by rhe mover of rhe morion. I assume that, if we
adopted urgenr procedure, we could debate ir on
\Tednesday rogerher wirh rhe Radoux reporu. Bur thar
is where rhe problem lies. The Radoux repon has nor
been circulated. I only hope that ir will be made avail-
able by the administration in time. \7e are running out
of rime for rhe amendments and so on. It really is a
little extraordinary that this repon is not ready yet. I
know it was passed by the committee quire some [ime
ago. So can we have an assurance firsr of all rhar rhe
Radoux reporr will be available and, secondly, rhar, if
adopted, this panicular morion for which urgenr
debate has been requesred will be taken with the
Radoux report and debated at rhe same time.
Presidcnt. 
- 
I call Mr Arndr ro speak on behalf of
the Socialist Group.
Mr Arndt. 
- 
(D) Ve in rhe Socialisr Group are also
against the urgent procedure because, whilst it is true
that the Presidenr of rhe Yugoslav Republic has died
we do nor rhink rhar it is all thar urgent, in view of rhe
fact that a very rhorough discussion has been held in
the responsible commirtee on rhe sirua[ion in Yugosla-
via, to rake up a position on rhis matter immediately.
This morion can easily be dealr wirh as a motion for a
resolution during the debate on rhe Radoux repon
and not as a requesr for urgenr debate. This we would
not be againsr bur specifically rabling a requesr for
urgent debare ar rhis time is tantamount to a funher
invitation ro every group in this House ro table
reques[s for urgent debare on any subject that is in any
way related. All groups are agreed on rhe principle
that we should endeavour ro keep the number of
requests for urgent debare down. '!(/e are familiar wirh
the'difficulties in each of our own groups when we rell
them: nor so many requesrs for urgent debate please. I
would rherefore be grateful if the movers of rhe
President. 
- 
Ve shall now consider the motion for a
resolution by Mr De Pasquale (Doc. l-171/80): Reoision
of the regulation establishing the European Regional
Deoelopment Fund.
I call Mr De Pasquale.
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Mr De Pasquale. 
- 
(l) Mr President, the Committee
on Regional Policy unanimously decided to nble this
motion for a resolution and to request that the urgen[
procedure be applied. The reasons are obvious and
rhere is no need to spell them out. Parliament has
always felt that the present Regulation establishing the
European Regional Development Fund is insufficient
and inadequate.
In view of the provision that the regulation has to be
revised within one year, we have materially only six
months to carry out and complete this procedure. In
order to avoid delays or referrals for the new regula-
tion 
- 
which would cause serious harm to the
Regional Fund 
- 
the Committee on Regional Policy
considered that this motion for a resolution needed to
be nbled in order to require the Commission to
formulate new proposals in good time. In this way,
Parliament will be able to express its opinion, as laid
down, within the year and the Council will be able to
decide on the new regulation as it had promised
during in the joint meetings of tgzg.
These are problems of deadlines and Parliament's
being punctual in its relations with the Commission
and the Council. On behalf of the Committee on
Regional Policy I therefore beg the Assembly to
approve this request for urgent debate.
President. 
- 
I call Mrs Cassanmagrtago Cerretti to
speak on behalf of the Group of the European
People's Party (Christian-Democratic Group).
Mrs Cassanmettrago Cerretti. 
- 
(I) Mr President, I
do not want. to go back on what I have just said but I
chink that it is right to discuss this subject at this time
of crisis in the Institutions. Indeed, I feel that Parlia-
ment should reassume its true role and for this reason
I agree with the purpose of this motion for a resolu-
tion.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Johnson.
Mr Johnson. 
- 
In spite of Mrs Cassanmagnago's
second speech I was most impressed by what she said a
moment ago and I am sorry that she thought fit to
reverse herself so quickly. The argument she advanced
before, that is, that it is quite ludicrous for the Parlia-
ment to establish an agenda and then see the whole
agenda bumped out of the way because we have voted
urgent motions, applies to this motion just as much as
to the last. I am therefore against it and all similar
motions.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Griffiths to speak on behalf of
the Socialist Group.
Mr Griffiths. 
- 
Mr President, I would like to give
our strong support to this motion because otherwise,
as is poinred out in the resolution, the whole problem
of regional policy in the Community will be allowed m
slide, and another year will go by before we tackle
some really fundamental problems in the regional field
which, if the Community is to have any credibiliry ai
all, must be tackled as soon as possible' So we in the
Socialist Group want to give our strongest suPPon to
urgency for this resolution.
President. 
- 
I put the request for urgent debate to
the vote.
Urgent procedure is adoprcd.
This item will be entered on the agenda for Friday's
sitting.
4. Amendment of Rules of Procedure
(Presentation)
President. 
- 
The next item is the presentadon of the
repon by Mr Luster (Doc. 1-148/80), on behalf of the
Committee on the Rules of Procedure and Petitions,
containing proposed amendments to the Rules of
Procedure of the European Parliament.
I would remind the House that the debate will be held
in June and that the rapponeur alone may speak
today.
I call Mr Chambeiron to speak on a point of order.
MrChambeiron. 
- 
(F) Mr President, yesterday I
asked to speak under the procedural motion rule
because I wanted to obtain some information from the
President of the sitting regarding the rules allowing
this presentation of a report to be entered in the
agenda.
I must say that I did not receive the reply I wanted but
I did, however, note that it was a question of a deci-
sion by the enlarged Bureau. I would not have
objected if I had succeeded in my argument requesting
that the final date for the tabling of amendments to the
motion for a resolution conained in Mr Luster's
report be postponed until next June.
I must also point out that these sugtestions had been
made by Mrs De March at the meeting of the enlarged
Bureau:
Yesterday afternoon, however, it was clear that the
majority in this Assembly was determined to be deaf to
any appeal to common sense which does not, inciden-
tally, surprise me all that much. I am therefore raising
the question prior to the presentation of the Luster
report 
- 
and for two reasons.
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The first is one of desirability. I do not see rhe need
for listening to rhe rapporteur, nor the inrcrest of so
doing. I do not wish to minimize Mr Lusrer's work but
we would all agree that the report is nor a new bible
for which we would need rhe services of an interpreter
of the scriprures. It is a paper of modesr dimensions
and very easy ro read.
But everyone will see, on reading ir, that its purpose is
to restrict Members' right of expression which rc me,
personally, is nothing shon of scandalous and
unlikely, incidentally, rc help srrentrhen the already
flimsy credibiliry of this Assembly.
Secondly, I do nor see here any urgent aspect since we
are also told that the debate canno! take place until
next June. It would therefore seem both more logical
and more coherent to hear rhe rapponeur and to have
a debate immediarcly after his reporr. I do not deny
that our Rules of Procedure need revision, although
the method so far applied by the Committee on rhe
Rules of Procedure and Petidons does nor seem ro me
to be the right one. Mr Luster tells us that what he has
in mind is rhe need ro ensure that proceedings in this
Assembly are carried on in condirions such thar the
agenda is not continually being revised, that there
should not be any disorder and thar everything should
go forward as it ought.
To me this seems a requesr with whose principle every-
one could give his agreemenr. It is a wish, indeed,
that we can all share, provided Mr Luster and his
friends ser rhe right example. Unfonunately, up ro
now, we have observed that rhe majority in rhis
Assembly have an unpleasam rendency to make us
debate subjects which, mosr of the time, have not even
been within rhe province of our Assembly and have
merely cluttered up our agendas.
I do not think, in fact, rhat the Rules of Procedure are
to blame but racher the political will of this House. If
the majoriry wanrs ro change rhe Rules simply to
ensure that it alone controls the agenda and if it wants
to impose on us rhose sub.iects for debate that suit ir
and in pracrical rcrms ro blue-pencil every opinion that
is not its own, rhen it should say so; only I cannor
agree. I do not rhink there is a majority in this Assem-
bly ready to accepr thar kind of Rules of Procedure. I
therefore repeat that I see no interest in or necessiry
for this presentation thar will not be followed by a
debate and that is why I have asked for this irem to be
struck off the agenda.
President. 
- 
I put to the vote Mr Chambeiron's
requesr rhar rhe report be refprred back to commitree.
This request is rejected.
I call Mr Luster.
Mr Luster, rapporteur. (D) 
-,Mr Chambeirondeemed it right ro open our discussion on this irem
with a commenr, rhe correct translation of which in
my language would be 'rhe majority has no sound
common sense which, in any case, was not to be
expected'. This betrays a deep-rooted mistrust of the
basic principle of democracy. On thar score I agree
with Jean-Jacques Rousseau who said 'the sneer is rhe
argumenr of those who are in rhe wrong'.
(Applause)
Ladies and gentlemen, Mr President, the enlarged
Bureau invited the Commitree on rhe Rules of Proce-
dure and Petirions to see whether and to what extenr
the rules could be amended as regards cenain crucial
points in such a way as to speed up proceedings in
Parliament. In order to be able ro presenr its repon as
quickly as possible ro rhe plenary Assembly, the
Committee agreed to confine irself to the amendment
of two of the rules on urgen[ procedure, namely
Rule 14 and Rule 26 (3). The Commirtee held four
meetings on this subject. I have to tell you that
opinions on limiting considerarion ro rhese two points
were not unanimous. In particular there was a very
pressing requesr from Mr Galland in rhe Liberal
Group who wished to amend other rules as well. As I
have said, howeve;, rhe majoriry wished to- limits its
recommendarions to the amending of Rules 14 and 26.
The communicarion from rhe enlarged Bureau
referred to the possibiliry of introducing a so-called
register procedure to speed up decisions on whether a
debate should be rreated as urgenr or nor. The
Committee rook the view thar a register procedure
would not serve a useful purpose.
Mr Galland rook a different view and so did Mr
Patterson at rhat time, if I rightly remember, as had
Mr Blaney, Mr Castellina, Mrs Macciocchi and Mr
Coppieters ar an earlier date. In document PE 50 185,
Mrs Bonino had declared herself to be against any
preference for urgent ma[rers, in other words againsr a
proposal of the kind now before you and an oral
motion was pur ro rhe commitree during its delibera-
rions by Mr Pannella. All these morions were rejected.
So what amendments do we and your rapporteur
propose ro Rule l4?
Firstly, rhe decision as ro wherher a marter is to ,be
treared as urgenr shall in furure be mken by Parlia-
ment, acting by a majority of those'present, being nor
less than one rhird of irc Members, in other words a
number of ar least 137. A different view was taken by
Mr D'Angelosanrc and also Mrs Bonino who, on this
score, asked for rhe proposed amendment to be
deleted. This one-third of the elecred Members rhat is
to be necessary in furure for deciding whether a marter
is ro be rreared as uigent is, I would srress, a qualified
majority and nor a quorum. This comes our more
clearly in the orher languages than ir does in German.
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The second proposed amendment to Rule 14 is that a
request for urgent debate may, in future, be made by
the President of the European Parliament as well as by
21 Members, the Council and the Commission as was
previously the case. On this point, Mrs Bonino
proposed a change reading 'a political group or 2l
Members'. I do not have the privilege gf seeing Mrs
Bonino among my listeners, which I regret, because
her cooperation is always very interesting.
This third proposed amendment is that not only must
the request for urgent debate be submitted in writing
but the supponing reasons must also be given in writ-
ing. A rule proposed by the rapporteur rc the effect
that urgency was to be defined as the sum of the need
for speed and intrinsic imponance was rejected in
committee.
The founh proposed amendment is to the effect that
rhe vote on a request for urgent debate can be taken
only after the relevant [ext has been distributed in all
the official languages, which is really self-evident.
The fifth amendment is rhat the vote on a request for
urgent debate shall be taken without debate. Here the
controversy in committee was somewhat keener. Mrs
Bonino spoke against such a rule and at first, if I
rightly remember, Mr Patterson did so as well. On the
other hand Mr Blaney, Mr Castellina, Mrs Macciocchi
and Mr Coppieters, in other words Members of the
Group called the Group for Technical Coordination,
had spoken in favour of such a 'Vote on urgency with-
out debate' rule very early on.
The sixth proposed amendment is that although a
decision on a request for urgent debate should be
taken in principle without debate, it should nevenhe-
less be possible to hold a shon debate if the request is
contested by a statement in writing. In such event, one
representative of the persons making the request and
one representative of those opposed to it are allowed
rc speak for a maximum of three minutes.
The seventh proposed amendment is that if there are
several requesr for urgent debate on the same matter
they can be dealt with in a single vote.
The eighth proposed amendment is that when a deci-
sion has to be taken on a request for urgent procedure
there shall be no explanations of vote and no state-
ments by the political groups. In a compromise, it was
decided not to rule out the statemen[ by the maker of
the request as well, a suggestion made by the rappor-
teur who saw a danger of members, deprived of the
right to explain their vote, misusing this possibility of
the personal statement instead.
The ninth proposed amendment is shat a vote by roll
call on decisions on urtent debate may be taken only
by means of the electronic voting system.
For clarification we have proposed that a decision on a
subject declared to be urgent must be taken in the
part-session in which the request for urgent debarc is
tabled.
The eleventh proposal is that the House should
consider whether we should not add rc paragraph I of
the proposed Rule 14 that Rule l2 section 2 paragraph
2 and Rules 46 and 47 remain unaffected because
otherwise confusion might arise.
Those are the amendments proposed to Rule 14. Now
I pass on to those which your rapponeur proposes for
Rule 25 section 3.
The first proposal here is that explanations of vote are
permitted aker any votes on individual provisions of
an item on the agenda (not all items on the agenda are
voted on in this way, in many cases the matter as a
whole is put to the vote). But where such individual
vores are possible and where, therefore, documents of
some length are presumably being dealt with, the
political groups may each make a final statement of
three minutes after the individual votes and before the
final vote. Here, Mr D'Angelosante and Mrs Bonino
proposed that the word 'final starcment' be deleted.
The second amendment proposed is that, after the
vote, individual Members may give explanations of
vote for one and a half minutes. Mr D'Angelosante
proposed that such explanation of vote should be
given before the final vote and last one minute but that
such an explanation of vote should be conditional on
the speaker being in conflict with his own group. I
myself had considerable sympathy with this proposal
of Mr D'Angelosante who is unfonunately not listen-
ing just at the point when I wanted to say something
pleasant to him. Mrs Bonino said she was against this
rule.
The third proposal is that such a statement by an indi-
vidual Member should be conditional on a request to
give an explanation of vote being placed on the Presi-
dent's table before the final vote begins.
The founh proposal is that the sole purpose of
explanations of vote 
- 
this is a definition that we have
included in the rcxt 
- 
shall be to avoid any misunder-
standing of the voting behaviour of a Member. Mr
D'Angelosante and Mrs Bonino proposed that this
passage be deleted.
Fifthly it is proposed that the President may, having
regard to the state of business of Parliament and
notwithstanding the possibiliry of making oral indivi-
dual explanations as I have just described, require that
they shall be given in writing instead of orally. Here
[here were vigorous protests from Mr d'Angelosante
and Mrs Bonino. Mrs Bonino was in fact prepared to
give the President some rights along these lines but
only if no chairman of a political group objected.
Finally, written explanations of vote 
- 
according to
our proposal 
- 
should not exceed 150 words. Mrs
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Bonino proposed thar rhe original proposal of the
rapponeur, which was 300 words, be amended to
I 000 words . . .
(Interruptions)
. . . I would poinr out to rhe House rhat rhis rule alone,
ladies and gentlemen 
- 
300 or I 000 words, 30l, 302,
303 or whatever 
- 
gives anyone who wanm to misuse
it the possibility of tabling proposed amendments in
undreamt-of numbers.
The sevenrh amendment is rhat wrirren explanarions of
vote may also be handed in by any Members so
requesting and submirting their statements within
24 hours afrer the vote.
The eighrh proposal is rhar explanations of vote should
not be admissible in rhe case of votes on procedural
motions. Mrs Bonino unsuccessfully asked for this co
be deleted and Mr Parterson suggested a clearer word-
ing.
The ninth poinr is that as a resulr of the proposals on
Rule 25, section 3, two paragraphs would need ro be
deleted from Rule 2l a.
In general I have to tell you rhar Mrs Bonino informed
the committee that she was not in agreement with
anything rhat we have proposed. I have also to tell you
that there was a comprehensive and sizeable proposal
by Mr Sieglerschmidt which did nor come ro rhe vore
because it was invalidated by rhe other votes. There
was also a comprehensive proposal by Mr Patrerson
and Mr Ellis which was incorporated in an altered
form. Mr Van Minnen made a proposal, that was in
part rejected but largely incorporated, to the effect
that explanations of vore should be allowed before rhe
vote and should be lengthened from one ro one and a
half minutes but thar written explanations should not
exceed 150words. The changes proposed to Rule26
section 3 are mostly based on changes proposed by Mr
Nord and altogether represent 
- 
and here I would
bring my remarks to a close, Mr President and ladies
and genrlemen 
- 
an atrempt to reconcile the freedom
of Members of Parliament to table motions and to
speak with the requirement for the necessary self-limi-
tation that is essential for Parliament's work to
proceed smoorhly.
Allow me, Mr President, ro say for the benefit of rhe
world ar large, whose eyes are now upon us, thar, to
my mind, ir is nor the object of this Parliamenr and it
was no! that of rhe enlarged Bureau, when it referred
this matter to the Committee on the Rules of Proce-
dure, to restrict the freedom of opinion of anyone
here. Instead, given that rhe day has 24 hours and a
week 7 days and that we have a limircd amounr of
time.available, our purpose has been rc find a uray in
which freedom and constrainr may be balanced out.
Yesterday I read in a press sraremenr from the Techni-
cal Coordination Group 
- 
which in my view is no
group because we have political but not technical
groups 
- 
that a group was being gagged in this
House. But I would like to tell public opinion that if
you look at our agenda you will see rhat a group like
the one to which I belong and which consists of
107 Members has a total speaking time of 55 minutes
whereas the group thar yesterday issued this statement
consisrs of 10 Members and has l0 minures of speak-
ing time. I agree thar 10 minutes are less rhan
55 minutes but in relarive rerms the l0 Members have
twice the qpeaking time. Mr President, we should nor
allow rhe impression to develop that this Parliament
wan[s to muzzle anyone.
President. 
- 
I would remind you once again that the
debate will be held in June.
I call Mr Coppieters to speak on a point of order.
Mr Coppieterc. 
- 
(NL) Mr President, in rhe light of
everything we have heard today and yesterday and in
view of the major imponance of rhis report on amend-
ments to the Rules of Procedure, I wish to call on you,
Mr President, and on the rapporteur ro see whether ir
is not possible ro return ro rhe normal order of things
and, afrer agreemenr with the Bureau if necessary,
consider whether we could not take the amendments,
as would be normal, during debating time in this
part-session and not, as is now wrongly the case, with
no discussion possible. Mr President, I feel that it
might be possible to consider rhis question again with-
out undermining the authority of the chair of the
Bureau.
President. 
- 
Mr Coppieters, you already made rhis
request yesterday and ir was rejected. Amendments
may be tabled up m I p.m. on Friday. This was rhe
decision mken, and there can be no going back on
thar.
5. Deadlinefor tabling amendments to the Radoux
report (Doc 1-16t/80)
President. 
- 
I call Mrs Bonino.
Mrs Bonino. 
- 
(D Mr President, my procedural
motion concerns the Radoux repon (Doc. l-165/80)
which appears on roday's agenda.
Under Rule 13 of rhe Rules of Procedure, a reporr
may be debated only if it is distributed at least 24
hours beforehand. As I understand it, the Radoux
report has no[ yer been issued and, with reference to
what Mr Scott-Hopkins said, I would nor like it to be
debated at the Friday sitting.
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This is necessary both to avoid changing a decision
regarding the agenda and because the Italian
Members, as you know, are prevenrcd from attending
for air transport reasons.
I would therefore ask you, Mr President, to ensure
that this report is not put on Friday's agenda. If it
cannot be debated at tomorrow's sitting, I request that
ir be put on the agenda for Thursday at the latest or
otherwise that arrangements be made to postpone irc
consideration to the next pan-session.
I would make the point that usually the course of our
work is disrupted by the requests for urgent dcbate
tabled by the majority groups and not, as is claimed,
by the behaviour of the Members in the Group on
Technical Coordination.
President. 
- 
The Radoux repon will be distributed
in all the official languages before mid-day today. The
delay has been caused by the fact that the Council
consulted Parliament only on 5 May on the agreement
itself and on 14 May on the addidonal protocols. The
enlarged Bureau felt that this repon was urgent, a fact
stressed by the Council when it consulted Parliament,
since the additional protocols must come into force on
I June.
In view of this delay the deadline for tabling amend-
ments could be extended to I p.m. on \Tednesday.
Are there any objections?
That is agreed.
6. Sbeepmeat
President. 
- 
The next ircm is the second repon by
Mr Provan (Doc. l-73/80), on behalf of the Commit-
tee on Agriculture, on sheepmeat.
I call Mr Provan.
Mr Provan, rdpporteur. 
- 
Mr President, in Scotland
where I come from, sheep are a very imponant agri-
cultural product. They are as important as wine in
France, olive oil and vegeables in Italy or milk in
Bavaria. In this repon I have tried to put the case for
rhe whole Community. In certain countries of the
Community, of course, sheep are not such an impor-
tant agricultural product, but in drawing up this report
it has been very interesting to see the differences
within the Community in regard ro sheep production.
Italy, for instance, is very dependent on the produc-
tion of milk from sheep, in France we have emphasis
on lamb as well as wool, while in Britain sheep are
very definitely for human consumption.
In the Committee on Agriculture, Mr President, we
have taken a cenain amount of time in preparing this
repon and bringing it before Parliamenr. The original
mbtion fo. a ..solution which'was put before this
House on 26 Ocpber seems quite a long way back,
but I have deliberately not rushed it because of the
antagonism that appeared to develop between cenain
member nations on this very question of sheepmeat. I
believe quite srongly that when there is antagonism
on a hot issue, rational decisions cannot be come to. I
think now is the time when Parliament must consider
this question and come up with some answers, because
we have, of course, the legal implications.
On 25 September the Coun of Justice issued im find-
ings and said that a member nation was in breach of
rhe law. Now it is unfortunate that this matter has not
yet been resolved. Let us leave it at that. However,
Parliament must deliver a ruling that suppons the law
of the Community. If Parliament is not seen to be on
the side of the law the foundations of the Community
are in jeopardy. The Committee on Agriculture, when
it was considering this, felt that the future cohesion of
the Community was at stake if we did not do some-
thing about it.
But there is another legal implication arising from the
Charmasson judgment of l0 December 1974. That
stated that national market organizations must be
maintained only until the end of a transitional period,
in other words 3l December 1977.Y|e must r€member
also, of course, that pan of the Treaty of Rome states
quite categorically that no producer shall be left any
worse off due to Community measures than he was
before any change. 5o when mlking about a sheepmeat
regime we must remember that the producer must not
be left any worse off.
The Committee on Agriculture has taken all these
matters into consideration in the second pan of this
report, which talks about a sheepmeat regime. '!7e
emphasize the importance of sheepmeat production,
especially in the less-favoured areas. The explanatory
sraremen[ that goes with this motion for a resolution
shows that it is predominantly in the less-favoured
areas that sheepmeat is produced. Pan of the tragedy
of sheep production is that it takes place in these areas
that may not have the facilities that other areas of agri-
cultural production do have. They are funher away
from the market cenffes and have climatic and terrain
problems to deal with. Therefore in considering these
measures that we suggest, we have laid emphasis on
this aspect of sheep being produced in the less-
favoured areas. Ve have also considered the applicant
countries and their accession to the Community. \7e
do not think this will bring about any massive change.
The status quo will be maintained by and large, with
variations from member nation to member nation,
which is mentioned in the repon also.
The main point of the repon is to stress the impon-
ance of agreement being reached in the immediate
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future on a marker organization. Ve realize that there
are differences between rhe member narions at
present, and of course we are mlking specifically abour
the United Kingdom and France. The Committee on
Agriculture decided that the French Government be
authorized to trant remporary financial aids and also
that ceilings on exports within the Community be
agreed on by the Member Srares concerned on the
basis of a timemble to be worked our. Thar, I think,
recognizes that no producer should suffer. The differ-
ence, however, arises when we talk funher on in the
repon about a full inrcrvention sysrem being adopted
as well, because I feel the [wo are inconsistent. You
cannot have limits on inter-Community trade and have
intervention at rhe same time. So I suggest to Parlia-
ment that while the Commirtee on Agriculture voted ro
draw up the repon in this way, there is a slight incon-
sistency here within the repon that I hope Parliament
will see its way rc recdfy, either by removing the ceil-
ings on exports or doing something abour the weight
of the r6gime. On rhat very aspec[, Mr President, I
must point oul that it was a very close decision in the
Committee on Agriculture. Vhen it voted for the
inrcrvention system, the full weight intervenrion
sysrem, rhere was a vote of 10 in favour of the original
text of the reporr and 11 for the amendment asking for
a full weight intervention scheme.
Now, of course, solutions will be found. I would
suggesr that instead of the French having to finance
temporary aid to their producers, this might be done
by the Community, and I would sugtesr also that we
perhaps have to find a middle way berween full inter-
venrion and a lighter-weight r6gime. I garher thar
some amendments will be coming before the House ro
that effect, and ir is only when we can see rhe full text
of the amendments that cre may, in fact, get the proper
solution. However, the Commitrce on Agriculture
decided very definitely thar the producer was not to be
affected by any decisions on a sheep r6gime and rhar
no producer should be worse off.
There are many other aspects to rhe reporr, Mr Presi-
dent, and I think we will have a useful debate on them
today. There are many suggestions about granring aids
to producers within the Communiry to improve their
production, because we mus[ remember that we are
only approximately two-thirds self-sufficienr in sheep-
meat within rhe Communiry and that one-third is
imponed. I think rhar is imponanr. Ir doesn't all come
from one source, but, of course, New Zealand prov-
ides the bulk of it and we have long-rcrm trading
arrangements with New Zealand. But there are many
other places. It is interesting to note rhar France
impons a large number of live sheep, 8 0/o of which
come from Easrern bloc countries. This is something
that many people within rhe Communiry are unaware
of. Today, when we have cenain problems, this may
not perhaps be acceprable ro some Members.
However, Mr President, I see rhar the minutes are
ticking away and I now have pleasure in laying the
repon of the Commitree on Agriculture before Parlia-
ment.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Gautier to speak on behalf of
the Socialist Group.
Mr Gautier. 
- 
(D) Mr President, ladies and genrle-
men, on behalf of the Socialisr Group I would first like
to rhank Mr Provan for his reporr, large pans of
which we suppon. '!(i'e are panicularly gratified at the
deailed description he has given of regional problems,
the difficulties regarding impons into the Community
and 
- 
a point which also seems parricularly imponant
to us 
- 
the problems, or possible problems, of the
accession of Greece, Ponugal and Spain.
For the Socialist Group too the upholding of Euro-
pean legal provisions is a marrer of basic concern.
European law and the execution of judgmenr of the
Coun of Justice cannor simply be left to rhe discretion
of a Member Srate and this, in our view, includes
Fr.anc.e. The same applies ro orher.problems which may
arise in connection, say, with budget questions. There
have, for insrance, been rcpons that cenain European
funds might be withheld. For us, the law is the funda-
mental considerarion in this question.
'!7e know that we musr set up a common market
organization for sheepmeal This is precisely one of
the points demonstrated by Mr Provan in his speech
quoting a wide variery of Coun of Justice findings in
suppon. As a Socialisr Group, what are our criteria for
a new market organization? I believe we have ro
continue along the lines of our own logic. Our sraning
point on agricultural quesrions in the newly-electe-d
Parliamenr was indeed a budget-oriented stance,
shared by this Parliament last December, namely that
expenditure on agricultural poliry must nor be allowed
to go so high rhat Community money runs our. That is
the first point that we must hold on rc. The second is
as we made clear in the special debate on agriculture,
that the system of surplus production with an unlim-
ited guarantee of sales at guaranteed prices cannot, in
the long run, conrinue co be common agricultural
policy because ir benefits neirher rhe consumer nor, in
the long term, the producer and cannor, ultimately, be
accepted by us for budgetary reasons. So when we
, 
discuss sheepmeat marker organization, we have to
start from the following principles: firstly, we have ro
sustain producers' incomes because we also know that
sheepmeat production is concentrared precisely in the
less-favoured areas where it is inrinsically difficult to
find other ways of making a living.
Secondly, user prices must be designed to ensure rhat
sheepmeat is srill eaten, in other words thar people can
afford to buy lamb and mutron. In his report, Mr
Provan very clearly described the problem of British
eating habits and their dependence on prices. I find the
tables very impressive.
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Thirdly, we also have to safeguard imponing possibili-
ties for third countries in cases where these countries
depend for their existence on agricultural impons into
the Community. Our conclusion from this is that, as a
matter of principle and also for budgetary reasons, we
have to say no to a full-scale intervention system as set
out in the Provan report in its present version. For the
moment this cannot, in our view, be the criterion for a
market organization in the sheepmear secror.
As a Socialist Group, therefore, we propose that we
rerurn to the principle of the first version of the
Piovan report to the effect that the market organiza-
tion should be based on premiums and private storage,
since we believe that this system would make it possi-
ble both to support producers' incomes and to provide
stronger assistance for regional, disadvantaged areas.
A full-scale intervention system would, in our view,
ultimately lead to similar problems to those in other
fields of agricultural production and would also mean
that sheepmeat would be produced in areas where we
really do not want it for Community policy reasons
and where it would perhaps only be produced in order
to collect the money that goes with it.
The other pans of Mr Provan's repon and of his
motion for a resolution have our full and complerc
support. In panicular we welcome the proposal that
the agreements wirh third countries should be renego-
tiated in terms of import quotas based on the internal
Community market and that a restricted policy should
not be applied in this respect. Ve tabled, as a Group,
the relevant proposed amendments yesterday and it is
our feeling that parts of the other Groups will share
our views on such a market organization.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Clinton to speak on behalf of
the Group of the European People's Pany (Christian-
Democratic Group).
Mr Clinton. 
- 
Mr President, I am glad to be able to
speak on this rcpic at this time. As the House will be
aware, a proposal for a regulation of the market in
lamb is now before the Council of Ministers and it is
important in my view that a decision on this subject be
arrived at wirh all possible speed. I wanr to emphasize
that this in many ways is an imponant matter; impor-
tant to some of the poorest people in the Community.
It is a matter that has caused unnecessary and undesir-
able disruption between Member States. A matter over
which there have been coun proceedings and, unfor-
tunately, a matter which could have been settled long
ago, at very little cost to the Community.
This has already been referred to by the rapporteur,
Mr Provan, whom I wish to congratulate on lhe way
he has presented his repon and on the very fair way
rhat he has explained that the Committee on Agricul-
rure went to considerable pains before arrivint at the
report before the House this morning.
It is imponant that the problem of the lamb market be
solved in a way that can help the future development
of this Community and that of the sector most
affected. I feel that all of us in this Parliament have an
obligation [o promote harmony between Member
Srates and to solve problems in such a way that
disputes and disagreemenm are settled, in such a way
as to remove quickly causes of friction and tensions
that inevitably lead to disruption and unnecessary
ill-feeling between Members.
In the repon before us today I feel that the main prob-
lems of establishing a common organization of the
market in sheepmeat are dealt with fairly. On this I
must congrarulate the rapporteur, Mr Provan. I know
he may not be 100 0/o happy with the report as
adopted by the Commirtee on Agriculture but it
remains from any point of view a repon on which
many in this Parliament could be modelled. It is shon,
clear a,rd precise. It covers the problems thoroughly
and it contains a treat deal of useful information.
One of the most useful pieces of information is
contained in Pan II of the explanatory statement,
namely, that sheep rearing is concentrated in areas of
poor soil and difficult weather conditions. I would ask
the Members of this Parliament to bear this very much
in mind. In fact, two-thirds of the sheep in the
Community are found in the less-favoured areas and
this, I think, in itself, makes a case for the son of
suppon that we are recommending here. Therefore I
am panicularly glad that paragraph 7 calls for full
support of the sheepmeat market and makes available
the kind of intervention provided for in the beef and
cattle arrantements. I do not think any of us should
wish for less. I see no reason why sheep-producers
should be required to have less protection for their
livelihood than others, and there are far more prosper-
ous livestock producers. It is imponant that the deci-
sion of the Parliament's committee to look for full
support be adopted, and I therefore ask you to reject
any amendments which seek to weaken this repon.
The Community is only 64 % self-sufficient in sheep-
meat and there is Breat room for expansion, but this
canno[ be accomplished unless producers have confid-
ence in the stability of the market. Insecuriry due to
the opening and shutting of the French market has led
to a reduction in sheepmeat production in the Unircd
Kingdom and in Ireland, at a time, incidentally, when
milk producrion has risen sharply. The other seven
Member States who had a stable regime have been
able to increase production. I want to say that I have
cenain reseffations about paragraph 6. The authoriz-
ing of temporary national aids paid for by a national
government is a dangerous precedent which, in my
opinion, should not be allowed. I think that Mr
Provan, the rapporteur, has, in fact, changed his mind
about this and agrees with this view. Equally, the limi-
tation of exporm between Member States strikes at the
very root, of the principles on which this Communiry is
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based. If it is found necessary to have temporary finan-
cial aids they should, in my view, be Community aids.
I am also a little bit unhappy about paragraph 10. I am
not trying to stop all impons from third counries, nor
am I saying that the United Kingdom has no right
whatsoever to impon any sheepmeat. But any increase
in third-country impons must be closely monitored. I
do not feel that the rapponeur is strict enough in this
area, because he seems to be recommending additional
impons where substitute forms of meat are already in
surplus in the Communiry.
Before I conclude, the points I want to emphasize are
these: the farmers we are trying to provide security
and reasonable suppon for are amont the poorest in
the Community. I would want all the Members of
Parliament to note this. The security we are seeking
can be provided et very little cost to the Community.
There is a substantial deficit in sheepmeat. The prob-
lems and embarrassment of sheepmear have been with
us for far too long, and this is a serious reflection on
the competence of the institutions of the Community.
Need I say that this is something that should have
been setiled long ago by the institutions, by the Coun-
cil of Ministers, by the Parliament, and should never
have been brought to the level of a Summir for deci-
sion. I feel that we are now nearer than ever ro a
settlement and that all that is needed for success is a
little bit of goodwill, trust and cooperation between
France and the United Kingdom.
I would like to say ro Mr Provan that this is not
merely a matter berween France and the United King-
dom; it is a matter of serious imponance to Ireland as
well and, indeed, other Member States have their own
interests. Ve should not give the impression that it is
only a matter of concern to these two countries.
I appeal to all sides in rhis Parliamenr ro accept the
recommendations in this repon as they now stand,
because they have been the subject of long deliberation
in the committee responsible. If this is done, I am very
confident that an early settlement can be arrived at
and that it will assist the Council of Ministers in
getting agreement.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Curry to speak on behalf of
the European Democratic Group.
Mr Curry. 
- 
Mr President, this is a debate which
has been riddled with misunderstandings, fired by irra-
tional fears and emotions and disfigured by the over-
tones of a viriliry contest between France and rhe
Unircd Kingdom. I hope to speak with calm and
reflection and I shall not 
- 
I hope my French
colleagues in panicular will note 
- 
be speaking at all
about the whole legal quesrion in rhe context of which
this must be settled.
I said that it is a subject which has caused great misun-
derstanding and perhaps some of these have been
wilful misunderstandings. There is, for example, rhe
belief, which I have found in sections of the French
community, that there is a flotilla of New Zealand
ships waiting off the coast in order to assault the
beaches with frozen lamb. There is the impression that
the Unircd Kingdom is dedicated to an insidious
policy of destroying prices in order to wipe out of
existence a whole section of the French peasanrry.
That is not true, Mr President.
The facts concerning New Zealand are these. Nelr
Zealand lamb is sent mainly during rhe period from
January to July, when British lamb is in shon supply.
This is a vital function ro sustain consumer interest in
lamb, which accounts for 15 0/o of our meat consump-
tion in the United Kingdom, and any marketing
person will say that the mainrenance of a marker
depends upon the ability to provide a product
throughout the year to that marker. Nonetheless, rhere
has been a sharp decline in New Zealand shipmenrc
from more than 290 000 tonnes in 1970 to little over
200 000 tonnes last year.
Secondly, New Zealand is not in a position to flood
the market. For one thing, the maintenance of a price
for the New Zealand farmer is essential: the EEC
impon levy alone is equivalent to 45 o/o of his return,
and therefore his interest in cutting prices is zero.
Besides this, the country has reached its maximum
stocking rates and structurally is nor in a position to
load the market in addition. The counrry is also devel-
oping new markes: Iran agreed to take 45 000 ronnes
last season, and last year, for example, more rhan a
third of New Zealand lamb was sold outside the
United Kingdom, against less than l0 0/o a decade
earlier.
\7hat we musr emphasize, however, is that the
Community needs New Zealand supplies. To maintain
consumption alone, the impon need is 260 000 [onnes
a year, and my friend Mr Provan has already
mentioned that France impons up to a quaner of a
million live sheep a year from Eastern Europe, which,
it must be said, is a slightly bizarre interpretation of
Community preference.
New Zealand has given categorical assurances rhar ir
will maintain orderly marketing designed ro respecr
price-levels. So let us dismiss this myth thar rhe Conti-
nent is going to be flooded with New Zealand mear or
vith British mear, rhe British settling down ro eat
nothing but New Zealand lamb in order to liberate
theirs for this new invasion.
So what son of rigime d,o we need? Ve need one
which responds to rhree necessities.
First of all, it must stimulate consumption and permit
the European producer to share in an expanding
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market, and this can only be done if prices allow lamb
to remain within the reach of a wide range of consu-
mers.
Secondly, it must permit free and fair trade inside
Europe, recognizing the need to preserve the liveli-
hood of producers in both the imponing and the
exponing countries. To this purpose, you will find an
amendment in my name which spells out quite specifi-
cally a recommendation for a Community-financed
sysrcm of paymenrc to French producers over a five-
year period of transition rc allow them to accommo-
date themselves to the conditions of trade in Europe.
The third need is for the conservation of the role of
the uadidonal exponer, whose supplies play a vital
part in sustaining the market.
But what we don't want, Mr President, is a system
which causes surpluses by permitting lamb to be taken
off a market which is in scarcity! Nothing can do the
image of this Community more damage than the sight
of yet another product in which we are only
two-thirds self-sufficient being caned off the table and
into the cold store and a market destroyed by the
refusal to accept that production must have some
regard to the market and that the guarantee to the
farmer must be the guarantee of rhe consumers ro ea[
his product, nol the guaranree of a cold store waidng
to receive it.
(Applause from the European Consentatioe Group)
Therefore we are opposed co intervention because we
are not self-sufficient in lamb and hence intervention is
inappropriate. It doesn't exist for pork; it doesn't exist
for poultrymeat; and where it does exist for beef, in
which the Community is not self-sufficienr, rhere are
330 000 tonnes in surplus.
Secondly, if France is afraid that her market is going
rc be flooded by British lamb, the one sure way ro
guaran[ee that is a heavyweight r6gime of interven-
don, because every carcase in Europe will set off for
France to take advantage of rhe rates applying in that
country for lamb taken into intervention.
'We have, Mr President, a remarkable opponunity 
-at last an opponunity! 
- 
in the agricultural policy to
take a srcp forward by inrroducing a system which
observes the law of the market and yet takes full
acccount of the real and legidmate fears and needs of
the producer. It is with this in mind that I have spelt
out our proposals in the form of an amendment: aids
for private storage; a Community-financed sysrcm of
aid rc producers and in panicular a five-year period
for French producers to accommodarc themselves to
the new conditions of the market; a firm understand-
ing for orderly marketing, both inside the Community
and with suppliers outside it; and genuine but respon-
sible trade within the Community.
This is an open and generous proposal. Ve are not
bashing away ar legal problems, we are seekint a
genuine response to what we see as a real social and
political problem. It is not an attack on the integriry of
the French producer; it is not an assault on a hard-
working section of the community in France, as if we
were indifferen[ to [heir needs and their situations: we
are seeking an atreement which can res[ore some
dignity to rhe rattered reladons between Britain and
France, which present such a sad spectacle to the
world in a time when we must more than ever hang
together if we are not going to hang apan.
r)resident. 
- 
I call Mr Pranchdre to speak on behalf
of the Communist and Allies Group.
Mr Pranchtre. 
- 
(F) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, I observe, once again, that this Assembly
remains at a comfonable distance from the realities of
the agricultural world. In the light of what is going on
throughout France 
- 
I am talking about the struggles
- 
Mr Provan's report, designed to sustain and
approve the proposed Community regulation on
sheepmeat, is as irrelevant as it is inaccep,table because
it leaves the core of the problem 
- 
that of the unbind-
ing of customs duties on lamb and mutton impons
from third countries 
- 
unresolved.
How can you propose in this way, without the slight-
esr scruple, rhe eventual ruin of 150 000 French sheep
farmers? These farmers have the right to live and to
live decendy and this is why this proposal for a regula-
tion is an unnronhy and scandalous affair.
'!7hat is happening in our country?
Hundreds of thousands 
- 
and I mean hundreds of
thousands 
- 
of farming people are vigorously demon-
srating their discontent and their refusal to be victims.
There is a deterrnination and life in these struggles and
demonstrations that clearly reflect the determination
of French farming people rc defend their land, their
labour and their country. They are fighting to preseffe
their income, to obain at lont last wonhwhile prices
and to safeguard their jobs 
- 
and there is something
else as well. They are fighdng for workers, teachers,
railway workers and all those who find today that the
fine promises of the Treaty of Rome on the prosperity
and development of agriculture and each country's
economy as a whole are well and truly forgotten and
disowned.
So, you British Conservative Members, you who
prefer to faithfully protect the interests of the seven
Bridsh multinationals monopolizing 80 % of the world
trade in sheepmeat, allow me to rcll you that your
demands are illegal both as regards sheepmeat and the
budget.
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I agree, you can pride yourselves on having made
Mr Giscard d'Estaing weaken at rhe last meeting of
the Council of Ministers but there is no glory in
winning where there was no risk of losing. Mr Giscard
d'Estaing has never done anything else but give in and
this is why farmers' incomes have already gone down
stx years runnlnS.
If the Commission's regulation on sheepmeat has not
yet been approved it is due to one thing only 
- 
the
force of the rural people's struggle and their determi-
nation to say no. No to Mrs Tharcher and no to
Mr Giscard d'Estaing.
\7e, the French Communists and Allies, are proud of
this and all.the rnore fiercely in that we are taking an
active part in all these struggles.
\flhat the' sheep rearers in France are asking for is
something simple, logical and jusdfied. They wanr the
fruits of their labour to be paid for at a decenr rare, in
other words in relation to their production costs and
not in relation to [he cost of the New Zeeland'sheep-
meat imponed by the UK, because sheepmear in
New Zealand is simply a by-product of wool. \fhat is
needed, therefore, is real market support.
At the same time, therefore, they demand that /heir
production be protected by respect for the principle of
Community preference and that impons from third
countries and New Zealand in panicular be made
dutiable. This would require the unbinding of customs
duties, at presen[ set at 20 0/o by the GATT agree-
ments.
Perhaps I may be allowed a parenthesis at this poinr.
The farmers are asking for the unbinding of customs
duties. But who in France accepted, in 1974, to have
them set at a level which French sheep farmers cannor
accePr?
The answer is Mr Chirac himself, who became Prime
Minister in that same year and accepted borh the
UK's accession ro the Common Marker and confir-
mation of these 20 0/o duties being made binding. The
facts are that on 19 July 1974 the Secretary-General of
the GATT in Geneva noted the resula of these nego-
tiations which were [o enrer into force on I January
1975. Next, who in this Assembly opposed the final
GATT agreemenr in the framework of the Tokyo
Round? Answer: the Communist and Allies Group and
they alone.
Quite clearly, neither the Socialist Members nor rhose
in Mr Chirac's Group thoughr it right ro oppose rhese
agreements in order to safeguard the interesm of our
crop and animal farmers.
A lot is said abour rules of law in rhis Assembly; let
those who demand their application begin by respect-
ing the principles to which they refer!
The claims of the sheep rearers are legitimate. Ve
repeat them in our amendment and we shall oppose,
therefore, any expedient, any solution whose purpose
would be to rob French stockfarmers of their rights.
The systems of premiums or self-limitation on imports
currently proposed do norhing ro sarisfy these claims
and we therefore refuse them.
Are we, yes or no, going ro accepr rhar 150 000 sheep
farmers be allowed to gain a livelihood from their
work 
- 
unless you would prefer to defend these seven
multinationals I have already referred ro and whose
profits are stupendous compared with the low incomes
that our sheep rearers have so much difficulty earning.
In 1977, the Bonhwick company, for example, made a
net profit of nearly F. 39 million (and I mean nev/
francs), by importing 5 million carcasses from New
Zealand and Argentina.
The same year, the Veddel company made a net profit
of 38 million by imponing about 3 million carcasses
from New 7.ealand.
Sir Henry Plumb, chairman of the Commirtee on
Agriculture, must be familiar with a third company 
-the Fatstock Markedng Corporation 
- 
of which he
y/as the Chairman, I believe. This company imponed
nearly 2 500 000 carcasses from New Zealand and its
ner profits were in the neighbourhood of F. 19 million,
again in 1977.
You have made your choice, gentlemen, and we leave
you with it. Ve, Communists, have'made ours. It is
the farmers that we shall defend, those who wanr [o
live and work on the land. So let us ger things clear.
'!?e are not here to accept and endorse regulations or
compromises harming the legitimare interests of our
sheep rearers or French farmers. And if the Unircd
Kingdom is not satisfied, if it does not like this wind of
struggle now blowing over France, well let ir leave the
Community.
For our part, we shall do everphing ure can to make
the French tovernment and Mr Giscard d'Estaing take
a stance compatible with the inreresw of French stock-
farmers and all farmers in our country. \7ith them, we
are going to win this fight. !7e shall vote against the
Provan report.
President. 
- 
I call Mrs Manin to speak on behalf of
the Liberal and Democradc Group.
Mrs Martin. 
- 
(F) Mr President, the producers are
concerned in their everyday lives by the positions we
take on sheepmeat and rhe furure of a number of less-
favoured areas is in the balance. In our wish rc safe-
guard the interests of sheep rearers we are defending
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'the basic principles of the common agricultural policy,
all too often attacked in this Parliament.
Because of the inrcrdependence of the two sectors, u/e
are also defending beef and veal. This is why any regu-
ladon that would allow frozen and, more panicularly,
fresh sheepmeat to enter the EEC in the future 
- 
fail-
ing an agreement on self-limitation and if not subject to
a variable l.ry 
- 
would create very serious comperi-
tion for beef and veal and we know that the beef and
veal market is already seriously disturbed by the
various levy-free import quotas which, in the absence
of organized market management, cause such massive
and abnormal recourse to intervention.
For ten years now, producers have been demanding
that the sheepmeat market be organized on the same
basis as that for beef and veal, with panicular refer-
ence to relations with third countries which would
mean the unbinding of customs dudes. As Mr Clinton
has just said, this solution would be the most reason-
able because the simplest and cheapest way of regulat-
ing a market where the supply is in deficit is to control
the level of impon prices.
Mr Provan's proposals in paragraph 7 of his morion
for a resolution point in this direcdon. By adopting
this paragraph, Parliament will be consistent and
confirm its approval of the Herben report on the
common organization of the sheepmeat market on
which it voted on 14 September 1978. Since then,
negotiations have not gone forward one inch. I would
simply recall 
- 
Mr Gundelach will remember 
- 
that
Parliament had already at that time been highly critical
with regard to the Commission's proposals, feeling
that the future organization ought to be based on the
basic principles of the common agricultural poliry and
enable a realisdc price level to be defined that would
take due account. of production costs. Unfortunately
shese differ very greatly in the two main producing
counries.
In the Unircd Kingdom, sheepmeat is a mass
consumption product based on grazing at minimum
cost. The result is a seasonal deficit made up by big
impons of frozen meat, from countries where meat is
simply a by-product of wool, which has an effect on
the level at which prices are fixed in the United King-
dom. The British Government then subsidizes its sheep
farmers by deficiency payments.
New Zealand supplies 400/o (200 000 tonnes) of the
United Kingdom's consumption at very low prices
because, for that country, like Australia and Argen-
tina, sheepmeat is purely a by-product producing only
55 o/o of. New Zealand producers' income compared
with + % for producers in France.
In France, on the other hand, the main concern is to
supply the market throughout the year with meat satis-
fying the quality requirements of consumers, which
necessarily implies higher producdon costs. The
French are fond of lamb raised on salt meadows, the
traditional dish at Christmas and Easter. Roast lamb is
a luxury reserved for special occasions because its
price is panicularly high in France. Small flocks aver-
aging about 20 head are completely unable rc compete
with the extensive sheep farming in New Zealand or
the United Kingdom.
This is why a Scottish sheep farmer is paid F. 11-12 a
kilo compared with the F.l2-20 a French shepherd
gets.
True enough sheepmeat production accounts for only
1 .5 0/o of final agricultural production in the Commu-
nity but the decisions we take will have political effects
out of all proponion with that figure.
'\7hat is more, a[ a time when criticism of the surpluses
in certain Community products like milk is so severe,
how long are we going to go on undermining products
of which we have a deficit, like lamb, in which the
Community supplies only 60 0/o of im own needs. For
how long are we going to encourate its growth in
Australia and New Zealand when our own production
is making zero growth because of the lack of future
prospects. Ve cannot afford to disregard the fact that
to develop sheepmeat producdon in the Community is
to ensure the survival of hill farm enterprises and a
large number of less-favoured areas.
In addition, lamb and sheep may in some regions offer
an alternative to cattle and dairy farming and thus help
in the conversion effon, which is why the future
market organization should be backed up by structural
measures designed to improve breeding stock, the uses
of grazing land and farming facilities and also the
marketing, processing and disribusion of sheepmeat.
I agree with the rapponeur's point to the effect that
imports from third countries will continue to find a
vast market in the Community in the future, but these
imports will have to be monitored very closely particu-
larly in the substantially changed situation when
Greece, Spain and Ponugal join the Common Market.
The present situation, apan from the dispute berween
France and the United Kingdom, is in general satisfac-
rcry for Member States and third country suppliers. In
these circumstances, it would be a pity if, for docrinal
considerations, we were to rush into a policy that
broke down the equilibrium that now exists and
resulted in the jettiSoning of our sheepmeat produc-
tion resources.
To conclude, I shall make a plea for the lamb war not
to take place. The situation needs to be defused. In my
opinion, Mr Provan's repon will help to do that and
we should vote for it as it stands.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Lalor to speak on behalf of
the Group of European Progressive Democrats.
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Mr Lalor. 
- 
Mr President and colleagues, ler me say
that the Committee of Agriculture and rhe rapponeur,
Mr Provan, have had an extremely difficult task.
Sheep policy is pan of the overall agricultural poliry in
the much-needed and long-awaited interests of some
of the least favoured of our farming community. Yet it
would appear at this poinr in time to have very little
significance at both Commission and Council levels.
As I see it, farmers' inrcrests are being sacrificed as a
result of long-drawn-out legal jousting, and the very
notions of Community preference and financial soli-
darity are being lost ro some of the parries mosr
concerned and are being replaced by the norion of
compromise at all cosrs.
Mr Provan's repon makes reference to the ending of
national market organizations as set out in the Char-
masson judgemenr of 10 December 1974, bur omirs to
mention that in the same judgement provision was
made for both the Commission and the Council to
propose and implemen[ a common agricultural policy
in sheep and sheepmeat, capable of replacing effec-
tively national market organizations. Ir is therefore
highly regrettable thar more lhan five years have been
wasted, only to arrive at the present state of affairs.
Vhereas we strongly supporr. the urgenr need ro estab-
lish a common marke[ organization for sheep and
sheepmeat, I would like to underline that we would
only give our total support to a policy which scrupu-
lously and siniultaneously suppons the three insepar-
able principles of the common agricultural poliry,
namely market unity, Community preference and
financial solidarity. In the event of interim arrange-
ments being necessary it is our srrong conviction rhar
all producers who might be disadvantaged by market
disruption arising from free trade should be compen-
sated, that is to say, Irish as well as French producers
should qualify.
In the latest Commission proposal for a CAP on
sheep, there is the quesrion of compensarory prem-
iums. The object of the proposed sysrem of premiums
is to compensate producers for any loss of income
arising from the operation of a common organization
of the market. The Commission and all Member
States, with the exception of the UK, agree that rhe
premiums should be Communiry-financed. Reference
prices would be fixed for individual Member Stares or
groups of Member Stares. The premium payable in a
panicular State would be the difference between rhe
market price in that Stare, following the inrroducrion
of the common marker organization, and the prede-
termined reference price for rhe State.
Ireland would not accept the contention on page 12,
paragraph (d), of the explanatory sraremenr of Mr
Provan's repon rhat the Bridsh market has a direcr
influence on price levels on the Irish market. For years
Irish marker prices have been well ahead of the UK,
and on I January 1978 our principal expon markets
were France and Belgium, with Germany also becom-
ing extremely important. For this reason we argue rhat
the Irish reference price should be the same as that for
the Benelux countries, Germany and Denmark, where
market prices last year were similar to ours.
To say that there will be continued scope for impons
of sheep and sheepmeat from third countries because
the Community is currently only two-thirds self-suffi-
cient in sheepmeat is to imply that there is no funher
scope for increased production at Community level.
'S7hat, may I ask then, is the purpose of a common
agricultural policy? Every effon should be made to
make up the deficit in Europe by using every Commu-
nity means presently at the disposal of the farming
community or by developing new methods if and
where necessary.Let us not forget that while Commu-
nity production is stagnating, third country production
is on the increase, notably in New Zealand and
Australia. I panicularly menrion these two counrries as
they are the major third countries thar we associate
with the lamb trade.
However, let us not forget, and we have been
reminded of this, that these are no[ the only third
coun[ry producers. South America and Eastern
Europe are both imponant potential supply sources
and could therefore contribute further to complicating
the present situation even more, There again, how can
you impose self-restraint on these same third coun-
tries? This is nothing more than wishful thinking on
the pan of the Commission. A strictly defined quota
system and a deconsolidadon with GATT are the only
realistic measures which will effectively safeguard the
interests of the European sheep farming community.
I would like to remind this Assembly that the sheep file
is of vital interest to a substantial pan of the Commu-
nity farming sector, particularly in the most unfa-
voured and underdeveloped regions. For this reason I
would like to underline with insistence that it is essen-
dal that the Commission propose and that the Council
set up a common agricultural policy for sheep and
sheep-meat in the shonest possible time. Temporary
arranBements are intolerable, and under no circum-
stances should ulrerior motives on the pan of some of
our partners be allowed to mask this very urtent
necessity.
President. 
- 
I call Mrs Cresson.
Mrs Cresson. 
- 
(F) Mr President, ladies and gentle-
men, Mr Provan has just presented the repon on
sheepmeat written by him and approved by the
Committee on Agriculture. This is a problem on which
the Council of Ministers has not yer come ro an agree-
ment and remember too, genrlemen, thar it is also a
problem on which depends the survival of many farm-
ing people panicularly in those areas in the South of
Europe which we ofren discuss in rhis House and say
we must help. At a rime when we are trying to move
farmers away from milk production it would seem
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important rc find a solution to the problems of sheep-
meat in which Europe has a big deficit. I would add,
that this problem, wrongly called the 'lamb war' as a
rallying cry, is one of those that could, for no reason,
spark off a quarrel 
- 
always easier to start than a real
compromise 
- 
between our countries. The beginnings
of a compromise have been arrived at by our Commir-
tee on Agriculture which, you will agree, is made up
of Members knowing the reals facts abour the prob-
lems and mckling them with skill and goodwill.
Vhat is the issue? On the one hand there are the
impons of sheepmeat from New Zealmd and
Australia where it is produced in conditions in no way
comparable to conditions in Europe and where it is
regarded as a by-product of wool. This has already
been said. On the other there are the British sheep
rearing enterprises, the structure of which is also
gready different from that of French, Italian, soon
Greek and later Spanish producers. Some countries
that call themselves poor have a rich agriculture and
this applies to Great Britain, and others are regarded
as richer but have cenain agricultural sectors that are
still very poor 
- 
the case of France. To my mind,
however, there is no conflict or else the problem in our
Community has been wrongly stated. Vhat is wanted
is to find a wey, in the spirit of the Community, to
approximate production conditions and therefore
prices by methods that cost as little as possible and do
not do thousands of farmers out of a job. This is needed
for a type of production 
- 
I would repeat 
- 
in which
we have a big deficit.
Reference has been made to premiums. Allow me to
rell you that premiums financed by the EAGGF for an
indefinite period would be far more cosrly than an
intervention system modelled on thar which is working
sadsfactorily for beef and veal, another type of prod-
ucrion y/here we are in deficit although to a lesser
extent. \7e should beware of embarking on a system of
aided sheepmeat production, [he cost of which would
increase with the accession of the countries in the
South of Europe.
In reality, the problem is to approximate costs and to
approximate production conditions throughout the
Community. For this, temporary financial assistance is
necessary but also a plan for adapting production in
the regions concerned. During this transitional period,
we need to have a system of specific comPensatory
amounts equal to the difference in basic prices in
intra-Community trade in sheapmeat. Mr Provan is
right when he says that the Member States have to fix
a ceiling on exports within the Community, coupled
with a calendar. But the problem is outside the
Community as well and, as you well know, caused by
the special links that the United Kingdom has with
New Zealand. An agreement ought reasonably to
include renegotiation of the atreements with New
Zealand and the unbinding of duties under GAfi. As
a Community we must find a soludon that is regardful
of our institutions. The extremist positions on either
side are not shared by the French Socialisr. Of course
- 
as Mr Provan has so excellently said 
- 
sheep rear-
ers, amonB the poorest in agriculture, must not suffer
as regards their income. But to support the income of
these producers, ladies and gentlemen, and also 
-
conrrary to what Mr Gautier said 
- 
rc offer satisfac-
tory prices to consumers, we must definitely not
embark on a policy of indefinite premium-based assis-
tance. It is a short-term solution, not a policy. Some of
you are worried about excessive cost. Ladies and
gentlemen, it is a decision of this ryPe that would
launch us into indefinite and non-productive expendi-
ture. Temporary aid is necessary but coupled with a
plan for approximating production conditions for a
commodity that is in deficit and which needs to be not
limircd but increased by proposing it as an alternative
to other types of production which are in surplus.
This is why the French Socialists, who do not share
the rensed-up positions in which the facrs tet
distorted, are in favour of the repon of the Committee
on Agriculture incorporating the realistic amendments
with panicular reference to the revision of duries
under GATT. As Mr Curry said, it is not a legal but an
economic and social problem. You know that the
French Socialists are firmly attached to EuroPean
unification, in other words to rhe principles of the
Community and in particular to Community prefer-
ence. If the decision of this House were a fresh attack
on this principle, that has already been weakened by
so many, we could not support. the Provan rePon, but
if it incorporates the amendments that we have tabled
and which have as their object the development of
high-quatity production, and the maintenance of sheep
farmers' incomes and the Community principles, then
we shall vote for it. This Assembly must, however, be
clear about the fact that an agreement calls for an
effon on both sides. European unification will mater-
alize only on that condition.
President. 
- 
I call Sir Fred Varner.
Sir Fred 'Warner. 
-'Mr President, I abled anamendment yesterday evening which is being distri-
burcd as Amendment No I l, and my reason for doing
so is as follows. It seemq to me absolutely essendal that
this House should send out an agreed message on the
subject of sheepmeat. The matter has been in dispute
for far too long. Our governmen$ have been quite
unable to reach a solution. The one thing which might
help them to do so would be a clear srong resolution
commanding the suppon of most of the people in this
House. In order rc do that some form of compromise
is necessary. Mr Lalor says he does not like compro-
mises. '!7ell, I can tell him that whatever is eventually
agreed for sheepmeat is going rc be a compromise, so
we have just got to accept the fact that a compromise
is necessary, and I am not ashamed of putting one
forward.
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I feel that we are nor yer close enough ro agreemenr.
Parliament is still sharply divided in i-ts ,riewi. On the
one hand there are those who really cannot accep[ a
heavy system of intervention. \Vhy can't they accept
it? h has been very clearly stated by Mr Curry. Ve
have such a rdgime for beef, and what is the result?
330 000 ronnes in surplus. Mr Commissioner,
330 000 tonnes of mear represents over I million
cattle, a million carcases. Does ir satisfy Mrs Cresson
that we have over a million animals hanging rhere with
their hooves in the air? Ve really cannor do the same
for sheep. Is rhat what we wanr ro do with all these
sheep which are being imponed inro France from
Eastern Europe: have them ending up with their
hooves in the air? S7e must stop the gradual exrension
throughout Europe of a chain of zoological morgues.
Moreover, we wish to make sure thar we do not drive
up the price of mear even funher. It is not only the
peasant who is concerned in this story. The worker,
the person who eats the sheep and not only the one
who raises it, is also concerned, and we wish to main-
tain a healthy and thriving market.
Against this, there are very genuine doubts on rhe parr
of many of my fellow Members as to whether the iort
of moder'are regime which has been proposed and
which does nor to to full intervention will provide
sufficienr prorection for the farmer. Can matters really
be left rc the payment of premiums and rc private stor-
age? I believe that rhey can. I believe that a healthy,
thriving and well remunerated sheep rade can be
established on that basis,
But some reassurance must be given to those speakers
today who have had doubts on rhis, and therefore in
my amendment there is a final paragraph which
suggests rhar where a system of premiums and private
storage does not prove satisfactory, and where it can
be demonstrated that the farmer is nor being
adequately recompensed, we should then have provi-
sion for the Commission ro recommend further and
stronger measures. !7hat they recommend is up to
them. They might recommend Community interven-
tion. They might recommend Community srorage, but
let it not be rhought that we in rhe European Demo-
cratic Group are necessarily rorally opposed to this.
Mr Lalor says rhar only the British refuse ro conrem-
plate the paymenr of some form of Communiry prem-
iums. If he would take the trouble to read the rcxt of
the amendmenrs, he would see that that is precisely
what Mr Curry proposed on behalf of the European
Democratic Group, and it is also covered in my own
amendment. \7e believe that premiums, if they are
paid, should be paid by the Communiry, and if 
'rhese
prove [o be insuffucient, under my amendment we
would rhen be able to consider wharever the Commis-
sion might put forward as required in rhe form of
supplementary measures. So I ask my colleagues, and I
appeal to them, to look very carefully at what I have
proposed and to see whether in a general way it does
not cover the views of all quaners of this House, and
whether we could nor, on the basis of some such
wording, send out an agreed message which would
help to concentrate the minds of our governments and
enable them to reach agreement.
President. 
- 
I call Mrs Castle.
Mrs Castle. 
- 
Mr President, rhere are two major
factors we should bear in mind when we are discussing
this issue, which is really avery simple one.
The first facror is that the common agricultural
policy is in crisis. Agricultural spending -is going
through the ceiling of the Community's own resources
and absorbing alI our ability to finance orher Commu-
nity policies. Yer we have in front of us a reporr
recommending a whole new field of agriculural
spending, and I can just visualize rhe debates we shall
have in the years [o come as this funher incubus
weighs down upon the shoulders of the development
of the Community.
The second factor is that we are talking about a prod-
uct yhich provides no problem of surpluses. As others
have said, the Communiry is only 64 o/o self-sufficient
in mutron and lamb. And so here we have a situation
which leaves plenty of room for intra-Community
trade and for the development of healthy relationships
between the Communiry and trading paftners ou6ide,
whose interesr, if we have any r"n-i,y 
"t all, we mustbear in mind. And yer v/e have in fronr of us a reporr
which actually seeks ro reduce these trading links and
to stimulate European production at high cost behind
protective walls which might well ruin the economies
of our good friends and colleagues such as New
Zealand.
So I rhink rhe staning-point of our discussion ought to
be this. If we are honesr, there is no need for any
sheepmeat scheme at all. !7e are merely anificially and
unnecessarily crearing a new problem for ourselves to
face. The only reason why we are discussing the need
for a sheepmear scheme today is rhat France is break-
ing Community law by keeping British imports out.
Now I don't say that in any spirit of hostility at all; I
am merely trying ro establish the objective facts. I
understand the anxieties of our French colleagues and
the French governmenr. They fear free trade, because
the price of the French producr is something like ryice
that coming from rhe Unircd Kingdom and therefore
they fear disaster for their own farmers. But every
member of the Communiry has got a right to looi<
after its national interesrs: it is absurd to pretend rhat
any of us are here to do anything else but thar.
I agree with Mr Curry that France's fears are exagger-
ated. I understand them, but I think she has allowed
herself to get carried away unnecessarily. On rhe one
hand, the price-gap is narrowing, and on the other
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France's lamb is a luxury product, a very high quality
product which really Boes to a rather different market
than United Kingdom lamb. In Britain mutton and
lamb are staple parts of a working-class diet, and I
deeply resent and resist a repon that says we should
have policies that would contract working-class diets
even more as a result of extending the Community
agricultural policy. So I believe that there is really not
such a problem here as France seems to fear.
I agree also with Mr Curry and with my good Socialist
colleague Mr Gautier that a system- of premrum
p"yrents to support farmer's income is far better than
ihir .epon" suggescion 
- 
mudlated in the Committee
on Agiiculture-as it was 
- 
that we should go for an
intervindon system for lamb and mutton on the lines
of that for beef. Have we learnt none of the lessons
from the development of the common agricultural
policy, which is now the biggest headache that we
have to face?
I am little puzzled by Mr Curry's amendment where
he talk about degressive premium Payments, Commu-
nity-financed buidiminishing over five years. He said
in his speech that at the end of five years France would
have adjusrcd itself to the European market. In which
direction: down or up? I suspect that what he means is
that the meantime prices in the United Kingdom, for
instance, will have risen to catch up with the French.
Otherwise, at rhe end of the five years France will still
have the problem of this income gaP' so I do not think
that his amendment completely meets the situation we
have to deal with.
Moreover, as Mrs Cresson has pointed out' Commu-
niry-financed premia, you know, are not going to be
cheap, and I find it very odd that British Conservatives
shouid at this moment be pressing for a Community-
financed premium sysrcm which is going to make the
problem of Britain's contribution to the European
Ludg.t worse. Of course it is! Have not we all said
that-one of the problems about the UK contribution is
not only that we are paying too much but that we are
getting too little back? This premium system would be
iosdy, it would put up the agricultural budget, and
mosi of it would be paid for by Britain and drawn by
France. That is not a solution I can advocate at this
present time. The first thing this Parliament has got to
iace is that when they talk about the sacred principle
of Community financing in the field of agriculture
they have one simple principle in mind: Britain 
-pays.
That basic imbalance has got rc be adjusted before I
would vote for a single extra Penny of Community-
financed aid for agriculture. Indeed, I am worried
when I see the British Prime Minister putting up a
tough batde for a better deal for Britain and when I
heai rumours that part of the price she would be
prepared to pay would be increases in agricultural
ip.nding through higher farm prices and increases in
agricultural spending through the acceptance-of some
kind of scheme for mutton and lamb, which would
only add to Britain's costs and to the share that Britain
pays in financing these Community policies.
My compromise is this. I have an amendment down [o
deiete pi.agraph 7 altogether. I do not went a scheme
ar all. i believl *e should allow France to tide itself
over this period by introducing a system of national
aids. I was interested to see in the British press the
other day that the French Prime Minister has been
promising the French farmers that if Britain continues
io block ih. f"ttn prices increases he will meet them on
a national basis. Jolly good, too! Good luck to himl It
is his problem, it is his high cost: let him carry them'
I would even be prepared to 8o so far as to accept
some ceiling on th. movement of expons within the
Community, where the blind application of the princi-
ple of free trade within the Communiry leads inevita-
bly and inexorably, as it is doing in this case, rc greater
p.otection fot go'ods from outs-ide the Community. It
is dme we had another look at free trade, isn't it? It is
a bit onesided, isn't it? Therefore: yes, I am for plan-
ning, I am for justice.
Ve talk about negotiating voluntary arrangements
with New Zealand so that it does not flood the
market: let us have voluntary arrangements among
ourselves!Ve are good panners, are we not? Nobody
should be out to ruin anybody else. I certainly am not.
But I believe it is absolutely imperative, if this
Community is to survive, that at last we go for an
expansion of consumption for a change and.that we
g.i 
"*ty from this producer-dominated bias, thisiabid protectionism which is making it too costly for
working people within the European Community to
eat. I wil[ resist with all my strength the introduction
of any scheme ivhich is going once again. to hit at
working-class diets in the country from which I come.
IN THE CHAIR: MR MOLLER
Vice-President
President. 
- 
I call Mr Kavanagh
Mr Kavanagh. 
- 
Mr President, in 1973 when I first
became a Member of the European Parliament the
issue of sheepmeat production in the Community was
considered a very unimponant one. In fact, the first
time I introduced the subject, by way of a question, it
was somehow regarded as a joke that it could be a
great threat to the whole financial institution of the
Lommunity. Lisrcning to speakers today, I realize how
things havi changed since those days. Indeed, when I
first asked the question I was to plead with the
Commission to set uP a Communiry r6gime for sheep-
meat, and on that occasion I was assured by Mr Lardi-
nois, the Commissioner at the time, that it would be
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only a matter of months before this r6gime would be
set up. Now, seven years later, we are possibly some-
what nearer, yer by no means certain that the r6gime
will come into effect.
Now my concern has always been the people who are
producing sheepmeat in this Communiry, and cenainly
my experience has been thar in my counrry the pooresr
farmers, those working in the less well-off areas, are
the sheep producers. Their abiliry ro rurn ro some
alternative means of producrion is very limited indeed,
and therefore if any group of producers needed rhe
protecrion of rhe Communiry, it was surely the
Community's sheep farmers. I make no apologies ar all
for once again hoping that the Provan repon in an
amended form will be acceptable and that the vast
majority of rhe Council of Ministers, who are now in a
position to agree on a sheepmeat market, will win our
and persuade the remaining Member ro separarc rhis
issue from the debate on the British contribution to the
budget.
I have very little hope of thar. ar rhe presenr momenr,
because reading yesterday's Guardian I see that Lord
Carrington emphasized in Naples that while he was
anxious for a solurion to rhe long-running budget row,
Britain could not agree ro the proposed a..ange-enrc
for markering of lamb and murron in the EEClnsisted
on by France. This, he said, would crearc an expensive
mountain in the Common Market and could ruin New
Zealand as a big sheepmeat exporter. Now to argue
that there could be a mounrain in a Communiry when
we are only 66 % self-sufficient is indeed looking a
long way ahead. I believe that rhe position is rhat ihe
mounrain can be produced only at the expense of
im-pons. That is the real fear for our British colleagues,
a fear rhat one can understand. Nevenheless, I Jon,t
think one can say thar a mounrain in this area could be
produced while ar the same dme expons from New
Zealand were diminishing.
I believe that Mr Provan's repon makes many useful
points, especially in relarion ro rhe imponance of
sheepmeat in many areas, safeguarding the livelihood
of producers, financial solidarity, in intervention
system and rrade with Third Vorld countries. I believe
this is a big advance on rhe previous position with
regard to this repon when it was firsr inrroduced.
There is, neverrheless, for me, one objectionable para-
graph, and rhar is paragraph 5. I believe rhat ihere
should be no question of temporary national financial
aids. Apart from rhe facr that narional aids are totally
unacceptable, there have been enough negotiations in
recenr rimes for the Council ro accepr its risponsibiliry
for the establishment of a definite rigime. Temporary
arrangemenrs only defer the problems and prolong the
uncenainty. Secondly, there cenainly should bi no
question of a ceiling on exporrs wirhin the Commu-
niry. The essence of a common organization is free
trade wirhin the Community. Protecion for producers
should be through adequare mechanisms of price
supporr and not through restraint on trade.
Notwithstanding my objections ro rhe reporr, rhe
many posirive aspecrs in it I can accepr. If my objec-
tions are mer, [hen I would cenainly suppon [his
report.
President. 
- 
I call Mr d'Ormesson.
Mr d'Ormes (F) Mr President, I wish to
congrarulare Mr Provan on his excellent repon and I
shall, clearly, supporr it in ir amended form. There
are rwo cominenrs I wanr ro make in this debare. The
first is addressed to Minister Clinton, my colleague
and friend, who disagrees with the provision in para,
graph 6 b, of the morion for a resolution which says:
'The Member Srares concerned shall fix a ceiling for
expons inside rhe Communiry coupled with a
pre-esnblished calendar.' Now rhis is an amendment
- 
do I need ro remind you? 
- 
rhat I had tabled and
which had been adopred with the atreemenr of rhe
rapporreur by rhe Committee on Agriculture. Vhy?
Because it is clear thar we are coming ro a stage in tire
life of rhe Community when the iighr to ih. fr..
movemenr of goods and merchandise has to be limircd
by rhe right of the Member Srarcs ro prorecr rheir
producers' incomes. Ve are going to find rhis problem
again and again in all rypes of agriculrural production
during rhe next few years because the Treajy of Rome
is now 20 years old and because the srate of insuffi-
ciency has now become a srare of self-sufficiency. This
is why I feel thar the revision of the common agricul-
tural market, rhar we shall be compelled to lackle
during the next few years, or rarhei rhe next few
monrhs, will have to take into account this attitude
which is discernible 
- 
and undersmndable 
- 
in all
the governments of rhe Community.
My second comment is that Mr Clinton,s amendment,
taken on board by the committee and which the
rapporr.eur was kind enough to insen in his text,
proposing a sysrem of inrervenrion similar [o rhar for
beef and veal is perhaps a lirrle rigid to the exrenr rhat,
tor rhe subsequenr provisions, it would be better 
- 
in
my view 
- 
ro give the rask of operating this inrerven-
tion scheme ro coopera[ives or producer groups
ratner tnan governments.
President. 
- 
I call Mr de la Malene.
Mr de la Maline. 
- 
(F) Mr President, rhe European
dispute on sheep and mutron is getting *o.se. Ho*
can we do else but deplore this when the presenr situa-
tion on the sheepmeat market itself is bad. Norhing
was done ar rhe lasr European Council and this year,
with all sheep farming in difficulty, the producers of
sheepmear are very hard hir by soaring production
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costs. In these conditions, we cannot but deplore that
the negotiation on the sheepmeat regulation should
have enrered into a legal phase which could well lead
the two sides, in their search for a compromise, to
forget the interests of the producers themselves. The
Commission claims it has to ensure that the Treaties
are complied with and it is on that the Coun of Justice
is appealed to in order to have France pilloried and
made to introduce free movement of sheepmeat within
the Community. Free intra-Community movement is
indeed an essential rule of the Community; it is even
one of the three principles on which all market organi-
sations are based, but these three principles 
- 
free
movemen!, Community preference and financial soli-
darity 
- 
are inseparable and have to be complied with
all at the same time. Incidentally we do not appreciate
the constant pressure by the Commission on France to
apply just one of the principles of the Common Agri-
culrural Policy. If Europe is today at stalemate, whose
fault is it if not those who refused to propose at the
appropriate time, firstly the adoption of the common
frontier with regard to third countries and secondly a
real common management of markets urith the same
price policy for all rypes of Communiry production?
The common agricultural policy is a coherent whole
an we cannot just pick cenain of its principles at
random. And yet, in the past, the Community institu-
tions initiarcd logical and realistic regulations; these
systems, which did not have the shoncomings of the
sheepmeat regulation now proPosed by the Commis-
sion, enabled often widely differing national policies
gradually to come together. \7e should act as we did
in the past. There can be no question of France open-
ing its frontiers to sheepmeat, and particularly to
Bridsh sheepmeat, for as long as there are no Commu-
nity regulations providing protection in relation to
third countries and a mechanism for mainmining
income through intervention prices. Europe's food
independence is at stake, for this is an important
matter. Ve cannot allow the future sheepmeat regula-
rion to be based on the British system because the meat
produced in the United Kingdom has, in value terms,
a purely marginal imponance. The issue is to preserve
European production, in other words French produc-
tion in the main, and Irish production. Any alternative
would make us dependent on a wasteful world market,
subject to continuous insmbility and inescapably
amplifying the repercussions of the intense speculation
on the wool market. A real policy towards third coun-
tries means inroducing levies on imports of sheep-
meat, in other words the unbinding 
- 
as a priority 
-of the 20 o/o dury on sheepmeat. The trading value of
these impons can be estimated, on the Commission's
own figures, at $ 300 million. The additional revenue
for Euiope would enable sheep rearing in hill farming
areas or the Mediterranean zones to be assisted by
means of specific aids as set out in the directive on
farming in hilly areas and cenain less-favoured zones.
Those, Mr President, are the thoughm that Mr
Provan's report arouse in us.'We would encourage the
Council to adopt a genuine Community regulation on
sheepmeat as quickly as possible guaranteeing the
incomes of French mutton and lamb producers once
French frontiers have been opened rc British sheep-
meat.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Maher.
Mr Maher. 
- 
My time is very limited so I will
confine myself rc a few remarks. Mr President, there
is an urgent need to get agreement on this; this whole
sheep question has been having a very negative influ-
ence on the Communiry for a long time, so I hope I
can help a little in that way.
I think it is imponant, Mr President, that we should
remember that if the farmers in these difficult areas
have any possibility at all in other types of production,
it is in mi[k. It is the only way they could get any kind
of reasonable income, and there has been a cenain
movemen[ away from sheep production towards milk
production. That is cenainly not in the interests of the
Communiry because we already have serious problems
in the milk sector.
Ve should be rying to keep a better balance, and this
is one of the reasons why we ought to have a policy
which will give confidence to these sheep farmers to
stay in this kind of producdon and prevent them from
going into another area of production where there are
already serious difficulties, if they are not [o move out
of agiiculture altogether. That is a good reason for
having stabiliry and for that reason I would suPPort
the concept of a floor price.
The LIK delegation, in panicular, is advocating private
storage as an alternative to a full intervention system. I
wonder who is going to use the method of private
storage with money costing 20 0/o or more in interest
rates. Is this a logical and effective solution? I frankly
do not think so.
Mr President, we have the means of ensuring that
intervention, if it is applied, will not be ovenaxed,
namely, by ensuring that we do not overload the
market with impons from other counuies. That is the
solution. \7e have it in our hands. The application of
an intervention system will give confidence to these
farmers. That is precisely what they have lacked up to
now.
I would like to direct my remarks also to Mrs Castle. I
am sorry rc be harsh about this, Mrs Castle, but I
think you ought to join some of the people on the
back rows there who at least. are honest and say they
are anti-Common Market. Every time you speak you
indicarc that you are tomlly opposed to [he EuroPean
Community, you use the agriculrural policy as a means
of proving that the Community cannot work and
roday you have been advocating national measures
which is, of course, a totally anti-Community
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approach. If we begin ro use national measures not
only in agriculture but in other areas as well, then we
can go back and do everything independendy. If we
begin ro do thar we can forget abour the European
C.ommunity. I rhink Mrs Casrle is doing it a grear
disservice by saying rhat we oughr ro 
"pply ..rrur.,at narional rarher rhan Community level. I hope Mrs
Castle will change her mind on rhat.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Gundelach.
Mr Gundelach, Vice-President of tbe Commission.
- 
(DK) Mr President, first I should like to thank Mr
Provan for rhe report he has drawn up on behalf of the
Committee on Agriculture, for this is, of course, rhe
Commirree on Agriculrure's reporr. Then I would like
to rhank rhe Parliamenr for this debarc. The Commis-
sion recognizes rhar there are many valuable points in
this repon and in rhe motion for a reiolution,
although it has atrracred rather a lot of amendments. I
shall not commenr on each of these amendments indi-
vidually, but I think rhe Commission's position will be
quite clear from the relarively shon remarks I intend
to make about the solution to rhis difficult problem,
difficult from rhe political rarher rhan the economic
angle.
The debare today has shown that, on a number of
points, rhere is a willingness in cenain sections of rhis
House to seek a compromise and rhat is very gratify-
ing, and I quite agree with Sir Frederick Varnei rhai a
compromise has got ro be found, because otherwise
the Community cannot function and there canno[ be
any progress. And ir is no use being dogmatic and
refusing ro ralk abour a compromise, 6.."ui. that will
simply bring rhe Communiry's activity to a srandsrill ro
the detriment of rhe inrerests of those one claims ro be
defending. One is not defending them by refusing rc
negotiare and work out a solution which is a Commu-
nity solurion and has the suppon of a relatively large
majoriry.
I think the conrriburions to rhe debate roday which
have.shown appreciarion of rhis facr have bien very
positive and welcome. Those rhat have sought re sow
discord between rwo Member Stares or in the
Community as a whole, I take a dim view of and I
shall nor wasre Parliamenr's [ime by going into rhem.
For instance, I hear Mr Pranchdre's speech every
single dme we discuss agricultural marrcrs. Ve only
need change rhe name of rhe product, otherwise ir is
always rhe same speech. It would serve no useful
purpose ro reply to this in rhe presenr conrexr, it is just
demagogic mlk. Ir is nonsense ro mlk of mulrinarionals
in connecrion with sheepmeat, and the same goes for
all the orher allegations we have to listen ro rime after
tlme.
'S/hat son of problem are we dealing with? The sirua-
tion is that the rreaties laid down, not for dogmatic
reasons but as an expression of sound economic sense,
that rhere should be free movemenr of goods, includ-
ing agriculrural 
.products, within the Community, andif we abandon rhis principle, ladies and gentlemen, we
are abandoning rhe Communiry. you must understand
this. Any arrempr ro erode this principle means rhe
end of rhe Communiry. And the Commission will not
accept a single amendmenr rhar toes one millimetre in
that direcrion. There mus[ be frel movement of goods
in rhe Communiry. That is one of rhe cornerstoies of
the European Communiry and we cannot allow
narional or orher measures to undermine that princi-
ple, not because we are treating it as sacred d'ogma,
but because ir is in Europe's fundamenal interests.
This brings me ro anorher point connected with rade
which, to be honesr, I have lisrened for in vain in this
debare, as in so many orher debates on agriculture.
It is as if ir were assumed thar rhe Community, in
purs.uing its agricuhural policy, can complerely disre-
gard rhird counrries. Is ir nor clear to thi honourable
Members by now rhal the Community is based on its
ability to rade with imelf and with oiher pans of the
world? \7e are nor in a position,to shur ourselves off
from rhe rest of the world, and produce everphing we
need and live in the fonress 'Europe,. Our'exisience
{epends on being able to trade and on trading withthird countries and, thac being the case, we canno[
allow ourselves 
- 
as has happened in roday,s debate
- 
to speak of our treaty obligarions towards third
countries.as if rhey were so many pieces of paper we
can simply rear up and throw away if it iuits our
pocket, in order ro solve rhe problem we are discussint
at the moment concerning sheepmeat.
You cannot go ro New Zealand and the orher coun-
tries wirh whom rhe Communiry has signed an agree-
ment providing access ro rhe Communiry's markir on
paymenr of a 20 0/o customs duty, and'say: .Ve are
awfully sorry, but rhe agreement no longer stands,.
Europe just cannor do that, for ir is dependent on
inrernarional trade, and I was shocked to hear what
was said today about 'deconsolidation'wirh GATI. I
think it regretrable rhar Mrs Cresson, who often brings
us rhis idea, should nor think it necessary to sray fJ.
the rest of rhe debace afrer saying she thought it so
important.
'We can negoriare wirh third countries on a basis of
voluntary restraint for a solution to problems rhat
might arise between us with rhis and oiher producr.
Ve know that rhese third counrries, New Zealand,
Uruguay, Argenrina and others, are willing to work
out a sensible solution wirh rhe Communiry regarding
rrade in sheepmeat to pr'event rhe collapse 1t *,i
market and other undesirable cons.quer.es, but this
calls for an appropriare response from the Commu-
nity,.for^example a reducrron of rhe 20 o/o duty 
-which,_afrer all, is,quite a heavy dury 
- 
on impons
from New Zealand. There have not L..r, any special
agreemenrs berween rhe United Kingdom and-New
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Zealand. There has been an agreement between the
Community and New Zealand.
Such agreemenm can be negotiated. The Council has
unanimously agreed to give the Commission a
mandate to begin negotiations to solve the external
aspects of the sheepmeat problem in this way, and we
are in the midst of such negotiations. This is how that
aspect of the problem will be solved, and not by any
unbinding of GATT, which is completely unrealistic,
not least for a product of which we are net imPorters
and of which, according to our calculations, we shall
continue to be net imponers and for good reasons.
Ir is the internal aspect that is the problem, not [he
external aspect, for the external rade will continue, as
I say, and there is no point asking anything else. That
is unrealistic and therefore a waste of time.
As for the internal aspect, I absolutely agree with
speakers who have said: 'Of course, free trade is a
keystone in the Community's development, and must
not be tampered with, but the Treaty also says that in
the agricultural sector there should be appropriate
organizations of the market with Community financ-
ing.' That is right. Those are the three principles.
Perhaps they are not exactly linked together in a lqgal
sense, as some honourable Members suggest, but I do
not need to go into that. Those are the three princi-
ples. Therefore) there must be a market organization.
The Treaty does not specify the nature of that organi-
zaLion. That is what has to be worked out. But there
musr be one. Obviously, it must be adapted rc the
problems one is rying to solve. And whar are those?
They are problems affecting cenain areas in Europe.
And here I must say again to Mrs Cresson in her
absence that it is a gross oversimplification of the facts
[o say that the poor sheepfarmers are in this or that
region of France, and the rich sheepfarmers are in the
United Kingdom. Go to Vales, go to Scotland and
then go to cenain areas of Frarice, where sheep are
bred on plains, and you will discover that there are
rich sheepfarmers in France and poor sheepfarmers in
the UK, rich sheepfarmers in the UK and Poor sheeP-
farmers in France. If only we could be spared these
over-simplifications, it would make our job of
conducting realistic negotiations that much easier.
Vhat we need is a system which observes the principle
enshrined in the Treaty according to which, when
introducing free trade, which as I have already
stressed is essential, we must also take srcps to safe-
guard incomes. And, Mr Pranchdre, nobody in the
Council or Parliament or the Commission has ever
questioned the need to safeguard incomes especially of
sheepfarmers, who work under difficult conditions.
'!7e are fully aware that they have no alternative or if
there is one, it is, as Mr Maher pointed out, to go over
ro milk production and that we can cenainly do with-
out.
That is the system we must develop and therefore we
have begun with the premiums, although we know
rhey are rather cos[ly. I am bound to agree with Mrs
Castle that this is a difficult approach, because if it is
not done properly, it can be very expensive. But the
aim must be to use these premiums in such a way that
they can be used not only to stimulate production, but
to solve an obvious social problem that exists in
various parts of Europe. And that being so, it has to be
degressive to the extent that other means are used to
solve the incomes problem, which patently exists not
only in France, but also in other pans of the Commu-
nity. It is not only a French problem.
But ir has been pointed out that it is not enough to
solve this incomes problem with the help of these aid
measures and that 
- 
as the Commission has said too,
just as I did a moment ago 
- 
this can be a pretty
cosrly solution. If you look at all the other market
organizations, and if you look at what the Treaty says
about the common agricultural policy, you will see
that there must be Community financing. I believe we
cannot avoid this, without violating a very fundamen-
tal principle.
Therefore, in its detiberations in November and
December and in ics proposal before the Luxembourg
meetings, the Commission considered how the finan-
cial burden entailed by the use of premiums might be
offset by a number of market support measures' Ve
arrived at this conclusion because we must have a
compromise, and this is an attempt to reach a
compromise that can operate without imposing too
heavy a burden on the budget or acting as an anificial
stimulus to production for intervpntion, which nobody
wants. To argue that we should simply produce a bit
more and put it into storage so that we can impon a
bit less is hardly likely to win favour with the electo-
rate. 'We must find a compromise that will allow the
market to operate reasonably well and allow us also to
solve the incomes problem which clearly exisr and
must be solved, because there is no alternative.
So we must envisage supplementing this income
support system that I have described and which was
the starting point for the Commission's original
proposal by various market measures. The first one
that comes to mind is the payment of aid for private
storage at difficult periods. Mr Maher says: '!fle do
not want that.' But I must tell him that we do. It is the
main suppon measure employed in the pigmeat sector,
one of the sectors where it has been possible to main-
tain the greatest stability in the Community's agricul-
tural policy, urith rising consumption and also there-
fore increased producrion because there is a demand
for it and, whenever there have been difficulties in the
market, up to now 
- 
I stress up to now 
- 
the use of
aid, Community financed aid for private storage, has
sufficed to correct the imbalance. I must therefore
repeat that this is a useful way of solving the problems
in the sheepmeat sec[or. Furthermore, it is possible to
envisage going one step further and once again reliev-
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ing the orherwise expensive supporr sysrem by having
at least a limircd form of inrervention.
'!7e are making this absolurcly clear for the reason I
have given, namely rhar rhe Commission cannot accepr
the idea of an inrervenrion sysrem such as thar which
exists in the beef secror, where we have already
submirted proposals ro make rhe system more flexible
and less automa[ic, because this system for beef, as rhe
honourable Members have pointed our, has landed us
in the catastrophic posirion of having between rhree
and four hundred rhousand rons of beef in srorage ar a
time when rhe world economic situation demands that
it should be converted into food, while rhe stocks go
on increasing each month. Ve cannot set up another
system of rhat kind for sheepmeat. Ir is not only a
burden on rhe budget but critically undermines rhe
credibility of rhe common agriculrural policy. It is not
necessary to solve the incomes problem, which, let me
say again, I am fully aware has to be solved.
It is possible ro envisage a sysrem involving the use of
intervention buying ar rhose times 
- 
especially in the
autumn 
- 
when the risk of difficulties in rhe marker
and price difficuldes is possibly grearesr, bur any such
intervention would have to be resricted as to time,
regions, quanti[ies and circumsrances.
To achieve rhe necessary compromise, the Commis-
sion has proposed an inrervention sysrem of this kind
as pan of the package the Council is trying ro reach
aBreement on in the nexr few weeks. I know ir is a
difficult problem, bur in rhe circumsrances, I am abso-
lutely in favour of a compromise solurion of rhis kind
and I am glad to see rhe proposals and amendments
tabled by Members of this House who are opposed ro
intervention but who, like myself, recognize the need
co find a way out of rhis siruation which will be
acceprable, nor only from the political angle but also
from the long-term economic and budgetary angle.
I shall conclude by saying that we are also moving
onto new ground arranging talks with third countries,
trying rc adjusr rhe price level in the Community, for
what is the point of having a common organization of
the market if we continue to have different prices in
the different pans of rhe Community. The airn must be
to get a uniform price level and that is also related to
the free movement of goods, for how can you have
free movement of goods if rhere are price differences?
Therefore rhe system must also include price adjust-
ment. Otherwise, we shall be putring the producers in
cerain pans of the Community at an unfair disadvan-
tage and that is also unacceptable.
But this cannor be done overnight and rherefore I
believe we musr rry rc find a solurion for one period,
say three years, ger a new market organization se! up,
learn from rhe experiences from rhat, and, on the basis
of these experiences, work out a more radical sysrem,
which on the one hand solves the problem of incomes
and ensures thar the livelihood of our exisring sheep-
farmers is safeguarded, and, ar the same time 
- 
here I
agree wirh Mrs Casrle 
- 
work for an increase in
consumprion to permir rheir production to expand, but
without saddling the Community with a new-financial
burden of hundreds of millions of units of accounr,
which would then go on increasing year by year. A
balancing acr be[ween the two extremes is required. It
may not be ideal, bur ir is rhe only answer.
President. 
- 
The debare is closed.
The motion for a resolution will be pur to the vote at
the next voting time.
7 . Regulation on liqueur v.tines
President. 
- 
The nexr irem is the debate on rhe
repon by Mr Sutra (Doc. 1-142/80), on behalf of rhe
Cornmittee on Agriculture, on rhe proposals from rhe
Commission to the Council (Doc. l-259/79) for
I. a regulation on liqueur wines produced in rhe
Community
II. a reguladon amending Regulation (EEC) No 338/79
as regards qualiry liqueur wines produced in specified
reglons.
I call Mr Sutra.
Mr Sutra, rurpporteur. 
- 
(F) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, rhe wine-growing regulation has existed
for a number of years bur in it liqueur wines were
forgotten. !fle are therefore repairing an omission that
goes back several years. Ar long last, rhe Commission
has proposed a regulation that all liqueur wine produ-
cers and traders in Europe were waiting for.
The reguladon proposed by the Commission of the
Communiries is, by and large, good and the amend-
ments that I proposed to the Commitree on Agricul-
ture are very limircd in nature. At the first reading in
plenary session in rhis House, Mr Giolitri, on behalf of
rhe Commission, said that all the amendments
proposed by the rapponeur would improve the regula-
tion proposed by the Commission and thar rhey were
regarded as positive by rhe Commission itself.
I would like ro refer back ro rhe firsr debate in plenary
session and to rhe discussions in committee and tell
you why and how, as rapporteur, I was prompted to
request thar rhe repon be referred back to the
Committee on Agriculrure. I feel thar, since rhen, rhe
dialogue has been consrrucrive. At rhe first reading,
amendments which had been rejected by the Commii-
tee on Agriculrure were mbled again. Mr Ligios, Vice-
Chairman of the Committee on Agriculture, had, in
panicular, proposed an amendment which would have
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deleted the whole of paragraph 8, containing the
major pan of the regulation. In view of the fact that
this proposal, rejected by the Committee on Agricul-
t.ure, was being made again in plenary session, I felt
that our work had been incomplete and I therefore
asked for the repon to be referred back rc committee.
Today, Mr Ligios is proposing an amendment 
-No 1 
- 
which reproduces the whole of the regulation
that the Commission had proposed with all the details
and all the addenda that I myself had made. It is, I
feel, proof of the good faith of our discussion. Since
Mr Ligios is accepting the whole of this regulation, it
is clear evidence that we have done our work properly.
He includes an addendum which is, if I undersand it
rightly, a 'safety net', a precaution, in case there
should now already exist in Europe liqueur wines
which do not enrer into the field of application of the
regulation.
I hope 
- 
and I told him so several times 
- 
that this
addendum is unnecessary, because I believe that the
regulation which is proposed is good and not discrimi-
natory towards any production of liqueur wines in
Europe. To the extent [hat Mr Ligios has reproduced
rhe whole of the regulation that I had proposed, I
consider that to be proof of his good faith in this
debate and my own shall be no less. I shall not oppose
this addendum, which is a safety net or a precaution,
although I continue rc feel and hope with all my heart
that it is unnecessary, but no one can claim to be
perfect.
I thank Mr Ligios for having added at my reques[ the
words 'produced by raditional methods'; we are deal-
ing, therefore with liqueur wines which already exist,
and should any one have escaped our regulation it will
be covered in this way.
That, I feel, is the essence of this debate. The rappor-
teur will not oppose Mr Ligios' amendment because
now it reproduces the whole of the proposed regula-
tion.
I see that we have again three proposed amendments
from Mr Curry. He has changed his Amendment No 3
in the manner that I had suggested to him in the
Commirree on Agriculture and has been kind enough
to remove the wording that might have let it be under-
stood that plastic containers might be used. I had told
him this several times; I see no reason, in the two
regulations that exist 
- 
one for ordinary liqueur
wines and one for quality liqueur wines 
- 
why the
maximum possible content should not ,be raised to
5-10 lires in the regulation regarding ordinary liqueur
wines.
Conversely, an another point, we have a very clear
policy issue which I shall make no attempt to avoid.
Mr Curry proposes two amendments, Nos I and 2,
which do not, I repeat, concern any liqueur wine
produced in the Community at the present time. On
Mr Curry's own admission, it relates only to sherry
and wines produced in Spain, a country which has
applied for membership of the Community but which
is not yet a member. Amendments Nos I and 2 
- 
I
am repeating what I already said at the first reading 
-concern the Treaty of Acceision for Spain and the
discussions that we shall be having at that time, but
they can in no way be regarded as belonging to the
regulation on liqueur wines for the Community as it
stands at nine or even ten'countries, since the enlarge-
ment. to include Greece has already been agreed by
many countries. The rapporteur is therefore against
Mr Curry's Amendments Nos I and 2 because they do
not relate to wines produced in the Community.
Several members of the Assembly have asked me what
to make of a letter they received yesterday or today in
which people who claim to have something to do with
liqueur wines said they were opposed to the regulation
for which I am the rapponeur. I would point out that
the authors of this letter represent trade and indusrial
but in no case agricultural interesr. I protest against '
rhis attempt to bring pressure to bear on the free
judgment of Members of Parliament who are capable
of making their own assessments of the regulations
proposed to them, and here I speak on behalf of the
Committee on Agriculture which unanimously
approved this document. At the first reading the voting
was unanimously in favour save for two abstentions.
There were no votes against. At the second reading,
the Committee on Agriculture approved the text that I
have tabled unanimously.
I would like to say rhat liqueur wine producers in
Europe are perhaps the most deserving growers in
agriculture. Liqueur wines are rhe finest achievement
of the vineyard and the an of the wine-grower.
Liqueur wines are produced in regions of exceptional
dryness, generally on hillsides that are extremely diffi-
cult to work because they are the sorriest areas culti-
vared in Europe and the most difficult to represent
geographically because they are on steep gradients.
People who make liqueur wines have an extremely low
output. One example I can think of is the island of
Pantelleria, south of Sicily, and cenainly the southern-
most area of the whole of the European Community. I
am also thinking about the people who work the hill-
sides in the shale above Banyuls.
Unquestionably, this regulation on liqueur wines will
provide full guarantees to these producers working in
such difficult conditions. The regulation is absolurcly
essendal. In the Committee on Agriculture, my report
was approved unanimously and I hope that, in plenary
session today, it will be the same.
(Appkuse)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Curry to speak on behalf of
the European Democratic Group.
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Mr Curry. 
- 
Mr President, I wish rc table again the
amendmenr I tabled the firsr rime this quesrion came
up for discussion for a very simple reason. Spain will,
in all probability, become a member of this Commu-
niry. If a liqueur wine regulation is passed in the form
now envisaged, it will have to be renegotiated when
Spain's accession is being netotiated. Vhy should we
go to all that effon and concern? I am asking this
Parliament to make an effon of imaginadon and to
look a little bit over the horizon to the future. Vhen
Spain is in the Community, sherry in panicular will be
the most disdnguished of the liqueur wines in the
Communicy. Therefore I am simply asking rhat cenain
amendments be made in rhis regulation ro accommo-
date sherry so rhat it conforms with the regulations. If
we do not, the whole rhing will have to be renego-
dated in any case at an enormous cost in bureaucratic
time and effon. One of the jobs, I hope, of rhis Parlia-
ment is to be a little bit imaginative when we are consi-
dering the future of Europe. Ve have spenr a lor of
time this morning talking abour rhe immediate prob-
lems of the present. My amendments will clear the way
rc facilitate rhe enlargement and ro prevenr a problem
which ought to be treated at a purely technical level
becoming the subject of intensive negotiations. I
commend these amendments to you in the hope that
Parliamenr will be prepared ro rake this small step of
lmaglnatron.
I may add, Mr President, that our group will suppor[
Mr Ligios' amendment, which I undersrand Mr Sutra
has in fact accepred. It may be that the Ligios amend-
ment does cover cenain of our requirements, but I
would much rather be safe than sorry, so I shall main-
tain my own amendments.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Ligios.
Mr Ligios. 
- 
(I) Mr President, I spoke in the House
on this subject when it was firsr discussed and then, at
the request of the rapporteur, referred back to rhe
Commitree on Agriculture. This time again, I want ro
thank the rapporreur nor only for the valuable work
that he has done bur also for the goodwill he has
shown enabling unanimity ro be achieved in spire of
the difficuhies of reaching agreemenr on so sensirive a
subjecr.
I wish to poinr out the concern behind one of rhe two
amendments that I nbled 
- 
a concern that, to my
mind, will pracdcally disappear if the amendmenr on
which Mr Sutra has expressbd his favourable opinion
is approved. The practical effect of rhe proposed
change to Anicle 8 is to require thar liqueur wines, ro
qualify as such, must have specific characteristics
which are defined. Ve should nor, however, forget
that these characteristics correspond exactly ro rhose
of French natural sweet wines 
- 
which are very fine
products as Mr Sutra has said but which are not rhe
only ones in the Communiry. For many cenruries 
-
not only today 
- 
one could and can find high quality
liqueur wines in my coun[ry and, I rhink, orher coun-
tries in the Community as well, made in specific areas
with specific characteristics. My concern is to ensure
that the definition of liqueur wines should not include
only those of France to the exclusion of all others. If
Mr Sutra accepm the second and third pan of my
amendment 
- 
where it is stated rhat the Council of
Ministers may find it necessary, on a qualified major-
ity and on the proposal of the Commission, to decide
on matters of this kind, even wirh regard ro liqueur
wines that do nor have rhe characteristics specified in
Anicle 8 
- 
then all liqueur wines corresponding to
specific characteristics and produced in specific areas
are safely included. Our concern would therefore be
dispelled. Mr President, we are making this statement
because we cannot accept thar the powers of the
Council of Ministers should be exercised only for
liqueur wines corresponding to the specific characrer-
istics stated by Mr Sutra. There are quality wines
produced in specific areas rhar have equal merit and
therefore have a right to their own specific idenrifica-
tlon.
That is why I again rhank Mr Sutra for having
accepted the amendmenrs. I therefore wirhdraw my
opposition that I had entered in other regards during
the first reading.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Gundelach.
Mr Gundelach" Wce-Presidcnt of tbe Commission.
- 
(DK) I can be very brief, but I should like ro rhank
Mr Sutra for his really excellenr reporr. As he made
clear when presenring the repon, rhere is no disagree-
ment between rhe repon and motion for a resolution
and the Commission. I repeat rhar in general we
consider that the draft amendments rhar have been
tabled will improve rhe resoludon.
Ve had some difficulty over Anicle l6 (b) but this will
be resolved if Mr Ligios' amendment is accepted. So
the Commission can accept this motion for a resolu-
tion and all that is needed now is for rhe Council to
add its approval.
President. 
- 
The debare is closed.
The morion for a resolurion will be put ro the vore at
the next vocing rime.
8. Urgent procedure
President. 
- 
I have received from Mr Jaquet and
others a motion for a resolution with requesr for
urgent debate, pursuant to Rule 14, on the present
crisis in the EEC (Doc. l-173/80).
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The reasons supporting this request for urgent debate
are contained in the document itself.
I shall consult Parliament on this request at the begin-
ning of tomorrow's sitring.
9. lV'ine marhet
President. 
- 
The next item is a debade on the report
(Doc. l-143/80) by Mr Buchou, on behalf of the
Committee on Agriculture, on the
proposal from the Commission to the Council (Doc.
l-691/79) for a regulation amending Reguladon (EEC)
No 317 /79 on the common organization of the market in
wine.
I call Mr Buchou.
Mr. Buchou, rdpportear. 
- 
(F) Mr President, ladies
and gentlemen, this is in fact the second time this
report has been before the House. I think I can say
that it was rather due to an accident that the text was
nor adopted by the Assembly the first time, there
having been some confusion between the text put
forward by the committee and a resolution which also
bore my name.
\flhen this report was presented the first time, no
amendments were tabled, because Parliament's
Committee on Agriculture very largely agreed with the
Commission's proposals. The only poinr raised was
one by the Committee on Budgets, which felt that a
financing proposal involving a 5m to l2lm EUA
bracket went too far. It wanted this bracket to be
considerably reduced. But here we face a very specific
rcchnical problem, which is attributable to the features
of activities in agriculture and above all the wine
sector. In some years we have surplus production, as
was the case with rhe 1979/80 harvest. In other years
production is low, 1978 being a specific example. In
1978 5m EUA was enough, while l2lm EUA is
considered necessary for 1980. Ve therefore
suggested, and the Commissioner agreed, that special
financial methods should be proposed. In fact, it is a
question of financial management.
On this panicular aspec[ I really have nothing more to
say. I agree with the Commission' proposal. But I
should like to go a litde further in this debate, Mr
President, because in the Committee on Agriculture
we had a large measure of agreement with the
Commission's representatives on the concept of the
organization of the wine market. In panicular, we
agreed on the intervention methods and on the need
ro anticipate movements in the market so that
Community resources might be used co prevent
slumps. \7e feel that here again prevention is better
rhan cure, and in this case prevention will cost the
Community budget a great deal less, while assuring
producers of more balanced revenue.
But since we had that discussion in the Committee on
Agriculture, since we approved this repon, there has
been an appreciable slump in the wine markets, pani-
cularly in the Mediteraanean region. That is why, with
your permission, Mr President, I should like to ask the
Commissioner what has caused this situation, which
should not normally have arisen, given the factors that
emerged during our discussion in the Committee on
Agriculrure. Is there a technical problem in the use of
interventions? Are there 
- 
and this would be
extremely regrettable and panicularly frightening 
-problems with financial resources because of our
budgetary difficulties? As the rapponeur of the
Committee on Agriculture, I would be happy to know
the causes of the present difficuldes with intervention
in the wine market.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Sutra to speak on behalf of the
Socialist Group. 
.
Mr Sutra. 
- 
(F) Mr President, I should like rc say a
few words in praise of the excellent measures
proposed by the Committee on Agriculture and its
rapponeur, Mr Buchou. Ve have reached agreement
with the Commission over this problem on a number
of occasions, and in fact first Mr Villiamson and later
Mr Gundelach agreed to the performance guarantee
on long-term storage contracts for nble wines 
-forgive the outlandish rcchnical terminology, but that
is what it is called. Mr Gundelach gave his agreement
to the Committee on Agriculture and later also
confirmed it here on the floor of this House.
I should add that this measure has already twice been
approved by the Committee on Agriculture and twice
been passed by this Parliament in plenary sitting.
Vhen Mr Buchou presented his report at the first
reading and when 
- 
as he said 
- 
it was rejected on a
technicality, I nevenheless went ahead, with my
group's unanimous support, and tabled a resolution
having essentially the same conclusions. The resolu-
tion was adopted. The measure in question is one,
therefore, that Parliament has already approved once
before. In the debate on farm prices I mbled an
amendment which embodied this same measure.
Parliament adopted the amendment. So Parliament
has now twice voted for the measure Mr Buchou is
proposing to you today.
I wish to say a brief word about the rcchnical and
political, not to say moral, aspects of this measure. The
European Community has always intervened in years
when there has been a bumper harvest ever since the
creation in 1971of the common market in wine. But it
has always taken demonstrations by the wine-growers
ro persuade the Community to intervene, and these
interventions have always come too late. Now, it has
apparently been the practice of the big commercial
speculators to buy up inferior wines or wines of doubt-
ful qualiry at the very stan of the season in order to
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secure lower prices 
- 
let us not forget rhat the wine
market is all about prices and profits 
- 
and when the
Community eventually intervened in NIay, April or
June, it was ofren the besr wine that were being
distilled or destroyed to make room on the market!
\7ith the performance guarantee as it now stands, the
value of Communiry intervenrion is significantly
increased by the fact that it comes at the beginning of
the wine-growing season, immediately afrcr harvesr-
ing. As a result 
- 
this year in panicular 
- 
inferior or
potentially inferior wines can be destroyed or distilled
and, because producers are nov/ dble to exchange
wines already in storage for other wines, the better
wines can be offered ro rhe consumer, which is infin-
itely more logical. The performance guaranree allows
for far grearer efficiency in the organization of the
wine market and, let it be said, at no extra cost.
I should like ro comment briefly on rhe opinion given
by the Committee on Budgets. The Commitrce on
Budgets has raised objections to the Commission's
proposed range of 5 to 121 million EUA. I quite
understand the committee's dilemma, but if it has
nevertheless given a favourable opinion it is because it
his yielded to rhe force of our reasoning. The fact is
that wine production fluctuates enormously and
bumper harvests are often followed by very poor
harvests.
The performance guaranree proposed in the Buchou
repon has now been in operation for two years. If it
has been exploited ro rhe full and involved some
expenditure in the current year, last year, by contrasr,
it cost nothing at all. The range of 5 to 121 million
EUA proposed by the Commission is based on acrual
figures. They represenr rhe cosr of inrervention on rhe
wine marker this year and lasr year. The variadon is
therefore exrremely wide. If the bracker were ro be
narrowed it would have to be multi-annual, averaged
over at least five and possibly as much as ten years. Ar
any rare, it is wonh recording rhar over the past five
years wine has accounted for 1 .50/o 
- 
jusr I .50/o 
-of the Guarantee Section of rhe EAGGF budget. Two
and three years ago, respectively, which were years of
poor harvests, the budger share actually fell below l%
ro 0.70/0, which is ro say that the measure being
proposed offers rhe advanrage of greater efficiency for
the same cosr, since the performance guarantee is a
mechanism ideally suited to rhe purpose, and by thar I
mean it caters for both good and poor harvests.
I have just one more thing rc say. For the past ten
years France and Italy have been engaged in what has
been called a 'wine war' over table wines. Now, for
the first time in [en years, France and Italy have joined
together in calling for the performance guarantee. The
significance of this is that for rhe first time we have a
measure that answers rhe needs of the European wine
market as a whole. That is why we are asking you ro
give this measures your suppon.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Ligios ro speak on behalf of
the Group of the European People's Pany (Christian-
Democratic Group).
Mr Ligios. 
- 
(I) Mr Presidenr, I should like ro add a
few observations ro [hose already made by rhe rappor-
teur, Mr Buchou, to underline rhe panicularly difficult
problems affecting rhe wine marker ar rhe presenr
time. Throughout rhe lifetime of the European Parlia-
ment the wine secror has been in a sate of perpetual
crisis, the outsranding episode of which has been the
'wine war' between Italy and France mentioned by Mr
Sutra. But I do not believe rhat the effecs of the crisis
have ever been more widespread than they are now,
since they concern nor jusr rhe French and rhe Imlians
but all the Community wine producers. Ve believe
that this will before long give rise to social rensions,
and in fact, as a member of a delegation from my
group, I was recently able to see the first signs of such
tensions in the South of France.
Vhat is behind these tensions, rhese terrible problems
in the wine-growing sector? There are three funda-
mental causes. First and foremost, it is over-produc-
tion. In Italy we over-produced by 16 0/o; in France, if
I am not mistaken, by over 30 %; in all the countries
outside rhe Communiry, from Spain to Ponugal, from
Greece to Argenrina, production has exceeded the
already quite ample levels of 1973-1974. \7hat marks
the present crisis, however, is the fall in consumption
in the countries that are the largest consumers. To give
you an example, the average per capita consumption of
wine in France and Iraly is abour 100 litres. The fall in
consumprion is of the order of 12 0/o and, my explana-
tion for it 
- 
we shall see what Commissioner Gunde-
lach will have to say 
- 
is that in rhe presenr economic
crisis one of the first rhings that everyone cuts back on
is wine.
The second cause is rhe fierce comperir.ion from orher
alcoholic beverages, which in many pafis of the
Community benefit from panicularly favourable tax
arrangements rhat are continually being revised and
adjusted.
The third and final cause is to be found in thc fact thar
the various decisions aken by the Council of Minisrers
to create greater balance and stability in rhe wine-
growing sector have nor ye[ come into force. I am
referring principally to rhe decisions taken last year
but which are nor yet fully effective; no doubt they
will become so over the next few years.
Among rhe various decisions in rhis sector taken by the
Council of Agriculture Ministers I should like to single
out one in panicular. It concerns the fixing of a basic
inrervention price in a way that gives producers the
option, when rhe market price falls or is expected to
fall below a certain level, of releasing rhis wine for
disdlladon. However, as this would place a heavy
financial burden on the Community, rhe Council is
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seeking to introduce other mechanisms 
- 
such as the
long-term storate faciliry we are discussing now 
- 
[o
support the price of wine and prevent it falling below a
certain level that would force producers to put it into
intervention.
'We rherefore must give our approval to these provi-
sions, and I ask all those who have been unable to
make up cheir minds one way or the other to do so as
well. By allowing producers, after a period of nine
months, to extend storage by four months as an alter-
native to distillation at the intervention price, we
should be helping considerably to ease the market and
relieve the Community of enormous expenditure, and
rhat is why it is so vital that this measure be adopted.
Mr President, I ask everyone to give their special
attention to this matter to avoid the son of misunder-
standing that occurred on l3 March, and to ensure
rhat this proposal is finally adoprcd. Its adoption
wpuld bring a welcome relief in the present crisis on
the wine market.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Battersby to speak on behalf
of the European Democratic Group.
Mr Battersby. 
- 
I wish to introduce a word of
caution into this debate. Being a member of the Budg-
erary Control Committee, I come across some of the
financial problems in the wine industry, and I believe it
is a duty to minimize the cost of market suppon and
rhe problems caused on the alcohol market through
rhe distilling of excess wine into alcohol, whilst of
course recognizing the need to assist the indusry and
encourage improvement in wine quality.
Guide prices trigger off, and set rhe levels of, aid for
the main market-support measures in this sector. In
the short-term they are an imponant factor in deter-
mining the extent of expenditure. However, in the
longer term high guide prices acr as an incentive to
overproduction and [o increased expenditure on
market support., and also create funher problems.
'Sfline has been in structural surplus for a number of
years and is becoming a growing charge on the
budget. The present estimated expenditure in the 1980
budget on wine is 350 million units of account. This is
the level of expenditure before the entry of Spain into
the Community. I submit that this is a danger signal.
Spanish yields per hectare are 50 0/o of French and
Iralian yields and can be brought up to French levels
very rapidly by the use of fenilizer. Spain is already in
surplus in wine and, unless we are careful, wine will
become after enlargement a very serious charge on the
budget and on the taxpayer. I therefore recommend
rhat the financing ,of the wine sector be treated with
considerable caution, whilst of course recotnizing that
our present wine industry must be protected, especially
in vieu' of the wide fluctuations due to the sensitivity
of the sector to climatic conditions. However, I would
like to repeat once again that we must look on the
wine sector as an area of expanding expenditure, and
it must be treated with considerable caution.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Gundelach.
Mr Gundelach, Vice-President of the Commission.
- 
(DK) Mr President, I shall make this quite brief,
because this is the second debate on a Commission
proposal to extend the application in the coming year
of the system known as the performance guaranrce
sysrem. The Commission has proposed that this system
should conrinue to apply for a period of about three
years; for when there is an imbalance and total distor-
rion on the wine market, which only happens at inter-
vals of several years, it has proved to be the most
effective means of dealing with such problems.
It is true that we have now won the Council's agree-
men[ to a more comprehensive wine policy and some
structural measures as well as market suPPort
measures. The aim with the more comprehensive
package is to achieve a better balance in the market
over cenain periods, as the producers' own interests
also clearly require. But obviously it will take time to
implement such a rational and coherent policy involv-
ing both market policy and structural measures. And
the Commission feels that this performance guarantee
system must continue at least for a ransitional period
of three years. It is not being replaced in the new regu-
lation by the so-called mintmum price system which is,
if I may say so, more in the nature of an emergency
measure. Here we are speaking of the first line of
defence. The two things cannot be compared. $fle are
maintaining this proposal. In the Council we have said
we are willing to discuss rcchnical details and possible
technical adaptations in connection with the use of the
system in future, but, like the rapporteur, we are
convinced chat this system must continue for a number
of years !o come.
I have no objections to the rapponeur's main thesis
and we have nlked about rhat in some detail in an
earlier debate so I do not propose to take up Parlia-
ment's time and repeat it now.
But let us look at one specific question 
- 
raised by
Mr Buchou 
- 
about how the distillation measures are
operating this year, when we are faced with record
wind harvests. First of all, I would say to Mr Sutra in
rhis connection that the measures that the Community
can adopt are not too late. Under the performance
guarantee system, these measures come inrc effect in
October. Before thac there is no distillery capacity so it
is not technically possible. \7e begin at the earliest
possible moment. Under this system, we have distilled
more than 7 million hectolires this year, to which
must be added special distillation of a funher 4 million
hectolitres. That makes 11 million altogether and in
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addidon rhere are the ad Doc distilladons approved by
the Council on a proposal from the Commiision whicir
have produced a funher 5 million hectolitres from the
first lot in March. Bur it was a slower process than we
had expected. So rhe Commission submitted the
proposal to rhe Council, which rhe Council agreed ro
under the writren procedure, extending the time-limit
for the special disdllarion to some time in June. Ve
estimate rhat the quantiry produced from this exten-
sion under this programme will be around rhe
8 million mark, i.e. that altogether Community inrer-
vention this year, that is, up to now, will amount to
almost 20 million hecrolitres of wine.
This is intervention on a massive scale, and even if the
harvesr has been of record proponions and the effects
on prices may consequendy be delayed I cannot
imagine thar it can fail ro affect prices 
- 
and we musr
remember rhere are expon refunds too. The measures
rhat have been adopted are very exrensive and that isjustified by the fact thar wine producers, as is often
said in these debares, are among rhe mosr vulnerable
of agricultural producers. But, is Mr Batrersby ilso
observed, it can serve no useful purpose for us io kid
ourselves that these measures are no[ very expensive. It
must be realized therefore that they are oniy introd-
uced at intervals of several years. \fle do nor ger
record crops of this kind every year, so we are nor up
againsr rhe same problems in the wine secror as we
have gor in rhe milk secror.
President. 
- 
The debare is closed.
The vore will be mken at the next voring rime.
10. Regulation onfisbing in the regaktory area defined
in the NAFO Conoention
President. 
- 
The nexr irem is the debare on rhe
repon by Mr Gauti'er (Doc. l-147/80), on behalf of
the Commirtee on Agriculture, on
the proposal from the Commission to rhe Council (Doc.
1-727/79) for a regulation concerning the allocation and
control of cenain catch quotas for vessels flying the flag
of a Member State and fishing in rhe regulaiory area
defined in the NAFO Convention.
I call Mr Gautier.
Mr Gautier, rdpporterlr. 
- 
(D) Mr President, ladies
and genrlemen, I will nor keep you lorig, because all
the essenrial commenrc are ro be found in the working
document, to which reference can be made. I am
assuming rhar all the Members of rhis House have read
the reporr, and I will therefore give only a brief
presentation.
'!7'e are concerned here with the intra-Community
distribution of rhe catch quotas allocated ro rhe
Community as a whole in the Regularory Area of the
Nonh-wesr Atlantic Fisheries Organizarion. This
covers catch quoras outside the 200-mile limits. The
procedure is rhat the Commission 
- 
nor the Member
States 
- 
attends the negotiations on behalf of the
Community. The outcome of the negotiadons can be
contested by the Commission within 60 days. Other-
wise, it is binding on rhe Communiry and then as
regards the distribution of catch quoras.
The Commission did appeal against the non-allocadon
of a catch quora for redfish, calling for no more rhan
the maintenance of the Communiry's traditional carch
quotas. The repon I am now presenring on behalf of
the Committee on Agriculture was adopted in commir-
tee by 27 votes for and one vore againsr, and I should
explain thar the one vore against did nor signify a
rejection of the contenr but of procedureg. The repon
stresses a number of points, which should be seen in
the conrexr of rhe overall NAFO arrangemenr. On rhe
one hand, we criticize the Commission for not involving
Parliament in good time during the NAFO negoria-
tion, which means that rhe Community's carch quoras
are for us a fait accompli. \7hat we would like ro see is
some kind of consultarion procedure between the
Commission and Parliament for future negoriarions on
NAFO catch quotas.
The second poinr we stress is thar at some rime or
o[her we as a commirree would like to have a deailed
repon on rhe raditional carch quoras in rhe NAFO
area of borh rhe Communiry and rhe orher counr.ries
involved in this convenrion, so thar we of the Euro-
pean Parliamen[ have some basis for saying rhar the
Commission has negotiated well and in the inreresrc of
rhe Community.
Thirdly, we call for an investigation into rhe srocks
being distributed, because where catch quotas are
concerned, we repearcdly find that, from our point of
view, there is in fact no reasonable basis for the alloca-
tion and distribution of catch quotas. It would be a
very good thing to have some well-founded working
documents on actual stocks and how rhese stocks can
be preserved.
Lastly, we ask the Commission for proposals on subse-
quent means of keeping a reasonable check on catch
quotas. There have recenrly been a number of inci-
denrc that make it clear rhar occasional checks by
Community inspection vessels are nor sufficient and
that we do not know at the momenr of any reasonable
syste-m of ensuring observance of the carch quotas. Ve
ask for proposals to be submirted on this, io that we
do not have one kind of check here and another kind
of check there, depending on rhe fishing ground.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Kirk to speak on behalf of the
European Democratic Group.
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(DK) Mr President, I hope the
Commission will take note of the fact that the
Committee on Agriculture has repeatedly expressed its
dissadsfaction at the way in which the Commission is
conducting the negodations in the fisheries sector. As
Mr Gautier quite rightly said, the whole of the
Committee on Agriculture deplores the fact that
Parliament has no real opportunity to discuss the
actual substance of agreemenm before they become a
fact to which the Commission has committed the
Community.
Another point is that Parliament has rePea[edly drawn
attention to a number of serious weaknesses in the way
in which fishery resources, borh in the waters of the
Member States and in international waters, are being
exploited. I shall try to deal with recommendations
made in Mr Gautier's report under paragraph 5, in
which the committee 
- 
and I hope Parliament will
endorse this when it comes lo the vote 
- 
demands
that research be carried ou[ urgently on stock levels
and suitable quota levels for the major fish species in
rhe area dealt with in the repon. Because we find,
unfortunately, that there is talk of fixing quotas for
these waters as well and in many cases quotas are not
fixed on the basis of the size of the stocks and poten-
tial resources. '!7e must also say that of course [he
Community and the Commission, when negotiating
on ir behalf, are responsible for seeing that the
resources of the ocean are used,properly. But what do
we mean by used properly? Are we using them
properly when we fix new quotas; when no fishing is
allowed because nothing is known about the stocks
found in those particular waters? I do not think that is
a responsible way of using resources. Therefore I hope
Mr Gundelach, on behalf of the Commission, will take
note of the fact that we in the Committee on Agricul-
rure have once again drawn attention to what we
consider ro be a serious weakness in the common fish-
eries policy in regard both to our own waters and also
rhe fiihing that goes on in international waters. If we
want a common fisheries policy to have any credibiliry
for those who have to earn their living from it, we
obviously cannot continue having nil quotas, the
reason for which is simply that we do not know
enough about the size of the fish stocks, which gives
us no hope of pursuing a proper policy.
Presidcnt. 
- 
I call Mr'Battersby
Mr Battersby. 
- 
Mr President, as we all know the
entire Community distant-water fleet is in financial
difficulties. Oi[ cosss have escalated six times since
1973 and it is now costing up to 6 000 units of account
per day to keep a distarit-water trawler at sea, whether
it is fishing or not. On the other hand the consumer
will not pay more for cod fillets than she will for stew-
ing steak, and the owners are caught in a tight finan-
cial squeeze between operating costs and returns. It is
economical to fish these waters only if much larger
quotas are obtained, and I do ask the Commission tojrt rhe fishermen first before political expediency if
ihi, ir n...rrary. I also ask the Commission, when
negotiating, to fight on behalf of the Community fleet
foi much high.. quot"s of prime species such as cod.
On this business of estimating the size of the stocks
available, I would ask the Commission to consider the
possibility of financing our own on-the-spot.investiga-
iion ro ,i',tt *. can go to the negotiating table armed
wirh accurate figures and fight for a better deal for our
own people.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Gundelach'
Mr Gundelach, Vice-President of tbe Commission. 
-(DK) Mr. President, I wish to thank Mr Gautier for
his report. Of course the Commission is extremely
mindfut of the criticism made by the Committee on
Agriculture and the rapporteur regarding the timing of
rhese discussions which does not allow the committee
ro present Parliament's views on the substance of the
negotiations and to do so through its repons.
In the present instance, however, I would point out
rhat last year the time-limit for submitting ob.iections
was between June and August and, for purely practical
reasons, I have my doubts as to whether transferring
the,matter from one Parliament to another could have
produced a different result. I am sorry that we are
obliged to deal with the question in a formal manner
without consultation on the substance. This should not
be taken as an indication of how the Commission
intends to deal with such matters in future, but I think
Parliament must take into considerarion the fact that
in this particular case there was a special problem
when it i... to synchronizing Parliament's work and
the final stage of the negotiations.
I should also like to remind the House that Article 43
of the Treaty requires that Parliament's opinion be
sought in a number of other cases which in our view
are io trifling that they do not always warrant Parlia-
ment's consideration. Since for the moment there is
unfortunately no proper common fisheries policy, we
are forced to load Parliament's agenda with a number
of matters of minor importance and I must emphasize
that apart from the uncertainty about fish stocks in the
international waters we are discussing today, the
subject before us belongs to that category of questions
of minor importance compared with, for instance, the
North Sea and other fishing areas which are of
primary importance.
As regards the content of the present proposal, I shall
simply draw attention to the fact that the Community
has-objected to the quota allocations for red fish,
which did not take into account the Community's fish-
ing record. The Communiry then decided to proPose
thar a quota of z ooo tonnes should be reserved for
Community fishing vessels. '$fle wanted it understood
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that we are paying close attenrion ro rhe quesrion of
surveillance. Bur here let it be understood rhat we are
dealing with inrernarional waters, where ir is not possi-
ble to organize inspections unless there is an interna-
tional convention. '\)7e have no righr to suddenly begin
sending warships inro the open seas and aking rhis or
that boar inro cusrody.'We have to implemenr surveill-
ance measures on the basis of the NAFO Convention,
but here we need to extend our active participation
and that is indeed our intendon, bur the Commission
cannot irself adopt surveillance measures. Ve mighr
also do rhis indirectly by getting the Member Saies
mos! concerned ro take over rheir share of the control
measures and nor simply leave ir ro the Canadian
Governmenr, which quite honesdy is what is happen-
ln8 at present..
I said earlier that as things stand ar presenr rhis is nor
an area with great fishing porenrial, but of course
everything that can help ar all in the exrremely difficult
situation we are facing is wonh pursuing. Therefore
there is every reason ro stress the need ro iscenain rhe
extenr of rhe fish resources in the areas concerned in
order ro have something more definite to go on when
deciding whar role these inrernational warirs can play
for our fishing indusrry in future.
First we musr try to ger rhe NAFO, which is rhe
organization responsible for this area, to carry our
such investigarions, bur it may well be that in such a
big organization wirh very many members we shall not
get very far and it may then be necessary for us to
propose rhar the Community make the necessary
financial resources available for our own researchers in
order to enable us to panicipate in rhese netoriations,
as Members have said, on [he basis of our own esri-
mates. This time we have drawn up an estimare of our
own, bur because we did nor have better studies
carried 
,out by marine biologists ir could only be a
rough estimare. But our approach, as I have already
said, was ro rry ro win more fishing rights for the
Community in the areas concerned than others were
inclined ro granr us.
Therefore I can on the whole go along with the
remarks made in rhe repon and in the debate. I shouldjust like ro point our rhar I do not think that any
damage has been done because of the dme thar has
elapsed. Secondly, if you want us ro go ahead and
look more closely at rhe value [o rhe Community of
these inrernational waters, you musl also be prepared
to approve rhe expenditure entailed by a scientific
investigarion financed by the Community imelf.
Thirdly, if rhere is ro be better supervision regarding
quotas and fishing in the area, the Member Statei
must play a bigger pan in it, because it is they who
have rhe rechnical facilities required. I would just
mention rhat the Community has indicared its readi-
ness ro make funds available to cenain Member States
to enable them to build up an inspection fleer of rheir
own and rhereby shown that ir intends ro make irc
influence felt more strongly in a number of areas close
to [hose dealr with here.
President. 
- 
The debare is closed.
. 
The vote will be taken rhis afrernoon ar voring rime.
ll. Regulation applicable to breeding animals of tbe
porcine species
President. 
- 
The nexr irem is rhe debare on rhe
repon by Mr Bocklet (Doc. t-41l80), on behalf of the
Commirtee on Agriculture, on
the proposal from the Commission to the Council (Doc.
1-745/79) for a regulation relating to the zoorechnical
standards applicable to breeding species.
I call Mr Bockler.
Mr. Bocklet. 
- 
(D) Mr Presidenr, rhis is a repon
without debate pursuanr to Rule 27 of the Rulei of
Procedure. I should not therefore like to open a
debare, but merely refer to rhe wrirten pan of 
-y
report., which conrains my commen6.
Mr President. 
- 
I call Mr Skovmand.
Mr Skovmand. 
- 
(DK) Mr President, as the
Members of this House are presumably aware, I repre-
sen[ a movement which hopes thar Denmark will with-
draw from rhe Community. As you also know, the
supporr. we ger from this House is limited. All the
same, rhere are some indications rhar we have hidden
allies among rhe officials in rhe Commission 
- 
people
who want ro damage the Community and so produce
proposals which are so ridiculous that rhey are bound
to increase opposirion ro rhe Communicy, at any rare
in Denmark.
As far as I can see, rhe proposal we are dealing with
he.re is one example of the work of such Community
saboteurs. It takes an area of acdvity where everything
is 
-going exrremely well, namely pigbreeding in rhedifferenr Member States, and then purc forward a
number of proposals which will reduce and, in some
cases, desrroy the work that is being done. If that is
not the inrention, it is difficulr to see what ir can be.
The proposal deplores rhe facr that different Member
States are pursuing differenr pigbreeding policies. Bur
what else should they do? Conditions ari quite differ-
ent in Denmark and Sicily, for example. And some
countries, Denmark for one, have put more into
pigbreeding rhan others. So the pigs are different andit is only undersrandable and reasonable that the
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different countries should wish to ensure that their
efforts don't go for naught.
But cenain people in the Commission apparently have
rhe idie fixe rhat every form of trade must be liberal-
ized, even if this will have adverse effects. So they are
rrying to undermine the efforts of the different coun-
rries and intend to do so, moreover, with the help of
the Standing Committee on Zootechnics, in which no
country has the veto. 'S7'e in the Danish People's
Movement against the EEC will vote against this
proposal and we urge other Members to do the same,
notwithstanding the endorsement by the Committee
on Agriculture. !7e shall also, of course, be asking the
Danish Government to do the same, if and when this
unfortunate proposal comes before the Council.
Lastly, I have a question for Mr Gundelach. Is rhere
not enough work as it is connected with the Commu-
niry's agricultural organizations? Is it really necessary
to take up officials' and politicians'valuable time with
proposals that are, at best, superfluous and, at worst.,
positively harmful? For I assume Mr Gundelach agrees
with me that there are more important things to be
dealt with than making pigs uniform.
President. 
- 
The debate is closed.
The vote will be taken this afternoon at voting [ime.
'\(re shall now suspend our proceedings and resume
them at 3 p.m.
The House will rise.
(The sitting was suspended dt 12.50 p.n. and resuned at
3 P.-.)
IN THE CHAIR: MRS VEIL
President
President. 
- 
The sitting is resumed.
12. Votes
President. 
- 
The next item is the vote on motions
for resolutions on which the debate has been closed.
'!fle shall begin with the continuation of the vore on
the motion for a resolution by Mr d'Ormesson, Mr de
Courey Ling and otbers (Doc. 1-119/80): Sunteillance of
shipping routes supplying tbe Community.
I call Mr Glinne.
Mr Glinne. 
- 
(F) Madam President, last night I was
asked by the President to state whether our reference
to Rule 33 concerned paragraph 3 or paragraph 4 of
that Rule. I can now say that we are requestint [hat. it
be ascenained whether or not a quorum exists
pursuant to Rule 33 (3) of the Rules of Procedure.
President. 
- 
I note that the quorum of one-third of
rhe Members has not been reached.
Pursuant to Rule 26 (2) of the Rules of Procedure, the
motion for a resolution is referred back to commit[ee.
(Applause fron some benches of the Socialist Group)
I call Mrs Cassanmagnago Cerretti.
Mrs Cassanmagnego Cerretti. 
- 
(I) Madam Presi-
dent, I do not intend to speak either in favour or
against. I shall confine myself to saying once again
that security is a matter that concerns not only the
Group of the European Peoples Parcy but all of us.
That means that this defeat for my political pany
leaves all the polidcal forces in this House still facing
the same problem. It is unthinkable that a situadon like
this should be used to embarrass a pafiy which, when
all is said and done, has never, when in power,
provoked wars or invasions, but has always striven for
Peace.
(Applause from some benches in the Centre)
President. 
- 
Ladies and gentlemen, I should tell you
rhat this morning at their meeting the chairmen of the
political groups made a great effon to reconcile
opposing views. In this connection I should like
personally to thank Mrs CassanmaBnago Cerretti.
I call Mr Scott-Hopkins.
Mr Scott-Hopkins. 
- 
Madam President, what has
just happened is no defeat for anybody. Ve shall be
debadng this matter in committee and it will come
back to the floor of the House at a later stage.
However, my reason for rising is to ask whether we
could vote on the Provan report on sheepmeat on
Thursday. The reason for asking this is that the
amendments to it have only just come out in some
languages, while in others they have not yet come out.
I am quite prepared to go to a vote now if that is the
wish of the House, but I understand that in many
languages the amendments have only just been circu-
lared, while in others they have nol yet been circu-
lated. I am only asking for a postponement of the vote
until Thursday to allow honourable Members of all
Broups to take a view on the various amendments.
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President. 
- 
I call Mr Luster to speak on a point of
order.
Mr Luster. 
- 
(D) Madam President, ladies and
gentlemen, this is the first opponunity I have had to
speak, although I feel I did ask for rhe floor prompdy
enough. I just wanted to ask 
- 
and I can now do so in
the presence of the migrant workers who have now
entered the Chamber 
- 
whether it is nor right, when
a request has been made pursuant to Rule 33 (3), that
it is for the President ro ascerrain wherher the requesr
has in fact been made by l0 Members. I may be
mistaken, but I was unable to see you, Madam Presi-
dent, ascenaining whether this was the case. In my
view, ir cannor be deduced from the fact that
30 Members supponed a requesr pursuanr to Rule 33(4) yesterday that, firstly, any requesr at all and,
secondly, a different requesr, made pursuant to
Rule 33 (4), has rhe necessary suppon. I therefore
doubt, Madam President 
- 
with all respecr and wirh
all the sympathy I have for you 
- 
whether it was right
to proceed to the counr before ir had been ascenained
that l0 Members suppon rhe request. The facr that
apan from Mr Glinne l0 members of rhe Socialist
Group were in rhe Chamber does not, of course, mean
that those Members necessarily supporr Mr Glinne's
request. This is panicularly true of the Socialist
Group.
(Laughter)
Madam Presidenr, you now have rhe opponuniry of
making the counr before a somewhar fuller House.
For form's sake I would rherefore ask you to essablish
whether my requesr is correct and if it is, to acr
accordingly.
(Some applausefrom tbe centre and the ight)
President. 
- 
Mr Lusrer, the vorc in question should
have been taken yesrerday. Yesterday we received a
request signed by 37 Members, which referred rc
Rule 33 without indicating which paragraph. Mr
Glinne has just explained rhat the reference was ro
paragraph 3. Yesrerday's requesr is therefore still
perfectly valid wirh a view ro establishing whether
there is a quorum presenr today. There is no question
of a new vote.
13. Agenda
President. 
- 
You have jusr heard Mr Scott-Hopkins
ask that the vote on rhe Provan repon be posrponed
until Thursday, because of the fact rhar all rhe amend-
ments have nor yer been distriburcd in all rhe
languages.
I call Mr Buchou.
Mr Buchou. 
- 
(F) Madam President, this vote has
already been postporred several times for various
reasons. It would seem rhar the political groups and all
the Members have had time to study all aspects of this
report. On behalf of my group therefore I propose
that the vorc be taken at the time originally agreed
uPon.
President. 
- 
I shall consult Parliament on this
request when the motion for a resolution is due to be
voted on.
14. Votes (continuation)
President. 
- 
Ve shall now consider the motion for a
resolution by Mrs Le Roux and otbers (Doc. I-115/80):
Code of conduct for oessek carrying noxious substances.
I call Mrs Le Roux.
Mrs Le Roux. 
- 
(F) Madam President, after the
Amoco Cadiz disaster the Commirree on Regional
Policy, Regional Planning and Transpon organized a
public hearingin 1978. Among orher rhings, rhis hear-
ing produced a number of recommendations on ways
of appreciably reducing rhe risk of accidents involving
hydrocarbons. Similarly, a Senatorial commirree of
enquiry in France has drawn various conclusions also
aimed ar reducing these risks.
The French Government has been incredibly passive in
not taking accounr of recommendations that have thus
been made by a wide range of exper$. Today, by
submitting r.o the vorc resolutions proposing. thar
national sovereignty in rhe marter of the supervision of
oil tankers should be abandoned to the Community
certain Members of rhis House are repearing and
sustaining this passive approach. For us there is no
question of proposing that rhe Community should
replace the Member Smrcs. Funhermore, these resolu-
tions are a srep backwards compared with the conclu-
sions drawn by the Committee on Regional Policy,
Regional Planning and.Transpon in 1979, when the
report. presented by Lord Bruce of Donington in
January of rhar year said 
- 
in Recommendarion
No 52:
It is necessary for rhe Member States of the EEC to
enforce unilaterally wirhin their waters those conventions
to which they are parties, wherher or nor they have been
ratified.
And later it added:
On the basis of the evidence heard ar rhe Paris hearing,
the committee were not convinced of the immediate need
[o set up any form of 'disasrcr force'.
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And chis is the tenor of the resolution that has been
put before this Assembly today by the French members
of the Communist and Allies Group. It is not possible,
as the other motions for resolutions do, to ignore the
role of the oil and insurance companies and the banks,
which, to assure themselves of greater profits, scorn
the law of the land and laugh at the consequences of
their piratical conduct. It is too easy to pass the buck
to the masters and crews and to claim accidents are
due to the weather or the perils of the sea.
It was the same commitree which in its report of Janu-
ary 1979 denounced all this. Those who are really
responsible are the oil companies and the governments
that protect them. There are international rules. The
States must ensure they are observed. Our resolution
calls on the Assembly to urge the Member States to
rake any initiative 
- 
including, I would stress, any
unilateral initiarive 
- 
to prevent a recurrence of these
accidents.
President. 
- 
I call Mrs Ewing.
Mrs Ewing. 
- 
Madam President, the House will
remember that it was on my initiative and that of the
Group of European Progressive Democrats that this
matter had a very good debate last session. Although it
was late at night. I am happy to say the House was
very full, which I think is a great credit to the Euro-
pean Parliament. It did seem to me in the debate shat
there was no disagreement on the need for the
Commission to rake rhe initiative in drawing up a code
of conduct and pressurizing the Council of Ministers
to ensure that all the Member States ratify the relevant
conventions. Some Member States have not done so,
including my own. I am not atmcking anyone here. I
think most of the Member States are culpable, though
not all.
I would ask the House to support the resolution as it
has been put forward. Ve must protect these waters
against the conduct of substandard tankers, all of
which are insured and some of which are being used
by all the oil companies. Unless we do this, there will
be no point in having fishing discussions, Madam
Presiclent, because there will be no fish left to argue
about. I would ask the House to support the resolu-
tion.
Presi<lent. 
- 
IcrliM. Calvez.
Mr Calvez. 
- 
(F) Madam President, ladies and
gentlemen, the resolution tabled by the Communist
and Allies Group follows the one which was adopted
at our last pan-session and which Mrs Le Roux has
jusr recalled. I really feel it essential to esmblish a code
of good conduct for ships transporting crucie oil, oil
producs and harmful substances. I believe the
Commission is looking into this questions, and we
look forward to seeing what action is taken in this
matter.
President. 
- 
I put the motion for a resolution to the
vo[e.
The resolution is adoprcd.
*'o"'
President. 
- 
Ve shall no consider the motion for a
resolution conmined in the repon by Mr Seligman
(Doc. 1-813/79: Research and deoelopment progr*nme
for the EAEC on plutonium.
Before considering the motion for a resolution proPer,
we must vote on Amendment No 2 by Mr Coppiercrs
and others seeking to replace the annex to the
proposal for a decision by the following text:
Annex
The main purpose of the programme is to ensure maxi-
mum safety in the storage and disposal of plurcnium, and
study the risks involved in the use of plutonium as a
nuclear fuel.
The programme comprises studies and research on:
- 
the environmenul and work-place impact of pluton-
ium,
- 
safety aspecm of plutonium transPort (not by air).
This programme will be carried out by way of contracts.'
\7hat is the rapporteur's position?
Mr Seligman, fttPporterlr. 
- 
(F) I oppose this amend-
menr, which would detract from the scope of the
text. 
-
President. 
- 
I call Mr Coppiercrs.
Mr Coppi.t..r. 
- 
(NL) Madam President, my
group requests a vote by roll call on all my amend-
ments.
President. 
- 
\7e shall use the electronic voting
system for all roll-call votes.
I put the amendment to rhe vorc.
Amendment No 2 is rejectedo.
+ For the detailed resulm of the roll-call votes please
consult the mlnutes of proceedings.
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(Parliament adopted the first three indents of the pream-
ble to tbe motionfor a resolution)
I now have Amendment No 5 by Mr Muntingh seek-
ing to replace the rest of the motion for a resolution
by a new texr ro read as follows:
- 
having regard ro the unacceprable dangers of the use
of nuclear energy ro public health, rhe funoioning of
society, the environment and human life itself;
- 
having regard to the unacceptable strain placed on
public finances by the development and use of nuclear
energy;
- 
whereas the financial and human resources that would
have been released ar European level for rhis
programme should be applied to the promotion of the
responsible use of sources of energy orher rhan
nuclear fission and fusion,
Rejects the Commission's proposal.
Vhat is the rapponeur's position?
Mr Seligman, rapporteilr. 
- 
(F) I am againsr rhis
amendmenr, Madam Presidenr. Parliament expressed
its views on rhis subject during the debate on the Fuchs
rePort.
President. 
- 
I put rhis amendmenr ro rhe vore.
Amendmenr No 5 is rejected.
On the fourth indent I have two amendmenm:
- 
Amendmenr No l/rev. by Mr Coppieters and
others seeking to amend this indent ro read as
follows:
'- considering chat the first directly-elected Parliament
has a particular obligation to reflect and take accounr
of public concern, especially when considering techni-
cal or scienrific developments of an irreversible narure,
with far-reaching consequences, and having regard ro
the fact that concern about the risks associared wirh
plutonium, far from being allayed by rhe information
which official sources have provided, has become
more widespread since the previous Parliament
adopted its resolutions of 197+ on plutonium recy-
cling and 1976 on reprocessing of irradiated fuels and
materials'
- 
Amendment No 29 by Mr Linkohr seeking ro add
the following sub-indents:
'- on the communication from the Commission of the
European Communities to the Council on the fast
breeder option in the Community conrexrt',
'- on the operation of rhe Eurarom inspecrorate2.'
' 
OJNo.C63, 13.3.1978,page45
' 
OJNo.C 127, 21.5. 1979,page44
These amendmenrc are murually exclusive.
\flhat is the rapponeur's position?
Mr Seligmann, rupporteur. 
- 
(F) I am in favour of
Mr Linkohr's amendmenr and opposed to Mr Coppie-
ters'.
President. 
- 
I put
vote.
Amendment No l/rev. ro rhe
Amendment No l/rev. is rejected.
I put Amendment No 29 to the vote.
Amendment No 29 is adopted.
(Parliament adopted thefourth indent thus amended)
After the founh indenr I have Amendment No I I by
Mr Coppieters and others seekint ro inserr a new
indent to be worded as follows:
'- having regard to the present inabiliry of the nuclear
industry ro increase the reprocessing of spenr fuel
withour encounrcring serious rechnical problems
about safety and rhe exposure of the work force to
high radiarion levels, the major difficulties encoun-
tered ar the prototype stage with fast breeder technol-
ogy, and the widespread reluctance of local communi-
ties to agree !o wasrc disposal schemes the safery of
which appears to them uncenain.'
\flhar is rhe rapponeur's position?
Mr Seligmann, rrrpporteul. 
- 
(F) I am against rhis
amendment, Madam President.
President. 
- 
I put the amendmenr ro rhe vorc.
Amendment No l1 is rejected.
(Parliament adopted the fifih indent)
On paragraph I I have rwo amendmenrc seeking ro
replace this paragraph by a new texr:
'-Amendment No 12 by Mr Coppierers and orhers:
'I . Exprcsses deep concern that considerable quantities of
plutonium conrinue to be produced in reacrors
throughout the Community, despite the fact that there
are no beoadly accepted safe ways of either using it or
disposing of it, and considers that this must lead co
increasing social and political tensions;'
- 
Amendmenr No 30 by Mr Linkohr:
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'1. Expresses deep concern that, while considerable
quantides of plutonium continue to be produced in
reactors in the Community, there are as yet no
.broadly accepted safe ways either of using it or of
disposing of it;'
These amendmenm are mutually exclusive.
Vhat is the rapponeur's position?
Mr Seligmann, rdpPorteur. 
- 
(F) I am against this
amendment, Madam President.
President. 
- 
After paragraph I I have two amend-
ments seeking to insen new paragraphs:
- 
Amendment No 5 by Mr Sassano:
lA. Recognizes also the need to make a careful assess-
ment of an effective plutonium recycling policy.
- 
Amendment No 7 by Mr Sassano:
lB. Stresses the need to pursue an adequate policy of
quality safeguards in respect of all problems
connected with the plutonium cycle'
Vhat is the rapporteur's position?
Mr Seligmann, rapporteur. 
- 
I am in favour of both
amendments, Madam President.
(In successioe ootes Parliament adopted Amendments
Nos 6 and 7)
President. 
- 
On paragraph 2 I have two amend-
ments seeking to replace this paragraph by a new text:
- 
Amendment No 13 by Mr Coppieters and others:
2. Considers the safety of the population at large, and of
ffir.".I.**n,.g 
with plutonium, to be of over-riding
- 
Amendment No 3l by Mr Linkohr:
2. Emphasizes that high priority must be accorded to the
safety of the environment and of persons working
with plutonium in aieu of tbe serious radio-toxic
hazards inoolaed.
These amendmen$ are mutually exclusive.
\7hat is the rapponeur's position?
Mr Seligman, rdPPortear. 
- 
I am in favour of the
Linkohr amendment and I am against the Coppieters
amendment, Madam President.
(ln successioe ootes Parliamenl rejected Amendments
Nos 13 and 31)
President. 
- 
On paragraph 3 I have two amend-
ments seeking to replace this paragraph by a new text:
- 
Amendment No 14 by Mr Coppieters and others:
'3. Sees a pressing need for research (including research
by groups whose staning-point is critical) into the
riski associated with the production and use of
plutonium (at the work-place and in the environ-
ment), so that existing risk may be minimized and
future danger avened;'
- 
Amendment No 32 by Mr Linkohr:
'3. Sees an essential need for the continuation of research
into the plutonium cycle in order to minimize the
occupational and environmental risks associated with
the production and use of plutonium and considers
that, in the meantime, the quantities of plutonium
produced should be kept to a minimum;'
These amendments are mutually exclusive.
Vhat is the rapponeur's position?
Mr Seligmann, rctpporteur. 
- 
I am against Amend-
ment No 14 and I am against Amendment No 32,
Madam President.
(In successioe ootes Parliament rejected Amendments Nos
14 and 32)
President. 
- 
After paragraph 3 I have two amend-
ments seeking to insen new paragraphs:
- 
Amendment No 15 by Mr Coppieters and orhers:
'3a. Considers that pending the outcome of this
research, production of plutonium should be kept
to a minimum, and steps to develop its use
suspended;'
- 
Amendment No 39 by Mrs Groes:
'3a. Believes, however, that only 4'75 m EUA sdll need
be set aside for the purpose and only 3 persons still
need be employed to administer the programme over
the new 5-year period, rather than the proposed
20 m EUA and 9 staff;'
'\7hat is the rapponeur's position?
Mr Seligmann, rdPporteur. 
- 
I am against Amend-
ment No 15 because it would delay the whole
programme, and I am against Amendment No 39
because che staJfing level has been approved by the
Committee on Budgets.
(ln successioe ootes Parliament rejected Amendments
Nos 15 and :1
President. 
- 
On paragraph 4 I have two amend-
ments:
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- 
Amendmenr No 15 by Mr Coppieters and others
seeking ro replace rhis paragraph by a new rexr ro
be worded as follows:
4. Considers that in present circumstances there is no
economic advanmge to be obtained from the recy_
cling of plutonium and no over-riding reasons, on
waste management grounds, why reprocessing \
should not be abandoned;
- 
Amendmenr No 33 by Mr Linkohr seeking to
delere this paragraph.
'lfhat is the rapponeur's position?
Mr Seligmann, rapporteur. 
- 
No to both, Madam
President.
(In successioe ootes Parliament rejected Amendments
Nos 15 and 33 and adopted paragraph 4)
President. 
- 
On paragraph 5 I have three amend-
ments:
- 
Amendment No 17 by Mr Coppieters and others
seeking to amend this paragraph to read as
follows:
5. Is of the opinion that recycling of pluronium for
' electricity generation is unnecessary since the
proponion of energy requirements that it might meet
can be covered by energy conservacion and iafe soft
energy alternarives;
- 
Amendment No 3a by Mr Linkohr seeking ro
delete rhis paratraph,
- 
Amendmenr No 40 by Mr Veronesi and Mr
Ippolito seeking to add the following rcxr ro rhis
paragraph:
5. . . . imponed uranium and alleviacing the serious
problem of radioactive wasre.
These amendmenm are mutually exclusive..
Vhat is rhe rapponeur's position?
Mr Seligmann, rapporteur. 
- 
Madam President, I am
against Amendment No 17 by Mr Coppieters; I am
against Amendment No 34 by Mr Linkohr and I am in
favour of Amendment No 40 by Mr Veronesi and Mr
Ippolito.
(In successioe ootes Parliament rejected Amendments
Nos 17 and 34 and adopted Amendment No 40 as uell
as p.tragraph 5 thus amended)
President. 
- 
On paragraph 6 I have four amend-
ments:
- 
Amendmenr No 8 by Mr Sassano seeking to
reword the paragraph as follows:
5. Recognizes, however, that the recycling of plutonium
in ligh-twater reacors, uhile not a mauer of priority, is
a useful second-line solution /or States in wiich fast-
breeder reacrors are being developed;
- 
Amendmenr No 18 by Mr Coppieters and others
seeking to delete this paragraph,
- 
Amendment No 35 by Mr Linkohr seeking to
delere rhis paragraph,
- 
Amendment No 27 by Mr Seligman seeking to add
the following words at the end of the paragiaph:
. . . and recommends that more accent be placed on recy-
cling in fast breeder reacrors, which is the more economic
path.
These amendmenrs are mutually exclusive.
Vhat is rhe rapponeur's position?
Mr Seligman, rapporteur. 
- 
Madam President, I am
surprised that these exclude each other but I am in
favour of Mr Sassano's Amendment No8; I am
against Amendment No 18 by Mr Coppieters; I am
against Amendment No 35 by Mr Linkohr and natur-
ally I am in favour of Amendment No 22 in my own
name, and thar should come before Mr Saisano,s
amendment. Is dris not possible?
President. 
- 
I put Amendmenr No l8 ro rhe vote.
Amendment No l8 is rejecred.
Amendmenr No 35 therefore falls.
I put Amendmen[ No 8 ro the vote.
Amendment No 8 is adopted.
Amendment No 27 rherefore falls.
After paragraph 6 I have Amendmenr No 9 by Mr
Sassano seeking to insen a new paragraph to be
worded as follows:
'6A. Srresses the importance and prioriry which must be
given to the development of alternadve technologies
which afford a higher degree of safery from the
angle of protecrion against radioactive pollution and,
above all, from rhat of the risk of proliferarion; rhe
existing appropriations (7 OOO OOO EUA) appear
barely adequate for such technologies;'
Vhat is rhe rapponeur's position?
Mr Seligman, rapporteur. 
- 
I am againsr.
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- 
I put the amendment to the vote.
Amendment No 9 is rejected.
On paragraph 7 I have two amendments:
- 
Amendment No 4 by Mr Ghergo seeking to add
rhe following words to this paragraph:
7. . . . panicularly with a view to the adoption of possi-
ble directives or other Communiry provisions;
- 
Amendmenr No 19 by Mr Coppieters and others
seeking to add the following tex[ at the end of this
paragraph:
7. . . . ; requesm that the Council decision on the
present programme be postponed until the above-
mentioned conclusions are available and have been
examined by the Parliament.
These amendments are mutually exclusive.
\7hat is the rapponeur's position?
Mr Seligman, rapporteur. 
- 
| am in favour of
Amendment No 4, by Mr Ghergo, and I reject
Amendment No 19, by Mr Coppieters.
President. 
- 
I put Amendment No 19 to the vote.
Amendment No l9 is rejected.
I put Amendment No 4 to the vote.
Amendment No 4 is adopted.
(Parliament adopted paragraph 7 thus amended and
Plrdgrlph 8)
After paragraph 8 I have two amendments seeking to
insert two new paragraphs:
Amendment No 20 by Mr Coppieters and others:
'8a. In the absence of any explanation from the Commis-
sion of the need to develop costly and potentially
dangerous techniques for transponing plutonium by-
air, ialls on the Commision to abandon this aspect of
its proposa[;'
- 
Amendment No 36 by Mr Linkohr:
'8a. Requests the Commission to study the impact on
citiiens' rights of added security measures which
. may be nei.ssary to ensure the non-diversion of
fissile plutonium, and to present recommendations to
the Mimber Sates on the basis of consultations with
the public authorities and other organizadons
concerned;'
'!7hat is the rapporteur's position?
Mr Seligman, rapporteur. 
- 
(F) I am against these
two amendmenr, Madam President.
(In successioe aotes Parliament rejected Amendments
Nos 20 and 35 and adopted paragraph 9)
President. 
- 
On paragraph l0 I have three amend-
ments seeking to replace this paragraph by a new text:
- 
Amendment No 10 by Mr Sassano:
10. Poinrs out that the proposed Programme does not
conflict with the conclusions of the International
Nuclear Fuel Cycle Evaluation Programme;
- 
Amendment No 2l by Mr Coppieters and orhers:
lO. Considers that the Council should await the repon
of the INFCE and amendments to the Commission
proposal which may be made in the light of it, before
adopting the present proposals.
- 
Amendment No 37 by Mr Linkohr:
lO. Points out that this programme may have to be
revised in the light of'the repon of the Inrcrnadonal
Nuclear Fuel Cycle Evaluation and of the Commis-
sion's report on the first research programme on the
plutonium cycle.
These amendments are mutually exclusive.
\flhat is the rapponeur's position?
Mr Seligman, rdPPorteur. 
- 
I am atainst Amend-
ments Nos 2l and 37 , and I am favour of and welcome
Mr Sassano's Amendment No 10.
President. 
- 
I put Amendment No 21 to the vote.
Amendment No 21 is rejected.
I put Amendment No 10 to the vote.
Amendment No l0 is adopted. Amendment No 37
therefore falls.
(Parliament adopted paragraph 11)
Afrer paragraph 1l I have four amendments seeking to
insen new paragraphs:
- 
Amendment No 3 by Mr Ghergo:
'11A. Recommends, having regard rc the fact that some
aspects of this programme are linked with topics
falling under the radiation protection programm€,
already debated and adopted by Parliament at its
sitting of 18 January 1980,1 that the Commission
should work out suitable criteria for the harmoniza-
tion and coordination of these two research
programmes;'
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Amendmenr No 23 by Mr Coppierers and others:
'1 I b. Calls for more speiific informarion from rhe
Commission about rhe selection and composition of
the 'groups of expens' ro be associated with the
programme, and asks the Commission and the
Council ro ensure rhat in future scientists critical of
plutonium rcchnology will be consulted;'
Amendment No 24 by Mr Coppierers and orhers:
'1lc. Strongly insists that rhe Commission, in carrying
out the programme, ensure rhat funds designared ai
being for research inro the safety of the plutonium
cycle should not be divened so as to constitute a
hidden subsidy to the development of plutonium
technology;'
Amendment No 25 by Mr Coppieters and orhers:
lld. Requests the Commission to adopt the following
amendments pursuant to Article 149, second para-
graph, of rhe EEC Treaty, and ro redraft its
proposals accordingly.'
\flhar is the rapponeur's posirion?
Mr Seligmann. 
- 
Madam President, I am in favour
of Amendmenr No 3, by Mr Ghergo, againsr Amend-
menr No 24 and, againsr Amendmenr No 25, by Mr
Coppieters and, surprisingly, I am in favour of
Amendment No 23, by Mr Coppieters.
(Laaghter)
(ln successioe aotes Parliament adopted Amendments
Nos 3 and 23)
President. 
- 
Icall MrJackson.
Mr Chr. Jackson. 
- 
Madam President, I wonder
whether we might save a few momenrs if you gave
instructions for the machine to be cleared immediately
or a few seconds after each vote has been regisrered,
so [hat you could declare rhe vore open immediately
when a new vore was being called. I think that would
save a few momen[s.
President. 
- 
After each vote it takes a cenain length
of time to regisrer the names; in fact, ir takes.*""tly
three and a half minutes.
I call Mr Boyes.
Mr Boyes. 
- 
I will jusr raise this poinr while we are
still waiting. Three-and-a-half minutes really is fanras-
tic with modern computers. There are various sysrems,
and one simple system these days is to put rhe names
into store and print rhem out later. In facr, many
systems do a lot of work during the day and do all the
prinring our at night. I asked last time for a repon on
the working of this sysrem and also on how the system
had been ordered. Vill you rcll us ar some rime
whether or no[ rhis repon will be fonhcoming?
( App laus e from oariou s q uarters )
President. 
- 
Mr Boyes, I must tell you straight away
thar I know norhing about electronics, but I feel thar if
we were to delay the prinring out of the names unril
later, we would run rhe risk of causing confusion
between rhe different vores, and rhat colld be very
troublesome.
It was rhe old Parliamenr rhar selecced and ordered
this electronic_voting sys[em, having, I presume, fully
informed itself on all the exisring systemi, their advan-
tages, rheir prices, erc. If the commirree responsible or
the Bureau feel that a tender should be pui our for a
new electronic voting system, we shall do that. In any
case, for the momenr we musr have this shon waiting
period between every two votes.
I call Mr Bangemann.
Mr Bangemann. 
- 
(D) I just wanted to say, Madam
Presidenc, that the machine is working very well today
and I would rherefore ask the House not rc criricize ii,
or it mighr change its mind.
(Laughter)
Mr Coppieters, 
- 
(NL) amendmenr No 25 is with-
drawn, Madam President, because rhe annex has been
dropped.
President. 
- 
On paragraph 12 I have rwo amend-
ments:
- 
Amendment No 25 by Mr Coppieters and others
seeking ro delete this paragraph,
- 
Amendmenr No 38 by Linkohr seeking ro replace
this paragraph by a new rext to read as follows:
12. Approves the proposed research and development
programme on the plutonium cycle and im safety,
subject to the above reservarions.
'!/hat is the rapponeur's position?
Mr Seligman, fttpporteur. 
- 
I am against these rwo
amendmenrs, Madam President.
President. 
- 
I pur Amendment No 26 to rhe vote.
I call Mr Enright.
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Mr Enright. 
- 
Madam President, you did invice us
to raise any points of order during this hiatus. Could I
perhaps be ruled out of order for raising a point of
order on the trips that we take down the river? They
do not return in time for the vote, and I think I ought
[o warn Members of this House that that is the case.
(Laughter)
President. 
- 
In this beautiful weather the delighm of
a trip on the Rhine make up for the embarrassment
caused by returning slightly late.
Amendment No 26 is rejected.
I call Mr Linkohr.
Mr Linkohr. 
- 
(D) I withdraw Amendment No 38,
because it no longer serves any purpose. Now that
essendally all the amendments have been rejected,
there are no restrictions, and we cannot therefore
uphold this amendment.
(Parliament adopted paragraph tZ)
President. 
- 
I now give the floor for explanations of
vote.
I call Mrs Le Roux.
Mrs Le Roux. 
- 
(F) Madam President, the French
members of the Communist and Allies Group have
had an opponunity of expressing their agreement to
international cooperation in scientific research. But
sciendfic research cannot be used as an alibi for
economic positions and panisan policies. !fle cannot
ignore the international debarc on [he plutonium cycle
or rhe course the United States wishes to dictate to
maintain control of the produc[ion of fuels and
nuclear energy in light-water reactors, which is domi-
nated by the American-based l7estinghouse company,
with irc French subsidiary Empain-Schneider. Ve for
our part feel that the programme proposed by the
Commission has a positive aspect, in that it attaches
due imponance to the safety of workers in the nuclear
industry. At the same time, there appears to be an
appreciable imbalance in favour of research relating to
Iight-water reactors. The recent repon giving an inter-
national assessment of nuclear fuel cycling, INFCE,
concludes that no method of plutonium reprocessing is
more dangerous than any other as a source of contam-
ination. This, then, cannot be the cause of the imbal-
ance to which I have just referred. Can we therefore
achieve a European consensus to put a brake on the
production of nuclear energy by breeders? This would
once agaih be contrary to the independence of the
Member States. Ve could not ansv/er for any course
of acrion which did not allow our country to make its
own choice in the energy field.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Coppieters.
Mr Coppieters. 
- 
(NL) Madam President, there are
two reasons for my voting against the Seligman report.
Firstly, because of reservarions regarding the very
grave dangers involved in the plurcnium rycle, which I
tried to emphasize in the many amendments I tabled.
Secondly, my voting against the repon has to do with
our own dignity, the dignity of this Parliament, the
influence this Parliament has and the lack of respect
shown Parliament by the other European institutions.
If we adopt the Seligman report, we shall be approving
a five-year proBramme, under which a Breat deal of
public money will be invested in something which
remains highly controversial.
This is the second programme, Madam President, but
rhe Commission has still not informed Parliament of
the results achieved with the first. It may be, as Mr
Seligman has hinted, that the outcome of that first
programme was satisfactolr, but we do not know this.
Ve should like to make our own judgement. Ve want
rhe appropriate commitrees of this Parliament to be
able to discuss the subject very thoroughly.
The Council's attitude bears witness to the same lack
of respect for Parliament, because the week after the
debate was suddenly suspended here it discussed the
Commission's proposals. The Council of Ministers
took no account whatsoever of the views of this
Parliament. If the Member States did not come to an
agreement on the Commission's programme, it was for
national reasons.
I shall vote against, Madam President, not only
because of all the dangers inherent in the plutonium
cycle, but also because we should be standing here
today shamefaced because Parliament has been put in
a very tight spot.
President. 
- 
I call Mrs Dekker.
Mrs. Dekker. 
- 
(NL) Madam President, I do not
wish to be derogatory about the technical merim this
programme undoubtedly has, but the only conclusion
that can be drawn is that these proposals do not offer a
generally acceptable solution to the enormous safety
problems and risks involved in the plutonium cycle.
Despirc this, the programme now before us is based on
the continued use and even the reprocessing of pluton-
ium without any adequate safety standards being set.
All the programme does is promote great safety or the
limiudon of risks, while no thought at all is given to
the acceptability of the remaining risks and dangers.
Another basic deficiency of this programme is that it
completely ignores the danger of proliferation that is
very closely connected with this subject. Apan from
being one of the most poisonous subsances, pluton-
ium is very dangerous: with plutonium an atomic
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weapon can be made very cheaply and without a grear
deal of involved technology.
It is clear from the Commission's proposal that
increasing quanriries of pluronium are being produced
in the Community. By the end of 1979 it was 15
tonnes a year, and this will rise ro 90 tonnes in 1990.
And it will be a great deal more by the end of the
cenrury, according to the Commission's predictions. It
is therefore incredible that rhe programme does not
have a single word [o say on how ir can be ensured
that.no plutonium is mislaid and gets into the wrong
hands. One per cenr of the plutonium stocks now helJ
throughout Europe is enough for many atom bombs of
the size dropped on Hiroshima.
Madam P.esident, to conclude my explanadon of why
I shall be voring against rhis programme in its presenr
form, I should like ro make it quite clear that in itself it
is a good thing for research and studies ro be organ-
ized and coordinated at Community level, but the
content of the programme cenainly does nothing to
alleviate the considerable concern felt abour the
continuation of the production of plutonium and
nuclear waste, while rhere are no generally acceptable
solutions to the problems connected with rhe use of
this substance and rhe disposed of waste, and ir does
nothing to refute our objections, which amounr ro a
rejection of the reprocessing of plutonium, in panicu-
lar.
Prcsident. 
- 
I call Mrs Charzat.
Mrs Charzat. 
- 
(F) Madam President, I shall be
voting against the Seligman reporr, because I have
three principal objections to it. My first objection is a
technical one and concerns the five poinrc of the
research programme and panicularly point 5. On a
large scale, the implemenrar.ion of point 5 could result
in its being impossible rc keep a check on non-proli-
feration. Once we broach the subject of the plutonium
cycle, it is nor enough ro raise the question of safety to
show how. imponant rhe proposed research
ProSramme ls.
My second objection concerns finance. Ac 20m EUA,
the budger for rhis programme is sizeable. !7ork of
little imponance does not warrant such expenditure,
which is rhe same as saying it is a waste. For 7 or 8
years rhe sums spent on the research programmes of
the European Economic Community have grown
constantly, without any sign of a guideline for a
Community energy policy.
My third objection concerns rhe cooperation agree-
ments betryeen Member Srates on the plutonium cycle.
These agreements, covered by rhe nuclear trilogy,
consequently invalidare the Seligman repon.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Van Minnen.
Mr Van Minnen. 
- 
(NL) Madam Presidenr, rhere
would seem to be almost no poinr in voring against the
nucelar energ'y lobby here. Bur I should jusr like to say
that in my view the adopdon of the Seligman reporr 
-and this is why I shall not be giving it my vote 
-would mean stimuladng rhe use of pluronium, here
under the cloak of waste. '!7har we are really talking
about is reprocessing and breeder reactors in our new
plutonium sociery. Accepdng research 
- 
that is the
packaging 
- 
would mean agreeing to complicity in
this plutonium society.
The aim of the Seligman reporr. is irresponsibly to
spread the nuclear enerty idea and irresponsibly to
make an advance on the nuclear society. But we must
bear in mind rhar there is as lirtle chance of having a
little nuclear enerty as rhere is of being a litde preg-
nant. It is, of course, a good rhing to wanr [o dispose
of nuclear was[e, bur ir oughr to be merely a rcst after
the nuclear reacrors have been stopped. Otherwise,
any research 
- 
and that, of course, is again the object
- 
will promore plutonium energy and above all rhe
plutonium economy.
In place of 'nuclear energy? Yes, provided that . . .',
the way our rha[ has always been used here in such
cowardly fashion, I would say loud and clear'nuclear
energy? No, unless . . .'. The enormous sums of money
this research cosrs could be betrer spenr on the search
for alternatives, new sources of energy, a search which
has now come ro a complete halr because of a lack of
money. That is why I shall vote against rhe Seligman
rePort.
Presidcnt. 
- 
I call Mrs Viehoff.
Mrc Viehoff. 
- 
(NL) Madam President, on behalf
of the Dutch Socialists 
- 
and you will appreciare this,
because Mr Muntingh tabled his amendmenm on
behalf of the Durch Socialisr 
- 
I would briefly like
say that we shall be voring against these proposals.
These is no need for me ro repear rhe reasons, because
I cannot explain them betrer than Mr Coppieters has
done. Please take it rhat I and we fully endorse what
he said. '
President. 
- 
S/e shall now go on ro vore on rhe
motion for a resolution as a whole.
I call Mr Coppiercrs.
Mr Coppieterc. 
- 
(NL) On behalf of my group, I
request a vote by roll call.
President. 
- 
I put the motion for a resolution as a
whole ro rhe vorc.
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President. 
- 
I put to the vote the motionfor a resolu-
tion by Mr Muntingh and others (Doc. 1 - I I 2/80): \Vorld
Consentation Strategy.
The resolution is adopted.
President
The resolution is adopted.
(Applause from some bencbes of tbe European Demo-
cratic Group)
(a) vine varieties (minimum 90 Vo aromatic varieties)
(b) maximum yield per ha limited to 40 hl
(c) minimum natural alcholic srength not less than
14 o/o vol
(d) manufacture carried out by the producers them-
selves or by a group or association of such produ-
(e) addition of alcohol not to exceed 40 0/o of the total
alcoholic srengch of the liqueur wine in question.
2. The Comcil, acting by a qaalified majoity and at the
reqaest of one or more Member States, may adopt specific
prooisions for otber quality liqueur uines produced in
specific regions by traditional metbods and to ubich the
criteia listed in tbe preceding paragraph do not apply.
-2. Detailed rules for the application of this Anicle, and
in parcicular the special conrol measures, shall be
adopted by the Coancil ir accordance witb the proce-
dure laid doun in Article 43 of the Treaty establishing
tbe European Economic Community.'
I put the amendmen['to the vote.
Amendment No 4 is adopted.
(Parliament adopted the preamble and paragraph I ofthe
mo ti on for a re s o lution )
After paragraph I I have three amendments by Mr
Curry:
- 
Amendment No I seeking to insert a new para-
graph:
'1a. Believes that the definition of quality liqueur wines
produces in specified regions should include wincs
bearing the words "sec" or "dry" whose toal alco-
holic strength by volume exceeds 15'5 0/o vol, and
whose sugar content does not exceed 40 grams/litre,
thus including very dry liqueur wines traditionallv
marketed with a total alcoholic strength between
15.50/o and 18 0/0, as well as those other liqueur
wines traditionally marketed with a total alcoholic
strength over l8 o/o;'
- 
Amendment No 2 seeking to insen a new Para-
graph:
'1b. Affirms that quality liqueur wines psr can also be
produced using concentrated must of the same varie-
ties, coming from a region adjacent to that produc-
ing the quality liqueur wine psr concerned, providing
this practice is traditionally established;'
- 
Amendment No 3 seeking to insert a new para-
graph:
'lc. Believes ihat liqueur wines and qualiry liqueur wines
in general may be put up for retail sale in glass
bottles or in containers made of eanhenware or a
comparable marerial of a capacity not exceeding ten
lirres;'
IN THE CHAIR: MR PFLIMLIN
Vice-President
President. 
- 
\fle shall now consider the motion for a
resolution contained in the second report b M,
Prooan (Doc. 1-73/80): Sheepmeat.
Mr Scott-Hopkins, do you insist on your request thal
this vote be postponed undl Thursday?
Mr Scott-Hopkins. 
- 
The only reason why I asked
for that, Mr President, was thal I was aware that at
lunch time today not all the amendments had been
[ranslated and circulated in all the languages. I am
more than prepared, on behalf of my group, to go into
the vote now, but it seemed that as the amendments
had not been translated into all the languages, it might
be difficutt for colleagues in other groups using differ-
ent languates. That was the only reason.
President. 
- 
I put this request to the vote.
It is agreed to postpone the vote until Thursday.
Ve shall now consider the second report h Mr Satra
(Doc. 1-142/80): Liqueur uines.
On the proposal for a regulation I have Amendment
No 4/corr. by Mr Ligios and others seeking to reword
Article 8 as follows:
l. The following article shall be added to Regulation
(EEC) No 338/79: 'Anicle l6 c
Specific provisions on description and presentation
may be adopted by the Council by qualified majority
on a proposal from the Commission, for cenain qual-
ity liqueur wines produced in specific regions with the
following specia[ production and manufacturing
conditions:
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(In successioe ootes Parliament adopted Amendments
Nos 1, 2 and 3 and paragrapb 2 to 4)
I put the motion for a resolution as a whole to the
vote.
The resolution is adopted.
President. 
- 
I pur ro rhe vore the morion for a reso-
lution conrained in the second report by Mr Buchou
(Doc. 1-143/80): lVine marhet.
As the resulr of the vore by show of hands was doubt-
ful, I must ask for a vote by sirting and standing.
The resolution is adopted.
oo *
President. 
- 
I put ro rhe vote the motion for a reso-
lution contained in the report by M, Gautier (Doc.
1-147/80): Fishingln tbe regulatory dred defined by the
NAFO Conoention.
The resoludon is adopted.
o 
*o
President. 
- 
I pur ro rhe vore the motion for a reso-
lution contained in rhe report by Mr Bocklet (Doc. l-41/
80): Breeding animals of the porcine species.
The resolution is adopted.
5. Decision concerning an inteim programme
to conbdt pooerty
President. 
- 
The next irem is the repon by Mr Boyes
(Doc. l-75/80), on behalf of the Commitree on Social
Affairs and Employmenr, on the
proposal from the Commission to the Council (Doc.
1-596/79) for a decision concerning an inrcrim
programme to combat poveny.
I call Mr Boyes.
Mr Boyes, rdpporteilr. 
- 
Mr President, even those in
this Parliament who are mosr devored ro the European
Community musr accepr that it has an ugly, distoned
aspect, to be seen in the ever-growing number of
people classified as being in poveny? A recently-
published symposium edircd by Professor Vic George,
Pooerty and Inequality in Common Marhet Counties,
says in the introduction:
It is a sad reflection that afrcr twenry-five years of unpre-
cedented economic growth and massive tovernment
expendicure on social securiry, povefty is still prevalent in
all EEC counries.
Further, the number of people in poveny has been
growing over these last twenty-five years, and the
present economic crisis is leading ro more and more
people enrering rhat pool. As we are aware, there is a
reladonship between unemployment and poveny, and
throughout the lasr decade the number of people who
are unemploymenr has risen ro nearly seven million.
Panicularly rcrrible is the fact, established by special-
ized research, that amongsr rhose seven million a large
and growing part is consriturcd by our yourh, who, if
this presenr situation conrinues, will be doomed for
perhaps the grearer parr of their working lives to live
ln Poverty.
'!7hen all this is considered, it is not difficult ro jusrify
the call for an inrerim programme of work ro combat
poverty in Europe. Definitions and estimates of the
level of poveny abound, but whichever one is
adopted, the same message clearly emerges: rhe
numbers living in or on rhe margin of poveny are
dramatic and of such a magnirude as rc be intolerable
in one of the richest areas of the world. The Commis-
sion, for their report, have adopted the following defi-
nition of poveny:
Individuals or families may be considered in general to be
in poverry when rhey have a command over resources rhar
is so deficient that rhey are excluded from ordinary living
patterns, customs and acrivities of the Member States in
which they live.
I am sure rhat few people would dispure this defini-
tion, and adopting a similar definirion in his recent
srudy Pooerty in the UK Professor Peter Townsend
found thar in the UK alone 12.5 million people are
living in poverry. Similarly, a cross-narional study
covering all Member States, Perceptions of pooerty in
Europe, shows thar one in four respondenm 
- 
more
precisely, 28 0/o 
- 
esrimared rhat their income was less
than that necessary for people in their situarion.
Vithin rhis vasr pool of poor, rhere is a relarively staric
body of exrreme poverry, somerimes described as the
'founh world'. This is an apr description of a body
made up of the most deprived groups in our society,
those who, because of the workings of our resource
allocation structures and mechanisms, are permanently
excluded from rhe working of our system, which
allows rhem little chance, through lack of access and
resources, of escape or advancement.
It has been esrimared rhar this body includes some
8 million people. Some say that the problem of poveny
is the problem of the individual and thar if the indivi-
dual did somerhing rc help himself he could get out of
poverty. Bur surely none of us in this Parliament will
imagine thar numbers of people ranging from 8 million
to perhaps 30 or 40 million within this Community
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have actually decided to exclude themselves from the
wealth and resources of the community. Of course
not: their situation is a reflection of the kind of society
we live in. Poveny is a function of capitalism; it is
inherent in capitalism, it is part of a society of
exploircd and exploiters. Some have strong bargaining
powers and skills that they can sell, but others, without
that advantage, are doomed to a standard of living
which ure would find unacceptable. Vhat is necessary,
therefore, is political action by all governments on the
economic front to find some solutions to the problem
of poveny; but in the immediarc, it is necessary for us
ro intervene and work with these people who are living
below the snndards we expect. Thanks to aid from the
Commission, over 20 projects in all counries, interna-
donal in character and varied in type, have been in
progress over the last 5 years, and we must acknow-
ledge the excellence of the people who have worked
on them and the way many of them have sacrificed
prospects of higher incomes if they had worked in
otherfields. I am asked to say that many of them are
around the Parliament this week, should any one want
ro discuss with them the problems of poveny. \7hat
rhey have demonstrated is above all the need for
further and continuing work in this field, and it would
be tragic if at the end of this year there were a gap of
at least two years before a funher Programme was
launched, because this would lead to a loss of
resources, of expenise, of continuity but, above all, of
rhat understanding and confidence which these people
have won from the poor amontst whom they work. It
would be dramatically unfortunate if this, their grea-
test asset, were lost. Rather than destroy, we must
build on what these people have found.
I agree that two years is a shon period for this interim
programme, but that does not necessarily mean that in
that two-year period the projects have to be orienrcd
on pure research. I urge that any new projects that are
launched should aim at action among this mass of
disadvantaged people and that real problems should be
nckled. '$fl'e must work with the poor, we must listen
to the poor. The answer to social problems does not lie
in solutions prescribed by middle-class academics; we
must sit down together and work out solutions, and
rhis can only be done by people interested in this field
who work with the people concerned.
lt is, therefore, absolutely essential that this Parliament
supports this resolution asking for 9 million units of
aciount over the nex[ two years to finance this inrcrim
programme until a new, major and, I hope continuing
programme of effon with the people living in Poverty
is launched. Many workers, not only in the United
Kingdom but throughout the Communiry, feel that the
Community is a failure, and this is one of the few ways
in which the Community can demonsrate that it is
prepared to do something for the poorer sections. The
big advantage of this panicular programme is that it is
trinsnational, it works with people in all countries; in
fact, I believe it is the only programme at the moment
that covers each and every country in rhe Community.
Finally, Mr President, if this Parliament will not speak
for these people, who is going to speak for them?
These people, terribly disadvantaged as they are, are
without doubr the group that is least able to argue for
irself, the least able to fight for its rights and, because
of the nature of our society, the least willing to fight
for its rights; and so rhose who argue on their behalf
must come from all strata of society, must be workers
who have worked on the poverty protramme or
parliamentarians in our national governments. This
Eu.opean Parliament and its elected Members have a
responsibility and a duty also to call insistently for a
transformation of our society in the name of those
who are most disadvannged in the Community 
- 
the
group of people that are living in abject Poverty.
I hope, Mr President, that we shall have the unani-
rnou, ruppo.t of all groups in this Parliament for this
interim protramme against poverty.
President. 
- 
I call Mr McCanin to speak on behalf
of the Group of the European People's Pany (Chris-
tian Democratic Group).
Mr McCartin. 
- 
Mr President, on behalf of my
group I think I can support practically all that has been
said by the previous speaker; on behalf of the Chris-
tian Democratic Group in this Parliament. I can
support the request for an interim programme to fill
the gap between the expiry of the present contract and
the publicadon of the results of the programme since
irs inception four years ago.
I do not think anybody will deny that the European
Economic Community has made considerable Progress
on the economic front in the last few years, and I
think most people will admit that, on the social side,
the number and quality of social welfare schemes and
schemes of assistance in most Member Sutes has
almost matched and, in some cases, outpaced the
increase in the earnings and sandards of living of the
vast majority of people.
I think we had come !o the stage where economic
planners and politicians had come to the conclusion
that they had at last devised a system which gave equal
opportunity to all citizens of the Community, a system
which provided for the development of all our citi-
zens, a system which had solved the social problems
we have known in the past.
But the present economic crisis has underlined for us
the fact that such a system has not yet been devised,
that poverty is not something that is found only in the
Third \7orld and in the hismry books, and that in our
present society there does exist a considerable amount
of poverty, if not absolute poverty, then at least rela-
tive poveny according to the definitions accepted by
the Commission and the European Economic
Community.
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This poveny does exist, because there are sections of
our population which have not the resources nor the
abiliry ro help themselves. It is also there because
people believe it is there, because 12 o/o of the people
of-this Community believe rhat they have not gor a
sufficient income ro give them the itandard of iiving
they think rhey are entirled ro, because 4 o/o of rhi
people in rhis Community believe they are poor, and
because 2 0/o of the cirizens of rhis Community see
themselves as living on rhe lowest rung of the iocial
ladder.
This is a siruarion we can only regret, but while people
see things in rhis way, we cannor deny its seriousness.
It is inreresting ro nore that in Ireland, which has rhe
lowest average income in rhe Communiry, only 6 o/o of.
rhe people believe rhey are poor, while in Brirain,
France and Italy rhe figures are lO o/0,9 o/o and,7 o/0.
This underlines rhar poveny is a relative thing and is
panly in the minds of the people so affected.
It could also be pointed our, from a study of poveny
and its causes, thar in Britain and Ireland the attitudl
and tendenry of the vasr majoriry is to artribute
poveny to the failure of the individual himself, while
on the mainland of Europe, and panicularly in France
and Iraly, the attitude is rhat the State, the economic
system, the people in power, are responsible for the
situarion. At any rarc, povefty does exist.
If there is any lesson to be learnt from the rapid
economic growth in the last ren years in this Commu-
nity, it is thar expansion of economic activity does not
solve all our problems. Social justice does nor jusr
happen. It is something that musr be sought afrcr,
planned for, worked for and legislated for, and there
will always be people within our Community whose
rights must be protected by legislation from rhe ambi-
tions of other sections within our Communiry. This is
something we cannor ignore.
Broadly speaking, poverty is rc be found in rhree
different areas; it is to be found in the individual who
for personal reasons is in a disadvantaged position,
whether from ill health, size of family or wharever.
This is rhe personal poveny you can find anywhere.
Then you have the pockets of poveny which exist in
under-developed rural areas, in badly planned towns
and ciries throughout the Community, and, finally,
you have poverry on a wider regional level. This is a
poveny we cannor ignore because within this Commu-
nity cirizens of each area know how the cirizens in
other areas exist and live, and if this is rc be a Euro-
pean Economic Communiry the poveny of a region is
as much a case of poveny as is a pocket of poviny in
an urban area or the poveny of an individual.
In the present economic crisis we can all see thar the
problem of poveny is accentuared, because when
profit margins shrink, costs increase and standards of
living are threarened, rhe strong always fight to main-
tain their posirion and the weak always suffer. It is
particularly importanr thar we should re-dedicare
ourselves ro the rask of solving rhese problems ar rhe
present rime.
Ve should also consider rhe people who have devoted
the lasr four years rc rhis problem, the 400-500 people
throughout Europe 
- 
70 people in my own coun[ry
- 
who have acquired skills, who have devoted a
considerable amounr of rime, who have developed an
ability to study and solve rhese problems. Ve must ask
ourselves what will happen ro rhese people in the
interim. I suppon rapporr.eur Alan Boyes when he asks
for rhe position of these people rc be considered so
thar rheir mlenm should be not allowed to go ro was[e,
so that they may be given an opportunity io work for
the next rwo years on action p.ogr.rn..i. I would ask
Parliament to consider rhis carefully and to suppon
our plea that rhe inrernal programme be remined.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Oehler to speak orr behalf of
the Socialist Group.
Mr Oehler. 
- 
(F) Mr Presiden\ m^y I first of all
draw artention to the fact that there is an exhibirion on
poverty on the ground floor of the Palais de l'Europe.
There is poveny in Europe. This may seem a rrire
starement, but behind it is a terrible condemnation of ,
our '$7'esrern society. Poorly housed, badly cared for,
largely illiterate, different, misundersrood, unwanted
- 
it is rhese qualities that characterize the people of
the Fourth !7orld. How many of them are thire in
Europe? Eight to ren millions. 'S7'hatever rhe figure, it
is staggering, especially for us who ought ro be contin-
ually striving ro improve living and working condirions
in the Community and who are wresiling with the
problems of food surpluses in Europe! How can we
remain indifferent when confronted wirh rhe results of
a Commission survey which shows that l l 9/o of Euro-
peans say they have to economize on food, 28 o/o
consider that their income is less than appears neces-
sary and 10 0/o 
- 
or, one European in ten 
- 
regard
themselves as poor. One cannot help conrrasting the
enormous squand6ring of our natural resources, our
expendirure on defence, wirh the abject poveny of
children and adulr, the shantytowns, rhe -slums, the
transit houses, and nor forgetting rhe poor agriculrural
regions. The opulence and comfon of some and rhe
destitution of others, there you have another face of
our Vestern society!
I can already hear some people saying that poveny is a
fringe phenomenon in our society, and thar wirat I
have just said might lead one rc believe that it is much
more widespread. !flell, as I see it, poveny in Europe
is not a fringe phenomenon; Europe's poor are norjust the people of rhe Founh Vorld, but also the six
million unemployed in the Community. I include also
those workers, and women and young people in pani-
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cular, who are earning less than the minimum wage,
and all those who do not have even the minimum
means of subsistence, like the farm workers and the
old people. I am referring to those whose income is
below the s[atutory minimum wage and who number
over four millions in France alone. Lasdy I have rc tell
you 
- 
sdll with reference to France 
- 
that the
number of households suffering deprivation to the
point where they have rc hand over the manaBement
of their finances to a social welfare officer has risen by
l0 o/o in five years.
Of course the numbers of the poor have risen with the
hardening of the economic crisis, and they are
continuing to rise: the unemployed, receiving little or
no benefit, young people looking for work, temPorary
workers, short-time workers, workers on shon-term
con[racts, workers paid below the minimum wage,
people on public assisnnce, and so on. Poveny is
becoming a permanent feature of our society and this
is serious, indeed it is extremely serious, because with
our present rate of economic growth we are in no
position to give any assurance that poverty will disap-
pear in the foreseeable future. \flhat we can say with
cenainty is that the poor are getting Poorer while the
rich are getting richer. \7hat we really need is for our
Member States to have the political will to combat
poverty. The Commirniry prtgramme rc which the
Socialist Group has pledged its suppon, being in the
nature of a pilot project and operatint on a modesr
budget, should serve to remind us, if we need remind-
ing, that there is still a long way to go and that it is
incumbent on all of us to do everything in our power,
both on a national and on a European level, to srcm
che tide of poveny that is threatening to engulf us.
Ir is with this in mind that I am tabling, with my
group's backing, my Amendment No 2, which seeks to
add new paragraphs 6a and 6b to the'resolution tabled
by Mr Boyes. I shall read them out to you quickly: 5a.
'Calls on the Member States to make every possible
effon, using legal, economic and social means, to
combat poverty.' 6b. 'Requests the Commission and
Parliament's Committee on Social Affairs and
Employment to monitor national schemes to combat
poverty and to repon to Parliament thereon.'
In conclusion, I should like to draw your attention to
an extremely serious source of aggravation that came
to light during the implementation of the Community
programme to combat poverty. It can be blamed on
inefficient administration, red tape, the need to submit
a preliminary application and a final application,
which every time have to be authorized and approved
by local and central authorities and ultimately by the
Commission in Brussels. As a result of this lengthy and
complex procedure some projects provided for under
the Community programme to combat poveny have
never come to see the light of day. Some associations
have taken on staff in the expectation of Community
funds and have then had to let their staff go. I also
object to the procedure under which the associations
are expected to complete their projects by aking out
loans, before being reimbursed at the rate of 50 o/o
from Communiry funds. To prevent a recurrence of
these tiresome practices I have tabled my Amendment
No 2, with new paragraph 5c, which reads as follows:
'suggests that pilot projects under the Co-mmunity's
p.og.a..e to iombat poveny should be defined more
closely than in rhe past, between the beneficiary asso-
ciations and the Commission, and that assistance
should not be related to the expenditure incurred but
should be granted on the basis of the project accePted
and ar the beginning of the operations so as to elimi-
nate the need to resort to private or public loans
before Community subsidies are paid out.'
IN THE CHAIR: MR ROGERS
Vice-President
President. 
- 
I call Mr Spencer to speak on behalf of
the European Democratic Group.
Mr Spencer. 
- 
I am pleased on behalf of my group
to welcome this report. Perhaps I might personally
welcome also the statement by the rapporteur, which I
thought was eminently responsible. I am glad that the
committee system of filtering out ideas has worked so
well in this panicular instance.
Vhen we are dealing with the question of poveny our
case is not helped by over-sta[ement. There are pock-
ets of poverty in our society and it is our duty to do
what we can to deal with them. But I think'attempts to
define poveny in percentage terms is quite lircrally a
case of chasing our own tail. Unless, that is, we are to
have a society where we all earn exactly the same. The
evidence of such societies when we look round the
world is that in those societies everybody is poorer.
On the projects themselves, I would admit to this
House chat I had some reservations when we discussed
the matter in October, so together with colleagues I
wenr to look at those under way in the Unircd King-
dom. I was very impressed. They are substantially on a
voluntary basis, carried out by volunteers. They are
primarily helping people to help themselves and a lot
of them have the side effect of taking the strain off
overstretched social security systelrrs. I trust that
whatever new projects are brought forward will be in a
similar mould over the next two years.
It is therefore essential that these projec6 should
continue 
- 
a[ least the poverty programme imelf
should continue 
- 
and there should be no hiatus. But
equally we must not abandon the concept of a time-
scale for our discussions and exploration of the prob-
lems of poverty. No one is suggesting a wholesale
transfer of the social security systems of Europe to a
i
I
t,
I
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European level and we should not begin ro fool
ourselves thar these projecrs in any way perform thar
role. They will only be of wide and lasdng use if rheir
experience is srudied and their wisdom spread. That
means rhat successful schemes must be taken up at
national level once the period of Community funding
is over. This Community will have provided the seed-
corn but ir is our dury to make sure rhar rhe harvest is
reaped ar national level. So on behalf of the group.l
am pleased ro welcome this repon.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Mrs Poirier to speak on behalf of
the Communisr and Allies group.
Mrs Poirier. 
- 
(F) Mr President, as Mr Frischmann
has been urgenrly called away ro Paris I hope you will
allow me to speak in his place.
The problem of poveny is so vast and in many ways so
disressing 
- 
as everyone is quick ro poinr ou[, and
there is no shortage of examples 
- 
rhat to combat it
effectively and gradually to eliminare it would require
fundamental changes in the economic and poliiical
order. Inevitably, we believe, rhe Community
programme recommended to us by Mr Boyes in his
report and in the motion for a resolurion under
debate, while having our supporr, is very limired in its
scope and has, in our view, a very narrow perception
of the phenomenon of poveny in the Community. It
musr be quite clearly understood thar neither the
expenditure of a few million EUA on a few pilot
projects nor a further series of academic [rearises on
poveny is any substitute for a meaningful social policy.
In this respect, the policies pursued by each of rhe
Member States, characrerized by an austerity thar
draws irs inspirarion largely from Community iniria-
tives, have rended, if anything, to spread poveny and
insecurity among a growing number of families. That
is why, in facr, we consider [rans-narional programmes
to be of doubcful value.
To the rwelve million poor in rhe United Kingdom
mentioned by Mr Boyis we need to add a sli*ghtly
greater number for France, and estimates on the same
scale are valid for each of rhe Member States of the
Community. Ir is generally accepred that we are talk-
ing of one family in four and rhat, in the orher coun-
tries, a furrher one family in four is ar rhe extremes of
poverty and in cenain regions rhe siruarion reaches
disaster proportions. A case in poinr is the island of
R6union, where 300 000 our of rhe 500 000 inhabi-
tants are below rhe poveny level and unemploymenr
stands at 60 o/0.
The Commission, although obviously not pointing ro
the real cause of this situation, has nevenheless recog-
nized it itself since, in its proposal to the Council for
the adoption of an interim programme, it admits that
there has been no appreciable fall in the level of
poveny in rhe Communiry and thar it has in fact risen
since the launching of rhe first protramme. This is
tantamoun! ro an admission thar the specific measures
introduced have been ineffective. As for rhe reasons
given 
- 
rhe crisis brought upon us by a malevolent
farc 
- 
they do nor hold warer in our view because, if
that is the case, whar exacrly is the crisis? Irs real roors
are in capitalism, which is the basis on which our
sociery functions 
- 
Mr Boyes said as much a moment
ago 
- 
and which allows the few ro reap huge profits
and the majority ro languish in increasing poveny. No
less a scandal in such a situation is [he enormous
expendirure on defence, which is no stranger rc capi-
talism either, for polidcal reasons, but also because
armamenrs are a source of considerable profits for
some.
As for the solutions, all the declarations and the prom-
ises made since the European Community came into
being remain unfulfilled, as with all declarations of
good intent and promises. Just rhink of all the rhings
that were said or written on rhe eve of direct elections
to this Assembly last year abour the possibility of these
measures leading ro a social breakthrough! Vell, faced
as we are wirh low wages whose purchasing power has
been knocked for six by inflarion, wirh rhe humiliatron
of relying on social securiry, wirh unemploymenr, we
cannor expect people ro wait for charity, we have to
fight! And ir is unfonunately the old people, rhe
unemployed, the handicapped, single mothers, immi-
grants and many orhers who bear rhe brunt of rhe
crisis and who find it most difficult to organize them-
selves or to fight back.
'!7e do not believe, therefore, that any durable solu-
tion to the problem of poveny in Europe can be found
in the framework of the policy being pursued at the
momenr, which consists in restructuring, redeploy-
ment, inregration and austerity. That will not of
course prevent us from supponing any measures rhar
might help ro ease the burden of some people. In that
spirit we shall therefore vote in favour of Mr Boves,
repon and argue for one or two amendments.
President. 
- 
I call Mrs Nielsen ro speak on behalf of
the Liberal and Democratic Group.
Mrs Nielsen. 
- 
(DK) Mr President, the repon on an
interim programme to combar poveny drawn up by
Mr Boyes is, in the opinion of my group, a very bad
smning-point for a debate in this House. In fact, I
might call it a 'poveny-srricken' repon. Narurally we
in the Community should do whar we can to combat
poverty, but we need to define ir more clearly than we
have done up ro now insread of ralking in clicbis.
'\Ufle musr look ar what has happened since measures
were adopted in the Council in 1974 ro ser up a
I
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programme on an experimental basis to combat
poverty. Of course it is necessary to have intentions.
And it is also absolurcly essential to direct these inten-
tions towards specific goals. And this could have been
done with the appropriations earmarked for the
various projects. But what about the results? '$7ell,
even in the documenr we have seen it is acknow-
ledged that up to now there have been no tangible
results. This is why the Commission is proposing some
measures to cover an interim period of a few years,
rhat is from 1 December this year until about two
years later, when it is hoped the Council can come up
with some results and conclusions.
I have to admit I am somewhat doubtful about
whether these different projects are all that sensible
and well thought out, precisely because they are drag-
ging on and look like dragging on for some time. I feel
that, if one knows beforehand that something will take
time, then that should be allowed for, but if something
is begun which is supposed to take a shon time and
then, when that time has passed, it is realized that
more time is needed, so more appropriations are made
available and then it turns out that even that is not
long enough to produce resulr, then I am somewhat
perturbed, because it suggests that we do not really
know very much about what it is we are aiming at. It
seems to me we have been over keen to implement
measures without really thinking them through and
also without really having thought what we hoped to
achieve thereby. I do not think it serves any useful
purpose to implement some[hing on a theoretical basis
if it produces no prac[ical result. At the same time, I
am fully aware of Parliament's dury and responsibility
to give help where help is needed, but I have the
impression that over the years there have been people
who, in dealing with this delicate matter 
- 
and it is a
delicarc matter 
- 
have acted without taking time to
analyse it carefully and perhaps come up with criti-
cisms, for fear of being labelled antisocial. I have
always contended this is something one should cake
one's time over and I cannot see that this means one is
being inhumane, on the conuary. Instead, other
speakers have been anxious to demonstrate their great
concern for their fellowmen and supported these
proposals uncritically. I, however, think that we in
Parliament would be well advised to say that we still
need a definition of the term 'poveny'. As I have said,
we get one definition after another: the Commission
has its definition, the Council has its definition and
social scientists have various other definitions. To be
'poor' can mean many different things.
Moreover, I do not think either that we should uncrit-
ically agree to use funds to extend projects or set new
ones up, before we are quite sure that we shall achieve
reasonable results from them, because they ought
eventually to lead to employment for those involved in
these projects. The idea should be to help those who
need help.
I do not believe it will enhance our reputation to
approve such and such a measure if it then turns out
rhat the resulrc are not really terribly good. I also
question the truth of the assertion in the motion for a
resolution that if a protramme to combat poveny is
not financed in the interim, Community action in this
field cannot be considered complete. 'Ve can just go
on like that! I do not underestimate what has been
done 
- 
I simply do not know enough about it. Vhat
has been done? I am merely saying we can go on like
that indefinitely: '\7e aren't ready yet, we haven't got
far enough, we must. start-a fresh scheme . . .' Vhen
are we going to get any definite resulm? \Thatever
subject we may be dealing with, I am always suspicious
of the cry, ''W'e need more time, we need more
money.' There is no end [o that. I believe most
strongly that being poor does not always have to do
wirh money and it cannot always be dealt with by
financial means. If there are people scattered about
our Member States who are regarded as poor by some,
I always ask myself: Even if these people do not earn
as much as the average or as much as is assumed to be
necessary to maintain an average standard of living,
does it mean that these people are poor in spirit? Does
it mean they cannot live a life wonhy of human
beings? Because you cannot buy everything with
money. I simply do not believe you can compare
poveny in the sense of impecuniousness with mental
poveny. For anyone who believes you can buy every-
rhing with money, is devaluing human existence and it
is precisely here that we see the crucial difference
between a Socialist and a Liberal artitude rc people.
If the discussion in our committee on this subject was
so unsatisfactory and the report we are dealing with
today is so poor 
- 
we quite simply toned down the
conclusion, as Mr Boyes will cenainly remember 
-rhis is because in our view Mr Boyes as raPPoneur
used this extremely serious subject, of people who for
one or other reason, perhaps a combinarion of
reasons, are in need and therefore need to be helped,
to launch an ideological attack on a society which he
despises. Ve have been treated to the same smears
again roday. This capitalist society is to be blamed for
the fact thar there are people who are in need. It is the
rich who exploit the poor, and so on. Mr Boyes with
this kind of ralk we just ruin any attempt ro discuss
rhis extremely serious matter. For us Liberals, the indi-
vidual is what matters and we try to give help and
support where it is needed. That is rhe kind of help and
support we would be glad to endorse and devote our
energies to.
Let me conclude by saying that a precondition for
every individual to be able to live a decent life is that
individual help should be given at the outset. Every
individual human being should have a basic knowledge
on which to build; and those who lack chis in later life
must be given other forms of help geared to their
particular needs. This is good Liberal policy.
President. 
- 
I call Mrs Dienesch to speak on behalf
of the Group of European Progressive Democrats.
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- 
(F) Mr President, undoubtedly one
could chillenge some of the definitions and some of
the methods. It is precisely by trying to arrive at a
deeper understanding of these two aspects of the prob-
lem rhat we can best mckle the problem itself.
Let us deal first with the definisionl. 53 0/o of the citi-
zens of Europe, proud though they are of their social
legislation, live in ignorance or disregard of 8 million
of their fellow citizens. That is a fact. No one can
deny that this in imelf constitutes a problem.
How to define those that we call poor? The word
'poor', in fact, as the previous speaker said, is perhaps
inadequate. Although, generally speaking, the people
of the Founh !florld are among those with the slen-
derest resources, what characterizes this poveny of
resources is a sense of humiliadon and isolation from
their fellow beings experienced by people who are
perforce denied their normal place in society. In every
country, therefore, they do not fit into any of the clas-
sifications that serve so often to salve consciences. The
abstract idea that some people conjure up of them is
very far removed from the reality of everyday life of
these families. I believe we should also beware of
lumping them together with such social carcgories as
the aged, the handicapped or the unemployed, who
are cenainly very disadvantaged. But the people of the
Fourth Vorld are also distinguished by their inability
to get toBether, to obtain a hearing, to form pressure
groups or mutual protection groups, or to demand
t!eir righrc.
Now, as long as we are prepared to tolerate the exist-
ence in Europe of people so far down the social
ladder, we cannot talk about respect for human rights
- 
which, after all, Europe has a duty to protect and to
promote. And so we have an urtent task on our hands,
a task that we have to undenake with only very slen- 
.
der resources. Having dealt with the problem of defi-
nition, I come to the problem of methods. It is not for
us to interfere with national programme or to take
over the responsibilities of national go'*rernmenr. But
where there is a real gap, as in this area, we have an
obligation to see that we gain a better insight into the
problem and to search out the best methods which,
having been put to the [est in all our communities,
could provide inspiration for all our countries. Thus,
after five years or so we should be in a position to
begin drawing up some guidelines.
Ireland and France have led the way 
- 
and, inciden-
tally, I was extremely sorry to hear one of my
colleagues point an accusing finger at France. Ireland
succeeded in creating a very good central organiza-
tion. France set up, on a limired scale admirtedly, child
care centres catering for the health, schooling and for
various examinations that these children might be
asked to take. I am privileged to have been associared
with promoting this idea ro help children. These
centres are able ro house under one roof all the social
services responsible for children and to idendfy at a
very early stage these poor of the Founh Vorld before
the traumatism has become irreversible.
I,believe these are all very imponanr points to remem-
ber. I wish to say one lasr thing. !7'e must of course
continue with our surveys, side by side with carefully
chosen pilot projecrs. These surveys will nor only help
the poor, rhey will enable us also to encourage
measures that will help our sociery to improve irs
structures and the qualiry of its social protrammes.
They will. provide a welcome conrriburion in many
ways.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Coppieters.
Mr Coppieters. 
- 
(NL) Mr President, Mr Boyes'
report and the resolution on which we will be voting in
fact represent an urgently needed emergency solution.
\flhat we are concerned with is the rescue of a number
of very valuable, if modest, pilot programmes ro
combat poveny in our own wealthy European coun-
uies. The funds requested are also extremely modest.
The rapponeur has himself rightly drawn artenrion ro
this. Ve must obviously find these funds. I assume thar
Parliament will be approving these resolurions with
enthusiasm. Ve must express our admiration and our
thanks to those direcdy involved in rhe various coun-
ries. They do not try [o parronize the poor, bur ro
involve them in everyday life again. This does nothing
to alter the fact, Mr Presidenr, thar rhe European insri-
tutions, including Parliament, are confronted with a
phenomenon 
- 
poverty 
- 
of which only rhe sy-mp-
toms, not the causes, are visible. The European Parlia-
ment must conduct a thorough and comparative exam-
ination of the cause of poveny in our rich countnes. I
would refer the House rc a shining example of an
analysis of this kind, chat carried out by Leonel Sroleru
in France in his remarkable repon Vaincre la pauorett
dans les pays riches, published by Flammarion. This
study was made on behalf of the French Government
and should serve as a model for a compararive analysis
in the nine Member States. If in Belgium, for instance
- 
I will take my own counrry as an exaryrple 
- 
assisr-
ance is granted ro old people ro give them a monthly
income of Bfrs 9 000, it means we are ralking about
old people living under a disgraceful legal sysrcm.
Vhether we like it or not, we have to do here with the
social legislation of the various counrries, the pension
systems. If the guaranteed minimum income in
Belgium is Bfrs 9 000, what we have here is legalized
poverty. If, as it is said, the fight against poverty is
connected with rising unemploymenr generally and
among young people, it is surely obvious thar what we
are confronted wirh here is not only the fight againsr
povefty, but also employment policy and so on. I
know, Mr President, to question the value of the
economic growth that made the !flesr so rich, the
Goldert Sixties, does not sound pleasanr. It is rarher
like the question of nuclear energy: it sounds as if I
want to go and join those simple supponers of zero
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growth. But it cannot be denied that the general and
unprecedented increase in wealth has not banished
poverty from our nine countries, nor could it have
done so.
This sounds pessimistic, but that is the way it is. \flhat
is new, Sroleru says in the repon I have referred to, is
that we now have the means rc banish poverty from
rhe !7'estern countries. He describes the methods that
should be used, and I urge that they be used in a
comparative study. The European Community's study
must be directed at achieving a relationship between
three factors: moderate growth 
- 
not zero growth 
-employment and social security, because combating
poverty has everything to do with social security. A
comparative study of this kind is urgently needed.
Mr President, ladies and gentlemen, I therefore
venture to ask that we not only give this emergenry
solution the support it deserves, but also undenake to
initiate both a study of better methods to combat the
symptoms and a study of the causes of the persistent
poverty around us, and we are regarded throughout
the world as rich people.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Buttafuoco.
Mr Buttafuoco. 
- 
(l) Mr President, I am grateful
for this opponunity to express my views on behalf of
rhe Italian Right. May I say, first of all, that we fully
support the Commission's proposal for a Council deci-
sion concerning an interim Poveny programme, esPe-
cially in the light of the fact that the Council's Vork-
ing Pany on Social Questions is currently conducting
a study on the subject. The fact that we have not hith-
eno seen any significant results mus[ not deter us from
returning again and again to a matter that should
underlie all our aspirations, that should be our
constant concern and to the solution of which we
should unremittingly devote our attention.
Poverty, however you choose to define it, is a terrible
scourge of humanity. It places a monifying and humi-
liating barrier between a broad section of the popula-
tion and the rest of society, denying them the benefits
of progress and the innumerable instruments that it
has placed at the service of man. Ve find Poveny
among the unemployed, who are increasing in number
all the rime. 'We find it among the underemployed,
among those that live by moonlighting' among the
handicapped, among young people pursuing their
studies, diplomas and degrees that society will not
allow them to make full use of. Unquestionably
poverty afflicts the whole world, every society, the
Fourth \7orld, and the Third \florld. But do we not
also find it in indusrialized societies, in the towns,
cities and suburbs, and in the slums; indeed in those
industrial towns where workers are unable to find
decent housing to shelter from the harshness of the
weather and the bunhens bf life?
Of course we have to accept Mr Boyes' rePort, inas-
much as he is familiar with the problem, but we cannot
go along with some of his class-based remarks which
certainly spoil his argument if it is true, as it undoubt-
edly is, that poveny is not the product of either a capi-
talist or a totalirarian sys[em. There is poverty every-
where in the world and it is a problem that every
country and every government has to come to terms
with, and we must. cooperate on that basis. There is a
distinction between poveny and deprivation, and for
this reason we are steering clear of political invective,
bur we want anyone and everyone who does not have
the essentials to live and work to be given a better
opportunity to look after himself.
'$7'e are delighted to see such a convergence of opinion
among the Member States 
- 
leaving aside the reser-
vations expressed by the German Members who fear
thar rhe fight against poveny might become institu-
tionalized 
- 
and we are confident that agreemenr can
be reached. \7e also agree rhat 1982 should be the
deadline for achieving the priority objective of supple-
mentinB our knowledge of this grievious affliction for
humanity. Ve hope that we shall then be able to
proceed from research projects to action programmes
and to a careful study and appraisal of the results
achieved. On this basis I confirm our approval of the
proposed Council decision and of the Boyes repon.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Prag.
Mr Prag. 
- 
Mr President, I hope it won't be thought
from what I am going ro say subsequently that I am
entirely in agreement with our Socialist colleagues on
the other side of the house 
- 
I am no[ in agreement,
for insmnce, with the huge statistical exercises in how
many poor there are. The very fact that the Founh
Vorld Organization says there are 10 million, that
Mr Boyes said that one definition provides a figure of
12 % million, another a figure of 5Omillion in the
Community, indicates in my view the tenuous nature
of this son of statisdcal exercise. Nor indeed do I
agree with Mrs Poirier's usual Moscow-oriented clap-
trap about military expenditure being related to capi-
talism. My goodness, how on eanh does she think that
rhe Soviet Union has managed to undertake the largest
armaments programme in the history of mankind with
a system entirely unrelated to capitalism?
However, on this programme at least, on the narrow
scope of this programme, we have a very Ereat deal in
common. I would like to point out that poveny and
deprivation are not the same thing, and I believe that
there will always be an element of deprivation regard-
less of poverty. Even in the richest societies there will
srill be those who are unable to bear the weight of the
world and the tensions and indeed the increasing
mental demands of modern society, those who are
mentally or constitutionally ill-equipped and give up.
These people, just as much as those who are below the
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poveny line, need our attention. Compassion is, and I
believe always has been, an essential pan of conserva-
tism, and I hope rhat we, in our Group, will always
defend the rights of those who genuinely need help.
Ve are indeed particularly impressed by the element
of self-help in the poverry protramme projects and
also the fact thar most of the projects are concerned
with organizadons which fill, by voluntary means, rhe
gaps in the narional and local sysrems of social
welfare.
Now we in our Group do nor believe 
- 
and Tom
Spencer made this very clear 
- 
in an endless pot of
gold, bur this is.a.very modest protramme. It is a
programme consisting of six rransnarional studies,
which are essenr.ially research projects, and a much
larger number of small-scale action research projects.
Those of us who have had the privilege of seeing and
hearing abour some of those action research projects
could not fail ro be impressed by whar was being
achieved with very small resources. I believe thar it
would be the greatesr of pities if rhose action research
projects had to be abandoned now at this very early
stage because of a lack of conrinuing Community
funding. The lessons are still being learned. I strongly
suppport Mr Boyes' report and I srongly believe that
Community funding mus[ nor ar rhis srage disappear.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Calvez.
Mr Calvez. 
- 
(F) Mr President, I would like ro
begin by voicing my disappoinr.menr ar the fact rhat,
until this morning, I was unable rc ger hold of a copy
of the final version of Mr Boyes' report. I believe rhis
Parliament also needs ro give some arrenrion to rhe
conditions in which its Members have to work.
\(uhilst the situation of people in difficulr financial
circumstances merits our a[tenrion I believe rhar, in
countries that regard themselves as being socially
developed, we need to adopr a more realisric approach
to a problem of such obvious imponance. It is the easi-
es[ thing in the world ro blame governments and
employers for the reponedly accelerarint dereriora-
tion of the workers' siruation. I believe, however, that
success in the fight againsr poverry in the Member
States of the Communiry will be achieved by effecdve
action and not by any invective againsr rhe capitalist
system of governments. Every country in rhe world
has irs poor, regardless of rhe polidcal complexion of
the government in power, and everyone here knows it
as well as I do. Poveny is both an individual and a
global phenomenon. It is an individual phenomenon
when a person or his family is deprived of an income
as a result of bereavement or loss of employment, and
it is a global phenomenon when it manifests imelf in
developed societies in rhe form of a more or less broad
stratum of poor families rhat frequently remain in a
state of povefly from one generarion ro rhe nexr. In
both cases any effective policy must be based on
measures to deal wirh incomes on the one hand, and
with infrastrucrures on the orher. The programme of
pilot projecm launched by the European Economic
Community is based on both types of measures. '!(i'hat
we need to do now is to evaluate rhe measures
currently being implemenred and ro see what lessons
can be learnr for the continuing fight against poveny
in Europe. Political and trade union organizarions,
without excep[ion, have helped to improve the stan-
dard of living of those suffering multiple handicaps 
-the poorly housed, the sick, people in need of voca-
tional training 
- 
who often live in zones lacking
social and cultural infrasrrucrures and whose children
have a poor or inadequate education.
The current protramme of specific measures to
combar poveny runs our on I December 1980. Ve
believe it is vital that, while the Council is examining
the Commission's general reporr, with im evaluation of
the resulrs of its poveny programme, we continue wirh
the measures we have begun.
How many poor are there? It is possible to establish
the number exacrly? I heard Mr Boyes quodng figures
at a press conference ranging from eighr to fifty
millions, as Mr Prag pointed also our a momenr ago.
That is the first quesrion thar needs to be asked: Can
the Commission improve its sratisrics?
And whar is the besr way of approaching the problem
of poveny? In many counries rhe old-age pension has
been raised. It is financed, let us nor forger, by rhe
taxpayers. The raising of low wages is undoubredlv an
integral pan of the fighr ro reduce inequalities. It is
preferable to a proliferadon of social security benefits
which tend [o creare or perpe[uare a welfare mentaliry.
Equal opponunity in education is surely one of rhe
best ways of giving rhe children of Europe an equal
stan in life.
Is the fight against poveny comparible with long-
established inrcrnational constraints? The answer must
be yes, because rhe sacrifices expected of everyone will
be more acceptable if they are more fairly shared and
the underprivileged can see rhar their plight is being
recognized and something is being done to improve
their lot. It musr be said rhat an underprivileged popu-
lation, far from contriburing to the general devetop-
ment of sociery, is in facr a drain on it because it is the
underprivileged rhat tend to fill the hospitals, the
hostels, and of course rhe prisons as well. The sums
spent on rhese insriturions would be better used to
promore the well-being of rhe population.
I believe we need to concentrate on the causes, and the
pilot projects musr be orienred accordingly. Any
research projects funded by rhe Community must be
aimed at promoring self-help among the poor and
their families in the Member States. Vhat I find inrc-
lerable is that an individual should be condemned to a
life of poveny jusr because he was born poor. If we are
to win rhe batrle againsr poveny we have rc mobilize
everyone willing ro help, and rhere is no shonage of
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such people at every level of our society. The teams set
up since 1975 are today quite capable of carrying
through any new Community pilot project that might
be indicared on the basis of an analysis of those phen-
omena of poveny in the various countries of the
Community that were not given sufficient attention
under the current programme or that require an exten-
sion of the project by contact on a day-to-day basis
with the very poor. The studies have been completed,
and now I believe it is time we moved on to achieve
something positive.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Mr ChristopherJackson.
Mr C. Jackson. 
- 
Mr President, wharcver the statis-
tics may be, the fact is that there are many people in
need in Europe. For a number of years I had the privi-
lege of working with the famous social service unit of
St. Manin's-in-the-Fields in the heart of London and I
mer there the drug addicts and the alcoholics, the
unemployed and homeless and inadequate. They were
mainly members of Europe's founh world 
- 
the club,
if I may call it that, of some 5 to 10 million members
of the extreme poor in our Community. At first I
rhought they must bear a heavy responsibiliry for their
own plight. Some do, but they are mainly over-
whelmed by adverse circumstances, trapped, in fact, in
a vicious circle of poverty. In Reims, the city in France
which is twinned with Canterbury in my constituency,
the Community is supponing a pilot project bringing
the extreme poor of that town together with more
fortunate citizens in order to help them help them-
selves. This project is working; it is helping the poor.
The amount of money involved in it is absolutely tiny.
Indeed, the whole amount of money involved in the
Commission's proposal is small, but it is a proposal
tomlly within the spirit of the Treaty of Rome. It sees
the Communiry working to find out hoc/ we can help
the poor of our Community and, as such, it is
rhoroughly wonhwhile and deserves the overwhelm-
ing support of this House, which I hope it will get.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Newton Dunn.
Mr Ncwton Dunn, 
- 
Mr President, I watched very
carefully when Mr Boyes and Mrs Poirier spoke. They
were not wearing hats, Mr President, but they
cerrainly try to talk through them. Both of them said
that poveny was a function of capitalism. Vhat a
blinkered opinion! Open your eyes, Mr Boyes, look
around the worldl Unfonunatel),, poverty is some-
thing that we find in all pans of the world under all
political sys[ems and even in those countries which
cannot afford a political system at all. Poveny is a
universal estate, and we should all recognize that fact.
Secondly, I listened to Mrs Poirier railing on about
armamenr. Vhat nonsense! \7hat a disfigurement
upon the imponant subject that we are debating! No,
Mr President! \7hat we need is less of these irrelevan-
cies and more sensible research of the kind proposed
by the Commission. I would like to recommend to it,
in particular, research into the poverty that repeats
imelf from one generation to the next, where a father
becomes poor and is unable to support his children
and the only thing they learn is poveny and they do
not learn how to get out of that trap. That is a terribly
imponant subject for research, and I commend it to
the Commissioner listening.
Finally, Mr President, I would like rc quorc a famous
Prime Minister who, had he been sitting in the Euro-
pean Parliament, would have sat on this side of the
House. He said that we have never had it so good, but
the second pan of his quotation, which is never
repeated, was: v/e have never had it so good, but we
must never forget that some of our people do not
share in that prosperity. That is the attitude that this
Parliament and the Commission should be adopting.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Paisley.
Mr Paisley. 
- 
Mr President, Nonhern Ireland has
more people on the poverty line or below it than any
other part of the United Kingdom. Therefore I
welcome this repon because of the good work already
done through the money that has come from this
Community to Nonhern Ireland. There is a double
project that has been most helpful to Nonhern
Ireland. The first pan of it was spearheaded by Profes-
sor Griffiths of the New University of Ulster who
made a study of Nonhern Ireland's voluntary social
services 
- 
that is, people engaged in a voluntary capa-
city. It may interest the House to note that there are
700 voluntary organizations in Nonhern Ireland, all
doing their bit in this very vital field; 70 of these
organizations alone have 160 000 volunteers. So the
House will note that the people of Nonhern Ireland
are deeply involved in this scheme. Professor Griffiths
published the results of his investigation in a very
useful book entitled 'Yesterday's Heritage or Tomor-
row's Result'.
The second component of this scheme in Nonhern
Ireland is an investigation made by the Central
Economic Service which has indicated the real poverty
places in the urban community. The British Govern-
ment was so impressed by the results of this investiga-
tion that it was prepared to provide a multimillion
pound grant to help in alleviating the poveny in those
areas. So this scheme has been most helpful to Nonh-
ern Ireland. I believe the key to its success is that it has
been a help towards self-help by encouraging the
people in those areas to get involved in their own
plight.
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At the moment four areas of Belfast 
- 
Turf Lodge,
Tullycanna, New Lodge and Ballymacarrer 
- 
are
receiving help. These cu! across the religious divide in
the city of Belfast. I wouldn't like to see rhose areas
being deprived of the help that they are receiving at
the present dme. Advice cenres are being operated, a
different benefir is studied each monrh and a door-to-
door survey made concerning that benefit. It rnay
interest this House ro norc thar in the areas that have
been srudied, 252 of 320 checked interviews showed
that people were unaware of rhe benefits they could
receive through rhe welfare schemes. So I would
commend this scheme ro the House. I don't wan[ ro
enter into any debate about the reasons for poveny. It
exists, ler us tackle it. I welcome the job that is being
done and I hope rhat with more money we will do an
even better job.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Vredeling.
Mr Vredeling. 
- 
(NL) Mr Presidenr, I will begin by
expressing my gratitude for the fact rhat no one in
Parliament has really spoken against rhe programme
we have established. Some less than wholly favourable
comments have been made, but the fact that we have
set up and are continuing rc develop such programmes
in the European Communiry has been approved by
almost all the political groups. I should also like ro join
in the words of praise expressed by various Members
for the people directly involved in these projects, the
people who, as Mr Coppieters has said, do rhe work
on the spot. \fle codperate very closely with the people
who are working on rhe spot and who are in close
contact with th; secrion of the population that is in
such dire straits.
One of the reasons why we are now putting forward a
proposal for an interim programme is thar we do nor
want to abandon the knowledge that has so far been
gained in this area in the projecm we are helping to
fihance. It is unacceptable thar there should still be
large numbers of people living in or on the margin of
poveny, large numbers, millions of people. I have been
asked how many, and I shall be commentint on this in
a moment. These people are living in poveny ar a time
which 
- 
despirc sragnarion of economic growrh 
-can generally be described as a time of prosperity,
cenainly of relative prosperity when compared with
the resr of rhe world. Nevenheless, we have poveny in
the Communiry because, as Mr Boyes says in his
repon, poverty is a relative term.
Poverty is a relative condition. And we are concerned
with people who feel poor and musr be regarded as
such, wharcver their absolute ssandard of living mighr
otherwise be, if a shonage of money cum rhem off
from rhe parrerns of tluing in the sociery in which they
live, if they are marginal, as it were, or have become
drop-outs, mostly in large cides. It is a phenomenon
which occurs in all communities, both in cities and 
-
as Mr Paisley has just said 
- 
in the country. Poveny
is not soinething for which we can blame just one
social system, because all the various social sysrems we
know in fact have sections of the population who are
at a disadvantage and lag behind. I could nor name
any society in the world, wirh the possible exceprion of
some South Sea island (and even then we would have
to go and have a closer look), where poveny does not
occur, because 
- 
I repeat 
- 
poveny is relative.
Mr President, requesrs have been made in various
quaners for comparative studies. Sfl'e are already doing
this. Our projects include comparative studies. And in
this connection I should like to thank Mr Coppiercrs
for his stimulating remarks regarding the book wrirren
by Mr Stoleru, the French Stare Secretary. Some years
ago Mr Stoleru attended a seminar held to discuss our
programmes, at which I was also present. I can rhere-
fore but agree with what he had to say.
It has been asked whar the Communiry can do to bring
about a change in rhe present adverse situation with
regard to poveny. To begin with, I should poinr out
that we must be under no illusion about q/hat we
might achieve at Community level. '!7e have a
programme which may provide a better insight rnto
the causes of poveny. And this also includes the phen-
omenon, rc which Mr Newton Dunn righdy referred,
of poveny continuing from generation to generation,
poveny which is, as ir were, inherited. This is a very
frequent occurrence, and I can assure him that we
shall also be paying special atrenrion in our study
programmes rc rhis phenomenon of stubborn, persis-
tenr poveny passed down from one generation to the
next.
Although we have been modest in the organizarion of
our protrammes, the idea is that they should not
simply be study projects, but living programmes, as it
were, 'action projects', as Mr Boyes put it, because the
projects themselves are drawn from life. !7e are
concerned with an existing situation, nor wirh the
creation of anificial situations. Then, as several
Members have also said, rhere is rhe question of self-
help, which, as Mr Paisley righrly said, is an extremely
imponant marrer. It is nor so much poor relief, in rhe
negative sense of rhe rerm, rhar we want. Vhat we
want primarily is to make people realize that the sirua-
tion need not be hopeless if they take advantage of the
resources available. Bur rhey must be the ones ro cake
advantage of rhem, and I believe that reawakening the
feeling rhar they can help themselves is one of the
imponant aspects of our programme. Mr Prag and Mr
Spencer also stressed rhis and said that it is perhaps the
most importanr means of liberating those concerned
from their hopeless situation.
Vhat can we do now? As I have said, this is a modest
programme, but even with modest resources it is possi-
ble to gain a betrer insight and greater knowledge of
the situation, and that is the purpose of the exercise.
Ultimately, as Mr Spencer has said, and I agree with
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him, it will be for the national authorities to interpret
the knowledge and know-how produced by these
rransnational, Community projects. It must be possible
for rhis to be converted into policy at national level,
and rhat is something for the Member States them-
selves to do. The inequalities in the distribution of
prosperity continue to exist, and the aim of our
projects is to eliminate this inequality in prosperity, in
incomes and also in knowledge and social positions.
'S7e therefore hope that the nadonal authorities will
provide for the necessary follow-up to the projecr
that we have now set up.
How extensive are the resources? They in fact amount
ro only a few million units of account. It is not alarge
sum. Ve shall undoubtedly have to make a closer
study. At this stage I cannot therefore give a precise
answer to Mr Calvez's question as to exactly what
figures are involved. On the one hand, it depends on
rhe definition of the word 'poverty' and on the other,
there are in some cases very considerable differences
in minimum incomes in the various Member Sates.
Mr Coppieters quoted a minimum income in Belgian
francs which would go nowhere in the Netherlands,
because the minimum income there is many times the
figure he mentioned. So there are differences of defi-
nition, and the idea is to gain an insight into the situa-
tion at Community level with these transnational
proBrammes. The programmes will be completed on
I December of this year. \7e will then have to make a
general assessment 
- 
that will, of course, take some
time 
- 
and the aim is to submit the final repon to the
Council at the end of rhe first half of 1981. The Coun-
cil will then, of course, have to examine the report
carefully. \7e will give a more detailed explanation of
the results of our surveys, and it will then be for the
Council so draw conclusions from our final repon.
Knowing how the Council works, we estimate that it
will then be rhe second half of 1982. This means we
are talking in terms of a period stretching from
I December 1980, the date on which the Present
programmes will be completed, until the Council
draws its conclusions in 1982. It has been said on all
sides here that it would be wonhwhile continuing this
work, and I hope that the Council will also come to
this conclusion. It would cenainly be a pity if the
knowledge of those who have worked on these
projects with such enthusiasm was meanwhile lost.
That is also one of the reasons why we have proposed
rhe continuation of this programme in interim form
for two years. Not because we believe that everything
will be settled in two years. That is a misunderstand-
ing, Mr President. The two years are simply a bridging
period, after which I am convinced we shall have to
continue with this kind of project on a larger scale.
The present projects have already produced some
interesting information, on the use of indicators, for
example. !7'e must establish certain indicators, so that
we can identify the people and the problem areas in
need of special help, as it were. Another problem to
which various speakers have referred, and I am think-
ing in panicular of Mr Coppieters, concerns the extent
to which the social security services at local level
simply pass the phenomenon of poverty by, without
really getting to grips with it, for all kinds of reasons
of an official nature, because of red tape and what not.
This aspect is also covered by these pilot projects: why
does social assistance not always reach the very
sections of the population who most need it? This is
one of the phenomena we often encounter. In many
cases poverty is caused by the ignorance of those
concerned: they do not know where to go for asqist-
ance. And in many cases, Mr President, they are quite
simply ashamed. That is another thing, the phenome-
non of 'silent poverty', people who qualify for assist-
ance, but are too embarrassed rc apply for it.
Finally, Mr Presidenr, poveny differs in nature from
one region of our Community to another. Poverty
assumes a different form in a country such as Italy
from that rc be found in Denmark or the Netherlands.
But there are a number of common features which we
are trying to investigare in our projects, so that we can
improve our understanding of the situation. In any
case, poverty often acts as a stigma on people and
panicularly on young people and the children of those
concerned. Ve must find out how this process of stig-
matization and the isolating effect of poveny can be
eliminated.
Mr President, those are [he comments I wanted to
make. But I should like to say a word or two about the
amendments that have been tabled.'!7e have no objec-
tion ro these amendments, with the possible excePtion
of Amendment No 2 by Mr Oehler. Our objection
concerns point 5 c. I do not believe the system
proposed would work. It just happens to be the case
that the national authorities must proPose the projects
and that the Commission cannot make contact with
those concerned until a contract has been signed with
those responsible. Ve cannot therefore turn the system
round. Secondly, I must point out that the present
budgeary rules make it impossible for us to pay out
the full amount right at the beginning of our activities.
Thar is not usually possible. My colleague
Mr Tugendhat would soon be rapping my knuckles if
I did so, and your own Committee on Budgetary
Conrol would object 
- 
and rightly so. But I can say
that it is possible for us to make an advance for a
four-month period at the beginning of the project and
then to make the rest of the payments in instalments
when we have received the necessary financial infor-
mation.
Mr President, I believe I have answered the questions
that have been raised. The Commission is grateful for
the considerable suppon it has received for im
programme and ir proposal. !7e therefore endorse the
resolution, with the exception of one part of
Mr Oehler's amendment, which the Commission
would advise Parliament against adopting.
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President. 
- 
The debate is closed. The motion for a
resolution will be pur ro rhe vore ar the nexr voting
tlme.
I call Mr. Boyes.
Mr Boyes. 
- 
Mr President, I am sorry to have ro
raise this marrer once again. Last month I put a resolu-
tion to the Parliament about the way the computer
was malfunctioning, and when that resolution was
carried I understood thas this Parliament would be
given a reporr. I am now given ro understand that the
very brief oral staremenr made from the Chair rhe
o[her d^y that the sysrcm was now working
adequately is the report. Now I am sure rhar when
Parliament passed thar resolution of mine by urgent
procedure, it expecred a full repon about rhe machine
- 
*hy it had not been working, what we should
expect from it, erc. \fould you give me an assurance
that Parliament will be given a writren repon abour
the working of the computer, panicularly in view of
the shambles thar we had again this afternoon, when
we have to wait up to five minutes between each vote.
President. 
- 
Mr Boyes, I understand that a repon of
today's voting will be submirted for assessment ro a
meeting of the Bureau.
I am not quite sure what you want in a wrirten reporr.;
I cannot see how much funher we can go than to offer
assurances that the sysrem is working properly. That is
the assumption we have to work on until such rime as
it does not. However, I will cenainly convey your
views to the President.
I call Mr Boyes.
Mr Boyes. 
- 
Could you make an announcement.
about it by romorrow? Because, if not, I am going to
table another resolution about the computer 
- 
not
about the electronic sysrem and circuitry but abour rhe
way it is operating. I know, as many people here do,
especially those with businesses, that compurers can be
quite simple these days and can do things wirhour
having to wair J % minures. . .
President. 
- 
Mr Boyes, you have made a requesr,
and I can assure you that it will be complied with. Ve
are, however, on a strict time schedule now . . .
Mr Boyes. 
- 
You would not have to keep rc a srrict
timetable, Mr President, if we had not to wait 3 r/z
minutes between each vore. Just think of the number
of minures rhat have been wasted !
President. 
- 
Mr Paisley, do you wish to raise a poinr
of order?
Mr Paisley. 
- 
Funher ro rhe poinr. rhat has been
made...
President. 
- 
I am sorry, bur thar is the end of the
discussion on the electronics of rhis hemicycle. The
matter is being taken up with the President, and I hope
to discuss it wirh Mr Boyes afterwards ro see whal
form he would like the report ro rake. For the
momenr, rhe item is closed.
15. Urgentprocedure
President: 
- 
I have received the following five
mo[ions for resolutions, with requesr for urgenr debate
pursuant to Rule 14:
- 
motion for a resolution, tabled by Mrs Clwyd and
others, on the imminenr rhrear of closure of British
coal-mines (Doc. l-176180);
mo[ion for a resolurion, tabled by Mrs Agnelli and
others, on the death of thousands of Cambodian
children (Doc. l-177 /80);
motion for a resolution, tabled by Mr Pflimlin and
others, on the situation of Mr Shcharansky (Doc.
| -178 / 80);
- 
motion for a resolurion, rabled by Mr Berkhouwer
and others, on rhe situarion of refugees in Somalia
(Doc.1-179180);
- 
motion for a resolution, abled by Mrs Van den
Heuvel and others, on rhe siruation in East Timor
(Doc. l-l8l/80).
The reasons supponing these requesrs for urgenr
debate are contained in the documents [hemselves.
I shall consult Parliament tomorrow morning on rhe
urgency of these motions for resolution.
17. Increase in oil prices
President. 
- 
The nexr irem is the repon by Mr
Balfour, on,behalf of the Committee on Economic and
Monetary Affairs, on rhe increase in oil prices (Doc.
1 -61 / 80).
I call Mr Balfour.
Mr Balfour. 
- 
The central issue upon which the
Economic and Monetary Committee has concentrared
its attention in this report is whether, and if so, ro
whar exrenr, it is the consr.anr and uninhibited specula-
tion of the Rotrerdam spor market which encourages
OPEC States to conrinue ro raise their prices. There is
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no need for me to analyse for the House rhe exrent
and nature of rhe recent crude oil price rises. They are
all known to us already and are examined in the
report's explanatory statement, which, needless to say,
is already out of date. The imponant thing for us to
remember is that the motion for a resolution, because
it addressed imelf to the Rotterdam spot market, deals
not with crude oil but wirh petroleum products. There
are wide variations in the price of petroleum products
in the Community. The relationship between crude
and oil products is not easy rc identify with any degree
of exactitude. It depends in large measures on the
differing scale of duties and taxes imposed by different
Member States. The relationship between spot prices
for products and consumer prices in the mainstream
inland markem is set fonh in the repon's explanatory
statement.
!(hat prompted the signatories of rhe original morion
for a resolution to call for greater regulation of the
Rotterdam spot market was the realization that where-
as in the January-June period crude had risen by
57 0/0, the price of producr had gone up by 95 %. The
gap between the Rotterdam spor prices and the price
of petroleum producr in inland mainstream markets
had widened considerably in 1978 ard 1979. The
Commission's market analysis known as COMMA
showed the extent of this divergence, but ir showed
that the difference in prices has ar different times been
high and at other times been low, and yet again in
both directions.
Let us then consider for a moment what is meant by
the Rotterdam spot market for oil products. It is essen-
tially a trading activity which could take place
anywhere in the world. There is no formal exchange
as such. There are many regional spot markets for
products. There is one in Singapore, there is a Carib-
bean market, there is even a Mediterranean regional
market for products based in Germany. There is, in
contrast, but one spot market for crude oil, and it is
international in scope. The reason for this is that the
transportation cosm for crude are relatively small
whilst rhose for products are very high. Vhereas the
spread is grearer than the transportation costs, the spot
market organizes the volume of movement. Rotrer-
dam, with is huge storage and pon facilities, is the
natural headquaners for this activity and it operates
along the six-country tributaries of the Benelux
nations, Sweden, Germany and Switzerland. There
was probably an element of confusion in the minds of
the draftsmen of the original morion. The size of rhe
crude oil spot market is difficult to estimate but those
who have given evidence to us suggesr that ir could be
as high as 20 0/0. The size of the Rotterdam spot
market for petroleum products is probably as small as
3 0/o of the total requirements of the European
Community, and the speculative element in these
transactions is bur a fraction of that 3 0/0.
So what can we say about it? The market, of course, is
not restricted geographically to the city of Rotterdam.
The market is small. The vast majority of the Commu-
nity's oil needs are met through the inrcgrated systems
of the multinational oil companies. The Rotterdam
market deals in oil products on margin, therefore of
necessity it is bound to be more price sensitive than the
main volume of buying and selling of the main inte-
grated systems. Trading activity on spor markers is
risky. That does not necessarily make it bad. Large
profits and- large losses have been made and will
continue to be made. Traders will come and traders
will go. The market fulfils important supply functions.
Germany, for instance, has independent petrol
stations, representing 15 0/o-20 % of the total, and of
this total the Rotterdam market is the source for
approximately one-third. The Rotterdam market is
susceptible to use as a price controls and by companies
for inter-company transfer pricing.
The question to which we must therefore address
ourselves is this: to what extent does this lead the
consumer market in prices, and should it be regulated?
Its price impact is cenainly greater than its volume
would lead us to believe, but there is insufficient evid-
ence for believing, as is often claimed, that it influ-
ences the price expectations of producer countries. If it
did, it would cenainly work in both directions, and it
does not. Today, for instance, the pressure for raising
crude prices continues inabated. And yet the gap
between the spot market for crude and that which
determines long-term contracts has not for a very long
period been as small as it is.
This market has inevitably a psychological effect on
rhose who see with undersrandable irritation and frus-
[ration free market prices for products rising faster
than the posted prices for spot sales of crude.
So what should we do? Ve could move towards a
system of formal conrols or we could devise measures
to provide for greater transparency. The Energy
Ministers have asked the Commission for a repoft on
the setting up of an official exchange, and a working
pany will report to Parliament in due course. My own
colleague, Mr Seligman, will address himself to the
question of a future market, a technical subject and
one which may merit this Parliament's attention.
Maybe greater controls would help. Personally, I
doubt it.
The Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs
does not recommend a maximum price control system,
for it could detract from our efforts to develop alter-
native energy sources. It could, funhermore, creete a
permanent distorting effect. Let us then ask for a Brea-
ler transparency and more information in line with the
Commission's concept of a quick response based on
certification of FOB prices and on methods of trans-
ferring crude prices to product prices. Lastly, the fact
that a possible energy tax is being considered is a
hopeful sign for all of us who wish to see the Commu-
nity as something more than an agricultural club of
limited dimensions.
(Appkuse)
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- 
I call Mr Gerhard Schmid.
[vt1 Q. $shmi d. 
- 
(D) Mr President, the Committee
on Energy and Research, on whose behalf I am now
speaking, was almost unanimous in irc decision to
request that it be considered jointly responsible for
reponing on this subject, because we feel that the
question of energy prices also concerns our committee.
In view of the imponance of energy for our industries
it is quire obvious that our committee must concern
itself not only with the quandties of energy that are
available and the way in which they can be made avail-
able, but also with the price at which they are available
both to industry and to the private consumer. $7e shall
therefore continue to request authorization to report
on this aspect in the future.
And now to the matter imelf. On 14 May of this year
an advertisement headed 'Spot market oil' appeared in
a major German daily newspaper. The text read as
follows: 'Since 1973 the price of oil has risen by over
6000/0. Last year it rose by 128 o/0. lf. you are
convinced the price of oil will continue to rise, you can
profir from the situation on condition that you have
capial of at least DM 13 000 freely available.' The
name of the firm and its address are then given. It is
obvious that this advertisement concerns speculation.
Now, the rapporteur of the Committee on Economic
and Monetary Affairs has referred to the link between
the prices paid on the spot market and the prices
generally paid for oil and oil products. I would like to
provide a clearer illusration of this, as our committee
sees it, because the situation on the spot market has
undergone some decisive changes in the last rwo years.
This used to be a market on which surpluses could be
sold, in some cases at prices below those of the inte-
grated system. Things are different today. The trade
on the spot market is now in shonfalls, and the rules
used are thoie of the black market.
'!fl'hat, then, has changed? Firstly, the quantities, not,
however, of oil products. I fully agree with Mr Balfour
on that. Oil products continue to account for between
2 and 5 0/0. Since early 1979, on rhe orher hand, there
have been more and more cases of crude oil being
traded on the free market, because some of the
oil-producing countries are no longer selling it to the
multinational companies, but on rhe spot market.
'!7hat happens is that oil is sold 7 to l0 times at ever
increasing prices while it is still aboard ship en route
from Saudi Arabia to Rotterdam. The amount
involved is between 10 and 20 o/o of rhe total 
- 
esti-
mates vary, because no one really knows. This specu-
larion has the effect of pushing prices up, and that is
the imponant point. Because there is a clear and
proven link between prices on the Rotterdam spot
market and the prices of oil and oil products on the
remaining market.
A perusal of the interviews given by Sheikh Yamani,
senior among the oil ministers of the OPEC States,
shows that Yamani repeatedly criticizes the spot
market. Vhy? Because in OPEC he is one of the price
policy doves, rather than a hawk, because the advo-
cates of higher prices during OPEC's discussions
always quote the Rotterdam prices as evidence that the
industrial countries could afford them.
There is proof of this link. After all, Sheikh Yamani is
not stupid: he knows exactly why he talks about it in
his interviews.
There is a second link, of which there is even more
precise evidence and which I would like to describe as
'the tail shaking with the dog'. In seven Member Sntes
of the Community we have laws regulating the prices
of oil products, there being two distinct types. In one
case 
- 
Denmark is a typical example 
- 
an oil
company must obtain government authorization for
price increases and prove that they are necessary. For
this the prices on the Rotterdam spot market are
quoted. Then there is a second system of conrolling
prices 
- 
here Belgium is an example 
- 
under which a
kind of mathematical formula is used to calculate how
high the maximum price may be, and this mathemati-
cal formula explicitly includes 
- 
as you will see if you
read the Belgian law on price formation 
- 
the price
on the Genoa and Rotterdam spot markets. So this
link can be proved. It is not mere conjecture. That'is
how the small quantities traded by the rules of the
black market on the Rotterdam spot market also
determine other oil prices in Europe. That is the deci-
sive link.
It also results, Mr President, in rhis spot market being
anificially manipulated. It can be proved that'the oil
companies always have their tankers sail more slowly
before price increases are authorized, so as to keep the
quantities on the spot market shon. It is also well
known that the oil companies use subsidiaries, which
have been in the Rotterdam business for a long time
and are clearly to be regarded as major oil companies,
to sell each other oil through the Rotterdam spot
market for combined costing purposes. This is very
imponant in the Federal Republic because it has to be
proved. to the Canel Office that oil has become more
expenslve.
Vhat conclusion should be drawn from this? Firstly 
-and this has my full support, it is also to be found in
Mr Balfour's repon and it is also the Commission's
view 
- 
s/e must achieve the greatest possible ranspar-
ency. On that, I feel, the whole House will agree. But
we must ask whether the measures the Commission
has adopted to this end are adequate. To be quite
frank, I personnally doubt it for reasons which I
cannot now explain because there is not the time. But
quite seriously, Mr Balfour, we should discuss
whether, since we are dealing here with inelastic
demand 
- 
no one can decide against oil 
- 
it is
reasonable to leave large sectors of our industry and
the private consumer, almost entirely at the mercy of
the multinational oil companies and this speculation.
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I will conclude by saying that the situation is extremely
serious. Vith your permission, Mr President, I should
like rc quote from an article by a specialist on the
Rotterdam spot market which appeared in the Petro-
leum Economisr of March last year: 'In present turbu-
lent conditions such talk of eternal economic verities
may sound suspiciously like an obsessive interest in the
arrangemen[ of the deck chairs on the Titanic shortly
after it hit the iceberg.' I have nothing to add to that,
Mr President, and I call on the House rc delay no
longer in taking action.
President. 
- 
I call Mrs Charzat rc speak on behalf
of the Socialist Group.
Mrs Charzat. 
- 
(F) Mr President, Mr Balfour's re-
port on the increase in oil prices amounts to a defence
of inaction.
In rhe first place, the report seems to have no fixed
reference point in time. The consequences of the two
oil crises of tgzl and 1979 are virtually ignored.
Mr Balfour's analysis could just as easily have been
made in 1955 or 1970. The profound destabilization of
the crude market and its subsequent erratic behaviour
is passed over in silence. Moreover,'whilst coming out
in favour of transparency Mr Balfour rejects price
conrrols on the grounds that they would rcnd to create
distortions. Perhaps I should point out that the control
of prices is the raison d'€tre ol transparency. Besides,
one can scarcely imagine that there could be any gtea-
ter distortions than those we have seen since 1973-74,
and especially since 1979. The kind of ransparency
that Mr Balfour is advocating is thus synonymous with
opacity, nbt to say ineffectiveness. The oil-price explo-
sioh and the wild speculation on the Rotterdam
market on the very day after the Tokyo Summit is a
prime example of this.
As far as I am concerned, therefore, Mr Balfour's
report is no more than a meaningless disraction that
overlooks three fundamental points. Firstly, there is
the seriousness of the crisis in the capitalist system
caused by the present international division of labour.
Evidence of this crisis is to be detected in the worsen-
ing of Nonh-South relations. The Vestern capitalist
model of development has done nothing except aggra-
va[e the overall imbalances between the countries of
rhe Third !7orld and the imperialist countries. The oil
crises of 1973 and 1979 are seen as a reflection 
- 
and
I use rhe term advisedly 
- 
of the crisis in the \flestern
system. The second point overlooked by the repon is
that there are particularly now, strong links between
production and marketint structures and the free
market. The relative state of penury of Vestern coun-
rries, including the Member States of the Community,
is one of the major factors disturbing the free markets
and causing them to rise. From the point of view of
supply, the producing countries along the Gulf 
-particularly Kuwait, the Unircd Arab Emirates and
Saudi Arabia 
- 
with their small populations, have no
way of utilizing their enormous trading surpluses,
which are depreciating with every movement of the
dollar.
For rhe first time in 1980, production by the OPEC
countries will drop sharply, while crude prices will
continue to rise. From the point of view of demand,
the imponing countries have an insatiable thirst for
crude, which is continually going to create pressures
to increase supplies, which will in turn be reflected in
prices. All the same, there is close on 300 million
ronnes of oil unsold on the world market owing to the
enormous trading surpluses of the OPEC countries,
amounting to 110 000 million dollars in 1980. I should
also mention that 4 % of drilling operations are
currently being conducted in developing countries,
which hold approximately 40 0/o of known reserves,
and that in relation to the 1950s there have been five
times fewer discoveries of new reserves since 1975.
This situation of relative shonage has thrown the oil
marketing structures into utter confusion. The major
oil ' companies have lost their dominant role in the
distriburion of oil. In 1973 rhey handled 75 0/o of the
crude rade in the world. In 1980 this figure has fallen
ro 400/o. Their place has been taken by the indepen-
denr and by State-to-State contracts, which repre-
senred 13 0/o of rhe world marketin 1979. The major
oil companies, seeing their access to the crude of the
producing countries cut off, are being forced increas-
ingly to rurn to the free market in order to satisfy their
ovrn outler and fulfil existing contracts with third
parries. Currently, BP are having to find 19 Vo of their
crude on the free market, Gulf 12 0/o and Shell 9 0/0. In
addition, British Petroleum and Shell, with their
chronic shonage of oil, are signing delivery contracts
with cenain countries on ridiculous terms. I should
also mention the behaviour of countries like Japan and
South Africa, which are helping to escalate prices.
Lastly, let me tell you thar in the autmn of. 1979, at the
time of the price explosion on the Rotterdam market,
rhe United States with a subsidy of 5 dollars a barrel
and the muldnational oil corporations, which in any
case already held ample stocks despite the reduction in
flow of Iranian oil, helped to accelerate the rise in
crude prices and reaped huge profits by speculating on
the market.
This speculation encouraged the producing countries
to intervene strongly themselves on the free markets,
selling up to 20 0/o of their output on the spot market.
Ever since then, contrary to the suggestion in
Mr Balfour's report, the problem with the free market
has ceased ro be a problem of quantity, accounting for
3 0/o of the needs of .Western Europe, and has instead
become a problem of political will. If u/e are to save
'\Ifl'estern Europe from being ovenaken by calamity in
rhe nexr [en years we have to put a stop to speculation
on the free markets. Since 1979 speculation has been
responsible for throwing crude prices into confusion
to the point where they no longer conform to market
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rules. There are no offical prices set by rhe producing
countries, nor do the latter abide by any effective
contractual price, whilst oil futures remain shrouded in
uncenaln[y.
The third point overlooked in Mr Balfour's repon
concerns the determination of the major consumer
countries, and indeed the necessity, ro renew the
dialogue berween oil-producing and consumint coun-
tries. The Tokyo declarations have remained a dead
letter. The register of oil ransacrions, the only
concrete measure adopted at the Summit, has proved
largely ineffective because of the long delays between
the transaction itself and the processing of the data.
Moreover, contrary to their undenakings, the Heads
of State who met in Tokyo have failed to dissuade
their oil companies from indulging in speculation and
ruthless rading. Today, despite the existence of
substantial stocks, if the market were ro be faced with
a drastic reduction in the supplies of crude from any
one of the producing countries, the few measures ro
improve transparency that have been introduced
would not discourage unbridled speculation or with-
stand the pressures of national self-interest. Thar is
why a determination to bring prices on the free market
under control is such an essenrial precondition if the
Member States of the European Economic Commu-
nity are to succeed in redeploying their energy
resources over the next decade.
Control of the free markets requires three series of
shon-term measures to be implemented. Firstly, we
need to stabilize the free markets by introducing a
system for the rapid transmission of data relating to
purchases on the free markets at abnormally high
prices; by the cenification of transponation cos6 by
agreement with the producers in order to combat
speculation 
- 
oil imponers would be required to
produce an invoice, drawn up by the seller, cenifying
the purchase price to prevent funher ransactions; and
by the introduction of a code of conduct for operators
that would foresmll speculative manoeuvres and
unlawful agreemenrs. Finally, the inroducrion of a
faster system of registration must be backed up by
consulntion between consumer countries to prevent
them pushing prices higher and higher. The consulta-
tion must be accompanied by a strict ceiling on
lmPorts.
The second series of measures relates to energy saving
and a reduction of the share of our expenditure
accounted for by oil. At the same time we must resume
the energy dialogue with the producing counrries.
The third and final series of measures should be
concerned with launchint vasr programmes of invesr-
ment in energ'y in rhe Member Sates in order ro prov-
ide them with ample independenr energy resources in
the future. Over the past six years private investment
in energy has been inadequate and has been geared to
a quick return.
Europe's survival depends on getting rid of the
spurious attitude that the economic crisis, like the
energy crisis, cannot be mastered. All thar is needed is
for the Member States to have the political will to
smash speculation and go on to invest in new sources
of energy in readiness for the end of the oil age.
Presidnet. 
- 
I call Mr Mtiller-Hermann to speak on
behalf of the Group of the European People's Pany.
Mr Miiller-Hermam. 
- 
(D) Mr President, I should
like to begin my brief comments by remarking on
behalf of my group that the Bureau should in future
ensure that all repons relating ro energy matters pass
through Parliament's Commitree on Energy and
Research, either as rhe committee responsible or as rhe
commirtee asked for its opinion. This is a shoncoming
of Mr Balfour's repon.
Vhat Mr Schmid has said here as the shadow rappor-
teur of the Committee on Energy and Research does
not necessarily reflect the opinion of that committee. I
feel it is important rhat this be noted, because we did
not have enough dme to discuss this subject in
committee.
I feel it can generally be said that rhe spot markets
have performed and continue to perform a quite useful
function in the supply of oil to the consumer. For
example, when there have been shonages, it has been
possible to provide [he consumer with cheaper petrol
with the help of the spot markets 
- 
nor least through
the supply of independent refineries 
- 
than that avail-
able at the filling stadons of the major oil companies.
And the position is not a grear deal different where
middle disrillates and headng oil are concerned.
I believe it would be overdoing ir to blame the spot
markets for the increase in oil prices. That would be
oversimplifying the problem. The rising price of oil is
ultimately due to the fact rhar, on rhe one hand, rhe
demand for oil throughout the world conrinues ro
grow, firstly because we and others wanr economic
growth and secondly because rhe population of the
world is increasing and the demand for energy, for oil
in the underdeveloped counrries, now very low, is
growing at an above-average rare. On the orher hand,
the oil-producing countries are rending more and
more 
- 
quite legitimately, as they see it 
- 
at best to
stabilize oil production, at worsr to reduce it, because
- 
and this is one of the chief problems we must face
- 
they cannot find any wonhwhile use for the surplus
oil. How we can provide an incentive for channelling
the surpluses of the oil-producing counrries in a
wonhwhilc manner, by increasing world-wide demand
for energy, through exploradon, which is very expen-
sive, through technological developmenr, not leasr
through the development of Third \7orld countries is
a subject to which, I'feel, we of the Commission, of
the Council and also of Parliamenl musr devote a
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great deal more at[ention in the future than we have in
the past.
I do nor know how Mr Schmid can have the courage
ro say that the upward price trend in the energy or the
oil sector can be slowed down by greater State inter-
vention . . .
(Interjectionfrom Mr Scbmid: I did not say thdt.)
. . . then I must have misunderstood you. If you say
that the price of oil is panicularly high in Belgium and
Denmark, I can say that the price of oil and of heating
oil in those countries is relatively high in comparison
with other countries where competition determines the
price. I am nor saying 
- 
and I believe it would be
foolhardy to do so 
- 
that the spot marker do not
provide any incentive for speculation. That is the issue
we must consider, because it cannot be in our interests
that a number of speculators with a little capital make
excessive profits by manipulating the market. But I feel
- 
and I am now speaking on behalf of my group 
-that the Commission's proposals are going in the right
direction to achieve far greater transparency of the
spot markets 
- 
there is not just one: there are at least
two, if not more, in the Community 
- 
and to give the
consumer a better opponunity of comparing prices in
various regions and of various products. I would
therefore warn against our drawing the general
conclusion from the deficiencies 
- 
which exist 
- 
that
we would do better with an overall supervisory and
regulatory system. I believe we must bring ourselves to
taking action, which will cenainly not be easy, to
insrall more effective means of achieving market trans-
parency. That is why, as I and my political colleagues
see it, the course adopted by the Commission is the
right one, and it is also endorsed by the Balfour report.
Ir is also why we have not asked for this repon to be
referred back rc committee because the Committee on
Energy and Research was not consulted. By and large,
we support Mr Balfour's report. But I repeat: we shall
have to look again at the problem of curbing specula-
tion. Perhaps, Mr Schmid, we should take the initia-
tive on this specific subject in the Committee on
Energy and Research, but for the moment we should
use our majoriry weight in this Parliament to approve
the Balfour report, so that funher action can be taken
on the measures proposed by the Commission.
(Applause)
18. Agendafor next sitting
President. 
- 
The next sitting will be held tomorrow,
Vednesday, 2l May 1980, with the following agenda:
9 4.m. to 1 p.m., aad 3 p.m. to 7 p.m.
- 
Vote on the urgency of several motions for resolution
- 
Joinc debate on the Council and Commission stale-
ments on the European Council in Luxembourg and
the oral quesdon to the Council on the need for early
adoption of the budget
- 
Radoux report on the EEC/Yugoslavia Cooperation
Agreement
5.30 p.m. to 7 p.m.
- 
Question Time: questions to the Council and the
Foreign Ministers.
The sitting is closed.
(The sitting was closed at 7 p.m.)
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Mr Zamberletti; Mrs Ewing; Mr Zamber-
leui; Mr de Courcy Ling; Mr Zamberletti;
Mr aan Aerssen; Mr Zamberletti
Question No 48, by Mr Hume: Researcb and
deoe lopment programme for textiles :
Mr Zamberletti; Mr Seal; Mr Zamberletti;
M, I. D. Taylor; Mr Zamberletti; Mr
Enright; Mr Zamberleui
Question No 49, by Lord Douro: Treatment
of animals: Mr Zamberletti; Lord Do*ro; Mr
Zamberletti; Mr Moorhouse; Mr Zamberletti;
Mr Romualdi; Mr Zamberletti
Question No 50, by Mrs Dienesch: Inspection
of oil tanhers carrying oil in the English
Channel:
Mr Zamberletti; Mrs Dienesch; Mr Zamber-
leui
Questions to the Foreign Ministers:
Question No 62, by Mr d'Ormesson: Protec-
tion of sea linhs betuteen Europe and tbe oil
and raw materiak prodttcing counties:
Mr Zamberletti, Presidenrin-Offie of the
Foreign Ministers; Mr d'Ormesson;
Mr Zamberletti
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INTHECHAIR: MRSVEIL
President
(Tbe sitting utas opened at 9 a.m.)
President. 
- 
The sitting is open.
l. Approoal ofminutes
President. 
- 
The minutes of proceedings of yester-
day's sitting have been distriburcd. Since there are no
commenrs, the minutes of proceedings are approved.
2. Documents receioed
President. 
- 
I have received from the committees
and the Members various documen[s, deuils of which
will be given in the minutes of proceedings of today's
sitring.
3. Referral to committee
President. 
- 
Details of three motions for resolutions
on fisheries which have been referred to committee
Point of order: Mr Baillot
Sir Peter Vannech; Mr Zamberletti; Mr
Habsburg; Mr Zamberletti; Mr Albers; Mr
Zamberletti; Mr oan Aerssen; Mr Zamber-
letti; Mr Prag; Mr Zamberletti
Question No 63, by Mr Hutton: Use of
chemical warfare by the Sooiet Union in
Afgbanistan:
Mr Zamberletti; Mr Hutton; Mr Zamberletti;
Mr Penders; Mr Zamberletti; Mrs Kellett-
Bowman; Mr Zamberletti
Question No 64, by Mrs Ewing: Argentinian
detention cdttps:
Mr Zamberletti; Mrs Eaing; Mr Zamberletti
Question No 65, by Mr Moreland: CamP
Daoid agreement between Egypt and Israel:
Mr Zamberletti; Mr Moreland; Mr Zamber-
letti
12. Agenda
Annex
for next sitting
will also be found in the minutes of proceedings of
today's sitting.
4. Reqaests for an early oote
President. 
- 
I have received three motions for reso-
lutions with request for an early vote, pursuant to Rule
a7g) of the Rules of Procedure, to wind up the debarc
on the oral question (Doc. l-146/80) on the need ts
adopt the budget rapidly afrcr the meeting of the
European Council:
- 
motion for a resolution (Doc. l-175/80) by Mr Dank-
en on behalf of the Committee on Budgets;
- 
motion for'a resolution (Doc. l-183/80) by Mr
Maffre-Baug6 and others;
- 
motion for a resolution (Doc. 1-185/80) by Mr de la
Maldne and others on behalf of the Group of Euro-
pean Progressive Democrats.
As was decided on Monday, the authors of these
motions may speak in today's debate. Parliament will
be consulced on these requests for an early vote on
these motions for resolutions at the beginning of
tomorrow's sitting. If the requests for an early vote are
adopted, the vote will mke place at the next voting
time.
I call Sir Percr Vanneck.
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Sir Petcr Vanneck. 
- 
Madam Presidenr, as Mr Ian
Paisley is nor present, may I on behalf of all rhe back-
bench Members ask if rhe backbench lights could be
switched on now and in future at9 a.m. every day?
President. 
- 
Orders will be given to rhis effect. Sreps
will be taken to €rsur€, rhar the lights are always on by
nine o'clock.
I call Mr Fergusson.
Mr Fergusson. 
- 
Madam President, on a point of
order. I made a speech on Monday, which is recorded
in the Report of Proceedings, asking why rhe oral
question mbled in my name on 20 April, dealing with
the Commission reacrion ro a resolution adopted by
Parliament in June 1978, has in fact not appeared on
the list of oral quesrions. I hoped thar my quesrion
would be answered roday. Perhaps you can help me.
President. 
- 
Mr Fergusson, your quesrion was
forwarded in good time to rhe Commission. For
technical reasons, however, ir was nor received by the
Commission. For rhis reason ir was nor included in lasr
Monday's Question Time, but resr assured thar it will
be included in Question Time ar rhe nexr parr-session
in June.
5. Decisions on r4rgenry
President. 
- 
The first ircm on rhe agenda is the deci-
sion on the urgency of seven morions for resolutions.
\7e shall consider first the motionfor a resolution (Doc.
I l'1.l/80) by Mr Jaquet and others: Present crisis in
thc [,EC.
I call Mr Jaquet.
Mr Jaquet. 
- 
(F) Madam President, the recenr
European summit meeting illustrated the extent of rhe
crisis besetting the Community. I do hope thar at rhe
end of today's debate Parliament will assume its
responsibilities in a clear and courageous manncr.
This is the background to the motion for a resolution
by the French Socialisrc seeking an urgen[ debare on
this matter. The crisis is serious because it raises a
question mark over the character and very nature of
this Community of ours. The exrent of rhe crisis was
disclosed by the discussion over the United Kingdom
contribution, but although rhe Bridsh demands have
made things worse, they were not the cause of this
crisis. Some people say that if we accepted Mrs
Thatcher's demands, the Community would be well
on the way to becoming a free trade area. This is rhe
wrong way of looking at rhe problem, if you ask me.
Quite the opposite is [rue, because rhe Community has
barely got pasr rhe srage of being a free trade area and
the UK Government has found some prerexr for
putting forward its demands. Ve have our own
resources, but apan from the Common Agriculrural
Policy what common policies do we have? There has
been no real expression of Community will at any
other level, be it social, regional, industrial or in the
energy sector. And of course, if Europe is going to
srumble along like this, everyone is going ro pur
national interests firsr, and who can blame them in
such a situation? There is a problem as far as rhe
United Kingdom is concerned, and rhe solidarity
which ought to exisr among us should prompr us ro
make an effort, bur rhis can be done only for a limited
time and wirh due respecr for the rules of the Commu-
nity. \7e are not going ro solve rhe presenr crisis by
opting for inter-governmental cooperation. On rhe
cont.rary, it is by developing our common policies rhat
we can best respond to the chief concerns of each
Member State.
There is also a genuinely serious problem in the case
of the budget. ft is obvious rhat the presenr situation
cannot go on and that the system of provisional
twelfths which we have at rhe momenr is hindering
even more the workings of rhe Communiry. The
Council really must presenr a new drafr budger ar the
June part-session. 
'!7e have waired for far too long and
this situation has lasrcd for far too long.
One last point, on agricultural producer prices for
1980-81. Let me repeat what we have often said in the
past: we want [hese agricultural prices to ensure that
European farmers have an income which is compara-
ble wirh the incomes of other professional classes,
which is implicir in rhe agreemenm which led ro rhe
introduction of the Common Agricultural Policy. One
or two aspecrc of the policy will have to be reviewed
no doubt, and we recen[ly tabled a proposal on rhis
subjecr, but we have always mainmined rhar you
cannot use a budgetary vo[e ro bring about reforms in
this sphere, and you have to respecr the undenakings
that were made.
I have outlined the reasons behind our tabling of rhis
motion, Madam Presidenr. Ve really hope rhat the
present crisis will serve as a lesson ro us and will help
us to become more aware of rhe ties of solidarity
which unire us, bu[ we have to acr boldly and with
speed. This is essenrial if we want ro pull rhrough this
crisis successfully.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Bangemann.
Mr Bangemann. 
- 
(D) Madam President, if I am
not mistaken, the French Socialists are also repre-
sented on the Commitree on Budgets and they also
ought to be in a position to realize that after rhis
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discussion we are scheduled to consider a repon by
Mr Colombo on exactly the same subject, which we
are going to discuss and which is followed by a motion
for a resolution which was drawn up by the Commit-
tee on Budgets with the collaboration of all the politi-
cal groups. If I may now direct my remarks ro
N{r Jaquet, I am sorely disappointed that a Vice-Presi-
dent of Parliament, who really ought to see to it that
the business of the House is conducted properly in
accordance with the Rules of Procedure, completely
ignores the issue of urgency and instead speaks about
the substance of the matter, thus throwing confusion
into the debate we are going to have later. Such
conduct is unhelpful and does nothing to resolve the
crisis. It simply brings to the debate an added element
which we could have done without' I am against
urgency and I ask everyone to keep to what we all
want in future.
(Loud applause)
President. 
- 
I put to the vote the request for urgent
procedure.
The request is rejected.
The motion for a resolution is therefore referred to
rhe appropriate committee.
I call Mr de la Maline.
Mr de la Maline. 
- 
(F) Madam President, I do not
really understand how you intend to organize the
debates. \7e are going to have a debate with the
Council and we are going to wind it up with a series of
votes on motions for resolutions. Did Mr Jaquet's
motion not fit into this debate? If I have got things
wrong, I am sorry. I thought it came at the end of the
debate, but if this is not so I apologize for interrupt-
ing.
President. 
- 
The motion for a resolution will not be
considered because the request for urgent procedure
was rejected.
Mr de la Maline. 
- 
This is where the misunder-
standing arises. If you had said that all the motions by
all the groups on the Council debate were coming
rogether, there would not have been any problem in
my opinion. Indeed, it would have seemed quite logi-
cal to me. In my view it is normal for all the SrouPs to
table motions on the budgetary problems and on prob-
lems connected with the Luxembourg meeting and
rhen, as you said once, we take them all, although of
course we shall have [o vote on them for or against
afterwards.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Bangemann.
Mr Bangemann. 
- 
(D) I should like to remind Mr
de la Maldne that all the groups have made an effort
together with the Committee on Budgets and the
.rppo.ter. to arrive a! a common motion for a resolu-
tion on behalf of the committee. As far as I am aware,
this has been successful undl now. I am all in favour.
My group 
- 
and also the orher groups, I believe 
-
will not table individual motions. This is therefore a
matter that we can handle jointly. Furthermore, a
motion for urgency has been tabled and not a request
to wind up the debate on the Colombo report.
President. 
- 
\7e shall now consider rhe motion for a
resolution (Doc. 1-176/50) by Ms Clwyd and otbers:
Closure of British coal mines.
I call Mrs Clwyd.
Mrs Clwyd. 
- 
Madam President, the rules of the
European Coal and Steel Community allow Member
Statei to subsidize their domestic coal industries so as
to reduce the price of their domestic coking coal to
world price levels. The United Kingdom does not even
providi the subsidy allowed under the European Coal
ind Steel Community rules so that the United King-
dom coking coal indusry is extremely vulnerable at
rhe preseni time. Both the Coal Board and the
National Union of Mineworkers have been urging the
British Government to adopt the principle generally
adopted by all other European governments, namely
rhai of bridging the cost gap between domestic coking
coal and imponed coking coal. There are also cenain
aids for the transponation of coking coal across fron-
tiers which the ECSC pays directly' It is something of
an anomaly that these transport aids do not apply
within frontiers. In some parts of the Community
rransport across the Community may be a matter of
only a few kilometres and is eligible for transpon aid,
*hereas in the United Kingdom, transportation of
coal over several hundred kilometres does not qualify
for such aid.
Madam President, the continuance of a substantial
coal-mining industry in the Unircd Kingdom and else-
where in the Communiry depends on maintaining
markets. One of the major markets in the United
Kingdom is for coking coal' You are aware that the
gori.nrn.nt in the United Kingdom is reducing the
capacity of the steel industry' The reduction. in steel-
rnrking this year will reduce demand for coking coal
by at liast l'5 million tonnes a year. At the same time
the steel industry in the Unircd Kingdom is being
forced, again by the United Kingdom Eovernment, to
increase iis imports of coking coal from third coun-
tries.
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Madam President, rhere has rc be effective coordina-
tion between the producdon and disposal of Commu-
nity coal and impons from third counrries. It is still the
case, despire all our talk about energy policy, rhat
much grearer imporrance is often given to the shon-
term advantages of cheaper impons rhan ro mainrain-
'ing and developing Europe's mosr imponant indigen-
ous source of energy. Indigenous coal production in
the Communiry is substantially less rhan it was before
the outbreak of rhe oil crisis in 1973, whereas impons
from third countries have doubled. Sreps therifore
have to be taken immediarely ro safeguard disposals of
indigenous coal, panicularly in rimes of adverse
market fluctuations. The reason for urgenry is that the
future of at leasr 10 coal mines in one region of rhe
United Kingdom will be reviewed in rhe next few
weeks. The Nadonal Union of Mineworkers considers
that at leasr 20 coal mines are in jeopardy, and rhis
could mean the loss of 15 000 jobs in a region where
unemployment is likely ro reach 15 0/o by the end of
next year, causing acute social and economic prob-
lems.
Madam President, I have no doubt rhar all concerned
members of rhis Parliament will vote ro suppon the
urgency of this resolurion.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Rogers.
Mr Rogers. 
- 
Madam President, I obviously would
wanr to suppon urgency, since at least eight of the
twelve coalmines rhar are being considered for immi-
nent closure are within Jny consriruenry. Now, Ms
Clwyd perhaps has pur some of the substantive artu-
menr forward for saving these coalmines. I want to
confine myself stricrly to the urgency marrer. I appeal
to all my British colleagues, wherever they might be in
the House, ro supporr it. The decisions are being mken
today, next Vednesday and the following Vednesday.
It is an ongoing marrer, staning today. Unless we
debate this, unless we give an opinion, then we really
could have a calamitous siruation. I would also appeal
to my colleagues from other countries who are
concerned with the energy situation, who are
concerned wirh unemployment and the enormous
social problems that artend coalmine closures. 'S7e
must remember rhat when you close a coalmine, you
close a community. It is no good in ten or fifteen years
saying to the coalminers 'Come back'. There. will not
be any miners to work the pim.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Moreland.
Mr Moreland. 
- 
Madam President, I must say that I
always find ir a little curious thar the pany opposite,
the British Labour Group, in its elecdon campaign last
year said that ir would do its urmost to stop this
Parliament and the Community interfering with
domestic decisions of rhe United Kingdom. Yer rime
and time again they raise issues which are domestic
considerations. I suggesc this House is getting a little
bored of this acdvity.
Might I say, Madam Presidenr, rhar I represent a coal-
mining area. I take this very seriously. I do nor believe
that the situation in the coalmines lends itself to a
quick debate on Friday. It is much more amenable,
and I am mlking here of the Communiry coalmine
siruation as a whole, ro proper discussion within the
Committee on Energy wirh a final motion coming
before this Parliamenr. I would therefore suggest thai
urgency is totally inappropriate in this situadon. More
imponanrly, it would actually do damage ro rhe inter-
ests of coalminers. Might I say finally, Madam Presi-
dent, thar I have probably been down more coalmines
than our polytechnic lecrurers opposite . . .
( Intemtptions fron tbe floor)
. . . who are misleading this House.
The coalmines rhar are under discussion for closure
are largely ones which are near depletion or which
have high costs. There are proposals ro open coal-
mines in the United Kingdom, panicularly in my
region. So the facts show clearly that urgency is out of
order. Most imponant of all, for th'e sake of the coal-
mine indusry, I believe we should have a proper inves-
dgation in the Committee on Energy and Research.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I put ro the vore the request for urgenc
procedure.
The request is rejected.
The modon for a resolurion is therefore referred to
the appropriate commitree.
President. 
- 
\7e shall now consider the motion for a
.resolation (Doc. 1-177/80) by Mrs Agnelli and otbers:
Death of tbousands of Kampachean children.
I call Mrs Agnelli.
Mrs Agnelli. 
- 
(l) Madam President, ladies and
gentlemen, e Breat deal has been said, in this Chamber
as well, about the plight of the Cambodian refugees. I
do not intend to go over it again. This motion
concerns the children who have been orphaned and
who are alone and abandoned in the camps in Thai-
land. The idea is thar rhese children should be fostered
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out to the hundreds and thousands of European fami-
lies willing to take them.
These families would have to give an undenaking 
-in the event of one of the parents asking for the child
back 
- 
that they would immediately send the children
entrusred to them back to Cambodia or else that they
would agree to the parents' coming to the European
country which had taken in their children. In any case,
this is highty unlikely, as most. of these children have
lost their parents. Some were killed in front of their
children's own eyes, while in other cases the mothers
died in the camps and the fathers were killed on the
other side of the border. Many children were even
picked up beside their parents' bodies.
It must be said that the High Commissioner for Refu-
gees and, to some extent, the International Red Cross
are against this solution, because they do not think the
children should be uprooted from sheir ovrn country.
At this point, ladies and gentlemen, there is one ques-
tion I should like to ask. If a child of yours, or one of
your little granddaughters, had the choice of living
behind barbed wire and probably being raped every
night, with the likelihood of being sent back to
Cambodia to die of hunger, or of being adopted by a
family and finding a home, an education, a life 
-
which would you choose? I ask you rc think about this
for a moment, before you vote on this request for
urgency.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I put to the vote the request for urgent
procedure.
Urgent procedure is adoprcd.
The motion for a resolution will be placed on the
agenda of Friday's sitting.
President. 
- 
\(e shall now consider the motion for a
resolution (Doc. 1-178/80) by Mr Pflinlin and others:
Situation of Anatoly Shcharansky.
I call Mr Vandewiele.
Mr Vandewiele. 
- 
(NZ) Madam President, in the
absence of Mr Pflimlin 
- 
who sends his apologies 
-
and all the other signatories to this motion for a reso-
lution, I should like briefly to speak in favour of
urgent procedure being adopted for the resolution on
rhe situation of Mr Shcharansky. The justificadon is
very brief and largely self-explanatory. \7e have
requested the urgent procedure because of the
extremely critical physical condition of Mr Shcharan-
sky and the recent deterioration in his health. Mr
Shcharansky has been in custody for so long that his
life is likely to be in danger. He was sentenced rc three
years' imprisonment and ten years' hard labour on
I a July 1978 because of his commitment to the right of
Jews to emigrate from the Soviet Union. In view of the
fact that practically all the political grouPs in this
House have signed this request, there should be no
need for a long discussion. I should like to ask the
House to support. this request for the urgent Proce-
dure unanimously, as it did just now in the case of Mrs
Agnelli's motion for a resolution.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Deleau to speak on behalf of
the Group of European Progressive Democrats.
Mr Deleau. 
- 
(F) Madam President, ladies and
gentlemen, I am speaking on behalf of the Group of
European Progressive Democrats in connection with
this motion for a resolution. Ve believe that when
human rights are threatened somewhere in the world,
we are dury bound to fight to have them respected. It
is the duty of free men to urge their total respect.
There can be no compromise on this point. This is why
we are in favour of this motion which has been tabled
by Mr Pflimlin and a number of other Members,
including myself. I cannot stress enough how impor-
tant it is to adopt urgent procedure, in view of Shchar-
ansky's state of health. Death waits for no man in
prison. '$7e are asking for a humanitarian gesture to
accompany our concern for human rights, a gesture
which justifies the urgenr procedure which our group
unanimously supports.
President. 
- 
I call Mrs Van den Heuvel to speak on
behalf of the Socialist Group.
Mrs Van den Heuvel. 
- 
(NL) On behalf of the
Socialist Group, Mr President, I wish to make a strong
plea in favour of the urgency of this motion. This is an
opportunity for Parliament to show that it answers the
call of those inrreed.
President. 
- 
I put to the vote the request for urgent
procedure.
Urgent procedure is adoprcd.
The motion for a resolution will be placed on the
agenda of Friday's sitting.
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President. 
- 
tUTe shall now consider rhe motion for a
resolution (Doc. 1-179/80) by Mr Berhbouwer and
otbers: Wretched situation of the refugees in Somalia.
I call Mr Berkhouwer.
Mr Berkhouwer. 
- 
(NL) Madam President, if
immediare aid is nor forthcoming for rhe hundreds of
thousands of people who have poured out of Ethiopia
into Somalia, thousands of rhem will be in imminent
danger of dying of sickness and srarvation. I need say
no more. I hope rhar Parliamenr will decide unani-
mously ro adopt urgenr procedure.
President. 
- 
I put ro rhe vore the request for urgenr
procedure.
Urgenr procedure is adoprcd.
The motion for a resolurion will be placed on rhe
agenda of Friday's sitring.
*o*
President. 
- 
Ve shall now consider the Van den
Heuoel motion for a resolution (Doc. l-181/80): Situa-
tion in East fimor.
I call Mrs Van den Heuvel.
Mrs Van den Heuvel, 
- 
(NL) Madam President, it
is extremely difficult ro ge[ any informarion on the
situation in rhe former Ponuguese colony of East
Timor, because rhe Indonesian occupying forces have
refused access ro inrernational observers. Despirc this,
Amnesty International managed at the end of lasr
month to produce a memorandum which again spelt
out all rhe facrs, and rhose facts are shocking. people
are starving to dearh every day; aid does nor get
through ro rhe people in need, bur is instead sold Ln
the black market by the Indonesian forces; people
surrendering under the terms of an amnesry are impri-
soned and executed, mosrly after being tonured. The
situarion is so serious rhar the remptarion is for us to
close our eyes to it. !7e musr nor succumb to rhis
temptation. International invesrigarion and effective
aid are more [han essenrial in rhis srricken area. I
would-therefore urge rhis House ro vore for the adop-
tion of urgenr procedure on this morion for a resolu-
tlon.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Habsburg.
Mr Habsburg. 
- 
(F) Madam President, rhere are a
number of reasons why I wish to speak against urgenr
procedure for Mrs Van den Heuvel's morion for a
resolurion. Firsrly, we are bothering about another
part of the world when we should be concerned with
matters which affecr us direcrly in Europe. Secondly,
the facts which Amnesty Internarional has reponed are
open [o considerable doubt because many reliable
sources have had rhe opponuniry of visiting Timor
and they reporr facrs which are in sriking conrrasr ro
those supplied by Amnesry International. I therefore
propose that the House reject urgenr procedure in
respec[ of Mrs Van den Heuvel's morion.
President. 
- 
I call Mrs Baduel Glorioso ro speak on
behalf of the Communisr and Allies Group.
Mrs Baduel Glorioso. 
- 
(F) Madam Presidenr, I
support the motion mbled by Mrs Van den Heuvel.
Mr Habsburg's argument is rather unconvincing. Ve
have just taken a decision on Cambodia and yesterday
and the day before, if we had gone along with Mr
Habsburg's group, we should have been off ro Africa.
Since we believe that human rights are being violared
there, we have to pay some atten[ion to events in
Timor. The informarion which Mrs Van den Heuvel
has is also known by many other Members. I suppon
the request for urgency.
President. 
- 
I put ro rhe vore the request for urgenr
procedure.
Urgent procedure is adopred.
The morion for a resolution will be placed on rhe
agenda of Friday's sirring.
President. 
- 
!fle shall now consider the motion for a
resolution (Doc. 1-185/80) by Mr Galknd and others:
European cohesion follouting the meeting ofthe Foreign
Ministers of the Nine in Naples.
I call Mr Galland.
Mr Galland. 
- 
(F) Madam President, ladies and
gentlemen, Mr Habsburg cannot accuse me of speak-
ing about a problem which is nor European. I am
prompted by evenrs of rhe momen[. In 24 hours,
berween 18 and 19May, the beginnings of European
cohesion worked our by the Nine Foreign Ministers in
Naples began to show the first signs of coming apan.
This unhappy incident 
- 
which I trusr can be righted
- 
has promprcd this requesr of mine for urgenr proce-
dure.
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One thing has to be clear to our colleagues from the
United Kingdom. I am not trying to cause any splits
between us. If we can look at things calmly, what I am
doing may help to bring us closer together. I should
not like our British colleagues to think for a moment
thar the aim of this motion is to lecture them on politi-
cal integrity and European solidarity. Ve have no
justificarion for preaching along these lines. The prob-
lem in fact goes much deeper. It is becoming increas-
ingly imponant, for the sake of European unity and
foi the effectiveness of this Parliament, to know how
to distance ourselves from out governments when this
is necessary. I gave an example of this a few months
ago, ladies and gentlemen, when I raised the problem
of contributions and the European solidarity which I
felt was essential. I fail to understand the British
Government now. On 18 May in Naples the Nine
Foreign Ministers all signed a communiqu6 outlining
the sanctions which this Europe of ours, acting in steP
at las[, had agreed on to show our solidarity over the
hostage affair in Iran. The communiqu6 of t8 May
*"s quite clear, to the effect that the Ministers agreed
that ill contracts signed afrcr 4 November 1979 would
be affected by the sanctions. The next day, 19 May,
the British Government unilaterally decided not to
enforce the sanctions from the proposed darc of
4 November 1979,the day on which the hostages were
taken. The eight other governments were informed of
rhis decision yesterday, 20 May.I would point out too
that, contrary to what many people are inclined to
think, it was not the House of Commons which forced
rhe British Government to go back on its word. The
bill giving the British Government the power to
impose sanctions on Iran had in fact been given its
third reading some days before.
Ladies and gentlemen, we have always called for inter-
national solidarity in this unhappy affair of the Ameri-
can hostages in Iran.'!7e were praying for a common
European posidon. As soon as we get one and show
the world that the Community can have a political
sense and be united, it is disregarded only 24 hours
later. It would have been better if we had never had
one at all. There may sdll be time to get round this
error and these dangers if this Parliamerrt asks the
United Kingdom to stand by the undenaking it gave
in Naples. What has happened this week could not be
more topical, and that is why urgent procedure is
needed to ask the United Kingdom to make a deter-
mined show of the European political solidarity which
rhat same nation, often with justification, has so often
demanded of the Community.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Scott-Hopkins to speak on
behalf of the European Democratic Group.
Mr Scott-Hopkins. 
- 
Madam President, I regret
that the honourable tentleman has decided to bring
forward this modon at such a sensitive moment in the
Community's development. This is a moment when
Parliament should be trying to be a unifying, not a
divisive, force. Ve should be seeking areas of coopera-
tion and of agreement, not highlighting those areas
where there is difficulry and disagreement. Of course
what the honourable gentleman said is rue, but I
would point out to this House that the House of
Commons in Vestminster made known to the
Government im deep aversion rc bringing in retrospec-
tive legislation, and that is what it would have meant if
the House of Commons had decided to pass legisla-
tion dealing with contracts which had been concluded
between ope.ato.s in the United Kingdom and those'
in Iran dating back to November, when they were
entered into in all good faith. It was the House of
Commons which made it known to Her Majesty's
Government in the United Kingdom its deep aversion
to that.
I would point out to this House that we in my group
here have been loyal to the decisions of this House
concerning the necessity to bring in sanctions against
Iran notwithstanding the deep misgivings that all of us
in this Chamber have over the efficacy of sanctions.
And we as a group have indeed been loyal to the deci-
sions of the Council of Ministers as well. It may well
be that the honourable gentleman who moved this
motion had other ideas at the back of this mind as to
how other Member States had been behaving just
recently in perhaps dividing and departing from the
agreement of the Nine, but I do want, to highlight that
that is not my intention. I would merely, Madam Pres-
ident, ask my honourable friends and the honourable
gentlemen in the rest of the House not to give urgency
io this matter. It is the wrong moment to do so. Let us
search for what will unite us and help us out of the
present crisis that we have got into. And so I beg you,
ironourable gentlemen and my honourable friends, not
to support the plea for urgent procedure for this
debati- Let rhe matter go to the Political Affairs
Committee, but please do not supPort the request for
urgent debate at this moment. Let us be a unifying, not
a divisive force!
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Mr De Goede.
Mr De Goede. 
- 
(NL) I am in favour, Madam Pres-
ident.
Madam President, Mr Scott-Hopkins's approach to
the motion for a resolution tabled by Mr Galland and
other is slightly odd. Of course, Parliament should ry
to be a unifying force 
- 
and I have no doubt that this
sentiment will be echoed a number of dmes in the
course of today's debate with the Council 
- 
but you
cannot create unity by glossing over the lack of unity,
which is what Mr Scott-Hopkins is trying to do. I
think he would do more for the cause of uniry if he
had a chat with Mrs Thatcher about the budget prob-
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lem and rhe United Kingdom's withdrawal from the
Iran boycotr.
Madam President, I entirely agree with the conrenc of
the morion for a resolurion and with the requesr for
urgent procedure. I do, however, have one poinr of
order to make. Today we are debadng the problems of
the Nine in general wirh the Council and the Commis-
sion. I am sure that rhe question of Iran will crop up
on a number of occasions. My quesdon is whether the
fact that Mr Galland is sticking to his request for
urgent procedure means rhat we shall be discussing
this question again separately on Friday morning. I
should like ro ask you wherher this morion for a reso-
lution could not be incorporated into today's debate,
which would mean that when we come to vote on
today's motions romorrow, rhe motion for a resolution
tabled by Mr Galland and others would likewise be
voted on rhen.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Bangemann to speak on behalf
of the Liberal and Democratic Group.
Mr Bangemann. 
- 
(D) Madam Presidenr, Mr
Galland tabled this morion on behalf of Members in
the Liberal and other troups on rhe assumprion rhar
the President-in-Office of the Council would keep ro
the agenda, which in fact schedules a reporr on the
Luxembourg meeting. I presume, however, that he is
bound to say something abour the Foreign Ministers'
meeting in Naples. Consequently, on behalf of
Mr Galland and the orhers who signed rhe motion, ,I
can say rhar we are willing to have rhis motion dealr
with not as a requesr for urgent procedure but as a
requesq for an early vore ro wind up the debare on the
oral question tabled by Mr Fanti and others on rhe
topic thar Mr Colombo will be alking about in a few
moments.
There are also two points I should like rc make in
connection with what my esteemed colleague 
,
Mr Scotr-Hopkins, said. If he were to regard rhis
motion as an attack on an individual governmenr, he
would be mistaken. If he were to inrerpret it as an
outpouring of national feeling against anorher narion
and another na[ional governmen!, he would also be
mistaken. I should back a motion of rhis kind even if it
were aimed ar the German Government. I should also
back ir if the point were 
- 
and ir is 
- 
ro encourage
both panies, the British Governrnent as well as the reit.
of the Community, to discuss in a public debate rhe
reasons for the disintegration of the Communiry.
Mr Scott-Hopkins, you and I were both at a function
last nighr where we had an opponunity to talk in
private abour rhe siruation in rhe Community. Every-
one there was deeply pessimistic. The point,
Mr Scott-Hopkins, is rhat ir is no longer a quesrion of
criticizing or defending something or orher; rhe
Communiry itself is at stake. Ve have ro overcome rhis
mood of pessimism. If we cannot manage [his, we are
causing more harm than we could by treading on rhe
toes of a governmenr which in any case has not exactly
been a model of restraint in recent weeks. One musr
expect such a reac[ion if one behaves like that. There's
a saying in German 
- 
perhaps ir is rhe same in English
- 
which goes ''!trharever a man sows, rhar he will also
reap'. I think it would be a good idea to have a public
debate and to discuss what we all have ro do to over-
come rhis crisis. Ve shall have an opponunity during
the debate on Mr Colombo's reporr ro express every-
thing rhar has to be said on this marter.
Please do nor [ake this as an atrack on the British
Governmenr. The people who have tabled this morion
would criticize any tovernmenr if rhey felt ir was not
doing enough ro promote solidariry in rhe Commu-
nlty.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Fanti ro speak on behalf of the
Communisr and Allies Group.
Mr Fanti. 
- 
(l) Madam Presidenr, I am against the
request for urgency which Mr Bangemann has appar-
endy wirhdrawn, and I am also againsr his proposal.
The morion cannor be added to today's agenda. The
Liberal Members will have occasion to pur forward
their views during rhe debate which will be staned by
Mr Colombo.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Galland on a point of order.
Mr Galland. 
- 
(F) Madam President, I get the
impression that things are a bit confused. !7e are still
seeking urgency but in order not to prolong the busi-
ness of the House we are asking for this debare to be
added ro rhis afternoon's debare, as Mr De Goede
requested. If urgent procedure is adopted, this debate
will become a specific irem.
Presideat. 
- 
Be that as it may, Mr Galland, Parlia-
menr mus[ first of all be consulted on urgency.
I put to the vote the request for urgent procedure.
The request is rejected.
The motion for a resolution is rherefore referred to
the appropriare commirtee.
I call Mr Josselin on a point of order.
Mr Josselin. 
- 
(F) Madam President, rhe request for
urgent procedure in respecr of the motion mbled by
Mr Jaquet was rejected this morning. \7e obviously
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cannot come back to that now, but I did think that
another text could have been added to this afternoon's
more general debate. Could we not do the same in the
case of Mr Jaquet's motion?
President. 
- 
I think you have misunderstood what
was said, MrJosselin. Since the request for urgenry
was rejected, Mr Galland's motion will definitely not
figure in the debate. It is referred to committee in
accordance with Rule 25 of the Rules of Procedure.
It will be up to those who speak to raise, if they
wish, any specific questions regarding the European
Council.
6. Statement by Council and Commission on the
European Council of 27 and 28 Apil 1980 
- 
Needfor
rapid adoption of budget.
President. 
- 
The next item is the joint debate on
- 
Council and Commission starcments on the Euro-
pean Council meeting of 27 and 28 April 1980 in
Luxembourg;
- 
oral question with debate (Doc. l-146/80), tabled
by Mr Fanti and Mr Ansart on behalf of the
Communist and Allies Group, to the Council:
Subject: Need to adopt the budget rapidly after the meet-
ing of the European Council
Considering the postponement of the European Council
rc 27 and 28 April,
considering the imponance of the problems raised at this
meedng of the European Council,
considering the increasing gravity in panicular of the
economic and social problems facing the countries of the
Community,
considering the need for a rapid adoption of the budget,
considering the various positions expressed in the debate
on questions o{ budgetary convergence,
Can the Council inform the Assembly:
- 
of the decisions taken at the European Council;
- 
of its position on the new Commission proposals for
the budget, following the last budgetary debate;
Can the Council state im position on the need for rapid
adoption of the Communiry budget?
I call Mr Colombo.
Mr Colombo, President-in-Offce of the Council.
- 
(I) Madam President, ladies and gentlemen' rhe
European Council meeting held in Luxembourg on
27-28 April was dominated, as far as the Community
*as conte.n.d, by the problem of the imbalance in the
United Kingdom's budget conribution.
It seems superfluous to stress the sensitive and
complex nature of this problem which involved the
Italian Presidency in intense preParatory work in a
search for possible common ground both on the prob-
lems of correcting the imbalance in the United King-
dom's contribution to the budget and of convergence
and on a series of other problems 
- 
rationalization of
Community expenditure on agriculture, agricultural
prices for the year 1 980- 1 98 1 , sheepmeat, fisheries and
ln..gy 
- 
which are in fact related rc the solution of
Britain's problem.
During the preparatory mlks, there was general agree-
ment on the fact that, although the British contribu-
tion to the budget appears a bookkeeping problem, it
should be seen as the outcome of facrcrs which are
deeply rooted in the nature and functioning of
Community policies as a whole.
These factors 
- 
and this subject has been debarcd
several times by Parliament 
- 
are in essence bound up
with the following three considerations.
First, United Kingdom trade is still not sufficiently
oriented towards intra-Community trade, with the
result that, as the United Kingdom impons more from
non-member countries than the other Member Sutes,
ir contributes more in customs levies' Second, funher
difficulties are caused by the effect of high agricultural
expenditure on rhe Community budget. The agricul-
ture of the United Kingdom is very efficient but at the
same time does not rePresent a Ereat pan of its gross
domestic product, so that the United Kingdom
receives'a limited share of resources from the Guaran-
tee Fund for agriculture. The third point concerns the
failure to develop structural and investment policies
which might have compensated for the British budget
contribution if they had been developed adequately'
If a permanent solution is rc be found m the serious
imbalance in the United Kingdom's contribution to
the Community budgeq action must be mken in these
three fields. The United Kingdom Government will
have to ensure that a greater volume of United King-
dom trade takes place with the Community.
Increases in agricultural expenditure should be
controlled and, at the same time, investment and
structural policies should be strengthened.
All this requires time, and we are faced by immediate
deadlines which force us to give at least provisional
replies.
This was the background to the discussion in the
European Council, where shon- and medium-term
factors were kept constantly in mind. Two possible
solutions to the immediate problem were discussed at
length.
The first concerned a substantial reduction in the net
United Kingdom contribution, which, according to
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rhe Commission, would reach I 683 million unirc of
accounr in 1980, leaving aside increased agricukural
prices (after the increase in agricultural prices, the ner
United Kingdom contriburion for 1980 would sdll be
about I 750 million unirs of accounr). The net United
Kingdom contribution would be reduced by handing
over a fixed sum of I 100 million unirs of accounr ro
the United Kingdom for rhree years. The Brirish
Prime Minister did nor accepr rhis offer, as she consid-
ered that it did not go far enough in reducing the
United Kingdom contriburion.
The second solution was ro fix the ner Unircd King-
dom conrribution for 1980 alone at 538 million units
of accounr, i.e. the average of the United Kingdom
contributions for 1978 and 1979. The difference,
a_mounting to a large sum of money, would be paid by
the other 8 Member States.
It was also suggested rhar during 1980 rhe Commis-
sion should pur forward proposals for a lasting solu-
tion to rhe United Kingdom problem, and possibly
also on the acrual nature of the machinery for financ-
ing rhe Community budger.
The British Prime Minister would have accepred rhe
suggestion ro fix rhe ner Unircd Kingdom contribution
for 1980 ar 538 million unim of accounr if future
contriburions had been assessed on more or less the
same basis.
I would like ro point our here that this agreemenr u/as
bound to be provisional once ir was realized rhar ir
would be very difficult to reach an agreemenr covering
a number of years (at least rhree). A one-year agree-
ment was rherefore chosen, no[ because this was the
only measure to be taken, bur because one year would
give the Commission time to make proposals for a
complete solurion to the British problem.
Other artempts were made to extend the provisional
nature of the agreement for the second year, in case it
proved impossible to reach agreemenr on the Commis-
sion's proposals during the current year. Bur this offer,
too, was not acceptable rc all those concerned.
Meanwhile, progress was being made in orher areas,
but again ir was nor sufficient to permit an overall
agreement.
The extraordinary meering of the Council of Agricul-
ture Ministers, which was held simultaneously wirh rhe
European Council meering, was able to identify
elements of agreement on agriculture (agricultural
prices for the 1980-1981 markedng year and measures
to rationalize agricultural expenditure), on which,
however, the United Kingdom enrered a blanket reser-
vat.ion. Furrher progress was also made towards the
adoption of common rules for the marker in sheep-
meat, although it has nor yer been possible ro reconcile
certain differences of view as [o rhe merhods of rheir
application.
On fisheries, rhere was atreemenr thar decisions which
would permit ihe inroduction of a common policy in
this sector were urgenrly needed. It was also possible
to work out some of the essential elements of such a
policy. Bur disagreement over problems relaring to the
principle of equal access ro Community warers
remalns,_
'!(/e are now facing a difficulr situation. \7e all know
this just as we all realize rhat whar is at stake is much
more than rhe specific problem thar confronts us. And
because of rhis we must find)n early solution rhat will
be borh honourable and satisfacrory for all.
The Presidency, for its pan, means ro preserve in its
efforts, in order that rhe remaining divergences
between rhe Member Srates may be settled as soon as
possible and the Community recover a maximum of
thar inrernal cohesion which will enable it to cope wirh
today's exrremely serious, complex and sensitive inter-
narional siruarion. For the presenr, the Council of
Ministers of Finance and Economic Affairs has been
instructed ro ascertain the exact amount of the net
United Kingdom conrribution for rhe time-period
which may be importanr for rhe purposes of the agree-
ment. As soon as that is done the Council of Ministers
for General Affairs wiil take up rhe marrer again and a
determined effon will be made to find a solution.
I_will not hide from you, however, thar the effons by
the Presidency which, as I have said, will conrinul
unremirringly, would come ro a halt if ir should prove
that there was a lack of sufficient political will on rhe
pan of all to reach an agreemenr within the narrow
margins of negotiation still remaining. Ve shall
continue ro resr for rhe presence of this will in the
hope that all rhe Governmen[s are fully conscious of
how great was the effon made a[ rhe European Coun-
cil in Luxembourg, rha[ rhey realize that the remaining
differences are nor objecdvely grear, and rhar they
undersrand that unless agreement is reached on rhe
United Kingdom contriburion to the budger, agricul-
tural prices, the sheepmeat Regulation, and a common
fisheries policy 
- 
with all rhe consequences of these
problems for the 1980 budget 
- 
consequences wirh
which Parliament has concerned itself and is tirelessly
concerning itself 
- 
and even for our abiliry to prepare
a budget for 1981 
- 
we shall be running the risk of a
crisis of enormous proporrions in every sector of our
Community's life.
As regards rhe orher ropics discussed by rhe European
Council, the Heads of State and Governgrenr dwelr
primarily on the economic and social situarion.
The effects of higher oil prices on growrh and employ-
ment, on inflarion and balances of payments, demand
that absolure prioriry be given 
- 
rhe European Coun-
cil assened 
- 
ro rhe struggle against infladon and to
the correcrion of external imbalances by means of
coherent monerary, budgetary, prices and incomes
policies.
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Is also stressed the need [o ensure a high rate of
growth in order to allow the investments necessary for
the process of adjusting and restructuring production
capacity.
After inviring the Community authorities concerned to
coordinate closely on interest rates with the aim of
reducing them as soon as possible, the European
Council paid panicular attention to the growing defi-
cit in the developing countries'external accounts, the
extent of the oil-producing countries' surpluses and
the volume of international liquidity, and to the effects
which these factors may have on the stability of the
international economic and financial system and of
trade. To deal with these problems it will be necessary[o set in motion cooperation in appropriate forms
between States and with the relevant international
institutions. These matters will not only be funher
examined by the European Council in Venice, but will
also be the main topic of the talks at the industrialized
countries' Summit to be held, also in Venice, in the
latter pan of June.
Regarding employment, the European Council agreed
that the reduction of inflation was an imponant factor
in the sruggle against unemployment; the Commu-
nity's effons to reduce structural unemployment
would, however, have to be stepped up and better
coordinated, taking into account the proposals which
the European Council at its previous meeting had
asked the Commission to submit.
On the European Monetary Sysrcm, the European
Council nored with sacisfaction the resilience of the
system, observing that the currencies taking part in it
had displayed a degree of cohesion not seen since
1972.
Afrcr noting that the reduction of economic disparities
and the strengthening of the weaker economies were
prerequisites for the development of the European
Monetary System, the European Council reaffirmed
the imponance it atmched to progress in the coordina-
tion of the Member States' economic policies and to
the reduction of economic disparities, especially as
regards inflation rates.
On the transition to the second stage of the system,
rhe European Council confirmed im resolve [o see the
Communiry progress towards the objective of mone-
tary integration and invited the Community bodies
concerned [o continue with work on the Eansition to
rhe insritutional stage, involving the definition of the
role of the ECU and the establishment of the Euro-
pean Monetary Fund.
On energy, after stressing the difficulties encountered
by oil-consuming countries as a result of the uncer-
rainty of supply and the high cost of crude oil, the
European Council emphasized the need for close
coordination of Community action, taking account of
the commitments entered into by Member States
under agreements on supplies in the event of a crisis
and the possibility of increasing indigenous production
of hydrocarbons.
The European Council, considering agreement on a
strategy for 1990 to be of the greatest importance,
outlined a policy of structural changes aimed at prom-
oting more extensive use of alternative sources of
energy, the saving and more rational use of energy,
and a reduction in the use of oil by industry.
I would add here, in order to give as full a picture as
possible; that the position set out by the European
Council has already had a positive follow-up at the
meering of Energy Ministers in Brussels on 13 May,
when approval was given to a programme for restruc-
turing Community energ'y consumption which
included the possibiliry of limiting to about 40 0/o the
share of oil in the overall energy budget.
At the European Council meeting the Commission
requested the Member States to increase their effons
to develop nuclear programmes.
Lastly, the European Council confirmed the impon-
ance of international cooperation on energy and the
readiness of the Community to undertake a dialogue
with producing countries and to solve the problems
which energy shonages pose for developing countries.
Regarding the repon of the Committee of Three, the
European Council took note of the work to date of
the Foreign Ministers and invited them to complete
their examination of the repon in time for the Euro-
pean Council's meeting in Venice.
At the same time, it agreed that selection of the Presi-
dent of the Commission should continue to be made
by the European Council ar least six months before his
term of office began and that Greece would be asso-
ciated with this procedure.
On the Nonh-South Dialogue, the European Council
expressed its appreciation of the Brandt Commission
report on relations between indusrialized and devel-
oping countries, which it considered could be useful in
the preparation of the European position in the sphere
of North-South relations.
The European Council also heard a statement by the
French delegadon concerning a memorandum from irc
Government on the safety of shipping and on
measures to combat pollution from hydrocarbons
transported by sea, in panicular in the English Chan-
nel, and instructed the Community institutions to
examine it.
Lastly, the European Council, conscious of the need
for constant improvement in the quality of life and
hence the environment, stressed the imponance of
undenaking concrete action to clean up the waters of
the Rhine.
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Before concluding, I should like to reply briefly to the
oral question put by Mr Fanti and others concerning
the Communiry budget for 1980.
In view of what I have just said concerning [he resulm
of the European Council meetint in Luxembourg and
the present uncertainties concerning decisions on agri-
culrural ma[rers, the Council is obviously not yet able
to state irs own position on the budget and to submit a
draft to this Parliament.
I can assure you that the Presidency is doing all it can[o ensure that the decisions on convergence, [he
budget and agriculture are taken before the end of this
month so that the Council can proceed immediately
thereafter wirh the establishment of the 1980 budger.
I should like to explain, with regard to more recent
international political events, the statement by the
European Council at its meeting on 27 and 28 April,
which mainly concerned two grave international
crises: the Afghanistan crisis and the crisis brought
about by the holding as hostages of the staff of the
United Srates Embassy in Tehran.
'!7ith 
regard to the Iranian crisis, the continuing objec-
tive of the Nine is to help bring about a positive
conclusion by peaceful means.
At the meeting in Luxembourg on 22 April the Foreign
Ministers of the Nine considered the adoption by the
Member States of the European Community of politi-
cal and diplomatic measures and economic sanctions
against Iran, in accordance with the rules of interna-
tional law and on the basis of the Resolution submitted
to the Security Council on'13 January last, which was
vetoed by the Soviet Union. There was also a meeting
with the Japanese Foreign Minister who had come
specially to Luxembourg.
It was also decided rhat the Nine should approach the
authorities in Tehran to request them to take steps
which would make for decisive progress rowards the
release of the hosmges.
At the same time, the Foreign Ministers said they
would examine the situation at their next meeting in
Naples with a view to ordering immediate application
of the sanctions if no such progress had been made.
The European Council at its meeting on 27 and
28 April affirmed the solidarity of the Nine with the
Government and the people of the United States and
confirmed the decision on s4nctions.
At rhe Foreign Ministers meeting in Naples on 17 and
18 May it was noted that developments were uking
place in the constitutional arrangements in Iran which
might prove to be of value for the solution of the
problem of the American hosages but that no real
proBress towards freeing them had so far been made.
The Nine therefore decided to put the economic sanc-
tions described above into immediate application in
accordance with jointly agreed conditions and proce-
dures.
These conditions and procedures were carefully
studied by a committee of experm set up by the
Community, and the results of these studies, as well as
all the conditions and implementing procedures, were
approved by the Foreign Ministers meeting in Naples
on l7 and 18 May, and adopted as a joint basis for she
national measures which would need to be taken.
Iran is also the subject of polidcal and diplomatic
measures such as the reduction of the number of staff
in the Nine's embassies in Tehran and in Iran's embas-
sies in each of the Nine's capitals, compulsory visas for
Iranian citizens wishing to move to Community coun-
tries and a ban on licences to sell and expon military
equipment to Iran.
In Naples rhe Foreign Ministers expressed their satis-
faction at the decision of the United Nations Secre-
tary-General ro en[rust Mr Adib Daoudy, a member
of the United Nations Commission of Enquiry, with
the task of conracting the Iranian Government with a
view to a resumption of the Commission's proceedings
and finding a solution for the crisis. In doing so the
Foreign Ministers wished to show their full support
for Dr \flaldheim, the Secretary-General, with whom
they will maintain constant contact in order to see
whether rhe United Nations mission makes progress
with Iran.
In confirming rhat the embargo adopted had as its sole
purpose the freeing of the hostages, the .Foreign
Minisrers of the Member States of the European
Communities reaffirmed their full respect for the inde-
pendence of Iran and the right of the Iranian people
freely to determine their own future.
The European Council's assessment of international
problems also included the Afghan crisis. In fact, even
if the problem of the American hostages has created a
situation fraught with dangers and liable to unleash
reactions which may be difficult to control, what has
happened and is happening in Afghanistan can
certainly not be ignored. It is an extremely grave fact
that Soviet military forces have been in Afghanistan
and have operated there since the end of last Decem-
ber, without any reduction in cheir numbers 
- 
on the
conrrary, they have increased.
The European Council noted that fact with deep
concern. Despirc the condemnation of the inrcrna-
tional community, the USSR is maintaining and even
increasing its troops in Afghanisran contrary to the
provision of rhe Resoludon adoprcd by overwhelming
majority by the United Nations General Assembly on
14 January 1980. Nor have there been any replies to
the repeated requests to that end in the declaration by
the Nine of l5January lasr or to those of the Islamic
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countries, of ASEAN or of the majority of third-world
and non-aligned countries.
The European Council supponed the idea mooted by
the Foreign Ministers at their meeting on 19 February,
namely that in the opinion of the Nine a solution
complying with the Resolution of the Unircd Nations
General Assembly could be found in an arrangement
which allowed Afghanistan to remain outside the
confrontation between the super-powers, returning to
im traditional status as a neutral non-aligned State.
This approach by the Nine is in no way rigid or exclu-
sive. If it were to be acted upon a panicularly impor-
ranr pan would fall to the Islamic and the non-aligned
countries.
Set against thib possibility there is confirmation of the
rigid position idopted by the USSR that Soviet inter-
vention in Afghanistan was brought about by external
interference and that a solution to the crisis might be
reached on the basis of direct agreements between the
Karmal regime and the Governments of Iran and
Pakismn. This position has been reaffirmed recently in
all the ulks which the Soviet Foreign Minister has had
with \Testern ministers, including myself.
The European Council re-affirmed its awareness of
the role that Europe can play in the attainment of an
overall solution which woLld be lasting and fair rc all
the panies involved. The Foreign Ministers were
instructed [o report on the matter to the next Euro-
pean Council in Venice on 12 and 13June. I would
add rhar, at the Naples meeting on 17 and 18 May,
part of the discussion was devoted to this specific
subject, and progress was made in examining it,
precisely with a view ro preparing the proposals which
the Foreign Ministers will submit to the European
Council in Venic'e.
The European Council also gave close attention to the
acr of violence committed in southern Lebanon
against unir of the United Nations peacekeeping
force in that region (UNIFIL). In denouncing such
acrs as a serious factor of disturbance, the European
Council stressed the necessity for a cessation of such
acts of violence and for the Unircd Nations peace-
keeping force to be enabled to carry out fuily the
mandate it had been given by the Security Council.
Finally, the European Council declared it essential that
crisis-management procedures be used to reducc
rcnsion and to give full suppon to the principles of the
United Nations chamer and of international law.
In conclusion, I think I have a duty to point out that
this conspectus of the international situation, so
fraught with dangers and serious crises, means first
and foremost that the European Community should
do everything necessary to overcome the inrcrnal diffi-
culties which we have noted in the last few days, and
which are specific aspecm of the Community problem.
This is undoubtedly the precondition for Europe to
make its voice heard effecdvely, not only with regard
ro its economic development and internal integration,
bur also as a tangible expression of the much-vaunted
European identity of which we have spoken so often,
but to which we so frequendy fail to line up.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Jenkins.
Mr Jenkins, President of tbe Commission. 
- 
Madam
President, I am glad to have this opportunity to follow
President Colombo's lucid statement about the unsuc-
cessful meeting of the European Council which took
place on 27 and 28 April. The agenda'at Luxembourg
was concerned primarily with three subjects, which
have lost nothing since then of their sombre import-
ance: even6 in connection with Iran and Afghanistan
have moved on without improvement; another turn
has been given to the energy screwl and within the
Community we remain faced with the complex of
budgemry problems which have dominated us for most
of the past months.
I welcome the, opponunity at this dangerous moment
to seek the sustenance of Parliament on these issues.
I shall deal primarily with the clurch of budgetary
problems. These are matters of the first imponance for
this Parliament and the draft resolution rightly under-
lines the need rapidly to come to grips with thgir
different aspec6. Of all of the ten meetings of the
European Council in which I have participated this
was [he most complex. The Coqncil was called on to
to deal, or [o try to deal, with almost all the major
questions which the Community will have to resolve in
the near future. The discussions were panicularly
difficult because the Heads of Government had to try
to draw a comprehensive view from a series of dispar-
ate and conflicting issues. They had to balance ques-
tions of budgetary technique with the real political
questions. Shon-term budgetary questions were inter-
woven with the longer-term problems of convergence
and of the future pattern of Community expenditure
policies. The budgenrT debate was thus inextricably
linked with the debate on agricultural prices taking
place in an adjoining meeting room. Other Commu-
niry policies were also discussed in the same context,
notably mutton and lamb, fisheries and energy. And
through all these discussions ran the question of when
the Community would find imelf reaching the ceiling
of I o/o VAT own resources.
'!flhat I want to convey is the unprecedented degree to
which policies which were and are sufficiently compli-
cated individually, were doubly complicated by being
intertwined. In these circumstances it was indeed
tanmlizing to see how close, but without success, we
came to an agreement. This was achieved by a consi-
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derable willingness to move forward from previous
positions. The Commission played an active, and I
hope and believe, a constructive role. I shall come
back later to our compromise proposals on agricul-
ture, but I would say now that these need to be seen
against the background that I have described.
I recognize that we should not put too much weighr
after the event on positions that were taken up
'towards the end of the Luxembourg meering.
Nevenheless, positions were taken, and although they
no longer have any formal status the fact that they
were pu[ forward is a clear indication of the strong
desire of the participants to solve the problems. If we
are not to allow that occasion to become merely a
fleeting opponunity, ragically missed at the time, then
never again within our grasp, then we must build upon
the convergent positions reached at Luxembourg both
in the reaffirmation of basic principles and in the
figures to be agreed upon.
Members of this Parliament are fairly familiar by now,
I think, with the positions nken. It is sufficient rc say
here that proposals were made for payment to the
United Kingdom in 1980 which would have had the
effect of reducing her net contribudon to about
540 million ECU. For 1981 a similar payment which
might have amounted to I 250 million ECU was
proposed and implicitly accepted by most participants.
In the end what separated the Heads of Government
was the extent to which in 1981 allowance should be
made for an increasing UK net contribution, and
whether there could be arrangements to cover 1982 in
one way or another. It is clear that, although other
problems remained hovering in the background, the
positions on budgetary amounts came very close
indeed.
I should not like to give the impression, however, that
rhe discussion was simply a matter of figure bargain-
ing. A very substantial amount of work had already
been undenaken by officials and by the Eco Fin and
Foreign Affairs Council on the principles that must
guide any solution on amounts and duration. There
was also agreement on the need to reaffirm the funda-
mental principles of the Own Resources system, of the
Common Agricultural Policy and of the Common
Commercial Policy. Broad agreemen! was obtained on
the need for the Community to make use of the possi-
bilities provided 
.by the Treaties for encouraging
economic integration and developint common policies
to face up to the challenges of the 80s. The Commis-
sion's approach ro the modification of the Financial
Mechanism, and to addidonal Community measures in
the United Kingdom as rhe means by which any
payment. should be implemented was endorsed. The
draft resolution before you righdy notes the threat rc
the functioning and credibility of the Community. The
achievements of the Community must not be jeopar-
dized. But they will only be safeguarded effectively by
the development of new policies which encourage the
integration of the Community and rhe convergence of
our economies.
I turn now, Madam President, ro rhe compromise
proposals for agriculture which the Commission
deemed it right to pur forward parallel ro rhe meering
of the European Council. The Commitree on Agricul-
ture has already been informed of the broad lines of
these proposals, and I myself also discussed them with
the Committee on Budgets at their meering lasr week.
They will shonly be ready in legal form when they will
be transmitted to the Council, which no doubt will
wish to pul them before Parliamenr in the usual way.
'Ve do not pretend that the Commission puts forward
these compromise proposals with great joy in its hean
The package undeniably conains less than we had
hoped, less than we worked for, less than we wished
to see. The Agriculture Ministers have once again
shown insufficient readiness to adopt fully the deci-
sions desirable and necessary to restore the CAP to
full health.
Nevenheless, the Commission decided that it was
right to put forward compromise proposals in the
prevailing circumstances and in the interests of trying
to find an overall settlemenr to rhe complex of prob-
lems facing the Community. The broad lines of rhis
package contain several important and positive
elements both justifying our decision ro pur it forward
and offering ground for hope for the future.
First, the level of prices. Our original proposal was for
a, l-5 0/o increase in products in surplus and a 3.5 0/o
increase in general for other products. Those figures
have been increased by 2.5 0/o across the board. This
must be seen against rhe background of other price
movements and longer-term trends. In the course of
last year, the Council reached decisions on common
prices and agri-monetary changes which had rhe
combined effect of raising average farm prices in the
Community by around 6.40/o bw, of course, with
considerable differences bemreen Member States. I
emphasize that. this was the combined effect of the
common price increases and the less obvious 
- 
but
equally real 
- 
changes in green hon€/, including
substantial devaluations of green rates for several
Member Sutes. This increase last year at the farm-
gate level of about 6-4 0/o on average throughout the
Community was against a background of general price
inflation of about 8 o/0.
This year, the situation is significantly different. Vith
increases of between 4 and 6 0/o in common prices 
-it is still below the 7 - | 0/o indicated by what has
become known as the objective merhod 
- 
we will this
year have reladvely small changes only in green
money, for the scope for such changes is now less
because of the rapid disappearence of negadve mone-
tary compensatory amounts. Althought the average
effect this year would be an average increase of
around 5.7 0/o in support prices at the farm-gate, it
will be the lowest for many years. This in turn has to
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be seen against a background of accelerating increases
in costs higher than in previous years, and in prices,
panicularly for energy, which will give an average
inflarion, as against the 8 0/o of last year, of cenainly
more than 10 % in the Community.
These figures speak for themselves and show that the
price package of the compromise proposals, although
less rigorous than we originally proposed and would
have liked, is still well within the limits of a prudent
price policy.
Second, there is the milk sector. The package includes
an increase in the coresponsibility levy from 0'5 0/o to
2 o/0, somewhat higher than the I .5 0/o which we
proposed; and this must be taken into account as an
offset in evaluating rhe 4 0/o increase in the common
price for milk. In addition the Council has accepted
that if production of milk increases in 1980 by more
than I .5 0/o the farmers should be fully responsible for
the financial costs of this additional producrion. The
modalities of this so-called supplementary levy have
still to be defined and agreed upon, but the principle
has now been sertled and accepted.
This is an imponant first step. There is also in the
package a wise and long-awaited decision to limit the
investment aids given in rhe milk sector.
Third, Madam President, the budgetary conse-
quenrces. The Commission presented in January, as
you and the House are aware, a figure of t0.+ billion
ECUs for the Guarantee Section. Subsequently it has
become apparent that this figure would inevitably have
to be increased to about I I billion ECUs, not because
of policy changes, not because of price proposals, or
rhe Council's decisions, but because of the market
factors operating in the first few months of this year,
and indeed because of the Council's own failure to
uke the necessary decisions on prices. '!7e now esti-
mate that, with a price package on the lines I have
explained, the Guarantee Section for 1980 will be
about I I .5 billion ECUs. That is against the 10.4 we
originally thoughr in January, which had risen inevita-
bly to I I before the changes which we made. This is
certainly in itself an unwelcome increase. It will not
simplify the outstanding problems of the 1980 budget.
Bur it is nevenheless an increase of only l0 0/o over
1979, a far better result than the 23 0/o increase which
has been the average for the Guarantee Section for
several past years.
I welcome the spirit of the Parliament's draft resolu-
rion where it deals with the questions which were
considered at Luxembourg. I shall leave aside the
imponant question of procedure and timetable for the
1980 budgetary proposal. My colleague Mr Tugend-
hat will deal with these matters when he intervenes
later in the debate. However, I wish to emphasize here
that the Commission has put forward its budgetary
proposal and we consider it imperative that a budget
be rapidly adopted by the budgetary authoriry. There
are dangers in funher delay for the Communiry and its
institutions. The Commission has never considered it
desirable or necessary to link together issues which
should be treated on their own merits.
On the imponance of a rapid solution to the problems
of convergence and the budget, there is no real differ-
ence between us. The solutions which the Commission
has proposed are close to those put forward by your
Committee on Budgets and your Committee on
Economic and Monetary Affairs. Much work has been
put into ensuring that these solutions respect the prin-
ciples through which the Community has over its
hisrcry achieved so much. I do not believe that our
proposals need give rise to concern for the principles
of the Own Resources System or the common agricul-
tural policy. '$7e have these at hean as much as does
rhe Parliament. '!fe have proposed, and it was this
basis which the European Council took for its discus-
sion, thar payments to the United Kingdom should be
remporary. To ensure that they need be no more than
temporary we must work to develop new Community
policies helping to bring about a greater integration of
rhe Community' economy and more equitable budget-
ary results than we at present have. In this respect, the
draft resolution is right to recall Parliament's insist-
ence on the need to keep the increase in agricultural
expenditure within limits compadble with a sound
balanced budget. Our footsrcps may occasionally seem
faltering, but there is no doubt in my mind they are
still on the right road.
'S7e need now to look ahead to the period 
- 
the short
period 
- 
before the next European Council and we
need to make progress through the usual Community
institutions and procedures. Ve have now, to an
extent that we did not have before Luxembourg, all
the elements necessary to take us through the issues
that we have struggled with for the past year and
which have dominated and damaged Community life
during this mo-long period. In the interests of the
whole Community we must rapidly regain the road to
an overall solution.
Ve can nov/ see more clearly than before the way in
which all the inrcrlocking elements of the puzzle fit
together. Ve are past the time when we can, or
should, stan to re-examine each piece; we must now
rapidly put them in place to complete the picture of
the Community foreseen in the Treaty of 'a harmon-
ious development of economic activities, a continuous
and balanced expansion and an increase in stability'.
The future is gravely hazardous but it is by no means
without hope. Ve must ensure that by the effons and
goodwill of each of our institutions, that hope
becomes a reality.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Fanti.
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Mr Fanti. 
- 
(l) Madam President, ladies and genrle-
men, I must say first and foremosr that I regard as
totally inadequate and unsariifacrory the statement
made by Mr Colombo on rhe ourcome of the Euro-
pean Council and the subsequent meetings. All he did
was to make an exhaustive summary of the decisions
taken, and more especially, the decisions not raken, ar
those meetings, which we already knew about from
the communiqu6s. I therefore regard as inadequare
and unsatisfacrory Mr Colombo's reply to rhe oral
question tabled on behalf of the Communist and Allies
Group.
This criricism is promprcd above all by the need to
make an assessment of the present crisis in the Euro-
pean Communiry and of the solutions which must be
suggested rapidly and as forcefully as possible in order
to emerge from the crises and avoid the disintegration
of the Community. On behalf of the Italian Commun-
ists and Allies I shall try to explain the basic reasons
for our criticism. The Community is now going
through what is perhaps the most decisive phase of its
existence. The crisis in the Communiry is not merely a
possibiliry but already a reality. For a year now, and
therefore since some time before the sudden worsen-
ing of the international situation, Europe has been
withour a helmsman, or rarher it has had an unquali-
fied helmsman 
- 
which is what the European Coun-
cil, outside the scope of the Trearies has become 
-incapable of taking even the most trivial decisions. The
failure of the Dublin Summit lasr November has been
followed by the lack of any resulr at the recent Luxem-
bourg Summit.
In this connection it should be said very clearly rhat
any arrempt to cover up or play down the highly nega-
tive significance of these failures is endrely misleading.
The failure of the Luxembourg meeting is particularly
serious, because the illusion had been fostered thar,
faced with [he increasingly serious and much more
urgent problems of peace and war in the world, the
leaders of the Member States would have the neces-
sary incentive rc find solutions to European problems.
The reality is that at presenr the Community govern-
men6 are failing to give Europe the inrcrnational role
and function which should fall to it by reason of its
hismrical and culrural heritage, its tradidon as a source
of political ideas, and its weight in international life.
The inrcrnal crisis, which has gradually worsened over
the last decade, with the widening of regional and
national imbalances and the inability of Community
governmenrs and insritutions to reverse this tendency,
.has become combined and closely interwoven in rhe
last few months wirh the Atlanric crisis 
- 
the crisis in
relations between Europe and rhe Unircd Srates. Faced
with the frighteningly rapid deteriorarion in the inter-
national situation, the governmenm of the Member
States have been incapable, within the framework of
the Arlantic Alliance, of arriving at a common Euro-
pean position.
Faced with the problem of rhe insane race ro replace
nuclear missiles, the need to find at long last a solution
to the problems of the Palestinian people and rhe
whole Middle Easr,, the need for Soviet troops rc be
withdrawn from Afghanistan and for the latter to
resume ir role as a non-aligned country and enjoying
full sovereignty and independence, the urgenr need to
restore normal friendly relations and trade qrirh Iran
through the release of American hosrages and the
recognition of the present Iranian realiry * faced, rhat
is, with the unsolved and tragic problems which
imperil the peace of the world, the road to seek and to
follow in order to arrive ar a European position cannor
be 
- 
in the name of a misguided interpretation of
solidariry 
- 
that of meekly accepring unilateral deci-
sions taken by the United States without any consulta-
tion 
- 
panicularly when those decisions tend only to
exacerbate and aggravate the crisis, and even come
close to sheer adventurism, as shown by the abortive
and absurd American operation in lran.
This road would lead not to European unity but to
disunity. The Foreign Ministers of the Nine may well
meet. in Naples and in one night 
- 
but whar on eanh
went on that night, Mr Colombo? 
- 
move from a
prudent and moderate position to a hard-line position
involving sanctions against Iran, but thar decision is
not enough if, as happened the following day, the
Ministers'decision is at once disavowed by rhe Brirish
Government, and there is no guaranrce tha[ orher
governmenr will not follow suit. One may well follow
the policy of boycotring the Olympics, but the result
will cenainly nor be the withdrawal of the Sovier
troops from Afghanisran, but dissension among sporrs-
men, as occurred in Germany or as happened yester-
day in Italy, when the Italian Governmen[ was
confronted with an almost unanimous refusal from the
National Olympic Committee.
The only way to create uniry in Europe and the world
is to resume a dialogue, or at least to reverse rhe
dangerous rcndenry ro renewed confronration
between the two superpovers, all the more so now
that, from Varshaw, Kabul irself and Tehran,
proposals and prospecrs of negodations are emerging
which, as recenr even6 have shown, must be
welcomed and carefully assessed borh in Europe and
in Islamabad.
Faced with rhe internarional crisis and the dangers ro
world peace, Europe can therefore find a role wirhin
the Atlantic Alhance by encouraging rhe resumprion
of the East-Vest dialogue, arms reduction talks which
would provide adequate tuarantees for all European
countries, and the gradual elimination of exisring
sources of tension combined with respect for rhe inde-
pendence of peoples and the sovereignty of narions.
For this reason a thorough reform of this Europe, of
its policy, of im very mode of existence is needed, and
the initiatives undenaken by us, the Italian Commun-
ists, to bring about a fruitful relationship with thq
other democratic political forces follow this line. It is a
question of bringing about an undersmnding which
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would lead to the reunification, on a new basis, of all
the forces which truly represent the working class and
the popular masses 
- 
of whatever democratic persua-
sion 
- 
in 'Sfl'estern Europe. This same democratic
commitment guides us in ackling the internal crisis in
the Community.
Last November, when the European Parliament
rejected the 1980 budget, we had explicitly asked for a
start to be made on far-reaching reform of EEC poli-
cies staning with the agricultural policy. The responsi-
ble bodies 
- 
the governments 
- 
took no notice of
these requests. On the conrary, by refusing to
consider them they have plunged the whole Commu-
nity into an institutional and financial crisis which has
become increasingly severe as the months have gone
by.
These, then, are our proposals, which seek to provide
a solution to the present serious crisis, beginning with
the rapid adoprion of the 1980 budget. Our proposal
envisages essendally that the new version of the budget
prepared by the Commission be adopted although it is
inadequate, without waiting for the European Council
to find the solutions which it has shown itself incapa-
ble of working out. In the Committee on Budgem a
broad convergence and uniry of view developed
among the political trouPs on the need to express a
firm and unified position in this debate, and we asso-
ciate ourselves with this. It is now up to the Council to
shake itself out of its silence, its inability to act and its
delays. There is an urgent need for rapid action. The
Council of the Communities, a political body which
has direct economic, administrative and institutional
repsonisbilities, must. now defend itself against the very
serious charge of a real neglect of official duties. That
is why we forcefully ask the Council of the Communi-
ries to begin the consultation procedure, and thus,
working together with the European Parliament which
is the other budgenry authority, redress a situation
which could otherwise have much more serious conse-
quences for the very life existence of the Commmun-
iry, once it could encourage the beginning of a process
of disintegration resulting, for example from decisions
taken unilaterally by the governments of the Member
States.
If the June Summit were also to be a failure 
- 
I shall
conclude with this remark addressed to Mr Colombo,
Madam President 
- 
the Italian Presidenry could not
end in a more bitter and dangerous way, in spite of all
the expressions of goodwill.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Arndt to speak on behalf of
the Socialist Group.
MrArndt. 
- 
(D) Madam President, before I begin I
shpuld like to ask you whether it would not be advisa-
ble rc hear the report of the Committee on Budgets
first, because I assume that most of the speakers in the
ensuing debate will refer to the Committee's motion
for a resolution. I realize that this is not all that easy
from the procedural point of view, but it would be
more sensible to hear the presentation of the Commit-
ree on Budger' motion for a resolution before contin-
uing the debate proper.
President. 
- 
Mr Arndt, the idea was to give the floor
to Mr Danken, Mr Maffre-Bauge and Mr de la
Malene after hearing from the spokesmen for the
political groups. By giving priority to the three speak-
irs presenting the three motions for a resolution,
subsequent speakers will be able to take this into
account in whar they have to say. I think that this is in
line with the Rules of Procedure and also deals with
the point you just made.
If there are no funher comments, we shall proceed.
You may continue, Mr Arndt.
Mr Arndt. 
- 
(D) Madam President, it is evident
from the statemenm we have heard that the world is in
a difficult situation. On the one hand, we have serious
international crises over Iran, Afghanistan and the
Middle East; on the other hand, we are facing serious
problems within the European Community in cennec-
tion not only with the budget, but also with those poli-
cies which are the Community's responsibility. There
is, for instance, the Common Agricultural Policy,
which this House at least agrees can only be saved if
changes are made.
There are also problems regarding the British contri-
bution to the Community budget, and these problems
have now come to a head. This House has pointed out
often enough in the past that the major task of the
European Community is to ensure Community soli-
dariry and see to it that those areas and regions with
unemployment and srructural problems and the like
are given much more assistance than in the past, and
to ensure that imbalances are corrected. \7e heard
from the President-in-Office that the recent talks also
covered the European Monetary System, and we all
know that the EMS can only work properly if we in
the European Community succeed in implementing
regional and structural policies to help the poorer
regions of Europe. In the present situation, the impor-
rant thing is that the Member States of the European
Community should, above all, make a major contribu-
tion towards solving the current inrcrnational crisis.
Unfonunately, nothing of the son has so far happened
and the fact is that all the aspects of foreign policy for
which the European Community is responsible have
had to take second place to the question of whether a
few hundred million unim of account more should be
spent here or there. \7e all realize how important
budgetary questions are, but we also realize that, once
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the first cracks stan ro appear in the dams and the
floodwaters threaren to engulf us, rhere is no point in
having domestic wrangles as ro how the housekeeping
money is to be spent. It is more imponant to ensure
that Europe is able to play its parr berween rhe two
major power blocks. In a situation like this, it is up to
Parliamenr to do its bit ro ensure rhat we can play our
rightful pan and ro ensure that the Nine's foieign
poliry decisions and above all our powers 
- 
our
peace-keeping poc/ers 
- 
are used to mediate between
the two major power blocks in this critical situation.
This will only be possible, however, if this House
produces large majorities ro suppon its decisions. This
House will only be able to fulfil its allotted msk it all
the.groupings make rheir views known wirh as large a
majority as possible, so as ro enable us to overcome
the discord on cerrain points. I therefore think it is
right for this House ro try today to speak wirh one
voice and thus to reduce the disagreemenr on the
budget to whar ir really is, namely disagreements
which can, in the final analysis, be solved by majority
decisions.
I believe that rhe morion for a resolution abled by the
Committee on Budgets is a praisewonhy attempr ro
produce as large a majoriry as possible in this House
to show rhe way to reaching any kind of decision. The
purpose of the Commirtee on Budgets' decision is not
to get Parliament to adopt a demiled srance, nor is it
to gel Parliament to declare that what ever was
decided in Luxembourg will subsequently and irrevoc-
ably be pan and parcel of rhe budget. parliament
cannot reach a final decision until ir is presented with
the budget proper.
That is why I rhink a budger should be presented and
why the Council should abandon its refusal ro pur
forward a draft budget. As far as I am concerned at
the momen[, the actual form of this draft is only of
secondary imponance. The imponant rhing is thar this
House should be given the chance simply to state its
opinion on the budget. I believe personally rhar the
Luxembourg compromise, as negotiated by the Heads
of Governmenr, was basically wrong, because it would
have destroyed the own resources situarion of the
European Parliament and the European Communiry
as a whole. Bur ir would nor bother me if this
compromise were ro be incorporared inro a budgeary
proposal, just so long as we Members of Parliamenr
are given a budget on which we can decide in detail
how we stand, for insrance, wirh regard to the situa-
tion in the Common Agricultural Policy. I cenainly do
not take rhe view 
- 
and here I am speaking on behalf
of. a large pan.of my Group 
- 
thal rhe agricultural
prices set out in your last proposal are exactly [he
height of common sense. Bur that, for the time being,
is not the point. \fhat is imponanr righr now is simply
rhat proposals should be submined to rhis House so
that we can reach a decision ar last. I rcnd towards the
view that your February proposals were good, but 
-let me repeat 
- 
rhat is not what is involved in this
motion for a resolution. This House musr simply be
given a chance to reach a decision on rhe budger, on
the Common Agricultural Policy and on rhe British
contriburion.
That is something we musr insist upon, and I think rhe
time has come for us to point our rhar, in this respecr,
the Council has so far nor fulfilled the dudes imposed
on it by the Treaties. The Council must submir a draft
budger to rhis House. I have no rime for a Parliament
which issues exaggerated threats for rhe sake of
appearances, but rhe Council must realize thar it is
obliged under the Treaties ro presenr a budget to the
European Parliament. The Council must realize rhat if
it fails to presenr a budget, it will be in breach of the
Trearies, which is ranramounr to being in breach of
our consrirurion. This kind of thing jusr cannor go on.
The Socialist Group therefore calls on this House to
produce as large a majority as possible to show rhe
Council once and for all that we need a draft budget,
and the Council imelf should recognize the imponance
of the budget and rhat the voice of Europe can only be
heard effectively in the field of foreign policy and in
the interests of. ditente if we in rhis House are capable
of reaching decisions by large majoriries. This may
well be another decisive momenr in the history of this
Parliamenr. I hope rhat rhe House will grasp the
opportunity it is now offered.
(Applause)
INTHE CHAIR: MRZAGARI
(Wce-President)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Rumor to speak on behalf of
the Group of rhe European People's Pany (Chrisrian-
Democratic Group).
Mr Rumor. 
- 
(I) Mr President, ladies and gentle-
men, I would like rc thank the President of the Coun-
cil of Ministers for his clear and honest sraremenr. Ir
reflects rhe political will of the Italian Presidenry and
its commitment 
- 
I would like to give credit for this
also to Mr Cossiga 
- 
ro overcoming the serious
double crisis now affecting the Community.
It seems to me rhar you, Mr Colombo, implied that the
disagreement at rhe Luxembourg meeting, and its
consequent failure arose nor so much from the
complex of thorny and inrerwoven problems on which
significant progress was made, as from the imponant,
complex and delicate, but clearly defined problem of
the amount and duration of compensatory financial
measures to help the United Kingdom.
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But it is precisely this fact which makes the negative
result more serious and even incomprehensible, espe-
cially if one takes account of the intensive effons at
mediation and reconciliation which took place after
the Dublin Summit.
The double stalemate substandally paralyzes Commu-
nity activity, blocks progress on the budget, crea[es
disturbing uncenainties and obstacles and threatens to
provoke unilateral action on the pan of the Member
Srates. Moreover 
- 
and more worrying in political
[erms 
- 
it undermines the credibility of the institu-
tions and of their political will in the eyes of the
peoples of Europe, our panners and the world.
In realiry this failure 
- 
as you said 
- 
has deeper
causes. The British case is only a revealing indication.
However, irc most alarming implications must be
taken into account. Any hardening of attitudes prev-
ents negotiation, and 
- 
even more serious 
- 
anY
[emporary remedy for this imbalance 
- 
a remedy
which it is only right to provide 
- 
must only be envis-
aged for the shon term, since to extend it for any
length of time would carry the risk of introducing and
consolidating distoning mechanisms in the Commu-
nity structure.
But the mistake has deeper roots. It originates in the
distortions and inactivity which weigh heavily on
Community affairs. If was precisely in its rejection of
these that Parliament, transcending national differ-
ences, reached a broad consensus when it rejected the
draft budget last December.
This requires a general rethinking of Community
policy, if we do not wanr the Community to abandon
the process of unification and integration which was
not only the aim of its founders but which also 
-from the ECSC to the EEC and the agricultural policy
itself, for all im mistakes and distortions 
- 
still
inspires, and is the basis of, the construction of
Europe.
Now, however, there is one urgent and overriding
need 
- 
to end the dispute, find a reasonable
compromise, and reactivate the mechanisms related to
rhe Communiry budget. It is neither feasible nor
acceptable for the paralysis of Community activity to
last any longer, when it has already lasted for such a
dangerously long dme. The haggling must cease. For
rhis reason, the Council must make every effon to
ensure that the 1980 budget is approved and comes
into operation by the end of July. Both Council and
Parliament are budgeary authorities, and it is in the
interests of both institutions to work [ogether.
You, members of the Council, have a responsibility
conferred by the Treaty. For our Pafi., aPart from the
responsibility which the Treaty confers on us, we also
carry [hat of elected rePresentatives who are directly
answerable rc the peoples of Europe, and we have a
duty to show that we have done everfthing possible to
ensure [hat the Communiry does not deteriorate
funher. \7e intend to fulfil this duty.
The speakers who follow me will no doubt make
practical suggestions. For my Part, I only wish to stress
rhat this is an extremely important test of our institu-
tions.'We must make a choice, and we must show that
we are aware of our Community identity, otherwise
we shall have to fall back on retrograde ideas which
would mark the decline of Europe as an acdve
economic and political force. 'S7e must not allow our
ideals to become tarnished by the anti-Community
philosophy of the 'fair return'. Convergence must not
be tought of in terms of balancing the books, but in
terms of overall policies to overcome the existing
imbalances and make possible the 'harmonious devel-
opment' which is the essential for the Progress of the
Community.
And you, members of the Council, do not make a
shibboleth of unanimity, but hold firmly to the
Treaty.
(Applause from the centre)
Majority voting is the only way to prevent the
Community from degenerating into mere haggling.
Great challenges await us in the eighties which are
different from those of the fifties but which must be
faced with the same courage, the same imagination
and the same firm political will which the founders of
the Community showed in times, and faced with prob-
lems, no less difficult than our own. I am thinking of
the economic and monetary, enerry technological,
regional and social challenges which are in store for
us. These must be faced without flinching and mckled
without delay if we wish to make progress towards
that political union which the Paris European Council
six years ago set as a medium-term goal with a view to
an overall integration policy.
However, with our distinctive approach, our political
identity, and our responsibility to make our united
presence felt, we must now face the serious crisis
which the world is going through in a number of trou-
bled areas. Any absence or dispersion of European
efforts at this juncture would be unpardonable.
'\7e welcome the agreement reached in Luxembourg
on the more pressing questions of world affairs, and
for that reason the contrast disagreement issuing from
the European Council is all the more bitter and moni-
fying a blow. The commitment you men[ioned 
- 
to
enable Europe to carry out the role which it can and
must play in the Middle East to bring about an overall
solution ensuring a fair and lasting peace 
- 
is a timely
one. In the face of the Soviet lJnion's aggression and
armed occupation in Afghanistan, the proposal made
by the European Council has our approval 
- 
to
restore to the Afghan people their right to self-deter-
mination and their original status as a non-aligned
country, free from interference by, or the military
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presence of, rhe superpowers. '!7e ,lso *.ico..d your
reminder about the specific role of the non-aligned
Islamic countries and your offer of cooperarion on rhe
pan of Europe. The decision on the problem of the
American hostages in Iran seems equally responsible
and wise. Parliament acknowledges the right of the
Iranian people to follow its own destiny and provide
iself with insritutions corresponding to their histori-
cal, political and religious characteristics. The Islamic
Republic of Iran knows that ir can count on European
understanding and cooperation. Bur the inescapable
precondition is the restorarion of and respect for the
righr which has been violated.
The Communiry has tried every orher approach 
- 
as
you, Mr Colombo, reminded us 
- 
in dealing with rhis
unacceprable violation of inrernational law, before
finally decidint on sancrions. But after a reasonable
waiting period, they could be postponed no longer.
Although it is right to consider any funher effon to
achieve a negotiated release of the hostages, it would
in our view have been a serious mistake to prevaricate
any longer. Of course the decision is also an expres-
sion of our dutiful solidarity with the United Srates
and ir people, whose dignity and feelings have been
injured, but it goes beyond the bonds of alliance,
although thote bonds have their moral weight for
eight countries of the Communiry. Ir is dictated by
devotion to law, respecr for international rules and,
the need for the freedom of individuals to be safe-
guarded everywhere.
I associate myself with what you said some monrhs
ago from these benches, Mr Colombo 
- 
rhar solidar-
ity with any counrry which is the vicdm of an outrage
is not only righr and proper, bur gives the Government
and people of the United Stares greater confidence in
the possibiliry of a negotiated solution ro the crisis,
and justifies our expecmrion of rimely consultation as
the affair develops.
Are there any promising developments in the troubled
East-Vest relations? Cenainly nor rhe obviously
propagandist and unacceptable proposal made by
President Karmal, Mr Fanti. There is as yer no pros-
pect of an early release of rhe hosages, bu[ at leasr rhe
firmness shown has kepr.rhe quesrion open. One thing
is cenain 
- 
hisrory teaches us rhat rhe timidity and
uncenainty, opponunism and egotism of individuals
and nations provide opponuniries for ryranny and
oppression. They do nor serve the cause of peace, but
erode its foundations and prepare rhe way for war.
But he.re a problem.arises. Here there is a risk of super-
rmposing one crisis on another in the Community.
'lVhat 
srcps should Europe take in this minefield? Dois
Europe speak wirh a single voice? Let us admir rhat
today it would be inappropriate ro say so. Hasty and
uncoordinated initiatives 
- 
there is no need to list
them, because we are all aware of rhem 
- 
make the
Community a disunited parrner and diminish im credi-
bility. Irs image is rhereby weakened and obscured
precisely when the world situarion requires it to
display irc full lusre. And yer mutual information, the
achievement of a consensus, and consistency are not
only the basis of polirical cooperarion 
- 
they are
above all essenrial if the Communiry is to be regarded
as a wofthwhile panner by all, and panicularly by the
United Srates, from whom we musr insisr on being
treated as an equal, and therefore on information,
consultation and agreemenr. Bur if we do nor inspire
confidence as a unired and credible parrner, we shall
only have ourselves ro blame if thar coun[ry were
to seek orher parrners. And yet we know that we are
hisrcrically firted for a role of wise and balanced pan-
nership, which is essenrial to preserve rhe world
balance.
The Eastern European counrries and rhe Sovier Union
are inexorably pursuing their aims of dividing Europe,
creating. a split in Vesrern unity, and negoriaring
separately with !/estern countries, for they think rhat
such tacrics will facilitare a poliry of deitabilization
and expansion. '!fle are convinced supporters of
dit7nte, for we regard it as essenrial for world peace
and equilibrium, bur only if ir is nor merely indivisible
and global but also guaranrced by a balanced dialogue
in which the voices are of equal weight and authority.
Ve can only meet this condition if we are united.
It is the world of rhe non-aligned which, by moving
away from both the major blocs, is acquiring increas-
ing self-awareness 
- 
I am rhinking paniculaily of rhe
Arab world, bur allow me to mention also Latin Amer-
ica 
- 
and is showing the appreciation which our flexi-
ble policy deserves. However, for the relationship ro
grow in.srrengrh, a uniced and cooperative dialogue is
required.
But just chink of the damage being done to one and all
- 
even to those who rhink they are self-sufficient in
presdge. 
- 
-by the disavowal in pracrice, through a
multitude of narional iniriatives, of that joint dial6gue
which had been solemnly declared in Luxembourg to
be the aim.
Mr President of the Council, you have the necessary
institutional and personal authority ro ensure respecr
for the rule of consultarion and the search for a
consensus on problems which rhe Community must
tackle now and in the near future. !7e ask vou to
convey ro rhe Council and the Governmenm'of the
Member Srates the deep dissatisfacrion of rhis parlia-
men!, of the people's elected represenrarives . . .
(Appkuse from the centre )
. . . and our depand thar this dispersion of effon
cease, and that Community solidariry be manifested in
the field of political cooperarion, which for so many
reasons is now interwoven with Communiry poliry ai
envisaged by the Treades. Ve are nor concerned only
with the political vitality and prestige of the Commu-
niry, bur with the inescapable dury rhat it has in terms
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of rhe peace, development and historical continuiry of
the human race.
Mr President, ladies and gentlemen, all of us 
-Parliament, Council and Commission 
- 
are involved
in this dual crisis which requires us all to cooPerate
more closely and make a conscious effon to achieve
unity in the search for solutions. Once more there is a
cleaicut choice between the retrograde temptation of a
centrifugal power structure determined by national
needs, htwever understandable, and a progressive and
open view which nkes account of and resolves those
nieds in a Community structure and encourages the
progress of the Community. It is not the first time in
our-history that we have been faced with such a stark
choice. But this is now happening against the back-
ground of a dual crisis, which requires that unity
ihould prevail in both theory and practice, so that the
Community may survive and grow. There is a streak
of pessimism running through the thinking of many of
us.
Let me remind you that Jean Monnet used to maintain
that it is in times of crisis that the Community regains
its self-awareness and makes progress. I have confid-
ence in Jean Monnet's lucid insight, and I am sure that
he will be proved right once again. This outcome is
possible, asiong as all of us want it and seek to achieve
it.
(Applause from the centre )
President. 
- 
I call Lady Elles to speak on behalf of
the European Democratic GrouP.
Lady Elles. 
- 
Mr President, in the last few weeks we
have seen a considerable number of high-level Euro-
pean meetings, including the recent one of the Euro-
pean Council of 27 and 28 April, which-w€ are now
iiscussing. Nevenheless, we have so far failed to find
solurions to our internal domestic disagreements, or to
take effecdve political or diplomatic measures against
those who not only threaten, but are seeking to
destroy, the peace and security of the free peoples of
the world.
In our domestic affairs, we wish from these benches to
express our respect and admiration for the very great
effons being made by Mr Colombo, President-in-
Office and by Prime Minister Cossiga of Italy, and
while recognizing these effons to attemPt to reach a
settlement of our internal differences, we implore
them to continue with their good offices, to try and
reach some equitable solution as soon as possible; we
rely on them to use their good offices for achieving
conciliation and understanding among all our Sovern-
ments and our peoples, in order that:the srength and
energy of the !7est is used, not to divide us on domes-
tic issues, but to unite us in dealing with the grave
issues demanding vital decisions for our securiry and
even our survival.
If Afghanistan seems to us a remote and far-away
.orntry, the destabilization in Vietnam and the geno-
cide and consequent political vacuum in Cambodia
were geographically even funher 
^way. Now,howerrei, we have even nearer the destabilization in
Iran and the troubles in the Middle East: these are
coming even closer to our own geographical area and
are beginning to threaten our supplies of raw materials
and thi tradi routes on which we rely and which are
of immediate interest to Europe. It is on these matters
that Europe should be taking a lead, in cooperadon
and in agieement on a European policy, not only to
react in support of our allies, but to formulate
ourselves the necessary policies to be implemented in
each situation.
In all the situations rc which I have just referred, the
principles of international and natural law are being
,iol"tid and contravened and the Chaner of the
United Nations and a number of UN Security Council
resolutions and UN General Assembly resolutions are
being ignored with rctal indifference and cynicism'
Despite numerous condemnations, Soviet troops are
still in Afghanistan; and, as President Colombo
himself ...all.d, their numbers have not decreased in
recent months but have increased, and they most
certainly have not withdrawn. The atrocities being
pe.pet.ited are legion, yet they are not making the
-headlines 
in our Vestern newsPaPers. There is appar-
ently no British correspondent, for instance, covering
the iegion. In Britain, therefore, there has been little
o. no n.*t on the internal situation and yet Olympic
Committees and young athletes are expected to make
judgments on whether to 8o to Moscow or not'
Voutd they go to Moscow if they knew that the
Soviet Gove.nr.nt ordered their troops to shoot
down women and children, that 300 women recently
were slaughtered in the main square of Kabul because
they came- out in protest against the murder of one of
thei. o*n colleagues in rhe square the previous day,
that napalm ,nd g"s have been and are being. used,
that whole villagei have been machine-gunned from
the air so that there is no more life there, and that
7OO OOO Afghan refugees have poured over the borders
into Pakistan? Is it conceivable that anyone, including
athletes, can believe that rhat is compatible with the
Olympic spirit and the maintenance of peace?
(Appkuse)
If, in a free part of the world with a free press, we
cannot convince our own people of the facts, it is very
much harder to convince those living under a fascist
government, with government-controlled media. Only
6y , majot Besture-, therefore, can the free peoples of
the world, ihe non-aligned countries and the \flest,
attempt rc bring homJ to the people of Russia the
enormity of the crime committed by their go-vernment'
The poiicy of ditente, indivisible and global as we
maintain ii should be, cannot even be under discussion
with any conceivable degree of realism until all Soviet
troops are withdrawn and measures are aken to
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enable Afghanisran to maintain a siruation of neurral-
ity with all rhe prerequisites of internarional guaranree.
Of another order is the continued rercnrion of the
5l American hosmges 
- 
anorher crime of anorher
dimension, which again musr be solved by peaceful
means and by a combination of polidcal and diplom-
a.tic actions. The magnificenr and daring rescue in
their own embassy of Iranian hostages by our o*n
special troops in London should have been a lesson to
the Iranian Government and an opponunity for posi-
tive response; but we shall have to continue to make
every effon to assist our American friends in achieving
their objecr. The combination of an unstable Iran anJ
the menacing position of Soviet roops in Afghanistan
is, of course, nor los[ on [he Gulf smrcs and Saudi
Arabia. The European Community, rherefore, musr
take.. rhe necessary iniriative to sirengthen polirical
stability in this area.
It. is.no longer possible to conceive of any solution
wh.ich does nor recognize the legidmate rights of the
Palestinian people, a righr to self-determinadon and
consequenr righr to terrirory that they can call their
homeland without fear of the invasion and destruction
of their homes and their families by any neighbouring
state. There can be no peace in that'area-unless ii
some 
.way the Palesrine Liberarion Organization isbrought into the negotiation for a settleirent and the
sufferings of the Palestinians over the decades are
broughr to an end.
In conclusion, Mr President, whether vre agree or not
- 
and, in parenthesis, we fully agree 
- 
*ith all the
efforts thar our Foreign Secretary has made, both on
behalf of the Unired Kingdom and on behalf of rhe
European Community, ro reach settlemenc in cooper-
ation with his fellow Foreign Ministers, the result may
be regretable, but the democratic processes oi
national parliaments must be respected, whether
Members here approve of their decisions or not, just
as we demand chat our decisions in this House be
respecred by members of our national parliaments. It is
therefore useless to condemn, whether we agree with
it or nor, a free decision taken by a free people in a
free parliament, and rhis must be respected *hichere.
the counrry and whichever the polirical parry we come
from. The day we can no longer tolerati disagreeme.rt
being freely expressed, democracy will be dead. No*
this, of course, is a different consideration from iniria-
tives freely decided by individuals stepping out of line
with their political colleagues.
Finally, Mr President, I would like m say that I
certainly will welcome the day when the decisions of
Foreign Ministers raken in political cooperarion and
the value. and significance of rhose decisions are finally
approved in this House of Parliament represenring the
whole of the peoples of Europe.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Baillot to speak on behalf of
the Communist and Allies Group.
Mr.Baillot. 
- 
(F) Mr President, the latest meering
of the European Council comes scarcely a year afti
direcr elections [o rhe European Parliament. '
It is therefore of some interest ro assess its resutts in
the lighr of the promises made and the prospecr
painted ar rhar rime by various groups over a large pan
of the politicial specrum, from the Right to the Social
Democrats. \7hat a conrrasr! The impression the
public has of this meetin g on 27 and 28 April between
the leaders of the Nine is of failure, as thl president-
in-Office of the Council and the President of the
Commission have just admirted. Yet the elections a
year ato were presenred as being full of hope.
The ourcome of this European Council is indeed pani-
cularly grim for the workers of Europe. Above ali, the
oudook is grim for the farming communiry, and the
speech made by the President of the Commission can
but confirm our fears. As we have said before, for the
past five consecutive years farmers in France have seen
a fall in their purchasing power. Their costs continue
to increase relentlessly. Everything they buy is going
up in price more and more quickly, and although it ii
now May there has been no decision on any substan-
tial increase in rhe prices of their produits, which
explains their discontent, indeed their anger, at what
they regard as an injustice
But how have we gor into this situarion? Once again,
the quesrion needs to be asked, and an answer must be
given, for we cannot allow the true responsibilities to
go undisclosed. In fact, there is norhing surprising in
the refusal of the Ministers of Agriculture and subse-
quently of rhe Heads of State and Governmenr ro
adopt a price increase which would safeguard farmers'
purchasing power. This goes back a long way, and
there is no hiding the fact rhat this House made a
subsrantial contribution. It was this House which, in
adopting the Brussels Commission's proposals in lasr
December's vore on the budget, raised the axe to slash
the appropriations for the Common Agriculural
Policy. In that rhe logical consequence ii either a
freeze or a manifestly inadequate increase in farm
prices, this had a twin objecdve.
Firsdy, to sancrion what some people call the resrruc-
tu-ring of agriculture, which means the disappearance
of hundreds of thousands of small farms, thi annihila-
tion of whole secrions of agriculture and the decline of
this sector in rhe two grear agricultural countries of
the Community, France and Italy. This is the dovetail-
i-ng policy for agriculture, the poliry of adapring our
farms to a new inrernational division of labour iriagri-
culrure, designed by and for the multinationals of ihe
agri-foodstuffs industry.
The second objecrive of this policy, which supplemenrc
the first, q/as ro release funher funds at Community
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level to promote restructuring not only in agriculture,
but above all in industry: grubbing up vines and olive
trees and closing blast furnaces and factories go hand
in hand. The poliry is the same. This approach has met
with the dercrmined opposidon of farmers whose
cause, as we have been able to see here in Strasbourg,
has recently developed into a major struggle. In the
face of this opposition, those who only a few months
ato were eager to wield the axe are hesitating. Since
Community solutions are unpopular, it is difficult to
reach agreement. There is a cenain amount of evasive-
n.rs, 
"nd a growing tendency 
to shift the blame for
failure on to this or that other partner. But in any case
it is always at the people's expense that compromises
are finally reached.
The European Council has met at a time when the
policies of austerity, coordinated at European level,
are bringing economic growth to a halt, causing
funher increases in unemployment, a general deterior-
ation in the economic and social situation and a
widening of the gap between countries and, within the
same country, between the various social categories. In
this respect the failure of the European Council
reflects ihe difficulties involved in implementing these
backward-looking economic and social policies in the
context of a worsening crisis. The failure of the Coun-
cil also means no progress on the budget, which has
still not been passed, although we are almost half way
through 1980.
As regards the British demands on their budgetary
concributions, they remain unresolved despite the
major concessions made by the other governments,
which all amount to rewarding a failure to resPect the
rules of the Community. To justify her demands, Mrs
Thatcher is trying to transfer responsibiliry for a pani-
cularly serious and continuing crisis which has struck
the economy of her country, although this crisis is the
consequence of the policies pursued over the years and
plays utterly inrc the hands of the feudal lords of
industry, to the detriment of the workers of Brimin.
This impression of confusion left by this European
Council, which is reflected in the discussions here in
this House, mus[ not, however, blind us to the
common determination to Pursue and even intensify
rhe policies of austerity, with the unemployment, the
destiuction of industries and the abandonment of
national interests they bring in their vake. This also
means the common determination to Pursue, on the
same basis, the integration of Europe and to enlarge
the Community to include Greece, Spain and Ponu-
gal. During lait year's election campaiSn we French
Lommunisis were alone in our country in taking srcck
of the harsh reality of 20 years of European integra-
tion. \7e said that with direct elections to the Euro-
pean Parliament the panisans of supranationalism
wanted to push ahead still funher along the same Path-
Ve were tight. the situation has deteriorated still
funher and- the European Parliament has simply
served as a democratic cover for the extremely reac-
tionary policies for which our peoples are at Present
paying the price.
Lastly, and I shall conclude on this note, the only
poini on which the Council can be said not to have
L..n 
" 
failure 
- 
although, as we have seen in the
course of this sitdng, contradictions have become
apparent 
- 
is that of Afghanistan and sanctions
"grinrt Iran. For those 
who talk about the independ-
ence of the Europe of the Nine, is it not significant
that the only decision aken by the European Council
was to declare its solidarity with American policy
towards Iran, including the unsuccessful military raid?
This is the solidarity which brings totether, across the
Atlantic, the capitalist Bovernments of Europe and
Nonh America, which ensures the real cohesion of the
Community and is behind the determination to over-
come the conflicts of inrcrest which continually make
themselves felt in Europe.
In the European symphony everyone keeps to his
score, from the Commission in Brussels to the Euro-
pean Council, not forgetting the European Parliament.
The parts supplement one another and the Sreat theme
being played under the conductor's baton is not that
of piace, nor of economic and social progress or the
.rtrblith..nt of a new world economic order, but that
of ever-increasing profit with its inevitable accompani-
ment of neglect and economic, social and cultural
decline.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Rey to speak on behalf of the
Liberal and Democratic Group.
Mr Rey. 
- 
(F) Mr President, Mr President of the
Commission, Mr President-in-Office of the Council,
ladies and gentlemen, the crisis we are faced with is a
serious one because one of our Member States is in
open disagreement with all the others and with all the
European institutions, in that so far neither this Parlia-
.ent, not the Council, nor the Commission has
accepted the London government's arguments.
The fact that my colleagues have asked me to speak
first on their behalf is understandable in that this situa-
tion is not new and this is not the first time we have
had a similar crisis in the Community. It may be no
bad thing for someone who experienced the previous
crisis to go briefly into the lessons to be drawn from it'
It was 15 years ago, in 1965, that one of the Member
States, France, disagreed profoundly with its Partners'
The illustrious President of France, General de Gaulle,
vexed by the proposals put forward by the.Hallstein
Commiision 
- 
of which I was a member, with
responsibility for agricultural and financial matters 
-
declared war on the Commission and on l July 1965
withdrew its Ambassador from Brussels, as if we were
a foreign power. There'is a tendency to forget that for
seven months the Council was then unable to meet.
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After the initial shock, at the beginning of Seprember
General de Gaulle, in one of those amazing press
conferences he had the knack of giving, puc firward
the view rhat what was need ro resolve tlie crisis was
for her partners to get round the table with France to
revise and amend the Treary of Rome. The reacsion of
the Five 
- 
for at rhe time rhere were six members in
all 
- 
was swifr and clear. On the initiative of Paul-
Henri Spaak, the Belgian Minisrcr of Foreign Affairs
- 
who, as one of the negotiators of the Treaty of
Rome, had grearer authority than his colleagues 
- 
on
his initiative, then, rhe Five mer and lost no time in
agreeing to reply ro France in rhe following terms:
'\7e are sorry you have raken this step and would ask
you to rake up your sear in the Council again. You
have cenain grievances, we are prepared tolook into
them; rcll us what they are and we shall see if there is a
way of purring rhem right. Bur if you are hoping to
modify or revise the Treaty of Rome, there wiI bJno
revision of rhe Treary. The Treaty of Rome is the
Chaner under which our Community was consrirured,
and even if we wanred to revise it we would not have
the supporr of our parliaments. There can be no ques-
tion of revising the Treaty, and if for this reason you
were to do the impossible and leave the Communiry
we would be very sorry but would assurc you wirhout
hesitarion rhat rhe Community will conrinue.' This
way of saying rhings was one of the many services
Paul-Henri Spaak rendered this Communiry.
The French response was swift. Two weeks later Mr
Couve de Murville, rhe French Foreign Minisrcr, came
to see Mr Spaak in Brussels and said: 'You don'r wanr
a revision of the Treaty? Yery well, ir will not be
revised. France alone cannot insist on that. You are
afraid *e mighr leave the Community? There is no
question of that: we have no inrention of leaving. \7e
simply ask you to see what can be done to meer our
grievances.'. This was followed by discussions which,
as you will recall, culminated in the Luxembourg
compromise. After seven monrhs the French Ministei
resumed his seat in the Council and rhe Communiry
v/en[ on.
I myself was able to witness rhe demonstrarive effect
of this conciliatory but firm policy of the Five when,
two years later afrcr I had become President of the
Commission in succession ro 'Walter Hallstein, I
visircd the General in the Elys6e Palace and in the
course of a very courreous and amicable conversation he
said this: 'If I had been in charge when they nego-
tiated the Treery of Rome, it would perhaps have been
differenr from what it is. But there is no need to
wcirry: we accepted it, and we have already come half
way; now we have to tackle rhe other half.'The highly
European rone of rhese words reflects the line aken
by the General right up ro rhe time be stepped down
from power. Never again in his press conferences did
he make fun of the Farhers of Europe or rhe process of
integration, and the rather abrasive rone we had heard
before completely disappeared.
Ladies and tentlemen, compare rhis situation with the
one facing us ar rhe momenr. The firsr lesson to be
drawn is surely that we musr show a conciliatory spirit
towards our British friends. They are not oursiders,
they are our partners, our friends. They have their
problems, and we must examine them together, as far
as possible in a spirit of conciliation. Ler us, please,
leave undisrurbed the memories of past evenm which
we are somedmes rather ill-advised ro revive. Truly,
Britain is going through an uncomfortable period in its
history: it is finding that rhe cosr of the Community is
high. Ve musr show Britain a conciliatory spirit. That,
I think, is what the Eight have done in the meetings
held so far. I think rhat was what was done in Dublin,I think that was what was done on a more durable
basis in Luxembourg. Outside observers are a little
surprised, in view of the amount of ground that was
covered, rhat rhis was not enough to reach agreement.
No matter; we must, in dealing with our friends in the
Unircd Kingdom, maintain a spirit of understanding
and conciliation. That is the first lesson of rhe 1955
crisis.
The second, however, is that there can be no quesrion
of changing rhe rules simply because the Briiish are
demanding it. There can be no quesrion of one
Member Smte alone deciding what the Communiry
can do for it and deciding on its own the extent of the
aid it might receive from the Community. There is no
reason for us to do for the governmenr in London
today what we refused to do for General de Gaulle l5
years ago. That said, Mr President, it only remains for
me, on_ behalf of my colleagues, ro say before siwing
down that any other policy would be a step backwards
towards narionalisr policies and that the ceremony we
held in Paris 
- 
in the presence of the President of this
H-ouse, Mrs Veil, in the presence of Mr Roy Jenkins,
of the representarives of the Council and the Coun of
Justice and of Mr Raymond Barre, the French Prime
Minister, whose narional responsibilities should not
prevent us from remembering that for five years he
was Vice-President of the Commission in Brussels 
-this ceremony was not the rime for a return to national
solurions. Our duty to a united Europe is to regard it
as lying not behind us but before us.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Lalor ro speak on behalf of
the Grotrp of European Progressive Democrats.
Mr Ldor. 
- 
Mr President, ladies and genrlemen, rhe
outcome of the recent European Council raises serious
and fundamental questions concerning the continua-
tion of the Community as a cohesive economic and
political alliance berween rhe nine Member Govern-
ments. Despite what Mr Rey has just said, it is clear
that Mrs Thatcher, on behalf of the UK, was just too
inflexible at rhat meeting. No Member Srare, or reprc-
sentative, nor I myself, would advocate that Britain
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should leave the Community. However, one funda-
mental political principle must be accepted by all,
namely that if Britain has problems with Community
membership then she should approach these problems
on the basis of what the Community Paftners can do
ro assist, insrcad of seeking on each and every occa-
sion to question, revise and change fundamennl
Community principles, panicularly in relation to the
common agricultural policy. If Britain cannot accePt
the principles of the only Community policy that has
been successful, then she must withdraw from that
policy. If Britain cannot accept the fundamental prin-
"iptei 
of the Communiry's industrial policy, well, then,
she must withdraw from that poliry.
Community mechanisms are in place for the economic
integration and improvement of the under-developed
parti of the Community. Either we apply these
mechanisms by increasing Community resources to
rackle these problems or we adopt national quoas and
the principle of juste retour. There is an inherent
contradiction between increasing Community
resources to mckle problems on the basis of agreed
Community policies and seeking to increase the net
bencfit to a Member State on the basis of that Member
State's contribudon to the Communiry. Clearly the
losers at the European Summit in Luxembourg were
the people of Europe. There was serious and real
damage done to the morale of the Community and to
rhe effecdveness of its institutions. A solution to the
British budgetary problem must not undermine the
achievemenis of the Community or the fundamental
principles on which im dynamic development depe-nds.
There must be no resort to juste retour or retreat from
rhe basic principles of CAP, such as financial solidarity
and common organization of markets.
At the same time, as I have said earlier, if it is to be
rrue to its essential nature the Community must show
itself ready to resolve excepdonal difficulties facing
any' Member Starc. The undoubtedly wide range of
rrbl..ts on which differences now exist in the
Community is a cause for deep concern among our
peoples. Community cxpenditure is moving towards
ih. t on VAT limit, and an increase in the Regional
Fund is still not agreed; there is a question of the
blocking of the non-quora section of the Fund; there is
abo rhJfailure of the Community to esablish a credi-
ble and viable energy policy and differences exist, still
exist, over sheepmeat, fisheries and other matters. All
of these are superseded by thc .lucstion of the cohe-
siveness, solidariry and the abrlrtt of the Community
to exercise its influence in the world. Ve must learn
from the hard experiences of the Past, Particularly in
regard to Europe's over-dependence on external
rou.".t of energy and ensure that agricultural output
in the Community is maintained and that farmers are
given the suppon which other industries get to prod-
uce food in a world which is suffering from ever-
increasing shonages.
I was rather surprised, Mr President, this morning at
the spectacle of Mr Jenkins coming into this debate to
apologize for the compromise agricultural proposals
which-the Commission has submitted to the Commit-
tee on Agriculture. !Vhy, Mr Jenkins, should you feel
it necessiry to apologize for moving from 2 0/o and
4 o/o increases, to 4 o/o and 6 o/o increases for farm
commodities, while in the very next breath you
announce an over 10 o/o increase in overall inflation?
\flhy should farmers be kept in that panicular posi-
tion? lVhy should you be so intent on criticizing the
common agricultural policy?
\flith regard to the broader political matters that were
discussed, my group cenainly suPPorts the Nine's
condemnation of the Soviet aggression in Afghanistan
and supports the notion of neutraliry for that country
on the basis if the free choice of the Afghan people.
The Nine have complied with the United Sates'
request for sanctions against Iran and I hope that the
UK's present dilemma will force our American pan-
ners t; realize that the imposition of these sanctions
poses far more severe consequences for the European
tountries than they do for the US. This is not rc say
that we are not conscious of the suffering and the
indignation that the American people feel at the plight
of their hostages in Tehran. The Nine must continue
to encourage. diplomatic effons which may play a
useful role in the present crisis.
Finally, I welcome the review of Middle East policy
that the European Council has initiated. There are
cenainly major tensions emerging in this- area yet
again. ihe Nine will have to coordinate fully their
approach rc this problem and not be motivarcd by
iniividual national benefits in the area. My group, and
Ireland in panicular, welcome the denunciation of acts
of violence committed in southern lrbanon against
the members of UNIFIL. I hope that the effon to
persuade Israel to exert a decisive influence on the
forces of Major Haddad will meet with success.
President. 
- 
I call Mrs Spaak.
Mrs Spaak. 
- 
(F) Mr President, if I had a Sreat deal
of courage as a Member of this House, I would-give
up my speaking time, such is the excellence of the
rcrms- in- which Mr Rumor and Mr Rey in their
speeches expressed what I can only repeat in much less
satisfactory fashion. Since its inception, the Commu-
nity has been through many crises, and Eu-ropean inte-
gration has proceeded by fits and sans, often drawing
irom its very difficulties the dynamism and imagina-
tion necessary to overcome them. Now, however, it
seems to me that the situation is different and more
disturbing. There are no longer any clear objectives.
As for our Bridsh friends, the United Kingdom was
right to. call for Community solidariry, since the
systems in operation were leaving it wish an excessive
burden. But it was wrong to reject proposals which
represented real sacrifices for its Panners. It was
*iong to threaten, by its obstinacY, the operation of
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an institurion which it, like rhe other eighr counrries,
greatly needs. Vhile it is legitimate ro try and modify
a policy, it is unacceptable to call into quesrion irs
underlying premises, in other words the sysrem of own
resources and the separate existence of the Commu-
nlty.
It seems to me that there is ar presenr a real lack of
political will on the pan of the Member States. They
no.longer have the necessary power ro act separately
and have nor yer developed the will to rake action
together. Afghanistan is a clear example of this. There
is no denying that what is happening there poses a
threat to rhe security of Europe and, in .oral rerms,
goes against all the values in which the European
Community has been built. Mr Colombo just now
gave us his views on the problem. Vhat is needed now
is rc follow this up with action. In the face of rhe
present crisis, acrion is urgendy needed. It is the citi-
zens of Europe who are the vicrims of the present
situation, and they will suffer even more in the future.
The malaise afflicting us, this lack of prospects, is one
which srikes directly ar the credibility of Europe. The
agricultural policy must be adopted before the end of
June. The currenr indecision is seriously affecting
farmers' lives. The Commission is not there ro
comment on even6 
- 
the 412 Members of rhe Euro-
pean'Parliamenr are perfectly capable of doing that
and will do so in imaginative and variegated fashion 
-but to cake initiatives as laid down in the Treary. It
cannor allow the agricultural policy ro be dismantled.It musr make the Member States aware of their
responsibilities with regard to the British contribution.
Sulking is nor a political weapon and the fit of pique
provoked by rhe Luxembourg fiasco must cease. A
number of imponant meerings are ro be held next
week. 'S7e appreciate thar Mr Jenkins does nor wanr ro
put all his cards on rhe rable today, and shall thus judge
him by the results. The Council musr presenr us with
the budget. There can be no question of punishing
Parliament, since it is only exercising irs rights. The
resolutions drafted by the Committee on Budgets state
clearly our demands. '!fle are going through a serious
crisis, and Parliamenr musr accepr its responsibilities.
The directly elected Parliament will not allow itself to
be pushed aside and will exercise its prerogarives ro
the full. It owes this to rhe electorate, whiih hoped
that the European Community would provide trearer
security; we cannor dash these hopes.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Danken, the author of the
motion for a resolution contained in Documenr
No 1-175180.
Mr Dankert. 
- 
(NL) Mr President, rhe motion for a
resolurion tabled by rhe Commirtee on Budgets repre-
senff an arrempr on the pan of the various polirical
groups in this House rc call by a clear majority for the
submission of a draft budger by the Council. Against
the background of European problems in general, this
may nor appear to be anything ro ter excited abour,
but I mke rhe view that, given the present deteriorar-
ing state of the Community, it is an imponanr marrer.
Despite the fact thar he has rc keep his comments
fairly vague, the President-in-Office of the Council
this morning painted a relatively sombre picture of the
curren! state of the Community. The President of the
Commission did not paint a much brighter picture,
and from rhe speeches we have heard it is obvious that
their views do nor differ greatly from those prevalent
in this House.
Mr President, I am gradually coming rc feel that rhe
Community instirutions are losing their grip on their
own Community, that rhey are slowly but surely foun-
dering in their own impotence. One gets the impres-
sion somerimes rhar the Budget Council has taken on
the role of the Community as a whole. Of course, the
Community institutions cannor be equated wirh
Furope. Europe consisrs of ordinary people who are
faced with the problems of unemploymenr, energy
shonages, regional development, low agricultural
incomes, and so on. Try as I might, I cannor rid myself
of the impression that rhe people of Europe are gradu-
ally gerring fed up with the Community instirutions,
because those insritutions are incapable of responding
to the problems facing the people who are said rc be
the backbone of Europe. Nor can I rid myself of rhe
rmpression 
- 
as someone said earlier 
- 
that the
people outside Europe are gradually coming ro feel
that the Communiry has 
- 
to quore the tide of a book
by Roben Musil, a chronicler of pre-First Vorld Var
Vienna 
- 
become a 'Man without Qualides'. Vhaq
after all, are we ro think of a Europe which, in discuss-
ing the Iran problem, condemns borh rhe Ayatollah
Khomeini and President Caner and which is divided
on wherher or nor ro go ro the Moscow Olympic
Games?
Mr President, in rhis conrexr it may be worrh generar-
ing a little enrhusiasm for the modon for a resolution
tabled by the Commitree on Budgets. Not because the
resolution in itself will solve rhe problems facing
Europe, bur because ir is at least an attempt to get
things moving again, at least in one sphere. This
commenr warranls a rather more detailed description
fo the current situarion.
On 7 may,-the Commission stated that the Communiry
would be faced with bankruptcy in l98l if no budgit
for 1980 was fonhcoming by then.
The Commission could have added that its sraremenr
referred only ro rhe quanrum of the resources available
for 1980. Vhat the Commission did not say 
- 
as it
ought m have done 
- 
was that the Community will
only be able m hold out until September or October if
the existing rules as laid down in the Treaty and the
Financial Regulation are violated. Mr President, I am
not a legal expen 
- 
nor should I ever wish to be one
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- 
but I think I can say that the policy of survival
which the Commission is now pursuing and which is
contrary to everything in the Treaty and Financial
Regulations 
- 
whatever clever legal interpretation
may be put forward 
- 
runs the serious risk that, when
this crisis has blown over, the rules and regulations
which are important for the future functioning of the
Community will remain in abeyance and will not and
cannot provide a basis for a fresh start out of our
presL'nt Slough of Despond.
The French decision to give their farmers a 5 0/o
increase in agricultural prices from 1 June if no deci-
sion is fonhcoming at European level is a logical
consequence of the process of decay that has now se[
in and which cannot simply be stopped by a unilateral
decision on the pan of this or that Member Sute. That
does not mean to say that I welcome the French deci-
sion. On the conrary, I believe that this decision, if it
is not followed by a similar decision at Community
level, will be extremely dangerous. I believe that the
situation can only be soned out by the rapid submis-
sion of a budger It has been claimed that, by nking a
rapid decision along these lines, this House will in fact
be undermining the position it adopted in November
and December last year. That, in my opinion, rs
nonsense. Firstly, the European Parliament did not
intend 
- 
and cannot have intended 
- 
to repudiate
rhe Communiry along with the budget. Ve poinrcd
out here in March that, if the Council had kept its
word, it could have submitted a draft budget in April,
so that we could have taken a vote on it in May. The
Council did not in fact take this opponuniry, and it
did not even tell us why.
Mr President, it should be obvious by now that the
Council has missed a unique opponunity. The budget
has now become an integral pan of the impasse in the
Council and in Europe as a whole. Because of that,
there is a danger not only of the budget being submit-
rcd too late, but of the situation deterioradng still
funher, with three or four months going by discussing
not the budget, but the application of the principle of
juste retour espoused by Mrs Margaret Thatcher to all
the other Member States. If that happened, I think this
House would be best advised to stop meeting, and I
can only advise Members to look around for more
useful or pleasant things to occupy their time with.
I am not saying that the situation will change dramati-
cally if we adopt the Committee on Budgets' motion
for a resolution tomorrov by an overwhelming major-
iry, but I do contend that, if we adopt the resolution
and if the Council responds by coming up with a draft
budgeq our action may help to give the Community
two or three months' more breathing space to deal
with the present, more than serious crisis than apPears
available at the moment without a budget for 1980. Of
course the Committee on Budgets would prefer a
full-scale budget coVering the agricultural policy pack-
age and settling the problem of the British contribu-
tion for this year at least. I am afraid, however, that in
view of what happened in Luxembourg, and especially
in Naples, there is very little chance of any such deci-
sion being aken in time. If no decision is reached on
the agricultural question and on the British contribu-
rion by 31 May, it will be too late to Pass a full-scale
budget before this summer; in that case, we shall have
to explore other avenues. In view of the rapidly dercr-
iorating state of the Communiry, I feel that we should
make the maximum possible effon to get the Council
[o present us a[ the very last minute with a draft
budget 
- 
even an incomplete one if it is not possible
to incorporate the agricultural policy package and the
question of the British contribution. There was a long
and laborious discussion in the Committee on Budger
- 
completely unreasonably, in my opinion 
- 
on what
agricultural provisions the draft budget should
contain. I think the whole discussion was unreasonable
because 
- 
as Mr Arndt said earlier 
- 
the only agri-
cultural figures the budget can possibly contain in the
absence of a decision from the Council are those from
the Commission's official proposals. !7e realize that
rhe amounts contained in the initial draft budget are
not the result of official Commission proposals, because
those proposals have themselves meanwhile been with-
drawn. It therefore follows that the financial consequ-
ences of the new proposals, the basis for which was
laid at the Luxembourg Summit and which Mr Jenkins
said this morning were now being worked out in the
form of regulations, must become part of the budget.
Mr President, in asking for figures, this House is not
pronouncing itself either for or against those figures. It
is doing no more nor less than pointing out to the
Council and the Commission that this procedure is the
only fair one, and that this is the only way 
- 
in the
abslnce of agreement on agricultural prices 
- 
of
getting a draft budget submitted to Parliament- As to
ihe .ontent of the draft, we shall discuss that in the
course of the procedure itself. However, that moment
has not yet arrived, and we shall have to wait for the
budgetary proposal to be made. That is what we are
concerned about today. That does not mean to say
that we have no views on the question of agricultural
prices, and a number of speakers have already stated
their views on this. The Committee on Budgets could
do nothing more than incorporate Parliament's last
decision on agricultural prices 
- 
generally known as
the Barbarella Amendment 
- 
in its proposal.
Mr President, we must have a budget quickly. Mr
Colombo, Mr Fanti and others have claimed that it is
impossible to produce a budget at the moment because
of the uncenainty over the agricultural sector. But the
fact is that the absence of a budget is simply making
the crisis in the agricultural sector that much more
serious and is making it all the more probable the
Community will suffer lasdng damage to im future
functioning by breaking the rules on all sides; in other
words, rhat it wifl funher undermine whatever remains
of a community spirit in this Community. I realize
that the budget is only one element, but it goes with-
out saying that this House ataches special imponance
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rc this element, because rhe European Parliament is
one arm of the budgetary authoriry in rhe Community.
The inability of the Council to produce a draft budger
is in fact undermining the only righrs we in this House
possess, and that is an unacceprable srate of affairs. It
will also induce'the Commission to bend the rules and
will heap even more discredit on rhe Council itself. It
is time we in Europe gor down rc doing something
positive as opposed to simply destrucrive. It may be
too late, I do not know, but until we are clear one way
or the other, we must ar leas[ make a try. \7e were no[
sent here by the people of Europe to establish a
Europe of States. '!7'e are the representarives of a
Europe of peoples, and thar Europe has more identity
than the representatives of the Member States have so
far managed to display. It is time we sar down rogerher
with the representatives of the Member Srares to seek a
solution to rhe problems for which we are jointly
responsible.
(Appkuse)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Maffre-Baug6, co-author of
the motion for a resolution contained in Doc. No
I - r 83/80.
Mr Maffre-Baug€. 
- 
(F) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, I shall nor indulge in demagogic oratory in
speaking on behalf of the French members of the
Communisr and Allies Group. The extraordinary
pan-session on farm prices left us farmers with a bitter
taste in our mouths. Ir was an ,unhappy debate in
which political manoeuvring triumphed over justice
and the search for a compromise opene{ the way to
the surrender of principles. The farmers see rhe lack of
any decision as a slap in the face, and that is why feel-
ings in the agricultural communiry in my country are
running exremely high at rhe moment. Some people
have accused us of pandering rc popular sentimenr in
calling for a 13 0/o increase in farm prices, but the
figures are undeniable and revealing. For example, in
the past year rhe price of fenilizer in France has
increased by 20 0/0, social charges (the farmers' murual
insurance society) by 30 0/0, fuel by 50 0/0, farm equip-
ment by 22 0/0, while ar the same time rhe 1979 index
shows a 13 0/o fall in rhe valui of money in France,
with a figure of 17 o/o being registered ior the first
quarrer of lggO alone, which suggesrc rhat average
inflation in 1980 may be 17 0/0. The position of the
farm labourers, who, as we farmers know, are aleady
underpaid, is worsening, and unemployment is reach-
ing unbelievable levels. In my 'd6panement' alone
rhere are 25 000 unemployed, 10 000 of whom are
from the farming communiry. The deterioradon in the
living conditions of farmers is rherefore conrinuing
unabated. Investment in production is becoming
impossible. Young farmers are becoming discouraged
and are giving up farming. Their incomes, of which
prices form an inrcgral parr, are continually being
eroded. '!7'e are wirnessing a sysremaric attempt by the
Members of this House ro Eansfer capital from farm-
ing to indusrry and banking, a characterisric feature of
the free trade poliry which cenain counrries, such as
the United Kingdom, are trying to impose. Can
anyone reasonably deny rhe farmers their right rc
obtain proper compensation for their losses due to
inflation? Is there anyone here who can deny rheir
right ro maintain rheir purchasing power? The
Community created the common agricultural policy
for the express purpose of setting up an integrated
sector. Its con(mitmenrs to farmers are not being
respected, and rhe burden of responsibiliry is becom-
ing heavy. Vhar does Parliament wanr?'!7e shall never
support. those who are trying to rurn the farming
community into the forced labour of capimlisr circles
which seek ro cash in on farming. Prices are a decisive
componen[ of farmers' incomes, and that is why they
must be recognized as being of key imponance rc
their furure. If prices are [oo low, investment will no
longer be possible, and we shall no longer be comperi-
tive in this society in which compeririveness is imposed
on us as an end in imelf. Ve chop the roors off the tree
and are surprised when it dies. It is high time we
reversed this process. Parliament musr see it as its dury
to fulfil the expectations of the farming communiry.
President. 
- 
I call Mr de la Maldne as co-aurhor of
the motion for a resolution contained in Doc. No
I - I 85/80.
Mr de la Mdlne. 
- 
(F) Mr President, in the five
minutes so generously allotted ro me ro defend the
motion for a resolution which I have tabled on behalf
of my Group, I shall nor dwell on matrers of interna-
tional politics but shall concenrrarc on rhe problems
connected with the building of Europe, which, in the
few months since rhe Dublin Summit, has suffered two
very serious setbacks. Vhy are the Heads of State and
Governmenr solemnly invited ro meer in the capitals of
the Community if their meetings end in failure? And
people are wondering, now that rhe Venice Summit is
approaching, whether the same will happen there,
though I hope it will not.
The Communiry's institutions and administrative
machinery have clearly nor yer been broughr ro a
standsrill, but they are running only in neutral. The
only common poliry which we have managed ro get
off the ground is rhe main pillar on which Europe
rests. The common agricultural policy has been
undermined, or ar any rate paralysed. Europe's main
strentth is not drawn from meetings of heads of Stare,
rcp officials or administrarors at whatever level. The
building of Europe has nothing to do with making
speeches like this. The building of Europe has nothing
rc do with funcdoning of Parliamenr, or even with the
Coun of Jusrice, the building of Europe means rhe
common agriculrural policy, and rhe joint financing
of this policy. It also means_ a common external ariff
and the removal of internal cusroms barriers 
- 
this
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has, to a lesser degree, been a feature of the develop-
ment of international trade. And it means the Devel-
opment Fund for the developing countries. But the
present freezing of the CAP has jeopardized every-
thing which the Community has achieved in connec-
tion with it. The same applies to the lack of a budget
and financial resources.
The remarkable thing is that this threat to the only
common policy which we have created has arisen
without any proposals for anything else, apan from
that curious and very anti-Community concept of juste
retour. ln this crisis the blame is clearly shared. Natur-
ally, the greatest blame astaches to the Council and the
natronal governments and, of course, primarily to the
British Government. I have already told the House
what my Group thinks about this, and I shall not harp
on it indefinircly.
Parliament must also share the blame. For political
reasons and for reasons of budgetary poliry. Parlia-
ment took the risk of rejecting the budgel The
Community was already confronted with the problem
of Britain's contribution, which at the dme was
referred to rather curiously as 'convergence'. The
problem of farm prices was also looming on the hori-
lon. But the ministers managed rc draft a budget
which, whether good or bad, was still a budgel At a
night-time meeting which we all sat through, the
ministers agreed to make concessions to Parliament,
but to no avail. A financial crisis was added to the
disagreement concerning Britain's contribution and to
the foreseeable disagreement on farm prices.
The Community has no budget, and it seems unlikely
that it will have one in the near future. The present
system of provisional twelfths has reached a stage
where it may soon be impossible to provide enough
resources to ensure the functioning of the guarantee
section of the EAGGF. And in a crisis like this, with so
much at stake, cenain people have the ludicrous idea
of dragging the Heads of State and Government
before the Coun of Justice !
This is not the time for recrimination; instead, we
should clear up this situation and take action' Ve must
know exactly what each of our countries and our
peoples want. It is not enough to require resources 
-this is, at most, of secondary importance. The main
thing is that we 
- 
at least, those of us who want to 
-
should agree on our precise objectives.
\7hat kind of Europe do we want?
The cherished dream of a free trade area is illusory.
Ve shall have to choose between a Europe in which
national frontiers are unhappily restored and a Europe
in which the Community spirit prevails. This is the
choice which will have to be made, and this is the
question which will have to be answered.
The dme has thus come to mke acdon.'!7e cannot go
on meeting only to fail to achieve our aims; action
must be taken urgently at the highest level, otherwise
national ,n."su..s 
"ie sut" to be taken insrcid'Community action is necessary in the interests of the
nations ,concerned, and the' forms which such action
must take are already becoming clear. If we allow
national measures to be adopted, the die will have
been cast whether we like it or not'; we shall have
turned our backs on the Community and returned
once and for all to the Europe of national frontiers.
There is no alternative. It is therefore time 
- 
and high
time 
- 
that action was aken.
The Venice Summit, we are rcld, is imminent. As I
have just said, we must not meet in Venice only to fail
in our mission. Ve must meet after making thorough
preparations to take action on a European scale,
otherwise, although this House will doubtless continue
ro meet, we shall no longer be Europe's Parliament.
Ve shall have become 
- 
and I say this without malice
- 
another powerless European forum.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Tugendhat.
Mr Tugendhat. 
- 
Member of the Commission.
Mr President. I am grateful to you for giving me the
opponunity to intervene very briefly in this debate
immediately after the preceding three speeches, all of
which were concerned with the need to bring forward
a dreft budget from the Council as soon as possible.
Clearly a timely adoption of the 1980 budget is in the
forefront of everybody's mind, even those who have
not, in fact, spoken on the subject. However, the oral
question to the Council by Mr Ansan and Mr Fanti
and the motion for a resolution mbled by Mr Danken
on behalf of the Committee on Budgets draw attention
to a problem which is now extremely urgent.
The first point I would like to make is that a budget
for 1980 has ro be speedily drawn up and, of course,
adopted. Secondly 
- 
and this is also an imponant
poinr 
- 
the provisional twelfth system, the classic
provisional twelfths system, cannot suffice to cover all
ihe requiremenr for the smooth implementalion of all
Community policies until the end of the year. That is,
I think, something which everybody needs to under-
stand. On 7 l,/'ay l98O the Commission sent the Coun-
cil and the European Parliament a request for the
making available of advances on provisional twelfths
for a number of chapters of the Guarantee Section of
the EAGGF. In so doing, the Commission made it
clear that the date on which it will no longer be possi-
ble rc finance the agricultural markets will occur at
some point in the second half of the year, but very
probably, according to our estimates, around Septem-
ber or October 1980. One cannot, of course, be abso-
lutely precise.
This brings me to a point made by Mr Danken in his
speech a few moments ago, which I must take up. First
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of all, Mr President, I must stress that the Commission
has not 
- 
and I emphasize rhe word zo, 
- 
been in
breach of the Financial Regulation. Our duty is ro
maintain the law, our duty is ro maintain the Treaty
and the regulations. I recognize that there are some-
dmes different inrerpretations of differenr clauses, but
our duty is clear. In this, as in other cases, we have
sought to acr wirhin the law as it stands. I must
emphasize that point. However, we also have an addi-
tional duty, namely 
- 
within the law, I emphasize
that 
- 
to maintain the existing policies of the
Community as much as possible. The Community, for
a variety of reasons that have been dealt with at length
in this debate and which are well known to all of us, is
facing quite unusual difficulties, but we are convinced
that insofar as it lies within our pou/er ro do so, we
ought to mainuin and operate the existing policies of
the Communiry as normally as possible for as long as
possible. The provisional twelfths sysrem is nor a back-
door way of changing policies. The Communiry has
means and procedures for changing policies. Vhen
policies need ro be changed, and rhere are cenainly a
number that do, they should be changed in the appro-
priate way. However, while policies exisr, rhen it is our
duty and our task to mainrain those policies in as
normal a fashion as possible for as long as possible. ,
Now, to reverr ro the poinr which I wanrcd to make
before hearing the orher speeches, rhe Commission has
discharged its dury as far as bringing forward budget-
ary proposals is concerned. Indeed, I think we move
with considerable haste. The draft budger was rejected
at the last pan-session before Christmas. 'We then
brought forward a new preliminary draft budget, ro
which the Presidenr of the Commission referred in his
speech, and this was pur forward on 29 February 1980.I think we have moved as fast as we could on rhe
budgetary front and we have, of course, also done as
much as we can ro secure a timely settlemenr of agri-
cultural prices. It is rherefore now up to the rwo arms
of the budgetary authority, acdnt as a single budget-
ary authority of the Community, to take the necessary
steps ro ensurd that the present precarious situation
can come to an end as soon as possible. It is in the
interest of the Community that the procedure rhrough
which this can be achieved should be decided berween
the Council and Parliament in a spirit of conciliation
and in conformity with Anicle 203 of the EEC Treaty.
There is now, of course, a risk of overlapping berween
the 1980 budget procedure and rhe l98l budget
procedure. This is not the dme to dwell at length on
the problems of the 198 I budget, and this I think must
be apparent to everybody. The absence of a 1980
budget does not facilitate the Commission's work in
the drawing up and adoption of the preliminary draft
budget for 1981. I musr tell the House that it is now
extremely unlikely rhat the pratmaric calendar can be
adhered to this year. But I also, however, must
emphasize thar rhere is an official timetable laid down
in Anicle 203 of the EEC Treaty, and of course such a
timetable must be observed by all Community institu-
tions. The preliminary draft budget will, therefore,
have to be prepared at the very latest on the basis of
the timetable laid down by the Treaty irself. One
would wish rhat it could be earlier bur that of course
hinges on other matters.
That, Mr President, concludes the very brief remarks
which I wanted to make, as I felt it imperative to lay
before rhe House our views on the necessity of having
a 1980 budget as soon as possible, the need for the
budgetary authoriry ro acr, and also ro draw the
House's atrcntion to our response to some of the
points made by Mr Dankert. Obviously as is normal
on these occasions, I will seek to wind up very briefly
at the end of the debate.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Lange.
Mr Lange, chairman of the Committee on Budgets
- 
(D) Mr Presidenr, ladies and gentlemen, I should
like to take this opponuniry to come back on what
Mr Tugendhat said jusr now. I get ihe impression
from whar he said on behalf of thi Commission that
the Commission is shying away from putting into
pracrice what it itself rlalLes to'be necessary fir the
198 I budger year. According to MrTugendhat, rhe
Commission is basing itself on the fact that a 1980
budget does not yet exist and no one knows what form
it should eventually take. My view is rhat the Commis-
sion should disregard rhis aspect and bear in mind
what is essential for 1981, and on this basis should
draw up a provisional drafr o be presented in the
framework of the extra-Treaty timeiable, which was
originally always agreed on by the three instirutions. I
shall make no funher reference to this matter because
I do not want ro anticipare what this House feels must
be included in the 1981 budget from a political point
of view. I should therefore like to ask the honouiable
Members of rhe Commission and in panicular its pres-
ident 
- 
.even though the Commission may not be
composed of the same people from 3l December rhis
year 
- 
to do their work and not seek any new excuses
for delaying rhings still further.
As to the 1980 budget, I must regrerfully admit rhat
the Presidenr-in-Office of the Council does nor have
an easy task. It was crystal clear from the statemenr he
gave this lorning thar he is conscious of once having
been the President of the European Parliament and o-f
taking pan facing the Council in rhat capacity in the
deliberadons of the Conciliation Committee. i there-
fore fully realize the difficulties the president-in-
Office has to face.
However, Mr Colombo, allow me [o say thar when we
rejected the 1980 budget in the form in which ir was
presenrcd to us by the Council, we gave the Council
and the Members of the Council to all intents and
p-urposes rhe chance to make political changes which,
if they are nor made, will point the Commu-niry along
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the wrong path entirely and will practically eliminate it
,s an 
"ctire political force. The Council 
has so far
failed to take the chance it has been offered. I often
get the impression, Mr Colombo, that some Members
of th. Council feel that by dragging their feet over
their Treaty obligation to submit a new draft budgeq
they are in some way punishing Parliament as the
other arm of the budgetary authority for having had
the temerity to reject the Council's original proposal.
But the governments have also been given a fine
opponunity insofar as they can now put the blame on
thJ Europ."n Parliament if they have insufficient
courate to tell their own people cenain unpalatable
facts, lspecially as regards the no longer justifiable
common agricultural policy. As a result, the CAP as
a whole, which was originally the main pillar of the
Community, will eventually fall into discredit and be
the undoing of the Community.
Even those Members of the Council who are unmoved
by the absence of a Communiry budget should bear in
mind that 
- 
as the rapporteur for the Committee on
Budgerc said earlier 
- 
a lot of things will grind to a
halt in the Community after the summer recess. !(/e
have only limircd financial cover, based on the 1979
budget. Even bearing in mind the figures for cost and
prici inflation given to us by the President of the
Commission, we shall be unable to meet our 1980
requirements. That being so, I can only repeat what
has already been said here and appeal to the Council
ro present a draft budget as quickly as possible which,
I hope 
- 
indeed, we all hope 
- 
will cover all the crit-
ical points.
But discussion of these critical points 
- 
in other
words, agricultural policy and the British contribution
rc the budget 
- 
and the possibiliry of achieving agree-
ment should not be used as a Pretext for failing to
come up with a draft budget, because it seems to me
that to do so will have catastrophic consequences for
che Community as a whole.
The Members of the Council and the Governments of
rhe Member States should be rcld in no mean terms
rhat the selfish safeguarding of national interests is
destroying the potential of Europe and thus also the
development potential of the different Parts of the
Community. In other words, it is complete nonsense
to say 
- 
is happened on an earlier occasion in this
House 
- 
that the British should leave rhe Commu-
niry. Vhat, after all, would the British do in such a
caie? They would of course pursue a protectionist
trade poliry, in which case the Community would in
turn be forced to pursue a similar kind of Protectionist
policy, the result being the severing of oumide links
and the breakdown of external economic relations.
That would be a disaster for all of us. '!7e need each
other, especially in the current critical international
situation . . .
(Applause)
. . . A key to overcoming our internal difficulties is the
production and presentation of a budget which will at
least gire us a basis for discussion and will serve to
keep things moving. 'V'e must, Mr Colombo, have
completed the 1980 budget procedure before the
summer recess because after the recess things will stop
working properly and will get out of control because
of the lack of necessary finance.
Let me, then, ask to you most sincerely, Mr Colombo
- 
I have no doubt that you will do this, but I can only
address my appeal to you because the other Members
of the Council are not present 
- 
to convey these
appeals addressed to you from your former place of
work, the European Parliament, to your fellow
Members of the Council with as much urgenry, as we
have tried to do here. I should be grateful to you if we
could have a draft budget by June to give us the
chance to reach a decision of some kind before the
summer recess and thus to ensure that the Community
can continue to function. \flhat we are concerned
about is not the rights of the European Parliament, but
the efficient working of the Community and the politi-
cal role of this Community in the interess of the
Member States, as well as in the interests of world
Peace.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Josselin.
Mr Josselin. 
- 
(F) Mr President, ladies and gentle-
men, along with certain previous speakers I should like
to express the anxiety of the French Socialists over the
Community's powerlessness revealed by the failure of
the Dublin and, more recently' the Luxembourg
summits, one of the most telling symPtoms of which is
the absence of a budget for this year, even though it
will soon be half ovef. Ve all know that in addition to
the budget there is, of course, not only the problem of
farm prices, but also, more generally, the convergence
problem posed in particular by the question of Brit-
ain's conuibution to the Community budget. Together
with most of the other French Socialists, I voted with
the majority of this House in rejecdng the budget in
December of last year. This rejection was an indica-
tion hope that new Commission proposals would be
adopted by the Council to eliminate one of the discre-
pancies 
- 
there are others 
- 
which Europe now has
to deal with and which can, I believe, be seen as that
of a 'permanent' budget, since we are unwilling to
re-examine the delicate problem of the Community's
own resources. How can we endow Europe with the
financial resources for the other policies which the
social and economic situation calls for 
- 
regional
policy, transport, energy and social policy 
- 
without
damaging the interests of agriculture?
I should like now, Mr President, ladies and gentlemen,
to dwell for a moment on this idea of the imponance
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of agriculrure, since we are well aware that it is central
to our discussions. No one can deny rhar rhe effecm of
the common agricultural policy on the individual
Member Smtes vary consid-erably according to the
respective imponance of farming in the various
economic regions of the Communiry. Bur are rhose
who- point to these differences 
- 
for example tojusdfy Britain's requesr for a reduction in its financial
contribution 
- 
as prepared to concede that the effects
of the- CAP vary even more berween differenr carego-
ries of farmers, farm products, regions and farm struc-
tures? Some products are still nor guaran[eed. Ve are
also ayrare thar the same guaranreed price can provide
an unjustifiably high revenue for some farmeri while
no[ even allowing a good many orhers to keep rheir
heads above water. To ask the unemployed in Britain,
Germany or France to help m subsidize all farms,
sometimes withour differentiation or resricrion, is
bound to creare a feeling of injusrice among the unem-
ployed. $7e are perfectly aware of this. But on rhe
other hand, ro rry ro penalize all farmers for the
malfunctioning of the CAP and make tlem all pay for
the Community's inability to devise and apply orher
mechanisms would be equally unjust and, we feel,
amply explains rhe fears and also the anger felt by
farmers.
The French Socialists, here as elsewhere will conrinue
to press their demand rhat the incomes of the bulk of
European farmers should be protected by the same
guaranrees as other workers. In view of rhe considera-
ble increases in operating costs which I have no need
to dwell upon, this means rhar farm price increases,
which in cenain countries gould be supplemented by
the- effects of the 'green' exchange raie, should bL
sufficient to maintain farmers' incomes ar cenain mini-
mum levels 
- 
and we know how far they have lagged
behind orher incomes in recent years. Ler no one
accuse the French Socialists of acting inconsisrently.
'!7e have proposed a number of measuies which wouid
make it possible to limit the growh of agricultural
expenditure, while ensuring that as many farmers as
possible, brginning with the shaller farmers, enjoy rhe
security of income which they are asking for. Suffice it
fo1 qre to refer ro our proposal on guaianteed prices,
which could incorporate rates dipending on the
quantities produced and would be flexible wirh regard
to categories of products. How could .we accepr a
co-responsibility levy on milk which offers no exemp-
tion o-r sufficient progressivity, and which is e*t..-eiy
harmful ro rhousands of smallholders. How can we
accept a super-levy which perpetuares rhe status quo
and 
_ 
gives permanenr priority to cenain regions or
producers? Our hopes have in fact been dashed, for
the Commission has nor reviewed the overall situation.
\7as ir afraid that such a review would be doomed to
failure owing ro rhe Community's present difficultiesl
Vhatever the reason, we have observed only minor
amendmenrs which take no accounr of the conditions
now prevailing in European farming 
- 
I would
merely remind the House of the extremely imponanr
question of the role of agriculture in employment and
the environment.
Ladies and genrlemen, while we may criticize rhe
Commission for its lack of imagination or political
will, is Parliament irelf completely blameless? Did we
not, for example, reject the tax on vegerable proteins?
And we should nor claim ro be acting in the interesrc
of the developing counrries, since it is well known that
in some cases 90 % of rhe producrs concerned come
from American or British companies!
In conclusion, Mr Presidenr, I would repeat that we
Socialists feel rhat solutions are available. If those
responsible for the CAP and the Members of this
House thought abour ir carefully enough, they would
reach the same conclusions as an increasing number of
those responsible for farming in the trade union move-
ment, namely that the measures which we are propos-
ing are the only ones which can meet rhe double chal-
lenge putring agriculrural expenditure ro betrer use
while strengthening the security of rhe majority of
farmers.
These.are obviously socialist measures, and they are
the only ones which will enable Europe ro continue to
develop. It will no doubt be difficult to make allow-
ance for all che factors which I have been referring to,
but I would emphasize thar solutions are requlred
urgenrly. I do nor believe that Europe can assin its
identity in any other way rhan by making an inrense
effon to achieve solidariry 
- 
a solidarity which
cannot. take the form of mere solidariry between
nations. Ve also need solidariry on a personal level.
Many fundamental political decisions will rherefore
have to be taken: we shall have ro decide who we wan[
to help. !/e Socialisrs have made our choice: our
effons will be direcred rowards least well placed. But,
and here I address rhe Commission, the guardian of
the Treaty, does the Commission intend to take an
initiative, in panicular with regard to farm prices 
-even if only eighr Member States are involvid 
- 
rc
ensure that by I June at the larest we have sufficient
resources to enable rhe Community to continue in
existence ?
President. 
- 
I call Mr Notenboom.
Mr Notenbo (NL) Mr President, I have the
honour ro speak on behalf of the Irish, Luxembour-
gish, Belgian, French, German, Italian and Dutch
members of my Group 
- 
in orher words, on behalf of
my whole Group. The starement we heard from the
President-in-Office of the Council was very marrer-
of-fact, but was characterized throughour iy major
concern about rhe gravity of the situation. There is a
close connecrion between rhe need for rhe Communiry
to speak with one voice and Europe,s peace-keeping
potential on the one hand and the ability ro agree on
internal 
- 
principally financial 
- 
marrers on the
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orher. Vhat we have at the moment, however, is talk
of disinrcgration because one Member State has unila-
rerally deiided to raise agricultural prices if they are
not increased throughout Europe by I June. There is
mlk of disintegration because it has become obvious
that more than one Member State is not all that scru-
pulous as regards own resources, which is something
,hir Hour. has been fighting for for ten years'
National prestige is rearing its ugly head again, every-
one is concetnid 
"bout his own 
problems although
theoretically everyone realizes that we now need each
other more than ever before. The same applies to the
budget. Ve have two more pan-sessions before the
su..e. recess, and Parliament is duty-bound in this
May part-session to make its voice heard. The Council
has'fiiled ro respond to our request of March for a
draft budget to be submitted in April. Before long the
Community will be unable to fulfil its obligations to
third couniries, which will deract from the credibility
of statements made in the field of political cooPera-
tion. The various Councils meet frequently, but to
precious little effect. The meeting of the Ioreign
Minist.rt in Naples was yet another failure' Vill we
manage 
- 
as so often in the past 
- 
to avoid rctal fail-
ure at the eleventh hour? I certainly hope so'
\flhether my hopes are fulfilled or not, there is no
doubt that this period will be seen to have had a
damaging effect.
Mr President, speaking on behalf of my Group, I hope
that the motion for a resolution tabled by the Commit-
tee on Budgets will be adopted by a large majority. It
is in fact a three-stage resolution which has its origins
in a draft put forward by the Christian-Democrat
members of the Commitsee on Budger with the aim
not of seeing their own views prevail but of reaching a
consensus. The motion for a resolution which has now
been tabled by Mr Danken on behalf of the Commit-
tee on Budgem bears a strong resemblance to the reso-
lution which we originally proposed. It is not like me
to say tha[ kind of thing, b,ut if we do not make the
point, no-one else will either, and in the interests of
political clarity it has rc be said' \7hat is more impor-
iant, Mr President, is that we should get a large
majority in favour of the motion, and that is why we
were willing [o settle on a comPromise. Large majori-
ties are of ihe utmost imponance here in getting the
Council to bestir ircelf.
In the initial phase we hope that the specialized Coun-
cils will succeed in May in finding solutions to the
individual problems, so that a full-scale draft budget
can be preslnted at the June pan-session, covering the
questions of prices, savings, the British contribution,
etc. If this should prove impossible, the resolution calls
on the Council to come up with a draft at the begin-
ning of June to be dealt with in this House in one or
two readrngs, a draft which does not incbrpor-
ate the definitive positions on prices, savings and thc
British contribution to the budget. Mr President, we
- 
that is, the Christian-Democrats 
- 
have always
raken the view that it would be better to exclude the
question of agricultural prices provisionally from the
preliminary draft and the draft itself. The largest
group in this House did not agree with us, whereupon
we aquiesced so that we could be sure of a majority.
Ve never thought it'right to say in January or
February that these matters were inextricably linked. It
would now seem that we were right, but the need to
get a majority in the House for the European cause is
irore important to us than making our own views
prevail. Ve would ask the Council to Present any such
iraft on the basis of the Commission's February
proposals, which in turn incorporate most-of our ideas
ff 7 No".-ber as regards the Regional Fund, the
Social Fund, development aid and 
- 
as regards agri-
culture 
- 
the more demiled proposals on which
aBreement was almost reached in Luxembourtl PoPu-
lirly knoorn as the 5 o/o proposal. Th1 is 
-what the
Commitrce on Budger is asking for. Like Mr Jenkins
and Mr Tugendhat, I am sorry that the proposals put
forward as regards savings and controlling surplus
production ... l.tt drastic than in fact necessary for
ih. Cornrunity, although we do not know just how
drastic they will be.
Mr President, the same applies to the question of the
British contribudon. Even if it should prove impossible
to find a solution to this question, that is no reason for
the Council not to Present us with a drak budget. I
agree with Mr Lange that we in the Community need
eich other, *. n..d the British, and the British need
us, but this must not be at the cost of the highly impor-
tant principle of own resources. Vhy is the principle
of financing by own resources so imponant? The
answer is tt"t it gives the Communiry a degree of
financial 
"rtonoty under the watchful eye 
of the
directly-elected European Parliament. h is hardly
conceivable that the same Member States which
decided that the European Parliament should be
directly elected to enable it to fulfil its watchdog func-
tions is regards financial autonomy should now be
making lig[t of the principle of financing by own
resources. That is the essential point we should bear in
mind in connection with the search for a solution to
the problem of the British contribution.
As rc the third stage, if the Council is really not in a
position to submitl draft budget in June so that we
tan at least have a budget before the summer recess,
let us not forget that Anicle 1l says that Parliament
should not neglect its responsibilities. \7e are asking
for consultation with the Council; after all, we fully
realize that we both form pan of the budgetary
authority, bur if the Council remains so indecisive as
to fail to submit a draft budget, we should not simply
sit back with our arms folded: That would be unwor-
thy of a directly-elected Parliament.
The motion for a resolution also conrains reference to
pretty vague legal or political measu-re.s. Let us give
iomi thought rc these in the course of this month, but
my Group feels strongly that what we need is political
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measures and that in this unexpected situation, some-
thing which was no[ foreseen in the Treaty, we may
have to draw up a budget unilaterally.
I realize that this is a drastic interpreration of the
Treaty, but rhe fact is rhar the Treaty does not stipu-
late what should happen if no draft is fonhcoming
from rhe Council. In that case, rhe Treaty should bI
interpreted as meaning rhar Parliament should rhere-
fore take ir upon itself to ask the Commission ro
implement the budger. It would then be up to rhe
Council ro take the whole thing before rhe boun of
Justice. I would ask those Members presen[ 
- 
there
are no[ so many here now but perhaps they will read
this 
- 
to think this over again in tlie course of this
monrh and decide whether rhar is not after all rhe
course which we should take. I would ask you rc rhink
it. over, because it is a difficult step to take, and our
first reacrion is to take fright ar this inrcrpretation of
the Treary. Bur I have spoken to a number of
Members who, at second rhought, were not quite so
taken aback. Of course my Group hopes thai things
will nor come ro such a pass, and thar the Council 6f
Minisrers will submit a draft budget after all.
I musr say, Mr President, rhat my point abour this
House assuming irs responsibiliry if rhe Council fails
to act applies equally to the Commission. I am sorry ro
have to say thar I was disappoinred ar what the iwo
esteemed speakers from the Commission said in their
speeches this morning. I think theirs was a weak
response ar a rime when one Member State has
decided to increase its farm prices unilaterally and the
EAGGF is likely ro break down in a few months, time.
The Commission's policy amounr.s to little more rhan
awaidng insruction from the Council of Ministers,
and is cenainly far from the fiercely independenr
response I expecr from rhe guardians of rhe Treaties at
this all bur critical juncture. I can only say thar my
views are shared by a large number of members of my
Group.
The whole thing began with the failure of the
Commission to submir a draft budget before rhe end
of February. Mr Tugendhat said jusr no* thar the
Commission had moved with considerable hasre. 'S7e
feel that rhe Commission could have been a lot quicker
and that the drafr budger could have been submirted
by the beginning of January. Thar would have cosr a
number of people pan of rheir winter holidays, and I
know that you personally were undoubredly prepared
to sacrifice yours. Bur thar would at least have been a
quick reaction, which might 
- 
I repeat, might 
- 
have
headed off rhe serious situation we are now in. Mr
Presidenr, the Chrisrian-Democraric Group whole-
heanedly supporrs rhis morion for a resolution tabled
by the Commirree on Budger. Ir incorporares a lot of
rhe views we ourselves put forward, and we hope thar
there will be a large majority in favour of the motion
when the vore is taken romorrow, to show thar parlia-
menr is worthy of its name. Together wirh rhe Council,
we can avoid the disastrous situadon of having no
budger before the summer recess, which would mean
imp-onant secrors of the Communiry's activiry ceasing
to funcrion. Let us do everything in'our power ro pre-
vent rhar happening.
(Appkuse)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Moller.
Mr Msller. 
- 
(DK) Mr Presidenr, it is a lirtle
depressing to look around rhis chamber and see rhat
only sixteen of the four hundred and ten members of
this Parliament are presenr when you want ro say
certain rhings which you regard as good sense. In view
of the number of people here, there seems little point.
However, this is my own problem and not the concern
of the President.
Nevertheless, the Presidenr of the Council, to whom
we gave such a warm welcome so recently, has now
said something which is a cause for concern for us and
Europe as a whole.
The crisis currenrly facing the Community is probably
the most serious since the de Gaulle crisis. Ve are
working without appropriations, wirhout a budget. Ve
notice the effects of rhis in our own parliamentary
work. The Members who are absent are not staying
away in order to save rhe Communiry money, but lravi
presumably staned their lunch break, which was
scheduled for 1.00 p.m.
However, we are faced wirh a budgetary crisis, and I
go along wholeheanedly with the view put forward
by Mr Danken ro the effect that we must now call
upon the Council of Ministers ro draw up the budget
which it is im duty to draw up, and *e ia, but hope
rhat Parliamenr will take a more favourable view of ir
this time than last aurumn.
However, we are also faced with a polidcal crisis
which affects all aspects of our Community and our
work. The centuries-old disunity berween the conri-
nent and rhe United Kingdom, which has had such
major consequences for rhe history of Europe, appears
likely rc conrinue even if we had hoped that our
Community would acr like oil on rroubled waters.
This has nor [hen been rhe case. The basic question
would appear to be whether coming rogerhlr in a
community encourages friendship or whether rhe
more we are rogerher the funher apan we drift.
\7e are not here rcday in order to speak in such a way
as to widen rhis gap. Ve have, I think, been able to
glimpse one small ray of sunshine in the general
gloom, i.e. rhe decisions regarding rhe hosmges in
Tehran reached by this Parliamenr and rhe Council
of Ministers. I must add, however, that rhis lighr faded
almost complerely once more when we read how much
progress was made in Naples. It was as if Europe's
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intention to show its solidarity with the USA and to
fight for democracy and human rights had petered
our, and that we had lit a little candle instead of a
torch. And nos/ this litrle candle seems about to go out
too. Vill anything at all in fact come of the Naples
agreement? Vill these tentative and bland proposals
from the Foreign Ministers come into force and be put
into practice in the nine Member States? Ve saw what
happened with the protest against the Olympic Games,
how this proposal that we should refuse to take part
in them has more or less come to nothing. Country
after country has entered for the Bames. The medals rc
be won on this occasion will be fairly easy meat. and
perhaps this is why so many have finally decided ro take
part. I am not cenain this is the case, but this is
nevertheless another reason for my deep concern
regarding the future of Europe.
This Council of Ministers must not go back on its
inrention to take a united political stand regarding
Tehran, and the Naples decisions must be imple-
mented. I hope the President of the Council of Minis-
ters will have sufficient authority to ensure that the
Council will not let us down on this matter, since if we
cannot rely on decisions taken on the Council being
implemented, there will come a day when we will just
have to ignore them. They will become just as mean-
ingless as the decisions made on the other side of the
Atlantic in the Unircd Nations building, where the
resolutions adopted are also coming to be totally
disregarded. !7il[ our experience turn out to be the
same as that of the League of Nations, here, just a few
hundred kilometres from the place where the League
of Nations collapsed? The meedngs of the League of
Nations continued afrcr Hitler had mken over power,
People continued to think they stood for something,
but they stood for nothing. I ask you, Mr President 
-
since I obviously cannot ask the Assembly 
- 
whether
the countries of Europe are doomed to eternal disun-
ity? Or is there really any hope for the European idea
for the sake of which at least some of us were elected?
Can we unite in an effon which will enable us to
become the voice of Europe, and will this voice also be
heard in the government of the Community? Can this
Community come to embody the unity which we have
hoped for after two thousand years in which the
history of Europe has been the history of one war after
another? Vill we be able to embody this unity? Are we
not, in the first session of the directly-elected Parlia-
ment, already becoming frustrated by futility and deci-
sions which are meaningless and which everyone
ignores? And is it not the case that in those areas
where we have in fact been able to reach some deci-
sions, where we have had certain powers' we are not
ourselves in a position to see to it that they are imple-
mented.
Mr President, I am sure you will understand from
what I have said that, although I am not normally
regarded as suffering from depression, I am currently
rcrribly depressed about the future of Europe, or, to
use a modern word which has come m be used in all
our languages, I am frustrated. Mr President, I thank
you for giving me the opponunity of disclosing before
this small and select group of Members of this Parlia-
ment my personal views on the work we are currently
engaged in and my fear that it may well fail.
(Applause)
7. Membership of Parliament
President. 
- 
I have been informed by the aPPro-
priare Belgian authorities that Mr Pierre Deschamps
has been appointed Member of Parliament to replace
Mr Nothomb, who has been appointed Foreign Minis-
ter of Belgium.
I would point out that pursuant to Rule 3(3) of the
Rules of Procedure any Member whose credentials
have not yet been verified may provisionally take his
seat in Parliament or on its committees, and shall have
rhe same righm as other Members of Parliament.
I .welcome Mr Deschamps who rejoins us in this
Parliament.
(Applause)
The proceedings wiil now be suspended undl 3 P.m.
The House will rise.
(The sitting was suspended at I .20 p.m. and resumed at
3 P.*.)
IN THE CHAIR: MR GONELTA
Vice-President
President. 
- 
The sitting is resumed.
I have been informed by the appropriate Belgian
authorities, pursuant to Anicle l2(2), second subpara-
graph, of the Act concerning the election of the repre-
ientatirres of the Assembly by direct universal suffrage,
of the vacancy resulting from Mr Vanderpoonen's
appointment as member of the Belgian Government.
The same authorities have informed me of the
appointment of Mr De Gucht as Member of Parlia-
men[ to replace Mr Vanderpoonen.
On behalf of Parliament, I congratulate Mr Vander-
poorten on his new appointment and I welcome
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Mr De Guchr who, pursuanr to Rule 3(3) of the Rules
of Procedure, provisionally akes his seat in Parlia-
ment and on its committees with the same rights as
other Members.
8. Statement by Cotncil and Commission on tbe
European Council of 27 and 28 Apil 1980 
- 
Needfor
rapid adoption of budget (continuation)
President. 
- 
The nexr irem is the continuation of thejoint debate on rhe Council and Commission state-
ments on the European Council of 27 and 28 April
1980 and on an oral quesrion to the Council on rhe
budget.
I call Mr Spinelll.
MrSpinelli. 
- 
(I) Mr Colombo said in his speech
that we run rhe risk of causing a major crisis in the
Community. I thirik he was v/ront. Absent members of
the Council, you do nor run the risk of causing a
crisis, for you have already caused one, and this debare
should have made it abundanrly clear how serious rhar
crisis is.
Following the speeches by Mr Fanti, Mr Arndt, Mr
Notenboom, Mr Josselin, Mr Danken, Mr Lange and
others, I would not be speaking if I were merely going
to express my agreement and my intention to vore in
favour of the motion for a resolution tabled by rhe
Committee on Budgets.
I asked to speak so thar I could say somerhing about
the presenr siruation of rhe Community which has nor
yet been said, and which I think is wonh saying with a
certain clarity. \7e should ask ourselves why the
Community has become, as it were, paralysed, and is
gradually becoming more and more incapable of
taking decisions. It is frequendy said that rhere is a
lack of political resolve. That is noc rrue, for the politi-
cal resolve ro work togerher in Europe exisrs, as
shown not only by rhe fact that this Parliamenr was
elected and conrinues ro meer, bur also by the fact
that, despite all the failures, the representatives of rhe
national governments continue to seek joint solutions
for the more serious problems, because they know
that, if one day we had ro admir rhar the Community
was finished, we would rerurn ro a situation in which,
in practice, every counrry would begin once more ro
regard its neighbour as a possiblg enemy, and we
would have a Europe for which eighry years would
have passed to no avail.
'!(e 
should have the courage to admit rhat, if anphing
is lacking today, it is adequare institurional means of
turning shared aspirarions inro joint political acrion.
The Commission, with all its defects and limirations, is
capable of mking up common positions 
- 
even if it
has only the power ro pur forward proposals. The
European Parliament should also be able, in its
debates, to agree in joinc acrion. Ours is a community
in which all decision-making power is vested in rhe
Council, and rhe Council has gradually exrended its
structure downwards through meetings of expens, and
upwards to what was once called rhe Summir and is
now known as the European Council. The Council of
Ministers guides and governs the Community, claims
increasingly ro administer rhe Community, and has
succeeded to a large exrent, through procedural tricks
in arrogating that right ro itself. \7hat is worse, the
Council, in legislating on Community affairs, disre-
gards even the basic laws wirh which ir should comply.
To confine myself ro one example, the Council has the
duty ro draw up rhe drafr budget and submir it ro
Parliament. The Treary sets deadlines for rhis, and
institutional logic itself requires rhe Communiry ro
have a budger.
Now, Mr Colombo whom I pity, as does
Mr Lange, because as a Member of the European
Parliament he too voted for rhe rejection of rhe budget
- 
comes and tells us rhar rhe Council is nor yer in a
position ro submit the budget and will therefore not
submit it to us. Vhat is rhe reason for this? Merely
thar rhey have decided not ro submir ir, nor ro discuss
the budget and nor ro vore on a draft budger. They
could certainly do so, because the Council which votes
the budget is the only one which nkes decisions by
majority vote. Thus, not even unanimity is needed in
order to have a budger. They say char ir is necessary to
wait for rhe agricuhural price proposals, but there has
never yer been a drafr budget submirted after rhe agri-
cultural prices were fixed, and in any case it is possible
to rcsorr to supplementarv budgets. But this time, no
- 
either the agriculrural prices are fixed or no
budget. Or again, the submission of rhe budger is
made condirional upon solurion rc the problem of rhe
British contriburion. The Brirish problem exists, but I
see no reason why ir should preven[ us from drawing
up a budget. If rhe agreemenrs reached to solve the
British problem were ro have consequences for the
budget, it would be possible ro pass a supplementary
budger or draw up a lerrer of amendment. If we do not
yet have a budget, it is simply because rhe Council,
which has pretensions ro absolure power, has decided
not to submit one.
If this omniporent Council were ar leasr capable of
governing, we would even accep[ irs authoritarian power.
But as time goes on it becomes more and more incapable
of any acrion. Of course, as long as it is a quesrion of
expressing pious hopes, it is nor at a loss for words,
and Mr Colombo rold us jusr now whar the Council
hopes to do on energy, rhe fighr against inflation, the
Norrh-Sourh dialogue and so on. Bur when it comes
to taking decisions, rhe situarion becomes increasingly
difficult, because one cannor carry rhrough a policy
which of necessity becomes increasingly complex and
requires a decision making process involving the
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wishes of nine governments. Anyone with a smattering
of historical knowledge knows that all confederations,
from the Latin League to the Holy Roman Empire and
the American Confederation, failed for this reason. If
we go on in the same way as at present, we shall meet
rhe same fate.
I would now ask my fellow-Members of Parliament to
rhink about the need to change this Communiry of
ours- There are only two centres of political power
which can assume the responsibility of drawing up
plans for reform and asking the national parliaments
io ratify them. If it is the Bovernments which do this,
we shall have the Europe of frontiers 
-'l'Europe i la
cane' mentioned by Mr de la Maldne, i.e. the destruc-
tion of all that has been achieved so far. Alternatively,
this Parliament must become aware that, as the repre-
senrative of all the Europeans who have elected it, it
has a duty to propose the institutional reforms which
could enable the Community to emerge from this
stalemate. If we prove unable to learn from the present
crisis the lesson which it is necessary to learn in order
ro take such measures, we shall have failed in our duty.
\fle do not expect anything of the kind from the
Council. Ve must point out to the Council not only
that the budget problem remains unsolved, but also
that its decision not to increase own resources above
the I % level is tantamount to destroying the Commu-
nity. Ve must also remind it that, should the request
for consultation of Parliamenr on the appointment of a
new President of the Commission be ignored, we
would not hesitate to use our power 
- 
as on the
budget question 
- 
to bring down rhe Commission on
the very day of its appointment.
I think these are the things we must rcll the Council.
The rest is up to us.
(Applause from the lefi)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Visentini.
Mr Visentini. 
- 
(I) Mr President, the current
ilimate of international politics is more than ever
before crying out for resolute and united action by
Europe and, at the same time, is offering Europe a
magnificent opponunity to assert its own political
stance and thus strengthen its own unity.
In the wake of the Russion invasion of Afghanistan
and rhe seizure of the hostages in Tehran, the USA's
political initiative has come unstuck in these two trou-
ble spots, making it difficult for the Americans to chart
their polidcal course [hrough the other areas of inter-
national politics, to bolster their economic and politi-
cal solidarity with their \Testern allies, to develop
constructive relations with the third world and to
conduct the negotiations in the Middle East. Europe
and the European Community could and should inrcr-
vene in this situation, not by posing as a third force
and adopting a more or less neutral stance between
Russia and America 
- 
in our view, there is no room
for such an indefensible position and it must be
rejected 
- 
but in order to tackle the situation in an
organized and coordinated manner. For the first time
in many years, the Member States of the European
Community now have an excellent opponunity for
raking the initiadve. Any measures taken, however,
mus[ be based on a concened approach by the
Community and im nine constituent countries. Alas!
The sad fact is that the Community is facing the worse
crisis it has ever faced and the Nine have never'
diverged to such an extent on specific problems
conceining the very structure of the Community and
on policy ois-d-ois third countries. To cap it all, along-
sidi the problems concerning the United Kingdom
and the Community budget, we have France and her
President trying to go it alone in total isolation from
rhe other member countries which they do not even
bother to consult.
The European Parliament has by a significant majority
approved resolutions on Afghanistan, on the hostages
in the American embassy in Tehran and on the
Otympic Games, yet we sadly have [o note that the
standi taken on each of these points by the national
governments and parliaments diverge widely and are
ofren diametrically opposed. The result is that our
Parliament is also dragged into the Community crisis
and finds irc hands tied behind its back. In order to
overcome this, we should act not as rePresentatives of
the individual member countries but as representatives
of Europe and, above all, we should get rc closer grips
with the political problems, as Mr Spinelli poinrcd out
just now. '!7e must get to closer grips with the prob-
lems plagueing international politics and 
- 
as from a
critical smndpoint if need be 
- 
make our views
known ro the individual governments and countries.
\flhat we do not want. is for this House to be a
consultative Parliament in an agricultural club or free
uade area; what we do want is for it to be a political
body within Europe. Our efforts must concentrate on
discovering the ways and means whereby this Parlia-
ment can become a body engaged in drawing up poli-
cies for Europe.
Another reason why we must make these effons,
ladies and genrl, rten 
- 
and this is why I rcok the
floor 
- 
is that we must not lose sight of the fact that
the present Community crisis as regards relations with
the United Kingdom is pan of the broader crisis in
European agriculture and that for many countries the
imponance of the agricultural sector has diminished
ovir the years. '!(i'e must therefore get down to streng-
thening the Communitv's role in other economic areas
and to enhancing its political significance.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Buchou.
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- 
(F) Mr President, ladies and
genrlemen, I shall try ro srare briefly whar our col-
league Vincent Ansquer, who is detained ar a meering
of the Committee on Budgets, intended to say with all
his usual ability and common sense.
Soon after it was elecred by universal suffrage, the
European Parliament rejected rhe Community budget.
In so doing, Parliamenr availed irself of irs consider-
able budgetary powers in order.to creare a crisis in our
institutions. Only very few members did not join the
temporary coalirion ser up ro oppose the budget. Ar
rhat time our Group stated irs objecrion ro this serious
political acr which could only lead ro one rhing and
which has meanr the blocking of progress and even
backsliding in the building of Europe. Since rhen six
months have passed and we can see just how grear is
Europe's disarray. Narurally, Parliament does not bear
sole responsibility for the dead end we have reached,
but it does bear its share. Under cover of rhe laudable
aim of correcting errors in the agriculrural policy, our
differences and squabbles which seem petty in rhe light
of the harsh realiries of rhe internarional siruarion,
have brought only meagre results. Even our Brirish
friends are dissarisfied. And yer no effon has been
spared on numerous occasions in Dublin and in
Luxembourg ro rry to mee[ rhe British demands. From
one Summit to another, and unfonunately from one
failure to anorher, rhe whole of Europe is being penal-
ized and the peoples of Europe are being ridiculed.
Ladies and genrlemen, now is the time to be realisric,
and the rrurh is sraning us in the face. The British
claim above all rc be Europeans, but what is your
British conception of the European Community? Is it
the same as thar of the aurhors of the Treaty of Rome?
Do you really accept the principles of the common
agricultural policy? Some straight and unequivocal
ansvers would shed much lighr on rhis problem.
'l7hatever Mrs Thatcher's meri6 may be, and we all
agree thar they are many, rhe obstinary of one pan of
the organizarion may well lead to the disinrcgration of
the whole. In order to back up its claims, Britain
reminds us all thar its budget contriburion amounrs ro
2 900 million units of accounr and thar it only receives
I 220 million unim of accounr in exchange. The reason
behind this large conrribution is the high percenrage of
cusroms duties and levies which are paid by the United
Kingdom. If however we examine the gross inrerior
producr per capita, two countries, Italy and Ireland,
are at a definire disadvantage when compared wirh
Britain. It is nor our inrenrion in giving these figures to
deny thar our British friends have a real problem. On
the contrary, they should be aware rhat we are
prepared to help rhem if they are prepared ro roe rhe
Communiry line and if they do not rry ro renegodare
once more their rerms of membership of rhe Common
Market.'We must nor ler ourselves be rcmpted to take
the easy way our, which would jeopardize what the
Community has gained patiently and step by step
through the tenacity of those who believed and who
sdll believe in Europe. Ve must definitely pull
ourselves [ogerher and give real subsmnce to the politi-
cal derermination which must morivare all those in
authority in rhe Member States. !7e musr sr.rengrhen
our economic cooperarion in order to combat inflation
and unemploymenr. !/e must carry on sefting up rhe
European monerary system. 'We musr have ambitious
aims and provide the investmenr porenrial needed to
achieve them. S7e must organize [ogerher our enerty
and raw material supplies. Put a budget before us Mr
President. Parliament is prepared to debate it. parlia-
ment may have commirted a youthful blunder, but it is
definirely willing ro make amends. All the tasks I have
mentioned need ro be urgently carried our in order to
breathe new life into the European spirit. By tackling
these immediately, rhe Council, the Commission and
Parliamenr will give new confidence ro rhose millions
who otherwise may well fall vicrim to despair.
President. 
- 
I call Mr De Goede.
Mr De Goede. 
- 
(NL) Mr President, the very first
point in the declaration following the Luxembourg
Summit was rhar rhe recent even6 in Afghanistan, Iran
and the Middle East called for more cohesion than
ever between the Member States of the European
Communiry. No one would doubt rhat. That just
makes it all the more necessary, though, to point out
today that we are a long way from that cohesion and
are lhus aggravatint rhe somewhat dangerous interna-
tional siruation. The European Communiry seems ro
be in its mosr serious crisis for 15 years, and that at an
extemely critical and difficult momenr in international
affairs. The United Kingdom has haughrily rejecred an
extremely reasonable proposal for solving the budget
problem, thus subordinating the interests of Commu-
niry solidarity ro narrow-minded nationalism, and this
- 
as I said 
- 
ar an exrremely difficult and dangerous
moment in international relations. Then we have the
French Presidenr going off ro Varsaw ro meer rhe
Russian leader wirhout first consulting the other eight
Member States. A second Munich? Then again there is
the United Kingdom reneging on the agreemenr
reached on boycotring Iran. Mr Presidenr, it is time 
-as Peter Jenkins wrote in the Guardian and as Roy
Jenkins too mighr well have wrirren 
- 
the leaders of
the nations of Europe looked beyond the ends their
noses and fixed rheir eyes on the political horizon.
This is mosr importanr. Of course, Europe must nor
meekly go along with ill-considered American adven-
tures. That would be extremely dangerous.
On the other hand, if a Europe as divided as we are
today were to leave rhe United States to act in isola-
tion, we should be running a trear risk of being
dragged into any ensuing conflicr, and in the presenr
dangerous world situarion, combined leadership of the
Western Vorld by Europe and America is indispe nse-
ble. Greater cohesion between rhe Nine is iqually
indispensable, and thar being so, it is incredible thar
the Community has been in a state of crisis for monrhs
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now. I very much hope that this debate in the Euro-
pean Parliament will help to bring about this sorely
needed cohesion as quickly as possible. This applies rc
the question of Afghanistan, East-'!7'est relations, Iran
and also rc the fresh tensions in the Middle East.
Mr President, as far as the Community's internal
problems are concerned, the budget question is of
course very urgent, although the Council aPPears to
take a different view. By all means talk about farm-
prices; by all means talk about the British contribution
io the budget; but there can be no justification for
detaying submitting a ner/ draft budget for 1980,
which the Commission already did on 19 February.
The Council has not even responded to the Commis-
sion's proposal nor to the requesr made by the Euro-
pean Parliament as partner in the budgetary authority.
Mr Dankert's motion for a resolution 
- 
which is one
of the things we are mlking about today 
- 
rightly
makes the point that the European Parliament is not
prepared to forego the right to exercise its budgerary
powers rc the full. I must refute the previous speaker's
suggestion that Parliament committed a tactical error
in rejecting the budget. Vhen we rejected the budgeq
Mr President, what we were after was not to paralyse
the Community but, on the contrary, to give it added
stimulus by achieving a better balance in the Commu-
nity's expenditure. Increasingly, we are faced with the
pressing question of how long we can carry on before
our own resources are exhausted. As for the Commis-
sion, it suffered a serious defeat in Luxembourg. Of
the fighdng words uttered by Mr Gundelach at the
beginning of this year to the effect that he would with-
draw his price proposals if the economy measures vere
nor acceprcd, nothing has remained. That is not good
news, either for Mr Gundelach, for the Commission
or for the European Parliament, although in the major
agricultural debate at the end of March we ourselves
did nor exactly display a capaciry for decisive action
when it came to fixing the price increase and the
super-levy. Be that as it may, the real question for the
Council and the Commission to answer today is why
the Eight are unwilling to reach a decision on farm
prices. I should be grateful for a definite answer from
rhe Council and the Commission rc this obvious ques-
tion. Finally, Mr President, I should like to ask a ques-
tion about the repon of the Three Vise Men. The
communiqu6 of 27 and 28 April sates that the Euro-
pean Council in panicular made no protress on the
proposals put forward by the Three ![ise Men on the
composition of the Commission and the procedure for
appointing a new President of the Commission.
According to the communiqu6, the European Council
agreed that it should itself choose the President of the
Ctmmission at least six months before he takes office.
That is roughly six weel<s from today. The commu-
niqu6 also sates that Greece will be associated with
this procedure. $fhat the communiqud does not
mention, Mr President, is to what extent the European
Parliament will be involved in the procedure. It will
not have escaped the attention of the Council and the
Commission that at our last pan-session we discussed
and adopted the Rey Repon; this repon stated expli-
citly that the European Parliament wished to be
involved in the appointment of the new Commission. I
predict that, by not involving the European Parliament
in the appointment of the new Commission, the Coun-
cil will risk coming into conflict once again with this
House when the new Commission 
- 
appoinrcd with-
out the European Parliament being consulted 
- 
even-
tually akes office. Here again, I should appreciate a
clear explanation from the Council.
President. 
- 
I call Mrs Castle.
Mrs Castle. 
- 
Mr President, I am afraid that we in
rhe British Labour Group cannot accePt the Commit-
tee on Budgets'motion which'is before the House this
afternoon. Indeed I deeply regret that any resolution
has been put forward by the Committee on Budgets at
all, because it is a sign of weakness on Parliament's
pan. One of the reasons why we cannoc accept it is
that Item 5 simply does not bear the interpretation that
rhe rapponeur put on it in his speech this morning. I
fully appreciate thar my good colleague Pieter Dank-
en was sincere when he said that the Committee on
Budgets had no intention in this ircm of committing
itself on the farm-price issue. But that is nos what
paragraph 5 actually says.
The p,,rnt I want to raise is a much more far-reaching
one: in this struggle for budgetary conrol it is not the
Council that has capitulated but Parliament. Mr
Colombo made it clear to us in his speech this morning
rhat the Council has no intention of submitting a draft
budget until after agreement has been reached in the
Council of Ministers on the farm-price issue and the
UK conribution argument.
So, what are we suggesting? The Council is not giving
way. Vhat we are suggesting is that we go ahead with
a draft budget without first deciding agricultural and
farm-price poliry. And yet the settlement of this issue
is central to the whole of last December's argument. It
was disagreement on the distribution of our budgetary
resources that led this Parliament to reject the budget.
That issue remains unresolved. lntil we know what is
going to be spent on agricultural poliry, how can we
decide what will be left for other policies? That was
what we were arguing about last December; that is
what we were complaining about. Ve said the imbal-
ance of the budget had rc be put right first.
Now we are proposing [o run away from that, because
if we go ahead with a budget leaving the agricultural
policy issue open, what happens to all our other poli-
cies and the stand we made on them? Vhat happens to
our stand on the question of the Regional Fund, our
increasingly insistent demand that the non-quota
section be generously increased? Vhat happens !o our
social policies, !o our demand for an interim anti-
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poverty programme and expenditure on a number of
other urgent matters as well? \flhat happens to indus-
trial development? \7hat happens to the expansion of
food aid? !/hat happens ro rhe demand for the budge-
tization of the Developmenr Fund? Vhat happens to
our demand for aid [o non-associated countries?
These were the issues of principle on which we fought.
'!(i'e are conveniently forgetting rhcm all this after-
noon. Vhar the Committee on Budgets' resolurion in
effect means, never mind whether there is going rc be
any money left for that or nor, ler us go ahead and ger
a drak budget so rhar we can be in business again; in
business for what?
Oh yes, we shall have solved rhe problem of our own
salaries and our own expense accounts, but we shall
not have solved the problem of the needs of the
hungry millions of the world. Ve will once again have
run away from the political issues which alone can give
validity and inrerest ro rhe c/ork of this Parliament.
If we pass this resolution this afternoon, we shall get at
our request a draft budget based on the Commission's
latest proposals for food-price increases. Now, we ger
that draft budget, we accept the Commission's propos-
als not of February, which we were fighdng on, bur of
rhe April amendments admitred at Luxembourg, and if
they are in a draft budger for which we have asked,
does anybody in this Parliament think we are going to
vote for less? Reserve our position indeed, but only ro
ask for more!
And has anybody any doubt that the British Govern-
ment is waiting to line imelf up with that 5 % food-
price increase? Mrs Thatcher has made ir absolurcly
clear 
- 
Give me, she says, my adjustment in rhe UK
contribution, I will meet you on rhe farm-price
increases. I will accepr a sheepmeat regime. In other
words, she will have relieved soine of the burden on
the Bridsh nxpayer only to put it on the shoulders of
the British consumer instead. Ve shall have abdicared
the fight for a fundamenral reform of the common
agricultural policy. Ve shall have abandoned the fight
for a reorientation of rhis Communiry's policies.
I am only sorry rhar the Commission has lost irs poliri-
cal nerve. \7e know whar rhe price increases are going
to mean: we have been told this afternoon 
- 
some of
us were told in rhe Commirtee on Agriculture earlier
- 
that they are going to mean an additional expendi-
ture on agriculture in a full year of I billion European
units of account, and by 1981 that will have gone up
to I .3 billion EUA. That is expenditure on rhe Guar-
antee Section alone, quite apan from any funher price
increases that will have taken place in the interim.
'!7e are pressing nearer and nearer the ceiling of rhe
Community's own resources. Vhar do you rhink is
going to be squeezed our? 
- 
All those orher policies
for which we foughr so passionately and idealisdcally
only a few monrhs ago. Vhat has happened to the
great reforms thar were going to deal with the ourra-
geous surpluses? Vhat has happened ro rhar marvel-
lous bold bid we had from Mr Gundelach usging us to
accept an 84 0/o tex on any milk production in excess
of the 1979 figure minus I o/o?
Vhat are rhe proposals the Commission is now urging
on us, here.today, in this Parliament? ft. is saying, oh
well, we.will introduce some kind of superlevy in 198 I
if milk production has increased by more than lt/z o/o
beyond the figure for 1979. So rhey are proposing to
finance a level of milk production 2Vz % higher rhan
that we were talking about a few months agol Mr
Jenkins told us, '!7e have agreed on the principle, we
have not yet agreed on the modalities'. Vhen we atree
on the modalities, I shall begin to believe we have
accepted the principle; because if our courage has run
out this year, why should ir not run our yer again in
198 l? To cap ir all, we are to have something like a
4 % milk-price increase. Not a price-freeze on goods
in surplus, but an increase which everybody in rhis
House knows is rotally unjustified by any market
considerations on which a sensible agriculrural poliry
could be based. So we urge this Parliamenr nor ro run
away, not to be in the position of the supplicant. Mr
Tugendhat was saying this morning thar the provi-
sional twelfths sysrem could not carry us beyond the
autumn of this year. Good! Ve have gor a lever,
haven't we? Vhy are we the ones to urant to hurry and
throw it away? It is not only we who are feeling rhe
pinch with the cuts in our allowances and so on; the
whole of the Communiry's policy is feeling the pinch.
And if we meanr it when we said last December that
we wanted reforms, this is rhe moment to stand firm
for them. For if we stand firm, perhaps at lasr the
Council and the Commission will have to take some
steps in the direction for which we asked.
So I regret that we should have shown a loss of nerve.
The Commission may have lost its political nerve: I
hope that will nor be rue of this Parliament.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Langes.
Mr Langes. 
- 
(D) Mr Presidenr, ladies and genrle-
men, the line taken by most of the speakers we have
heard rcday seems ro be that if rhe Council does nor
submit a budger wirhour any further ado, Parliament will
have to take the initiative alone, because any funher
procrastination by the Council will mean rhar the
European Community will have to declare itself bank-
rupt by the autumn at the larest. I think this point has
emerged clearly from most of the speeches we have
heard today. Like Mr Notenboom, I am speaking here
on behalf of the European People's Pany and for our
whole Group. Thar is the essential difference between
us and the members of the Socialist Group, from
whom we have so far heard three very different
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speeches. That is something I very much deplore,
because what we need above all this time is a joint
response. 80 o/o of this House supponed rejection of
the 1980 budget, and we should show the same degree
of solidarity rcday in supponing rhe joint motion for a
resolution tabled by the Committee on Budgets,
because it is imponant for us to take a clear public
stand and, internally, to tell the Council and the
Commission that things simply cannot Bo on like this.
I get the impression, Mrs Castle, that you have made
no serious attempt to read the motion for a resolution
mbled by the Committee on Budgets, because the
section dealing with agricultural policy measures says
very clearly that we want the Commission to base its
draft budget on the initial draft of February and the
Luxembourg compromise, in other words, taking into
account the wishes of Parliament as regards tackling
the surpluses caused by an unbalanced agricultural
s[ructure. That is still precisely what this House wants
today. But Parliament cannot be content simply to say
No. \7e do not want to create' the kind of mild chaos
which you are out to cause by simply saying No to
everything, No ro this Europe. Ve need a Europe
which is prepared to cooperate and that is why 
- 
and
this is a proposal put forward by the European
People's Pany 
- 
we want to see the budget include a
multi-year aid package for the Unircd Kingdom,
because we realize how difficult it is to get esnblished
in this Europe, and we realize the imponance of soli-
darity. Ve know that there can be no juste retour as
many of your compatriots seem rc think, but that we
must all pull togerher to help whoever is in the most
difficult position at any particular moment.
It therefore follows that the United Kingdom should
of course receive support over a number of years.
Please note that that is what we call a constructive
policy, as opposed to the creation of chaos by simply
saying No to this Europe. Our motion for a resolution
also states very clearly 
- 
and I would commend the
concluding remarks to Mrs Castle's attention 
- 
that
chis Parliament realizes that if the Council again fails
ro put forward a proposal because of petty national
jealousies among im members, Parliament will have to
make use of its budgetary powers and take all the
political and legal measures available to it.
Vhat that amounts to is that we shall then have to get
together 
- 
with your support, I hope 
- 
ro decide
whether or not to ask q.here exactly it says that the
Council's decisions have to be unanimous. The Treaty
refers to majority decisions, but if 
- 
for that reason
- 
the Council is unable to act, then is is in breach of
the Treaty. $fhere does it say that Parliament has no
right to put forward an alternative proposal if one of
the European Community's institutions lacks the abil-
ity or will to take action itself? That, ladies and gentle-
men, is whar we shall have to decide. It may all sound
a lirtle rash at the moment, but let me ask you, who
were sent here by the people of Europe, whether you
are prepared to go on for months simply accepting this
inaction on the part of the Council because the nine
members of the Council cannot manage to speak with
a single voice? That is why I am against appealing first
of all to the Coun of Justice, because it is up to the
Council to go before the Coun of Justice to see
whether we have bent the law or not what is right in
the interesrs of the Community and its citizens.
Ladies and gentlemen, this issue is under serious
discussion here, and I would ask you to give it some
thought. I hope things will not come to that pass and
- 
as Mr Colombo said so optimistically this morning,
the Council will reach a decision this month. That is
something I would very much welcome, because I am
not the kind of person who likes having to take
extreme measures. Europe has quite enough problems
without creating any more. However, the Council
must realize that this House is not prepared to sit back
and do nothing if nothing is fonhcoming from the
Council.
Ladies and gentlemen, to ensure that our voice is
heard loud and clear, I would ask you all most
sincerely to ignore all those trivial points which you
feel may have been better formulated in this motion
for a resolution because the imponant thing is the four
main ideas which the European People's Parry had
incorporated in the resolution. I would beg your
support for this motion for a resolution because we
are, after all, here to see that 
- 
as the Romans used to
say tua res agitur.
(Applatse)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Taylor.
Mr J. M. Taylor. 
- 
Mr President, I present my
respects to the President-in-Office of the Council and
convey to him our appreciation of his continuing
effons. Of course Parliament has observed, and
observed with anxiery, the recent meeting of the Euro-
pean Council on which rhe President has reponed,
and Parliament is all too well avare of the differences
which divide the Ministers and the Member States; but
I do think it is wonh while reminding ourselves that
the differences within the Community are as nothing
when compared with the broader European common
causes and the common dangers which Europe at this
time faces.
The Council has not resolved the outstanding budget-
ary problems, and that is very imponant. Vhat Parlia-
men[ must remember, however, is that this is not in
some way Parliament's fault. I have heard a number of
people running round recently saying that Parliament
must do something. In truth, the one thing that Parlia-
ment must do is maintain its position and preserve its
dignity. Parliament has done nothing wrong. It has
adtprcd a series of careful and consistent attitudes and
it must resist the dangerous temptation lo scurry
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around and in some way re-order or rearrange its
convictions in rhe false hope rhat by doing so it will
make the Council's task any easier. In fact ir will not:
it will merely weaken Parliament and arguably make
the Council's task more obscure.
In November, rhis Parliament took a line on convert-
ence and rhe problems which mighr confront
Member Srares, and it was good. In December, we
rejected the Council's 1980 draft budget because its
emphasis was unduly agricultural, and that was good
as well. In March, we achieved a position on farm
prices, and [here was not much wrong with rhat either.
Meanwhile, rhe Commission, to its credit, offered a
new preliminary draft budget in February, and in
March this Parliament is on record as having formally
called on the Council for a draft budget. That was rwo
months ago: Anicle 175 of rhe EEC Treaty has some-
thing to say abour the elapsing of that interval of rwo
months, and I fear we shall have more ro hear on that
subject in the future. Bur let us be optimistic and let us
hope that under the President-in-Office of the Coun-
cil the presenr exerrions to solve problems will bear
fruit.
They are addressing rhemselves fundamentally, as we
all know, to two cardinal problems: the balance of the
contriburion of one Member State, and the scale of
agricultural spending. Let no one be under any illu-
sion: these problems are nor only linked, but they are
both indivisible from the Communiry budget as a
whole. Parliament has expressed itself on agricultural
spending and Parliament is jealous of its budgetary
powers, and this is nor a time to rerrear from rhe first
position or ro squander the budgetary povers by what
I might call hairbrained, even rf daring, schemes that
one has heard canvassed in cenain quafters for the
Parliament to go it alone as a budgeary authority. I
have no doubt that later in this debare rhat theme will
be developed; but I wanr rhis Parliament to bear in
mind that irs precious budgeary powers would not
have been well used to date and would nor be
enhanced if an attempt were made at some device not
recognized in the Treary.
Mr President, on rhe quesrion of the problems of one
Member State, I wanr ro say in this Parliament rhat my
group is very appreciative indeed of rhe aritudes and
understanding shown by very many colleagues in this
Parliament to those problems.
(Applause)
Many of us noted wirh great inreresr the singular and
original contribution made by Mr Rey from these
elected benches earlier today. I would ask him,
however, to bear in mind when drawing his analogies
that the presenr problem truly is a European problem
and not merely a British problein. Vere it not for the
membership in this Community of one country rhat
contributes rhree times mori than it takes out, the
other members of the Communiry on rheir own would
be through the VAT ceiling already, so that the British
budgenry imbalance is merely concealing a problem
which is inherent and strucrural in the Community and
has now become critical.
Mr President, this group finds itself very much in
agreemenl with most of the motion for a resolution
tabled by Mr Danken. There are two textual points
which are not of great imponance but which should be
mentioned in the debare. First, in paragraph 5,
mention is made of 'currenr proposals for agriculture
of 30 April'. I am not sure that they have ever been
tabled in such [erms in rhis Parliamenr, so this Parlia-
ment should beware of embracing rhe indefinite.
Secondly in paragraph 7 there is reference to 'a few
years' in the solution of the British problem and I
distinctly recall the English rexr in rhe Committee on
Budgets being 'a number of years'. But I pass thar by
to say this: that the point of principle upon which we
depan from the rapponeur's text is a crucial one and it
is set out in our Amendment No 1. Ve believe very
strongly as a group in the role of the Parliament in the
European Communiry and especially, of course, in its
budgetary powers. It is precisely for this reason rhar we
disrrusr and rejecr any arrempr to divide the budger or
to settle on a budget which has merely provisional
entries in certain crucial unresolved areas. Only by
regarding rhe Community budget as a serious defini-
tive statemenr can Parliament control the balance of
the budget 
- 
ir was lack of balance that caused us to
reject the budget in December 
- 
and conrain ro a
minimum the size and incidence of unwanred supple-
mentary budgers. In this way that I am suggesting lies
true budgetary discipline, and that in turn is the way to
the true aurhority of rhis elected Parliament.
Mr Presidenr, we know that we have got to endure
inconvenience and anxiety, but I rhink rhey are wonh
enduring. The Presidenr-in-Office of the Council
should take a message back from this Parliamenr to
the Council, and it should be this: Be careful, be wise
and be quick! Europe waits on your effons wirh che
greatest concern. Make it a whole job, make it fair, get
it righr and make it endure !
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Nord.
Mr Nord. 
- 
(NL) Mr President, MrJean Rey and
Mr Visentini have, on behalf of our Group dealt with
the general polidcal aspecrs of the crisis rhe Commu-
nity has been in for some time. The inrernational sirua-
tion calls for a European Community which is strong
and unified and is capable of solving its own problems
and thus making a very welcome conrribution to inter-
national effons m achieve more stability on the planet
Eanh. Thar is the essential point behind my Group's
attitude m the budget, and that is the background
against which I should like rc make a few brief
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comments on the motion for a resolution nbled by the
Committee on Budgets.
In our opinion, the European Parliament now has a
duty to take the initiative to try to put an end to the
period of budgemry uncenainty we have been in for
some time now. Ve believe it is our duty not because
rhis House has lost ir nerve or because of any pangs
of conscience for having rejected the original draft
budget in December last year, as Mr Taylor rightly
said just now. S7e have done nothing wront; we have
simply made use of a right that we have under the
Treaties. So it is no[ for these reasons that my Group
rhinks we should now take the initiative, but simply
because we 
- 
as one arm of the budgemry authority
- 
have a duty to do so.
This means we cannot allow the Community to go
without a budget for evermore. The Commission's
srarement showed clearly how quickly the Commis-
sion, and hence the Community as a whole, will get
inro serious trouble if the budgetary procedure is not
brought to its normal conclusion.
Mr President, this House had two alternative means of
mking such an initiative. Firstly, every political Group
could have submitted a final text, with each one subse-
quently being discussed and voted on separately. Ve
were prepared for this and had drawn up a text of our
own. Our preference, however, was for the other
method 
- 
and we were pleased to find that most of
the other Broups shared our thinking on this 
- 
which
was to get our Committee on Budgem to try and draw
up a joint rcxt which could be supponed by as large a
majority as possible in this House. As cenain special
requests from my Group met with the approval of the
Committee on Budger and thus came in incorporated
in the final text, my Group stands four-square behind
the Committee's motion for a resolution, which we
shall be voting for when the time comes.
Ve hope that no further attempt will be made to
amend the text. A torrent of amendments would result
in the disinrcgration of this hard-won compromise. If
everyone tries to ride his own hobby horse and gets
various new clauses insened in the resolution, the
result could be that we will be unable to adopt any
motion at all. !7e shall, therefore, in principle vote
against any amendmen$ that are tabled because, as far
as we are concerned, the important thing at the
moment is to ensure that this House produces as large
a majority as possible for a resolution which may well
not be ideal, but which is the best we can do at the
present time. My Group feels that, by doing so, we
shall have done our duty and shown the President-
in-Office of the Council in no mean terms what this
House is looking for and expects from the meetints of
the Council at the end of this month.
There are, Mr President, two special aspecr of the
motion for a resolution: the question of agricultural
policy and farm prices and the question of the British
contribution to the Community budget. These two
aspecrs will be dealt with on behalf of our Group by
Mr Galland and Mr Delatte, and I should like rc
conclude my remarks now to give them the opponun-
ity to say their piece and not use up the very few
minutes' speaking time our Group has been allocated
today.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Nyborg.
Mr Nyborg. 
- 
(DK) Mr President, we are unfor-
tunately forced to admit that the European Council in
Luxembourg on 27 tnd 28 April was not exactly a
success. No solution was found to the main problem,
i.e. the United Kingdom's contribution to the
Community, in spite of very generous offers from both
Germany and France, and I deeply retret the fact that
it did not prove possible, to reach an acceptable
compromise, since this puts the existence of the
Community in jeopardy.
Ve are in a situation where one single Member State
does not want to play by the rules. It has signed trea-
ties. It has subscribed to conditions of cooperation and
payment etc., bu[ suddenly it does not want to play
any more and uses all the tricks it can to try and get ir
own vay. !7e can hardly accept one of the Nine being
able to lord it over the other eight. \7e must, there-
fore, urge the British Government to come to its
senses and behave in a way which is acceptable within
the context of cooperation 
- 
to show a European
spirit and a willingness to cooperate as Europeans
rather than mere nationalist egotism. This is of course
somethint of which all the Member Starcs are guilty
within cenain acceptable limits, but we must admit
that the British Government is going far beyond what
is acceptable. Ve can see this in monetaqy cooperation
or the lack of it, in the fisheries sector and in agricul-
rure, etc. Thus it is not just one area which is
concerned. And now the United Kingdom is trying to
use the agricultural policy as a means of applying pres-
sure with a view to getting its contribution reduced.
This is unacceptable both for all the farmers within the
Community and for all the Members of this Parlia-
ment.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Bonde.
Mr Bonde. 
- 
(DK) Mr President, the People's
Movement against the EEC does not regret that the
meetint in Luxembourg did not result in a comProm-
ise to which all panies could agree, since the Bridsh
Prime Minister's 'No' made it possible for the Danish
Government to come close to the limit specified in the
provisions contained in the Danish constitution
governing the approval expenditure. Our Minister
went to Luxembourg expectint to agree to paying a
few hundred million kroner, but before the night was
over it turned out lhat Danish [ax payers were
supposed rc be paying 350 million kroner extra in
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order to keep the United Kingdom in rhe Communiry.
Mrs Thatcher's 'No' made it possible for the govern-
ment ro obmin the Folketing's approval for this extra
expenditure. The People's Movement might have
wished it had been the Danish minister who said no,
or at least wished [o reserve im position until rhe deci-
sions of the European Council had been pur before the
Danish Folketing and been the ob.iect of public debarc.
However, we will make no bones about the fact that
we find it a linle strante that the Danish Governmenr
can find 350 million kroner at a time when it is plan-
ning the largest cutback since the war and has made an
European record in monetary problems with a balance
of payments deficit which now exceeds 80 000 million
kroner. It is all the more peculiar in that the majority
of the people of Denmark, who are opposed to Danish
membership of the Community, are now to pay
towards.keeping the Unircd Kingdom in the Commu-
nity at a time when an increasing majority of British
people wish the United Kingdom to leave rhe Commu-
nity.
I am one of those who can well understand the United
Kingdom's budgetary demands, and I would be glad if
we could meet these demands many times over. This
could be done quite simply by the House of Commons
deciding that the United Kingdom should leave the
Community. In this way, the whole amount could be
saved, and not just the half of wharever proponion is
finally agreed upon. The United Kingdom is paying
far too high an insurance premium for the privilege of
being in the Community and, apart from that, it is
paying for an insurance which, as we know by experi-
ence, is a guarantee that damage will be suffered. S7e
can therefore only recommend that the Unired King-
dom and Denmark change their insurance company.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Romualdi.
Mr Romualdi. 
- 
(0 Mr President, ladies and gentle-
men, representatives of the Council, there is no doubt
that we are going through rhe gravest crisis 
-whether internal or external 
- 
with which the Euro-
pean Communiry has ever been faced. I am in agree-
ment with those who have said here that we need ro
have the courage to admit as much and ro say so
publicly. This does not mean being pessimistic, bur, in
my opinion, it means being realistic, which is the only
way we can deal with the problems which beset us
with the necessary knowledge of the rechnical and
political difficuldes that have to be overcome and wirh
all the srongrh and the commirmenl rhar such a task
requires if we seriously wish ro have a reasonable
chance of succeeding.
Regarding the budget and, in panicular, the United
Kingdom's contribution to the Communiry budger 
-a topic on which Mr Colombo has already spoken at
some length, although he losr no rime at all in dimiss-
ing any idea of rhe budget proper being submitred ro
us in the immediate future 
- 
it is clear that, despite all
the good book-keeping reasons to do with the British
economy and the delays in the Community's structural
and investment policies we are faced first and foremost
with a lack of unircd political will. This was recently
confirmed by the attitudes of the French and British
governments 
- 
we might as well say it aloud 
- 
to rhe
international crisis in which we are involved, a crisis in
which, whether we like it or not, we are the most
directly and the most seriously affected countries, not
just as allies of the United States and the other coun-
tries of the Atlantic Alliance, but also in our very
identiry as Europeans 
- 
in other words, we are the
ones mos[ likely to suffer the political, economic and
perhaps even military consequences of the aggravation
of the crisis or any failure to resolve it. Unfonunately,
the Europe of the Community has many voiceb and
not a single voice, as would be required to voice 
-nor just rhrough the deliberations of our Parliament
but through concrete political facr, through the will
of the majoriry of the Council of Ministers and, above
all, through the responsible decisions taken by the
governmenr of the nine Member States 
- 
a common
commitment to the struggle rc defend peace and
security.
The defence of thgse ideals must be one and indivisi-
ble, endangered, Mr Fanti, only and exclusively by the
power politics and the imperialistic manoeuvrings of
the USSR and international communism, certainly not
by anyone else. It is not enough to condemn the occu-
pation of Afghanistan, as it was perhaps convenient for
the majority of the 
. 
members of cenain European
communist parties ro do, but insread we musr look for
the right measures to force Russia to withdraw from
Afghanistan, thereby isolating the Russians and those
countries and communist panies which have supponed
them. \fle must do this as regards Afghanistan and we
must do it for Iran, being prepared Mr Scott-Hopkins,
ro accepr rhe deliberations of the Parliament and the
Council of Ministers and their expressions of solidar-
iry with the people of the United States 
- 
because it is
no[ so much rhe governmenr as the people of the
United States who are affected by this absurd and
tragic story of rhe hosnges in Iran. But we musr also
accept [he practical measures which Parliament and
the Council have decided to adopt, i.e. rhe sancrions,
the value of which is perhaps more moral than practi-
cal, though they are not without rheir uses, if Presi-
dent Bani Sadr himself is finally forced to say rhat if
Iran did not find a way our of im present isolation and
the even greater isolation it was facing, the real
hostages would become the Iranians rhemselves.
Someone said that if the fonhcoming summit meering
in Venice were ro fail, after rhe failures of the meet-
ings in Dublin and Luxembourg, and I might add,
after the failure of the abonive Naples meering, our
six monrhs Presidency would conclude on a disrinct
note of failure. But the faulr cannor be artri-
buted just to our Presidency. There is no doubt rhar
Italy, as it is at this momen[ 
- 
perpetually racked by
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government crises and grappling with its de facto
compromise with the communist pafiy 
- 
has not been
in the best political condition to carry out properly
and consistently at this difficult moment the by no
means simple task of presiding over the Community.
'What was needed was a Presidency promoted by uniry of
action and decision, without which detente, peace and
security 
- 
which we are talking about 
- 
are unat-
tainable aims or, rather, end up as turning into mere
instruments of the policies of the Soviet Union and ir
satellite parties and countries.
9. Urgent debate
President. 
- 
I have received a motion for a resolu-
tion (Doc. 1-187/80) by Mr Seal and others, with
request for urgent debate pursuant to Rule 14 of the
Rules of Procedure, on the situation in South Korea.
The reasons supponing this request are contained in
the document irself.
I shall consult Parliament on this request for urgent
debate at the beginning of tomorrow's sitting.
lO. Statement by Council and Commission on the
European Council of 27 and 28 April I 980 
- 
Needfor
rapid adoption of budget (continuation)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Didd.
Mr Didd. 
- 
(I) Mr President, ladies and Bentlemen,
I shall be brief and dwell in panicular on that pan of
Mr Colombo's report which dealt with the budget,
because I am convinced that the Community's inability
ro solve its inrcrnal problems and reinforce its political
cohesion are both cause and effect of the minor role
rhat Europe plays on the international political scene.
Let me say immediately that in the President of the
Council's smtement there is a very imponant admis-
sion of the 'major crisis towards which the Commu-
nity is heading' 
- 
to use his words 
- 
which is,
however, accompanied by an acknowledgement of the
impotence of the Community institutions themselves,
and it is this fact that highlights the real graviry of the
situation in which we find ourselves. Here we must
frankly emphasize how inadequate and even disap-
poinring Mr Colombo's speech was, since he has in
effect no proposals to make, just as he omits any refer-
ence either to struc[ural policy or to economic policy.
Ve have been told that even the funher development
of the EMS, with the creation of the European Mone-
rary Fund and the definition of the function of the
ECU, has been more or less postponed to the
Greek Kalends. There was not even any reference to
March 1981, which had been esrablished as rhe smrt-
ing darc for the second stage of the EMS.
It is obvious that we can expect even less of the Coun-
cil's commitment to rhose policies that were inrcnded
[o accompany the EMS, i.e. structural intervention
policies, designed to tackle the fundamenml problems
of rhe convergence of the economies of the
Member States and at the same time knock any
tendencies towards a 'fair return' firmly on the head as
prejudicial to any prospect of strengthening the EEC.
On the other hand, when it is said that the gap
between the opposing positions had been reduced at
rhe Naples summit rc the tiny margin of a few million
unir of account and that, in spite of this, agreement
was not possible, there would appear to be a much
deeper reason for this lack of agreement. There are,
obviously, some people whose aim is to reduce the
Community to a 'free trade area', and there is a
tendency on the pan of the European Council to
tolerate quirc happily the present standstill in the
process of European integration: but we ought to be
aware that smnding still means going backwards in the
direction of the disinrcgration of the European
Community.
The budget problems should be looked at in this
dramatic lighr
As a Parliament, it is our duty to denounce firmly the
serious blame which attaches rc both the Council and
the governments of the Member States for this situa-
tion.
Ve take due note of the President of the Council's
declared aim of finding a solution to [hose outstanding
problems between now and June. But declarations of
good will are not enough.
'!7'e must remind the Council of im constitutional
duties, which oblige it in any case, and, at the point at
which we have arrived now, by June at the latest, to
put before this House a budget proposal based on the
draft budget previously drawn up by the Commission
in February and incorporating the agreement which
has already been reached on agricultural prices. On
this basis, the procedure of consultation between the
budgetary authorities must be urgently set in motion.
But we cannot help drawing attention to the extremely
worrying fact that even if we manage to avoid a seiz-
ing-up of the Community mechanisms before the
budget has been approved, we shall in any case find
that we are running out of funds because of the heavy
burden of agricultural expenditure and the cost of a
solution m the problem of the British contriburion to
the budget.
In such a situation, therefore, there is no chance of
implementing meaningful Community policies in the
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fields of industry, energy and regional and social
affairs. Ve must therefore immediately provide for the
adoption of appropriate measures to increase Commu-
nity income gradually on the basis of a new multi-
annual budger, sraning in 1981, as various people in
this Parliament have already recommended. The
lay-out of the new budget must be linked directly and
plainly to a medium-rerm srrucrural policy with rhe
declared objectives of full employment and overcom-
ing the presenr regional imbalances in the Communiry.
But fine words and recommendations are no longer
enough: we need facrs, and the facts musr come from
the Community instirutions 
- 
from the Commission,
from the Council of Ministers and from the European
Council. Parliamenr, for its pan, must live up fully to
its duties to provide guidance, sdmulus and control,
tasks which have been entrusred rc it by the electorate.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Tolman.
Mr Tolman. 
- 
(NL) Mr President, my Group has
split responsibility for this subject, and Mr Ligios and
myself are concenrrating on [he agricultural secror,
which is undoubtedly an imponanr element in this
debate. It will be no surprise ro anyone rhat I should
like to refer in this connection ro rhe last debate on
agriculture at the special pan-session on 26 March,
when I came ro rhe conclusion rhat a very large major-
iry of the House was in favour of a price increase of
5 0/o or more, which was thus at odds with the
Commission's proposal. This majoriry was nor
expressed in a vote because of the procedural arrange-
ments: at the [ime, Parliament was more or less
counted out on a technicality. Nevenheless, I believe
that the mood of rhar meering has had repercussions
and has decisively affected rhe Council's decision and
the compromise thar rhe Commission has accepted. I
can undersrand why Mr Jenkins this morning said this
compromise was being put forward with no treat joy.
That is a perfectly understandable attitude if you have
always aken a quite different view and have had rc
suffer defeat after defeat. I quite appreciate that the
Commission cannor be any too happy about the
outcome. For all that, I am glad that a compromise has
been reached at this parricular moment, and I am
prepared ro accepr ir. Of course, this clear depanure
from the Commission's proposal is bound to have
repercussions on the budger. I realize that, but I wish
to dissociate myself from those who are confident they
can work our precisely what effect farm-price
increases will have on rhe budget 
- 
and let us nor
forget that these increases are essenrial to safeguard
the incomes of many millions of people in Europe. I
always take such sraremenrs wirh a pinch of salt. To
some extent they may be accurate, but in other ways
they are exrremely debatable.
I do not wanr ro go into detail on the subject of agri-
culture and dairy policy, but there are nonerheless a
few remarks I should like to make. Ve musr be
consistent at least. I shall confine myself to the dairy
sector. Last year, when we discussed rhe problems
facing this sector, i[ was said that if production rose by
more rhan 0.50/0, a levy of 1.5 7o would have to be
imposed. Mr Jenkins now tells us rhar rhe original
1 . 5 0/o has risen to 2 o/o to counterbalance the increase
in the price of milk. In my opinion, this son of thing
- 
although is may not be of fundamental imponance
- 
is not right. That is one reason why my Group feels
the need to discuss the whole problem of the
co-responsibility levy, which has now become an
instrument of budgetary policy, and I can assure you
that we shall be giving this marrer our atrention.
Unfonunately, my Group's constructive proposals on
the level of production have not met with approval in
the agricultural debates. Ve would also point out that
the Council, far from taking any effective decision on
this matter, is still at the moment dragging its feet
somewhat. All in all, Mr President, we are nonerheless
satisfied with the decision the Council has now taken
because ir does to some extent offer a solution and this
includes the agricultural sector.
I should like to add my voice ro Mr Nord's insistence
on the great imponance of this modon for a resolu-
tion, which, instead of being mbled by just one group,
represents the views of several political panies. This
House now has a grea[ opponunity to adopt this reso-
lution tomorrow by a large majority and to refrain
from the numerous amendmenr we have grown
accustomed to in this House.
Finally, Mr President, ler me point out that speed is of
the essence, as regards both the budget and farm
prices. There are clear signs of disintegradon sefiing
in, and I am nor surprised to find rhat the French, for
instance, are planning to introduce national measures
in the near future. Something has gor to be done in
Europe, but that is the wrong way [o go about things.
I should therefore like to repeat the question we have
heard frop a number of speakers today: if it proves
impossible to solve all the problems and if the quesrion
of the British contribution to the budget remains unre-
solved, why can we nor have recourse to a majority
decision? Eight of the nine Member States are agreed
on the question we are mlking about at the moment. I
think we would be well advised to rake to hean the
words we heard from Mr Rey this morning. The line
taken in 1965 with regard ro France could well be a
suitable response to the currenr problem regarding the
United Kingdom. Vhat our Group is after, Mr Presi-
dent, is not the expulsion of the Unircd Kingdom, but
construc[ive pursuit of a European policy.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Colombo.
Mr Colombo, President-in-Offce of the Council.
- 
(I) Mr President, rhank you for calling me...
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President. 
- 
Mrs Macciocchi has asked to speak on
a procedural motion. Mrs Macciocchi, you may speak.
Mrs Macciocchi. 
- 
(I) Mr President, I should like to
know whether we have already got to the end of the
list of speakers, because though I was on the list, I
have not yet been called. In addition, I should like to
know whether Mr Colombo intends to reply now to
all those who have spoken previously.
President. 
- 
Ve have not yet got to the end of
speakers, and consequendy you will therefore be
called when your turn comes. Mr Colombo, please
continue.
Mr Colombo, President-in-Offce of the Council.
-(I) .. .I should like to take up what Mrs Maccioc-chi just said. The debate is cenainly not over, and it
will continue with the other commenm which may be
made by the Council at the end of this debarc if the
opponunity arises. As far as I am concerned, and as
far as my position here today permits, I should like to
take up various points raised during this long and
extremely interesting debarc for which I should like to
thank all those Members of this House who have
taken pan.
First of all, I should like to assure you that the Italian
Presidency will do its utmost to ensure that we have a
budget as soon as possible. I want to take up some-
thing which Mr Lange said, or rather something which
is worrying Mr Lange, which is all the more significant
as Mr Lange has great authority in budgetary matters
in view of his long parliamentary experience. He
referred to the possibiliry that the delay in putting the
budget before this House might in some u/ay reflect a
wish ro punish Parliament and its Members for reject-
ing the budget during the sitting of l3December
1979.1think that this idea can be ruled out, knowing
as I do the thinking of my colleagues who are discuss-
ing these problems at the Council of Ministers. On this
point, I should like to reassure all the members of this
House and add that, in view of the serious consequ-
ences of the lack of a Community budget, we should
really be descending to a very pefty level in our rela-
tions with dach other and in our political thinking if
we were to let ourselves be guided by moods and
impulses in mking decisions whose consequences every-
one 
- 
myself included 
- 
regrets. The fact is that I
agree with all those Members who have pointed out
how grave the lack of a budget is for the Parliament
and for the Community 
- 
for the entire Community.
In answer to those who want the budget to be put
before this House immediately, I should like to remind
you of the precedents which we witnessed together on
the night of 12/13 December 1979. Ve failed rc
approve the budget for various reasons which I think I
can appreciate now as I appreciated them then. \7e
failed to reach agreement because there were differ-
ences amonBst us concerning the problem of agricul-
tural expenditure, the measures to rationalize agricul-
tural expenditure, in panicular the co-responsibiliry
levy and the possibility of a co-responsibility super-
l.t),.
This difference of opinion also turned on the question
of the imponance assigned to other policies compared
to [he importance given m the agriculural policy. If
we are to discuss these problems in any way realisti-
cally, I do not think we can shut ourselves up in this
House and ignore everfthing that has happened in the
meantime.
All the Member States, and some more than others,
have esmblished a close link between the problem of
agricultural prices and the rationalization of agricul-
tural expenditure, and the budgetary problems, includ-
ing the problem of the United Kingdom contribution.
And so when we are asked to submit a budget based
on the proposals put forward by the Commission in
February or, even more, based on its previous propos-
als, which were no more than hypothetical solutions to
the agricultural problem and when we are asked to do
this at a time when there is agreement on agriculture
between eight of the panies or even, in my opinion, all
nine of them, apan from the general political proviso
inherent in the current negotiations, we iun the risk of
losing touch with the realities of the siruation. The
specific problem is when and how could those govern-
ments and those Member States which have estab-
lished this close link between agricultural problems 
-such as prices and the rationalization of expenditure
- 
and the budgetary problems, or rather the problem
of the British contribution 
- 
when and how could
they approve in the Council a budget which will be
significantly'detached' from these topics, even if only
as a provisional solution? By this I do not mean to say
that we shall not do everything in our power. Only the
other day, at the Naples meeting, I raised the problem
of the budget in full awareness of the views of this
Parliament. The difficulties which arose are the very
ones that I have just indicated.
This is why we must attempt rc look at the budget
problem with the utmost commitment taking due
account of the fact that the budgemry problems are
linked rc the other problems to which I referred earlier
on. The effon that we must make is to solve iz
conoeto all those problems that touch upon the budget
imelf and which consequently determine in one way or
another the size and the nature of the budget.
Permit me now to make one or two observations on
other aspects of political cooperation. As regards the
question of what Europe can do, I believe we must
strengthen polidcal cooperation, especially in view of
the situation facing us rcday. I hope I may be allowed
ro say something a little more optimistic than the
pessimistic remarks I made this morning on the ques-
tion of Community problems. I must say that during
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these last few months, whereas it was more difficult to
achieve agreemenr on Communiry problems, ir was
generally easier ro adopt common arrirudes 
- 
such as
we have indeed adopred 
- 
wirh regard to the prob-
lems of Iran, Afghanistan and the Middle East. In
some sense the Community has become more sensitive
to the problems of political cooperation. Ar a time
when there is a glimmer of hope of resuming the
dialogue, polidcal cooperarion musr be srrengthened
and taken as a basis for any waves we make.
It is difficult ro say for sure ar this stage whether or
not a dialogue is possible. The Vienna celebrations
constiruted an occasion when rhere appeared to be a
faint ray of hope thar the dialogue might be resumed.
There was a meering nor jusr between the American
Secretary of Stare, Mr Muskie, and the Soviet Foreign
Minister, Mr Gromyko, bur also the Foreign Minister
of the Federal Republic of Germany, rhe Foreign
Minister of rhe United Kingdom, the Foreign Minister
of France and the Foreign Minister of Italy 
- 
who is
also the Presidenr-in-Office of the body responsible
for political cooperation 
- 
all met rhe Soviet Minisrer
for Foreign Affairs.
It seems to me that, despite the extreme seriousness of
the present situation, there is a desire to resume the
dialogue. Anybody 
- 
not here, but outside this House
- 
making a superficial assessmenr of the seriousness
of the problems we are faced with 
- 
we need only
think of the graviry of the Afghanistan problem, rhe
delicate and, above all, emotional implicarions of the
Iranian problem, and current developments in the
Middle East 
- 
and mainraining that, as a resulr of the
informal talks in Vienna one could already draw
conclusions or thit cenain moves were in the offing,
would in my opinion, be acting naively in the light of
the gravity of the problems with which ure are
confronted at this moment.
Mr Fanti, you spoke in favourable rerms of the propos-
als recently put forward by the governmenr in Kabul.
Permit me to say that this approach will not help rc
solve these problems. Meetings of Headsof Stare at the
highest level possible are all very welcome, but I am
not sure to what extent iniriarives of this son may
promote an objective and serious evaluation of prob-
lems as grave as the ones we are dealing with now. Ve
must. move towards resuming the dialogue; we must
act like Europeansl we musr act like members of the
'!Testern \7orld.
Let me now make one final remark. Everywhere 
- 
in
my counry as in this House 
- 
the European initiative
is contrasted, as an autonomous and independent
move, with inidatives based on the solidariry of the
entire western world. To some extent the European
inidative is thus made ro appear our of line iith Euro-
pean solidarity. It seems ro me rhar this would be a bad
turn for our discussions to take, because it would
undermine the European initiative, it would under-
mine the wesrern initiarives, it would close the road to
a real and genuine dialogue, and in the final analysis it
would undermine the position of those who would
have to panicipare in such a dialogue.
I believe that Europe, by vinue of rhe identity which it
can express 
- 
and we ourselves regretted here today
that we do not always manage to agree on [he ques-
tions covered by polirical cooperarion 
- 
can and must
launch im own initiatives. It has done so in the case of
Afghanistan, and it is preparing to do so in the case of
the Middle Easr; but woe bedde us if we do not see
such things against rhe background of a broader soli-
darity which, more than anything else derives from the
fact of belonging 
- 
ar leasr for most of us 
- 
to rhe
same system of alliances imposing political solidariry.
As pary of these considerarion inherenr in any resump-
tion of the dialogue, I cannot bur point our one poii-
tive result inspired by a clear vision of political cooper-
ation and which is being achieved through an instru-
ment of economic and financial cooperarion, i.e. rhe
cooperation agreemenr signed on 2 April in Belgrade.
This seems to me ro be a really imponant evenr. A[ rhe
same time the provisional protocols bringing the trade
and financial agreemenrs into force from I July 1980
onwards were also signed. This is the culmination of a
long and inrense campaign on rhe part of this Parlia-
ment. I see amongsr. you Mr Beniza, who spoke on
these topics so many rimes, as did so many orher
Members of the Hotrse. Now we musr proceed to
apply this agreemenr with the will to ensure rhar rhe
present imbalances in our economic and financial rela-
tions with Yugoslavia may, by means of this new
ins[rumenr, be normalized or at least given a better
balance. 'We have prepared the ground for cooperarion
agriculture and indusrry, in energy, in science, in tech-
nology, tourism, transport, the environment, ecology
and fisheries.'S/e have also looked at problems in the
labour market. Bur che imponant thing is that, in this
panicularly delicate region which may be of panicular
interest ro one of rhe Member States of the Commu-
nity 
- 
in this case Iraly, because of its contiguity and
its close relations with Yugoslavia 
- 
but which is ulti-
mately of interest m rhe whole of Europe and to rhe
whole of the Mediterranean world, we have creared an
atmosphere of permanent and constructive dialogue .
Ve musr rry ro use this insrrumenr so that it will have
repercussions in the political field, and I welcome the
discussion which Parliament is to have roday on these
topics, because relations between the Communiry and
Yugoslavia are parr of the broader picture of political
cooperation. At a time when, elsewhere, we are facing
so many crises, this seems to me one positive aspect: a
permanent dialogue, an exchange and a continuous
economic and political relarionship wirh a country
which has its own different srucrure, but with which,
because of its position and its development potenrial,
we musr maintain the closest reladonship possible.
(Applause)
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President. 
- 
I call Mr Jackson.
Mr Robert Jackson. 
- 
!7ell, Mr President, it is very
hard to follow immediately after the very satesman-
like speech from the President of the Council emphas-
izing the extent [o which there is agreement upon the
need to make progress in defining Europe's idendty in
the increasingly difficult and dangerous situation in
which the whole of tl.re \flest, and Europe, finds itself.
'!7hat I would like rc do in the very few minutes I have
at my disposal is to address myself to a much more
limited subject, an aspect of the wider question of
Europe's identity, namely the role of the European
Parliament, panicularly in this budgeary matter
which is at the heart and centre of the internal prob-
lems that at present exist within the Community.
I would like to draw attention to three facm, three
very simple and rather elementary facts.
First, in December 1979 the European Parliament
rejected the 1980 draft budget. !fle rejected it becauqe
we wanted to see a reform in the structure of the
budget. In panicular we felt that too much was going
to the agricultural sector and too little to the develop-
ment of new policies for the Community in other
sectors of activity. The amount proposed in the 1980
draft budget which we rejected for the agricultural
secror was 11 200 million units of account. Just put
that figure in your memories 
- 
l1 200 million units of
account which we rejected as being too much.
Now the second facu In February 1980, a couple of
months ago, rhe Commission came forward with new
proposals for a 1980 draft budget to replace the one
we had rejected. '$7e welcomed the Commission's
proposals at that time because the amount that was
proposed for spending on agriculture was 10 400
million units of account. That is the second figure to
bear in mind.
Of course, many of us felt that this was still rco much.
Many of us noted the continuous tendency for agricul-
rural spending to drift up and up in the course of the
year. Nevertheless we welcomed the fact that for the
first time since the beginning of the policy, there was a
fall in the proportion of the budget to be taken by
agriculture to about 70 o/o of the whole.
Now where do we find ourselves today? This is where
I come to the third fact that I want to mention, a fact
that is implicit in the draft resolution we will be voting
on later tomorrow, Mr Danken's draft resolution.
'lfhat Mr Danken is inviting the Parliament to do is to
endorse new agricultural proposals which do not
include rhe superlevy and which are based on the
concept of a 5 0/o price settlement which would create
a total expenditure on agriculture of at least I I 500
million unim of account, rc which of course we must
add the upward drift that I have already referred to.
This means that Parliament is being invited to
welcome an increase in expenditure on agriculture
which is actually larger than the amount we rejected at
the end of last year. Furthermore, if you study the
resolution you will see that it actually suggests that we
should proceed with agriculture on that basis, without
actually solving the British problem at the same time.
This would mean that the proponion of the budget
being spent on agriculture would actually rise, proba-
bly rc about 80 % of the rctal. In other words, Parlia-
ment is being invited to reverse its position from
December 1979, from the rejection of the last budget.
I think, Mr President, that this shows inconsistency
and incoherence in our position. It is bad for the Euro-
pean Parliament and it is bad for Europe.
'$7hat we want to do to funher the cause of European
idendry about which the President of the Council has
been so eloquent, is to ensure that Parliament speaks
consistently and coherently in its contribution to the
formation of rhat European identity.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Colla on a point of order.
Mr Colla. 
- 
(NL) Mr President,l realize that I am
going to be told that the Council is always represented
here, but frankly I do think it is an affront to the
Members who have still to speak and to Parliament as
a whole when the person who inroduced this debate
does not smy to listen to all the speakers and to give a
reply at the end. I cannot imagine that Mr Colombo
behaves in this way in his own parliament, Mr Presi-
dent, and I should like to add that I shall be proposing
on behalf of the Council.
(Applause fron oarious Urorrr), on the lefi)
President. 
- 
Mr Colla, the same problem has already
been raised by Mrs Macciocchi. The Presidency is
formally and nngibly represented here in the peson of
Mr Zamberletti. It is true that Mr Colombo will not
have replied to everyone who is down to speak. He
expressed an opinion, and I am sure that Mr Zamber-
letti will take note of the speeches to come and reply
on behalf of the Council.
I call Mrs Van den Heuvel on a point of order.
Mrs Van den Heuvel. 
- 
(NL) Mr President, I
second what Mr Colla said and also want to say that I
had expected the Chair to have enough regard for the
Members of this Parliament to protest against the
depanure of Mr Colombo.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Delatte. '
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Mr Delatte. 
- 
(F) Mr President, ladies and gentle-
men, it is my dury, after rhe speeches we have heard
from my colleagues Mr Visentini and Mr Nord to
touch briefly on the problems of the Common Agri-
cultural Policy.
I have so often had ro disagree with Mr Dankert that I
cannot justifiably hesitate rcday in supponing the
motion for a resolution which he is tabling. Vhat I
should do, but I have not the time, is reiterate just how
important the Common Agricultural Policy is and how
fundamental it is for the building of Europe.
During the last debate on farm prices, I made it very
clear that the level of prices within Europe was not a
handicap, either for our exports or for our ability ro
compete in world markets. Ler me say once again that
the Common Agricultural Policy is an instrument able
to bring out the best in our agriculture.
But the defence of the Common Agricultural Poliry
must today give way to another worrying question the
extreme urtency of which must be clearly stated:
Europe's farmers, ladies and gentlemen, still do not
know at this time what will be the level of farm prices
in 1980. I must ask each of you to think of any orher
social or socio-professional group which would accept
such a situadon without doing somerhing about it.
The situadon is utterly unacceptable andis even more
senous srnce common farm prices are fixed for rhe
whole year, since rhe fixing of prices could not possi-
bly be postponed this year because over rhe last few
marketing years farm incomes have dropped, and since
the financial situation of many farmers in all European
countries without exception, in all the sectors of prod-
uction and in all regions is getting considerably worse,
in some cases even critical.
This all goes to show, ladies and gentlemen, rhar we
should adopt the 1980 budget as soon as possible, but
a budget which includes provisions to make it possible
to raise farmers' incomes considerably in accordance
with the compromise reached in Luxembourg. Let us
not forget that our farmers were ar the outset amongsr
the most fervent supponers of the building of Europe.
Let us beware best they lose confidence in Europe.
I shall conclude my shon speech by referring to the
opportunity which the European Parliament now has
to show that polirical determination which is so sorely
lacking in Europe today. Lct us grasp this opponunity,
let us not miss this chance to demonsrrare [hat Europe
can and must oversome this crisis, thar farm incomes
are ar the moment top prioriry and lastly that the will
of the people expressed through the European Parlia-
ment demands of those in authorirylhat this European
venlure should continue.
IN THE CHAIR: MR PFLIMLIN
Vice-President
President. 
- 
I call Mr Colla.
Mr Colla. 
- 
(NL) Mr President, ladies and gentle-
men, I mus[ say that, in view of the point of order I
brought up jusr now, rhere seems ro be little point in
my taking the floor now, but nonetheless I shall do so
out of respect for rhis House and im Members and for
the agenda. First of all, I should like to express some
doubrc regarding the cautious optimism the Council
showed this morning, and also last week in che
Committee on Budgets, towards rhe budger problem. I
think it was essential for rhe Committee on Budgets to
present a motion for a resolution on the 1980 budget
to this House, and that is in fact what it has done. I
fully suppon the aims of the budget as expressed in rhe
resolution. If the Community should indeed not
manage to approve a budget before rhe summer recess,
then it will be threatened with bankruptcy and the
farmers, for instance, will lircrally and figuratively be
left out in the cold. Then there will be no more room
for illusions about implementing a structural policy in
a number of sectors. In other words, we need a budget
in July, preferably accompanied by an agreed solution
to the problems of farm prices and rhe British contri-
bution to the budget, but if rhis should prove impossi-
ble, then the draft budget should simply leave rhese
matters in abeyance.
The reasons why I shall be supponing this motion for
a resolution are firstly, because I do not want to be a
party to the Communiry declaring itself bankrupt, and
secondly, because I am convinced thar using the
supplementary budget procedure will not harm Parlia-
ment's polidcal will and rights. Ir would be enrirely
wrong to think that this proposal represenm a climb-
down by the European Parliament, or that Parliament
was wrong to reject the 1980 budget. Any such idea is
wide of the mark; the fact is that ir is rhe Council
which is currently at fauh
It follows, Mr President, that criticism can and musr
be expressed as ro [he form in which the Commirtee
on Budgets has sought to explain its morion for a reso-
lution. Ir seems ro me rhat the committee has paid
much too much attention to producing an elegant text
with too little bite which is roo much open to being
interpreted however one wishes. This applies parricu-
larly to paragraph 5 of the morion, which I personally
think is unfonunately worded because it refers to the
Luxembourg meeting.
In my opinion, it is imponanr for us to make rhe point
that Parliament is not at the momenr passing a judge-
ment on the compromise or rhe Commission's
so-called Luxembourg compromise proposal, and that
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we still want [o see price rises in the agricultural sector
bear some relation to measures to tackle the problem
of surpluses. I must just add that I was dumbfounded
at last week's meeting of rhe Committee on Budgets
when the only answer I received to the question why
the final solurion should be an average 5 0/o price rise
was that that any compromise would have to be some-
where between 2.4 and 7.9 0/0. That seems to me a bit
like parish-pump politics at European level, with
figures being juggled around and Parliament being
deprived of the opponunity to hear the real arguments.
Tlie figure could have been 4 0/o or 6 0/0, and I would
hare atcepted it, provided serious criteria had been
applied, such as the need in stages to make good the
shonfalls in farm incomes. It should surely be possible
to conduct politics seriously at European level, unlike
what has clearly happened in this case. The Council
should not make the mistake, moreover, of assuming
that the debate on agricultural prices and the British
contribution rc the budget means that Parliament's
demands regarding social, regional and industrial
policy and the budgetization of loans can simply be
swept under the carpet.
The second point I want to make with regard to rhe
form of the motion concerns paragraph 11, which
refers to the possibility of legal action by the European
Parliament. I must say that I find this too weak a
formulation. They are of little importance; a few
srrong words uttered in this Chamber, as today's
events clearly show. Secondly, we must bear in mind
that the public expects something concrete from its
directly elected representatives.
That being so, Parliament must take some definite
action, and if *e fail to invoke Anicle 175 of the
Treaty at a time when the continued existence of the
Community is in jeopardy, I just wonder when we
shall ever get round rc doing so, and what the Council
must fail to do before we have recourse rc the legal
measures available to us under the Treaty.
I am under no illusion myself; if there is no majority at
the moment for my views, I shall go along with the
motion for a resolution as tabled by the Committee on
Budgets. Let me add for the benefit of the Council
that it must in any case bear in mind that there are
already people in this House who are in favour of
either invoking Anicle 775 or drawing up a budget
independently. Let me say quite calmly and clearly
rhat-a Parliament which has any self-respect must be
prepared rc accept its responsibilities and regard the
iaci of being directly elected as reason enough to
obtain powers for itself if necessary.
I have one more remark to make on the resulr of the
European Summit. I find it disconcening how blithely
support was given to the development of nuclear
.nl.gy. It is almosr incredible. The Dutch text says in
so .iny words that thought is being given to alterna-
rive energy sources, especially coal and nuclear energy.
Nuclear energy as a form of alternative energy 
-
what a jokel Finally, it is no less of an insult rc this
Parliament thaq despite the Rey Repon, no reference
whatsoever was made to the possibility of consulting
Parliament on the appointment of the new Commis-
sion and the new President of the Commission. To
conclude, Mr President, as the saying goes, those who
will not listen must learn the hard way. Council, please
no[e.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Ligios.
Mr Ligios. 
- 
(l) Mr President, ladies and gende-
men, during recen[ months we have all watched with
some apprehension as a number of serious problems
have accumulated. The European Council met'
in Luxembourg on April 27 and 28. The British contri-
bution to the budget, agricultural prices and an agree-
menr on sheep-meat, the common fisheries policy, etc'
were the problems which the Heads of State were
supposed to tackle and solve in the space of the two
and a half-days which they had at their disposal. \fle
also had the impression that the Council of Ministers,
in its various forms, was evading its obligations ro
assume full responsibility 
- 
thereby guaranteeing the
proper functioning of the Community functions 
-
and preferred to pass the problems on to the European
Council with an alacrity which I found distinctly
disconcerting. This is the wrong way to run our lnstr-
rutions. The decision taking process must be brought
back into the framework of the institutions and
Community practice, reserving for the European
Council the role of providing a broader political
stimulus a role which is peculiar to it and which is its
sole raison d'|tre.
The Council of Ministers must rherefore take those
decisions for which it is competent without unloading
them onto other bodies, making use, where necessary'
of the qualified majority vote provided for in order to
prevent, a single Member Snte from blocking, by its
't eto, the workings of the entire Communiry, as is
unfonunately happening at this moment' This is not to
underestimate the political difficuldes which undoubt-
edly exist, and which have been enumerated by the
Prisident of the Council. Nor is it to ignore the effons
of those who have shown an unparalleled spirit of
mediation. But it does mean voicing the conviction
that beyond a certain point mediation is no longer
possible and that it risks paralyzing the Community
ind destro.ring what little unity we have laboured to
construct during the last three decades.
Apan fronr the European Council, I am alluding in
particular to the Council of Agricultural Ministers. In
the light o{ the experience which we are accumuladng
in rhii Parliament of ours, v'e ought perhaps to look
more closeiy at the role which the Council of Agricul-
tural Ministers plays in the complex arena of Commu-
nity affairs. The Agricultural Ministers in the resPec-
tive Member States maintain, perhaps somewhat too
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insistendy that only their decisions have an immediate
and direct effect on the incomes of a significant
proponion of the Communiry population. Thii is rrue,
Mr President, bur the grearesr psychological effect
exercised on public opinion is that created by the
interminable verbal marathons and bickering on the
occasion of the annual fixing of agriculrural prices, the
most obvious result of which is not to make available a
greater quanrity of food products ar the right price,
bur rather to produce surpluses which musr be sold off
cheaply on rhe exrra-Communiry market or destroyed
by bulldozers. Of course, rhis is a false view of 'the
situation, given to rhe public through sketchy, hostile
and often confused newspaper repons. But nevenhe-
less there is a reality behind this picrure which merim
greater consideration by all of us, if we wish the public
image of the Communiry to become not only more
presenr, but also clearer.
Agricultural prices have a significanr effect on all
sectors of economic and social life in rhe Communiry.
By this, ladies and genrlemen, I mean that ir seems to
me rather inappropriate to continue ro isolate the
negotiations on agricultural prices and leave them
rctally in the hands of the agricultural ministers, just as
war is said to be far roo serious rc be left ro rhe tener-
als. Agricultural prices have a significant effect on all
sectors of economic and social life in the Community
because of their repercussions on investments, on thl
utilization of the land on the development of the food
processing industry etc. This is why I maintain that the
agricultural price negotiations should be brought more
firmly into the broader polidcal framework of the
general objectives of Community policies.
Mr President, in conclusion I wish to reaffirm my firm
belief in the notion that I expressed at the beginning of
this very brief speech. It happens far too oftCn already
that the Council of Ministers evades the responsibili-
ties which are incumbenl upon it as a result of rhe
Treary. This is true above all of 
-the Council of Agri-
cultural Ministers, which lacked the courage ro trans-
form inro a Communiry price agreemenr the
compromise achieved at Luxembourg amontsr eight of
rhe Member Smres on the evening of 27 Apnl. foday
we have been informed that one counrry inrcnds to
proceed along this road unilaterally. This will harm
the Community. I believe that the eight countries
which reached agreement on 27 April should all have
taken this step. This compromise does not conrain any
serious measure intended to halt the increase in
surpluses, panicularly in the dairy secror, the cost of
which is the root cause of the growing imbalances in
the agriculrural secror and rhe already imminenr
exhaustion of the own resources we have at our
disposal. In other words, rhis is a compromise of
which we do nor rhink very much, but ir must be
implemented immediately if we are ro prevenr the total
paralysis of the Community and forestall the social
unrest which we can all see accumulating threaten-
ingly on the horizon of the Communiry agricultural
poliry.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Galland.
Mr Galland. 
- 
(F) Mr President, I am speaking on
behalf of the Liberal and Democratic Group about one
of the difficulties encountered in Luxembourg, i.e. the
British share in the European budgel In this matter I
shoulder rwo burdens, the firsr is that I am a European
and the second is that I am uncompromising, and I
shall nor tire of repeating rhe same things.
One point should be made ar the ou6er: Mr Colombo,
President-in-Office of the Council, has such a wide
knowledge of the structure of the Communiry and im
difficulties that he should not allow Dublin and
Luxembourg to happen again. In Venice, on l l and
12June, the Council meering will have ro have been
prepared differently. k is up to the Foreign Ministers
or Finance Ministers to seek and find at their own
level a solution ro rhe problem of the British contribu-
tion ! That is their job. Ve should no longer permir the
Heads of Stare and Government ro engage in such an
incredible game of poker, trading hundreds of millions
of units of account more or less off the cuff in a few
minures. Vhen deadlock is reached, it is Europe each
time which is the loser. Yes, Mr Presidenr, in Venice
the Heads of State and Government should merely
confirm agreemenm which have been reached at
previous meetings at a different level. Any new failure
would spell disasrer.
As for rhe basis of the quesrion of rhe British contribu-
tion, I shall stubbornly maintain the same arguments
as before. I say 'yes' to solidarity, but solidarity in a
Community spirir. I say 'no' to rhe notion of juste
retour, which would transform rhe Community into a
mere free trade area. I say'no' to any suggestion that a
loophole might be found in the principle of own
revenue and resources, a principle which must be
strictly observed. Vhat solutions are there then? The
British must ceaselessy work towards carrying our, as
do the other countries of the Community, 70 o/o of
their industrial and commercial rrade with the
Communiry. At presenr they have reached 400/o, and
this figure is a considerable improvemenr, since when
they joined the Communiry this figure was only 28 o/0.
Once rhey reach 70 0/0, they will save 500 million unirs
of accounr in cusroms dutiis.
\fle should also like a ponion of the compensarion
decided upon ro be allocarcd rhrough the Regional
Fund or the Economic and Social Development Fund
to specific British projects which are of interest ro rhe
Communiry as a whole. In this respect, I have already
suggested rhe reinclusion of various projects whicir
would be suitable but which were dropped in rhe
initialbudger.
I shall conclude, Mr President, by saying that for the
Liberal and Democraric Group, solidariry was
stretched to its limit in Luxembourg: l25O million
units of accounl for l98O and 198 l, i.e. keeping down
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the British deficit for these two years to its 1979 level.
There are few amongst us on all sides of this House,
ladies and gentlemen, who could have suspccted
before the Luxembourg summit that the spirit of soli-
darity would be so dazzlingly displayed. The British
Govirnment to everyone's surprise, said 'no'. I think it
is rime we knew why. Possibly the time limit might be
rearranged in some way. I do not know. Of course,
this would have its effect on the amounts proposed:
the longer the period of time the smaller the amounts.
But the competenl Ministers must meet soon in order
to discuss a definirc agenda and reach a solution
before the Venice Summit. In this way, our Commu-
nity will get i$ second wind and turn its face once
more towards the future.
President. 
- 
I call Mrs Macciocchi.
Mrs Macchiocchi. 
- 
(I) Mr President, in the first
part of this speech I want to make a point of order
relating to this afternoon's discussion. I want to
protest-in the strongest terms against the behaviour of
Mr Colombo, President-in-office of the Council of
Ministers, who walked out of the debarc half-way
through. Never before have I seen so much contemPt
for us Members of the European Parliament as on this
occasion.
It has been rightly pointed out that Mr Colombo, were
he in a n"tionri parliament, would not have been
allowed to leave before half of the speakers had put
their questions to him. I consider that the excuse
given, namely that there was in any case someone
f,..r.n, to represent the Council, is not politcally valid.
Mr President, I ask that the urgent request for debate
that has been drawn up by some of us should be trans-
mitted to Mrs Veil who should make a modicum of
effon to defend this Parliament. I should like to add
that I am quirc amazed by the Olympian calm with
which Mr Colombo reacted [o my request that he
should explain why on eanh he was about to leave
when there were still ten Persons waiting to Put ques-
tions to him; I am equally amazed by the couneous
tones of your reply and the reply of the President in
Office asking me to calm down 
- 
I notice we are
always the ones who get over excited, we ar€ always
the rrillains 
- 
since the President is supposed rc have
the right to interrupt speakers in order to provide
supplementary explanations. Some speakers fell ingen-
,rously into this trap without knosring that at the very
same moment the President was running an Olympian
obstacle course to win the other gold medal. The first
was won by President Giscard's making a bee line for
Varsaw and there can be no doubt that Mr Colombo
wants to win the other for himself. I am not sure
where he's rushing to, but since, judging by what he
has told us, he ii desperately sruggling to defend
peace and the survival of humanity, he too must llso
be aiming in this direction.
Mr President, I should really like to ask you to inform
Mrs Veil, for whom, along with many of my
colleagues, I have a high regard, that some of us are
rhoroughly tired of these attitudes. There is no point
in being a member of the European Parliament if we
are oblfied to stay here and submit to a kind of volun-
tary slarery. \7e have been called the Europe of sheep
beiause we discuss sheep, but sometimes I wonder
whether our existence is not in any case a sheep like
existence, because all we do is sit here and wait and
what happens afterwards is quite pointless. Ve feel the
s".. se*. of humiliation over the question of the
budget because these problems are interconnected.
Let'i put an end to this budget, business. Ve are all
fully aware that the European political Powers that be
wish to humiliate this Parliament; they want to wear
us down they want things to reach the point where we
rcll them to do whatever they like rc arrive at a solu-
tion. This problem has been raised by one or two
speakers, with whom I find myself in complete agree--
ment, just as I am in agreement with a great deal of
what Mr Danken said.
Mr Colombo tells us that he has discussed these
matters at recent meetin8s (what fascinating trips
around Europe 
- 
first Luxembourg, then Naples and
next. our distinguished ministers will be meeting in
some other European city) and that he has applied all
the pressure possible to see that the budget is submit-
ted to us byJune.
The heart of the matter is that the non submission of
this budget should be seen by us as the ultimate act of
aggression against this Parliament. Let me tell you,
ladies and Bentlemen, that if we really are Europeans
and if we ieally have been elected by European citi-
zens we must take some initiative! Ve cannot continue
to put up with being treated in the way we are syste-
maiically being treated. It is easy to forecast that we
are now entering a stage in which these consequences
could be very serious foi the weaker countries.
Let us go over the evenr of this year. \fle mbled a
motion ,o try that we opposed the Moscow Olympic
games: the result was headlines and comments in the
i.*rp.p.rt, afrcr which everything was comp.letely
ignored 
- 
all pan of the constant sabotage that is
u-sed against us. We asked some extremely serious
questions on Afghanistan and, once- again, we were
ild in reply that these questions vrould be acted upon'
Now, in ih. ..pon we have received from Mr
Colombo, we see that the question of Iran and the
American hostages in Iran is put at the top of the list,
with the afrcnhought that 'of course what is happen-
ing and has happened in Afghanistan is by no means
n.!ligibl.'. Ve have been dealing for some months
wiih i question which ought seriously to penurb every-
one, we have arrived at the point where 800 000
Afghan refugees have fled over the frontier; these
peiple are fighting with their bare hands against the
most powerfut 
".-y in the world, which has invadedtheir iountry and is attempting to crush and extermi-
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na[e them and we, once again, faced with all this,
reply with the Olympian calm of Mr Decombe. But in
that case whar is the point of tabling morions, resolu-
tions, documents, which we do norhing more rhan
vore for, illustrare, and then disclose ar press confer-
ences for the benefir of public opinion? If, therefore,
the political powers-rhar-be are so barefacedly disres-
pectful of rhis Parliament, I maintain that wi cannor
continue to live in such a srare of humiliation and
degradarion. Here I should also like to make a refer-
ence ro the fact thar some Soviet dissiden$ came here
yesrcrday and ser out before you all a problem which
they also expounded to the left wing elements in rhis
Parliament, ro rhe Communists and the Socialism,
maintaining that Afghanisran is a kind of prolongation
of the Gulag. \7hat is our reply rc this question, whar
do we say? Our answer is rhat the sporrsmen on the
International Olympics Committee will decide every-
rhing. At rhis poinr I wonder who it is that polidcizls
spon or 
- 
rhe uldmate joke 
- 
whether politics is nor
perhaps itself a spon. That is the problem.
(The President urges tbe speaker to conclude)
Mr Presidenr, I began rhis speech by saying thar pan
of ir would be a poinr of order. Now I come [o-rhe
second part and I say: firsr, that by June rhe budget
must be submirred in an opinion and that we shall come
to an agreemenr with orher members of this Parlia-
ment ro see thar Parliament shows some reaction ro
the contempt for ir that has been shown by the execu-
tive; secondly, I wanr to say thar we propose to vore
for Mr Dankert's motion. I should however like rc
add thar until rhe budget has been submitted ro us we
musr fight against rhe technical alibi that is consranrly
being fed to us, which says that nothing can be done
because we are operaring on [he basis of a system of
provisional twelfrhs. I insist on rhis fact because, for
example, rhere is the Madrid conference which rhe
Political Affairs Committee prepared when Mr
Colombo was Presidenr. Now this conference mus[
take place on 24 and 25 June, because three months of
work cannor be thrown away because of technical
argumenff thar many of us refuse to consider justified.
And then rhere is the trip to Cambodia.
In conclusion I want ro say rhar in June the Council
must submit this budget to us and I should funher liketo add, addressing myself here directly to Mr
Colombo, President-in-Office of this Council of
Ministers . . .
(the speaker is interrupted by the President)
. . . . rhat I am now, Mr President, about to leave this
chamber and I ask everyone who is in agreement with
me in wishing to show Mr Colombo that this is not the
way ro do things, ro ger up and to leave the chamberjust as we are leaving rhe chamber.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Habsburg
Mr Habsburg. 
- 
(D) Mr President, the events of the
last few weeks have once again brought out only too
clearly the difference between the weak-kneed attitude
of governmenrs and the will of the people. Vhat we
8et to hear from governmenr agencies are words
which bear precious little relarion to deeds. The
T,uxembourg Communiqu6 had nothing new ro say
about Afghanisan. It simply repeated the ,rerbal
condemnation which will cenainly not cause Brezhnev
any sle-epless nights. Mere words are unlikely to rid
him of his hegemonistic ambidons. !7ords'without
deeds are an open invitation rc highwaymen, but it is
even more serious if deeds convey precisely the oppos-
ite message ro words. Thar will be rhe case if European
counrries decide to send their athletes ro take pan in
Olympic Games in a counrry engaged in an act of *"..
They are thus fully submitting to rhe soviet Union,s
will as regards the divisibility of ddtente, wirhout even
waiting-a decenr six months before shSking the bloody
hand of the ryrant. One is unfonunately bound to say
rhat the decision of the French preiident to visit
Brezhnev 
- 
and to do so on the \Tarwaw pact,s home
ground 
- 
and ro concede him such an enormous
prestige victory wirhout gerring anything back himself
has damaged our credibility and will bring us nothing,
because if all you are concerned about is an exchangi
of informarion, Heads of Smte cenainly do not neJd
to go rushing off hundreds of miles to do rhat.
The same kind of rhing applies in principle rc Chan-
cellor Schmidt's fonhcoming visit ro Moscow,
although I must add for rhe sake of fairness that our
own acitude as regards rhe question of security as was
brought our in yesrerday's debate is not much better,
although the responsibility clearly lies with one group
and one only.
Again, on Iran we had plenry of fine words, although
the sanctions we were talking about are practically
irrelevant and were undermined by at least one
Member State only a matrer of hours after rhe Naples
meeting. Ir would almosc have been better ro have said
nothing at all. If the hostages in Iran had to rely on the
heroism and valour of European governments, they
could dismiss all hope of ever getting home again.
In conclusion, we can only agree with the leader-
writer in a major German newspaper, the Miinchener
Merkur who wrote on 19 May that the decision
represented the smallest common denominaror in
terms of embarrassing indecisiveness and pussyfooring.
Thar is rhe posirion y/e represenratives of the Euro-
pean people now find ourselves in. It shows the
currenr sructures run by national Governments to be
incapable of action. The convenrion of unanimiry in
the Council is paralysing the work of the Council at
precisely rhe time we mosr need flexibiliry. The
national governmenm are not capable at the moment
of pursuing a European policy, bur if we want to keep
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the peace, what we need is a European global policy.
It is up to us to speak and act as the conscience of
Europe. If we at last get round to doing so, we may
yet be able to overcome the crisis in Europe.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Fich.
Mr Fich. 
- 
(DK) Mr President, in this debate, the
Committee on Budgets has requested that the Council
of Ministers should sraight away submit a new draft
budget for 1980, and this is something which we can
naturally go along with. However, we may well have
serious doubts regarding the methods proposed by the
Committee on Budgets which, while it has frequently
spoken of a dialogue with the Council of Ministers, is
at the same time threatening legal action. It seems to
me that it has a somewhat aggressive form of dialogue
in mind. Legal measures are of course technically in
order, but just what are they rying to achieve 
- 
a
ruling by the Coun of Justice? Do they want to wait
till 1983 for a ruling on a matter affecting the budget
for 1980 which will have to be settled by September
1980 anyway? This strikes me as a linle naive.
I do not think rhat the Council of Ministers will let
itself be browbeaten into adopting a new draft budget
immediarcly because of a resolution of this kind. I
think if the necessary political resolve is really there,
we will be presented with a draft budget without all
rhese complicated procedures. On the other hand, if
we are not presented with a new draft budget, I will
narurally assume this to be an indication of a serious
loss of interest in Community cooperation on the pan
of the Member States. The reason why I nevenheless
support the motion for a resolution by the Committee
on Budgets is not that I panicularly like it but rather
that I want to avoid what other people in this assembly
appear to me to have in mind, which would be even
worse.
I should like now to consider the question of nuclear
energy. I have read with interest the document from
the Luxembourg meeting which states that the Euro-
pean Council has invited the Council to take up the
question of alternative energy sources, panicularly
coal and nuclear enerty. Apan from the fact that
nuclear energy is not an alternative energy source, I
should like to point out that this might give rise to a
misunderstanding. It must be quite clear that at least
one Bovernment, that of Denmark, has not accepted
nuclear energy and that sarcments of this kind which
can be mis-interprercd in this way should not be made.
In the light of this, I listened with interest to what Mr
Colombo had to say on this point, and I was rather
surprised when he used a somewhat evasive turn of
phrase which again could give rise to a misunderstand-
ing on this point. It must be quite clear to everyone'
including Mr Colombo, that no joint decision by the
Nine has been reached on the question of nuclear
energ'y and I think Mr Colombo should have the cour-
age of his own convictions. It is not enough to have
the political courage rc bring up a point, one should
also to say quite clearly what is involved, and it would
have been to Mr Colombo's credit if he had spoken
clearly about the problems in this field.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Zamberlesti.
Mr Zamberletti, President-in-Offce of tbe Council. 
-(I) Mr President, for obvious reasons I do not wish to
enter into the details of the incident that took place
after Mr Colombo left this chamber. I merely wish to
reassure those members of this House who have
spoken during the debate that the President of the
Council is present and not merely 'represented'.
Consequently, all the remarks that have been made, all
the precise deails that have been given and all the
topics that have been raised as a result of Mr
Colombo's repon will be duly noted by the President
and will be given serious attention. In this way the ltal-
ian Presidency, in the final pan of its period in office,
intends to make every effort to see that a sincere
European spirit is adopted in tackling the problem of
the budget on the one hand, and on the other hand,
the enormous problems of political cooPeration which
have been abundantly emphasized amid much
concern, a concern for the need for a Europe capable
of playing not an antagonistic role, but capable of
carrying out an organic coordination of European
unity with a profound sense of responsibility' so that at
this difficult time in the history of the world Europe
may not be absent from the scene and may be capable
of living up to its high responsibilities.
At this point, Mr President, I shall conclude my
comments because I too wish to conribute to the
ordered work of Parliament, which, at 5.30 in the
evening, is given over to Question Time. I think the
proper funcdoning of these institutions should also
involve respecting the timetable for Parliamentary
work.
Presidcnt. 
- 
Since it is high time we passed on to
Question Time, the rest of the debate will be
adjourned until tomorrow. The same goes for the
Radoux Report.
I call Mr Radoux.
Mr Radoux. 
- 
(F) Vhen you say tomorrow, Mr
President, do you mean tomorrow morning or some
other time during the day? Only the morning is suita-
ble for me.
President. 
- 
I am very sorry that I cannot give you a
precise answer, Mr Radoux. Your repon will be called
tomorrow after the other items which have been
deferred since Tuesday.
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President. 
- 
The next irem is the second pan of
Question Time (Doc. l-163/80).
'!7e begin with the quesrions to the Council.
I call Question No 40, by Mrs Chouraqui (H-al6l
7e):
Insofar as European exchange mechanisms are still closely
linked to the fluctuadons of the dollar does the Council
plan to take rhe initiative in proposing a reform of the
internarional monerary system, bearing in mind thar the
main currencies involved in the world monerary sysrcm
could now be guaranteed by substanrially revalued gold
holdings?
Mr Zamberletti, President-in-Offce of the Council. 
-(I) The Community has on more rhan one occasion
demonstrated the imponance which it attaches to the
smooth running of the inrernational monetary sysrem
anil has always acrively contributed to rhe piociss of
reform of the system over rhe years. The various prob-
lems which have arisen 
- 
and are sdll occurring 
- 
in
this area are being rhoroughly examined by the Coun-
cil's bodies, the Monetary Committee and the
Commirree of the Governors of the Cenrral Banks of
the Community, and the Council regularly prepares
the Community's common position on issues under
discussion by the IMF.
Finally, it should be noted that in deciding to introd-
uce the European Monetary System, the Community
wanted rc bring trearer sability not only to exchange
rate relationships between Member States bur also to
the internarional monetary system as a whole.
Mrs Chourequi. 
- 
(F) Vhat exactly is the position
of the Council and the tovernors of the central banks
concerning the attitude we should adopt in the light of
the revaluing of gold, and should we regard the use of
gold as the standard for the international monetary
system as definitely a thing of the past?
Mr Zamberletti. 
- 
(I) The position of gold within
the European Monetary System is as follows: deposits
in gold and dollars take the form of swaps againsr
ECUs renewable on a quanerly basis. For rhe purposes
of the rransacrions which rhese swaps involve, the
v.alue of the deposits in gold is aken as the average of
the rates convened inrc ECUs regisrered on a daily
basis in the rwo London fixings over a period of sii
calendar monrhs during which the average of the rwo
fixing rates registered on the last but one-working day
of the period is not exceeded. As you see, rhe deJsion
that the EMF should hold deposits amounring to 20 o/o
of the gold reserves, and rhe definition applied rc
deposits in gold and dollars, ar presenr deteimine the
position of the Community regarding the problem of
gold.
Mr Purvis. 
- 
Vould the President-in-Office of rhe
Council w-elcome a firm rimetable wirh deadlines bind-
ing on the Member Stares and culminating in the rcml
abolition of all foreign exchange controls on move-
menrc of funds both inward and ourward amontsr rhe
Member States? And would he agree thar rhis is an
essential element in working towards European
Monemry Union and a free and fair competitive
market in the Community?
Mr Zamberletti. 
- 
(I) The Treaty conains provi-
sions governing the movemenr of capital. The view
expressed by the honourable Member is, however,
interesting.
Mr Bonaccini , 
- 
(I) I am sure rh. p..sid.nr-in-
Office is aware rhar rhe European Monetary System is
ro be fully operarive by 3l March 1981, by which date
the appropriarc agreemen[s 
- 
as laid down in the
agreement setting up rhe European Monetary System
- 
with the dollar area should also have been
concluded. Can you give me an assurance thar rhis will
be the case?
Mr Zamberletti. 
- 
(1) \flork is proceeding within
the Monetary Committee, and the Presidenry is doing
all it can to speed rhings up, bur I am no[ yer in a posi-
tion to predict how the work will progress.
President. 
- 
I call Question No 41, by Mrs Krou-
wel-Vlam (H-33l80)
In the lighr of its Answer to \Tritten Question No 743l
79t which ir noted that, by definition, an age limir reduces
the chances of beginning a career later in life and the fact
that chis pafticularly applies to women, does rhe Council
not agree rhat such limits are in breach of the provisions
of Directive 76/207/EEC2 concerning equal reatrnent
for men and women, whcreas the Community in panicu-
lar should bc serting a good example in its own insdru-
tions ?
Mr Zamberletti, President-in-Offce of tbe Council.
- 
(I) The conditions for admission ro an open
competirion apply equally to male and female candi-
dates. As regards rhe General Secretariat of the Coun-
cil, the age limir is fixed on the basis of the lengrh of
professional experience required and rhe n"rrr. if ,h.
posts to be filled. As a rule, the General Secretariat of
the Council recruits at the basic career grade, which
means thar only relatively yount people will be inter-
ested. This is why the General Secretariat of the
t OJ No C 49 of27 February 1980, p. 15.2 OJ No L39 ol 14 February 1976,p.40.
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Council, like all the institutions, fixes age limits for
admission to competitions, as explained in the reply to
\flritten Question No 7 43 /79.
The Council does not feel that this practice constitutes
discrimination between men and women.
Mrs Krouwel-Vlam. 
- 
(NL) Can the representative
of rhe Council assure us [hat there is no truth in the
rumours to the effect that the age limit for female
candidates is rc be lowered still funher? In order to
increase the opportunities for female candidarcs in
particular the age limir for applications should be
abolished. Could the Council initiate the procedure
necessary for amending the Smff Regulations?
Mr Zambedetti. 
- 
(l) As far as the Council is
concerned, this rumour is unfounded; therefore, if
anything it is a question of finding out the views of the
Commission depanments on this matter. As far as the
Council is concerned, however, I can only repeat that
this rumour is unfounded.
Mrs Van den Heuvel. 
- 
(NL) Does the President-in
Office of the Council agree that, if you have two
horses running in a race and you give one a hefry
rhump in one of its back legs, you can no longer talk
of equal chances? This is a comparison which is
entirely appropriate as regards the position of women
on the labour market. I should like to ask once more
whether or not the President of the Council, in view of
this comparison, which I think is perfectly clear,
prepared to take steps to have the Smff Regulations of
all the Community institutions revised on that point?
Mr Zamberletti. 
- 
(/) I should like to give the
honourable Member some details regarding the age
limits for recruitment to the Council and Parliament
so that she will realize that the Council is relatively
more accessible to persons wishing to start a career
later in life. I say relatively, because the age limits in
question are still very low.
For category A, Parliament's age limit is 33 years as
against the Council's 35; in the case of Category I"A,,
Parliament's limit is 35 and she Council's 40; for cate-
gory B, Parliament has an age limit of 35 compared
with the Council's35; for category C, Parliament's
age limit is 36 as against the Council's 40. Thus, as
regards a comparison between Parliament's system of
recruitment and that of the Council, the Council
would appear readier to raise the age limits.
However, Mrs van den Heuvel, let me give you my
personal views on this matter. I personally feel that
you are right.
Miss Roberts. 
- 
I was glad to hear the final words of
the President-in-Office indicating that the questioner
was right in his personal opinion, because until I heard
those words I inrcnded to be somewhat unpleasant in
my supplementary question. I am bound to say that I
do not consider that the Council has an open mind on
the subject of age limits. They seem to have a closed
mind and have not addressed themselves to the funda-
mental problem underlying this question, which is that
if you have an upper age limit which debars women
who may well have spent a considerable pan of their
lives bringing up their families and are now at home
and want to take up a career after their families are old
enough to enable them to do this, this upper age limit
severely inhibits that possibility and must therefore be
discriminatory against women.
Mr Zamberletti. 
- 
0 I should like to say first of all
rhat modification of the Staff Reguladons requires a
proposal from the Commission and consultations, and
the Council has as yet received no such proposal from
the Commission. Funhermore, I should like rc make
myself clear so as not to place the responsibility for the
final statement in my previous reply on the Council,
which I represent; I said that, in a personal capacity, I
share the views behind the question since, in fact, this
is not exclusively a question of equaliry in opportuni-
ties for men and women. It is more a question of
aking account of the various obstacles which may be
encountered at cenain times of life and which it is
unfair to disregard. This is a general problem which
we must bear in mind. I repeat that this is only my
personal view, but I think the President of the Council
can also occasionally be allowed to express his
personal opinions.
President. 
- 
I call Question No 42, by Mr De
Pasquale (H-79/80):
Can the Council state whether negotiations are currently
aking place berwecn the EEC and Tunisia, Libya and
Malm with a view to concluding agreemenm on fishing in
the Mediterranean. If so, what progress has been made?
Cenain Members and officials of the Commission
(Cheysson, Davignon, Villain) have made frequent trips
to Tunisia. Have they managed to bring the ncgotiation
of an agreement with that country nearer to completion?
It has been reponed that during the last mecting of the
Council of Fisheries Ministers (on 9 January 1980)
Commissioner Gundelach commented on the progress of
these negotiations. Can the Council provide Parliament
with information on this matter?
Mr Zamberletti, President-in-Offce of the Council.
- 
(I) On 5 February 1979 the Council adopted a
Decision concerning supplementary directives for the
Commision to negotiate a fisheries agreement with
Tunisia. Since the adoption of the said Decision, the
Council has taken note on several occasions of repons
from Vice-President Gundelach concerning protress
towards the negotiations of a framework agreement
on fisheries with Tunisia. The Commission has not yet
recommended, and the Council has not adopted,
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directives for the negotiation of fisheries agreemenrs
with Libya and Malta.
Mr De Pasquale. 
- 
(f This is the founh quesrion I
have tabled on this point, and I have received four
different answers. I will continue, if only for the plea-
sure of compledng my collecrion of examples of the
consistency of the Commission and the Council. They
have never been prepared m give a clear answer as to
whether proposals had been made to Tunisia, Libya
and Malta, what was the nature of any such proposals
and what replies had been received.
I should like to put a supplementary quesdon to rhe
President of the Council. The cooperarion agreemenm
with the Maghreb countries are currenrly being rene-
goriated. Is the quesrion of fisheries one of the points
being discussed in this conrexr, and, if so, in what
terms? If it is not being discussed, how is it intended to
solve this major problem?
Mr Zamberletti, 
- 
(l) The terms of the agreement
are no[ being renegotiated but re-examined. The prob-
lem of fisheries must be given individual attention in
the light of the fact that, although it may be rrue rhat
the fisheries agreemenr concluded with Tunisia guar-
anteed radidonal fishing rights for Italian fishermen
in Tunisian warers, it is also true thar it expired on
l9June 1979. Since then the Commission has had
intensive contacr with the Tunisian authorities. I musr
point out, however, that in spite of the Commitmenr
with the Presidency of the Council in following rhe
contacts initiated by the Commission, so far the two
parties have not gone beyond exploratory alks. I
might also add rhat Tunisia has not declared itself to
be in favour of negotiations proper with the Commu-
nity until it has scientifically determined the extent of
the fish resources in its waters.
I would point out ro Mr De Pasquale that this problem
of fishing in the Mediterranean is complex one which
calls for responses which are flexible and adaptable in
terms of cooperation. I think, however, thar Tunisia's
requesr ro determine first of all the exrent of its fish
resources is, all in all, legitimate.
President. 
- 
I call Question No 43, by Ms Clwyd(H-e0l80):
In view of the grave problem of yourh unemploymenr
throughout the European Community and the expressed
purpose of the European Social Fund to help alleviite thar
problem through its (Anicle 4) aid to promore rhe
employment and training of young people, will the Coun-
cil confirm that it is satisfied that the list of prioriry
regions for rhe application of Anicle 4, Aids to Young
People (the Youth Map), is an accurarc indicator of need
and respect of yourh unemployment and an effective basis
for the allocation of aid?
Mr Zamberletti, President-in-Offce of the Council. 
-(l) The list of priority areas as regard youth unem-
ployment referred rc by the honourable Member
forms part of the guidelines for the managemenr of the
European Social Fund for the period 1980-1982.
The administration of the Fund, in panicular the
formulation of guidelines for its managemenr, are rhe
responsibility of the Commission, which is assisted in
this task by an advisory committee composed of
representatives of the various Governments and of
organizations set up by both sides of industry.
According to the Council's information, the Commis-
sion is currently considering whether to adopr an
amended version of the guidelines for the period
l98l-1983.
Ms Clwyd. 
- 
Mr President, I do not feel rhat the
Council has answered my quesrion any more than the
Commission answered it earlier in the week. It is a
question I have been asking regularly for the last nine
months.
\7ould not the Council atree, as the Commission now
appears ro agree, that many of the areas on rhe
so-called youth map are sratistical regions which are
too large to reflect the considerable disparities in
youth unemployment between various sub-regions and
therefore, because they do no[ reflec these needs in
the sub-regions, are not designated as priority areas?
I would have thought the Council was deeply
concerned about rhe young unemployed, panicularly
when the Social Fund youth map is specially designed
to take care of those problems. I hope the Council can
confirm that the United Kingdom Minisrer on rhe
Council of Minisrers has raised this problem with you,
because it is a problem which particularly concerns
pans of the Unircd Kingdom.
Mr Zamberletti. 
- 
(D The Council is aware of the
repeated requesr to examine this problem raised by
the honourable Member. I should like to say that all
views expressed on a quesrion of this kind, and in
pafticular those of the Members of the European
Parliament, are undoubtedly useful, and I think they
will be raken into accounr by the Community in draw-
ing up any ne{/ guidelines. On she other hand, I
should like to poinr out that the Member States
involved always have the possibiliry, which they make
use of, to bring up any marrers of relevance ro rhis
problem within rhe Consulrative Committee which
assists the Community.
I should point out, finally, thar this responsibility, i.e.
determining these areas within the conrexr of rhe rele-
vant regulations, is a marrer for the Commission
assisted by the Consulrative Committee, and it is
therefore up ro rhe Commission to determine priority
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areas on the basis of the general criteria laid down in
Anicles 3 (a) of Regulation No 2396/71/EEC.
Mr Boyes. 
- 
Perhaps the grearcst problem facing all
Member States in the Community is the ever-growing
number of the unemployed. Particularly tragic is youth
unemployment. It is an imponant symptom of the
EEC's inability to deal with the fundamenal social
problems occurring in the Community.
There is little doubt that the youth map has proved an
inadequate device for defining geographical concen-
rations of youth unemployment. The difficulties exist
nonetheless because it is possible to randomly stick a
pin in the map of Europe and find a problem area.
Having said this, one has to recognize two things: (a)
that there are regional variations in many of the coun-
rries of the Community and (b) that the Social Fund is
far too imall to deal with them. Has the Council any
proposals that might give short-term hope to the
millions of youngsters unemployed ?
Mr Zamberletti. 
- 
(I) The honourable Member's
request reflecr a problem which the Council is consi-
dering, and I would remind you that at the last meet-
ing of the European Council panicular attention was
devoted to this problem of youth unemploymenl This
is a problem about which the Council feels concern
and one which, in the next few years, should be the
subject of a major Communiry effon.
As regards specific measures, I must stress that it is up
ro the Commission to propose such measures.
However, as regards the Council's poliry, the sensitiv-
ity to this question shown by the European Council
and the concern for major areas of the Communiry
mean that any proposals submined by the Commission
on this matter will receive our closest attention.
Mr Seal. 
- 
Can the Council assure us that they have
taken into account the special problems that exist in
areas like the one I represent where there is a large
coloured population and the majority of the youth
unemployed in the Bradford area are coloured? Have
the Commission taken this into account, and could
rhey assure me that they will make a special allocadon
of funds available to regions like these, where the
problem is so difficult?
Mr Zamberlefi. 
- 
Q) I should like at this point to
repeat that the responsibiliry on this matter lies with
rhe Commission. I must remind you in this connection
of Article 3a contained in Reguladon No 2893/77
amending Regulation No 2396/71/EEC on the
reform of the European Social Fund, since it would be
a good thing to avoid misunderstandings regarding the
responsibilities of the various institutions, so that
information will go to whichever institution is respon-
sible for the decisions. Anicle 3a states that 'the
Commission shall each year adopt guidelines for the
administration of the Fund during the following three
calendar years. It shall forward them for information
to the European Parliament and to the Council for
information. The Commission shall publish these
guidelines in the Official Journal of the European
Communities before 1 May each year. The guidelines
shall be geared to the economic and social situation in
the Communiry. They shall ake account, with a view
to ensuring the harmonious development of the
Communiry, of the extent of ,the imbalances in the
labour market and the economic capacities available
for correcting them'.
Thus, this is a matter for the Commission assisted by a
committee chaired by a member of the Commission
and composed of representatives of the governments
and the trade unions. The value of the proposals made
by Parliament and the information it has provided is
thus to increase the awareness of the Commission
regarding these matters. I say this since the Council is
extremely concerned about this matter, whereas the
responsibility for it lies with the Commission. I am not
saying this in order rc shift any responsibility, but
merely to make clear the responsibilities of the various
institutions.
Mr van Aerssen. 
- 
(D) Does the Council also take
account, when making its decisions and laying down
its general guidelines, of the fact that a possible reason
for youth unemployment might lie in a misdirected
educational policy on the pan of the national govern-
ments, when on the one hand, for example, the coal
mining industry 
- 
which the Council itself has nken
as one of its priorities.- in one of the Member States
of the Communiry is looking for 250 000 skilled work-
ers or 3 000 young workers who, as a result of the
current educational policy, just cannot be found?
Mr Zambedetti. 
- 
(l) The honourable Member is
right in what he says and indeed, the Commission's
guidelines are based on the economic and social situa-
tion within the Community taking account, with a vew
to ensuring the harmonious development of the
Communiry of the imbalances in the labour market
and the economic capacity available for correcting
them.
Obviously, therefore, this Anicle of the Regulation
refers to the social and economic situation in the
various pans of she Community and, hence, all those
elements which disturb the balance and must therefore
be remedied before production can stan to rise again.
President. 
- 
I call Question No 44, by Mr Spencer(H- 1 09/80, formerly 0-149 / 79) :
Early in 1979, rhe Commission sent to the Council a
Communication (COM (79) ll5 final) on migration poli-
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cies ois-i-ois third countries. The Communication stresses
the desirability of insrituring, wirhin the Council of Minis-
ters, concertation of the policies of individual Member
States towards migrants from third countries.
This is a subjec which touches the present welfare of
many migrant workers within the Community as well as
the prospects of those who wish ro enrer to take up work.
In view of this, and bearing in mind rhe Council's discus-
sions on 22 November 1979, cen the President-in-Office
of the Council stare what acrion ir is now proposed to
take on the Communication, and will he undenake that
the Council will consult the European Parliament on this?
Mr Zamberletti, President-in-Offce of the Coancil.
- 
(I) ln March 1979, rhe Commission submitted to
the Council a Communication concerning concena-
tion of migration policies ois-i-ois third countries. It
s[ated on that occassion rhat [he Communicarion was
'intended ro be discussed by the Council ar its nexr
meeting on social questions'. As is customary with
such communication, the Commission did nor suggesr
that the Council refer the matter ro rhe European
Parliament or [he Economic and Social Commitree, as
these bodies could in any evenr adopt positions on the
communication in question if they so wished, since ir
had been forwarded to rhem by the Commission. Ar its
meeting on 22 November 1979, the Council arrived at
a number of conclusions on the matter which were
made public: these conclusions emphasize the impon-
ance which the Council anaches ro concenarion of
migration policies ois-ti-ztis third countries and specify
inter alia the fields on which, in the Council's view,
appropriate concertatiort should concentrare.
It is now for the Commission to make prepararions or
arrangements for concertarion, in accordance with the
Council's conclusions. The European Parliament will,
if it so desires, be able to inform the Commission of its
views on the matter.
Mr Spencer. 
- 
I thank the Minister for his couneous
reply. This is one of the questions which, rhough there
is no legal requirement for consultation with Parlia-
ment, had I think by precedent become a marter on
which the Committee on Social Affairs and Employ-
ment would normally have been consulted by the
Commission.
I raise this question on behalf of, and wirh the unani-
mous vote of, my commirree. \7e regretted the failure
of the Commission to discuss this importanr marrer
with us a[ rhe rime.
I can only funher regret rhat the delay in processing
this question has robbed it of some of its urgency.
Nevertheless the commirtee wished ro bring it
forward. Ve will, nour pursue our enquiries solely at
the Commission's door if you can assure me that the
Council is not working on this matter funher and has
passed the matter back entirely ro the Commission.
Mr Zamberletti. 
- 
(l) I can assure the honourable
Member that now that Council has reached its conclu-
sions it is obviously for the Commission to prepare rhe
implementation or concenation. This then is rhe
context in which the European Parliament's wish to
play an active parr in the discussion of the Commission
proposal musr be placed, and ir can clearly conduct its
consultation with the Commission on an auromonous
basis.
Mr Van Minnen. 
- 
(NL) I too should like to thank
the President-in-Office for his reply in which he gave
a lot of deails which again let us nowhere. My
colleague, Mr Albers, has already, in a question to the
Commission last Monday, drawn attention ro lhe roml
imbalance between supply and demand on the labour
market, which is ultimately what is concerned here.
The previous quesrion dealr mainly with youth unem-
ployment, but rhis quesrion just as much concerns
unemployment in general. On rhar occasion he also
drew attention to the existence of the 'CEDOC
system' the purpose of which is rc bring supply and
demand within rhe European Community ar leasr a
little closer, and he pointed our, in panicular, the
somewhat amazing fact rhat a steel company such as
Nederlandse Hoogovens in Ijmuiden is apparently
unable [o meet ir flemand for labour and therefore
recruits in third counrries.
Can the Presidenr-in-Office perhaps tell us ro whar
extenr this recruitmenr policy is consistenr with the
migration policy for workers from third counrries he
has described in such detail jusr now?
Mr Zamberletti, 
- 
(l) I repeat rhat it is now for rhe
Commission to implement these guidelines and rhar
this is no longer a, matrer for the Council.
Now thar the Council has issued ir own conclusions,it is wirh the Commission rhar Parliament musr
conduct the dialogue with a view to making its views
known. I might add rhar rhe meeting of the competent
ministers of rhe 21 member States of rhe Council of
Europe who met in Strasbourg on 6-8 May for the
first European conference on rhe problems of migra-
tion, is of considerable imponance for setting our rhis
whole problem. This problem is a very serious one,
and my reason for referring to this meering u/as to
demonstrare that other European bodies are also
taking action in the awareness rhat this problem will be
one of the central issues over the coming years.
President. 
- 
I call Question No 45 bi Mr Denis(H-9 I /80, formerly 0-159 /79) :
Full implemenrarions of the basic regulation introducing a
common organization of the marker in poultrymeat, on
l5August l98l would have disastrous consequences in
France for the production and marketing of Bresse chick-
ens, all the more so since the provisions laid down by the
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French Government may lead to the toal disappearance
of rhe producers of Bresse poultry. Is the Council aware
of the serious danger rc the producers themselves and to a
product of internationally recognized qualiry?
Mr Zamberle tti, President-in-Ofice of the Council.
- 
(1) Pursuanr ro rhe basic Regulation of 1967, rhe
Commission submitted a proposal to the Council in
1971 concerning certain marketing standards to apply
to certain poultrymeat products. In view of problems
raised by the accession of three new Member States
and of difficulties encountered in the technical exami-
nation of this proposal, the Council has not so far
been able to take a final decision on the Commission
proposal.
Vith regard to the harmonization of veterinary legis-
lation, the Council amended Directive 7l/ll}/EEC
on health problems affecting trade in fresh poultry-
meat extending cenain derogations 
- 
originally valid
only until 15 August 1981 
- 
for an indefinite period
in the case of small scale productions. The Council has
taken account of the difficulties which might be
encountered by certain tradidonal producers as a
result of Community legislation.
Mr Denis. 
- 
(F) In view of what you have just said,
should not the Community legislation be clearly and
definitively modified, since what is concerned here is
mantaining qualiry production on family farms which
permits the producers in question to guarantee their
standard of living and to follow their traditional trade?
Mr Zamberlctti. 
- 
(I) As regards the concern of the
honourable Member regarding thi nature of the prob-
lem to which he has quite rightly drawn our attention,
I think it should suffice to remind you that on
22 lantary 1980 the Council amended Directive
71/ll8/EEC on health problems in connection with
rade in fresh farm-produced poultrymeat by extend-
ing for an indefinite period the derogation applying to
the sale of fresh poulrymeat from small-scale produ-
cers to the final consumer at rhe nearest weekly
markets. This decision extending the derogation for an
indefinite period should, I think, dispel the honourable
Member's anxiety on this point, and I should add that
the Council has not as yet received any proposals from
the Commission which go beyond this proposal to the
extent of a derogation permitting sales throughout the
territory of a Member State or throughout the entire
Community.
President. 
- 
I call Question No 45 by Mrs Ewing(H-30/80):
In view of the fact chat the conciliation procedure applies
only to general acts with major financial implications, will
the Council agree that a delegation from it and from the
Permanent Representatives Committee (Coreper) should
meet a delegation of Parliament, at the request of Parlia-
ment, whenever Parliament considers that Council andlor
Coreper have not taken adequate action on rcxts adopted
by Parliament and which Parliament considers to be of
exceptional imponance ?
Mr Zamberletti, President-in-Ofice of the Council. 
-(I) The Council has adopted arrangemenm, as the
honourable Member would have wished, designed to
enable better consideration to be given to the
Opinions of the European Parliament. These provide,
in respect of all Opinions, whether or not they relate
ro proposals covered by the conciliation procedure,
that the reports drawn up at each stage of the Coun-
cil's discussions must indicate where the line aken
diverges from the Opinion of the European Parlia-
ment.
In addition, both for acts covered by the conciliation
procedure and funher acts which have financial impli-
cations or are of particular significance, there are
procedures enabling delegations from the European
Parliament to put forward that body's point of view in
an appropriate way.
Mrs Ewing. 
- 
\fill the President-in-Office give his
views on the recommendation of the Three \7ise Men
that Coreper should be granted more authority within
the decision-making process? If this recommendation
is implemented, it does seem to me 
- 
though it is not
so crystal clear 
- 
that Coreper should correspond-
ingly be more accounable to Parliament for its deci-
sions on Commission proposals on which Parliament
has given its opinions. Could I ask the President-in-
Office to consult the repon drawn up by the larc Sir
Peter Kirk, when he was rapponeur on inter-institu-
tional relations for the Political Affairs Committee in
the old Parliament, in which he proposed that the EP
should exercise more supervision over Coreper.
Mr Zamberletti. 
- 
(/) As regards the observation
concerning the attention which the Council is devot-
ing rc the repon of the Committee of Three, this has
already been the subject of informal meedngs of the
Council, the firit of which was held in Varese and was
followed by one in Brussels. The next session of the
Council of Foreign Ministers will also be preceded by
a funher Council meeting, which will probably also be
informal, for the purpose of examining all aspects of
the repon of the Committee of Three which concern
the more efficient functioning of the institutions,
panicularly the Council.
As regards the conciliasion procedure, this is one of
the matters to which the Council is devoting attention
rogether with the question of the consideration to be
given to Opinions issued by this Parliament. I must
point out to the honourable Member, however, that
Coreper cannot be regarded as a body independent of
the Council and which can have direct relations with
rhe Parliament. The responsibility of the Council
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ois-i-ois Parliament is an overall one which is repre-
sented by the responsibility of the President of the
Council.
Mr de Courcy Liirg. 
- 
Is the President-in-Office of
.the Council aware thal one potential area for the use
of this conciliation procedure is the matter of the
80 0/o immunity from tariffs on oranges from Israel
imponed into the Communiry? Is the Presidenr-in-
Office of rhe Council aware rhar the Commission,
Parliament's Committee on External Economic Rela-
tions, the responsible delegadon of the Parliament and
8 out of the 9 members of rhe Council of Ministers are
all in favour of an 80 Vo immunity from tariffs on
these oranges? Is the Presidenr-in-Office of the Coun-
cil also aware that the only member of dre Council
who is reluctant to implement rhis regime in regard to
these oranges is the Ialian Foreign Minister, and
which does the Presidenr-in-Office of the Council
consider to be his betrer half in this matter?
(Laughter)
Mr Zamberletti. 
- 
U) I do not regard the quesrion
put by the honourable Member as relevanr ro rhe
matter in hand.
(Laughter)
Mr van Aerssen. 
- 
(D) Following the extremely
positive reply given by the President-in-Office ro the
original quesrion, I should like m ask him how the
Council visualizes this commitmenr Vill it make a
solemn declaration, will ir conclude an agreemenr
constitutint a formal commitment or a similar agree-
ment with rhe European Parliameni by making a srare-
ment here in this House, ro the effect rhat this new
path will now be followed, i.e. that more account will
be taken of the opinions and satcmenu of the Euro-
pean Parliament?
The second quesdon I would like to ask on the basis
of whar the President-in-Ciffice of the Council has
said is whether or not the Council is also prepared to
extend the conciliation procedure 
- 
by practical
means without amending the Treades and withour
ma.jor satemenm 
- 
to other areas of conflict berween
Parliament and the Council?
Mr Zamberlcfi. 
- 
0 I should like to point out rhat
in examining the repon of the Comminee of Three, it
is not the aim of rhe Council to change the spirit and
letter of the Treaties, which will be respected. They
remain at the cenre of our attendon, and now more
than ever before, rhe defence of rhe Treaties repre-
sen6, as ic were, an anchor. Those relations between
Parliament and the Council which are not covered by
the conciliation procedure are a problem which is one
of the issues foremost in the minds of the Council in
its examination of the report of the Commiuee of
Three. fu you know, the Council will present at the
next European Council a set of guidelines representint
the outcome of the Council's deliberations, and the
work of the Council of Ministers on rhe report of the
Committee of Three will be subjected to a final exami-
nation.
However, as regards relations between the Council
and Parliament concerning decisions of the Council
which depart from the Opinion of Parliament, insofar
as acts with financial implicadons or other imponant
acts are concerned, I should like to say that the Coun-
cil is prepared to inform Parliament, on request, of its
motives for depaning from Parliament's Opinion,
without prejudice 
- 
and this is imponanr 
- 
ro rhe
normal procedure of written and oral questions.
President. 
- 
Since its author is absent, Quesdon
No 47 will receive a written reply.l
I call Question No 48 by Mr Hume, for whom Mr
Seal is deputi zing (H-92 / 80) :
Vill the Council take steps to expedite the second multi-
annual research and development protramme for rcxtiles?
Mr Zamberlettii hesifunrin-Offce of tbe Comeil. 
-(I) The Council has not yet begun its examinarion of
this proposal for a research programme, as it is sdll
waiting for the Opinion of rhe European Parliament,
which vas consulted on 18 April 1979, and, for the
opinion of the Scientific and Technical Research
Committee.
Mr Sc.l. 
- 
Vould the President-in-Office of the
Council ensure that once the House's opinion has
been passed on, these research programmes will
continue to be pursued as quickly as possible, panicu-
larly in deprived rcxdle areas, and rhat vherever possi-
ble the resulting information is also disseminated as
quickly as possible to deprived areas in order to save
some of the jobs urhich are now disappearing ar an
alarming rate throughout the EEC?
Mr Zamberletd. 
- 
@ As soon as it receives the
opinion the Council will begin its examinarion of the
proposals.
Mr J. D. Taylor. 
- 
Once Parliament has approved
this textile research programme, is it then possible for
the Council to proceed to approve the programme
without the 1980 budget having first of all been
adopted?
I See Annex.
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Mr Zambcrlett. 
- 
(D The Council will be able m
examine the programme without funher ado as soon
as it receives Parliament's Opinion.
Mr Enright. 
- 
I take the point of the President-in-
Office that he cannot do anphing in this panicular
instance until 'Parliament has taken its decision.
Nevenheless, has the Council at any dme considered
in depth the problems being faced by the rcxtile areas,
which have a rate of unemployment much more
serious than that of the steel industry?
Mr Zamberletn 
- 
g) The Council has frequently
had occasion to consider this matter, but not,
however, within the context of the research and deve-
lopment protramme for the texdle sector of which we
are speaking, since the examination of this programme
will only be possible after we have received Parlia-
ment's Opinion.
Presidcnt. 
- 
I call Question No 49 by Lord Douro(H-e6l80):
In view of the disturbing reports about maltreatment of
animals from and to Greece, and in view of Grcece's
impending accession to the Community, and in view of
the various Community directives on the treatment of
animals, will the Council ask thc Greek Govemmcnt to
take stcps to ensure that their own legislation about the
trearmcnt of animals is broughr into line with the rcst of
the Communiry as soon as possible?
Mr Zamberlettto President-in-Ofice of tbe Council. 
-(I) On 18 July 1977, rhe Council adopted a Directive
on [he protection of animals in international transport.
Anicle 4 of this Directive stipulates in panicular that
each Member State must ensure that a number of
conditions, specified in the Annex to the Directive,
should be complied with in the international ffansport
of animals so as to avoid any malueatment. As from its
accession, which is scheduled for I January 1981, the
Hellenic Republic, in accordance with Anicle 145 of
the Act of Accession, will have to bring its national
laws, regulations and administrative provisions into
line wirh the provisions of the aforemendoned Direc-
tive. It should be noted, moreover, that Greece ratified
the European Convention on this matter on 25 May
1978.
Lord Douro. 
- 
Is the Minister aware of the consi-
derable public concern about the way many horses are
exponed from Greece to Italy, and the Eeatment these
horses receive both during their uansport within Italy
and at the point when they are loaded onto ships at
Greek pons? Vill the Minister express to the Greek
Government the hope that they will immediately bring
in the necessary legislation to prohibit this maltreat-
ment right av/ay ra[her than wait for the formal acces-
sion of Greece to the Communiry next January?
Mr Zambedetti. 
- 
(I) I must confess to the honour-
able Member that I was not aware of this problem
before he put this question. I can inform you,
however, that a careful study of this question has
permitted the Council to establish that, essentially, by
l January 1981, Greece will have to come into line
with the provisions of the Directive to which I have
just referred, which will mean that, through the appli-
cation of the legislation, Greece will become one of
the countries which observe standards designed to
ensure the humane treatment of animals.
The Hellenic Republic will not fail to come into line
with this legisladon so that it will be fully operative as
of I January 1981. It is therefore reasonable to assume
that the problem m which the honourable Member has
drawn our atrcntion will be solved in such a way as to
satisfy all concerned.
Mr Moorhouse. 
- 
May I echo the concern expressed
by Lord Douro on the question of the export of live
horses from Greece rc Italy. It is reassuring to hear of
the reply of the President of the Council. May I,
however, make the point that it would seem to many
of us that the Italian authorities have an equal respons-
ibility in this matter and it is to be hoped that the
President-in-Office of the Council will use his
personal influence to see to it that horses so exporced
and ransponed are no longer maltrearcd.
Mr Zamberletti. 
- 
(I) The point made by the
honourable Member is news to me. I will nevenheless
take due note of it. This Directive is currently in force
in Italy, and I am cenain that the Italian authorities
apply it scrupulously.
Mr Romualdi. 
- 
(I) I should like to ask the Presi-
dent of the Council, who has assured us that this
Directive is applied in Italy, whether he is aware,
however, that the Sociery for the Protecdon of
Animals has been abolished in ltaly. Unfonunately,
contrary to what is claimed, this Directive is not
applied in Italy. I think the Minister should tell us on
what basis he claims that Italy acts in accordance with
the general Directive on the prorcction of animals.
Mr Zamberlctti. 
- 
(I) The Directive is in force in
Italy, and the Sociery for the Protection of Animals is
nor covered by this Communiry Directive. Thus these
are rwo totally different problems.
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President. 
- 
I call Quesrion No 50 by Mrs Dienesch(H- 105/80):
Could the Council consider introducing a European
inspection, similar to that carried out in ports, for oil
tankers carrying oil in the English Channel, such rhat rhe
latter could be regarded as an outer harbour of Europe?
Mr Zamberletti, Presi.dent-in-Offce of the Council. 
-(I) There are tu/o Directives which already permit
some inspection of oil mnkers carrying oil in the
English Channel. One concerns rhe minimum require-
ments for cenain tankers entering or leaving Commu-
nity pons. The other is designed ro encourage the use
of adequately qualified deep-sea pilots authorized to
pilot vessels in the North Sea and English Channel.
The Council will cenainly look at any other measures
designed rc inrcnsify the control of vessels operating in
rhe English Channel, on the basis of any suggestions
which the Commission and the Member States might
submit to it. The French Government recently submit-
ted to the European Council, at its meeting on 27 and,
28 April, a memorandum on the safety of sea transport
and on combating pollution by hydrocarbons trans-
poned by sea. Finally, the Council is currently consi-
dering the possibility of making compulsory in rhe
Community two Resolutions of the Intergovernmenml
Maritime Consulrative Organization (IMCO)' which
invite the Governmenr of the Contracting Panies to
apply cenain procedures in their pons and to vessels
flying their flags, for the monitoring of the Conven-
tion for the Safety of Life at Sea (SOI.AS), the Inter-
national Convention for the Prevention of Pollution of
the Sea by Oil (Oilpol) and the Convention on Load
Lines.
Mrs Dienesch. 
- 
(F) Mr Presiient, you have just
referred to a memorandum submitted by France which
will no doubt be examined at the meeting of the
Transpon Ministers scheduled for 24June. In 1975
and, 1977, memorandums submitted by France came
up against the opposition of many of our European
colleagues. As regards rhe inspecrion of substandard
oil tankers, for example, France very conscientiously
reponed 55 such oil tankers. Our orher colleagues
found considerably fewer; Germany and the Unircd
Kingdom did not reply.
Since this involves the application ofh clause concern-
ing very serious accidents affecting the countries with
coastlines on the English Channel and the Nonh Sea,
I am rather concerned about the chances of unanimity
on this subject. Is shere any chance of the srudies
approved by the Council of Ministers of 26 June 1979,
which incidently had originally been proposed by
France, being entirely effective, papicularly as regards
combating pollution, in view of the different kinds of
oil? It does no[ seem to me rhar the studies which have
been carried out so far have been ranslated into
action.
Mr Zamberletti. 
- 
(1,) In addition to the French
memorandum, the Commission is, according to the
information I have received, preparing a proposal on
inspection by the Member States to ensure that ships
using Community pons effectively apply safety stan-
dards and these Conventions, together with the stan-
dards laid down in ILO Convention No 147 on mini-
mum standards on board merchant vessels, the inter-
narional Convention of 1973 on prorecion against
pollution caused by ships and the Convention of 1978
on training standards for seamen.
Following the developments in Luxembourg, the
Commission has taken over the memorandum from
the French Government and is currently basing its
work on a series of conventions which will be able to
provide an additional legal basis for a proposal to the
Council. Cenainly, the problem is serious and
complex, but it must be approached with a great sense
of responsibility and commitment, and we will use all
the legal tools available to us.
President. 
- 
Although rhere are still a number of
Members who are wishing to speak on this quesdon,
we must unfonunately proceed ro the questions
addressed rc the Foreign Ministers.
I call Question No 52 by Mr d'Ormesson (H-20l80):
In the light of the Soviet Union's strategic build-up in rhe
Indian Ocean and Persian Gulf, have the Foreign Minis-
rcrs aken steps to coordinate effons by rhe Member
States with a view to the best possible protection of
sea-links between Europe and rhe oil and raw marerials
producing countries?
Mr Zamberletti, President-in-Offce of the Foreign
Ministers. 
- 
(/,) Political and military problems of
the type mentioned by the honourable Members are
dealt with in other international forums and are not
discussed by the various Member Snres of Community
meeting in political cooperadon. The honourable
Member will'therefore understand thar the Presidenry
is unable to answer this quesrion.
Mr d'Ormesson. 
- 
(F) May I reply ro rhe represen-
tative of the Foreign Ministers that on 17 April I
suggesred that while the Heads of State and Govern-
ment of the Community should conrinue in their will-
ingness to attempr in a reasonable and dignified fash-
ion to find peaceful compromises, we should in future
also have the courage to make new proposals for the
defence of Europe and the security of ir sea links. I
added that if the authors of the Treaty of Rome were
to meet today, the main subject they would discuss
would be the defence of Europe and rhe security of im
supplies of mineral and vegemble marerials and oil.
I take due note of the reply which the represenrarive of
the Council of Foreign Ministers has given today, but
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I persist in my view that in the near future, a rappor-
rcur will be appointed to deal with my motion for a
resolution and I have no doubt that, after he has prod-
uced his report, a large majority in this House will
decide in favour of it. Judging from the antry reaction
of the Communist party to this proposal, it seems to
me and my friends that it would indeed be advisable to
continue pressing this point until account is taken of it.
(Protests from the extreme lefi. Applause fron the ight)
Mr Zamberle tti. 
- 
(I) I have listened to the views of
rhe honourable Member but must nevertheless point
out that, as President of the Council, I can only reply
that questions of military poliry are matters for other
international forums.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Baillot on a point of order.
Mr Baillot. 
- 
(F) Mr President, I should like to
point out to you that you have once more overstepped
the limits of your. competency in.allowing 
-a. 
Member,
not. to put a question rc the President-in-Office, but rc
expound his views on the matters arising from the
original question and, in panicular, to prejudge ihe
outcome of the deliberations of the Political Affairs
Committee on this matter which has been referred to it
by the Assembly.
President. 
- 
I take due note of your observation.
I call Sir Peter Vanneck.
Sir Peter Vanneck. 
- 
Now that the Soviet Union has
srationed 20 naval vessels, including an aircraft carrier,
in the Indian Ocean where the Soviet Union has
neither a coastline nor established economic interests,
do the Foreign Ministers meeting in politcal coopera-
tion intend to discuss security with the Community's
, partners in the Lom6 Convention whose coastline and
territory and politics must be affected by the Soviet
presence?
(Laughter)
Mr Zamberletti. 
- 
(I) Mr President, I repeat that
matters of this kind lie outside the scope of political
cooperation. Even if an attempt is made to get the
Presidenr of the Council rc change hats and discuss
matters which are discussed elsewhere by the govern-
menm and those responsible, I must point out that, as
President of the Council, it is my duty to keep within
my compercncies and the institutional framework of
the Council of Ministers of the Community.
Mr Habsburg. 
- 
(D) I am convinced that my ques-
tion will not receive a reply any more than the
previous question, but I should nevenheless like rc ask
it, since we have been assured that Mr Colombo
would be informed. My question is as follows: since
the oil produced by the Gulf Smtes is of viml impon-
ance for the Communiry, and since these States have a
massive security requirement, is it not time we initiated
a constructive dialogue on the question of what we
can offer them in terms of possibilities or instruments
for training? Can the Ministers not take up a dialogue
of this kind?
(Scanered appkuse on the ight)
Mr Zamberletti. 
- 
(l) All the other Members of the
Council are informed of everything which is said in
this House. As regards the honourable Member's
question, I must say that it is not relevant to the ques-
tion in hand, as it deals with relations between the
Community and the Gulf Sates and not the protection
of sea-links.
Mr Albers. 
- 
(NL) I would like to put Parliament a
little more a[ ease by pointing out that the Foreign
Ministers meeting in political cooperation should take
accoun[ of the opinion of Parliament to the effect that
the coastal radar systems should be more closely inte-
grated with one another and used for the protection of
sea routes, which would mean that the warships
mentioned by Mr Ormesson would remain in the
roads.
Mr Zamberletti, 
- 
(I) I am sorry to have to keep
repeating the position of the Council, but my reply is
the same as the one I have already given to Mr
d'Ormesson.
Mr van Aerssen. 
- 
(D) Now that the President has
repeatedly assured us that for fundamenal institu-
tional reasons he is unable to answer the question, I
should like to ask how he comes to this conclusion,
since European Polidcal Cooperation is not covered
by the Treaties. \7e have built it up jointly and this
directly elected Parliament has the right to put ques-
tions regarding foreign policy at any time to this other
instrument of the European Community, i.e. the
Council, and to expect to receive an answer. On what
grounds does the President-in-Office assume he has
the right to refuse to answer this question?
(Scattered applause on tbe right)
Mr Zamberletti. 
- 
(I) I am not here to make judge-
ments regarding what may or may not be discussed
within political cooperation, but rather to say what has
been discussed. Since you asked me whether cenain
problems had been discussed in this context, I was
obliged to reply that they [rad not.
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Mr Prag. 
- 
In view of the continued inability of the
President-in-Office of the Council of Ministers to
answer questions of this kind, would he perhaps say
when the Foreign Ministers meetint in political coop-
eration are going to recognize that rhe securiry of our
energy supplies is inseparable from energy policy and
from foreign policy in general, and that the people of
the Nine expect our Community ro concern imelf with
the things that really marter, and above all the securiry
of Europe?
(Appkase from some qadrters on the igbt)
Mr Zamberletti. 
- 
(I) The Presidenry of the
Foreign Ministers is well aware of this matter. Since I
have not been asked whether miliary poliry has been
discussed elsewhere, but have rather been questioned
regarding any decisions taken by the Foreign Minis-
ters, I musl repeat what I have already said in connec-
tion with the question on sea-links, i.e. that it has
never been discussed within the conrexr of political
cooperation.
President. 
- 
I call Quesdon No 63 by Mr Hutton(H-26/80):
In the light of press and rclevision repons of use by the
Soviet Union of chemical warfare in quelling the Afghan
people, and in view of the fact that the Sovier Union and
Afghanistan ratified the 1972 Convention on the Prohibi-
don and Development, Production and Stockpiling of
Bacteriological and Toxin lTeapons and their dcstruction,
will the Foreign Ministers authorize the President-in-
Office to lodge a complaint with the Securiry Council of
the United Nations in order that an investigation might be
initiated?
Mr Zamberletti, President-in-Offce of the Foreign
Ministers, 
- 
(I) As regards the specific quesrion
concerning the possibiliry of an initiative which would
have to be based on [he general provisions conrained
in the Statute of the United Nadons, requesring rhe
Security Council to initiate an investigation into rhe
alleged use of chemical weapons in Afghanistan, I
musr say rhat rhis marr€r has not yer been discussed
within the conrexr of political cooperarion.
Naturally, if these press and news reporrs w'ere to be
definitely confirmed, the Nine could only condemn
the use of weapons of rhis kind.
Since these reporr.s refer ro chemical \reapons, it
would not be possible to lodge a complaint on rhe
basis of. the Convention of 1972 on biological
veapons. However, I must repeat that the Nine regard
as a high priority the need to take urgenr steps mwards
the banning of chemical v/eapons. Indeed, recenrly a[
the occasion of rhe adoption of Resolution No 3472
by the United Nations General Assembly, the Nine
expressed their agreement with rhe view that multila-
teral negotiations should, as a marter of urgenry, be
initiated within the Geneva Committee on Disarma-
ment with a view ro drawing up a Convention on the
complete and effective prohibition of the production
and stockpiling of chemical weapons and the destruc-
tion of exisring stocks. The Nine are rherefore pleased
at the recent decision of the Commitree on Disarma-
ment to set up an ad boc working parry ro look inro
the matter in the course of tggO and determine rhe
points to be dealt with during the negotiations on rhe
Convention, taking accounr of any proposals and
future initiatives on rhis marrer.
The unanimous declaration by the Nine ro the effect
that the swift drawing up of a Convention was a prior-
ity issue, follows a series of specific steps taken by
individual Member Stares of the Communiry.
Mr Hutton. 
- 
\7hile I must rhank the President-in-
Office of the Council for rhe fullness of his answer, I
am astonished that he should sidestep my quesdon by
avoiding the point of it. I have quite clearly srared in
the question that I am alking about the convenrion on
the prohibition of the development, production and
stockpiling of bacteriological and toxin weapons. This
refers to chemical weapons. Is the President-in-Office
of the Council aware of the loathsome narure of rhe
weapon which the Soviet Union has used against the
Afghans and which it also supplied to the Vietnamese
for use in Laos? For those Members who do not
know, it causes muscular paralysis and prevents its
victims from breathing. Is he aware of rhe repons im
use in Afghanistan is a rest of a c/eapon which could
be used in any conflict in'!?'estern Europe? Is he also
aware that the Soviet Union is said to hold stocks of
this weapon sufficient to kill rwice the population of
'!(i'estern Europe?
(Appkusefrom so?t e qu4rters on the righu)
Mr Zamberlctti. 
- 
(I) I should like to point out ro
the honourable Member that the rcxr before me speaks
of chemical weapons used by Soviet Union to quell the
revolt. I do not know whether rhere has been a
mistake in translarion, but if you intended to bring up
the question of biological weapons, the situation is
quite clear. Even if there is no convendon on chemical
veapons, the Convention on bacteriological weapons
contains an undenaking ro the effect that efforts
should be made wirh a-view ro drawing up an agree-
ment on chemical weapons.
The current situation with regard rc rhis quesrion is
one of stalemarc, panicularly because of the amitudes
of the two major powers. However, we musr make the
point that as a result of a largely European initiative,
Geneva has. provided an impulse towards an initiative,
in which the role of Europe is a panicularly significant
one, to draw up a proposal on chemical weapons. Ir is
true thar my reply referred ro chemical weapons and
this is why I answered as I did. '
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Mr Penders. 
- 
(NL) In view of the text contained in
the Final Act of Helsinki, which also relate to areas
outside Europe, are the Foreign Ministers prepared to
draw up a file on chemical and bacteriological
weapons which we will be able rc use in preparing the
Madrid Conference?
Mr Zamberletti, 
- 
(I) I should like once more to
draw a clear disdnction between bacteriological and
chemical weapons. In the case of bacteriological
weapons, a Convention already exists and is being
updated. As regard chemical weapons, muldlateral
talks are at present in progress with a view to reaching
a conclusion or a[ least a drawing up a proposal. The
initiative on the part of Europe is extremely imponant
in these nlks which are being conducted within the
Committee on Disarmament. It is there, I think, that
this rvork should be carried out via the specialized
channels and as a result of the diplomary and political
initiative of the countries of Europe.
Mrs Kellett-Bowman. 
- 
Now that the President-in-
Office thoroughly understands the question he was
asked, would it be possible for him to do as the ques-
tioner asks and rc lodge a complaint with the Security
Council? It has been claimed that 900 000 to I million
people have been wiped out in one way or another in
Afghanistan. Is it possible for him now to accede to
questioner's request and make a complaint to the
Securiry Council?
Mr Zamberletti. 
- 
(I) I should like to remind the
honourable Member that the inidative of the Nine
regarding Afghanistan is something more than an
attempt to discuss the type of weapons which should
be used to suppress a people. The initiative taken by
the Nine in connection with Afghanistan is a firm
request to the Soviet Union to withdraw from Afghan-
istan and to call a halt to any type of military interven-
tion in that country. The very firm position adopted by
the Nine on this point reflects the principal objective,
i.e. the withdrawal of the Soviet military presence in
Afghanistan. In this context we are not discussing the
rype of weapons which may be used to repress a
people or of the extent to which we should condone
armed aggression.
IN THE CHAIR: MR DANKERT
Vice-President
President. 
- 
I call Question No 64 by Mrs Ewing(H-45l 80):
In view of the publication in February 1980 by Amnesty
International of a Testimony on secret dercndon camps in
Argentina, which contains details 
- 
subsequently largely
corroborated by Amnesty 
- 
of sccret detention camps in
Argentina where hundreds of people have been systemati-
cally tonured and killed since 1976, will the Foreign
Ministers make a vigorous protest to the Argendnian
Government about these flagrant violadons of human
rights, and also ask that Government rc provide detailed
information about the fate of the prisoners named and
identified in the Testimony?
Mr Zamberletti, President-in-Offce of tbe Foreign
Ministers. 
- 
(I) The Nine fully reelize the need for
the international community to continue to keep a
close eye on the situation as regards human rights in
Argentina and in other pans of the world, as stressed
by the then President in his statement on behalf of the
Member Stares of the Communiry to the 34th General
Assembly of the United Nations.
No State nowadays can hope [o escape criticism
whenever serious and continued violations of human
rights come to light. The Nine has received indications
in recent months rc the affect that the Argentinian
authoriries might be prepared rc hold talks with the
democratic forces in the country which appear to have
contributed toward a certain improvement in the field
of human rights. Vhen submitting the repon on this
matter rc the press last February, the Secretary
General of Amnesty International himself acknow-
ledged the fact that the situation showed signs of
improving. The Nine intend to follow these develop-
ments very closely, while at the same time stressing in
their dealings with the Argentinian authorities the
imponance they attach to the need both fully to
respect human digniry in an ordered sociery, and to
provide satisfactory explanations of what has
happened to persons who have disappeared.
Mrs Ewing. 
- 
Vhile thanking the President-in-
Office for an answer which has that little bit of silver
lining in it, I nevenheless draw attention to the resolu-
tion passed by another parliamentary forum, the Euro-
pean Parliamentary Assembly, a resolution which was
passed almost unanimously on I February and which
called on the governmenm of member countries of the
Council of Europe to halt all financial and military aid
to the government of Argentina and cenain other
Larin American countries, and to use the kind of pres-
sure that the President referred to just now. After all,
that parliamentary forum does include all the Member
States of the Community.
Does he not feel that we should go a little funher than
the answer indicates?
Mr Zamberlefii. 
- 
(I) In my reply I explained that,
while taking account of observations regarding cenain
signs of improvemenr, albeit slight, in the situation, the
Nine intend to conduct their relations with the Argen-
tinian authorities wirh the greatest attention and
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commitment. \fle will use this initiadve on the pan of
the Nine to insist that full respect for human digniry
should be guaranteed and m demand, with the utmost
firmness, fuller explanations as to what has become of
the persons who have disappeared. The initiative uken
by the Nine will cenainly not, therefore, consist
merely of noting the facts, but will also involve e cere-
ful study of the situation together with a series of
dynamic measures designed to restore normaliry. As
regards the Resolution of the Council of Europe, this
will be examined through the normal institutional
channels.
President. 
- 
I call Question No 65, by Mr Moreland(H-102l80):
Vhat interpretation is supponcd by the Foreign Ministers
of the Camp David Agreement betwcen Egypt and Israel
on the future constitutional arrantements for the Gaza
Strip and the Vest Bank of Jordan on an autonomous
Palestinian Stare?
Mr Zamberletti, Presidcnt-in-Offce of the Foreign
Ministers. 
- 
(I) As you know, the Nine only
recently repeated that a just and lasting overall solu-
tion was the only way in which real peace could be
established in the Middle East. I am referrint to the
statement made by the Heads of Starc and Govern-
ment and the Foreign Ministers of the Nine issued in
Luxembourg on 28 April 1980. The Nine also stated
beforehand that, in their view, a solution of this kind
should be based on Resolutions Nos 242 and 338 of
the Security Council applied in full and on all fronts
and on the following principles: firstly, rhe inadmissi-
bility of the acquisition of territory by force; secondly,
the need for Israel to put an end to the territorial
occupa[ion it has maintained since the conflict of
1967; rhirdly, the respecr of the sovereignry, territo-
rial integrity and independence of all States in the
region and their righr to live in peace within secure
and recognized borders; fourthly, the recognition of
the fact that account musr be taken of the legitimate
rights of the Palestinian people in the establishment of
a just and lasting peace. Thus, according to the Nine,
the two Security Council resolurions together with the
above principles raken as a whole formed the essenrial
framework for a peaceful settlement. In the view of
the Nine, these principles must be accepred by all
those involved, which means rhar the Palesdne Libera-
tion Organization musr therefore also take pan in rhe
negotiations for an overall soludon in which all rhe
parties will play a full pan. Since their statemenr of
19 Seprcmber 1978, the Nine have devored very close
attention ro rhe negoriations which have led to the
signing of the agreemenrs berween Egypt and Israel.
Mr Moreland. 
- 
Vould rhe Minister elaborate on
point 4, concerning rhe rights of the Palestinian
people? Could he assure us thar the Foreign Minisrcrs
entirely support the continuation of the State of Israel,
within at least its pre-1967 boundaries, and that any
discussion with any organization that wishes to change
that situation must be based on the recognition of rhe
State of Israel.
(Applaase from some qudrters on tbe ight)
Mr Zamberletti. 
- 
(I) The honourable Member's
concern is legitimate. However, in the light of Security
Council iesolutions Nos 242 and 338 togerher wirh
the principles they have frequently affirmed, the Nine
have attempted to work out to a definirion of the
problem which will provide all the guarantees required
over [he whole range of concerns which have been
stressed so often. The Nine have poinrcd out that it is
essential that all those panies who hope to see a nego-
tiated solution r\\ rhe Middle East conflict accepr rhe
right of all the Srates in the region to live within
secure, recognized and adequately guaranteed fron-
tiers.
According the Nine, the overall solution should result
from careful consideration of the two Security Council
resolutions I have mentioned' and the principles put
forward by the Nine. A soludon of this kind would
have the support of the international community. It
should therefore satisfy the legitimate demands of all
the panies concerned including, therefore, Israel,
which has a right 
- 
I repeat, according to the state-
ment of the Nine and the principles they have outlined
- 
not only to exist in peace but within secure, recog-
nized and adequately guaranteed fronriers. Thus the
Nine are opposed to the poliry of the Israeli Govern-
ment involving the establishmenr of senlemenrs in rhe
occupied territory. This position of the Nine does not
conflict with its decision ro guaranree Israel secure
boundaries, but arises from the concern of the Nine
regarding the rights of the Palestinians and, hence, an
overall solution to the conflict. The Nine are rherefore
working with a view rc proposing a solution which
will not only be just but will also stand a chance of
being a lasting solution.
President. 
- 
I am afraid I cannor allow any more
speakers.
Quesdon Time is closed.l
12. Agendafor next siuing
President. 
- 
The next sitting will take place tomor-
row, Thursday, 22 May 1980, from l0 a.m. unril
I p.m., from 3 p.m. undl 8 p.m. and from 9 p.m. until
12 midnight, with rhe following agenda:
I See Anncx.
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President
- 
decisions on a request for urgent debate and three
reques$ for early votes
-- concinuation of Tuesday's and Vednesday's agendas
- 
Anmniozzi report on discharge to the Commission for
the ECSC's financial and budgetary activides
- 
joint debate on two Battersby reporm on the discharge
to the Commission for the implementarion of the
budget of the Communities for 1978 and the seventh
and eighfh financial repons on the EAGGF (Guaran-
tee Section)
- 
Filippi report on the eighth financial repon on the
EAGGF (Guidance section)
-- repon by Mr Kellett-Bowman on the discharge to the
Adminisrative Board of the European Foundation for
the Improvement of Living and Vorking Conditions
-- Simonnet interim repon on the adminisrative expen-
diture of Parliament in 1979
- 
joint debate on two Danken repofts on carry-over of
appropriations lrom 1979 to 1980 and on a transfer of
appropriations
- 
oral question with debate to the Commission on liabil-
'ity for defective products
- 
Maij-Veggen repoft on colouring matters in food-
stuffs
- 
Combe repon on inrra-Community uade in meat
- IJrO.:.t 
repoft on VAT and excise dury on ships
- 
Mihr repon on noise emission of construction plant
- 
joint debate on a Poncelet report on the second EEC
research and development programme on textiles and
clothing and a Herman report on clay minerals
- 
Simmonet report on the use of the ECU
- 
von \flogau repon on directives on motor vehicles,
texdle names, elecrical equipment and biodegradabil-
iry
- 
Donnez repoft on the EEC-Swiss Confederation
trade agrcement
J p.z. 
- 
voting time
The sitting is closed.
(Tbe sitting a)ds closed dt 7.20 p.n.)
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ANNEX
Questions uhich co:uld not be ansuered duing Question Time, aitb atittet dntu)ers
l. Questions to tbe Council
. 
Question No 47, by Mr Balfe (H-t6/80)
Subject: Moral authority of Foreign Ministers' pronouncements
Does the Council consider that the moral authority of the Foreign Ministers' pronouncemens would
be strengthened by being able to know that the European Parliament always acts in accordance with
the Treades under which it was established, and that it is not open to international commcnts regard-
ing the probity of its wilful actions?
Answer
In accordance with Anicle 4 of the EEC Treaty each insdcution is required to act within the limits of
the powers conferred upon it by the Treaty.
Question No ) 1, by Mr Seal (H- 108/80)
Subject: Commercial cooperation agreement with India
Can the Council explain why, after over one year, it has still not authorized rhe opening of negotia-
tions on a new Commercial Cooperation Agreement with India?
Ansuer
On 22 April 1980 the Council authorized the opening of ncgotiations with India with a view to the
conclusion of a commercial and economic cooperation agreement.
Question No 52, by Mr Renilly (H-112/80)
Subject: Adoption of the common fisheries r6gime
How does the Council view the prospects for the adopdon of a definitive Communiry fisheries
r6gime? Has there been any progress in this matter in recent months and what are the remaining
obstacles which the Council faces?
Ansuter
On 26 March 1980 the Council adopted an interim Decision valid until 30June of this year in which
it affirmed inter dlid its intention to reach an overall atreemenr on rhe common fisheries policy as
soon as possible.
Besides the abovementioned interim Decision, which seeks only ro lay down protective measurcs, rhe
Council took an imponant step towards establishing a common policy for the management of stocks
by adopdng two regulations on 26 March last, one of which lays down the total allowable catches for
1980 (TAC) for various species, while the other obliges Member Sates to registcr catches and to
inform the Commission thereof every month.
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The obsacles which the Council still faces in defining an overall common poliry in the fisheries sector
while complying with Community principles, reside chiefly in the difficulry 
- 
at a time when it is
necessary ro restrict the whole range of fishing activity in order to protect stocks 
- 
of reconciling
equal opponuniry of access with cenain reques$ to reserve preferential reatment for fishermen from
the coasal Srate. There are in addition problems ro do with the quota-allocating of catches and the
definition of technical conservation measures.
Question No 53, by Mr Ansqaer (H- I 14/80)
Subject: Agenda for the economic summit in Venice
Do the Nine inrend to propose to the United States a reform of the international monetary sysrcm
and to discuss these proposals at the economic summit to be held in Venice in June?
Ansuer
The Community attaches the utmost imponance to the efficient operation of the international mone-
tary system. For this reason it has always taken an active and constructive pan in the international
discussions on measures which might improve the operation of the system.
At rhe recent mceting in Hamburg of the IMF Interim Committee, the President of the Council
presented thc Communiq/s common position on the main problems under discussion: the interna-
iional economic outlook, the creation of a substitution account, balance of payments disequilibria and
the rerycling of capial.
The discussion of these problems and the search for suitable solutions will continue both in the appro-
priate international bodies and in the Community.
Question No 55, by Mr Daven (H-122/80)
Subject: Financing of aquaculture installations
Vill rhe Council explain why it has failed rc approve a proposal made by the Commission which has
been before the Council since 1975 on a common measure for restructuring the inshore fishing indus-
try, which includes provisions on the financing of aquaculture installations and which would greatly
help the development of such industries in Ireland?
Answer
The proposal for a common multiannual measure for restructuring thc inshore fishing industry and
aquaiulture which thc Commission submitted to the Council in 1975 was withdrawn and replaced in
1978 by an amended proposal which has since been undergoing detailed examination in the Council
bodies.
The few questions still ouatanding on this measure could probably be rcsolved in the context of an
overall agreement on the common fisheries poliry.
Despire rhe delay which has occurred in rhe adoption of this proposal, the inshore fishing and aqua-
culture sector has been receiving Community aid since 1978 under the interim common measures
which rhe Council adopted in 1978 
^nd 
1979.
The total financial conribution of the Guidance Section of the EAGGF to the financing of restruc-
turing measures in rhis sector amounted to 5 MEUA in 1978 and t5 MEUA in 1979. Funhermore, in
order ro take account of the specific requiremenm of the regions for which inshore fishing and aqua-
culture are of panicular imponance 
- 
as in Ireland, for example 
- 
provision was made for the aid
granted by the EAGGF to cover 50 9/o of the cost of the proposed investments'
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On ll April 1980 the Commission submitced a proposal to the Council with a view to exrending for
1980 the measures applicable in 1978 and l9l9 and to increasing the total annual appropriation ro
20 MEUA. The European Parliament has been consulrcd on rhis proposal and as soon as it delivers its
Opinion the Council could take a decision on rhe matter.
Question No 56, by Mr Collt (H-131/80)
Subject: Dialogue with the Latin American countries
Does the Council not consider that in any future dialogue with rhe Latin American counries(GRUL{) the latter should be allowed rc select their own panicipants, and thar such a dialogue must
not be influenced by the Community's oven objection to Cuba's membership, in vicw of ir willing-
ness to conclude an agreemen[ with a country such as Brazil.
Answer
\7hile the Communiry is not concerned with the composition of the group of ambassadors from the
Latin American countries in Brussels, it is concerned with the composition of the dialogue.
The Community is prepared to continue the dialogue between, on rhe one hand, the Permanent
Representadves of the Member States and Commission representatives and, on the other, Heads of
Missions of the Latin American countries accredited to the European Communiries, which is not the
case with Cuba. This will be in accordance with the new procedures recently esublished by common
agreement with the aim of improving the effectiveness of the dialogue.
Question No 57, by Mn Lizin (H-13a/80)
Subject: Conclusions to be drawn from the INFCE concerning rhe rcspective posirions of Europe
and rhe Unircd States
Now that the Council has received the repon on the nuclear fuel cycle cvaluadon (INFCE) and seen
the conclusions drawn concerning the reprocessing of plutonium, the devclopment of fast brceder
reactors and the proposal to crearc an aBency to manage fucl stock, urhat docs the Council infer
from this repon and what resulting change, if any, does ir expect in the stance adopted by Europe and
the United States on these issues?
Ansuer
Neither the repon nor the conclusions referred to by the honourable Member have been officially
forwarded to the Council.
Question No 18, by MrAdan (H-136/80)
Subject: Transpon infrasructure fund
!7itl the Council state what progress is being made in their deliberations on rhe rransporr infrastruc-
ture fund and can it give Parliament an indication of when rhese deliberations will be concluded?
Ansuer
As I have already had the honour to state during Question Time on 16 April, before proceeding with
the examination of this dossier the Council is firsr of all wairing for the European Parliament's
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opinion on the proposal for a regulation on financial suppon as amended by the Commission on
4 March 1980. It is also waiting for the Commission repon 
- 
which should be submitted to it shonly
- 
on bottlenecks in transpon infrastructures and on possible procedures for financial suppon and on
the criteria for the assessment of projects of Community interest. Subject rc the foregoing, the.Italian
Presidency would be only too pleased rc ge[ progress made in this matter and to achieve tangible
results as soon as possible.
auestion No 59, by Mr Sieglerschnidt (H-138/80)
Subject: Panicipation by rhe European Parliament in rhe selecion of members of the Coun of
Jusrice
In view of the moves towards enlargement of the €oun of Justice, what steps could be envisaged by
the Council rc give the European Parliament a level of competence in the selection of members of the
Coun at leasr equivalent ro that enjoyed by the Parliamentary Assembly of the Council of Europe in
selecting members of the European Coun of Human fughts?
Question No 6Q by Mr Glinne (H-139/80)
Subjeo: Panicipation by the European Parliament'in the appointment of members of the Court of
Justice
How does the Council view the fact that, while members of the European Coun of Human Righm
are elected by the Parliamentary Assembly of the Council of Europe acting on a proposal from the
member governmen$, the European Parliament has no say at all in the appointment of members of
the Coun of Justice of the European Community?
loint answer
Antcle 167 of the EEC Treaty and the corresponding anicles of thp ECSC and EAEC Treaties lay
down that Judges and Advocates-General shall be appointed by'common accord' of the Govern-
ments of rhe Member States. Thus, contrary ro the European Convention on Human Rights, thc
Treaties establishing the European Communities do not provide for any pafticiparion by the Parlia-
ment in the appointment of members of the Coun of Jusdce.
Question No 61, by Mr lppolito (H-14a/80)
Subject: Meeting at ministerial level between the Community Membcr Starcs and the Latin American
countries
Vhat steps have been taken by the Council of Ministers following the request, unanimously approved
on 20 November 1979 by all the Latin American counries represented in the Italian-Latin American
Insdtute in Rome, for a meeting at ministerial level between the Communiry Member States and the
Latin American counries?
If difficulties exisr, what are they and what steps have been and will be taken rc overcome them?
Ansuter
The Council has not yet been required to discuss the move by the Latin American ambassadors of the
IILA (lulian-Latin American Institute) to organize a meeting at ministerial level between the Ladn
American countries of the SELA (Latin American Economic System) and the Community counries.
The question is srill under study within the Permanent Representatives' Committee and the political
cooPeration framework.
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2. Questiotrs to the Foreign Ministers
Question No 66, by Mr Baillot (H-103/80)
Subject: Recognition of the PLO
More than a hundred states and a large number of international organizations now recognize the
PLO. Do the Minisrcrs not consider it essential for the Governments of the Nine to recognize the
PLO as the sole legitimate representative of the Palestinian people?
Ansaner
The Nine have stated that Security Council Resolutions 242 end 338, together with the principles
outlined on several occasions in Community starcmen$, taken as a whole, set the essendal framework
for a peace settlement in rhe Middlc East. In rhe view of the Nine it is necessary rhat they be accepted
by all those involved 
- 
including the Palestine Liberation Organization 
- 
as the basis for negoda-
tions of a comprehensive settlement in which all the panies will play their full pan (Statement by Mr
O'Kennedy, President-in-Office of the Council, to the Unitcd Nations on 25 September 1979).
Vith this starcment the Nine wished to declare that the PLO is an imponant political factor with a
view to the esmblishment of a just and lasting peace in the Middle Easu
Question No 57, by Mr Lalor (H-121/80)
Subject: Afghanisran
Are the Foreign Ministers satisfied that they have considered every option open to the EEC which
would help to resolve the totally unaccepable occupation by a foreign power of Afghanistan?
Ansuer
In the face of the international crisis which broke our during the last days of 1979 as a result of rhe
Soviet military intervention in Afghanistan, members of the Nine first of all joined with 44 other
countries in asking the United Nations to accept responsibility for dealing with the crisis and to
convene a meeting of the Security Council.
Subsequently the Nine voted in favour of the resolution approved by a very large majoriry in the
special session of the United Nations General fusembly, on 14January, requesdnt thc immediate
withdrawal of foreign troops from Afghanistan and asking all countries to respect the sovereignty,
independence, rcrritorial integriry and political independence of Afghanistan, together with its
non-aligned sntus, and to refrain from any interference in its internal affairs.
The declaration issued by the Nine in Brussels on 15January referred back to this resolution and
confirmed, first and foremost, the request for an immediate and unconditional withdrawal of Soviet
trooPs.
The Nine's actions are based on the principle that the situation created by rhe Soviet military opera-
tion in Afghanistan is unacceptable and must be changed. \7ith this in mind, they have endeavoured
to convert this position of principle into concrete political and diplomatic measures. Cenain economic
measures were adopted following discussions by the Council of Foreign Ministers of the European
Economic Community in Brussels on 15 January and 5 February 1980.
But, above all, and with a view to making a constructive contriburion rowards rhe effons of the inrer-
national community co find a solution in keeping with the resolution of the United Nations General
Assembly, the Nine, actint through their Foreign Ministers put forward, on 19 February a proposal
for an Afghanistan ouride competition among the powers which can return to ir traditional sratus of
neutrality and non-alignment. This concept, which was greercd wirh interest by numerous Third Vorld
countries and, what is more, met with the approval of the ASEAN counrries, was dealt with in depth
at the European Council meedng of 27 end,28 April. On that occasion, the Nine stressed rhe impon-
ance for a political solution to che Afghan crisis of an undenaking by the major powers and by
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Afghanistan's neighbours to respect the sovereignty and integrity of Afghanistan, nor to interfere in
its internal affairs and rc refrain from any military association with it and any military presence on ir
soil.
The Nine also stated that there was nothing rigid or exclusive about their proposals and that they
were prepared to suppon, in concen with friendly and allied counries, any other initiative to bring
about such a solution. They are convinced that the Islamic and non-aligned countries have a panicu-
larly imponant pan to play in this connection.
Question No 68, by Mr Sclruanzenberg (H-129/80)
Subject: The European Community and the Moscow Olympic Games
Do the Foreign Ministers now intend to starc the Nine's clear common position on the problem posed
by the organizadon of the Olympic Games in Moscow following Soviet miliary intervention in
Afghanisan and the many repressive measure s against dissidenr, including Professor Andrei
Sakharov?
Ansuer
The independence of the national Olympic committees has bcen acknowledged by the Governments
of the Nine in each Member State and has been the guiding principle in their response to the prob-
lems of the decisions to be takcn by these committees on the quesdon of participation in the Moscow
games.
On the basis of this common stance, a number of Governments have drawn their national committee's
atrcntion rc the seriousness of events in Afghanistan, while others have also drawn attention to the
measures taken last February by the Soviet authorities against Professor Sakharov and other dissi-
dents. The narional committees have been advised not to accept the invitation to take part in the
Moscow games.
Qaestion No 69, b7 Mr Kaoanagh (H-147/80)
Subject: Situation in South lebanon
In view of the increasing seriousness of the situation in South lrbanon, where Irish membcrs of the
UNIFIL have been murdered by the Hassad forces, what can the Foreign Ministers meeting in polid-
cal cooperation do, in order to persuade the Israeli Government to cease its support for the Hassad
forces, and rc help towards the restorarion of peace and the legitimate authority of the [rbanese
Government?
Answer
Recent evenm concerning Unifil were considered by the Foreign Ministers at their meeting in Luxem-
bourg on 22 April. They expressed their profound indignation at the recent murders of members of
the peacekeeping force, and referring to their starcment of l1 September 1979 they reiterated their
support for Lebanon's sovereighry and tcrritorial integrity and called on all panies to do their utmost
ro assisr Unifil in its usks. They expressed deep concern ovcr condnued attacks against Unifil troops,
installations and equipment.
The European Council in its statement of 28 April condemned the acts of violence against Unifil in
south L€banon and demanded that they should cease immediately, and that the force be permitted to
carry out in full its mandate from the Security Council.
Vhen presenting the sraremenr indicating the Nine's position rc the Israeli Government, the Ambassa-
dor of the Presidenry in Tel Aviv rook the opponuniry of stressing the seriousness of the situation
which had dictated this posirion. He also expressed concern over the level of assishnce provided by
the Israeli Government to Major Haddad's militia.
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Scal
tory, I am sure that no one in this Parliament can
approve the events that have occurred in South Korea.
Ir has taken a while for us to get this resolution to
Parliament because of the rcchnical procedures
involved in going to political groups, but this does not
mean that it is not a ma!rcr of great urgency. It is one
area, Mr President, where this Parliament can have
some impact because trade between the EEC and
South Korea takes account of the decisions of this
Parliament.
But if are going to be effective we must be positive and
quick. Unless we have urgent debate, this matter will
go to the end of the queue of motions for the Political
Affairs Committee as did the one on Pakistan, which
after three months still has not been considered by that
committee. Our chance to have some influence on the
President of South Korea will then have been lost.
It does not need a long debate tomorrow, Mr Presi-
dent. Ir could be a quick one; we could reach a quick
unanimous decision. I hope that the House will
support the request for urgency on this very important
matter.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Bangemann.
Mr Bangemann. 
- 
(D) Mr President, I am against
urgency, for the simple reason that I have no text here,
and I think the same goes for everyone else. I am quite
prepared [o vote for a text which is not controversial,
as Mr Seal claims. I am not able to exPress any
opinion, however, because I do not have the text.
President. 
- 
Mr Bangemann, the text has been
distributed.
I call Mr Lomas.
Mr Lomas. 
- 
Mr President, I should like to speak
very briefly in suppon of this requesl for urgent
debate. I am sure that most people in this chamber,
even if one or two have not actually seen the motion
- 
and I know it has been circulated, because I have
seen it myself 
- 
have read in the newspapers this
week of the arrest in South Korea of leaders of the
opposition pany and many other citizens and the
raking over of the country's affairs by the military. I
quite agree with my colleague Mr Seal that we can
exert some influence here, since there is considerable
trade between the EEC countries and South Korea,
and I would urge this Parliament ro accept this request
for urgent debate so that our voice can be heard on
this very serious matter.
President. 
- 
I put to the vote the request for urgent
procedure.
The request is rejected.
The motion for a resolution is therefore referred to rhe
appropriate committee.
5 . Decision on request for an early ztote
Prcsidcnt. 
- 
The next item is the decision on the
requesl for an early vote on three motions for resolu-
tions (Docl 1-17t/80, 1-183/80 and 1'185/80): Needfor
rapid adoption of budget afier tbe meeting of the Euro-
pean Council.
Since these motions deal with the same subject, I
propose that we take a single vote.
I call Mr Nord to speak on behalf of the Liberal and
Democratic Group.
Mr Nord. 
- 
(NL) Mr President, our grouP is going
to vote in favour of urgency for this motion by the
Committee on Budgets and as a logical consequence
we shall be voting against urgency in the case of the
other two motions. Ve endeavoured to get all the
groups to agree on a [ext by the Committee on Budg-
ets and this has been achieved. It is the opinion of our
group tha[ those who contributed to this need to be
consistent and vorc against the urgency of other
motions on the same subject. \7e shall therefore be
voting in favour of urgency for the motion which Mr
Danken has abled on behalf of the Committee on
Budgets and against the urgency of the two other
motions which deal with the same subject and which rn
our view should not be considered by the House.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Lange.
Mr Lange, Chairman of the Committee on Budgeu.
- 
(D) If I may, Mr Nord, I should like to make a
proposal which is contrary to yours. On behalf of the
Committee on Budgets I propose thar we have a separ-
ate vote instead of a single vote, because otherwise we
are not going to tet any clear idea of the mood of the
House .
President. 
- 
I call Mr Baillot.
Mr Baillot. 
- 
(F) I should like a separate vore as
wel[, Mr President.
Prcsident. 
- 
Ve shall therefore vote separately on
the three requesr for an early vote.
I put to the vote the request for an early vorc on the
Danhert motionfor a resolution (Doc. 1-175/80).
The request for an early vorc is adopted.
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President
The motion for a resolurion will be put ro rhe vote a[
the next voting time.
President. 
- 
I put ro rhe vore the request for an early
vote on the motion for a resolution (Doc. 1-lS3/80) b
Mr Mafte-Baugt and others
The request is rejected.
The motion for a resolution is therefore referred ro the
appropriate committee.
* 
*t 
*
President. 
- 
I pur to the vore the requesr for an early
vote on the motion for a resolution (Doc. 1-156/80) by
Mr de la Maline and others.
The request is rejected.
The motion for a resolution is therefore referred to the
appropriate commirtbe.
I call Mr Glinne on a poinr of order.
Mr Glinne. 
- 
(F)I have an appeal rc make, Mr Pres-
ident. I wanr you to ask everyone in Parliament ro
adhere strictly ro rhe speaking time which has been
allotted to each of rhe debates. I am making this plea
so that Item 86 on rhe agenda 
- 
the Radoux reporr
on relations between rhe Community and Yugoslavia
- 
will nor have to be deferred again. '!7e have been
waiting for rhis debare since Tuesday and ir really is
causing a grear deal of nuisance.
President. 
- 
I propose thar speaking rime be adhered
to as strictly as possible.
I call Mr Vergeer.
Mr Vergcer. 
- 
(NL) A request, Mr President. Ve
have got ourselves into a mess over the agendas of
Tuesday and \Tednesday and I should like to ask your
permission for rhe groups to decide themselves on rhe
allocation of the time available for rcday's debates. We
have run over our allotted time somewhat and apan
from the important debarc on Yugoslavia my group
has no more rime left. Ve wanr more time, but we
want ro allocate it ourselves.
President. 
- 
Mr Vergeer, this is a matter for the
groups ro settle. If rhe groups succeed in getting some
of their speakers dropped or if they makJ rheir
speeches shoner so rhar we can get rhrough rhe
agenda, this will cenainly nor meer with any objecdons
from the Chair.
I call Mr Bangemann.
Mr Bangemann. 
- 
(D) Mr Presidenr, rhis would
mean that rhe culprirs would be getdng a par on rhe
back as their reward. I cannor accept this. Allow me ro
make another proposal which is perhaps fairer. Each
group can have some of rhe dme available today for
their Members [o say somerhing on the Radoux
report, but I cannot agree ro the groups who used up
all their speaking time yesterday, and even wenr over
it, getting a bit exrra today. I ask you ro ac[ in accord-
ance with yesterday's minutes and ensure that no one
who used up his time yesterday gers any more today
and instead, if he wants to rake pan in the debate on
the Radoux reporr, uses some of today's speaking
tlme. . .
(Intemrption: 'That is afiat I utas proposing!')
. . .V..y well, if that is whar your proposal was, it is a
fair one. I thought ir was unfair, but if rhat is whar you
meant, we can proceed like rhat.
President. 
- 
I propose rhar all rhe speakers keep ro
their allotted time. It would be unforrunate for the
groups if any of their Members spoke for too long.
6. In,crease in oil prices (conrinuation)
President. 
- 
The next irem is the continuation of rhe
debate on the Balfour repon (Doc. l-61/80) on rhe
increase in oil prices.
I call Mr Seligman to speak on behalf of the European
Democratic Group.
Mr Seligman. 
- 
Mr President, I shall cenainly use
much less than my allorred speaking time. This debate
that we are now resuming deals with rhe vital marter of
the Rotterdam spot market for oil and rhe effecr it has
on inflation. I would like ro poinr our I am speaking
on my own behalf and.not on behalf of any commit-
tee, because we have nor had rime to discuss it.
I congratulare my friend Mr Balfour on a mosr penerrar-
ing and informative repon on the motion for-a resolu-
tion by Mr Debr6 and others which was drawn up
many monrhs ago, in 1979. The urgency of the spot
market problem is as grear now as it ever was then. I
understand that the Plam oil price index on rhe Rorrer-
dam spot market has gone up by 23 o/o since rhe begin-
ning of April, only seven weeks ago. And as a resuli of
this Algeria has now increased its oil price by over $38
a barrel for topgrade oil. Now the oil price stampede
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shows no signs of abating. There is no doubt that the
volatiliry of the spot market has accentuated price
swings. Since the,spot market only deal's with a small
percentage of the market, small changes in supply and
demand have a big effect on swings in price. In my
opinion the spot market should therefore be larger and
it should be better organized. It would then be less
sensitive to small fluctuations in supply and demand.
For this reason I ask that a properly organized market
in oil futures should be encouraged by the Commu-
nity. This' would contribute greatly to sability and
would stop panic buying. Users could cover their
essential forward requirements by paying a premium in
order to be insured against oil shonages and currency
fluctuations. Mr Schmid spoke on Tuesday and said
that the spot market was a black market. I disagree
entirely. You only get black markets when you have
controls or rationing. I favour free enterprise, not
more controls. But changes to the spot mark6t would
really be dealing with the symptom and not the funda-
mental cause.
The fundamental cause of a wild rise in oil prices is the
fact that the world is still using oil as if it was in unlim-
ited supply. To stem this stampede Mr Balfour has
called, in paragraph 15 of his resolution, for a
common energy policy to reduce dependence on oil
impons, to increase energy conservation, and to
develop alternative energies. He is absolutely right, but
he has left ou[ one important measure. In his explana-
tory statement', he refers to the damaging effect on oil
prices of differing dudes and taxarion systems in
Member States. The different prices which result from
this cause different levels of demand for oil and gener-
ally distort the market. I therefore ProPose an addition
to paragraph 15, calling for harmonizadon of fiscal
policies of member nations for petroleum products.
Finally, Mr President, I am glad that Mr Balfour has
called for a single energy or oil import tax for the
whole Community. This is now being examined by the
Commission and will definitely help to esmblish a
Community energy policy which is indispensable if we
are to achieve economic recovery.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Leonardi to speak on behalf of
rhe Communist and Allies Group.
Mr Leonardi.- (l) Mr President, I get the impres-
sion that the rapporteur is equating considerations
relating to the price of oil and energy policy require-
ments with specific comments relating rc the so-called
spot market of Rotterdam.
\7e cannot agree with certain of the comments made
on the first batch of problems, panicularly the need for
an energy policy, even though we do not understand
rhe implications of point 6 of his motion for a resolu-
tion where the rapporteur states the obvious and points
out [hat the price of petroleum Products to the
consumer can also be strongly influenced by differing
government fiscal policies.'!7e have always stressed the
need to avoid any confusion whatever between the
price of oil imported by the vast majority of the
Member States of the Community 
- 
this price berng
imposed by the oil-producing countries and by the
major oil companies 
- 
and the fiscal policies of our
countries. The former is a price dictated from the
outside, while the second factor reflects a national
choice made in the freedom which we sdll enjoy
within our political system and which we must. uphold
in all areas, including that of fiscal policy.
Ve oppose Mr Balfour's motion for a resolution above
all bicause of ir attitude to the Rotterdam market
which is held therein to be a good market in that it
fulfils a role by balancing supply and demand at the
margin. I would simply like to point out that any
market fulfils this role. The question is how this
balance, i.e. the price, is reached; in other words, on
what basis do buyers and sellers deal and is it one of
equality or not? The price will differ according to the
answer to that question. For cenain types of special
products and in certain circumstances, Rotterdam has
admittedly performed a useful market role, as the
rapporteur points out in point 9 of his motion for a
resolution. Nevenheless, I should like to point out that
in recent supply crises, when the prosPective customer
had an urgent need to buy, the seller 
- 
oil-producing
country and oil company alike 
- 
had no need whatever
to sell in a hurry since he could afford to srait and see
how things went. The price was therefore dictated by
the latter, who took full advantage of their wilfully
contrived position of strength by generaring shortages
and using various pretexts to subsequently suspend
supplies to the weaker consumers, che aim being to
push oil prices up not only on the Rotterdam market
but on all the other spot markets and the end result
being to push up all other market prices. This is there-
fore a market which is highly manipulated by the
producer and the big companies.
The prices of certain petroleum products, of which
there happened ro be a glut, have sometimes been
lower than the norm on the Rotterdam market and this
helped the sale of these products. But this is only one
side of the Rotterdam market and its overridrng
feature is that prices there are way above other prices
and that these prices are subsequently used to jusrify
the triggering of a general price explosion.
Ve would be only too pleased if Rotterdam wefe a
good market because the Community is a major
iontur.. and needs such a market. Moreover, if it
were a good market, rhis would mean that the EEC, as
one of the biggest consumers of imported petroleum
products, would at last have found a common energy
policy which would enable it to face the producers and
the big companies 
- 
which have somehow or other
rnanaged to adopt a concened approach 
- 
on a
vinually equal footing. This is not unfonunately the
case. Mr Balfour himself recognizes and quite righdy
deplores the fact that we have no common energy
policy and this puts us in a panularly weak position.
'We shall therefore be voting against the motion for a
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resolution, not so much because Rotterdam is a
market, but because it is a bad market the dealings of
which rhe Commission ought to reporr on in this
House as ir did 
- 
or ar leasr tried rc do 
- 
years ago
on the manoeuvres of the big oil companies during the
major crisis of 1973.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Calvez to speak on behalf of
the Liberal and Democratic Group.
Mr Calvez. 
- 
(F) Mr Presidenq the Liberal and
Democraric Group approves rhe subjecr marter of rhe
report on rhe increase in oil prices, presented by our
colleague Mr Balfour. Alrhough so called spor
markets, including Rorterdam, only accounr for a
small percentage of roral consumption of refined
petroleum producrs, rhey have played an importanr
role, not in ircelf reprehensible, by balancing supply
and demand in order [o ensure supplies for indepen-
dent companies, somerimes on more favourable condi-
tions than on national markers. It is quite normal rhat
this should lead to price fluctuarions. It is rrue rhar rhe
speculative element has not always been absent from
such deals but this is not peculiar ro [he petroleum
industry alone. Shipments have changed hands and
price before arriving at rheir final consignee. Quota-
tions are made by way of the press, using procedures
which leave considerable scope for disrcnions. ft is
time to pur a srop to speculation. The sreps raken by
the Commission to ensure grearer ransparency of the
petroleum marker and more complete information on
abnormally high spor market prices form the basis for
a series of measures designed ro improve the present
situation. However, in my opinion, it is essential also
to emphasize the need for the rapid rransmission of
data on spor market purchases, because any delay in
collecting such informadon is damaging ro the effec-
tive funcrioning of the system introduced by rhe
Commission.
The Liberal and Democratic Group also supports the
rapponeur's proposal on the implementation of
common energy policies. Now rhat we have the
Common Agricuhural Policy, is it nor time ro lay rhe
foundations for a Communiry energy policy? The
Balfour repon srresses that the price of petroleum
producr ro rhe consumer can be greatly influenced by
differing narional fiscal policies. Ir should not be
forgotten eirher thar cenain categories of consumer
enjoy tax reductions. Can the Commission tell us what
the situation is as regards harmonization of excise
duties in rhe Community and wherher progress is
being made? Finally, if, as is mentioned in rhe Balfour
repon, rhe Commission is looking at the possibiliry of
some form of energy tax which would lead directly to
a new increase in the cost of enerty I should like ro be
informed of its inrenrions as rapidly as possible.
Prcsident. 
- 
I call Mr Deleau to speak on behalf of
the Group of European Progressive Democrats.
Mr Deleau. 
- 
(F) Mr President, Iadies and gentle-
men, I have relatively little time in which to speak and
so cannol outline in full my Group's opinion on Mr
Balfour's reporr. Nonetheless I should like to point our
some essential elements, some basic truths.
It cannot be repeated ofren enough that the increase in
energy prices has rhrown traditional conceprs of infla-
tion and economic growrh into toral disarray and that
solutions musr now be sought bearing in mind thar
since 1979 oil price increases have been higher on the
spot marker rhan on internal markets. '!/e have already
drawn the attention of the House ro the manner in
which the Rorterdam spot market operares and have
requested the Community instirutions ro lay down
rules governing im operarion, so as to avoid the
constant. speculation which several OPEC countries
have used as a pretext, as an argument for increasing
their selling prices. Conrrols should now be introl
duced, and while I am nor an advocate of unresrrained
dirigisme, I do supporr adequare controls to contain
speculative and excessive price rises.
It is on this poinr rhar Mr Balfour's reporr appears
inadequate to us, and my Group is proposing three
amendments ro increase its scope and in panicular to
indicate the line which the European Economic
Community should adopr.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Bonde for a procedural
mo[ion.
Mr Bonde. 
- 
(DK) Mr President, I am taking the
floor pursuanr ro Rule 26(2) to requesr thai Mr
Balfour's repon be referred back to the Commirtee on
Economic and Monerary Affairs. The subject-marter
of the repon 
- 
as fearured so prominently on irs fron-
tispiece 
- 
is the increase in oil prices, but the repon
does not contain any information which cannor be
found in the press. All ir contains is a series of plati-
tudes, and no arrempr is made ar an analysis which
could throw new light on the oil price rises which have
plagued our society since 1974. I miss, for example,
details of a comparison of the high oil price increases
with rhe price increases for all other commodiry
groups. \fhat is the relarionship beween whar oil pro-
ducing countries receive for their products and the
increased prices which indusrialized counrries receive
for their indusuial products? How have prices devel-
o-ped over a longer period? These details are necessary
if the Balfour reporr is not merely to add fuel rc the
fire, or rather add ro rhe widespread misconceprion
that the oil price rises are rhe cause of all our ills.
I also miss detailed information on how much of rhe
oil price rises in recent years has gone to rhe producer
countries and how much has gone in uxes and duties
and in increased profim for rhe Seven Sisters. Mr presi-
dent, I do not think it is proper ro draw up a reporr on
the increase in oil prices which does nor cont;in rhis
information in more detailed form and I rherefore
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request that the report be referred back to commirtee.
The members of the People's Movement do not want a
Community energy policy, and should such a proposal
nevertheless be put to the vote, we will vote against it.
President. 
- 
Mr Bonde, we should complete the list
of speakers before voting on your proposal. I call Mr
Herman.
Mr Herman. 
- 
(F) To oblige Mr Glinne who asked
us ro be very brief and since Mr Mtiller-Herman has
expressed most of what my Group wished to say on
this question, I shall limit myself rc two brief consider-
ations.
Firstly, I should like to stress that the increases in oil
prices are now placing such a burden on [he Commu-
nity's overall economic resources as gravely to handi-
cap our growth efforts. This fact has not been emphas-
ized sufficiendy in the course of this discussions.
In the long rerm, the role of the spot market is not of
grear importance, even though there can be temporary
distortions which can sometimes become quite
substantial when aggravated by speculation. Undoubt-
edly ir would be useful to increase the transparency of
the spot market, but any measure designed to regulate
it more effectively would only lead to markets being
set up elsewhere in the world, which would operate
much less satisfactorily and would undoubtedly be
used as a reference for contracm, with exactly the same
effects as those we deplore today at Rotterdam.
'Whar we have to insist uporr is that the Community
must make a much more determined effort than here-
tofore to break free from this dependence on oil. !7e
need refer only to what we have already said, in the
Fuchs repon, in the various reports on energy savings
already discussed in the House in the Linde report, etc.
Hence it is absolutely necessary to concentrate as soon
as possible on reducing our dependence on oil by
means of a nuclear policy, by reducing consumption
and by rhe search for alternative forms of energy.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Tugendhat.
Mr Tugendhat, Member of the Commision. 
- 
Mr Pres-
ident, I recognize that the necessary brevity of the
speeches and the very limited time available for this
debate do an injustice to the interest which the House
shows in this subject. It is, of course, an extremely
important subject and one on which the Commission
has laid great emphasis in the past.
\(e would like to congratulate Mr Balfour on the
outstanding qualiry of his report. I would just like to
make a few points, which will necessarily be brief,
about the already agreed or future policy.
First, Amendment No I I ubled by Mrs Charzat and
Mr Schmid on the failure by the industrialized coun-
tries to comply with the Tokyo Summit commitments
does not reflect the efforts made by those countries tr,
curb energy consumption. It was agreed that for thc
period 1980 to 1985 the EEC would restrict its oil
impons to the 1978 level. Initial figures show that
these objectives will be reached. [t was also agreed to
introduce registration of all oil impons. This has been
done since I January 1980.
Amendments 8 and 9 ubled by Mrs Charzat and Mr
Schmid call on the Commission to draw up rules for
the spot markets. In this connection I would like to
pornt out that even before, but more particularly after,
the events in Iran the Commission staned a series of
actions to increase the transparency of the oil markets.
This is reflected in the registration of oil impons
already referred to, the analysis of the European spot
markets, and the feasibility study on the setting up of
an oil exchange.
The results of these studies will be published shonly
and will provide a pr^ctical basis for our future reflec-
tions. I would, however, stress that any possible action
has to take full account of economic realities. At this
stage the Commission seriously doubts that a perfec-
tionist oil market organization can make a positive
contribution to the problems we are facing today
There is one other point, Mr President, that I would
like to make arising out of the debate. It concerns the
very straightforward question put to me by Mr Calvez
about the Commission's intentions with regard rc oil
taxes. In response, I would say that the question is
premature at this stage. The first task is to see what
role a Community policy can and should play. The
second is to see what role Community financing might
have. After those two tasks have been completed, one
might then examine how the money should actually be
raised. So the questions as he put it is rather ahead of
its time at the moment.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Balfour.
Mr Balfour, rapporteur. 
- 
I would point out to Mr
Bonde that this motion has been before Parliament and
the committee responsible since 24 October of last
year. It is intended to be a topical subject, although it
is ridiculous to claim at this stage that it still is.
I would also point out that in our committee, which
was properly constituted as the committee to study this
subject, a vote was raken. The result was l0 in favour
and I against, with I abstention. As rapponeur, I
would therefore firmly reject the suggestion that it be
referred back to the committee. I do not believe that
rhe gentleman who made the suggestion attended a
single meeting of the committee and I do not therefore
feel that he is entitled to say that it is merely a collec-
don of generalities.
I would like to thank those who spoke in favour of the
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report: my colleagues Mr Mtiller-Herman, Mr Selig-
man, Mr Calvez, Mr Herman and Mr Deleau. I would
also like to refer very briefly ro the confusion rhar
appears to exist in the minds of some of our Socialist
colleagues, especially'those who claim ro speak on
behalf of the Commitree on Energy and Research. Ir is
rather sad that members of that commirtee should find
it so difficult to distinguish beru'een the spot merket
for crude, which is an lnrernational marker rhar is not
localized in any regional sense, and rhe spor market
for petroleum producrs to which this motion refers
Mr Leonardi, I have tried over many months ro
demonstrate the impossibility of improving a marker
which he sees as imperfect. Marker of their very
nature are imperfect things, I believe rhat rhe road
ahead is a combination of trying ro find our mor€ r
about it, getting better information and in this regard I
warmly welcome what Mr Tugendhar said about rhe
Commission's current. repons and investigations.
Lastly, I would leave rhe House wirh the following
thought: if what we are trying to do is ro improve our
negotiatinB clout as a consumer communiry ois-ti-ois
the nations producing crude perroleum and petroleum
products, we must have an energy policy and grearer
political cooperation 
- 
nothing less.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I put to the vote Mr Bonde's requesr ro
refer the report back to committee.
The request is rejecrcd.
The debate is closed. The morion for a resolution will
be put to the vote at the nexr voting time.
7. Statements by Council and Commission on tbe
European Council of 27 and 28 April 1980 
- 
Needfor
rapid adoption of budget (continuation)
President. 
- 
The nexr ir.em is the continuarion of rhejoint debate on rhe Council and Commission stare-
ments on the European Council meering in Luxem-
bourg and on rhe oral question wirh debate by Mr
Fanti and Mr Ansart on rhe'need to adopt rhe budget
rapidly after the European Council meering.
I call Mr Marrin.
Mr Martin. 
- 
(F) Mr Presidenr, first of all let me
protest strongly ar your refusal to allow me ro take the
floor earlier on to explain the imponance of Parlia-
ment's vote on our resolution on agricultural prices.
This refusal clearly reveals rhe difficulry which the
majority of this House is experiencing in expressing a
coherent opinion an agricukural prices. Rest assured,
however, Mr Presidenr, ladies and gentlemen, that rhe
French Communists and Allies will always see ro ir rhar
this Parliament faces up to its responsibilities.
The European Parliamenr has no choice in the matter.
Confronted as you are [oday, ladies and genrlemen,
with deep-seated discontent among farming communi-
ties and with widespread and determinded organized
struggles, you are being forced ro face up [o your
responsibilities. Vill you stand by and see farmers'
purchasing power decline yet again in the markering
year ahead? Can there be anybody in this House who
still considers that the farmers are wrong to demand
that their purchasing power be safeguarded? Are you
at last going to decide to give farmers the resources
they,need to produce, invest and acquire rhe means ro
build up a prosperous and dynamic agricultural secror,
as provided for in the Treaty of Rome?
In France production cosrs have increased ro such an
extent that farmers find themselves plunging increas-
ingly and alarmingly into debt. They are no longer
able rc do things which are necessary for rheir produc-
tion, such as investmenr in agricuhural machinery. The
position being upheld by rhe Commission, by rhe
French Government and by the majority of rhis House
is having Brave consequences. French agriculture is
becoming impoverished by this Malthusian policy
which has led to the rural depopulation and ro unem-
ployment and ruin for millions of farmers. The
Community and the narional governments must rake a
logical, reasonable decision consisrenr wirh rhe needs
of agriculture. As our resolurion proposes, agriculrural
prices must be fixed at a level commensurate wirh rhe
increase in production costs and inflation in our coun-
tries. Once again rhe French Communisrs and Allies
demand a 13 0/o increase in agricultural prices in
France.
Ladies and gentlemen, who here would dare ro say
that this claim is not 
.iustified? \7ho would dare to
asserl lhat it is not urgenrly necessary [o meer farmers'
demands in our countries? The farmers have waited
too long already. Does this Parliamenr again wanr to
sacrifice common sense and necessiry ro polidcal
manoeuverings?
And lastly ir is our self-respect as elecred ..p..r.nr"-"
dves which is ar srake. Ladies and gen[lemen, face up
to your responsibilities! As for us Communists, we will
continue in rhis Parliamenr, as always, ro be rhe
staunch supporrers of the farmers and workers of our
country and the champions of France's national inrer-
ests. Mr Presidenr, we have raken nore of rhe vote this
morning and we will not fail 
- 
you can be sure of that
- 
to inform the farmers and their organizations, who
are at present struggling for a fair increase in prices,
that all the representarives of rhis Parliament, with rhe
exceprion of rhe Communists and Allies, have once
again rejected our proposal designed ro meer the farm-
ers legitimare demands. Ve have faced up ro our
responsibility, ladies and genrlemen; nov/ face up to
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yours !
(Applause from the Communist and Allies Group)
President. 
- 
I call Mrs van den Heuvel to speak on
behalf of the Socialist Group.
Mrs'van den Heuvel. 
- 
(NL) Mr President, I must
inform you that the Socialist Group has no intention
of taking any funher pan in this debate under the
presen[ circumstances. The debate was introduced
yesterday by two speeches, one by Mr Colombo and
one by Mr Jenkins. Ve would have liked to have
rounded off the debate with a speech on behalf of the
Socialist Group containing a great many specific ques-
tions to Mr Colombo and Mr Jenkins. However, I see
that neither of them is here to answer these questions.
I think it is beneath'the dignity of this Parliament to
continue with this debate as if they were here and as if
they took this Parliament seriously.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I assume the Member of the Commis-
sion currently present in this House will inform Mr
Jenkins of the point made by Mrs Van Den Heuvel.
I call Mr Danken.
Mr Dankert. 
- 
(NL) I should like as rapponeur, to
say a few words regarding the points made by the
President of the Council and the Commissioner
responsible for the budget and comment briefly on this
debarc.
Mr Colombo stated clearly, as President of the Coun-
cil, that, in his view, what we need is a budget which
includes the agricultural measures. Parliament, or at
least the Committee on Budgets, wholeheanedly
agrees with this point of view. The question, however,
is whether, if the Council fails to reach agreement on
prices before the end of May, a funher delay in the
budget will not aggravate still funher the present
chaotic sisuation in Europe. There is nothing the least
bit strange about the Council submitting a draft budget
which does not include farm prices. Indeed, under the
normal procedure, we have not once had a budget in
which farm prices were included as the budget had
always been formally fixed before the farm prices had
been negotiated. I agree entirely with those who have
criticized this situation, panicularly the British
Conservatives, that it is sheer madness, but I do not see
what is revolutionary about perpetuating this ridicu-
lous situation for yet another year through che fault of
the Council. I would have thought that what has been
suggested would be in the interests of Europe and the
cohesion of the Community under the current cridcal
circumstances. I should like to point out, however, in
reply to remarks which have been made during this
debate, that this would in no way mean tha[, by vinue
in panicular of the viewpoint contained in paragraph 5
of the motion for a resolution, Parliament itself would
be prejudging the issue as regards, for example, farm
prices. This is not the case. All Parliament is asking is
that the Council should include the financial implica-
tions of all Commission proposals, regardless of
u herher rher concern regional policy or agricultural
policy in ir draft and that it should take no decisions
as regards agriculture but, as always, regard the
Commission's figures for agriculture as provisional
until more definite decisions have been made regard-
ing farm prices, which could then be submitted rc
Parliament in rhe form of a supplementary budget.
This might even be a practical way of going about
things, as it would permit Parliament to decide on the
supplementary budget, which must contain the impli-
cations for agriculture, separately from the main body
of the budget.
I should just like to make an observation regarding Mr
Tugendhat's reaction to what I said previously, i.e.
that in the budgetary field the rules were currently
being applied in such a way in the Community that I
was afraid that permanent damage might result. The
Commission has said there was no question of this and
that the Commission had remained entirely within the
law. This is, of course, a question of interpretation, as
in fact Mr Tugendhat himself admitted. However,
widely differing interpretations of what can and
cannot be done are currently being applied in the
various institutions.
In the case of its own budget, Parliament differentiates
between payment appropriations and commitment
appropriations 
- 
a system which I feel is unaccepta-
ble. The Commission applies the same system as
regards the advances on agricultural expenditure and
takes as its basis an article in the Financial Regulation,
r. hich cannot possibly have been intended for this
purpose. In other areas too, such as carry-over from
one year to another and transfers within the budget,
practices are coming to be used which, in my view, will
have disastrous effects on the transParency of the
budgetary procedure and transparency in the imple-
mentation of the Community Budget. In my view, in
the current situation, which after all is one of crisis,
cenain things are being done which tend to set Prece-
dents and which might quirc easily aggravate the crisis
still further, and this is something against which I
should like rc sound a warning. I believe in fact that
the opinions of the Commissioner and myself do not in
fact differ very greatly in this respect.
President. 
- 
I c,all Mr Tugendhat.
Mr Tugendhat, Member of the Commission. 
- 
Mr
President, I should like, with Breat respect, to make a
point to Parliament about procedure before making
m1' few brief remarks. I have listened with great atten-
tion to the criticisms by Mr Colla, Mrs Macciocchi
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and Mrs van den Heuvel of rhe fact rhar rhe Presi-
dent-in-Office and now President Jenkins are nol here
at the end of rhe debate. I myself have acrually, I
think, heard every speech made in the course of rhe
debate, and I do nor think thar more than a very, very
small proportion of rhe speakers are here to listen to
the wind-up.
(Applause)
If one is ro have a debate and if one is ro have an
exchange of views, rhen ir is importanr that Members
of Parliamenr, if I may say so, do not leave imme-
diately afrer they have made their speeches rarher rhan
wait so that one can have an exchange of views, as,
indeed, is the case between Mr Dankert and myself,
Mr Dankert being here, of course, in person.
(Applause)
I think rhis is an importanr poinr if we are ro ger a
proper debate and dialogue going. Now, clearly, there
is very litrle time at our disposal. Thar is nor lhe faulr
of the people here; ir is nor the fault of rhe Chair. In
any case there is an elemenr of unrealiry abour winding
up a debate, most of which rook place the day before. I
would Iike, therefore, to make just a very few points.
Firsr of all, on the big general point, especially rhe big
general point that concerns my own area of responsi-
biliry, I hope vely much thar the Council will have paid
attention to Parliament's exhortations on rhe necessiry,
the desirabiliry, of establishing a Community budger as
soon as possible. I have nothing ro add to whar was
said. The views of Parliamenr from all sides came
rhrough very clearly, and I hope rhat at the earliesr
opportunity we will be dealing with a subsranrive draft
budger so rhar rhe Communiry can ger, a[ leasr in rhis
area, back on the rails and back to normal work.
As to the point rhar Mr Dankerr raised, which I
commented on and ro which he has now rerurned,
obviously we will have to pursue rhose matrers else-
where. I agree wirh him on the absolure necessity of
observing rhe law, observing the Treaty, observing the
Frnancial Regulation. \fle believe that we have done
so, and that has been a central element in our argu-
ment. As he said, rhere are differences of inrerprera-
tion, and clearly it is desirable that differences of inrer-
pretation should, if possible, be resolved. However I
do assure rhe House rhat our conrention is rhar we
have observed rhe law and also that we have fulfilled
our duty, as I explained yesterday, ro rry ro keep the
normal workings of rhe Communiry going for as long
as possible in the presenr extremely difficult circum-
stances. There were rhree speeches which I would
particularly like to remark on. Perhaps it will not
surprise rhe House rhat I should refer first of all ro rhe
speech by the former Presidenr of rhe Commission, Mr
Rey, in which he drew on his experience of previous
difficulties in rhe Community and how rhey lrad been
resolved. I hope very much thar his words of wisdom
will reach a wider audience than the quite large
number of people who listened ro rhem ar rhe rime.
I was also, if I may say so, Mr President, very struck
by your speech which was delivered to an almost
emptv House after 1.00 p.m. yesrerday. You referred to
the League of Narions and to the danger of maintarn-
ing the forms of an organizarion and an insriturion
after the subsrance has depaned. I think rhar was a
very powerful and cogenr warning which the Commu-
niry would do well rc heed.
Finally I would like to remark on rhe speech by Mr
Spinelli, in which he ralked about rhe Communiry
marking time, if nor going backwards, and rhe fact
that if we were not to disappear altogether, ir was very
important thar we should nor only get a budger, which
is after all a cenrral aspect of our affairs, but that we
should also rerurn [o rhe normal working and develop-
ment of this Community as soon as possible. That
theme, I felr, ran through rhe debate and brought the
debate together, and the anxiety and the concern
expressed in rhis House is cenainly justified. I hope
very much rhar orher organs and institutions of rhe
Community will heed this concern, as well as the fact
that people of different nationalities and different
political groups, certainly speaking wirh different
rorces lnd a differenr emphasis, but nonerheless people
from all our counrries and all the main polirrcal
tendencies in rhe Communiry, were agreed on rhat
point. I hope very much rhar rhe force of those argu-
ments will be felt and that they will, in fact, achieve the
results which they cerrainlv in mv view deserve.
President. 
- 
I call Mr De Goede on a point of order.
Mr De Goede. 
- 
(NL) Mr President, I should like at
the end of this debate ro commenr on rhe procedure.
Mr Tugendhat is, of course, quite righr to menrion rhe
fact that many Members are absenr when rhe Commis-
sion or Council comes ro reply to the points made in
the debate. However, rhe orher side of the coin 
- 
ar
least in my own and many other people's experience
- 
is that we do nor bother to do more rhan make a
statemenr because we know that we are hardly likely
to get specific replies to our quesrions and comments.
May. I give you rwo examples, Mr Tugendhar? Many
speakers yesterday asked for a reaction ro rhe ques[ion
as to why rhe agriculrural prices are nor fixed by rhe
Eight? No answer has been forthcoming, either from
the Council or from rhe Commission. Mariy speakers
asked for a reacrion from the Council and Commission
to the quesrion as to wherher Parliamenr will be
involved in the appoinring of the new Commission. If
then a debare is conducred in such a way that specific
and imporranr quesrions are not answered, ir is no
wonder many Members are absent when the Commis-
sion is speaking. I can assure you, however, rhar a lot
more Members would be present if rhey could expecr
to receive answers or reactions to their questions and
comments.
(Applause)
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President. 
- 
I would as the represenative of the
Council to convey the message that it is Parliament's
wish that these negotiadons be conducted in such a
way that there is a genuine dialogue between the
various institutions of the Community.
The debate is closed. The Danken motion for a reso-
lution will be put to the vote at the next voting time.
8. Vei,fication of credentials
President. 
- 
At its meeting this morning the Bureau
examined the mandates of Mr Israel, Mr Deschamps
and Mr De Gucht, whose nominations were
announced earlier. Pursuant to Rule 3(l) of the Rules
of Procedure, the Bureau found that these mandates
were in accordance with the provisions of the Treaties.
I propose that these mandates be radfied.
Since there are no objections, that is agreed.
9. EEC-Yugoslaaia Cooperation Agreement
President. 
- 
The next item is the debate on the
repon (Doc. 1-165/80), drawn up by Mr Radoux on
behalf of the Committee on Ex[ernal Economic Rela-
tions, on the
proposal from the Commission to the Council (Doc.
l-164/80) on the Cooperation Agreement between the
European Economic Community and the Socialist Federal
Republic ofYugoslavia and the interim agreements.
I call Mr Radoux.
Mr Radoux, raPPorter4r. 
- 
(F) Mr President, ladies
and gentlemen, I shall introduce this report by thank-
ing those who helped in having it approved by the
committee: Lord Catherwood, Chairman of the
Committee on External Economic Relations, all the
members of the committee, and Mr Bettiza, Chairman
of the EEC/Yugoslavia parliamentary delegadon.
As you know, there had been a rade agreement
between that country and our Community. The origin
of the new agreement whose main features and
conrcnt differ considerably from those previously
governing relations between the two parties, lies in a
joint declaration signed in Belgrade in December 1976
by the President of the Federal Executive Council of
the Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia and by the
President-in-Office of the Council of the European
Communities and a member of the Commission.
Under the said declaration, it was agreed that all
practical means would be sought to implement cooPer-
ation on the basis of the increasing independence and
complementarity of the economies of the two panies
for purposes of interests reasonably considered as
mutual. The negotiations which began in earnest early
in 1978 led to the signing of the Cooperation Agree-
menr on 2 April 1980. !/hat is the substance of this
new atreement? First its main features, and then its
content. It is an agreement sui generis. Its originality
lies in the fact that, while being based on the preferen-
tial agreements concluded by the Community with
various countries under the general Mediterranean
policy, it takes account of the special international
position of Yugoslavia, which is a non-aligned, Euro-
pean, Mediterranean State, as well as a member of the
group of 77 developing countries. Its main fearures are
as follows: first, its duration is unlimited, which
confirms the resolve of both sides to lay a solid foun-
dation for their cooperation by making their relations
essentially irreversible Second, the cooperation is
overall, i.e. it covers a wide range of fields. Third, an
institution known as the Cooperation Council has
been set up and will meet at least once a year.
'!/ith regard to the content of the agreement, emphasis
should first of all be laid on the economic and techni-
cal cooperation which is designed to contribute to the
development of Yugoslavia by supplementing that
country's own efforts and to be as far-reaching as
possible in the interest of both panies. It covers
energy, industrial, scientific and technological cooper-
ation, agriculture, transport, tourism, the environment,
fisheries and finance. Financial cooperation: the
Commission will participate in the financing of
projects designed to contribute to the economic devel-
opment of Yugoslavia and which are of mutual inter-
est to both that country and the Community. Dunng
an initial five-year period, an amount of 200 million
EUA can be committed by the European Investment
Bank from its own resources for this purpose and
earmarked primarily for road infrastructures and elec-
tricity supply. This operation should later help attract
our partners to the Community's capital market, espe-
cially through a regular exchange of information
between the economic services of the Yugoslav plan
and those of the Commission. Funhermore, the
Yugoslavian industrialization clause in the agreement
allows for development in the Community's participa-
tion in the economic policies of that country.
As regards trade, the aim is to gradually abolish, in
stages, the barriers to trade. The agreement provides
for the first of these stages for which a period of five
years has also been fixed. It will begin on I July 1980,
concurrently with the implementation of the financial
cooperation. Industrial products originadng in Yugos-
lavia will, on the whole, be eligible for duty-free
imponation into the Community and will not be
subject to any quantitative impon resriction.
However, cenain industrial producm, particularly
certain textile products, will be subject to a system of
tariff ceilings, on the understanding that the agreement
does not affect the provisions of the textile trade
agreement signed by Yugoslavia and the Community
under the Arrangement Regarding International Trade
in Textiles. The agreement also provides the Commu-
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nity with the possibility of referring ro rhe Coopera-
tion Council in order to determine any condirions of
access to its marker which mighr prove necessary for
products which it deems to be sensirive. In agriculture,
selective tariff concessions are laid down for producrs
originating in Yugoslavia. \flirh regard ro producrs
originating in the free zone introduced by the agree-
ments signed at Osimo, it is stipulated that rhe
Community and Yugoslavia will grant rhem free access
to their market. I would remind you rhar the Osimo
agreements concluded between Iraly and Yugoslavia
established a free frontier-zone and provide for
economic cooperation acriviries. The said agreements
were endorsed by the Community. Lasrly, Yugoslavia,
for its part, granrs rhe Community most-favoured-
nation treatment in rhe field of rade.
Fourth consideration: social provisions. It is laid down
that Yugoslav workers employed in rhe territory of
each of the Member Stares shall be free from any
discrimination based on narionaliry as regards working
conditions or pay. The provisions further express rhe
readiness of the Member Srares to hold discussions
with the Yugoslav authoriries on rhe position of
Yugoslav labour.
The last point on which I wish to lay particular empha-
sis is institutions. The agreemen[ provides for a Coop-
eration Council comprising represenrarives of Yugos-
lavia and representatives of rhe Communiry and im
Member States. The said Council shall be responsible
for seeking ways and means of esrablishing coopera-
tion in the areas defined in the agreement, and for
ensuring its proper functioning in a spirit of under-
standing. We can unmistakably say rhar this Council is
in fact the administrative body of the agreemenr.
Much will therefore depend on irs Members' effons
and on their ability to make use of rhe entire potenrial
of the Agreement.
Mr President, ladies and gentlemen, this new overall
cooperation agreement between Yugoslavia and our
Communiry, as well as [he morion submitred for your
approval, are indicarive of what can be done in Europe
to abide by the commirmenrs in that chaprer of the
Final Act of the Helsinki Conference dealing wirh
cooperation among the 35 signarories ro rhe Acr. Our
resolution was unanimously adopted by rhe Commir-
!ee on Exrernal Economic Relarions, undoubtedly
because irs members realized that the agreemenr
submitred for rheir approval is an instrument which
our Community can consider as one of rhe best
achievements of irs external economic policy. This
document forms part of what can be regarded as an
overall policy.
I hereby call upon the Members of this Assembly to
cast an overwhelming majority vore, if nor a unani-
mous vote. I also request lhem to press, in their
national parliaments, for rhe quickest possible rarifica-
tion procedure, so rhat parliamenrarians in all the
Member States can share the satisfaction of conrribut-
ing to the prompr implementarion of close cooperation
with one of the mosr important counr.ries in the
south-east of our conrinent. These new des, which I
regard as exceptional, with Yugoslavia are, in rerms of
our Community, a success for rhe Commission, Coun-
cil and governments of Member States. Ir is now up ro
Parliament to give im opinion on rhis agreemenr and to
pay panicular artenrion ro its implementarion by the
institutions I described a momenr ago. I feel sure [har,
all together, we shall achieve this. \7e shall be atten-
tive, we shall be vigilanr, we shall pay panicular ar[en-
tion to the proper use of rhe funds made available by
the European Investment Bank, so as to contribute as
effectively as possible ro cooperarion in the economic
and financial aspecrs of rhe indusrrialization of Yugos-
lavia. Thank you for your arrenrion.
President. 
- 
I call Mrs !flieczorek-Zeul to speak on
behalf of the Socialisr Group.
Mrs V'ieczorek-Zeul. 
- 
(D) Ladies and genrlemen,
my Group welcomes this cooperation agreemenr
between the European Community and the Socialist
Federal Republic of Yugoslavia and suppons, by a
large majority, rhe repon submitred by Mr Radoux. I
should like to join with him in asking you to give a
broad measure of suppon ro rhis reporr and not allow
cenain regional aspecrs ro divert your arrention from
the really important funcrion of an agreement like rhis.
I should like ro mention jusr a few of rhe many reasons
for concluding the'agreement in rhis form. Ar a time
when the super-powers are once again trying to divide
the non-aligned countries and the developing coun-
tries into opposing political and military spheres of
influence just as in the old days of the Cold Var, I
think that by concluding rhis agreement, rhe European
Community is demonsrraring in exemplary fashion
that the only democraric way of working with rhese
countries is by economic and political cooperarion on
an equal footing whatever form of associarion and
whatever form of agreemenr may be chosen. 'S7'e
believe that panicularly in the currenr crirical inrerna-
tional situation, rhe independence and the right of
these countries to develop as rhey wish must be
encouraged and guaranteed. That is what the Euro-
pean Communiry should be working rowards, not a
hectic, hurried attempt to incorporare an economic
and social sysrcm like Yugoslavia's into a 'S?estern
front' and to commit ir ro a parricular line in interna-
tional affairs. Ve musr respecr these countries' inde-
pendence and their right ro develop in their own way,
as in the case of Yugoslavia as an example.
The same applies ro Yugoslavia's domesric policy.
Bearing in mind rhe kind of people who will be speak-
ing subsequently on behalf of orher polirical groups, I
should like to make ir quite clear rhar Yugoslavia
remains a non-capitalist, socialist counrry with worker
panicipation a unique sysrem which in our view
deserves special supporr and prorecrion.
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Secondly, the agreement is not directed again,t other
Stere-trading countries tn Easte rn Europe Thar is also
woruh emphasizing. On the contrary, we believe that it
fully accords with the spirit of the Final Act of the
Conference on Security and Cooperation in Europe
showing what opportunities there are for peaceful
economic, social and political cooperation with other
Eastern European countries in Comecon. !(/e would
very much welcome agreements of this kind.
Thirdly, we also 
- 
and particularly 
- 
welcorne this
agreement as a contribution towards improving the
situation of the Yugoilavian economy and in particular
the Yugoslavian balance of trade.
I should specifically like to draw your attention to the
very welcome fact 
- 
that, in those areas in which
national ratification is no longer necessary in other
words, the financial protocol and the trade agreement
- 
we can take practical action from 1 July without
having to wait for the whole formal process of national
ratification to be concluded.
There is one other point I think should be made with
regard to the procedure adopted by the Commisiion
for this agreement. I think I can say on behalf of my
Group that 
- 
in view of the fact that these negotia-
tions got under way as early as 1976 and were only
brought to a conclusion as a result of recent develop-
ment 
- 
we would'be very glad if the European
Cornmunity were in future to show more farsighted-
ness more political vision in conducting such negotia-
tions and concluding cooperation agreements, instead
of having a decision forced on it by events.
Finally, I often got the impression 
- 
and we in the
Committee on External Economic Relations followed
the negotiations very closely 
- 
that these negotia-
tions, which have been dragging on since 1976, oken
concentrated more on the impon quotas for such
rhings as baby beef than on the political aims of such
an agreement. I think this is wrong and we should
make it very plain that this should not happen in the
future.
I should also like to make the point that the European
Parliament's responsibilities will of course nor end
with today's vote on this agreement. As Mr Radoux
said earlier, the European Parliament bears a certain
responsibiliry for the future, for the further develop-
ment of this agreement, and we must develop a joint
srraregy for such further development. In this respect,
there are three points I should like to make.
Firstly, I believe 
- 
as Mr Radoux said very clearly 
-that we should keep a close watch on what policy is
pursued by the two parties to the agreement in the
Cooperation Council, that is what we should be
concentrating our attention on, because it is this
Cooperation Council which will, at intervals, be decid-
ing on the further development of the agreement,
commercial coopera[ion, on the application of protec-
tive clauses and also the question of the situation of
Yugoslav workers in the Member States of the Euro-
pean Community.
As regards this question of the situarion of foreign, in
this case Yugoslav, workers in our countries, I should
like to point out that in delivering its opinion on this
agreement, the European Parliament is effectively
entering into more than a formal commitment and thus
undenakes to make a real contribution towards ending
discrimination and ensuring equal treatment for these
workers ,throughout the European Communiry. That
will be our duty. Again, following on from a point
made by the rapporteur, the European Parliament has '
a second dury, which is ro keep a very sharp eye on the
work of the European Investment Bank with regard to
the financial cooperation obligations, because the
Investment Bank will after all be providing 200 million
EUA over the next five years for practical projects in
the interests of both parties to the agreement. As this
will of course involve decisions on very important
matters, I believe that we have a duty to supervise what
goes on in this field. Finally, we should put some life
into the Joint Parliamentary Committee of the Euro-
pean Parliament and the Socialist Federal Republic of
Yugoslavia and use it as a means of exening influence
on the Cooperation Council. I would also suggest that
presence of a representative of the European Parlia-
ment in this Cooperation Council would give us some
chance of influencing and keeping an eye on its work.
Ailow me finally to comment. in a personal capacrty on
this kind of agreement, u hich I should like for n
moment to consider independently of the prese nt casc,
the agreement with Yugoslavia. Because of the import-
ance of this agreeinent, the Committee on External
Economic Relations deliberately refrained from
discussing formal or procedural matters, but I should
like to refer separately to such matters now because
these questions will crop up again with every new
cooperation and trade or similar agreement.. As I said,
these are my own persona[ views.
I believe it to be a very important point thar sections of
these agreements no longer need to be ratified by
national parliaments, and it seems to me that what we
have here in democratic terms is not so much a twilight
zone as 
- 
and I say this without any political ulterior
motive 
- 
what amounts almost to a blackout zone,
with no Parliament lending any political legitimacy to
the matter. I believe that this an intolerable situation,
and that this House must therefore try be involved at a
very early stage. I therefore believe that the procedure
used hitherto 
- 
the so-called Luns-Vesterterp Proce-
dure, which was the original attempt ro involve Parlia-
ment in such negotiations 
- 
will have to be radically
changed in a number of ways. Let me mention two
such points which arose in the course of the commit-
tee's deliberations. The Luns-Vesterterp Procedure
provides for the Commission to keep the committee
informed of developments during negotiations on such
xgreements . . .
If I may, Mr Presrdent, I should like to point out that I
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am also speaking now on behalf of Mr Ferri, who will
not be speaking subsequenrly.
. . . Experience has shown there to be serious shortcom-
ings in this Procedure. Let me jusr give you one exam-
ple. The Luns-Vestenerp Procedure which 
- 
as I was
saying 
- 
provides for the Council finally to inform
the Committee on External Economic Relations before
an agreement is signed but after rhe conclusion of
neBotiations, may at the time have been a step forward
compared with an earlier period when informarion was
conspicuous by its absence, bur ir is of course inade-
quate now that we have a directly elected Parliamenr. I
would point our that we now have rhe absurd siruation
whereby the Committee on External Economic Rela-
tions is sometimes less well informed by the Council
than many other committees, in rhar during negotia-
tions on the agreement with Yugoslavia the Council
used this formal procedure as a prerexr for refusing ro
make a statement to the committee.
This is intolerable and just goes ro show how out-of-
date cenain procedures are and that they will simply
have to be changed.
Secondly, I believe that what we need, at an early
stage in the preparation of such agreemenrs 
- 
at the
stage when the Commission's recommendations are
formulated 
- 
is for this House ro hold a policy
debate, and that a second such debarc should be held
before the Council submits its guidelines ro rhe
Commission, so that we can rhen influence rhe nego-
tiations to be conducted by the Commission. Finally, I
believe ir is evident from a number of rcday's speeches
that formal ratification is essential 
- 
especially of
those sections which no longer need to be rarified by
national Parliaments 
- 
and I think it is a marter of
self-respect for this Parliament ro ger a suitable proce-
dure accepted without delay. The Committee on
External Economic Relations will be making suitable
proposals.
Finally, ladies and gentlemen, ler us nor get lost in the
minor details of this agreemenr. The imponant thing
in this debate is to show the Socialisr Federal Republic
of Yugoslavia thar we are prepared for cooperation on
equal terms. Let us show by the way we deal with rhis
subject and by our vote the imporrance we attach to an
agreement of this nature.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Mr van Aerssen to speak on behalf
of the Group of the European People's Pany (Chris-
tian Democratic Group).
Mr van Aerssen. 
- 
(D) Mr President, ladies and
Bentlemen, the Group of the European People's Pany
gives its full suppon ro [he Agreement concluded on 2
April and thanks Mr Radoux for his exhausrive reporr,
which we also whole-heanedly supporr. In our view,
by concluding this Agreement with Yugoslavia, our
Community has made a bold and decisive step forward
and we also feel that in spire of the difficult situarion in
which the European Community currenrly finds irself,
this Agreement nevenheless demonsrrares [hat our
Community is capable of action. The Commission has
conducted excepdonally difficult negotiarions 
- 
since
Yugoslavia has a different economic sysrem from thar
of the European Community 
- 
and the Council has
also shown that ir too can in facr take decisions when
called upon. I should also like to thank the Commis-
sion for the fact that, as emerged from rhe delibera-
tions in the Committee on External Economic Rela-
tions, institutional cooperation between the Commis-
sion Parliament and the comperenr Commitree can be
improved in a pragmatic fashion withour amendment
to the Treacy.'Sfl'e are determined ro work rogerher [o
go further in this direcrion.
To sum up once more, my Group rakes the view thar,
with the conclusion of rhis Agreemenr, rhe Community
has demonstrated its ability to acr. !fle also feel rhar
the significance of this Agreemenr will be ryofold. On
the one hand, the European Community will now
come to play a key role in rhe economic development
of Yugoslavia 
- 
which confers on us a very special
responsibility 
- 
while on the orher hand, by virrue of
this new partnership with Yugoslavia, the European
Community has also come considerably closer towards
a cohesive Mediterranean policy, since this is not
merely a cooperation agreemenr in the traditional
sense, but a pilot projecr which goes far beyond whar
we normally understand by a cooperation agreement,
and we have decided to regard this as an agreemenr sui
generis. Ve should like ro encourage rhe Commission
to continue still further in this direcrion and do all it
can to bring out the dynamic character of this agree-
ment. Since the agreement concerns nor only the tradi-
tional sectors of Economic cooperarion, but is also
aimed at overall cooperarion wirh Yugoslavia, the
Commission should make a mosr derermined effon to
promote this cooperation in the coming years.
,It is, of course, extremely regrertable thar rhis Agree-
ment should be coming into effecr at a rime when one
of Yugoslavia's most outstanding leaders has 
.just died,
and we should like to take rhis opponuniry of express-
ing once more our deep sympathy and the wish that
the people of Yugoslavia will conrinue in the direction
indicated by Tito, i.e. that of national sovereignty and
independence. !fle should like, for our part, to stress
that we are prepared ro do everything we can ro enable
Yugoslavia to continue in its independence, by virtue
of which it occupies a leading posirion among the
non-aligned countries.
'!7e should like ro stress once more what Mr Radoux
has said, i.e. thar the European Parliamenr should be
represented on the Cooperation Council. Since rhis is a
new programme and a new agreement, and since the
Cooperarion Council is rhe key to rhe funher develop-
ment of this Agreemenr, lhe European Parliamenr
must be represented on this Council. I should like to
say on behalf of my Group that I am extremely grate-
ful that the head of the European Parliament delega-
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tion, Mr Bettiza, fully concurs with this view and has
already expressed this opinion in the Committee. \fle
realize that we are breaking new ground here.
However, in order to ensure better dovetailing of the
work of the European Parliament and the decisions of
the Cooperation Council, we must, we think, insist
that this path is followed. \7e would like rc thank Mr
Radoux for including this point so explicitly in his
report. !7e should also like to chank him for making
quite clear in his motion for a resolution that coopera-
tion should also cover cultural and social matters, with
a view to emphasizing the dynamic character of this
agreemenr. The third point to which we attach panicu-
lar importance is that we must see to it that small and
medium-sized undertakings within the European
Community have a chance to take advantage of this
unique Cooperation Agreement.
Ve realize that the Yugoslavian economy has made
exceptional progress in recent years. The smndard of
living is rising and the number of people employed in
agriculture is constantly decreasing, which reflects a
major upswing in the economy. Ve are also very
pleased to note that a large number of Yugoslavian
migrant workers have returned to their country, since
they have realized that their chances of finding work
have substantially increased. This, of course, is all
connected with the decision by the Yugoslavian
Government to make their economy increasingly
market-oriented. However, in concluding an agree-
menr of this kind, if we intend to face the future
rogether, we must. make no bones about the fact that
excessive optimism is out of place and we must not
close our eyes to the weaknesses on both sides.
Mr Radoux has explained very clearly what is our
major cause for concern, i.e. Yugoslavia's increasing
trade deficit with the European Community.'$7e must
also recognize that the Yugoslavian economy is not yet
adequarcly represented in the European Community
and I rhink we must do all in our power to help our
new partner along this path. Ve should gently suggest
that Yugoslavia should not restrict itself exclusively to
traditional methods in promoting its products, but that
consideration should also be given to questions of
cooperation with third countries and technoloBy trans-
fer.
In my view, we should also consider whether the dinar
should be adjusted to its true value with a view to
getting ar the roots of the problem of the trade deficit.
Nor do we make any secret of the fact that we do not
find cenain developmenu in Yugoslavia over the last
few months very pleasant from the trade point of view.
For example, when we consider how cenain bureau-
cratic obstacles are used in Yugoslavia in order to get
round the so called law on the value of the currenry,
we must admit that this is not a good thing for the
funher development of trade with our new partner.
To sum up, Mr President, we feel this Agreement
provides a new platform, that we will be able within
the Cooperation Council to enumerate all these prob-
lems and deal with the weak points on both sides.
Finally, we must stress once more tha[ the accession of
Greece to the European Community, which is sched-
uled for 1981, should not mean that Yugoslavia is
pushed aside, but rather that we should make joint
efforts to see to it that, by vinue of its geographical
situation, economic cooperation is established in all
fields, which should also lead to the development of
communications 
- 
a point which this Parliament has
already discussed in demil during the last pan-session.
Mr President, ladies and gentlemen, we should now
make a determined effon to do justice to the dynamic
character of this Agreement, get seriously down to
work and see to it that Yugoslavia becomes a reliable
trade and polidcal partner of this Community. My
Group will do all it can to rhis end.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Sir John Stewan-Clark to speak
on behalf of the European Democratic Group.
Sir John Stewart-Clark. 
- 
Mr President, first of all I
wish to express the condolences of our group in this
Parliament to the people of Yugoslavia on the loss of
their leader, President Tito. He died as he lived, in
fonitude. He will go doyrn in history as one of the
great leaders of this century. Ve are all the weaker
and the poorer by his death.
Under President Tito, Yugoslavia maintained a neural
position not only politically, but also in trade. Thiny-
five per cent of her impons have come from Comecon
counries, 35 0/o also from the European Community,
but this has not been the case in regard to her expons,
for Comecon counrries have taken 40 0/o and yet the
European Community has only taken 25 0/0, and I
think it is fair to say that we have contributed partially
to the deficit which they have had. Since 1974, Yugos-
lavia has had an average trade deficir of 3700 million
US dollars 
^ 
year. This rose to 4 300 million US
dollars in 1979, and of that amount the Community
accounred for a deficir of z sOO million dollars. So
steps had to be taken to reverse this trend. If not, we
would have seen a continuing and widening deficit
exacerbated by oil prices which could have led rc
increasing economic difficulties within Yugoslavia and
increased her dependence upon Russia.
I would only remind you of the position which Yugos-
lavia has in the world today and her r6le in preserving
world peace. In the last 25 years, Yugoslavia has
displayed a magnificent effon in advancing from what
was essentially an agricultural economy, with over
70 0/o of its people on [he land, to an indusrialized
and social society employing over 50 0/o of its people in
those sectors. Under a srong leadership, she has
secured stability at home and respect abroad. \7hat a
contrast this is to so many socialist States in the East-
ern bloc !
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I need hardly remind you rhar Yugoslavia consists of
eight separate republics or autonomous provinces, and
its population comprises Serbs, Croats and others of
different ethnic origins. !7e cannor, therefore rake
stabiliry for granted. Yugoslavia is a potential
powder-keg. If that country crumbles, rhere may be
dire consequences not only for her own people but for
all the \Testern world, and with Greece so soon join-
ing the Common Market, and so near [o Yugoslavia,
we have to ensure that Yugoslavia remains a united
and essentially nonaligned country. The agreement
just signed is therefore imponant and timely, and we
should like to compliment the Commission on nego-
tiating it successfully. Ve should also like ro compli-
ment the Council on ir flexibiliry and on seeing rhat
speed had to be produced when speed was needed. I
wish to thank Mr Radoux for the way he has
compiled, produced and presented chis excellent and
businesslike report, which we romlly suppon.
In the agreement, there is wide scope. It covers nor
only trade, but economic and financial cooperation.
Frankly, it, gives Yugoslavia much more than Yugosla-
via gives back, by allowing Yugoslavia to impose
restrictions on impons ro prorecr her industries. This is
non-reciprocal. The European Community vinually
becomes a free rrade area for Yugoslavian goods: there
are no quantitative restrictions, only some mriff ceil-
ings. There are generous agricultural concessions.
Yugoslav workers will be able to move and enjoy
protection within the European Common Market,
almost Iike members of the Common Market; and they
get financial support with low-interest loans and in
other ways.
Now, all this is right. Bur I ask the Commission ro
ensure that this agreement is properly controlled and
regularly reviewed. Ve in this Parliament expecr [o see
a thorough examination of this agreement. Ve expect
to be informed. Ve expect to see a complete control
on such items as non-tariff barriers, on the applicarion
of patent laws and a whole list of other such rhings.
You have said in this agreement rhar a cooperarion
council is to be set up. Let us ask that this cooperarion
council should really work, and ler us request the
Commission, in agreeing to this imponanr agreement,
to ensure rhat is is properly controlled and we are kepr
properly informed.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Denis ro speak on behalf of
the Communisr and Allies Group.
Mr Denis. 
- 
(F) The French members of rhe
Communist and Allies Group atrach panicular impon-
ance to cooperation and friendship with the people of
Yugoslavia for various reasons which are especially
topical at rhe moment. Ir is in this light rhat we are
expressing our opinion on this item of the agenda afrer
considering all the complex elements involved and in
full awareness of the highly varied motives that guide
each group.
\7e wish, first of all, to reiterate our opposirion in
principle to any supranationalism, in other words we
oppose any move by the EEC ro arrogare cenain
powers to itself in violation of the inalienable right of
France or of any other counrry ro conclude interna-
tional agreemenr in keeping with its inreresr. !/e ask
that the national parliament be allowed ro rule on
international agreemenr concluded on our counrry's
behalf. Ve know our Yugoslav friends, who are so
committed to their independence, undersund us.
\(ith regard to this agreemenr, rhere is no doubr that ir
could have mken better accounr of the problems facing
cenain sectors of our economy, industry and agricul-
ture if it had been negoriated direcrly by a French
Government in the light of rhe narional interest. You
can rest assured that we will be vigilanr, panicularly in
cases where the interests of srockbreeders, robacco
farmers, wine growers and other categories of workers
are at stake. !/e wish to reirerare our opposition ro any
impons that do not supplemenr our needs irrespective
of where they come from. At the same rime, we will
acl to ensure that the resources of a country like ours
are more appropriarcly used in granting new imperus
to a mutually advantageous cooperarion wirh all coun-
tries, including socialist countries like Yugoslavia, and
the developing countries.
This, we think,.would be a move towards the desired
objective of diversifying our rrade relations. It is
unfonunate rhat for years now the Communiry has
refused to entertain the well-founded requests of
Yugoslavia, and the sudden change of arritude can
only be attributed ro hardly discernible reasons.
Obviously, we do not subscribe ro such an approach to
cooperation. \7e do notice'rhat socialist Yugoslavia's
sta[us as a non-aligned country and member of rhe
Group of 77 developing counrries is explicitly recog-
nized. Such a positive reference could well be emphas-
ized in relarions with other countries panicularly those
of the Lom6 Convention and in the Maghreb regions. I
also notice rhat it is not by chance that this agreemenr
with a counrry rhar is working for d6tenre makes
explicit reference to the Final Act of rhe Helsinki
Conference.
Ve will ensure rhar rhere is cornpliance wirh rhe posi-
tive aspects of this agreemenr. This is especially neces-
sary when we hear or read cenain comments or notice
cenain arlempts ar unilareral interprerarion. Yugoslavia
does not need anyone's protection, and attempt to
impose decisions which fall within its sovereignty
cannot be tolerated.
For instance, we cannot but refer to the demands rc be
met by the Yugoslav transport and communications
sector under paragraph l0 of the morion, which are
allegedly essenrial ro rhe future expansion of the
Common Marker with the accession of Greece. This is
a surreptitious attempt to exert influence. I must say
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that cooperation with Yugoslavia takes on more signif-
icance than ever before in the present circumsrances. I
have no qualms in saying that we are the most quali-
fied rc address the issue. Vhen lisrcning to others who
are totally obsessEd with base political considerations,
one,might lose sight of the socialist worker panicipa-
tion system in Yugoslavia and of the fact that leaders
who have democratically taken over from the late
President Tito are, as they have always been, our
comrades. \fle have frequently demonstrated our
friendship and solidarity with socialist Yugoslavia,.her
people and the line followed by the Yugoslav
communists, most recently at the highest level during
the tribute to Josip Broz Tito. The cause of coopera-
rion with Yugoslavia will not be served if we try to
cloak it with undinones of cold war and interference.
Like everything else that is contrary to the progress of
the peoples, such disdainful pursuits are doomed to
fail. As for us, we do not lose sight of the essential
aims. This is why, for reasons other than those put
forward by other speakers, we will vote for the resolu-
tion despite the concerns I have just expressed. It will
be a positive act, a political affirmation of our solidar-
ity and commitment to friendship with socialist Yugos-
lavia.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Betdza to speak on behalf of
the Liberal and Democratic Group.
Mr Bettiza. 
- 
(l) Mr President, ladies and gentle-
men, this is not the first time thar it is my pleasure to
cooperate, albeit indirectly, with Mr Radoux whose
report has the full approval of our group. In the midst
of the current climate of international crisis, it repre-
sents a clearsighrcd and responsible approach by this
Parliament to one of the most delicate issues which the
Community has to face, that involving irs reladons
with a third country which is at the same time a neigh-
bour, a socialist country which is at [he same time a
non-aligned State and a Mediterranean country upon
which irc special strategic and polidcal position confers
- 
as long as if its stability can be maintained 
- 
pani-
cular imponance as a factor of overall stabilization in
Europe.
It is gratifying that the Minisrcr of Foreign Affairs, Mr
Colombo, President-in-Office of the Council, felt that
the polirical, and not only the technical and economic,
imponance of this agreement needed to be stressed. I
should also like to emphasize a fact which not only
links the institutions of our Community with this
neighbouring third country, but in panicular links this
Parliament with the Socialist Federal Republic of
Yugoslavia. I refer ro the funeral of President Tito
which Mrs \7eil attended in her capacity as President
of this Parliament and at which she was considered on
rhe same level by protocol as all che 150 heads of state
and government in attendance. The President of this
Parliament was held in the same high regard as the
latter at one of the most significant ceremonies in the
history of mankind which brought together in
Belgrade delegations from parliaments and govern-
ments from all pans of the world.
It is also gradfying to see that Mr Haferkamp, the
Commissioner who has devorcd so much of his work in
recent years to negotiating an agreement which could
not be expressed in more precise and more dynamic
terms, attended the funeral. My only regret is that the
President of the Commission, Mr Jenkins, who has
also devoted much of his political activity to Yugosla-
via was not lhere alongside Mr Haferkamp. However,
let us turn to the future. For the future, it is imponant
to establish as precise and dynamic a strategy as possi-
ble in order to implement this agreement which will
amount only to an agreement on paper unless it is
backed up by the polidcal resolve of the Communiry.
It is up to the Parliament to be the prime mover of the
Community and make'the agreement as effective as
possible.
As a Liberal and as an Italian I should just like to recall
the Osimo Agreements which could and should form
one of the pillars of the agreement between the
Community and Yugoslavia. The Osimo Agreements
represent a rare and example of application of the
Helsinki agreements between countries having differ-
ent types of government. Even more imponant, the
economic codicils to the agreements contain some-
thing which is more concrete. I refer to the proposal
for the establishing of a free industrial zone between
Italy and Yugoslavia. The Osimo Agreements have
been held up as a valuable component of the agree-
ment between the Community and Yugoslavia. In this
connection, it should be added and made clear that
once this mixed free zone is set up, Yugoslavia will
make available a pan of its economic territory for
collaboration not only with Italy, but with country
which is a Member State of the Community. Using our
political imagination, we should therefore look upon
this area not only as a free-area between Yugoslavia
and Italy but as a free industrial area, operational and
thriving in Europe, between a European country such
as Yugoslavia and the European Community to which
we belong.
I should like to conclude by submitting a technical
proposal which complemenn that akeady submitted by
Mr van Aerssen and concerning 'how' this Parliament
can monitor the effectiveness of [hese agreements with
Yugoslavia. It can do so only in one way. The agree-
menr involves an executive body, the Cooperation
Council. I wholeheanedly agree with Mr van Aerssen's
proposal that at least two members of our Parliament
should sit on this Cooperation Council. This is the
only way we can have any guarantee that the resolve
of our Parliament makes iself felt within this executive
body. The agreements could otherwise remain a dead
letter.
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President. 
- 
I call Mrs Dienesch rc speak on behalf
of the Group of European Progressive Democrars.
Mrc Diencsch. 
- 
(F) Mr President, I wish to say a
few words on this report, r,hich we naturally welcome.
First of all, what is panicularly imponant for us is rhat
Europe should en.ioy concrete relarions with a country
located at the junction of rhe indusrialized and under-
developed worlds and vhich therefore plays an impor-
tant role on the inrernational scene.
Secondly, this is in fact the first overall agreement rhar
the EEC has signed with a Stare-trading counrry. In
this respect, it is an exemplary atreemenr. Actually,
Yugoslavia occupies a special posirion berween coun-
tries with a planned economy and those wirh a free-
market economy.
I should add that, besides rhe conventional aspect of
trade, emphasis is laid on wide-ranging cooperation
covering the ma,ior secrors of the economy and all
fields: agricultural, technological, scienrific, financial,
social, institudonal and, in panicular, cultural.
In view of Greece's accession, emphasis should be laid
on the Mediterranean aspecr of Yugoslavia. Because of
its geographical situation and its function as a rransit
route between the Nine and Greece, Yugoslavia is
destined to play an imponant role in the near future,
and it is regrettable that the Agreement makes no
mention of such an imponant aspecr.
Since I have very liule time left, I wish to conclude by
approving all that has been said, while expressing my
reservations on paragraph l3 of the motion for a reso-
lution. The rapponeur proposes the following: 'Consi-
ders it desirable for the European Parliament to be
suitably represented in the Cooperarion Council to
enable the parliamentary committees responsible to
follow, wirh a full knowledge of the facts, the applica-
tion of the provisions of the Agreement and rhe devel-
opment of its potential.' Insread of ratifying inrerna-
tional agreemenr or examining rhem before rhey are
signed. Parliamenr wants to administer the agreement?
Is this wirhin its powers?
'!7e have an example of good administration in the
case of the Lom6 Convenrion, which ser up a Council of
ACP/EEC Ministers 
- 
which administers rhe agree-
ment 
- 
and rhe Joint Consulmrive Assembly. This
Assembly supervises the activities of the Council of
Ministers, which submits ro it an annual repon on its
activities but does nor., under any circumstances, inter-
fere in the Council's administration and decision-
making process and does not attend its discussions.
And yet we know the key role the Assembly plays in
taking initiatives and settling conflica. This is a good
example which should have been followed and which
could be followed.
Apan from this reservation, which we consider impor-
tant, we fully approve the Radoux report which is
destined to improve relations between rhe EEC and
Yugoslavia.
President. 
- 
I call Mrs Macciocchi.
Mrs Macciocchi. 
- 
(/) Mr Presidenr, we approve Mr
Radoux's report, to which we Iralian Radicals feel we
have made a useful conribution.
However, I should like to raise 
.iust one point. Ve
canno! accept thar rhis crucial EEC-Yugoslavia Agree-
ment should have been concluded 
- 
and as far as rhe
Community goes 'concluded' also means 'ratified' 
-by the Council without our Parliamenr being consulted
in plenary session as required under the terms of the
Treaties. Anicle 238 srares that associarion agreemenrs
between the Communiry and third countries musr be
concluded by the Council, acring unanimously after
consulting the Assembly. The EEC-Yugoslavia Agree-
ment falls into this category as Mr Zamberlerti himself
acknowledged at the joint meeting of the Committee
on External Economic Relarions and rhe Political
Affairs Commitree.
The same protocol which should come into force on I
July 1980 and which will be applied ro make available
EEC funds to Yugoslavia amounring to EUA 200
million, should have been vetred by the democrati-
cally-elected Assembly, panicularly as this prorocol is
not to by ratified by the nine narional parliaments. One
of the reasons for raising this point 
- 
on which I shall
not dwell any funher 
- 
is that you all know thar our
efforts have always been concentrated on giving this
Parliament a measure of authoritativeness consonan[
with a Parliament elected by 180 million citizens.
After expressing our disapproval of this practice 
-and we shall be rabling an amendment on this 
- 
I
should like to got inro two issues in grearer deail. One
concerns following up the possibility of using extraor-
dinary inrervention for rhe setting up of road, rail and
sea links between Munich and the pons of Trieste and
Monfalcone. This also relates ro rhe document
approved at the lasr pan-session following an oral
question from Mr Cecovini.
The other concerns Articles 41, 42 and 43 which
specifically mention the Osimo Agreements. 'Sf'e note
that the implementation of these anicles is dependent
on a solution being found to the problem of where the
Italo-Yugoslav indusrial free zone referred to in the
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prorocol to the Osimo Agreements is to be sircd. Sfle
therefore hope that the Commission can as soon as
possible get the two counries concerned to renego-
date the location of the industrial free zone on the
Carso. The local population is very much in favour of
such a renegotiation and Yugoslavia has already starcd
its willingness to renegotiate. In fact, the Yugoslav
Minister for Foreign Affairs said a month or so ago
that although a referendum could in no way change
international relations, the fact remained that if the
local people were against the project as it stood, this
should not go unheard and the zone should be moved
elsewhere.
These were the issues on which I wanted to speak
during this imponant debate. They will, moreover, be
raised again and submitted to your attention in the
amendments we have mbled. l-et me wind up by saying
that this agreement between the EEC and Yugoslavia
is, from the general political point of view, on which
has our full suppon because to us Yugoslavia is not
only a valuable polidcal partner, as someone said, but
something much more imponant in the history of the
European peoples. It is a country 
- 
perhaps the only
one to date and quite likely for some time to come 
-which has managed rc blend successfully the ideals of
socialism and freedom.
Vhich is why 
- 
and I mke my turn to pey tribute, as
other speakers have done, to the memory of Tito, a
man who stands apan in modern times because of the
battle he so ably fought and won 
- 
I repeat we are
wholeheanedly behind this initiative.
Presidcnt. 
- 
I call Mrs Gaiotti d. nirr..
Mrs Gaiotti de Biase. 
- 
(I) Mr President, ladies and
genrlemen, the implications of the Association Agree-
ment we are about to ratify go far beyond the realm of
purely economic considerations. It is a political act
which, in the present climate of crisis, uncenainty,
instability and mutual distrust at the inrcrnational
level, and of institurional crisis and lack of cohesion
and initiative at the Community level, delivers a
messate of hope and confidence in peace and in the
role of the Community.
\7hat is the message that we, as the EEC and also as
Vestern democracies, send to the world? Simply that
economic and social systems and the pattern of inter-
national politics may offer a wide diversiry, but that
rhis is no obstacle to cooperation if there is a common
resolve, free from ulterior motives and ambiguity, to
achieve understanding.
In many respects, Yugoslavia is a far cry from our own
countries, yet we can honestly say that, over and above
the economic commitmenm we are now underwriting,
we share a common bond in that the effon being madc
by two such different parties to safeguard peace and
independence is a joint one, with each side taking due
account of the opinions of the other, in working
towards a broadly-based negotiarcd agreement, reject-
ing any approach based on positions of advantage or
on the fdit dccornpli. Respecting the different configu-
ration of the Yugoslav system does not therefore imply
that the atreement has inherent limintions, but
enhances its value in the same way as all the other
major aspects already mentioned; its unlimircd dura-
tion, iu wide-ranging character and the institutional
clauses it contains.
I should like to repeat here, Mr President, something I
have ofrcn said in committee on this subject. As an
Italian Christian Democrat and the representative in
this Parliament of the Italian border populadon
concerned, I am proud of the role that the successive
governments of our country and the people in this
region have consistently played over the past 30 years
in maintaining peace along this border, which is also a
Community border. This achievement, upon which we
set the final seal today, Mr President, is one which has
not been random, easy or without hurdles. In order to
arrive at this goal, the exploitadon of emotional issues
to electoral ends has been overridden by a long-term
political and pacific strarcgy, casting demagogy aside
and appealing to the people's better instincts. This was
after rhe last war when, in the border towns of Trieste
and Gorizia, this minature Berlin of the Adriatic,
where houses and families were divided by a frontier
which seemed insurmountable, it was understood with
great resoluteness that the psychological aspects of the
conflict had rc be overcome. There was a resolve to do
so and it was done, and the difficulties involved then
were by no means minor ones, when compared with
the clauses of the Osimo Agreements and the proposed
free zone, which has brought about electioneering
manoeuvres based on exploiting misgivings over devel-
opment and hiding behind problems of location which
are easily solved.
This background was necessary in order to prevent us
losing sight bf the historical value of the agreements
we are now ratifying and of the awe inspiring know-
ledge that what we have done is part of an overall stra-
tegy for peaceful coexistence. It is a strarcgy which
deserves a greater endeavour by the European institu-
tions to emerge from the crisis, a strategy which calls
increasingly for a sound common economic policy and
one which does not contradict 
- 
rather it makes
necessary 
- 
a new common and democradc poliry on
securiry without,which, moreover, it would have been
unthinkable to reach the goal we have now reached.
Our group is wholeheanedly behind this act of peace
on account of ir great political significance and
extends is friendship to the Socialist Federal Republic
of Yugoslavia which, with justified confidence in itself,
is now embarking upon a new phase in its history
following the demise of Tito. Ve shall be voting in
favour of Mr Radoux's motion for a resolution and at
rhe same dme emphasize the merits of all the technical,
commercial, financial, and social details which have
already been mentioned and which constitute the
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concrete manifestation of our resolve to achieve peace-
ful coexistence. The rapponeur and other speakers
have already menrioned this and time is too shon to
say any more about these aspects of the agreement. I
should neverrheless like ro srress the value of the devel-
opment of cooperation, including cuhural coopera-
tion, the value of the clauses on the working and living
conditions of migrant workers and the imponance of
the financial protocol.
Mr Radoux's motion for a resolution and other speak-
ers have already referred to the future role of this
Parliament in monitoring and ensuring the full success
of these agreements. The practical problems which
arise, the currency arrangemenE, the observance of
the Osimo agreemenm covering inter alia the setting
up of transport links between Triesre and Ljubljana and
between Gorizia and Ljubljana, the agreenienr for rhe
fishing sector and so on will therefore be dealt with
under the terms of rhis commitmenr in rhe same spirit
as that which fostered the agreement which has just
been concluded.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Gouthier
Mr Gouthier. 
- 
(I) Ladies and genrlemen, on behalf
of the Italian members of the Communist and Allies
Group I should like to express our approval of the
agreements reached berween the Communiry and
Yugoslavia and of the motion for a resolution submit-
ted to our attention.
There are many obvious reasons for our unhesitating
and wholeheaned approval. In rcday's tense and
danger-fraught international situarion, rhe Socialist
Federal Republic of Yugoslavia, as a non-aligned and
Mediterranean counrry, has an exceptionally impor-
tant role, a role which is also capitally imponant for us
Europeans. It is one of the most influential of the
non-aligned countries and is rcday resolutely engaged
in an endeavour to ge[ all countries ro come to their
senses and uphold fundamental principles for the sake
of peace and peaceful coexistence throughout the
world, in other words, to uphold the sovereignry,
autonomy and independence of all peoples and all
countries. Yugoslavia is at the forefront of rhe sruggle
for social and polidcal progress, for the preservarion of
peace, for a return 
- 
something which is possible 
-to peaceful coexistence, panicularly in Europe, and for
cooperation and collaborarion between all peoples.
-fhe importarrce of Yugoslavia to Europe u rll ncr
doubt be funher enhanced when Greece becomes a
member of rhe Community. It is therefore capitally
important for all European countries and for the Euro-
pean Community to develop increasingly solid rela-
tions with the Socialisr Federal Republic of Yugoslavia
and this is why we view rhe basic principles of this
agreement. so favourably.
These principles include, first and foremosr, the need
to restore a balance in the termi of trade between rhe
EEC and Yugoslavia. Ve consider it equitable and
sound to seek to reduce the Yugoslav deficir which
currently results from that country's rerms of rade
with the European Community. It is in rhe interesr of
Europe to have a Socialist Federal Republic of Yugos-
lavia which also srrong from rhe economic smndpoint.
Secondly, we are wholeheanedly in favour of develop-
ing technical, scientific, financial and cultural coopera-
tion. '!7e also find encouraging rhe prospect of step-
ping up relations, inter alia ar the instirutional level,
between this Parliament on the one hand and the
represenrarive bodies of the Socialist Federal Republic
of Yugoslavia on the other.
At this juncture it is as well to specify what is and will
be the leitmotia for rhe correcr implemenration of rhis
atreement and whar will at the same time provide an
opponunity for expanding the rerms of the agreement
itself. For this Cooperarion Agreement between rhe
EEC and Yugoslavia will flourish and be open ro
funher development only if the Community for irc part
sticks firmly to an approach based on the full respect
for the autonomy and total equality of rhe rwo panies
involved.
A'few minutes ago we lisrcned in dismay ro remarks,
for example, from the benches of the European Demo-
cratic Group and it was likewise with dismay that we
read a few days ago the motion for a resolurion tabled
by the group of European Progressive'Democrarc. It is
beyond us that anyone should deliberarely wanr ro
tenera[e an atmospheqe of panic. !7e therefore feel
-duty-bound to frown upon all arremprs by cenain
countries 
- 
such as that made recenrly and repearedly
by the Unircd States and which the EEC would do
well not to imirate 
- 
ro assume a son of righr of guar-
dianship and protection over rhe Socialisr Federal
Republic of Yugoslavia.
Mr Presidenr, ladies and genrlemen, rhe history of
Yugoslavia is also uppermos[ in our minds. The
peoples of Yugoslavia won their independence and
freedom after a long and bitter sruggle by millions
and millions of Yugoslav cirizens against nazism and
fascism. This is reason enough for us to consider rhar
the peoples of Yugoslavia are admirably qualified to
judge where rheir interests lie and ro shape rheir own
destiny, just as they are perfectly able ro srand up
themselves for cheir sovereignty, auronomy and inde-
pendence, and srave off outside interference in
whatever shape or form, even in irs more insidious
forms.
In our view, this is of fundamental imponance, Mr
President, ladies and genrlemen, panicularly for us
Italians, mindful as we are of the imponance of the
Osimo agreements which are roday vinually incorpor-
ated in this EEC-Yugoslavia Agreemenr, a Treary which
represenrc a step forward and a concrete application of
the Helsinki agreemenm. Italy must play an acrive role,
as mus! the border inhabitants and regions, especially
those of Friuli Venezia Giulia.
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'\fle have therefore subjected to close scrutiny the
amendments tabled by the group ,of che European
Peoples Pany and by Mr Bonino and others. The
situation calls for the utmost attention to detail and at
the same time a high degree of caution and far-sight-
edness.
lUfe have tabled an amendment to Amendment No 5
by Mr Bonino and others, as the problem is not only
one of linking Munich with Triesrc and Monfalcone,
as we debated and decided during the last pan session,
but one of setting up more and better links from \7est
to East.'We therefore call for raffic links running from
East to Vest and, particularly, between Trieste and
Gorizia and Fiume and Ljubljana.
As for the free zone on the Carso and the need to
renegotiate the exact location, it should be borne in
mind that a referendum among the people affected will
be held in the autumn. '!7e Communisrc have always
been and remain in favour of an approach based on
open debate between all the parties concerned in rhe
interests of a solution which is more broadly based,
which reflects the wishes of the panies involved and
has been chosen in full awareness of the true factor.
Sotid and significant contacts have been esmblished so
now is not the time to be raising issues which could
jeopardize them. Ve shall therefore abstain from
voting on this amendment, as we shall also be abstain-
ing from voting on Amendment No 7 for the same
reasons.
Mr President, ladies and gentlemen, the role of the
Cooperation Council is imponant, as is also the pres-
ence of the European Parliament; but it is equally
necessary that we all be aware of the need to follow
the path to peace and freedom for all peoples in a spirit
of true cooperation and collaboration.
(Applause fron the benches of the Communist and Allies
Group)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Haferkamp.
Mr Haferkamp, Vice-President of the Commission.
- 
(D) Mr President, I should like to begin by thank-
ing the rapporteur for this excellent report, which is a
concentrated revrew of all the elements of general
political, economic and institutional imponance in this
ig.ee.ent. I should also like rc thank the House for
its interest and its unanimous suppor[ for the conclusion
of rhis agreement which you confirmed once again this
morning. I say'once again'because over the last few
years, this House has commented on these neSotia-
tions on a number of occasions and always in a posi-
tive tone. The general imponance of this agreement
has already been referred to here along with its special
characteristics. I should like to remind you once again
of the staning point for our negotiations, which was
- 
as Mr Radoux said 
- 
the Belgrade Declaration of
2 December l976,in which the European Community
and the Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia 
-
which both the declaration and our agreement referred
to as a non-aligned European Mediterranean State and
a member of the Group ol 77 developing countries 
-
set out their aims as regards cooperation in the inter-
ests of all by developing existing relarions and extend-
ing them to new areas which, it was hoped, would be
strentrhened, deepened and diversified.
Those were our aims as stated in December 1976' and
in the genuine opinion of all those who were involved
in the negotiations, this agreement will meet those
aims. All the speakers so far have underlined the
economic imponance of this agreement. Mention has
been made 
- 
and I can only repeat this point 
- 
of the
lively rade in goods between the Community and
Yugoslavia which has existed for years and which is
constantly growing. Mention was also made of one
point which was and is a cause of panicular concern to
our Yugoslav friends, and that is the trade deficit 
-
which has rcnded to increase in the past 
- 
between
the Community and Yugoslavia to the detriment of the
latter. \fle realize of course that this deficit 
- 
which
amounted to $ 2. 5 million last year 
- 
cannot be elimi-
nated at a stroke, but we are convinced that the terms
of the agreement will turn the tide in favour of Yugo-
slavia. This trade agreement with its various provisions
wil[, all in all, guarantee improved access for Yugosla-
vian products to the European Community market.
The provisions of the trade section of the agreement
will give the Yugoslavian economy security as regards
forward planning and will also generally serve to help
the Yugoslavian economy to develop. After all, we
realize what disparities exist as regards the economic
development of the various regions of Yugoslavia. Ve
also know how great the development Potential is, and
we have all seen what admirable progress the Yugosla-
vian economy has made over recent decades. The
trade section of the agreement will give a funher boost
to this development, as will the chapter concerning
financial, economic and technical cooPeration.
I should like to point out, however, that there are
other imponant chapters aPart from those dealing with
economic issues and which have been mentioned in rhe
course of this debate, such as the provisions in the
social sphere for the equal treatment as regards work-
ing condidons and pay of Yugoslav workers in our
Member States, not [o mention other social provisions'
I should also like to mention the imponance attached
to cooperation in the organizations provided for in the
agreement. Speakers in this debate have so far concen-
trited on the Cooperation Council, but I should like rc
add that the subordinate committees also have an
important role to perform. If it thinks it necessary and
right, the Cooperation Council can crearc additional
working panies, and we hope that these possibilities
will be utilized in the interests of the full implementa-
tion of the agreement. Both the resolution itself and
rhe speakers here rcday have feferred to the desirabil-
ity of the European Parliament being represented in
the Cooperation Council. Mr Radoux said in his
report that the Cooperation Council was the executive
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body of the agreement, and rhis is repeated in section
C of the addendum rc the resolution. I would ask rhis
House to give some rhought to whether panicipation
of the European Parliamenr 
- 
in orher words rhe
legislative body 
- 
in this execudve body is really a
suitable way of bringing about what you rightly call
for, namely, a means of keeping a consranr check on
how the agreemenr is applied in practice. I do not
think that can be achieved by your being represenred
in an executive institution like the Cooperation Coun-
cil. Mention was made in the course of the debate of
the possibility of regular repofting, which is something
the Commission is perfectly willing to commit itself ro.
You would then be able to keep us supplied with
initiatives, wishes, demands for more informarion and
suggestions as regards future developmenrs to help us
implement the agreemenr. All these things should of
course be agreed berween us, and I hereby declare our
willingness to enter into such an agreemenr.
I believe that there is another way in which Parliamenr
can exen e tteat deal of influence on our future coop-
erarion with Yugoslavia so as to breathe life into this
agreement, and that is by way of cooperation berween
this House and the representatives of the Federal
Assembly of the Socialist Federal Republic of Yugosla-
via. Atmched m the final act of the atreement is a joinr
declaration in which the representatives of the
Government. of the Socialist Federal Republic of
Yugoslavia and the Community declare their willing-
ness !o encourage cooperation between the two legis-
lative bodies. 'S(/e too declared our intention to conrri-
bute to this process. \7e did nor go beyond thar,
because we have no right to do so. It is up to Parlia-
ment alone m decide what form cooperation with rhe
other legislative bodies should take. Ve shall gladly do
anything we can [o encourage this process. That is
something I would like to declare here quite explicitly.
Allow me to take this opponunity to make a few
comments of a general nature on procedural questions
which have been brought up here. Mrs Vieczorek-
Zetil made the point that, in the negotiations on rhis
agreement, not to mention on other occasions, the
major political aims and sometimes also the major
political statements do not fully coincide, leading all
too often to stagnation and insistence on technical
detail. I can only confirm that that is indeed the case
and that it does not exactly make rhe work of negoria-
tors any easier. I am not afraid rc state here that there
are indeed a large number of extremely regrertable
obstacles. This happens mainly at rhe levcl of national
expens who are brought in to the negoriarions and
who 
- 
legitimately, of course 
- 
represenr national
interesr but unfonunately all roo often 
- 
and all rhis
is perfectly legitimate 
- 
represenr the inrcrests of their
particular subject areas, rheir ministries or panicular
economic sec[ors, right down even ro panicular prod-
ucts. I can rcll you that the last three days of the nego-
tiations with Yugoslavia were characrerized by only
one main difficulty 
- 
aparr from a few others, all of
which we managed to deal with. This one main diffi-
culty concerned the expon of a few hundred tonnes,
of Yugoslavian baby beef inrc rhe vasr European
Community. Thar is the kind of thing rhat is pan and
parcel of negotiating. \fle would welcome a shift of
emphasis from these technical details and special inter-
ests to the political aspect, and not only in connecrion
with this panicular agreemenr.
Several speakers expressed the wish for Parliament ro
be better involved in international agreemenrs, and this is
something this House has brought up on previous
occasions. As you know, discussions are currently in
progress on ways of changing and improving the
formal processes in this marrer. I had the opponunity
to presenr the Commission's positive attirude rc this
wish and, personally speaking, I have always tried rc
improve 
- 
pratmarically 
- 
our coopera[ion wirh the
relevant commirrees and panicularly with the Commit-
tee on External Economic Relations before formal
agreemenm are concluded, and to involve the commir-
tees in the opinion-forming process. As regards the
formal discussions on changing rhe formal procedures,
I assume thar Parliamenr can arrange its timerable and
irs plan of work so thar it can presenr its opinion at the
right time, when it is still possible to exert political
influence. That is somerhing I should very much like to
see happen in rhe inreresrs of our common objecrives.
Finally, let me just say rhat it came our very clearly in
the course of rhis debate that the imponance of the
agreement far transcends merely economic matters.
That is evidenr enough from rhe reference 
- 
which
appeared in the Belgrade Declaration and which is
reproduced in the preamble ro rhe agreement 
- 
[o [he
Final Act of the Conference on Security and Coopera-
tion in Europe. This is proof of cooperation and
potential cooperation. This is proof of cooperation
between the two panies to the agreement which 
-and this point was made too 
- 
represen[ differing
economic sysrems. It was said thar Yugoslavia is a
neighbour of the Communiry. That is rrue, and it will
be even truer once Greece becomes a Member of the
Communiry on I January nexr year. This agreemenr is
therefore documentary evidence of good neighbourli-
ness and that is something which is needed not only in
Europe.
Ve shall do everything in our power ro ensure rhar
this agreement is fully implemented, and we intend to
do so by bringing pans of rhe agreement into force as
early as I July this year. I very much hope rhat the
agreemenr will be ratified just as quickly in the
national parliaments. Mr Presidenr, I should like to
thank this House for im contriburion ro rhis imponant
task.
(Applause)
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President. 
- 
I call Mr Radoux.
Mr Radoux, rapporter'tr. 
- 
(F)l will very briefly reply
ro rhe speakers while sincerely thanking them for the
interest they have shown in this repon. To Mr van
Aerssen, I would say [hat in the explanatory statement
I tried to lay emphasis on the opportunities for cooper-
adon with small and medium-sized undenakings given
the worker pardcipation structure of Yugoslavia's
economy and the existence of some private initiative.
My reply to Sir Stewart-Clark with respect to Yugos-
lavia's balance of payments deficit is that we shall
cenainly be trying to reduce the deficit by considera-
bly rectifying their unfavourable trade balance with the
Community, bearing in mind that, in recent years,
apart from the trade balance, other factors such as oil
prices have also affected Yugoslavia's balance of
Payments.
I will be very brief in my reply to Mr Denis since in
every debate our French colleagues harp on the idea of
national sovereignty. They forget that, by signing the
Treaty of Rome, there was in fact a transfer of sover-
eignry and that we were simply applying Anicle 1 13 of
the Treaty in submitting this draft to you. He said
better results might have been achieved if his country
or other countries had had the opportunity to nego-
tiate separate agreements. No country, no matter how
big, has ever been prevented from using the means at
its disposal to arrive at an agreement similar to [he one
under discussion. \7e who advocated the setting up of
a Community as early as 1950 have, however, always
felt that we had more means jointly rather than sever-
ally.
'\7ith regard to paragraph 10 of the resolution, he
insisted 
- 
I must say with some difficulry 
- 
that it
amounted to interference in the internal affairs of
Yugoslavia to mention communications and transport.
I musr say to Mr Denis that the most salient feature of
this igreement is the fact that it precludes any interfer-
ence in the internal affairs of our partner. That is why,
when it comes to the voting shonly, I will not accept
any amendment concerning what the Yugoslav autho-
rities ought or ought not to do as regards their bila-
teral relations.
I sincerely thank the President of the EEC/Yugoslavia
delegation, Mr Betdza for his remarks on the dynamic
approach we have to follow once this report. is adoprcd
by Parliament. In this respect, he quite rightly shares
the views of other Members.
Mrs Macciocchi criticizes the fact that we were unable
ro conduct more detailed discussions on this report
and the general arrangements with Yugoslavia. I wish
to remind her 
- 
because I believe this is imponant 
-that she referred to Article 238. Anicle 238, however,
deals with association atreements, and this is not an
association agreement, even [hough it covers a wide
scope. It is an agreement rhat falls within the ambit of
Anicle 113. Vhere I think Mrs Macciocchi is right,
however, is with regard to the Luns-\7es[erterp proce-
dure, which from now on is out of date. This proce-
dure must be reviewed and, as Mrs Macchiocchi and
her colleagues know, it is at present under discussion
with a view to amending it, so as to ensure that Parlia-
men[ is informed on developments in external
economic negotiations.
Vith regard to the Osimo zone, I said a few moments
ago tha[ the Community had guaranteed the treaty
berween Imly and Yugoslavia, since it is in fact a bila-
teral arrangement between Italians and Yugoslavs. '!7e
can obviously express a resolve, but I do not think, for
the reasons I referred to earlier, rhat this can be
formulated in wridng.
In conclusion, Mr President, I wish to thank and
congratulate Mr Haferkamp. Earlier in my report, I
made mention of the role played by the Commission
and the Council. I think we should congratulate Mr
Haferkamp and his assistants, the senior officials of his
Cabinet and entourage who, for months now, have
worked very hard to achieve the results that constitute
a source of satisfaction for us all today. I will inform
him on the stand we have taken with respect to the
Cooperation Council which we consider a political
body and consequently 
- 
that is my hope at least 
-Parliament will in a few minutes agree to keep this
paragraph in the resolution. It is on this basis, Mr
Haferkamp, that a formula could be negotiated with
the Commission and the Council.
President. 
- 
The debate is closed. The motion for a
resolution will be put to the vo[e at the next voting
time.
lO. Discharge to tbe Commission in respect of the
ECSC\ financial and budgetary actiaities
President. 
- 
The next item is the repon (Doc. l-64/
80), drawn up by Mr Antoniozzi on behalf of the
Committee on Budgemry Control, on
the discharge to be given to the Commission rn respect of
the ECSC's financial and budgetary activities for the'1977
financial year and on the repon of the Coun of Auditors
Ior rhe 1977 financial year.
I call Mr Antoniozzi.
Mr Antoniozzi, rapporteur. 
- 
(l) Mr President, ladies
and gentlemen, I should like in the few minutes'
speaking time my disposal to briefly explain the
reasons for the discharge which the Committee on
Budgetary Control has decided to give in respect of
the ECSC's financial and budgeary activities for the
1977 financial year. Admittedly, the year in question
already belongs to the past, but the upheaval caused by
the elections in 1979 prevented us from Betting round
ro it earlier. !(i'e can unden'ake to be more punctual
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with regard to 1978, partly because we have nearly all
the documentation to hand which means rhar we can
follow up today's repon shonly with a second repon
which will in some respecrs complemenr it and which
will also be more up-to-dare.
It must be remembered that the ECSC was ser up by
the Treaty of Paris in 1951 and rhar its financial srruc-
ture has poinrc of similarity not only wirh rhe public
sector but also with rhe private secror by vinue of its
ability to raise funds on rhe capiral marker as a means
of supplementing its revenue and diversifying its activi-
ties. In ,this connection, ir musr be said rhat whereas
variable resources and specific expenditure estimares
are contained in an 'operational' budger, which is
meant to be used to fix the rates of levy, borrowing
and lending operations and the managemenr of funds
are never the subject of a budger esrimare because of
their strictly financial narure.
Not even the merger of the executives in 1957 alrered
this siruarion; administrative expendirure is charged as
a fixed annual contriburion ro rhe Commission, which
has continued ro manage rhe ECSC's assets complerely
separately from the general budger. The resulr is that,
apart from cenain resrricrions, the ECSC has conse-
quently retained its original distinctive fearures in a
new institurional framework. From the polidcal stand-
point, there is obviously room for criticism and, over
and above the figures, we would like to have a berter
idea of the sectoral objectives of rhe coal and iron and
steel sector; this information would be extremely
useful and is nor forthcoming in rhe documents
submitted to us.
The figures are in the repon for members' information
and scrutiny, but I would like rc make a few brief
remarks of a polidcal nature, which are in keeping
with the role of Parliament's Committee on Budgerary
Control. The Treary provided for substantial powers
of control in the territories of rhe Member States.
\7hile this control could be exercised on rhe admini-
stration of the ECSC, rhat is by no means the case wirh
regard to financial activities. The Treaty of 22 luly
1975 setting up the Coun of Auditors did nor take
account of the distincrive operational structure of rhe
ECSC as compared with that of rhe other Communi-
ties. This lack of coordinarion between the Treaties 
-and I hope it was an involuntary commission, for
otherwise a very dark shadow would be cast on [he
way cenain political objectives are arained 
- 
makes ir
difficult to define the powers of the Coun of Auditors
and therefore prevenrs ir from exercising adequate
control in rhe form of independenr on-the-spor checks.
In view of all this the Commitree on Budgenry
Control recommends that rhe Treary establishing rhe
ECSC should be revised. !fl'e are well aware thar when
it comes to revising rrearies, ir is by no means easy ro
set a short-term objective, but this is precisely what has
to be achieved. In rhe meanrime, in order ro break this
deadlock, a gentleman's atreemen[ should be reached
between rhe European Parliamenr, the Coun of Audi-
tors and rhe High Authoriry/Commission on rhe
Court's role and powers. This agreement would make
it possible to eliminate cenain shoncomings by proce-
dural means, pending the revision of the Treary which
will obviously have ro take due accounr of our views
and also of the shortcomings which have come to light
recently.
I should also like to express my retrer that it has
proved impossible ro audit the levies satisfactorily and
I should like rc repear rhar wirh regard rc industrial
loans and loans for reorganizarion no solurion has
unfonunately been found ro [he crucial question of
defining objectives in the light of the worsening steel
crisis.
On social housing, we note that there is no sysremaric
audit involving the drafting of repons, yet rhis is a
particularly imponanr secror which should be given
closer artention.
Very briefly, then, these are rhe commenrs, criticisms
and proposals we should like ro make. For anyrhing
not mentioned I would refer rhose presenr ro [he
motion for a resolution we have submirted, rhe explan-
atory statement and the relevanr background docu-
ments.'Sfle grant a discharge ro rhe High Authoriry for
the ECSC's financial and budgeary acriviries for the
1977 linancial year and ask Parliament to vore in
favour of our resolution so [har it can be submitted ro
the Commission of the European Communiries.
President. 
- 
Before I call on the Commissioner to
make a shon sarement, I should like to extend a warm
welcome ro rhe members of rhe Coun of Audirors,
including Mr Mart.
I call Mr Tugendhar.
Mr Tugendhat, Member of the Commission. 
- 
My
remarks will be as brief as possible, but not perhaps as
brief as the time would require because of course rhe
report is an imponant reporr as the presence of the
Coun of Auditors suggesrs. And ir is imponant thar
cenain things should be placed on rhe record. Bur I
never delay the House for longer than I can help.
In its Section A which deals with general control
aspecrs, ir is mainly suggested thar rhe ECSC Treaty
should be revised in order to establish clearly rhe right
of the Coun of Auditors ro carry out autonomous
investigations and on-the-spot inquiries and the right
of the European Parliamenr [o granr rhe Commission
discharge for the implementation of the ECSC budget.
In its Secdon C the draft resolution takes up a few
criticisms expressed by the Coun of Auditors in its
repon. I shall come back to these in a momenr.
I should, however, first like ro srare rhar the Commis-
sion considers fiar ir would be a mistake to press for a
formal amendmenr [o rhe Treary ar the present rime. I
would like to explain why. Ir is cenainly rrue rhar rhe
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powers enjoyed by the Coun in the ECSC domain are
rarher different from those accorded to it in other
fields. Under the provisions of the ECSC Treaty the
Court of Auditors does not have the right to carry out
autonomous on-site visits in Member States. It is also
true thar under the ECSC Treaty Parliament does not
have the right to grant discharge over the implementa-
rion of the ECSC operational budget.
Before one draws the conclusion that the ECSC
Treaty has to be revised, one ought, I think, to measure
the risks which such an operation could involve, and
judge these lacunae in legal provisions against the
background of the practices which have been devel-
oped on a pragmatic basis over the years.
The financial provisions of the Treaty of Paris, seen as
a whole, are considerably bolder and more advanced
than the corresponding provisions of the EEC and
Euratom Treaties. The Commission considers that
rhese provisions constitute a valuable heritage and
remain in many respects a model procedure, in some
ways superior from a Community viewpoint to that
developed so far for the general budget.
If a review of the Treaty were initiated in connection
with the audit provisions, it could well lead to a
general remodelling of procedures on general budget
lines 
- 
a development which many would regard as
retrograde. A revision of the Paris Treaty appears even
less necessary when one takes into account the prag-
matic procedures which have been developed over the
years.
In the field of audit practical arrangements had by
1977 produced a form of audit including on-site checks
which at the time was felt to be entirely satisfactory.
Indeed, I recall that in the debate on the 1976
discharge in December 1977 both Parliament, through
Mr Bangemann, and the Commission, which I had the
honour to represent, expressed the hope that the style
of work and the practices developed by the Audit
Aurhority would serve as a model for the future.
The important point here is that the powers bestowed
on the Court by the Treaty of July 1975 are virtually
identical with those previously held by the ECSC
Auditor. The practice followed by the ECSC Auditor
ar rhe time was that he participated in on-site checks
organized by the Commission. This practice has been
completely abandoned by the Court of Auditors.
I find it rather ironical that precisely ar a time when
the Court does not use the control possibilitres at its
disposa[, one should sugges[ increasing its control
powers and have them enshrined in the text of the
Treaty. Cenainly the priority objective of this House
and for the Court in regard to the checking of ECSC
expenditure should be to get back to the level of
achievement reached in 1977.
As I have made clear, it is perfectly possible to do this
within the existing legal framework. The Commission
will be glad to cooperate to this end and is ready to
pick up the threads and, as before, to facilitate the
participation of officers of the Coun in external audit
visits arranged by its services.
As far as Parliament's involvement is concerned the
Commission, in ir capacity as High Authority, has for
many years effectively ceded to Parliament the final
say on the operational budget and on the annual deci-
sion on the rate of levy, and has likewise latterly
accepted the claim of Parliament to grant its discharge
for the expenditure involved. The character of today's
debate is sufficient proof that the powers of Parliament
in this area are not in any way diminished by a rela-
tively minor lacuna in the Treary provisions.
For all these reasons I would strongly advise that
Parliament refrain from pronouncing on part A of the
draft resoludon and from pressing for a revision of the
Treaty of Paris at the moment. It might provide scope
for reopening delicate institutional issues which it
would be wiser not to raise. There is no saying where
an initiative to amend the Treaty would stop, but there
are good reasons for believing that Parliament irelf
would be the loser. If necessary, the practical problems
of facilitating the work of the Court can no doubt be
further examined in the Committee on Budgetary
Conrrol.
Turning now to the more technical considerations in
the draft motion for a resolution, I have the following
brief points to make. As regards point 5 on the draft
motion dealing with the need to give Parliament
adequate information I would point out that for the
Commission this obligation is met by the 60-page
memorandum provided each autumn on the ECSC
budget together with the annual financial reports on
borrowing and lending and other communications.
For the Audit Authority the custom was, as still
required by the Treaty, to produce a full and detailed
report six months after the end of each financial year.
'!fle are ready on the Commission side to do all we can
ro help the Coun revert to this practice as soon as
possible.
I have also noted that the excessive criticisms made by
the Court of Auditors in its report about the inade-
quacy of the audit system enforced by the Commission
for levies and rehabilitation aid are purely and simply
reproduced under point 12 of the draft resolution
despite the full explanations and justifications which
were given by the Commission in its replies to the
Court of Auditors' report which every Member can
read in the annex to the report drawn up by your
rapporteur. I will therefore not repeat these.
As far as expenditure on social housing is concerned, I
should not like to leave the impression, however, that
there is no sysrcmatic control over it. The loans which
are granted by the Commission and which represent
up ro 7 rc l0 0/o of the cost of the projects are chan-
nelled to the beneficiaries through banks which are
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entrusted with rhe managemenr of loans and the
supervision of the projects. There is therefore an effec-
tive control carried our by rhese banks. The Commis-
sion is now examining the possibility of obtaining
periodic repons from the banks which could be made
available to the Courr of Auditors.
Another point which the Commission cannot accept is
the comment thar, and I quote: 'Vith regard to indu-
strial loans and loans for reorganizarion no solution
has been found to the crucial quesrion of defining
objecdves in the light of rhe worsening srcel crisis'. . .
The last publication of the general objectives for steel
dates back to October 1976 and covers [he l98O/85
period. The results of rhe consultation with all rhe
parties concerned were communicated in December
1978 ro Parliamenr. The main poliry elemenss for rhe
coal and sreel sector are also to be found in the
Commission annual memorandum on the fixing of the
rate of the levy and rhe drawing up of the ECSC,
operational budger Policy guidelines and information
' 
about these are therefore nor lacking.
Finally, Mr President, I have nored point 15 of the
draft resolution which asks about the possibility of
reorganizing the ECSC's accounring sysrcm. I have
also noted poinr 15 in which the Commission is asked
to produce a comprehensive repon on its concept of
control and how it could be exercised. The Commis-
sion is already pursuing the former requesr and will
comply with the larter in the framework of im next
annual memorandum.
President. 
- 
The debare is closed. The motion for a
resolution will be put to the vore at the next voting
trme.
ll. Closure of the list of speahers
President. 
- 
The list of speakers for today's debates
is closed.
The proceedings will now be suspended undl 3 p.m.
The House will rise.
(Tbe sitting was suspended at 1.10p.m. and resumed at
3 p.*.)
INTHE CHAIR: MR DANKERT
Vice-President
President. 
- 
The sitting is resumed.
12. Membership of Committees
President. 
- 
I have received from the Liberal and
Democratic Group a requesr to appoint Mr De Guchr
as member of the Legal Affairs Committee.
Since there are no objections, Mr De Guchr's appoint-
ment. is ratified.
13. Votes
President. 
- 
The next item is rhe vote on rhe
motions for resolution on which the debate has been
closed.
\fle begin with the motion for a resolution conained
inrhe second Proodn report (Doc. 1-73/80): Sheepmeat.
No amendments to the preamble have been tabled.
I call Mr Bangemann.
Mr Bangemann. 
- 
(D)Mr Presidenr, I should like a
separate vorc on each amendment. I ask this because
my group intends to reject all rhe amendmenr in order
to. retain the original morion as a basis for a compro-
mlse.
President. 
- 
I think rhat rhis in fact necessary, Mr
Bangemann.
(Parliament adopted tbe preamble)
On the motion for a resolution, Mr Pranchdre and
others have tabled Amendment No t seeking to
replace paragraphs I to I I wirh the following text:
- 
aware of rhe highly adverse consequences which appli-
cation of the Communiry sheepmeat regulation would
have for French sheep farmers,
- 
considering that it is unjustifiable thar rhe livelihood of
150 000 French sheep farmers should be jeopardized
by a regulation which will mainly benefit the seven
Brirish-owned multinationals currendy monopolizing
more than 80 Yo of world trade in sheepmeat;
- 
considering that, in rhe present situation, rhe system of
Community preference which constirurcs one of the
CAP's basic principlcs is not being respected, since
French sheepmear production has to compete nor only
with a large-scale influx of New Zealand lamb (more
than 200 000 tonnes) transiting through the UK, bur
also wirh indirect and deflected trade (British impons
of New Zealand lamb account for 40 o/o of world
trade in this product),
- 
considering that the various arrangements designed to
facilitate implemenntion of this regularion do nor
make it any more acceptable since:
- 
rhe granting of premiums would reduce sheep
farmers rc the satus of welfare rccipients without
solving any of the real problems,
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- 
voluntary restraint agreements are entrrely illusory
as everythrng today is geared to benefit the multin-
ationals concerned on the European market,
- 
considering that the French sheepfarmers'wish to
support themselves and earn a reasonable livelihood is
a perfectly legitimate aspiration,
l. Demands that the principle of Community preference
be respected so that French sheepfarmers do not have
to face unreasonable competition from lamb from
New Zealand, a country where meat is only a
by-product of wool I
2. Recognizes the urgent need to unbind the 20 0/o dury
agreed under GATT, and for a guarantee of remuner-
ative prices corresponding to national production
costs for small and medium-sized sheepfarming enter-
prises;
3. Stresses its wholehearted opposition to the draft
Community regulation and suppons the French farm-
ers' decision to reiect it.
Vhat is the rapponeur's position?
Mr Provan, rapporter4r. 
- 
| cannot accept this
amendment as I do not think it is a Community
approach rc the problem. I also find that a l^rge part
of it is basically untrue.
(Parliament rejected Amendment No 1)
President. 
- 
On paragraph 1, Mr Buchou and Mr
Davern have tabled Amendment No 2 seeking to
reword the paragraph as follows:
Regrets that negodations on the sheepmeat reguladon
have enrcred a legal phase which threarcns to make panies
more concerned to reach a compromise lose sight of the
interests of the farmers.
'Vhat is the rapponeur's position?
Mr Provan, rapporteur. 
- 
Again I cannor supPon this
amendment. The Committee on Agriculture approved
it as pan of the legal implications and, in fact, the rest
of the report covers the interesm of the farming
communlty.
(Parliament rejected Amendment No 2 and adopted para-
grdph 1)
Preiident. 
- 
On paragraph 2, Mr Buchou and Mr
Davern have tabled Amendment No 3 seeking to
reword the paragraph as follows:
Regrem that the Commission has been unable to propose,
and the Council to set up, a common market organization
capable of replacing the national market organizations, as
provided in the Charmasson Judgmenc of 10 December
197 4.
Vhar is the rapponeur's position?
Mr Provan, rdpporteur. 
- 
As before, Mr President, it
is not a legal implication and it is covered later in the
[ext.
(Parliament rejected Amendment No 3 and adopted para-
gr4ph 2 and then paragraphs 3 to t)
President. 
- 
On paragraph 5, I have two amend-
ments seeking to replace this paragraph by a new text:
- 
Amendment. No 4 by Mr Buchou and Mr Davern:
Stresses the imponance of agreement being reached in the
immediate future on a market organization for sheepmeat
' which respects the three inseparable principles of the
CAP, which must be respected simultaneously, namely,
market unity, Community preference and financial soli-
darity;
- 
Amendment No 12 by Mrs Cresson and others :
Stresses the imponance of agreement being reached in the
immediate future on a market organization for sheepmeat
and that during the interim there should be a genuine
transitional period during which:
a) the French Government would be authorized to Eranl
temporary financial aids;
b) a plan to adapt production would be implemented in
the regions concerned and panicularly in the
Medircrranean regions;
c) basis prices would be applied immediately and provi-
sion made for their progressive harmonization and the
creation of specific amoun$ equal to the difference
between such basis prices in inra-Community trade in
sheepmeat;
d) ceilings on exports within the Community would be
agreed on by the Member States concerned and a
timetable worked out in advance.
The two amendments are mutually exclusive.
Vhat is the rapporteur's posicion?
Mr Provan, rdPporteur. 
- 
I am against Amendment
No 4, Mr President, because again it is covered in the
next paragraph. As regards Amendment No 12, I do
not like the idea of incroducing an MCA situation into
the sheep r6gime. Therefore, I shall be against that one
as well.
(Parliament rejected Amendment No 4 and then Amend-
ment No 12)
President. 
- 
I put paragraph 6 to the vote.
As the result of the show of hands is not clear, a fresh
vote will be taken by sitting and standing.
(Parliament adopted paragrapb 6)
On paragraph T,lhave six amendmenrc:
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- 
Amendment No 9, nbled by Mrs Castle on behalf
of the Socialist Group, seeking ro delete the para-
graph;
- 
Amendment No 7, tabled by Mr Gautier on behalf
of the Socialist Group, seeking to reword subpara-
graph 7(b) as follows:
Safeguard the incomes and rhe (one word deleted) liveli-
hood of rhe producers (one word deleted) in rhe Commu-
nity, and in panicular by:(i) a Community-financed system of premiums;(ii) aids for privare srorage;
- 
Amendment No 8 by Mr Curry seeking ro reword
subparagraph 7(b) as follows:
Safeguard the incomes and future livelihood of producers
rhroughour the Community, in panicular by:
(i) a Community-financed system of premiums to prod-
ucers, in panicr,rlar, a rransition period of five years
for French producers during.which they will receive
premium paymen$ financed by the Conimunity on a
degressive basis,
(ii) aids for privare srorage,
(iii) recognizing che imponance of milk and cheese pro-
duction from sheep and goat herds in cenain regions
of the Communiry,
(iv) voluntary agreemenr with third-counrry suppliers of
live, fresh and frozen meat, layint down the basis of
trade for rhe next five years,
(v) free trade within the Communiry on the basis of
respect for rhe proper functioning of the market;
- 
Amendmenr No l l bv Sir Fred \Tarner seeking to
reword subparagraph 7(b) as follows:
safeguard the incomes and future livelihood of producers
throughour rhe Community, and in particular by provid-
lng:
(i) aids for private storage designed to to maintain a
satisfactory level of market prices, and
(ii) a Community-financed system of premiums ro prod-
ucers and by
(iii) recognizing the imponance of milk and cheese pro-
duction from sheep and goat herds in ccnain regions
of the Community.
If measures raken under (i) and (ii) above are insufficient
to provide an adequate return ro producers during a
period of severe market disrurbance, proposes rh"t
supporr should be made available through other Commu-
nity-financed measures ;
- 
Amendmenr No 13 by Mrs Cresson and orhers
seeking ro reword subparagraph 7(b) as follows:
safeguard rhe incomes and future livelihood of producers
throughout the Community and in panicular by:(i) the application of an inrcrvenrion system for sheep
and shecpmeat similar to rhe intervention arrantemenr
already provided for in the carrle and beef sector
based on a seasonally adjusred basis price;
(rest unchanged)
Amendment No 14 by Mrs Cresson and others seek-
ing to add subparagraphs 7(c) and 7(d) afrcr subpara-
graph 7(b):
(c) reasonably imply unbinding under GATT and the rene-
gotiation of the agreements with New Zealand, espe-
cially as regards fresh and refrigerated sheepmear;
(d) encourage a high-qualiry policy by aid towards selec-
tion and rhe definition of a satisfactory scale of classi-
fication.
'Vhat is the rapponeur's position?
Mr Provan, rdpportear 
- 
This, of course, is rhe nub
of the problem. This problem is causing rouble in rhe
Council of Ministers just as it may indeed cause rrou-
ble in Parliament. As rapponeur, I rhink I have a
special role to play as mediator in rrying ro reach a
compromise for rhe House so that Parliamen[ can gain
or at leasr maintain im credibiliry.
In committee, paragraph 7 was adopred by one vore
over the original rcxr. Full intervention mighr well
create overproduction and, as Mr Gundelach pointed
out yesterday, [he Community budget can in no way
afford another albatross round irs neck. I think a new
dimension has entered into the argumenr, because the
Council of Minisrcrs has apparently agreed rhar for
five months of the year inrervention will nor take place
in the beef market. Now if rhat is so, since paragraph 7
as it now smnds calls for an intervention sys[em similar
to that in the beef sector, ar rhe very rime of year when
we will be requiring intervenrion for sheepmear, inrer-
vention will nor be available. This will cause unrold
damage to all sheep producrion in the Communiry.
Now what I am trying to do is to suggesr to Parlia-
ment tha[ we reach a compromise because ir is such a
dghtly fought quesrion. I believe that Amendmenr No
l1 standing in Sir Fred Varner's name, which
combines basically whar rhe Council of Ministers has
called for, and adds orher Commission proposals rhat
could permit intervention if so required, is rhe middle
position that Parliament should seek ro reach. Th.at
way, Mr President, Parliament can conrribure ro rhe
establishment of some form of agreemenr within the
regime.
I am therefore opposed ro Amendment No 9 as ir
would deprive rhe repon of its significance.
I leave Amendmenrs Nos 7 and 8 to rhe judgemenr of
the House. I recommend rhe adopdon of Amendment
No 11 by Sir Fred 'S7'arner as an acceprable compro-
mise. I cannot accepr the other amendments.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Bangemann on a point of
order.
Mr Bangemann. 
- 
(D) Mr President, the task of a
rapponeur is to express rhe opinion which the commit-
rce reached on the reporr.. If you ask me, rhe rappor-
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teur at the moment has far exceeded the mark as
regards his task. If the situation is as he has outlined it
- 
in other words that the basis of his report has been
removed and that the intervention system for beef is rc
be handled differently from before and differently
from what the Committee on Agriculture advised 
-then he ought to ask for this report to be referred back
to committee. This is something he can do at any time.
\flhen'the imponant parameters of the repon change,
he can as rapporteur ask whenever he wanm for the
report to be referred back to committee, and this then
has to be done. But he cannot stand up here and argue
against the view of his committee and recommend an
amendment. It is quirc out of rhe question in my view.
(Applause from certain quarters on the rigbt and centre)
President. 
- 
I entirely agree with you. As President
of this sitting I have to assume that the rapporteur is
speaking on behalf of his committee, because other-
wise there will be absolutely no sense to the proceed-
ings here.
I call Mr Clinton.
Mr Clinton. 
- 
On this point of order, Mr President,
I wish to submit that the rapporteur has in fact made a
second speech and what he has said does not reflect
the views of the committee responsible.
President. 
- 
I have dealt with that question already.
I was not contradicted in my conclusion by the chair-
man of the Committee on Agriculture so I retain my
opinion.
I call Mr Blaney.
Mr Blaney. 
- 
Mr President, you have indeed not
been contradicted by the chairman of the Committee
on Agriculture. But the previous speaker is a full
member of that committee and I too, as a substitute
member of the committee, am familiar with the work
of rhe committee. Mr Clinton and I, together with
other members of the committee who can stand up
here, are convinced that what the rapponeur has said
does nor reflect that committee's views.
President. 
- 
Mr Blaney, I cannot accept your point.
The rapporteur speaks on behalf of the committee, as
long as the chairman of the committee does not
contradict him. I have to work on that hypothesis,
otherwise we cannot work in this Assembly. If there
are problems with members of the committee chey
have to be soned out in the Committee on Agriculture,
not in rhis plenary Assembly.
I give the floor to the rapporteur for a further explana-
tion.
Mr Provan, rapporteur. 
- 
Mr President, I would like
to explain the voting pattern on this. The original texr
was for a light-weight regime and it commanded l0
votes in committee. The heavy-weight regime, which is
now in the text, commanded 1l votes in committee,
the chairman declining to vote. I also point out that
there were 5 abstensions. I think the committee was
sufficiently divided, Mr President, to prompt it to seek
the middle ground, and I rhink that is a creditable
position for Parliament also to adopt.
(Applause from certain quarters of tbe European Demo-
uatic Group)
President. 
- 
Mr Provan, I think I should remind you
that rhe commi[tee's opinion in general is the majority
opinion within the committee. No other opinion
should be defended by the rapporteur.
(Applause)
I call Mr Geurtsen.
Mr Geurtsen. 
- 
(NL) Mr President, as Mr Provan
himself has already pointed out, he said in his first
speech that the view expressed rn the motion for .r
resolution was adopted by the committee by a majority
of one. Mr Provan's remarks would seem to indicate
that he was no longer speaking on behalf of the
committee. I think it would be a good idea if the Chair
reminded the rapporteur that, while his views are
extremely interesting, this is not the place for them. Of
paramount importance here is his opinion as raPPor-
teur.
President. 
- 
You are perfectly right, Mr Geurtsen.
Rapponeurs are required to put forward the views of
their committees. It is sometimes extremely difficult
for the Chair fully to appreciate the nuances which
occur in the amendments. I therefore have to assume
that a rapponeur is always representing the views of
his committee. If he does not, it is up to the chairman
of the committee to make this known.
I call Mr Scott-Hopkins.
Mr Scott-Hopkins. 
- 
Mr President, in view of the
new information that Mr Provan has given this House,
which was confirmed by .y colleague, Mr Bange-
mann, President of the Liberal Group, would it not be
right to ask the rapporteur if he does not wish to refer
th'is back to committee for funher consideration?
Vould not that be now the proper course to take, as
was suggested by Mr Bangemann?
(Laughter)
President. 
- 
Mr Scott-Hopkins, it is a very nice idea,
but as the rapponeur has not asked me for authoriza-
tion to refer the repofl back co committee, I will not
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invite him to ask me.
I call Mrs Castle.
Mrs Castle. 
- 
Funher to Mr Scott-Hopkins' point of
order, would nor Parliamenr ger over im difficulty and
effectively refer the whole of this crucial issue back to
committee if it were ro adopt my amendment No 9
seeking to delete the paragraph.
(Loud laughter)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Blaney.
Mr Blaney. 
- 
I wonder whether the House is fully
aware of the difficulty underlying the problem with
which you are now faced, Mr President. The trouble is
rhat the rapporteur and the chairman of the committee
may be a[ variance with their own pany and with their
own group in this House. !fle appreciate the difficulty,
but the House should understand the posidon.
Mr Friih. 
- 
(D) I do nor wanr ro complicate
matters, Mr President, but since I am being addressed
from various quarters in my capacity as deputy chair-
man of the commirtee 
- 
I firsr made sure rhar [he
chairman, Sir Henry Plumb, was nor in rhe Chamber
- 
there is something I should like ro say. It goes wirh-
out saying that the rapporteur musr represent the views
of the commirree. The commirtee adopted the views
which are in the report, albeir with a very small major-
ity, and so I ask you Lo pur these amendmenrs to rhe
vote and not have us go through the whole procedure
again, since the idea is being kicked around rhat the
report ought to be referred back to committee, espe-
cially as we have already twice had problems wirh this
report and are still dithering over it. This will not make
the situation any easier.
(Applause from oarious qudrters on the centre)
(Parliament rejected Amendment No 9 and adopted the
first sentence and subparagrapb (a) ofparagraph 7)
President. 
- 
\7e shall now consider the amendments
to subparagraph 7(b).
I put Amendment No 7 to the vote.
As the result of the show of hands is doubtful, a fresh
vote will be taken by sitting and standing.
Amendment No 7 is rejecrcd.
(Parliament rejected successioely Amendments No 8, No
11 and No 13)
I put subparagraph 7(b) ro rhe vore.
As the result of the show of hands is doubtful, a fresh
vorc will be taken using the electronic vorint sysrem.
I call Mr Bangemann.
Mr Bangemann. 
- 
(D) On behalf of my group I
request that the vote be taken by roll call.
President. 
- 
The vote will be taken in accordance
with your wishes.
Subparagraph 7(b) is adopted. ({')
(Parliament rejected Aniendment No 14 and adopted
paragraphs 8 and 9)
I have rwo amendmenrs on paragraph l0:
- 
Amendment No 5 by Mr Buchou and Mr Davern
seeking to reword the paragraph as follows:
Considers thar sheepmeat production should be promored
in order to make up the deficit in Europe and that, with
this in view, the impons which supplemenr European
production should be strictly controlled by means of levies
and clearly specified impon quotas if necessary;
- 
Amendment No 10, tabled by Mrs Castle on behalf
of the Socialist Group, seeking to delete the words
dt pices afiicb anuld not depress tbe Community
market.
The two amendments are mutually exclusive.
Vhat is the rapponeur's position?
Mr Provan, rapporteur. 
- 
I am against this amend-
ment, Mr President. Ve have written arrangemenr
under GATT, which we cannot just tear up.
(Parliament rejected Amendment No 5 and No l0 and
adopted paragraph 10)
President. 
- 
Afrcr paragraph 10, Mr Buchou and Mr
Davern have tabled Amendment No 6 seeking to insen
a new paragraph:
l0(a)Asks the Community institutions to srart negotiatrons
to unbrnd rhe 20 0/o duty on sheepmeat.
Vhat is the rapponeur's position?
Mr Provan, rdpporteur. 
- 
I am against.
(Parliament rejected Amendment No 6 and adopted para-
grdpht 11 and 12)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Galland.
(*) Detailed results of rhe vote by roll call will be found in the
minutes of proceedings.
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Mr Galland. 
- 
(O On behalf of rhe Liberal and
Democratic Group, Mr President, I request that the
vote on the motion for a resolution as a whole be
taken by roll cal[.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Scott-Hopkins.
Mr Scott-Hopkins. 
- 
I request that this vore be
taken under the conditions referred to in Rule 33(4).
President. 
- 
I see that more than thiny Members are
standing up. In conformity, therefore, with the request
by Mr Scott-Hopkins, and in line with the request of
Mr Galland, we shall now take a vote by roll-call in
order to see whether the quorum is present and shall
do so on the basis of an electronic vote on the motion
for a resolution.
I call Mr Patterson.
Mr Patterson. 
- 
I refer to Rule 350.
On repeated occasions, members of my group have
poinrcd out that when we mke a roll-call vote by elec-
tronic means it should be impossible for rhose
Members who are not present to vore; and on repeated
occasions we have been assured by the Presidency rhar
the cards of those Members who are nor present will
not be in their slots. Now, earlier today we had a vote
in which the margin was two, and yet I sdll see
Members' seats with cards in their places and the
Members are not present. I hope you, Mr President,
are satisfied that those Members who are recorded as
having voted were all presen[. Could I suggest that as
we are now entering a very critical vote, you ask the
ushers to remove the cards of those Members who are
not sitring in their places?
(Applause from certain quarters)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Blaney.
Mr Blaney. 
- 
Mr President, may I ask whether or
not it is now clear to the House that the people who
did not want anything done about this intervention
business are now showing their true colours. If we in
this group did what they are now doing, we would be
branded as underhocrasic and of no help to the House.
President. 
- 
I will ask the ushers as soon as the vote
is open to withdraw the cards from the places of
Members who are not present.
(Loud protests)
I call Mrs Cassanmagnago Cerretti.
Mrs Cassanmegnago Cerretti. 
- 
(I) Mr President,
the Members here have been elected by the people and
not by a bunch of schoolkids. I request that the vote be
taken without the removal of the cards because we are
all responsible adults and ought to be aware of our
position. If anyone has really voted for other people,
this is a matrcr for the conscience of the individual. But
leave the cards where they are because, as I said
before, we are responsible Members of this Parliament.
(Appkuse)
President. 
- 
Mrs Cassanmagnato Cerretti, in theory
you are quite right, of course. I am only pointing out
that on occasions in the past votint u/as not always in
accordance with the Rules and that cards were used
where no Member was sitting. The second point is rhat
even a[ this moment it is impossible for the Chair to
have a completely accurate idea of who is and who is
not in the Chamber.
I put to the vote Mr Patterson's request that the cards of
Members no[ present in the Chamber be taken our of
the voting slots.
The request is rejected.(")
Ve shall now take a vote by roll call on the motion for
a resolution as a whole.
The quorum is not present.(+) The motion for a reso-
lution will therefore be put to rhe vote again tomor-
row.
I call Mr Galland.
Mr Galland. 
- 
(F) Mr President, two group chair-
men, Mr Glinne and Mr Scort-Hopkins, in the space
of 24 hours have provided remarkable proof of how
the work of this Parliament could be paralysed over
the next five years.
(Applausefrom the centre and the right)
They are wrong in my view, and I base my opinion on
Rule 33(a) of the Rules of Procedure which states:
If so requested before the voting has begun by at least
thiny Members presehq a vote shall be valid only if a
majority of the current Members of Parliament have
taken pan in it.
This means, Mr President, that those who make the
request have to be included in the quorum total. Just
read Rule 33(4).
I know for a fact that not one member of the British
Conservative group took pan in the vote on the
quorum. They cannot ask for a quorum to be esmb-
lished and then not take pan in the vote on it. This is
made absolutely clear in Rule 33(4).
(Applauiefrom the centre and the right)
(+) See minutes of proceedings.
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- 
This question has already been settled,
Mr Galland.
Mr Galland. 
- 
(F) Not at all, Mr President. I assure
you that this is the first time that this interpretation,
which is the right one in my view, of Rule 33(4) has
been voiced in this Parliament. I intended to raise the
point yesterday with regard to Mr Glinne. There has
never been any discussion in the House on wherher the
thiny Members have to be included in the quorum
rotal.
Mr Glin"6. 
- 
(F) If they do not vote, it is assumed
they have left.
Mr Galland. 
- 
In that case they cannor ask for a
quorum.
(The najoity of the Members of tbe Liberal and Demo-
cratic Group lefi tbe Chanber)
President'. 
- 
I call Mr Buchou.
Mr Buchou. 
- 
(F) Mr President, we can only express
regret at what has happened and it is obvious that
there is no way rhar the text will be adopted at this
sitting if the quorum is required. Consequently, I
suggest that you propose to [he House that the vote be
held at the next sitting in circumstances to be deter-
mined by the Bureau to ensure that we have a quorum.
Presidcnt. 
- 
The Rules of Procedure are quite
explicit on this point, Mr Buchou. The vote on the
motion for a resolution must mke place tomorrow.
I call Sir Peter Vanneck.
Sir Peter Vanneck. 
- 
If I rn2/, Mr President,
because it is conceivable that we may come to another
electronic vote this afternoon. This is really a slightly
technical poinr. Virhout in any way implying any criti-
cism of the Chair, may I suggest rhar the idea of the
usher taking out cards for Members who are not
present is perhaps not the best idea. Perhaps the best
idea is thar Members should be quite clear that their
cards are their personal propeny and they bring them
in. If we had done as you suggested and the 
.ushers
had taken the cards out,'a Mem-b1r coming in. . .
President. 
- 
The Bureau has discussed the problem
and we are reviewing the situarion and trying to do
what you propose. But technically this is not yet possi-
ble and we are wast.ing time discussing rhe matrer.
I call Mr Clinton.
Mr Clinton. 
- 
Could I ask you, Mr Presidenr, at
whac time we have the vote tomorrow and what we do
if we have no quorum?
President. 
- 
The vote tomorrow will be
and we will see urhat happens after that.
at 10.30,
President. 
- 
Ve shall now consider the morion for a
resolution contained inrhe Boyes report (Doc. t-7)/80):
Decision concerning an inteim progrnmne to combat
Pooerty.
(Parliament adopted tbe preamble)
On paragraph l, M. Frischmann has tabled Amend-
ment No 5 seeking ro reword the paragraph as
follows:
Acknowledges thar rhe developing economic crisis has rhe
effect of aggravaring unemploymenr and inflarion in the
Community, hitring hardest the most vulnerable and
deprived secrions of the population which include large
numbers of elderly people, a very large proponion of
young people and women, migrant workers and the
handicapped, and prevenm rhem from acquiring a stable
and decent standard of living.
Vhat is the rapponeur's posirion?
Mr Boyes, ropporter,tr. 
- 
Mr President, I find it
personally acceptable because it was my original text.
However, I have to poinr our ro Parliament rhar the
commitree rejected ir.
(Parliament adopted Amendment No 5 and then para-
graph 2)
President. 
- 
After paragraph 2, I have rwo amend-
ments seeking to inserr a new paragraph:
- 
Amendmenr No I by Mrs Maij-\Teggen on behalf
of the Group of rhe European People's Pany (CD
Group) i
2a. Believes that in dmes of economic crisis, anti-poveny
measures must be strengthened rather than weak-
ened, since the weaker members of society are rhe
first to suffer from the economic crisis;
- 
Amendment No 4 by Mr Frischmann:
2a. Points out that one of the prime responsibilities of
Starcs is to take social measures to combat poveny;
considers that the priority acdon ro be taken by the
Member Sates of the Communiry should include:
a) the raising of low wages,
b) a substantial employment policy sraning with the
public sector,
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c) the removal of all wage discriminadon,
d) the extension of social protection (social security)
and the raising of family allowances,
e) the adoption of the 35-hour working week, a
fifth week of paid holiday and retirement at 55
for women and 60 for men,
'!7hat is the rapporteur's position?
Mr Boyes, rdpporteur. 
- 
I am in favour of Mrs
Maij-Veggen's amendment and against Mr Frisch-
mann's amendment.
(Parliament adopted Amendment No 1, rejected Amend-
ment No 4 and adopted pardgrdphs 3 to 6)
President. 
- 
After paragraph 6, Mr Oehler on behalf
of the Socialist Group has tabled Amendment No 2
seeking to insert three new paragraphs:
6a. Calls on the Member Scates to make every possible
effon, using legal, economic and social means, to
combat poveny;
6b. Requesr the Commission and Parliament's Commit-
tee on Social Affairs and Employment to monitor
national schemes to combat poverty and rc repon to
Parliament thereon;
6c. Suggesm that pilot projects under the Community's
programme to combat povefty should be defined
more closely than in the past between the beneficiary
associations and the Commission, and that assistance
should not be related to the expenditure incurred but
should be granted on the basis of the project acceprcd
and at the beginning of the operations so as to elimi-
nate the need to resort to private or public loans
before Community subsidies are paid out.
Vhat is the rapponeur's position?
Mr Boyes, rdpPorteur. 
- 
I am in favour, Mr Presi-
dent.
(Parliament adopted Amendment No 2 and then para-
grapbs 7 and 8)
Prcsident. 
- 
After paragraph 8, Mr Frischmann has
tabled Amendment No 3 seeking to insen a nelr para-
graph:
8a. Recommends the Committee on Social Affairs and
Employmenr to set up a working pafty to assess the
poveny situation in the Communiry as a whole with
regard ro the sandard of living of families, housing,
health, employment, access to culture and leisures;
rhis working pany should funher draw up a report
with a view to a bill of righr for workers and the
family on the basis of the most advanced existing
social legislation and the demands of the major Euro-
pean trade union organizations.
Vhat is the rapponeur's position?
Mr Boyes, rapporteur. 
- 
I am in favour, Mr Presi-
dent.
(Parliament rejected Amendment No 3)
President. 
- 
I call Mrs Squarcialupi for an explana-
tion of vote.
Mrs Squarcialupi. 
- 
(l) Mr President, I wish to
inform the House on behalf of the Italian Members of
the Communist and Allies Group that we shall be
abstaining from the vote on the Boyes report. At the
same time, however, I feel I have to express my aston-
ishment that one or two amendments, which were
quite sound in my view, were reiected withour any
political consideration but simply on the basis of pany
allegiance. You may wonder why we are abstaining.
Ve recognize the need [o finance an interim
programme to combat poveny but we also think it is
time to adopt a new approach, and so find new solu-
tions, to the problem of poveny. !7e are concerned
that this programme may set up another system of
welfare handouts and that the poor may be labelled a
separate class of society which has to be considered in
a condescending light.
\fle believe that the fight against poverty must be
situated in the overall context of Community and
national policies. It has to be pan of a broad-fronted
approach which does not view poverty as a separate
phenomenon, worthy of attention only now and then.
The problem has to be seen in the context of economic
imbalance, a class-dominated society and a one-sided
reladonship between the exploiters and the exploited.
The fight against poveny, Mr President, must not be
an excuse for the sociological analysis of the poor, and
it must not be che subject of enlighrcned interest or,
even worse, of learned debate on the various types of
poverty.
Poverty means being shut out from what others have,
not thanks to any quirk of fate, but because they have
exploited others. In our opinion, this whole situation
has to be mckled by realigning social relations. 'S7'e
have to establish new relations in human terms and
achieve a new kind of solidarity which makes proper
use of democratic practices. Above all, we need a
new economic order. Ve need more than action
programmes to solve these problems. In a Community
which is as sraric as ours and with a Council which is
so unresponsive, such pro8rammes are likely to turn
into the kind of mockery which definitely cannot be
accepted by those of us who are genuinely democratic
and progressist.
President. 
- 
I put to the vote the motion for a reso-
lution as a whole.
The resolution is adopted.
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President. 
- 
!7e shall now consider the motion for a
resolution contained in the Balfour report (Doc. 1-61/
80): Increase in oil pices.
(Parliament adopted the preamble and paragraphs I to 4)
Afrer paragraph 4, Mrs Charzat and Mr Schmid have
rabled Amendment No l0 seeking to insen a new,
poragraph:
4a. Points out that the closing of the ga"p between spot
and mainstream market prices is due to the wides-
pread practicc of companies paying the producing
countries premiums on which the renewal of their
contrac$ is contingent and which are determined
directly on the basis of the currcnt spot market prices.
\7hat is the rapponeur's position?
Mr Balfour, rdpporteilr. 
- 
Mr Presidenr, I am against
this amendment.
(Parliament rejected Amendment No 10)
President. 
- 
On paragraph 5, Mrs Charzat and Mr
Schmid have nbled Amendment No l l seeking to
reword the paragraph as follows:
Points out that the rise in oil prices is due to a number of
imponanr factors, including the sudden shonfall of
supplies from Iran and subsequenr actions taken by prod-
ucing countries, and that the industrialized countries
through their failure to honour the commitments entered
into at the Tokyo summit have failed to adapt sufficiently
to earlier price rises.
Vhat is the rapponeur's position?
Mr Belfour, rapportear. 
- 
I am against the amend-
ment.
(Parliament rejected Amendment No 11 and adopted
paragraph 5)
Presidcnt. 
- 
On paragraph 6, Mrs Charzat and Mr
Schmid have tabled Amendment No 12 seeking to
reword the paragraph as follows:
Funhcr points out that the price of petroleum products to
the cohsumer can also be strongly influenced by differing
Bovernmen$ economic and fiscal policies.
'!flhat is the rapponeur's position?
Mr Balfour, rdpporteur. 
- 
I think I can recommend
Parliament to accept this amendment, Mr President.
(Parliament adopted Amendment No 12)
President. 
- 
On paragraph 7, Mrs Charzat and Mr
Schmid have tabled Amendment No 6 seeking to
reword the paragraph as follows:
Notes that the small quantities negotiated on che spot
market directly influence, through the price control laws,
the maximum prices fixed nationally for the main quanti-
ties in seven Membe r States.
Vhat is the rapponeur's position?
Mr Balfour, rr,pporteur. 
- 
I am atainst this amend-
ment, Mr President.
(Parliament rejected Amendment No 6 and adopted para-
grdPh 7)
President. 
- 
I have two amendments on para-
graph 8:
- 
Amendment No 1, mbled by Mr Deleau on behalf
of the Group of European Progressive Democrats,
seeking to reword the paragraph as follows:
Considers that, as justification for the new increases in the
price of oil, the producer countries cite the fact that on
the free market, in particular the Rotterdam market, oil is
being bought at prices higher than those fixed by the
Organization of Petroleum Exponing Countries;
- 
Amendment No 7 by Mrs Charzat and Mr Schmid
seeking to delete the word gooernments.
The two amendments are mutually exclusive.
\flhat is the rapponeur's position?
Mr Balfour, rapporteur. 
- 
I am againsr both amend-
ments, Mr President..
President. 
- 
I call Mr Schmid.
Mr Schmid. 
- 
(D) I withdraw the amendment, Mr
President, because it has become redundant.
(Parliament rejected Amendment No t and adopted para-
graph 8)
Prcsidcnq. 
- 
On paragraph 9, Mr Deleau on behalf
of the Group of European Progressive Democrats has
tabled Amendment No 2 seeking to reword the para-
graph as follows:
Considers it essential for a form of discipline to be inuod-
uced so that the exponing countries cannot use the free
market to justify a funher increase.
Vhat is the rapponeur's position?
Mr Bdfour, rdpporteur. 
- 
I am againsr this amend-
ment, Mr President.
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(Parliament rejected Amendment No 2 and adopted para-
graph 9 and tben paragraphs 10 to 12)
President. 
- 
On paragraph 13, I have rwo amend-
ments seeking to reword the paragraph:
- 
g,mendment No 3 by Mr Deleau on behalf of the
Group of European Progressive Democrar:
Stresses the need for discipline on the pan of the
consumer counuies in particular as regards energy price
levels;
- 
Amendment No 9 by Mrs Charzat and Mr Schmid:
Requests the Commission to draw up a proposal for a
regulation with a view to the effective regulation of the
spot markets laying down, imong other things, the
following obligarions ro which the oil companies and the
impon trade in rhe oil secror would be subject:
- 
compulsory registration for the above firms and
companies which, in addition to their legalform,
would have to submit appropriate guarantees with
regard to both the volume and the publication of their
financial condition and guarantees with regard to
their infrastructure, rheir storage capacity and, in the
case of oil companies, their refining and delivery
capacity;
- 
obligation to maintarn minimum stocks in order to
guarantee security of supply to the Community;
- 
obligation for imponing firms and companies to
submit long-term supply contracts, the terms of which
are genuinely satisfactory as regards regulatory and
maintenance of deliveries in the event of difficuldes in
the supply situation;
- 
obligation for importing firms and companies to
submit sales certificates, failure to produce which
would lead to their being forbidden to conduct trade
in oil within the territory of the Community;
- 
obligation for importing firms and companies to
declare to the member countries the current prices
corresponding to individual agreemen[s and quantities
in respect of all their business, whereupon the
Member Stares would forward thrs information to the
Commission. In the light of these data the Commis-
sion would draw up a 'code of conduct' to which the
oil companies and imponing firms would have to
adhere In the event of violations of this code, firms
would be deprived of the right to import and market
oil in the Community countries.
I also have two amendments seeking to insert a new
paragraph:
- 
Amendment No 4 by Mr Seligman:
I Ja. Considers, however, that the introduction of a facility
for buying and selling oil price futures would help to
stabilize the spot market in oil and oil products;
- 
Amendment No 8 by Mrs Charzat and Mr Schmid:
l3a.Requests the Commission funher to draw up a
proposal for the organization of the market guaran-
rceing transactions and prices, and including an offi-
cial quotation of the price of the various types of oil
and the licensing of authorized intermediate trade
with exclusive rights to conduct business on the spot
markets.
\7hat is rhe rapponeur's position?
Mr Balfour, rdpporteur. 
- 
Mr President, I am against
Amendment No 3. I take no position 
- 
I leave Parlia-
ment to judge 
- 
on Amendment No 4 by Mr Selig-
man, and although Amendment No 9 is a constructive
and well thought-out amendment, I believe it is too
prescriptive, and I think that our committee would not
have accepted it, and so on balance I am against it. I
am also against Amendment No 8.
(Parliament successioely rejected Amendments No 9 and
No 3 and adopted paragrdph 13, Amendment No 4 and
pardgldph 14; the rejection of Amendment No 9 meant
that Amendment No I fell)
President. 
- 
I have two amendments on paragraph
15:
- 
Amendment No 5 by Mr Seligman seeking to add
the following new indent:
harmonization of fiscal policies of Member States on
petrol products;
- 
Amendment No 13 by Mrs Charzar and Mr
Schmid seeking to reword the paragraph as
follorns:
Strongly calls for the implementation of common energy
policies defining specific target figures and financial
resources for each Member State among whose central
elements should be:
agreed target levels of oil impons
an increased commitment to energy conservation
the development of alrcrnative energy sources.
The two amendments are mutually exclusive.
Vhat is the rapponeur's position?
Mr Balfour, rapporteur. 
- 
I would accept Amend-
ment No 5, Mr President, and reject Amendment No
13.
(Parliament rejected Amendment No 13 and adopted
successinely Amendment No 5, paragraph 15 thus
amended and par4graphs I 5 dnd I 7)
President. 
- 
Members may now give explanations of
vote.
I call Mr Fernandez.
Mr Fernandez. 
- 
(F) Mr President, when historians
come to look at the history of our age in a few centu-
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ries' time, they will undoubtedly come ro the conclu-
sion that the price of oil was the excuse for one of the
biggest political cover-ups of rhe age. It is rrue,
however, that rhe ruth is now emerging and thar
people are having a hard job claiming that oil is the
sole cause of she crisis. Very distinguished bodies like
GATT have already recognized this fact. The real
reasons for higher oil prices are not to be sought
exclusively 
- 
as this report makes out 
- 
in the
cutback of supplies from Iran and in never-ending
speculation on the spot.market. The underlying causes
are to be found in the inflation which rages in our
countries.
Vhat is bothering you in this whole affair is nor thar
Iran has cut back on production but that ir is no longer
the compliant political and strategic partner which ir
used to be. Another thing that bothers you is that the
justifiable increase in the price of oil shows up the
structural weakness in the foreign rrade of a country
like ours, since the most serious rade gap for French
independence and the French economy is the rade
gap we have with the Unired States and with Germany.
Mr Balfour has been very skilful in covering up the
real causes of inflation but his repon is singularly lack-
ing in boldness when it comes rc offering solutions to
curb infladon and to endeavour in fact [o overcome
the crisis. The only thing that is proposed is marker
transparency. The French Communists are not against
this, I might add. However, the possibility of price
control is cast aside, which is just like rcnding the
patient to keep the family happy while in fact you are
doing nothing to curb speculation. Indeed, there is
nothing said about the absolute scandal of the vasr
profits of the oil companies. For example, the Elf
Aquitaine company declared profits of 12 000 million
for 1979 while Elf Total declared 9 000 million. Ve
really have to get some genuine control over these
companies and their contracts so rhar u/e can ser up a
proper dialogue with the producing countries. The
Socialist amendments . . .
President. 
- 
I have to tell you, Mr Fernandez, that
you have gone over your three minutes.
(Apptause)
Mr Fernandez. 
- 
(F). . . rhere has in fact ro be some
control of the companies over their contracts. For this
reason, even though we are not against the idea of
market ransparency, we shall vote againsr the repon.
President. 
- 
I call Mrs Charzar.
Mrs Charzat. 
- 
(F) Mr President, ladies and gentle-
men, the Socialist Group intends ro abstain from
voting on the Balfour repon. The rransparency which
the rapporteur envisages is simply the mainrcnance of
the status quo of the spot market. It is our view that we
have to take a long-term rather than a shon-term
approach to oil production and trading and to the spot
market. A cu$ack in production and a rapid increase
in the price of crude are possibilities which are nor
unlikely in the coming years. Europe's extremely
vulnerable position with regard to oil impons could
well get worse during any oil crisis as a result of unbri-
dled speculation pushing prices up, as happened in
autumn 1979 for example, and rhe resulring lack of
Community solidarity. If we ake a long-rerm
approach, it means starting now ro improve transpar-
ency and to seek ways of controlling the spot marker.
\7e hope that before there is any harmonization of oil
price taxation it will be possible to introduce a price
cenification system for imported cargoes and adopr a
code of conduct for operators so rhar illegal deals and
speculation can be circumvented. There is still dme for
the EEC to rescue the chances of concerted action by
the Member States in the energy secror and ro reject
the mistaken inevitability of the energy crisis. In clos-
ing, let me say that I cannor srand those who do most
of the mlking here about a common energy policy bur
who then refuse to take che basic first sreps forward
which are required.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Leonardi.
Mr Leonardi. 
- 
(I)Mr President, my group will vore
against the Balfour motion, nor because Rorrerdam is a
market but because it is a bad market.
President. 
- 
I pur to rhe vore rhe morion for a resolu-
tion as a whole.
The resoludon is adoprcd.
I call Mr Bangemann on a point of order.
Mr Bangemaill. 
- 
(D) Mr President, as an expres-
sion of protest my group has left the Chamber 
- 
I
want to state that again here for the sake of the
minutes 
- 
and the reason for their exir is of such
significance and consequence for rhe furure work of
Parliament that on behalf of the group I musr request
an adjournmenr, so that the chairmen of rhe polirical
groups can discuss with the Chair how to interpret the
Rules of Procedure on [he subjecr of rhe quorum. I
think this is absolurcly essential, Mr President, because
if shis is going to be rhe rule, ir means thar 30 Members
of this House can bring this Parliamenr ro a standsdll
in 95 0/o of cases. This Parliament would then be wonh
little more than the Council of Minisrers, abour which
we are always complaining that it is unable to make
decisions. Things are nor one whir better here. I
request an adjournment.
(Applaasefrom oaious quarters on the ight and centre)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Arndr.
Mr Arndt. 
-' 
(D) Mr Bangemann's proposal to
discuss this matter is all very well but, Mr Bangemann,
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the group chairmen are not compercnt in this matter
and neither is the enlarged Bureau. You ralked about
interpreting the Rules of Procedure. Ve have a
Committee on the Rules of Procedure for that. I hope
you realize this, because otherwise we set up this
committee for nothing.
Secondly, you are seeking an interpretation of the
Rules of Procedure but the Committee on the Rules of
Procedure has expressed an opinion on this on several
occasions. ..
(Protest)
. . . oh yes it has! And contrary to what Mr Galland
said, we have already discussed in the House the fact
rhat someone can be present in the Chamber without
taking part in the vote and that there is nothing wrong
with that. It is down in black and white in the Rules of
Procedure and it has been practised here. I could
remind you of the election of the President of this
House, when the same problem arose. I do not think it
is right that the representative of your group should
agree to 3 particular procedure at the meeting of the
group chairmen and that Mr Galland should [hen, as
he did earlier, attack the chairman of the Socialist
Group on account of this agreement to which your
rePresentauve was a Party. . .
(lnterruption)
. . . of course this has something to do with it. They
walked out in protest against a specific incident. I am
quite willing for the group chairmen to discuss exactly
what kind of use should be made of the Rules of
Procedure in future. However, when someone in the
House uses a Rule of Procedure which has been
agreed on, he is using a democratic right whether he
likes it or not.
(Applaase)
President. 
- 
Mr Bangemann has asked for a
l5-minurc adjournment. I am happy [o Erant this,
although I stand by my interpretation of the Rules of
Procedure.
(Loud protests)
It is customary to grant an adjournment when this is
requested by the chairman of a polidcal group.
I call Mr Scort-Hopkins.
Mr Scott-Hopkins. 
- 
If it had b..n . simple request
for an adjournment, I would have followed your lead,
Mr President. I do not object to an adjournment if Mr
Bangemann wishes one for his own private purPoses.
But it really is ludicrous to say that this House is
brought to a standstill because half of its Members
cannot be here. I thought we were a serious Parlia-
ment. Is it honesdy right for anybody to say 
- 
let
alone the president of the Liberal Group 
- 
that
because we cannot get 206 Members Present we are
bringing this House to a standstill? That is the most
unutterable nonsense that I have ever heard.
(Applause fiom certain quarters of tbe European Demo-
cratic Group)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Glinne.
Mr Glinne. 
- 
(F)Vhat I was going to say has been
neatly expressed by Mr Scott-Hopkins. I would add
that an adjournment would delay to the same extent
the end of the meeting of the enlarged Bureau which is
taking place at the moment.
President. 
- 
The sitting is suspended for 15 minutes.
(The siuing uas suspended at 4.30 p.m. and resumed at
4.50 p.n.)
President. 
- 
The sitting is resumed.
*. 
*' 
*-
President. 
- 
The next item is the vote on rhe Dank-
ert motion for a resolution (Doc. 1'175/80): Need for
rapid adoption of budget.
(Parliament adopted the preamble and paragraphs 1 to 4)
On paragraph 5, I have two amendments seeking to
reword the paragraph:
- 
Amendment. No I by Mr J. M. Taylor on behalf of
the European Democratic Group:
Regards the rntegrity and indivisibility of the Community
budget as essential to
rus budgetary compe[ence
its abiluy to obtain an acceptable balance of expendi-
ture, and
the minimizing of supplementary budgets
and accordingly would not welcome a draft budget which
is incomplete or rn which the entries in certain critical and
unresolved areas are merely provisional;
- 
Amendment No 3 by Mr Jaquet and others:
Considers that if the Council should unfortunately prove
unable to make agricultural policy decisions before I
June, the draft budget should be based on the Commis-
sion's preliminary draft budget of 29 February, as rectified
in the light of of the budgeary repercussions which would
ensue from an average increase of 7'90/o in agricultural
prices.
These amendmenc are mutually exclusive.
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Vhat is Mr Lange's position?
Mr Lange, chairman of tbe Committee on Budgets.
- 
(D) This is rather an odd situarion, as the President
of the sitting is also the rapporreur. However, ladies
and gentlemen, in line with rhe opinion of rhe
Committee on Budgers and the conclusions which
have been incorporated in paragraph 5, I have to
recommend rejection of borh amendmenrs.
(Parliament rejected Amendment No 1 and then Amend-
ment No 3)
President. 
- 
I put paragraph 5 ro rhe vore.
As the result of rhe show of hands is not clear, a fresh
vote will be raken by sitring and smnding.
Paragraph 5 is adopted.
I call Mr Seal on a poinc of order.
Mr Seal. 
- 
Mr President, in view of rhe fact thar
Parliament has spenr somerhing like f 750 000 on the
electronic voting equipment, would it nor be preferable
to use lhis rather than rhe antiquated method of voting
by sunding and sitring?
(Mixed reactions)
President. 
- 
Mr Seal, I musr poinr our to you rhar ir
is up to the Chair rc decide how rhe vote will be aken.
The equipmenr has considerable advantages bur there
is always some rime lag berween rhe votes. In this case
the Chair can opr for other methods of voting.
On paragraph 6, Mr Diana has mbled Amendment No
5 seeking to reword the paragraph as follows:
Recalls its resolution of 26 March 1980 on agricultural
prices and relarcd measures and, in panicular:
(a) the need to guarantee farmers a fair income
(b) the need ro assess whar savings can be achicved by the
mEasures to bring markets back into equilibrium(c) the need ro contain the increase in expenditure within
limits compatible with a sound balanced budget and
complying with the criteria underlying the Commis-
sion proposals.
'lVhat is Mr Lange's posirion?
Mr Lange, chairman of tbe Committee on Budgets.
- 
(D) Mr Presidenr, ladies and gentlemen, I should
Iike you careful arrenrion on rhis poinr. The rhree
points of Mr Diana's proposal are essenrially identical
with whar rhe Commirtee on Budgets has said in para-
graph 6. The opening senrence of rhe amendmenr,
however, contains rhree words which are not in para-
graph 6 of the commirtee's morion, and I recommend
the incorporarion of rhese three words. The rest is
more or less rhe heading of rhe agricultural prices
package. However, rhe amendmenr drops the refer-
ence to the fact that Parliamenr on 25 March called
upon the Council ro take inro accounr these poinrs. I
suggest thar we take a decision on rhe following text
which I hope will meet wirh Mr Diana's approval:
Recalls thar in its resolution of 26 March 1980, concern-
ing agricultural prices and related measures, Parliamenr
called upon the Council ro take inro accounr. . .
This is in line wirh the original text which you prod-
uced as rapporteur, Mr President. The new version
would also include rhe words and related measures and
would be a fusion of the two texts.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Diana.
Mr Diana. 
- 
(I) Mr President, I have the impression
that Mr Lange basically agrees ro my arhendmenr and
that there is only one point on which we differ. My
amendment in facr srares rha[ Parliament recalk its
resolution on . . . prices. Essentially, whar I want clear
- 
and I think Parliamenr will agree wirh me on rhis 
-is that we wan[ [o recall our resolution in its entirety,
all 110 paragraphs, including rhose,which have been
specially picked out under subparagraphs (a), (b) and
(c). I do not think rhere is any basic disagreemenr wirh
the Committee on Budgets and I feel that Parliamenr
has to recall its own resolution.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Lange.
Mr Lange. 
- 
(D) I ger the feeling rhar some misun-
derstanding has arisen here. Jusr as you do, Mr Diana,
the Committee on Budgets refers in its rext [o the reso-
lution of 26 March, and I have already said rhar we
want to incorporate rhe phrase you added: agricultural
prices and related medsures. The poinr is rhat the
Commitree on Budgets said rhat with rhis resolution
we called on rhe Council to do something definire
while you fail to mention the Council in your texr. I
reckon you can accepr rhe reference to the Council in
connection with the whole resolution, just as you
yourself wanr. I do nor think you should have any
difficulty over rhis. Ve can borh be satisfied with this
revised version of paragraph 6, Mr Diana.
President. 
- 
I think the situation is clear, Mr Lange.
At any rare, I canno[ alter the text of the motion
presented by the Commirree on Budger because rhere
are no wrirren amendmenrs available in rhe various
official languages. I am therefore obliged to ask the
House to vote on Mr Diana's amendment and rhen on
the text of the Committee on Budgers.
(Protest by Mr knge)
I put Amendmenr. No 5 to the vorc.
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As the resulr of the show of hands is doubtful, a fresh
vote will be taken by sitting and standing.
Amendment No 5 is adopted.
I call Mr Boyes on a point of order.
Mr Boyes. 
- 
The last two hours this afsernoon have
been one big pantomime. I cannot understand, as my
colleague Mr Seal said earlier, why when we have a
very sophisticated system we are going through a char-
ade of voting by show of hands and sitting and stand-
ing when by pressing a button we could get an instan-
raneous result. The other day we had a problem
because it took three and a half minutes for a printout.
But when you take a simple vote, you Bet that within a
matter of seconds. \(/hat is the point of Parliament
installing nearly a million pounds' worth of equipment
if we are going to go through this charade of sitting
and standing, voting and one thing or another? Can
we not have it done properly with the electronic
system ?
President. 
- 
Mr Boyes, I think it was clear just half
an hour ago, when we had to vote without a roll call,
that it takes a few minutes before the machine is able
to function again. My conclusion from the experience
of this afternoon is that it mkes more time at the
moment to vote with the machine than by a show of
hands, unless we have to be very precise in the count-
ing.
On paragraph 7, Mr Jaquet and others have tabled
Amendment No 4 seeking to delete the words is neces-
saryfor afeut years, and.
Vhat is Mr Lange's position?
Mr Lange, cbairman of tbe Committee on Budgets.
- 
(D) ln accordance with the opinion of the
Commirtee on Budgets: against.
(Parliament rejected Amendment No 4 and adopted para-
graph z)
President. 
- 
On paragraph 8, Mr J. M. Taylor on
behalf of the European Democratic Group has tabled
Amendment No 2 seeking to delete the paragraph.
'!7hat is Mr Lange's position?
Mr Lange, chairman of tbe Committee on Budgets.
- 
(D) For the same reason, against.
(Parliament rejected Amendment No 2 and adopted para-
grapb 8 and then pardgrdphs 9 to 1 1)
President. 
- 
Members may now give explanations of
vote.
I call Mr Baillot.
Mr Baillot. 
- 
(F) The issue at stake at the moment,
Mr President, is not whether we should come out in
favour of having a budget for 1980 as quickly as possi-
ble. \7hat we have [o vote on here in fact is a text, the
authors of which are hoping it will have some impact
on the Council so that it comes up with a new draft
budget for 1980 before the holidays.
This stems from the desire, unceasingly exhibited by
most Members in this House over the past year, to win
an increasingly bigger say for this Parliament. The text
we have to vote on here will not achieve im aim. The
fact is that it does not really bring out the reasons why
we still do not have a budget for 1980. The real point
is that the text here dodges the real issues, which are
political and not legal and certainly not of a financial
order. The reason why there is still no budget is
because 
- 
as we pointed out during yesterday's
debate 
- 
the Council has still not managed to recon-
cile the differences between the Member States, which
are a reflection of the differences between the multina-
tional companies. There is an obvious impasse over
vital issues such as the common agricultural policy, the
British contribution and, in more general terms, the
inability of Community policy to adapt to the serious
crisis, the dreadful effects of which can no longer be
tolerated by Europe's workers, especially the farmers.
'!U7hen it rejected just this morning the motion by my
colleague Mr Maffre-Baug6 for a 7 '9 0/o increase in
agricultural prices, the House showed that it was
settling a little deeper in this impasse. !7e shall there-
fore be voting against the motion, and this negative
vote translates our clearly stated determination to cast
aside alI vagueness and to explain to the general public
the real reasons behind the present situation.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Poncelet.
Mr Poncelet. 
- 
(F) Mr President, ladies and gentle-
men, this motion for a resolution clearly illustrates the
embarrassing situation of those who rejected the
Community budget in the hope of making a stand
against the common agricultural policy which had
been so laboriously built up over the years.
First of all, let me say in public that I am grateful to
the rapponeur, Mr Dankert, for at long last admitting
all the negative repercussions for the Community, and
especially for the agricultural sector, which stemmed
from the recommendation which he and all his friends
were pushing at. lhe time of the budget vo!e, namely,
to throw our the budget.
Mr Danken has in fact stated in paragraph 2 of his
motion:
The Community will not be able ro meet some of ir
financial obligations after the middle of the year.
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This is true and it means rhat our farmers, if. we carry
on with the system of provisional twelfths, will not be
ietting the monies which rhey are endtled ro expecr
under the price or guidance secrions of the EAGGF.
I would remind you, ladies and gentlemen, of Mr
Ansquer's words at the time, when he warned against
the negative repercussions for the farming community
of the vote that was to be taken on the recommenda-
don of rhe rapponeur, Mr Danken. He told us then to
watch out because there would be trouble.
Funhermore, with this resolution the rapponeur is
inciting some of our colleagues to change their minds.
Paragraph 5 is quite simply a reworking of Mrs
Barbarella's amendmenr, which many of us rejecred on
the grounds that it called on rhe European Parliament
to shirk its responsibilities by failing to fix in a clear
fashion e tate of increase for agricultural prices.
Anyway, the rapponeur is well aware that he is on
shaky ground and it is for this reason rhar he has
included paragraph 5 with its conrradiction 
- 
bur
there is more than one conradiction in this morion.
The whole thing is brillianr. I have never seen so many
contradictions in so few lines! Paragraph 5 . . .
President. 
- 
I think you are going to go over your
time, Mr Poncelet. You have only eight seconds lefr.
Mr Poncelet. 
- 
(F) Please play the game, Mr Presi-
dent. Since I am getting eight seconds, I just wanr you
to have anorher look at paragraph 11. A few minures
ago a couple of Members were describing our work as
a pantomime. Do you nor think ir is ridiculous to
[hreaten in paragraph I I ro take the Council to the
Coun in Luxembourg . . .
(Tbe President preoented the speaherfrom continuing)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Scort-Hopkins.
Mr Scott-Hopkins. 
- 
Parliament has nor supponed
my group's amendmenr to this repon. Nonetheless our
view that Parliamenr is making a mistake in going Sack
on its decisions of December last year is in no way
altered.
Ve in my group believe that a solution in Luxembourg
the weekend before last to the problems which face the
Community 
- 
including borh the British problem and
the agricultural problems, all of which are insolubly
linked 
- 
was very nearly reached. Let us pray that
between now and Venice that gap will be closed, and
closed constructively. Ve believe in my group in rhe
indivisibility of the budget. \7e do nor wanr to see it
fragmented. But equally, Mr President, we can under-
stand the anxiety of our colleagues from France and
Germany, the Benelux and our colleagues in my group
who come from Denmark. They wanr ro see progress
made panicularly in rhe agricultural field as far as their
farmers are concerned. But we disagree endrely with
the idea that nation srares can take unilareral action
outside the Treaties. Therefore we cannor possibly
support. anything which is going to lead to thar action
and we believe rhat, by voting against this repon, that
is exactly what we would be doing. If rhe House did
vote against this repon, then Member States would be
encouraged, as we have already heard from one
Member State, ro break rhe articles of rhe Treaty by
bringing in national aids to their farmers, and orhers
would probably follow. Thus the common agricultural
policy would be shattered. The Commission, which is
the guardian of rhe Treaties, would be forced to take
them to the Coun of Jusrice. For rhose reasons we will
not vo[e against it. Bur because there are irems in the
report which are offensive ro us, we find ourselves
unable to support it. Therefore rhe only honourable
course that my group can [ake, and I will ask my
honourable friends to follow, is ro absrain.
Let me in conclusion say ro rhe House rhat no marter
what opinions may be formed abour what has
happened in the lasr rhree or four hours, all of us in
my group are passionate believers in the European
cause and we wanr to see this House act as the conci-
liating machinery when dispurcs arise between
Member Smrcs which cannor be reconciled at Council
or other level. Ve believe that this is our rask and my
group will collaborate to the full wirh orher groups
and other nations to fulfil thar rask, nor only today but
in the months ahead.
(Applause from certain quarters in the centre and on tbe
ngbt)
President. 
- 
Icall MrJosselin.
Mr Josselin. 
- 
(F) Mr President, ladies and gentle-
men, the French Socialists will be unable to vore for
the motion for a resolution by the. Commitree on
Budgets. On their behalf I jusr want ro outline rhe
reasons for this and ar the same time say how sorry we
are that we cannor supporr, a move which aims to
demonstrate Parliamenr's readiness to assume its
responsibilides, especially when rhe survival or rhe
collapse of the Community is ar stake.
'!7e cannot vore for this rcst because it incorporates
and sanctions the provisions of what has come to be
known as the 'Luxembourg compromise', which got
the approval of eight Member Snres. Although we
regard the compromise as a significanr srep forward
when compared with she inirial proposals, we do not
think that the decision to adopt an almosr blanket 2 o/o
for the coresponsibiliry lery on milk and to limir ro
5 0/o the average increase on European farm prices will
enable us ro artain the goal we have always claimed to
seek, that is, to ensure that farmers have an income
comparable with that of other professional categories.
This, after all, was implicit in previous agreemenrc.
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Given the expected inflation rate in France, farm
prices there would have to go up by more than 12 0/o
just to maintain the standard of living of our farmers.
If you mke into consideration the devaluation of the
green franc, this would mean that prices in Europe,
iould have to go up by 7.9 o/0. The French Socialisr
have been firm on this point since mlks staned, and
unhappily the House has just rejected the motion
which we tabled on this matter.
Be that as it may, I welcome the initiative of the
Commission on Budgerc in pointing out to the
Commission and the Council their respective duties
and responsibilities.
Mr President, ladies and gentlemen, if we do not have
an agreement on prices by 1 June, the common agri-
cultural policy will be in danger, serious danger, of
collapse. Although we are asking for it to be
rhoroughly overhauled, we realise that with the
cornmon agricultural policy the whole future of Euro-
pean unity is at stake. The French Socialists will
cenainly not rejoice at the prospect of such a collapse
and-we feel that Parliament has the right to press the
Commission to do everything necessary [o ensure that
this Europe of ours is not soon replaced by an
immensb legal void, to be quickly inhabited by the
spirirc of nationalism.
President. 
- 
I call Mrs Castle.
Mrs Castle. 
- 
Mr President, the British Labour
Group is going to vote against this report. Ve share
rhe anger of ou. Socialist colleagues at the failure of
the Council of Ministers to come forward with a draft
budget again.
It is quite clear that the Council of Ministers are treat-
ing this Parliament with contempt. This is all the more
reason why Parliamenr should stand firm by its own
original views. For Parliament to make the first over-
rures in this form is in my view to damage irc whole
public image and authority. The right way to deal with
rhe problem of the Council of Minister's intransig-
ence is surely not to beg the Council to introduce a
draft budget leaving unsettled and unresolved the issue
of agricultural Brices and agriculrural policy when
agricultural spending is clearly central to the issue of
budgetary control, taking 70 0/o of the budget.
You say'Oh well, leave that unsettled and let us get a
draft budget, somehow, anyhow'. That is to under-
mine in my view the dignity of this Parliament. 'What is
more, to suggest as this document does, that the draft
budget should be based on the Commission's
compromise proposals at Luxembourg is to give those
proposals, whether that is the intention or not, a
ce.tain validiry. They become the staning point from
which you begin to build up the pressure for further
price increases.
So it is to embody in our proposals the exact oPposite
of what we were standing for last December 
-
because those Commission proposals double the level
of price increases 
- 
that the Commission ircelf was
telling us in February that that was the absolute maxi-
mum this Community and its budget can afford.
Vhat is more, we all know that those compromise
proposals of Luxembourg water down and PostPone
the attack on the surpluses that are bringing the agri-
cultural policy into disrepute.
For these reasons we in the Bridsh Labour Group
regret that we have to differ from so many of our
Soiialist colleagues on this issue, though we stand firm
with them in resisting the attempts of the Council of
Ministers to denigrate and despise this Parliament.
President. 
- 
I call Mrs Cassanmagnago Cerretti.
Mrs Cassanmagnago Cerretti. 
- 
(I) Mr President, I
rhink it is only proper in this debate rc chank the
members of the Committee on Budger who have
produced a motion which, all things considered,
reflects Parliament's unison.
First of all, the motion respects the Treaties of Rome.
Secondly, Parliament is stressing its own strategy to
urge adoption of the budget. Thirdly, it states that the
prices policy approved in Luxembourg must be imple-
mented as soon as possible to avoid any ruPtures
within the Community. And fourthly, it also points out
that room has to be found for the British problem.
The unison of these proposals in the motion means
that they Bet the support of the majority of us here and
at the same time it clearly reveals Parliament's political
desire to equip the Community with its own budget as
soon as possible and above all to remind the various
institutions of their particular responsibilities.
President. 
- 
I now close the list of speakers'
I call Mr Nord.
Mr Nord. 
- 
(NL) Mr President, my Group will vote
unanimously in favour of the text tabled by the
Committee on Budgerc. \7e shall do so because we feel
that it is now Parliament's duty, as one half of the
budgetary authority, to point out to [he other half of
the budgerary authority, i. e. the Council, exactly
where its duty lies. Ve do not feel the least bit guilry
about rejecting the budget in December. It is not that
we have suddenly become nervous and are sorry that
we reiected the budget. On the con[rary, we know that
we merely exercised our right and that it is now the
Council's duty, in accordance with the Treaties, to
submit a new draft budget. This is all we ask of the
Council at the momenu And it is not as if we were
returning to the attitude adopted by Parliament
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previously or going cap in hand to the Council to ask
whether ir would please be so kind as to submir
anorher draft budger.
Ve are drawing the Council's arrenrion to its obliga-
tions under the Treary. Mr Colombo told us yesrcrday
that before the end of the month more arremprs would
be made so solve the main problems standing in the
way of a new draft budget . . .
President. 
- 
Mr Nord, would you please bring your
remarks to a close. You have exceeded your three
minutes.
Mr Nord. 
- 
(NL) . . . So we shall vote in favour
because we believe thar with this resolurion we can
help, however modesrly, to ensure that a new draft
budget is actually submitred in this year's June pan-
sesslon.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Gourhier.
Mr Gouthier. 
- 
U) Mr Presidenr, ladies and genrle-
men, the Italian Members of rhe Communisr and Allies
Group will vore for the motion, just as they did in
committee. \fle have always followed a cooperarive
approach with rhe aim of ensuring conrinuity in polid-
cal terms to rhe imponanr and posirive decisions which
Parliament has taken, especially on [he budger and
agricultural prices, in the current year.
'\fle believe that rhis morion reinforces this continuiry
in a very responsible manner. Vith this morion Parlia-
ment is demonstrating once again that it can cope with
the situation and we wan[ rhe orher institurions of the
Community, which also have decisive responsibility on
budgenry matrers, rc act likewise. Consequently, as I
said, we shall be casring a definire vore in favour of the
motlon.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Glinne on a point of order.
Mr Glinne. 
- 
(F) Mr President, the Socialist Group
requesrs that the vore on the motion for a resolution as
a whole be taken by roll call.
President. 
- 
Ifle shall use
system.
I put to rhe vote rhe morion
whole.
The resolution is adopted.
(App laus e from o ari o us q uarte rs )
the electronic voting
for a resolution as a
President. 
- 
Ve shall now consider the motion for a
resolution contained in the Radoux report (Doc. l-165/
80) : EEC-Yugoslaoia Cooperation Agreement.
(Parliament adopted the first three indents of the
preamble)
On the founh indenr of rhe preamble, Mrs Bonino and
others have tabled Amendmenr No 5 seeking ro
delerc the indent.
Vhat is the rapponeur's position?
Mr Radoux, rdpporteur. 
- 
(NL) I am against, Mr
President.
(Parliament rejected Amendment No 5 and adopted the
foarth indent of the preamble)
President. 
- 
Afrer rhe founh indenr of ihe preamble,
Mrs Bonino and others have tabled Amendment No 4
seeking to insen e new indent:
deploring the fact thar the European Parliament has been
excluded from the preparations for rhis agreement, which
is all the more serious in view of the exceptional impon-
ance which attaches ro the definition of these ties.
'![hat is the rapponeur's posirion?
Mr Radoux, rdpporteur. 
- 
(NL) I am against, Mr
President.
(Parliament rejected Amendment No 4 and adopted the
fifth, sixth and seoenth indents of the preamble)
Prcsident. 
- 
After the sevenrh indenr of the pream-
ble, Mrs Gaioni de Biase has tabled Amendment No I
seeking to insen a new indent:
aware rhat cooperation between the economies on an
equal basis and mutual cooperation in fosrering develop-
ment are essential political insrruments for strengthening
world peace.
\7hat is the rapponeur's position?
Mr Radoux, rapporteur. 
-President.
(NL) I am against, Mr
(Parliament adopted successioely Amendment No l, the
eigtb indent of the preamble and paragraphs I to 3)
President. 
- 
On paragraph 4, Mrs Gaiomi de Biase
has tabled Amendmenr No 2 seeking to reword the
paragraph as follows:
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Underlines the imponance of economic and technical
cooperation between the two panies and considering thar
the aims sec out in the Cooperation Agreement in the
various sectors are not limitative, hopes that in applying
the Agreement realistic and effective cooperation schemes
will be implemented with a view to contributing to the
rapid and regionally balanced development of the Yugos-
lav economy.
Vhat is the rapponeur's position?
Mr Radoux, rapporteur. 
- 
(NL) I am in favour, Mr
President.
President. 
- 
Amendmenr No 2 has just been with-
drawn by the author.
(Parliament adopted paragrdPb 4 and then paragrapbs )
to 9)
I have two amendments on paragraph 10:
- 
Amendment No 3 by Mrs Gaiotti de Biase seeking
to reword the paragraph as follows:
Stresses that during the period of validity of the Agree-
ment such projects in the communications and transpon
sector as are essential to strengthen overall trade in the
Adriati-c, prevent the economic and geographical isolation
of Greece and maintain direct trade links between the
border regions of the EEC and the adjacent regions of
Yugoslavia must be implemented;
- 
Amendment No 6/rev. by Mrs Bonino and others
seeking to expand the paragraph as follows:
. . . be implemented, both by means of the instruments
provided in the agreemenm for infrastructures in Yugosla-
via and by means of special instruments as regards the
road, rail and sea infrastructures linking Munich and the
pons of Trieste and Monfalcone, as well as the east-west
links, in panicular those between Trieste and Gorizia on
the one hand and Fiume and Ljubljana on the other.
These amendmenu are mutually exclusive.
'\fhat is the rapporteur's position?
Mr Radoux, rdpporteur. 
- 
(NL) I am in favour of
Mrs Gaiotti de Biase's amendment and against the
amendment by Mrs Bonino.
(Parliament adopted Amendment No 3, uthicb meant
that Amendment No 6heo. fell, and then paragrdPhs 11
to 14)
President. 
- 
After paragraph 14, Mrs Bonino and
others have tabled two amendmenm seeking to insert
new paragraphs:
- 
Amendment No 7:
l4a. Points out in this connection that the implementatron
of Articles 41, 42 and 43 of the Cooperation Agree-
ment is dependent on the solution of the problem
raised by the location of the Italian-Yugoslav Indus-
trial Free Zone provided for in the protocol annexed
to the Osimo agreemenm;
- 
Amendment No 8:
l4b. Hopes that the Commisston will take action very
soon with respect to the two countries concerned, so
as to bring about renegotiations on the location of
the Free Industrial Zone in the Karst, which is
supponed by the local population and which Yugos-
lavia has already said it is prepared to accept.
'!flhat is the rapponeur's position?
Mr Radoux, raPporteur. 
- 
(NL) I am against, Mr
President.
Parliament rejected Amendment No 7 and tben Amend-
ment No 8 and adopted paragraph 15)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Coppieters for an exPlanation
of vote.
Mr Coppieters. 
- 
(NZ,) Mr President, on behalf of
the Members of the Partito Radicale also, I can state
that we shall vote for the motion for a resolution,
although we very much regret that the raPPorteur,
followed by the great majority of the House, adopted
such an intranigent posidon on the amendments tabled
by Mrs Bonino and others. These amendments, Mr
President, had both European and regional signifi-
cance and, far from conflicdng with the Radoux
report, supplemented it and in some points were, if I
may say so, more sensible. But unfonunately this
House sdll has no time for amendments.
It is unacceptable for agreements such as the Coopera-
tion Agreement with Yugoslavia to be concluded by
the Council, i. e. ratified, without prior consultation of
the European Parliament. In this connection I would
draw your at[ention to Article 238 of the Treaty of
Rome.
It is doubtless a good thing that we should do some-
thing to aid the development of Yugoslavia and
perhaps other countries as well. But it is at least as
tood and as right that we should do something to aid
the development of regions within our own Commu-
nity. Vell, one amendment called for special attention
to be paid to the transport infrastructure between
Munich and Trieste, and your rejection of it, ladies
and gentlemen, was inconsistent with the vote taken a
few months ago, when you adopted by an overwhel-
ming majority a resolution by Mr Cecovini calling for
a study of this infrastructure.
Lastly, in another very sensible amendment the
Commission was asked to make representations to
Italy with a view to reopening negotiations between
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the two countries concerned on the location of the
Italian-Yugoslav industrial free zone. This is a tricky
matter since, as you are aware, rhe population in the
Trieste region is riot at all happy abour it and a refe-
rendum on the subject is ro be held in October.
I therefore retret very much that you saw fit ro rejecr
some of these amendments without thorough consid-
erarion and, if I may say so, rarher foolhardily.
President. 
- 
I put to the vote rhe morion for a reso-
lution as a whole.
The resolution is adoprcd.
President. 
- 
S7e shall now consider rhe Antoniozzi
report (Doc. 1-64/80): Discharge to the Commission in
respect of the ECSC\financial and budgetary actioities.
I put the decision to the vore.
The decision is adopted.
I put the motion for a resolution ro rhe vote
The resolution is adopted.
14. Discharge to the Commission on the implementation
of tbe budget of the Communitiesfor 1978 
- 
Seztenth
an d e ig h t b finan ci a I re p o rt s 
ri :rrf, 
* 
" 
a, ( G uarante e
President. 
- 
The nexr irem is the joint debare on two
reports by Mr Bartersby: 
- 
Repon (Doc. l-150/80),
drawn up by Mr Batrersby on behalf of the Commirtee
on Budger, on
i the accounts of che European Parliamenr and the
discharge in respect of the 1978 financial year
ii. the discharge to be granted to the Commission on the
implementation of the budget of the European
Communities for the 1978 financial year and the
report of the Coun of Auditors (Doc. l-567 /79)
iii. rhe discharge to be granted to the Commission of rhe
European Communiries in respec of the utilizadon
of the appropriarions of the founh European Deve-
lopment Fund in the 1978 financial year (Doc. l-138/
80)
iv. the commenrs accompanying the decisions granting
a discharge on the implemenmtion of the budget of
the European Communities for the 1978 financial year
(Anicle 85 of rhe Financial Regulation of 2l Decem-
ber 1977)
v. the drscharge to be granted to the Commission of the
European Communities in respect of the acrivities of
the first, second and rhird European Development
Funds for the 1978 financial year
- 
Repon (Doc. l-79/80), drawn up by Mr Battersby
on behalf ot the Committee on Budgets, on the
seventh and eighrh financial repons on the EAGGF
(Guarantee Section) for 1977 and,1978.
I call Mr Battersby.
Mr Battersby, rdpporteur. 
- 
Mr President, the 1978
discharge report before Parliament reflecrs the work
undenaken'by your rapponeur and by 13 other
Members of this House to examine the financial
aspecrc of specific policy sectors of the Community.
Twelve of the 13 are members of the Commirree on
Budgeary Control and one, Mrs Focke, is a member
of the Committee on Development and Cooperarion.
As the general rapponeur, I would like to express my
most sincere appreciation of the work carried our by
my colleagues, who were of invaluable help ro me in
assembling the points for inclusion in the motion for a
resolution. I would also like [o express my thanks ro
the members of the permanent staff, the interpreters
and the translators and the print shop, who have all
worked so hard and conscientiously in assisting us in
our work and have enabled us to keep to our deadline.
Finally I have to thank our chairman, Mr Aigner, for
his most undersranding and professional chairing of
our many intensive meetings and then, in absenti4
Michael Shaw, who was rapponeur for the 1978
budget in the previous Parliament and who has raken a
keen personal interest in the evolurion of this reporr.
As many of my colleagues are aware, the Coun of
Audircrs was set up rc help Parliament in rhe budget-
ing and auditing work largely ar rhe prompting of
Parliament irelf and a tribure musr be paid to the
growing effectiveness of this new body. Irs repon on
the 1978 budget has proved a mosr useful insrrumenr
in the preparation of this repon and its consrructive
participation in our many debates has been grearly
appreciated. Vithin Parliament rhe examinarion of rhe
implementation of the 1978 budget and the general
exercise of political conuol over expendirure is
entrusted ro rhe Committee on Budgerary Conrrol. I
would suggest tha[ the conrrol funcrion is of major
significance in this Parliament because of the so far
underdeveloped nature of our legislative function. This
responsibility for control, given under the provisions
of the Treaty of zzJuly l975,is,I submit, a solid legal
base on which to develop our legislative functions.
This repon is of special political significance, and all
future discharte repons will be, because refusal by this
House to grant discharge ro rhe Commission would be
tantamoun! to a vote of censure on the Commission
with all the grave implications and consequences rhis
implies.
My colleagues and I have tried to establish rhar
expenditure as managed both quantinrively and quali-
utively as intended by this House when ir voted the
annual budgeary appropriations. Ve have ried ro
identify irregularities, loopholes for fraud and a degree
of fraud detection and ro encourage a stronger arri-
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tude in this field. 'S7e have tried rc spotlight extrava-
gant or wasteful use of Community funds. Ve have
iried ro evaluate the quality and the effectiveness of
the institution's internal financial management. \fle
have underlined the fact shat undisciplined transfer
within chapters and between chapters must cease, esti-
mation and costing must improve and any lax
approach in the management of public funds must be
corrected. In a nutshell, we are acting as the watchdog
over the management of the Community's monev to
ensure that the taxpayer receives good value for his
money; and that our finances are managed in a discip-
lined, professional manner.
One aspect of the Committee on Budgeary Control's
work is the practical aspect of political supervision.
The committee has investigated past actions, and has
called on members of the Commission, and their
staff, to explain various developments and to answer
criticisms. It is a tribute to the political maturity of all
concerned that the Commission has appreciated the
nature of parliamentary control and has cooperated
fully and frankly with us, even though, at times,
cenain awkward problems have arisen. This open and
fruitful inter-institutional cooperation augur well for
the future and I would like ro express my appreciation
to all concerned for their constructive assistance in our
work.
However, I must express serious concern over one
aspect of Parliament-Commission cooPeration, a
concern which is shared by many of my colleagues. In
1978 Parliament voted 52 amendmenr to the budget
to a value of 587 million units of account and the rele-
vant payment appropriadons were marched by entries
on the revenue side. If the money voted is not spen[
until a later year, first of all Parliament's wishes are
not respected, secondly, the impact of the budget is
weakened and thirdly, budget arithmetic is distorted.
Tardy implementation or non-implementation of
Parliament's amendments by the Commission seriously
undermines Parliament's budgenry powers and
imposes a charge on the taxpayer [o no purpose what-
roir... In 1978 approximately 60 0/o of our amend-
ments, amounting to almost 80 0/o of the total value,
were not satisfactorily implemenrcd. I think this is a
very serious matter, and we must pay close artention to
ir when we go through the 1979 discharge.
The key pan of this text is contained in the comments
set out on pages l0 to 15. There are formal comments
envisaged in the Financial Regulation drawn up in
accordance with Article 209 of the Treaty. These 59
paragraphs touch on many sensitive problems' I wou[d
like the Commission to accept the criticisms made as
constructive criticisms aimed at improving the overall
management of Community finances. My own
personal views, as accepted by the committee, are set
out in the explanatory statement on Pages 20 to 45. I
would draw the attention of my colleagues to Para-
graphs 69-71 of this explanatory statement which sets
out my conclusions. In view of the written text I will
nor detain the House by reading them out now, but I
mus[ say that in my view there is much room for
improvement in the management of Community
finances.
I proposing one innovation in the handling of
discharge reports. I am proposing that I, as general
rapponeur, present a funher supplementary rePort in
November stating ro what degree the'recommenda-
tions in this repon have been implemenrcd. I must give
rhe Commission due notice [hat on the degree of
implementation will depend the attitude of the
Committee on Budgetary Control to ihe discharge of
the 1979 budget. Discharge reports are well-
researched, constructive documents. They must be
given the attention and respect demanded by all docu-
ments dealing with public, that is taxpayers', money,
Therefore, while recommending that the discharge
should be granted, I also strongly recommend that the
Commission takes effective and prompt action to
improve financial management and takes full accounr
of the comments of the Committee on Budgetary
Control in this repon.
I will now turn briefly to Document 79/80, that is the
report on the EAGGF Guarantee Section for 1977/78.
T[re Committee on Budgetary Control is also in this
panicular case involved in a carching-uP oPeration.
Ve have endeavoured to cover the main features of
the Commission's repon on the financial years 1977
and 1978, and we did this in the light of two opinions
from the Committee on Agriculture. These extremely
informative and valuable opinions are included in the
document before you and will be commented on later
by Mr Bocklet of the Committee on Agriculture. I
have endeavoured in my part of the report to underline
such budgetary conrol problems as the high expendi-
ture on surpluses, the destabilizing effect of unhar-
monized national aids on the budget and the unsatis-
faaory situation in the field of fraud and irregularities,
where Europe is becoming either much more honest or
much less vigilant, as the table on Page l2 will show.
This resolution, which deals primarily with irregulari-
ties, financial managemen!, control and accountancy
mat[ers, is self-explanatory. I know that Mr Dankert,
who is primarily responsible for agricultural questions
within the Committee on Budgetary Control, would
wish to speak on Guarantee Section aspects' Mr
Fitippi, the member of the committee responsible for
EAGGF Guidance Section matters, has prepared a
separate report. As my colleagues, who prepared the
working documenrs annexed to the discharge report,
will wish to speak on their specialized sectors, I
consider that I should now terminate my remarks and
recommend,both these reports, namely the repon on
discharge of the 1978 budget and the rePort on the
EAGGF accounts, to this House for its endorsemen[.
IN THE CHAIR: MRJAQUET
Vice-President
President. 
- 
I call Mr Bocklet to speak on behalf of
the Committee on Agriculture.
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Mr Bocklet, deputy draftman of an opinion. 
- 
(D)Mr
President, ladies and genrlemen, allow me on behalf of
the Commirree on Agriculrure ro make a few
comments of a polirical narure on the Srh financial
report on the European Agricultural Guidance and
Guarantee Fund covering both rhe guidance and guar-
antee sections, for borh of which I have the honour ro
be rapponeur. Ler me begin, rhough by pointing out
to the Commirree on Budgerc rhar anyone who
compared the rotal resources and the total expendirure
of the EAGGF Guarantee Secrion for 1978 and
discovered rhar they were almost identical might get
the idea thar there should be no problem in forecasting
EAGGF Guarantee Section requirements and rhar
there should rherefore be no need for supplementary
budger. That at leasr was the view raken until very
recently by rhe Commitree on Budgem in this very
argumenr. Experience shows rhat such forecasting
is impossible for a normal budget, which means that
applies even more so ro rhe EAGGF. If you take a
look ar rhe serious discrepancy between forecasr and
actual expendirure on a number of items in rhe 1978
EAGGF budget, you will realize that rhe fact rhe rwo
final torals almosr coincide is no more than a coincid-
ence. This just goes ro show rhar rhe EAGGF Guaran-
tee Secrion is undoubrcdly the leasr susceptible part of
the Communiry budger ro rhe conventional means of
budget planning because so many of the facrors
involved are beyond administrative conrrol. That being
so, a supplemenmry budget is an essenrial element in
the budgerary control of unforeseen developments in
the agriculrural and ancillary secrors and is by no
means the result of inadequare planning. Ir is worth
pointing our lhar this is an imponant aspecr of the 8th
financial reporr on rhe EAGGF in this House, in view
of the atrirude displayed 
- 
on occasion, ar leasr 
- 
by
the Commitree on Budgets.
Moving on to anorher point, 1978 saw the inrroduc-
tion at one fell swoop 
- 
of a co-responsibiliry lely
amounting to 0.5 0/o of rhe guide price for milk, rhe
aim being ro enlarge rhe market for milk products and
to promore sales. This included rhe sale of butter at
reduced prices for the manufacrure of ice cream,
cheap milk for schoolchildren and various measures
designed ro develop markers. The imponanr rhing
from the point of view of agriculrural policy is thai
only 34 0/o of the money which was taken away from
farmers and which was from their point of view a loss
of income was actually urilized in 1978; in other
words, of the 155.8 million units of accounr received
from farmers, only 53.3 million was acrually utilized.
This just goes ro show that the Council's decisions are
put into pracrice far roo slowly by rhe administrative
authorities and rhat rhe marketing organizarions have
clearly nor reacred quickly enough ro the new situa-
tlon.
Against the background of the Luxembourg decisions
on quadrupling the co-responsibility levy, we are now
bound to ask whether the Commission and markering
organizarions have learnt their lesson and are ar leasr
now in a position to make sensible use of the addi-
tional income amounring to hundreds of millions of
units of accounr or whether we shall once again have
the kind of delay we experienced in 1978. In our
opinion, rhe European Communiry's policy on export
and storage is deserving of derailed appraisal. I should
like rc emphasize thar we have norhing in principle
against a policy of exporting agricultural produce, but
when it costs almosr twice as much as srorage, I think
it is time we had a close look ar rhe modaliries of such
an export policy. For insrance, how can we jusdfy the
fact that it cosrs eight times as much to expon butter
to the Soviet Union as ir does to store rhe same quanr-
ity of butter for six monrhs? The reason for rhis is that
the Community's currenr expon policy is directed first
and foremost towards reducing stocks regardless of
cosr, rhe idea being to get rid of rhe stuff and good
riddancel Ir would surely be more sensible, though 
-if we really have ro export agricultural produce 
- 
ro
do so by way of a clearly formulared and planned
export policy 
- 
and ler me stress the word 'policy'.
Ve therefore call on rhe Council and rhe Commission
to formulate a suitable export policy in con.junction
with the European Parliament.
'!7e are always being told thar these surplus foodstuffs
are necessary so rhar guaranreed supplies will be avail-
able to the population in a crisis. If so, the Commis-
sion should submit a plan to us showing precisely what
level of food supplies are needed to ride us over in a
crisis; so far, the Community has no such plan, neither
for food nor for animal feedingsruffs, although the
exisrence of such a plan would enable us to conducr a
more sensible debate on rhe subject of agricultural
surpluses and the need for rhem. If rhese supplies were
in facr to be regarded as a straregic reserve 
- 
along
the lines of rhe policy adopted by Canada and rhe
United Srares 
- 
they would have to be financed from
non-EAGGF funds, on the grounds that rhey have
nothing to do with rhe management of agriculrural
surpluses.
It is gratifying rhat there is now obviously good coop-
eration between the Commission and the national
adminisrrative aurhoriries in dealing with irregularities.
I shall therefore assume that the fact thar the number
of cases of fraud uncovered has gone down from 152
in 1977 , involving 9 . 4 million units of account, ro I l7
cases in 1978, involving a roul of some 3 million units
of 
_accounr, can be pur down [o grearer efficiency
rather than to a reduced level of checking. One inrcr-
esting facr is that half of all cases of fraud 
- 
that is, 58
- 
concern monetary compensatory amounts, another
20 concern dairy products and 19 more the beef
sector. As regards rhe cases of fraud concerning mone-
tary compensatory amounts these can be put down to
the complicated system, rhose concerning dairy prod-
ucts to shoncomings in the checking system and as
regards beef, the main reason is the lack of a Commu-
nity mble for animal carcasses.
Moving on [o rhe Guidance Section, ir must be said
that the financing instrumenr for rhis section have not
helped to eliminate disparities wirhin rhe Community.
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The fact is that Community aid goes mainly to those
Member Sutes which are economically best off, espe-
cially as regards the guidelinesT2/159/EEC. In many
cases, it is also obvious that national administrative
structures and their working methods sometimes prev-
ent the rapid udlization of Community resources,
mostly in those regions which are worse off. Some
Member States 
- 
and this is worth noting too 
- 
have
dragged their feet on implementing Community struc-
tural measures to lhe detriment of their own farmers
or have simply failed to pass the necessary legal provi-
sions. B'ut there is not much point in implementing the
structural measures of the EAGGF Guidance Section
in isolation. It is more imponant to coordinate the
structural measures provided for in the three funds 
-EAGGF Guidance, the Regional Fund and the Social
Fund 
- 
to make a more effective contribution
towards eliminating the disparities between the various
regions. It is only in connection with the other two
funds and by coordinating the three of them that the
agricultural structural measures will bear fruit in a few
years'time.
Finally, I should like to point out that a large number
of projects have been financed in the milk sector
although they are diamerically opposed to the aim of
eliminating milk surpluses because their effect has been
to increase productive capacity. Some of the measures
designed to get a grip on surpluses are, moreover, so
half-heanedly financed that they cannot, possibly
achieve any real structural effect. Other measures tend
to cancel each other out. The only thing we can do to
remedy this situation is to impose an immediate mora-
torium on all aid which is liable rc increase milk prod-
uction in the Community, and coordinate it so that
one measure will not cancel out the effect achieved by
another. \(e should like to see the Commission's
future financial repons contain details of the cost and
the economic benefit of measures taken under the
terms of the EAGGF, so [hat the effectiveness of these
measures can be more accurarcly assessed.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Tugendhat.
Mr Tugendhtt, Member of the Commission. 
- 
Mr
President, we have just heard from Mr Battersby and
from the other speaker that discharge ought to be
given to the Commission for the implementation of the
1978 budget. This must mean that the judgment which
is passed on the way in which the Commission has
managed the Community funds entrusted to it is a
positive one, and I would like to record the Commis-
sion's satisfaction at that judgment.
As in previous years, however, the motion for
discharge has been accompanied by comments, some
of them critical, on specific areas where Parliament
takes the view that improvements could be made. The
Commission, I should say at the outset, agrees with
certain of these commen6, though not with others. I
shall return to the ones with which we do not agree in
rather more detail during the course of my remarks.
Now I know that for each sector of activity Mr
Battersby, the rapponeur, has been assisted by two
members of the control committee so that the prepara-
tion of the discharge decision involved no fewer than
21 membprs of the committee. I am also aware of the
fact that other committees such as the Committee on
Development and Cooperation contributed to this
exercise. Now therefore is the time for me to pay
tribute rc all the Members who have been engaged in
this exercise for the very substantial amount of work
they have put in.
I must also say that the Commission attaches very
considerable importance to the occasion. It is, as Mr
Battersby said, a major occasion when Parliament
makes use of a power that it, and it alone, has. That is
why not only myself as the relevant Commissioner for
the budget, but also two of my colleagues, Vice-Presi-
dent Gundelach and Mr Cheysson, will be speaking in
the debate. Three Commissioners, in other words.
So I hope the House will forgive me when I say that all
rhose of us who wish to see the Parliament play a
central role in the Community's budgetary affairs, all
those of us who want to see the position of Parliament
taken seriously in budgelary matters, must feel a
certain sense of disappointmen[ that substantially less
rhan l0 % of the Members of the Parliament should
be present for the beginning of what is, after all, one
of the major parliamenmry occasions of the year.
(Applause)
It is obviously slightly unfair to make this remark to
rhe people who are displaying their interest and u,ho
are here, for I recognize that those who are here are of
course the people who are most seriously concerned
about these matters.
Now if some of the remarks which have been made in
the repon are of a technical character, others are of a
general and, of course, of a political nature. I do not
propose to cover in my statement all the poinu which
are raised in the repon, nor even all those which are
specifically referred to in the draft motion for a resolu-
tion.
To achieve this a special procedure has been.laid down
by the Financial Regulation. The Commission has rc
report on the measures taken in the light of the
comments appearing 
.in the decisions giving the
discharge. This repon is forwarded to the Budget
Authority and to the Coun of Audircrs who are repre-
sented in the gallery today. The report drawn up
following rhe 1977 discharge will be sent as an annex
to the 1979 annual accounts. Similarly a repon high-
lighting the action taken by the Commission following
the discharge for 1978 will also be sent in due course.
Suffice it to say for the purpose of this debate that
some of the recommendations have already 
- 
and I
stress the word already 
- 
been complied with, or will
be complied with, in the very near future. Such is the
case in particular for administrative expenditure and
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staff management. A repon on the acrion to be taken
following the Spierenberg Repon has already been
drawn up. Measures are also being taken ro reinforce
the internal control over the Joint Research Centre.
The Commission accepts that 
-progress 
still has to be
made in order ro speed up rhe closure of EAGGF
accounts.
As regards cenain other recommendations or criti-
cisms the Commission feels thar the resuh of more
detailed and thorough inquiries have to be awaited. I
have in mind here the Commission's accounting
system which was set up, as I am sure rhe House
knows, in a way which met rhe requiremens of rhe
former Audir Board.
The Coun of Auditors now has different conceptions
and criteria in this area and is carryint out an inquiry
into the Commission's services. The Commission
proposes to wait until the conclusions of rhis specific
report are known, undl in other words we have rhe
conclusions which have been reached by rhe Coun of
Auditors. Still in the field of budgetary technique,
[here are also criticisms which could perhaps have been
presented in a more detailed form. Take, for instance,
the example of transfers and carryovers. The rappor-
teur recognizes that rransfers are made in conformiry
with the Financial Regulation, but he nevenheless
describes them, and I quote: 'as uncontrolled move-
ments of funds which gravely diston rhe budget as
adopted and rherefore cannor l>e rolerated'.
As transfers between chapters must be authorized by
the Budget Authority they can in our view hardly be
described as uncontrolled. If r.hey have to be author-
ized by the budget authorit,r rhen by definition I
would have rhoughr they are indeed controlled. Read-
ing between the lines it seems to me that what the
rapponeur really regrets is rhar farliament should not
be formally consulrcd on transfers between chapters
within the EAGGF. If the need for such transfers is not
in question, the procedural point raised by the rappor-
teur could be looked at in a differenr conrexr, i. e. in
the framework of the review of the Financial Regula-
tion which we will have to tackle before too long.
As for carryovers, I cenainly agree that they ought to
be sricdy limited. But the rapponeur failed to make
the disdnction between automatic and non-automatic
carryovers. Carryovers occur automatically when
amounts are being committed, but not paid, before the
end of the financial year. lf. the Commission is ro
honour irc financial obligations carryovers are in such
cases inevitable. Non-automatic carryovors do not
have the same obligatory character. Thar is why they
have to be authorized by the Council after consulta-
tions with Parliament.
These, then, are my first reactions to a few criticisms
of a technical nature. Mr Gundelach and Mr Cheysson
will wish to comment furrher on cerrain poinrs in rheir
own sectors. But as I said earlier, and as is requesred in
the draft resolution, a more detailed report will have to
be drawn up covering the whole range of remarks.
Vhat I should like to dwell on are the general
remarks, because these raise a number of imponant
issues, and also because they are clearly of an inter-
institutional nature, by which I mean that they should
be the subject of an agreement between the institu-
tions, not only the Commission and Parliament but
also the Council. They are, therefore, of both pardcu-
lar and general interest.
Now under rhat heading, there are two main criticisms
which are ultimately summarized by the rapponeur in
a value judgment on the political will of the Commis-
sion. The criticisms apply to rhe interpretation of Ani-
cle 205 and the related issue of the role of the financ-
ing committees. The insufficient imponance attached
by the Commission, as Parliament sees it, to the imple-
mentation of payment appropriations, with particular
reference rc rhe implementation of those budget lines
which were affected by parliamentary amendments,
are rhe other principal points. The value judgment
which is derived from the examination of these ques-
tions by your rapporteur is that the Commission has
displayed a cenain lack of political courage.
Before I commenr on that final judgment let us look
calmly at the three problems at issue underlying it.
First of all, the interpretation of Anicle 205. I have
often explained the Commission's position in deail on
that point in this forum. I did so in rhe days of the old
Parliament and it is perhapS right that I should do so
again in the new Parliament. Anicle 205 lays down the
principle that the Commission shall implement rhe
budget in accordance with the provisions of the finan-
cial regulations on its own responsibility and wirhin
rhe limits of the appropriations. Thar is what Anicle
205 lays down.
That for the implementation of cenain policies involv-
ing Community expenditure the Commission should
seek the advice of experts is nor, I think, being ques-
tioned. !flhar is ar rhe centre of rhe dispute is the
extent of the role of the financing committees which
have been set up by Council regulations. The
Commission agrees rha[ purely consultative commit-
tees would be the ideal solution, and will propose this
son of committee in all its future proposals.
It has also been decided, as [he President of the
Commission told rhe House in rhe April part-session,
that it would not accepl any solurion which would give
the Council more powers than under the so-called
regional fund committee formula 
- 
a procedure, I
would remind the'House, whereby when the commit-
tee delivers a negarive opinion, the matrer is indeed
referred to the Council.
But the latter has to take a decision within two
months, failing which rhe Commission is free ro take
its own decisions.
It would be foolish of me ro prerend to this House thar
it will be easy ro persuade the Council ro agree, since it
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has been clear for several years now that the Council
wants more say in the decision-making process than
the regional fund formula offers it. Other formulae
have been and are still being devised in the Council
which give it a greater say in the decision-making
procedure.
If Parliament does not like this state of affairs, and
clearly Parliament does not, then together with the
Commission Parliament must make its views known to
the Council. I welcome the fact that Parliament has
requested the opening of conciliation, but let me if I
may, remind the House that much has happened since
this question first arose in which this House, if it did
not agree, nonetheless acquiesced. This will not make
it easy to revert to the status quo ante.
Let me give two examples. First the energy sector. The
energy sector is probably the sector where the least
acceptable decision-making processes have been
enshrined in the Council regulations. The Council set
the first precedent as early as 1973 with ir regulation
on technological development projects in the hydro-
carbon sector by which it reserved the right to approve
each individual project. Then in June 1978 the Council
again adopted two regula[ions, one on energy saving,
the other on the use of alternative sources of energy,
which again gave the Council an undue role in the
decision-making process. In 1973 the conciliation
procedure did not exist. In 1978 Parliament failed 
-Parliament failed 
- 
to request the opening of a conci-
liation procedure so that the regulations were adopted,
despite the opposition of the Commission and without
any inter-institutional debate involving Parliament.
The second example I should like to take is the
proposal for aid to non-associared developing coun-
tries. I welcome rhe fact that a conciliation procedure
was opened in 1978 at Parliament's request, but I do
find it surprising that after a first conciliation meeting
which took place in September 1978, Parliament then
waircd 18 months before pressing the Council to
proceed with conciliation. Meanwhile, the Commis-
sior:r has had to resist the Council's attempts to impose
what we regard as unsatisfactory solutions.
Let me now turn, Mr Vice-President, to the second
issue. The Commission is severely criticized for failing
ro implement adequately payment appropriations. The
fact that the Commission has an excellent record as
regards commitment appropriations is barely acknow-
ledged and appears to be regarded as being of compar-
atively minor imponance. I am bound rc say on behalf
of the Commission that I disagree with the rappor-
teur's priorities. Of course payment appropriations are
important. But so, too, are commitments. Indeed, it is
rhrough appropriadons being committed that the legal
obligations relating to the implementa[ion of any given
policy are entered into, and it is thus commitments
which are the indispensable preliminary to impleinen-
tation. The handing out of payments follows as a more
or less automa[ic consequence of the speed at which
the policy is implemented, and in this the Commission
is frequently, indeed usually, dependent on the rate at
which Member States make applications.
Thus in the Social Fund area, as the motion for resolu-
tion acknowledges, it is the Member Smtes which are
being panicularly slow in making applications for
funds, and I could name others. It is for this reason
that the Commission, while fully acknowledging the
importance of actual payments, does not feel that it is
right to make them the sole or even the main touch-
stone of the Commission's record in implementing the
budger.
Now if the House will allow me, I wish to dwell a little
furrher on this business of payments, which the
rapporteur has made such a central fearure of his
report. He criticizes the Commission in panicular for
under-utilization of those budget lines which were
increased by Parliament, noting, and I quote, 'of 52
Parliamentary amendments, which provided for
payments being made in the course of the 1978 finan-
cial year, less than one-third was implemented to a
reasonably satisfactory extent'. 34 of these amend-
ments are described as not having been implemented at
all.
Three remarks, Mr Vice-President, seem to me to be
called for here. First 
- 
and I think this is a principle
which applies in all our Member States 
- 
the budget
is an act of authorization which does not automatically
involve an obligation to spend every last penny, or
indeed ro spend at all. Because of the quite legitimate
interest of this Parliament 
- 
which, I might add, the
Commission shares 
- 
in seeing cenain policy objec-
rives being achieved, one tends to lose sight of that
principle. A high percentaBe utilizarion is not, I
sugBest, a sufficient criterion by ircelf of good manage-
ment of funds, panicularly in a period, as now, of
budgetary restraint. Procedures are sometimes
complex and slow, but this may well be because
precautions are being taken to ensure the ProPer
spending of taxpayers' money and, of course, if
taxpayers' money is spent improperly, then it is the
Committee on Budgetary Control which quite rightly
comes down very hard on whatever the fault might be.
Secondly, I am concerned that, as a result of ir
present preoccuPation with paymehts, this House may
lose sight of another imponant principle concerning
the Community budget which the Commission has
been at pains over the years to [ry to get esublished.
This is the notion that the budget is a policy document
which not only reflects expenditure in relation to exist-
ing programmes, but is also, at the moment when it is
adopted by Parliament, in itself the expression of
certain intentions as regards policy for the coming
financial year. But policy intentions, good as they may
be, may not always be fulfilled, often for reasons
beyond the control of the Commission. Some risks in
life are wonh taking and turn out well, other risks, of
course, when taken, turn out badly. If, however,
Parliament now insists that the most important consid-
eration is to ensure that no payment appropriations are
left unspent at the end of the year, it is in effect saying
that the Commission should take no risks at all in this
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area. Now, I ask honourable Members: is ir sensible ro
drive the Commission down a road in which rhe
budget becomes merely the accounting expression of
policies which all three institutions are agreed upon ar
the time of the adoption of the budget? Surely rhat
would have the effecr of reducing the scope which rhe
Comniission has available to it ro exercise ir polirical
will and would run counrer ro the rapporreur's aim of
encouraging rhe Commission to exhibir polirical cour-
age. I cannot believe that that is the resulr which the
House really wants.
I feel, Mr President, that I know what perhaps rhe
rapponeur's answer mighr be. He might say thar ro
implement.the budger rhe Commission does not need a
legal base separare from rhe budget irelf and thus rhar
the agreement of the Council is not necessary for the
implementation of rhe budgeq thus the line of argu-
men[ I have just advanced is nor relevanr. This is not
the place for a long debate on this issue, fundamentally
imponant though it is. Suffice it ro say here thar the
Commission, as this House knows, does not accepl the
doctrine that the budget is in all cases a full and suffi-
cient legal base for expenditure. That ir is in some
cases, we agree, but as regards the vast majoriry of
budget lines, a separate legal base, and rhus rhe agree-
ment of the Council prior ro expenditure, is necessary.
The Commission is very ready ro discuss with this
House the idea mentioned by the rapponeur of magic
formulae in the budger commenary, but it would be
wrong for me to give the impression ro rhe House that
the Commission thinks that such formulae will do
away with the need for a separate legal base. For this
reason, therefore, I think the House should reflect
carefully before armching exclusive imponance to
payment appropriations as an index of budget imple-
mentation. The poliry character of the budget may be
the victim; an outcome which I do not believe would
be in the interests of this House.
I said, Mr President, thar I had three points concern-
ing payment appropriations and in the last, I shall be
very brief. In criticising us for underutilizarion of
appropriations on rhose lines where Parliamenr has
made amendments, the rapporteur does so in a manner
which suggests that Parliamenr's funcrion in amending
is merely rc rop up the appropriation and that ir takes
responsibility for, and therefore an inreresr in, only
that pan of the appropriation that constitures rhe
increase over the decision of the Council. Again, Mr
President, I ask whether that can be right. Surely
Parliament takes responsibiliry for rhe total size of the
appropriation 
- 
nor just for the cream on top of rhe
milk, but for the whole of the bottle, rhe milk as well
as the cream. Cenainly in spending the Commission
dips into the whole churn; it does not merely skim
from the bottom or skim from the rcp. Ir is therefore,
in the Commission's view, misleading to mlk of amend-
ments not having been implemented at all. The appro-
priation may nor have been fully spenr but rhar is a
different marrcr. A zero rate of implementation in the
rapporceur's table is very far from mcaning that no
money at all has actually been spent, and I would ask
Parliament to consider very carefully this panicular
doctrine. I believe that if Parliamenr is an equal panner
in the budgetary process, which cenainly the Commis-
sion believes Parliament is, then Parliament is equally
responsible with the Council for the whole of the
appropriation. If one says rhar ninetenths or eight-
tenths, or whatever it is, of rhe appropriation is Coun-
cil's responsibiliry and only the remainder is Parlia-
ment's responsibility, then it does seem to me that rhat
is demeaning the role of Parliamenr in rhe budgetary
Process.
Finally, Mr President, I turn to the rapporreur's charge
that the Commission has failed, out of lack of polidcal
courage, to implement the budget in cenain instances
where the amendment in question was, to use the
rapporteur's words, and I quote: 'of rhe utmost signif-
icance to the well-being of .Europe'. This is a serious
charge and it is a charge which I reject; it is neirher
fair nor true. Vhere Parliament has entered figures in
the budget for which rhere was no legal base, the
Commission has made the necessary proposal to the
Council for a legal base. Only if the Commission was
derelict in this duty might the charge of lack of politi-
cal courage be relevant. In one instance only, namely
that of industrial restructuring, would it be right to say
the Commission was slow in bringing forward a
proposal for a regulation. Even then, however, it was
not lack of political courate which stood in the way,
but the complexity and difficulty of initiadng poliry in
an entirely new area. The Commission's difficulties in
this instance, far from being symptomatic of lack of
political courage, were the very reverse. They were
precisely the result of showing political courage which
ran ahead of that pan of the other pan of the budget-
ary authority, the Council.
So, Mr President, I have attempted to pick out what
seemed to me the points in the rapponeur's repon that
I ought to answer immediarely, the poina which I
ought to provide an answer ro in what I hoped would
be a full plenary session. I recognize that there are
other points in the repon which are also imponant
and, as I said at the outser, the replies will, of course,
be transmitted to Parliament in rhe normal way that I
described at the beginning of my speech. There are
other areas of the repon rc which I have devoted less
than justice because, as I said earlier, my colleagues
Mr Gundelach and Mr Cheysson will be following me.
But I s,ill cenainly, Mr President, lisren ro rhe
speeches which are made and we stand ready to coop-
erarc vith the House, and indeed with other institu-
tions, to do whatever can be done to improve the.
budgetary procedures of the Community which are, as
has been apparent in earlier debates this week, of
central imponance to the good working and progress
of the whole Community, which all of us value.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Colla
the Socialist Gr_orp.
to speak on behalf of
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Mr Colla. 
- 
(NL) Mr President, ladies and gentle-
men, I should like to stan by expressing my regret, not
to say annoyance, a[ the extremely ill-chosen time at
which we are having to hold this debate and at the
very low level of interest shown in this Chamber. I
should like here to stress what Mr Tugendhat said and
at [he same time thank the Members of the Commis-
sion for being here in such numbers. It should also, I
feel, be pointed out thar Mr Brunner specifically
offered his apologies for not being able to attend.
In future 
- 
and here I turn to the chairman of the
Committee on Budgetary Conrrol 
- 
we shall above all
have to try and encourage our colleagues to attend
debates of this son, which in my view are on a par
with the budget debate. I am sure that the subsequent
speakers this evening will endorse this view.
The atmosphere in this Chamber at the moment
strengthens my impression that this Parliament is like a
shadow boxer who is making a very praisewonhy
effort and expending a tre^L deal of enirgy, but whose
punches never make contact.
It is not only the atmosphere here this evening that
gives me this impression but also the analysis of the
1978 budget year. I should like to say ar the outset rhar
in my opinion the implemenation of the 1978 budget
was, in political terms, unsa[isfactory. The three main
culprits here are out of Parliament's reach: the
Member States, who are unlikely to lose any sleep over
the comments made here this evening, the Council
which, in its rather haughty fashion, will shake off the
criticism made here like water off a duck's back, and
the Commission, which sometimes carefully makes a
stracegic withdrawal to the corner of the shadow-
boxing ring.
Having thus given my own opinion, I should like, as I
said, to explain on behalf of the Socialist Group my
group's views on the 1978 budget, firstly setting out a
number of features I find significant in my analysis of
the accounts, secondly poindng out various political
consequences of the way in which this budget was
implemented and thirdly rying to establish the respon-
sibilities and causes.
As regards analysis, I think I must say first of all that
rhe 1978 budget was not implemenrcd in a very satis-
f.actory way, as is clear simply from a glance at a few
very general figures. As can be seen from the Battersby
report, in four major policy sectors 
- 
the Social Fund,
the Regional Fund, industrial energy policy and deve-
lopmenr cooperation 
- 
scarcely 40 % in all of the
payment appropriations were spent. Now I know, Mr
Commissioner, that it is not just a question of payment
appropriations, and I appreciate that you cannot
concentrate exclusively on spending every last unit of
account. However, I must say that part of your argu-
ment sounds unconvincing when you maintain that it is
not in the interesc of economy to spend every last unit
of account. That is of course true, but the Commission
must do something to satisfy Parliament's desire to see
a grearcr proponion of the available funds actually
spenr. I think we must in any case endorse the opinion
of rhe Coun of Auditors that failure on the present
scale to use amounw committed for payment consti-
tutes a very serious problem which puts us in a difficult
position from the budgetary point of view. I am think-
ing here of the system of differentiated entries in the
budget and the distinction between payment and
commitment appropriations. !7e shall all have to get
our heads together on this problem some time.
There is another possible approach to the incomplete
implementation of the 1978 budget. I am thinking here
of the large carry-overs, the mass of appropriations
unused in 1978 which were carried over to 1979.
These amount to an appreciable sum: about 2 000
million European unim of account, which represents
some 17 0/o of the total budget as far as payment
appropriations are concerned. The significance of this 
,
becomes even more clear if we take the various chap-
rers separately. The fact that carry-overs have been
made is no guarantee of expenditure in the following
year. If we take the carry-overs from 1977 and look at
what happened in 1978, we find that less than 62 0/o of.
the appropriations carried over were actually spent in
1978. So much for carry-overs. Vhat is really more
serious is the question of cancellations, as this involves
appropriations which are not carried forward and are
thus lost. In other words, a policy which comes to
nothing. It is not that the amounts here are so enor-
mous, but I still think this is a serious problem to
which we must give some attention.
Parliament's nsk is then not made any easier or more
pleasant, ladies and gentlemen, when account also has
to be taken of a large number of transfer within
chaprers and from one chapter to another; these total
some 2 800 million. This does nothing to improve the
transparency of the budget and increases the risk of
deviations from the original obiectives. I think it is
now time 
- 
panicularly in view of the situation with
regard to compulsory expenditure 
- 
for Parliarnent to
make clear demands for a revision of the Financial
Regulation so that Parliament has the last word on
transfers, including those relating to compulsory
expenditure.
Mention has already been made of Parliament's
amendmenm. You are right, Mr Tugendhar, they are
not the only criterion. Parliament is responsible for the
budget in ir entirety. Nonetheless, these additions are
dear ro Parliament's hean and it is thus distressing to
find that for 34 of the 52 amendments not a single unit
of account has in fact been spent. \7ith a view rc the
next budte[ debate, we must draw Parliament's atten-
tion to the fact that pushing through amendmenm
often comes down to a Pyrrhic victory.
There are, however, other shoncomings: the lack of
internal control, inadequate evaluarion, procedures
that are far too complicated and difficult and, in some
cases, sysrematic overestimating.
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This brings me to the second part of my speech, in
which I want to draw attention, using a number of
examples, not just ro [he accounting aspect but also the
political context. The Committee on Budgetary
Control and Parliamenl are nol just accountants bur
have rather a politica{ role, a polidcal job to do. I am
thinking here above all of Parliament's amendmentsl
these must be the expression of Parliament's political
will, but insufficient account is taken of this and
Parliament's powers are thus undermined.
Secondly, contrary to all verbal assurances and despite
increasing regional differences in the Community in
1978, we find that about a third of the Regional Fund
has not been used. That is a political fact that this
Parliament cannot pass over. A funher example: the
will to help the developing countries, so often
expressed by all the Community institutions, remains a
dead letter if, as we have seen, Parliament cannot
manate to tet its views accepted on the question of
food aid to non-associated developing countries. Is it
not galling to have a debate in this Parliament on
poveny in the world when previously approved appro-
priations have gone to waste?
A founh example is the fact that in an economic crisis,
with enormous unemployment in the Community, not
a single unit of account 
- 
I repeat not one unit of
account 
- 
has been spent out of the funds voted for
crisis-stricken sectors of industry.
It is equally unacceptable 
- 
and this is my fifth exam-
ple 
- 
in the difficult social situation prevailing in
Europe at the moment, for Social Fund appropriations
not to be spen[ in full while on the other hand we are
receiving requests for double the available amounts,
with shonfalls above all for migrant workers, young
people and the handicapped.
Sixthly, we are spending money, a great deal of
money, but we hardly know whar effecr it is having.
The evaluarion of our policy leaves a grear deal ro be
desired. That goes for rhe Regional Fund and also for
scientific research. But whar is more serious, Mr Presi-
dent, is when we find, for example, rhar the money for
emerBency aid following disasters is not gerring where
it should, that is ro the victims concerned.
Seventhly, there is something wrong when we find rhat
in the energy chapter the only item for which monei is
being spent -is uranium prospecting while there is so
much mlk about alrcrnative energy. \7hat is the mean-
ing of this? Ve say we are for alternative energy, but
in practice no money has been spen[ on these alterna-
tlve energy sources.
These are jusr seven examples, bur they show rhe real-
ity lurking behind rhe bare figures. And it is the facts
behind the figures which interest us.
I now come ro the rhird and last pan of my speech.
Vhere do the responsibilities lie, whar are [he causes
of this situation? Clearly, responsibility is shared by
various institutions, which brings me ro whar I would
call, perhaps rather disrespectfully, the Holy Trinity
- 
except that this time, far from being holy, they are
more like the guilty pany. There are chree major
culprits for the inadequate implementation of the 1978
budget. Firstly, the Member States. There is no deny-
ing that the Member States bear some responsibiliry
and that their effons to make use of Community facili-
ties are often unsatisfactory. The Regional Fund and
the Social Fund are examples of this.
The second 
- 
I might almost say the main 
- 
culprit
is the Council of Ministers. My first charge against the
Council is that what I would call the underspending
can be put down to the fact that the Council has either
not adopted the necessary regulations or has done so
far too late. \(e find suiking examples of this in the
field of energy and in development cooperation.
This demonstrates the Council's inability to reach
political agreements, which means that Europe misses
a number of chances. A second reason for complaint
against the Council lies in rhe nature of the regularions
adopted, since cenain regulations are rhe cause of
poor implemenrarion of the budger. I have no hesira-
tion in saying thar the Council is riding roughshod
over Anicle 205 of rhe Treary in undermining rhe
powers of the Commission and presenting itself as
responsible for implementing the budget. Let me give
two examples: uranium prospecting, for which rhe
Commission decides on individual projects and proper
implementarion of the budger is ensured, and pros-
pecting for hydrocarbons, where each individual
project has to go to rhe Council and rhe implementa-
tion of the budget is poor. Eirher the Council imple-
ments the budger 
- 
bur rhen rhe Council musr answer
to Parliament 
- 
or the Commission implemenm the
budget, in which case rhe Council keep its hands off
and it is the Commission rhat is responsible m Parlia-
ment. Then there is a third reason for pointing a finger
at the Council, one which forms as ir were the centre-
piece of my contenrion. I should in facr, Mr President,
ladies and tentlemen, Iike to make a proposal. I should
like to propose rhat rhe Council of Minisrers should
appoint a consultative or supervisory committee, con-
sisting of national exper6, ro assisr Parliamenr in its
discharge function and in its budgeary tasks. I
propose that if Parliament is not in agreement with this
consultative commitree rhe Council should have the
last word, acting as arbirer and consequently giving rhe
discharge irelf if necessary. You will say that rhis
proposal is an utter absurdity 
- 
and I quire agree with
you. However, if whar I have just said is absurd, then I
wonder whether ir is not equally absurd for the Coun-
cil to set up consultarive and supervisory committees
which impinge on [he Commission's powers as imple-
menter of the budger. The Council has here 
- 
and I
should like to say this as explicitly as possible 
-embarked on an illegal course and has infringed Arti-
cle 205 of the Treaty in rhat, if a consultarive commit-
tee disagrees with rhe Commission, for example, the
Council effectively takes over the power of decision
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itself, so that che Commission is constantly living with
the sword of Damocles above irc head.
The Council is making a terrible mistake here. One
can only delegate powers which one in fact has. The
CounciI can delegate regulatory powers to the
Commission because the Council has the power of
making regulations. But the Council cannot delegate
to the Commission the power to implement the budget
quite simply because it does not have this power. I
think this is a very simple and conclusive legal argu-
ment.
Mr President, ladies and gentlemen, the Council may
perhaps think it already has the situation sewn up, but
I should like to draw their artention to two considera-
tions. Firstly, that Parliament will make a point 
- 
and
I hope that we shall in fact do so 
- 
within the frame-
work of the Treaty of urging the Commission if neces-
sary to take these matters to the Court of Justice. And
secondly I should like in unequivocal terms to say this
to the Council : there has been some improvement this
year, but next year we shall no longer be content with
a recommendation to Parliament which is so thin on
content as has been the case this year.
I now come ro rhe Commission 
- 
which, however
sharp my outburst against the Council, cannot hide
behind the Council's faults and which 
- 
if I may use
the language of the \7ild 'S7est 
- 
musr be careful not
to speak with forked tongue depending on whether it
is appearing before Parliament or before the Council.
This Commission shares responsibiliry for the unsatis-
factory implementation of the 6udget for various
reasons: overestimating, sometimes poor organization,
but above all 
- 
and I say this most emphatically 
-because it has to a cenain exsent connived in the
misapplication of Anicle 205. It may well be, Mr
Tugendhat, thar Parliament has in fact taken 18
months to do anything about this 
- 
which I regret 
-but in that case we should both be glad rhat Parliament
has woken up to the problem now. I would point out
to the Members of the Commission that there is no
point in intoning a lament before Parliamen[ on the
situation with regard to Anicle 205 and the supervi-
sory committees if the Commission itself incorporates
things in some of ir proposals to the Council which
impinge upon its own powers. This has happened in
the past with regard to various regulations and with
regard to the type of consultative committee that the
Commission itself has proposed to the Council. It is
also out of the question for the Commission to go on
saying it accepts the Regional Fund formula for super-
visory committees. No, a thousand times no! Consult-
ative and supervisory commitrces are very useful, but
they must keep to a consultative role and can only be
of the Social Fund rype. I do not think Parliament can
abandon this position. The discussion on Anicle 205 is
of fundamental importance and places the Commission
before a number of very serious choices. The discus-
sion on Anicle 205 is not just a technicality; it goes
much funher and involves the very conception we
have of this European Community we are building
together. The choice facing the Commission involves
the question of which side of the fence it is going rc be
on: on the side of those who want to see Community
policy pared down to the sum of what shon-sighted
national interests allow at any particular moment, or
on the side of those who want to build up a genuine
Community policy. The time will come when the
Commission has to make a choice between the Council
and Parliament; it will have to choose between either a
democratic Europe and a strong Parliament or a
parliament that merely serves as an alibi and is
regarded as a piece of decoration.
I should like ro say most emphatically that we do not
wish to weaken the Commission but want, on the
contrary, to make common cause with a srong
Commission. But this means the Commission will have
to give us a chance'to do so. Our wish 
- 
and I am
choosing my words carefully 
- 
is that next year v/e
will not be obliged ro say that the Commission has
become the secremriat or, worse still, the servant of
the Council. I hope I will not have to say thar, but then
the Commission must see to it that I do not need to
ut[er this warning here in Parliament a second time.
There are three test cases for the Commission: firstly,
the type of supervisory committee for the non-asso-
ciarcd developing countries, secondly the question of
the operational budget of the ECSC, in which Parlia-
ment is involved as plaintiff, and thirdly the fact that
we cannot go on being satisfied with merely verbal
replies to Parliament but must insist that action be
taken on the criticisms expressed in the discharge deci-
sions. I can assure you that for next year I and my
Group advocate aking a concrete response from the
Commission on things we criticise in the present
discharge decision and the actual solution of the prob-
lems involved as a precondition for deciding whether
or no[ to Brant discharge for 1979. '
Mr President, in a sense the Commission is unfonun-
ate that it is ro it and not to the Council that Parlia-
ment has to grant discharge, but in another sense the
Commission is lucky this year in that Parliament will
probably judge that there are already enough political
conflicts in the air in Europe and in the Community
without our adding another one. Lucky too in that the
argument is sometimes heard that after all the 1978
accounts were finalized long ago and it was in any
case a year when the directly elected Europea.n Parlia-
ment v/as not yet in existence. In my view, however,
the Commission should be well aware of one thing and
that is that in fact the dossier contains more than suffi-
cient evidence as of now for discharge not to be
granted and that it is thus a close'thing. And another
thing of which we must be well aware is that Parlia-
ment's decision concerns not only the general motion
for a resolution but also, as Mr Battersby's text expli-
citly states, all the texts and resolutions contained in
the subsidiary reports. Ve must also realize that
Parliament cannot.always keep on with the argument
that 'Oh well, there is no point in refusing to grant
discharge to the Commission this year because next
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year there will be a new Commission', and rhen say the
following year'Ve have gor a new Commission, we
cannot. refuse to grant discharge because it is nor
responsible for previous financial years'. I rhink Parlia-
men! must get out of this circle.
Last of all, I should like to address a few words to
Parliament itself. I very much hope firstly thar more
careful attention will be paid m rhe discharge proce-
dure, secondly that close cooperation will develop
between the Commirtee on Budgetary Conrol and the
various specialized commitrees, which should keep a
close watch on Communiry expenditure not only on
the occasion of the discharge debate but throughour
the whole year, and finally thar this discharge will
indeed be taken seriously, above all because rhis proce-
dure involves fundamental quesrions of rhe roie and
the powers of the European Parliamenr. That is what is
at stake here.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Aigner on behalf of the Group
of the European People's Pany (Christian Democratic
Group), and as chairman of the Commitree on Budg-
erary Control.
Mr Aigner. 
- 
(D) Mr President, ladies and gentle-
men, first of all, on behalf of my pany and also as
Chairman of the Committee on Budgeary Conrrol, I
should like to thank my colleagues for rhe magnificenr
work they have done. In addition to rhe general
rapporteur, Mr Batrersby, we have twelve specialisr
rapporteurs, whom I should )ust like ro menrion briefly
here: Mr Gabert, Mr Price, Mr Poncelet, Mr Kellett-
Bowman, Mr Simonnet, Mr Irmer, Mr Filippi, Mr
Danken, Mr Gourhier, Mr Vettig, Mr Notenboom
and Mr Colla. Ir is a pity, and this is cenainly nor [he
fault of our colleagues, rhat we have to hold this
discharge debate today before an almost empty House.
Unfonunately procedural matters 
- 
voting etc. 
-have delayed rhings and it is now evening, even though
the Bureau had planned ro hold this debate this morn-
rng.
Mr Presidenr, I believe that the hard work of the
Commitrce on Budgetary Control over many months
has paid off after all. I cannor outline now how many
suggestions were made and how many developmenr
were initiated rhrough the dialogue with the Coun of
Auditors, with the internal control depanments, wirh
the Members of rhe Commission, wirh the other
committees and also wirh the national conrrol bodies.
Our business today is to give a general opinion'on the
discharge for the 1978 budget.
I do nor believe rhar rhis rask would have been possible
- 
and I say rhis wirh great gratitude 
- 
wirhout the
exemplary cooperarion of the European Coun of
Auditors in a really fruirful dialogue. Mr President, I
was very pleased at the official greering extended here
from rhe Chair to the Coun of Auditors' represenra-
tive. However, I should like ro suggesr rhar dr the next
annual discharge debarc the Court of Auditors' repre-
sentative should be visible in the House, that he should
sit here on the floor of the House. It is true that we
cannot enter into a dialogue with him since he has no
right of address here, but some visible expression
should nonetheless be given to the fact rhat in the final
analysis all the work of the European Coun of Audi-
tors remains a dead lerter if its criticisms and proposals
are nol uanslated into polidcal action; this is exactly
what is achieved through the pannership with Parlia-
menr. Let me express my sincere thanks, therefore, ro
the Coun of Auditors and also to the Commission for
their excellent cooperation. Let me thank here in pani-
cular 
- 
I am sure I 'speak on behalf of all those
colleagues who have followed our work here 
- 
those
Commission officials in Financial Control who have
facilitated our task considerably by an exchange of
information and through their wealth of experience. I
do not believe that the Commission as a whole was
very pleased that there was now going to be greater
parliamentary control, nor had anybody expecred
them ro be enthusiastic. Ve must all 
- 
both Parlia-
ment and the Commission 
- 
learn to adapt to the new
situation, but the Commission must realize that as a
result of the first direcr election rhe European Parlia-
ment has acquired a political prerogative, a political
responsibiliry vis-i-vis the European Community,
which means that it must adopt cenain attitudes in its
dealings with the Commission.
Ladies and gentlemen, allow me ro demonsrrate
briefly, with the aid of one example, jusr how difficult
it is for Parliament to be fully informed and to exercise
parliamentary control. Ir is a pity Mr Bockler is no
longer here, as he raised this point briefly: in 1973,
when the Community exponed large quantiries of
butter to the Sovier Union for the first rime 
- 
on
terms which at rhe rime were considered scandalous 
-the Commission promised, under pressure from rhe
majority in Parliament and from public opinion, rhar ir
would no longer expon agricultural products to the
Soviet Union on special terms. Then all was quier. In
1977 the Soviet Union again wanred rc buy butter on
special terms. Vhat did the Commission do?. It was,
you remember, bound by the majority decision of
Parliament. Vell, ir rhen raised expon refunds in
general, so rhat the Soviet Union again received irs
butter on panicularly favourable terms. Vhen public
opinion again reacted very cridcally to this, the
Commission again assured Parliament that hencefonh
there would be only completely normal lransactions.
Then suddenly in 1978 we heard thar for the first time,
instead of intervention bu[rer, fresh butter was now
being sold on the same terms, leavihg the inrervenrion
butter for the European consumer. In other words, the
European consumer paid the same price bur received
inferior qualiry. And whar is the situarion today?
Today export refunds have been abolished and insread
butter is auctioned and sold below cosr price 
- 
mosr
recently, Mr Gundelach, if I remember rightly, inrer-
vention burter was bought at DM 8 and sold at
DM 3.90. In this case the political will of Parliamenr
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has simply not had any effect, has not been reflected in
policy. This is why I think that while it will be difficult
to ensure that one is always fully informed, it must be
made clear to the Commission that it has an obligation
- 
not just on paper but in practice, having regard to
the political importance 
- 
to make full information
accessible to Par[iamentary control.
Mr Tugendhat, my group's sharpest criticism, as the
previous speaker said, is still levelled 
- 
and Particu-
larly because of your speech here today 
- 
ar the
multitude of committees which are not only active in a
consultative role, but practically eliminate the
Commission's decision-making process.
Mr Gundelach, very soon, when the documents from
the European Court of Auditors are available in full'
we wilI be discussing with you the financial committees
in the agricultural sectorl then it will become aPParentjust how many millions it has cost the European
taxpayer that the Commission's decision-making struc-
ture is so weak, because the Commission has allowed
the Councrl and the national bureaucracies to interfere
in the decision-making process so that the Commission
is simply no longer in a position to react quickly
enough to market developments.
Mr Tugendhat, I was panicularly astonished today to
hear you suddenly reproach Parliament and cite
energy policy as an example. I beg your pardon, but
are you really so badly informed? May I just recapitu-'
late what happened. You called on Parlian.rent to granl
funds in the energy sector for conservation
programmes, new energy sources etc., in other words
for new policies. Ve exercized our budgetary Preroga-
tive and allocated the funds, and then you said that we
needed a regulation, which you then proposed. Parlia-
ment delivered an opinion on your proposal, which
gave national authorities the task of making assess-
ments but denied them decision-making powers. 'Sfl'e
passed the proposal on in that form to the Council,
and what happened? The Council suddenly said: we
want to have the final say in decisions, whereupon it
was the Commission and not Parliament that gave in.
'$7'e supported your first proposal. Are you not aware
that, when you gave in and we learned that you had
said yes, formal reservations were expressed by the
Commission at the Council discussions, though in the
final analysis you agreed nonetheless? And do you not
know that we then, in a note to the Council,
demanded the conciliation procedure and that the
Council refused because once again you were vinually
in league with the Council? I believe that this example
shows that your reading of the situation is not correct;
we tried to support the Commission and the Commis-
sion was not able to stand its ground.
If rhe Commission were to regain its dominant posi-
rion as the executive and above all as the initiating
body of the Community, then the funds for new poli-
cies in the energy sector, for new industrial, regional,
structural and employment policies, which the Parlia-
ment has made available year afrcr year, would also be
used.
Mr Tugendhat, how can you say that it would be
absurd for Parliament to demand that funds be used
right down to the last penny? That is not Parliament's
view, in particular no[ the view of the Committee on
Budgetary Conrrol.'SU'e must see to it that the funds
are really used efficiently so that the greatest political
effects are achieved with the least possible. Our criti-
cism is directed solely at your claim that the budget
itself is not a legal basis for implementation of the
budget without Council approval. \7e spoke of the
'."[i. formula'. ttr7e do not want to diminish the
Council's role bur, if the Council is not willing to act
and we have used our prerogative within the budget
procedure, then the budget is indeed a legal act to
which the Commission can refer.
I believe that the Commission should learn one thing:
it should concentrate less on Protecting its own posi-
tion and more on seeing that Progress is made within
the Community.
Mr Tugendhat, I hope that in the discussions on the
1980 budget this Parliament will muster the political
courage to force the Commission, should this be
necessary, to implement a budget which has been
presented by Parliament and adopted by Parliament,
Luen in the face of opposition from the Council or if
the Council fails rc act. The Parliament will simply
impose its political will on the Commission, if need be
by taking extreme measures.
Ladies and gentlemen, I have been astonished reading
the inrernational press, the European press, at the
exrent !o which abuse is showered on our agricultural
policy, how this is made the scapegoat for everything
and at how the Commission no longer even defends its
own policy, how it les everything slide. Of course,
had the Council of Agriculture Ministers done its
duty, then it would have initiated changes in the prod-
uction and marketing sysrcms at a time when this
would still have been reladvely easy. It is undoubtedly
the fault of the Council of Agriculture Ministers that
only now, when funds are running out, when we have
our backs to the wall, is it beginning to be prepared to
perhaps do something. However, I also believe that the
Commission should have intervened earlier in this
conflict, in which case matters might not have got so
out of hand. Then we would have had a better chance
of joining togerher to put our political ideas into prac-
tice.
Ladies and gentlemen, I should like to underline one
further point in particular in this debate. Parliament's
right of control can of course only be effective, if sanc-
rions can be applied. The Committee has tried here to
suggest the range of possible sanctions so that control
findings can be gh,en some real political meaning. In
my view the possible sanctions available to us at this
stage are as follows. Firsdy, owing to Members'
double membership in the Committee on Control and
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in the Committee on Budgets, criricisms and findings
arising from the conrrol procedure can be included
directly in the currenr budgetary discussions. I think
this is a most imporranr point, namely rhat experiences
gained from the control procedure should play a parr
in budgetary discussions.
Secondly, the special reporrs from rhe Commission 
-for which I am most grareful, ro mention only rhose on
cereals, wine etc. 
- 
enabled us ro give impulses in
many areas and above all to estiblish direcr responsi-
bility, also on the pan of the Commission. May I
remind you that, for example, on the issue of rhe
acquisition of the new compu[er, when we discovered
that our rapporteur had not received rhe full informa-
tion, we very quickly succeeded, with rhe aid of a
special report, in gerting rhe Commissioners concerned
to acknowledge full responsibility. Funher possibilities
of initiating special opinions, from the European
Coun of Auditors in panicular 
- 
and I think we can
say we have taken full advantage of this 
- 
ensure
complete Eansparency of the facts of a case. In my
view, complere access ro information is an imponanr
and undeniable prerequisite for parliamentary conrrol.
Finally, the ability to granr discharge subject ro condi-
tions is also a very strong weapon when it comes ro
exercising polidcal will. I well remember Mr Tugen-
dhat's notewonhy speech here in this House, in which
he analysed the legal significance of discharge' and
come [o the conclusion thar if discharge was refused
this would be tantamount to forcing rhe Commission
to resign. Ve considered rhis speech very carefully and
analysed it. You said, of course, rhat you hoped rhar
such a situation would never arise. I hope not too. Nur
merely recognizing what is legally involved when
Parliament refuses ro granr discharge, spurs up a polit-
ical dimension which Parliament must never lose sighr
of. Special thanks are due ro the Coun of Audirors, in
panicular for the special reporrs which they drew up
or are in the course of drawing up. I would menrion
the reports on food aid policy, expenditure for milk
powder, the system for the smbilizadon of export
earnings for ACP counr,ries, expenditure relating to
the real estate policy of rhe insriturions, and finally rhe
requested opinion of the Coun of Auditors on new
proposals for Community regulations with major
financial consequences. I chink that rhere can be very
few parliaments which have such sound legal basis and
such a strong parmer as to enable them, in addidon to
export control, to arrive by means of these ad hoc
reports at practically conrinuous control.
'!7e 
should insdtutionalize and extend this cooperation
between rhe Coun of Auditors, Parliament and the
Commission so rhar all three panners gradually enter
into a harmonious dialogue with one anorher.
In his speech jusr now, Mr Colla rightly explained that
our greatest concern is the inadequare cooperation
with our specialisr commitrees. Let me emphasize this.I have noted with some misgivings rhat individual
specialist committees are trying ro approach rhe Coun
of Auditors directly. The procedure we have agreed
upon and also our rules of procedure do not permir
this. According to rhe allocation of tasks berween rhe
committees, only the Committee of Control is aurhor-
ized to approach the Coun of Auditors through the
intermediary of the President 
- 
each requesr is
addressed by us to rhe President and rhe President
then forwards the letter to rhe Courr of Auditors on
Parliament's behalf. A specialist commirree, however,
may not approach the Coun of Audirors direcrly with-
out involving the Committee of Budgeury Control.
There are imponant practical reasons for this, and in
fact we have a classic example of a committee request-
ing a specialist repon, which rhe Coun of Auditors is
not in a position [o prepare, while a similar reporr had
already been requested by us via rhe President of
Parliament. I believe, therefore, that our own work
must be reorganized in this respecr so rhar such
mishaps are no[ repeated.
Mr President, I should like to conclude with the
following observarion: Ve have worked together to
establish a certain pannership with the Commission
and with the Coun of Auditors, and a basis of mutual
trust has been laid down. But while trust is good,
control is better. A prerequisite for conrrol, however,
is knowledge and this in turn requires information,
complete information, unrestricted by anyone, includ-
ing the Commission. To achieve this, in panicular
from the Commission, we need Parliamenr's full back-
ing so that our work can also be successful from
Parliament's point of view.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Patterson to speak on behalf
of the European Democratic Group.
Mr Pattcrson. 
- 
Mr President, I wish rc speak prin-
cipally on rhe Sevenrh and Eighth Repons on rhe
EAGGF Guaranree Section for 1977 and 1978.
However, perhaps I could first join with Commis-
sioner Tugendhat and Mr Colla and Mr Aigner in
remarking on rhe very low attendance. It compares
very unfavourably, to say the least, wirh the arrendance
we expect at budget debates. As Commissioner Tugen-
dhat pointed our, in a theoretical sense this is raiher
curious. In rhe matter of the budget, as he pointed out,
we share power with the Council and we are clearly, as
this debate has shown, in a cenain dispute as ro rhe
legal status of the budget. Perhaps I could say at this
point, by way of parenrhesis, that we are principally
concerned with the non-implementarion of Parlia-
ment's amendments. I think one might go along with
the alibi that the Commissioner gave us rhar lf the
Council fails m adopr rhe necessary legal instrumenr,
then there is very litde they can do abour it. But we
cannot accept such an alibi when rhe cause of rhe
Council failing ro acr has been rhe failure by rhe
Commission ro presenr in good enough time the neces-
sary proposal. Funhermore, I would call Commis-
sioner Tugendhar's attention to rhe first Batrersby
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report on the discharge, paragraph 26, which refers
specifically to measures to help small and medium-
sized undenakings, something about which my group
feels very strongly.
Now, by contrast with the budget, on the matter of the
discharge we alone have the power. !flhat is more,
there is no doubt that the discharge is a legal instru-
ment. Indeed, I think it is fair to say that it is the only
real legal power that this Parliament has got. So it is
curious that so few of us have turned up this evening.
It is quite clear why, however. 'We are talking really, in
the case of the EAGGF, about 1977 ancl 1978 and in
rhe case of the budget about 1978 when this elected
Parliament did not even exist. I am afraid most of our
colleagues clearly think that this is cryrng over spilt
milk, and I will come back to the question of milk
larcr. Clearly the point of discussing these matters is
that the enormous amount of work which the Court of
Auditors, the Commission itself and we in the
Committee on Budgetary Control have done carries
very clear lessons for the future, and it is to the future
that we should be addressing ourselves during this
debate.
Now coming specifically to the matter of agriculture, I
would draw the House's attention to,the Coun of
Audircrs' report. 
- 
chapter II, subsect(on 3 
- 
where
the point is made that, in the nature oi agricultural
estimates, the factors governing expenditure under the
EAGGF Guarantee Section are mainly external to the
budgetary procedure. This must clearly be the case.
The weather, not iust within the Community but
throughout the world, determines a great deal of the
budgetary expenditure. A great deal of budget'ary
expenditure is determined not by anything to do with
agriculture but by factors connected with world money
movemenr and the monetary policy of the Commu-
nity iself. I may say that the thing which strikes me
immediately on reading these repons is not how inac-
curarc the Commission were, but how extraordinary it
is that they got their sums as right as they did when
proposing the expenditures in the budgem.
However, if we look at the figures slightly more
closely, a different picture emerges. ln 1977, for exam-
ple, there was an overall underestimate of expenditure
- 
dairy products, sugar and MCAs were underesti-
mated and cereals, beef and veal were overestimated. I
would perhaps point out here that the real nigger in
rhe woodpile was the failure to adjust green rates as a
result of changes in exchange rates within the Commu-
nity, and this just emphasizes the point that in this
matter agriculture was not to blame. If we go to 1978,
rhe Commission was almost exac[ly right in its esti-
mates, but there again dairy produc$ were underesti-
mated, as was beef and veal this time, and cereals were
again overestimated, as was wine. Mr Bocklet in his
report points out that swings and roundabouts worked
out very favourably, but he added rhat this was more
by luck than.ludgment. I feel that although we can go
along with the Commissioner that it would be unwise
to criticize transfers too much, seeing that the only
way the books can actually be balanced at all in this
highly volatile sector is by transfers, we can nonetheless
criticize the Commission for the systematic underesti-
mation of these various sec[ors, and principally for
systematically underestimating expenditure on dairy
products in both these years and yet again in the years
that have followed. After all, three-quarters of the
budget is spent on agriculture, and of this 900/o is spent
in the Guarantee Section, of which in turn between
4Oo/o and 50% is spent on milk.
So, first of all, we have to ask why did they get it
wrong in 1977? Afrcr all it was in 1977 that a whole
package of measures was put together to stoP over-
spending in the milk sector 
- 
the I . 5 co-responsibiliry
lery, the non-marketing premium, introduction of
social milk and social burter 
- 
and yet this had very
little effect. ln 1978 the co-responsibility levy was
almost abandoned and was reduced to 0'50l0. Nour I
rhink the lesson we have to draw from this is that the
measures which have been adoprcd so far in the milk
sector have merely been tinkering with the problems' I
see Commissioner Gundelach in the Chamber and I
urge him, insofar as he still has any influence on what
rakes place in the current year, ro hold firm to the idea
of a superlevy or some method of putting an upPer
ceiling on expenditure in the milk sector. He will get
the backing of my group; as to the British Government
I know not, but he will get the backing of this group.
My final point concerns the matter of frauds, because
rhis is a question on which the Commitree on Budget-
ary Control feels particularly strongly. The level of
frauds does not seem to be very high. In 1977 it was
either 169 or 152, depending on which of the two
reports you take. Perhaps one of the Commissioners
will explain to us which is the correct figure. In 1978 it
was down to 117 and 1977 was actually a lot less than
1976, so we seem to be getdng betrer and better.
Howeve,r, if you look at the figures and the amounts
of money concerned, the position is not quite so rosy,
nor is the position with regard to the recovery of
monies. Much the most important point, however, is
that agricultural frauds bring the entire common agri-
cultural policy, and even the Community, into disre-
pute. In my country it merely needs something like the
Como fraud to be all over the newsPaPers for the
common agricultural policy and the whole Community
rc be brought into disrepute, no matter how few rhe
frauds, no malter how small the amount of money
involved. That is why it is necessary to control frauds.
Now at this point one can point out what good work
the Commission's Special Committee of Inquiry is
doing. My only criticism of their work is perhaps that
in their two reports on cereals and wine they have
created a handbook on how rc fiddle the common
agricultural policy. There is a radio programme in my
country called 'Your Hundred Best Tunes' and I think
those two reports might be redtled 'Your Hundred
Best Frauds', There is one I particularly like of some-
body driving lorryloads of barley backwards and
forwards across frontiers and claiming MCAs every
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time, the fraud being even more blarant because of the
fact that when the Commission or rhe authorities
caught up wirh rhe miscreanr, rhe sacks did nor conrain
barley but sand. I notice thar rhe Commission says it is
possible to have rwo frauds in the same operarion.
However, the point abour it is rhat if you look at the
pattern of frauds, they are all due [o one rhing basi-
cally. They are due to the existence of MCAs and to
the fact that it is impossible, given normal human
nature, to control a sysrem which relies on somerhing
as absurd in rhe last resorr as MCAs. This is rhe distor-
tion which has gor ro be removed. Of course, progress
is being made on rhis marter, bur I hope rhar the
Commisssion will nor cease ro press for the abolirion
of monetary compensatory amounts and green rates.
Vhen thar is done, a lor more sense will be broughr ro
the common agricultural policy and indeed ro budget-
ary control.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Gouthier to speak on behalf of
the Communist and Allies Group.
Mr Gouthier, 
- 
0 Mr President, ladies and gentle-
men, on behalf of the ftalian members of the
Communisr and Allies Group, I roo wish ro express
approval of Mr Bartersby's work and of the rexr of rhe
motion for a resolurion which we are now examining.
Yesterday, in rhe presence of rhe represenrarive of rhe
Council of Ministers, we debared in deprh rhe serious
crisis affecting rhe Communiry including irc financial
and budgemry policy aspecrs. Yesrerday, of course, we
were debaring rhe 1980 budget crisis, bur I rhink thar I
can say, having examined rhe budger for 1978, thar
many elemenr of the presenr financial, political and
budgetary crisis can already be found in that docu-
ment.
In my view, the serious uncenainty hanging over rhe
future of the European Economic Community also
affecr and is, indeed, seriously prejudicial ro rhe oper-
ation of the institurions, leading also to a blockage of
the legal and financial mechanisms which already exist
and which should funcrion betrer rhan they do.
For this reason we rhink rhar rhe debare on rhis
discharge procedure is not merely an accounring or
purely administraive problem, but is, and should be
increasingly, a polidcal question which should give
Parliament 
- 
indeed, all its political groups 
- 
the
opportunity for profound considerarion.
As the previous speakers pointed our, an examinarion
of this subject reveals, first and foremosr, rhis basic
imbalance in the budget: on [he one hand, rhe agricul-
tural policy, and within ir rhe overwhelming predomi-
nance of price guarantees, and on [he other, the
remaining policies, normally described as investmenr
and strucrural policies, which are so modesr in
comPanson.
An ex post faclo examinarion of [he budget shows up
even more clearly the serious weakness in the opera-
tion of our Community resuldng from rhis imbalance
in the budget ,trr.ru.i. Only ye-sterday Mr Colombo
pointed out, in connecrion with the difficult and
complex question of rhe Unired Kingdom's financial
contriburion ro rhe budget, rha[ one of the basic causes
of the problem was rhe inadequate development of
investment and srrucrural policies. I do nor intend to
dwell too long on this first point, because 
- 
let us
admit ir 
- 
it is debated in almost every pan-session.
The second poinr which is linked wirh rhis basic
considerarion, is rhat those limited new policies 
-which are precisely investmenr and srrucrural policies
- 
operare on a very small scale, which is below the
admittedly limited porenrial. This poinr of view is
demonsrrably objecrive, because in rhe explanarory
statement accompanying the motion for a resolution a
fundamental passage from the judgment of rhe Coun
of Auditors, which stresses chis chronic under-utiliza-
tion of resources, is rightly quoted.
It would, of course, be ungenerous to make the
Commission bear all the responsibility, for the Council
and the Member States also have heavy responsibili-
ties. For example, we know that 1978 was a parricu-
larly unforrunare year for rhe implementarion of
regional policy 
- 
a year in which expenditure in this
field was parricularly low. Ve know ro whar exrent the
European Socialist Fund, even in rhe face of such
urgent and considerable needs, is obsructed by
burdenso me procedures and byzantine complicarions.
The same applies ro rhe Guidance Secrion of the
EAGGF about which only yesrerday we received
astounding information about payments which have
dragged on for a decade. There are therefore inade-
quacies and even absurdities in the rules, bur rhe
Commission and Council do have political responsibil-
ities. Vhen all of us ar rimes like rhis, norc how deci-
sive research policy, energy policy and a new industrial
policy are for rhe future of Europe, we musr also
unfortunately nore how derisory is the implemenrar.ion
of expenditure capacity in these secrors. In my view , ir
is of little use ro debate, and confine ourselves ro pass-
ing the buck, after rhe clearly and unambiguous
statemenr of rhe Chairman of the Committee on Budget-
ary Control, which confirms that the Commission has
precise responsibiliries. Leaving aside all the argument
and buck-passing, I think it is rruly regrettable ro have
to note that in strategic sectors of rhe economic policy,
and indeed of rhe general policy of rhe Communiry,
not even decisions of modesr scope are taken.
I am nor a fanaric of budgetary pracrice, I do not
maintain that every commirmenr mus[ be followed
immediately by the expendirure, ro the last penny and
in the same year. However, rhe Battersby repon makes
a timely and essenrial point, that apart. from the possi-
bility of making rapid and effective expendirure, apan
from the desirabiliry of careful consideration by-the
Commission of the rimescale and modalities of the
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expenditure, there is the need to work out guidelines
and allocate the necessary funds.
However, there is no doubt that today one factor mili-
rates in favour of rapid expenditure. This factor is the
very high inflation rate which is tending to rise
throughout the Community. \7e know that if the
expenditure is not made early enough, i.e. if a balance
is not found between the need for expenditure to be
rapid and rhe need for it to be carefully considered,
that expenditure will be ineffective. Not only will it not
achieve the desired aims, but it will become a dispersed
or purely symbolic expenditure of which it can only be
said 'we did what we could'.
The rapidity and timeliness of the expenditure in rela-
tion to the rising inflation rate in the Cornmunity is in
my view a decisive factor. I think all of us are aware of
this very bitter reality, especially in view of the contin-
ual increases in oil prices. As time goes on this rise in
the Community inflation rates becomes an increasingly
netative and disturbing factor. Moreover, it seems to
me that Mr Tugendhat's statement 
- 
which was not a
mere exercise in self-justification but also in a sense
objecdve 
- 
in my view underestimated the problem of
the carry overs 'entailed by the postponement of the
expenditure. I therefore rake the view that the reduced
[ransparency of the budget and the general burdening
of the budget mechanism which result must be taken
into account when considering delays in effective
expenditure.
Mr President, ladies and gentlemen, I wish here to
suess another general political asPect, which I think is
important not only to my group but to all the political
groups which took pan in the direct elections to the
European Parliament last year. Ve are all aware of the
need to increase the powers of Parliament, to imple-
ment the powers which it already has, and for it to
exercise to the full its controlling function in this
context. It has been rightly pointed out, even by the
Commission that this control is not only rcchnical but
political, and the logical conclusion is that a rejection
of the discharge by Parliament can only mean the
resignation of the Commission.
In the new perspective created by the election of the
European Parliament by direct universal suffrage, we
cannot but be concerned about these negative factors,
chief of which is this undoubted reluctance on the part
of the Commission to implement decisions taken by
Parliament. Here too 
- 
I repeat that I am not a
budget fanatic 
- 
greater courage and determination is
needed in implementing Parliament's decisions. The
problem rightly raised here, of the preponderant,
indeed excessive power of the Management Commit-
tees, which go beyond their consultative functions and
influence and interfere with the decision-making
mechanisms has now become intolerable. This problem
must be solved.
The same applies to the problem of the amendments.
Mr Battersby points out that fewer than a third of the
amendments voted were adequately implemented in
1978. All this inevitably deuacts from the presdge and
the operational and political capacity of Parliament.
It is true that, unlike the new investment and structural
policies, the expenditure on the Guarantee Section of
the EAGGF is going ahead rapidly. But we know that
the powers of Parliament, which are essential for
effecdve control, are virtually ignored in this sector.
The calculations go on for ever. The same is true of
the food aid policies. One of our colleaBues h.as drawn
up a useful repon on the subject, showing that the
phase of mobilization of stocks for these aids, that of
rranspon and that of delivery all very largely escaPe
any effective control.
In the same way, [he loans policy and operations of the
EIB are still exempt from any type of control or exam-
ination by Parliament.
In our view, all these factors have a seriously deri-
mental effect on rhe prestige and the political initiating
role of Parliament.
This positive cooperation on budgetary control
between the Coun of Auditors and the Commission
will be all the more beneficial rc the extent that the
basic political decisions, a clear vision of Parliament's
role as an institution 
- 
a new institution which must
grow in strength 
- 
complement the difficult and
laborious work on budgetary control carried out by
the Court of Auditors and the Commission.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Irmer to speak on behalf of
the Liberal and Democratic Group.
Mr lrmer. 
- 
(D) Mr President, ladies and gentle-
men, the Liberal and Democratic Group will be voting
for the proposals on the discharge to the Commission
on the implementation of the 1978 budget, albeit with
a very clear reference to the remarks contained in Mr
Bartersby's report. Ve believe that the Commission
should pay panicular artention to these remarks and
should in future adopt the procedure set out therein. I
think mday's discharge debate, preceded by an exami-
nation of how the Commission has implemented the
1978 budgeq is of panicular importance in the life of
this Parliament. Paqliament's right to discharge the
Commission 
- 
or to refuse to do so 
- 
is a logical and
necessary counterpan to our powers as regards the
formulation of the budget. After all, what would be the
point in Parliament having the right to im say, as one
arm of the budgetary authority, on what should go
into the budget if 
-as 
unfortunately happened all too
often in 1978 
- 
the spending authorized by Parlia-
ment is effected either too late or not at all, or not for
its original purposes. I must most emphatically contra-
dict what Mr Tugendhat had rc say about it not being
the point of budget management to ensure that all the
money is spent. Of course, there may be cases where it
makes more sense not to spend money at a Particular
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time. In other cases, rcchnical difficulties may make ir
impossible to spend rhe money in this panicular year.
But we must adhere ro rhe principle rhat when Parlia-
ment writes a cenain amount of spending inro rhe
budget, it is in effecr saying rhat rhis specific amounr
should be spent for this specific purpose in this year.
That is the principle, and ir is something we must
adhere ro, especially as this House is now responsible
to the people of Europe and 
- 
and this applies in
panicular now to the direcrly-elected European Parlia-
ment 
- 
as rcld che people what policies it inrends to
pursue. \7e have all of us said rhat we musr work on
the development of other policies; we musr place more
emphasis on other policies rhan has perhaps been the
case. Ve must push regional and social policy with the
aim of eliminating the discrepancies between the poor
and the well-off regions of Europe, and of combating
unemployment, especially among young people. \(e
must pursue a common energy policy. !/hen this
House approves a cenain amount of money in rhe
budget rc backup these sratements of intent, it 
-has a
right to expect the Commission ro spend rhe money.
That is the basic principle.
As I said earlier, rhis was unfonunately nor always the
case in 197 8 . Of course, as Mr Tugendhat pointed our,
there are administrative difficulries, both ar Commu-
niry and at Member Srare level. Of course, rhere are
also technical problems, bur quite apan from rhese
there are serious cases in which the Council is first and
foremost to blame because of its failure to take action
and to issue the necessary outline provisions. The
Commission too deserves its full share of rhe blame for
this situation, because when the Council fails to mke
action, it is 
- 
I believe 
- 
the Commission's righr and
duty to do something off irs own bar and to spend the
money on the adequate legal basis of the budger. All
too often, the Council fails to meer irs obligations 
-or fails to do so in good time 
- 
and in such cases, lhe
Commission should nor use this as a prerexr for failing
to meet im obligaticins roo. As I said at an earlier pan-
session, people used ro be encouraged to stand up to
despotism, and what we need right now is for the
Commission to srand up to ministerial desporism. That
is something which would well become the Commis-
sion, and rhat is what we now expecr of the Commis-
sion.
To take a topical point, ladies and genrlemen, whar
will happen if the current agricultural crisis becomes
invalid on 1 June and rhe Council fails to reach a deci-
sion by then? \7hat should we do rhen? In such a case,
I would expect rhe Commission ro say rhar a majoriry
decision was raken in Luxembourg and that decision
was in accordance wirh the Treaty of Rome. Ve
should then adhere to rhis majoriry decision and
implernent the policy expressed therein. And thar is
what I understand by rheconstructive development'of
the Community by the Commission.
Since time is shon, I shall refer only very briefly ro the
deuiled points I covered in the Committee on Budget-
ary Conrrol in my capacity as draftsman of an opinion.
\7hat I have to say concerns development aid, and I
shall try to be brief in view of rhe facr rhat this Session
will be suspended in rhree minutes' rime.
The first point concerns food aid. Before 1978 there
was no clarity whatsoever in how budgetary resources
were utilized in rhis sector. In panicular, rhere was no
way of guaranteeing rhat the amounrs ser aside for a
particular budgetary year were actually spenr in [ha[
year. Over and over again, we had appropriations
going begging.ln 1978, a token enrry was written into
the budget for the 1978 programmes, although 
- 
and
here I have a word of criticism for rhe Commission for
submitting rhis draft budget 
- 
this was done with the
full knowledge thar this [oken entry would be needed
later to transfer resources from the curren[ funds for
1978 to this budget heading, which is what in fact
happened. The facr is thar some 200/o of rhe resources
earmarked for the 1978 programrnes were transferred
to earlier protrammes from Tirle 9, the proponion
rising to as much as 800/o for Tirle 6. In its repon 
-which I can only endorse 
- 
rhe Coun of Audirors
made the poinr thar this practice simply made rhe
budget proposals rotally meaningless. I am pleased to
say, however, that rhe Commission has now srated that
this practice has been discontinued as regards the
implementation of the 1979 budget, and rhat norhing
of the kind was planned for 1980 either. I am very
pleased to hear rhis and I have no reason ro doubt the
honesty of these sraremenrs.
The essential problem as regards food aid seems ro me
- 
and this poinr was broughr our clearly by rhe work
of the Committee on Budgetary Control 
- 
to be the
fact thar the Council and the Commission 
- 
as rhe
administrarive aurhoriry involved 
- 
clearly rrear lhe
question of food aid less in terms of development
policy and humanitarian consideration as of whar
surpluses happen ro be held in European cold stores; in
other words, the food aid is not sent [o rhe countries
which need ir ar rhe time ir is needed, but in rhe main
whenever stocks wirhin the Community allow. I rhink
this is bound to give an imprecise picrure. It is perfecrly
legitimate to say rhar rhe surpluses musr be utilized,
but if we write in cenain appropriations for food aid
into our budger, whar we have in mind are develop-
ment policy and humanitarian considerations and nor
the agricultural policy and ways of disposing of rhe
Community's agricultural surpluses.
As regards financial and rechnical cooperarion wirh rhe
non-associated developing counrries, Mr Tugendhat,
36 million unir of accounr remained unspenl in 1978;
in other words as much as 870/o of the funds
earmarked in 1977 for spending 1978. I do not rhink
there can be any talk here of it nor being necessary ro
spend all the money when in fact only 13% of the
available funds was in fact spenr. In my opinion, this is
a very serious stare of affairs.
Replying ro rhis criticism in the commirtee, the
Commission claimed that this argumenr was not sound
in that the money had not simply gone by the board,
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but had simply been incorporated into the next budget.
That is of course correct, but it does not alter the fact
that these 36 million units of account should have been
spent in 1978, and were in fact not spent. If we take
these two years together, we might have spent 36
million in l978and another 36 million in1979,where-
as the fact is in 1979, because of the new approach,
the only money available was that left over from the
Prevlous year.
As regards non-governmental institutions 
- 
and I
shall really have to be ultra-brief .from now on 
-
which are supported by the Community, I am very
pleased to see that everyrhing has worke'd extremely
well here, and I should like rc ask this House to bear
this in mind in its future budgetary proposals and to do
more to encourage the work of these non-governmen-
thal institutions.
As regards non-governmental institutions 
- 
and I
just two points I should like to make. Firstly, the work
of the EIB, which 
- 
when all is said and done 
-provides more than 100/o of the resources for the fifth
Development Fund 
- 
is not subject to parliamentary
supervision. This will have to change, and the change
could be effected by incorporating the European
Development Fund in the budget. Let me remind you
that we decided here in March to apply for a legisla-
tive conciliadon procedure with the Council. I should
therefore like to ask our Bureau to follow up this deci-
sion and iniciate this concilliation procedure as soon as
possible.
Finally, allow me to commen[ briefly on the relation-
ship between Parliament and the Commission as
regards this work. I think I am right in saying that
neither of us pulled our punches in the debate in the
Committee on Budgetary Control. I tink that is how
things should be, and no one from the Commission
should misinterpret this as meaning that we in this
House are hell-bent on destructive criticisrn. That is in
no one's interests. By trying to get down to the bottom
of things 
- 
and that is something we can and must do
more tfioroughly in the years to come 
- 
and by trying
[o put our finger on errors and touching oPen sores,
we are simply trying to get the Commission to revert
rc its original role of the driving force in the European
Community. The European Parliamens sees itself as a
driving force, but we believe that we need the
Commission rs our allies If we set to work on this
basis and do not make the mistake of sulkingwhenever
we are criticized, we shail be able to work together
towards our joint aim of making our Community work
more effictively and improving Community policies.
15. Membersbip of committees
'President. 
- 
I have received from the Group of the
European People's Party (CD Group) a request to
appoint members to the following committees:
- 
Political Affairs Committee:
Mr Tindemans
- 
Committee on Economic and Monetary Affiirs:
Mr Herman, to replace Mr Tindemans
- 
Committee on Energy and Research:
Mr Vandewiele, to replace Mr Herman
- 
Committee on Extemal Economic Relations:
Mr Deschamps, to replace Mr Vandewiele
- 
Committee on the Enoironment, Public Healtb and
Consumer Protection
Mr Henckens, to replace Mr Verroken
- 
Committee on Youth, Culture, Education, Informa-
tion and Sport:
Mr Verroken, to replace Mr Henckens
- 
Ad boc Committee on lYbmen's Righu:
Mr Del Duca, !o replace Mrs Cassanmagnato
Cerretti
- 
Delegation to the Joint Parliamentary Committee of
the EEC-Greece Association :
Mr Del Duca, to replace Mrs Cassanmagnago
Cerretti.
Are there any objections?
These appointments are ratified.
The sitting is suspended.
(The sitting was suspended at 8.05 p.m. and resumed et
9 P--.)
INTHECHAIR: MRROGERS
Vice-President
President. 
- 
The sitting is resumed.
16. Discbarge to the Commission on tbe
implementation of the budget
of the Communitiesfor 1978 
-Seoenth and Eightb Financial Reports
on the EAGGF 
- 
Guarantee Section
(continuation)
President. 
- 
The next item is the continuation of the
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joint debate on the repons drawn up by Mr Battersby
on behalf of the Committee on Budgerary Control.
I call Mr Coppieters.
Mr Coppieters. 
- 
(NL) Mr Presidenr, in a volumi-
nous annex to the reports we read the names of many
eminent colleagues: Gaben, Colla, Notenboom,
'!7ettig, Gouthier, Danken, Filippi, Irmer, Simonnet,
Kellet-Bowman, Poncelet, Barrersby and Focke. Bur
despite this rather impressive list I cannot forger rhar
this is a debare on powerlessness. Now that rhe Coun
of Auditors has made its budgetary checks, Parliament
is being asked to uke a political decision, to give a
discharge in respect of the 1978 budget and, in various
cases, even of items in the 1977 budger, in orher words
one and a half to two and a half years afrer the
completion of the financial year irelf. And even rhe
critical report by rhe rapponeur, Mr Battersby, is
deceptive, because I find the situation more disap-
poindng than his reporr, suggesrs.
I know that our working merhods mke accounr of
Anicle 206 b of the Treaty establishing the European
Economic Community, under which rhe European
Parliament gives a discharge on rhe basis of a recom-
mendation from the Council. The Commission has
pointed this our often enough. But rhis way of doing
things leaves us with the very srong impression thar
the Commitree on Budgetary Control is for ever
doomed to be left our in the cold. Allow me, as
previous speakers have done, to give just a few of the
many examples: in 1978 rhis Parliament decided that
the budget should be amended to rhe tune of over
155 m u. a in payment appropriadons and over 28 m in
commitment appropriations. Only now does it tran-
spire that, where the vast majority of these amend-
ments w'as concerned, the Commission mok no
account of Parliament's express wishes when imple-
menting the budget. Commissioner Tugendhat says,
'There was a Parliament in 1978 too.'
All I can say is that there musr have been a lor of
honest Members here then. The appropriations for
technology inrended to assist small and medium-sized
undertakings were no[ spenr ar all in 1978. In rhe
meantime much has been said in Parliament on several
occasions in favour of an increase in aid to small and
medium-sized undenakings without it being known
how little budgeary arrendon the Commission had
been paying to these SMUs. A third example: it is only
two years after the event thar we are informed of the
hopeless administrative muddle in rhe European
Schools. And a final example: rhe regularions on
control mechanisms and procedures relaring to food
aid are in urgent need of revision and of more efficienr
enforcemen[, according [o the reporr of the Coun of
Auditors, a view supponed by the rapponeur, Mr
Irmer. Vhat is the posirion one or two years later,
ladies and genrlemen, as regards this urgently needed
revision ?
And what will we be hearing about Cambodia in rwo
years'time?'!(/illwe be hearing in rwoyears'time rhar, for
example, this food aid did no[ reach ir desdnation? In
two years' rime. Bur we discuss Cambodia here for
hours on end! Vhar is so remarkable about rhis is thar
the right to give a discharge in respect of budgem is
described on page 21 of Mr Battersby's reporr as
having 'strengthened the role of Parliament considera-
bly . . . from rhe political viewpoinr'. Mr President,
ladies and gen[lemen, I hope you can appreciate the
humour of the situarion. The facr thar rhe Committee
on Budgemry Control and later Parliament can but
take action after the evenr can hardly be regarded as a
real political improvement of the role played by rhe
directly-elected Parliament and leads me straightaway
to give a few more pracrical examples. It is claimed
that the refusal to give a discharge means a repudiation
of the Commission. That sounds srraightforward
enough. Let us assume thar in 1981 
- 
and I regret the
absence of Mr Colla, who complained abour orhers nor
being here 
- 
we refuse ro give a discharge. Vould
this be a repudiation of the new Commission? Or
would we rightly be referred to rhe former Commis-
sion as the responsible pany? Do we not have here a
paper tiger in polidcs?
To give another example, we have spent four months
discussing practical means of granting food aid rc
Cambodia. In 1982 we will hear whether this food aid
was effective. In these circumstances, I believe we
should not mention grearcr efficiency or Parliament's
increasing polidcal power in any reporr. And yet, Mr
Presidenr, Treaty legislation does provide opponuni-
ties of increasing this efficienry. It can be done
through rhe extremely useful instrument of the Coun
of Auditors, which undoubrcdly deserves every praise.
For this Coun of Audircrs can be directly involved in
the European Parliament's activities. !/hy should rhe
Coun of Audimrs nor auromatically send Parliament a
copy of all the commenr it makes during the currenr
financial year as rhe Belgian Coun of Auditors does.
There is nothing to forbid this in Anicle 206, 206 a or
206 b. It is a possibility, it is a way of doing rhings, and
it has nothing to do with the Treaties, to which we
sometimes all too glibly refer. In this way rhere can be
very useful interaction between rhe Coun of Auditors
and the Committee on Budgetary Control. This
committee can be the pivor thar brings about the better
functioning of the institutions. This commitree can
become at a srroke a vital committee in the relationship
between the institutions of our Community. And in
this way Parliament could exercise permanenr control
over the Council's and Commission's decisions on the
basis of Treaty legislation.
It mighr mistakenly be thought that I am trying to
minimize the functions of the Coun of Auditors. Quite
the contrary. My aim is to place the highly qualified,
rcchnical abilities of rhe Coun of Auditors at the
service of those wirh political responsibility in the
currenr year. Those with political responsibiliry sit in
this Parliament, and I recall, not without some bitter-
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ness, various election campaigns in which candidarcs
from large politic.rl groups tried rc persuade their
constituents that we were going to have great power:
control over the budget. And when we dared to
dispute this, our ar,iuments were waved aside as views
born of a lack of rnderstanding and experience. My
understanding and my experience, after noting rhese
reports, is that this power is fictitious and that we
could change this to the Commission's and Parlia-
ment's benefit if w'e simply used methods which pre-
vent a situation in which we make ponderous state-
ments two years after the event on a policy that has or
has not been pursued.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Ponceler, on behalf of the
Group of European Progressive Democrar.s.
Mr Poncelet. 
- 
(t") Mr President, the adoption of
the report on the giving of a discharge for the 1978
financial year is uncloubtedly an imponant acr for our
Assembly, whose dury it is to carry out a parliamentary
check on the Community's finances. This operation
directly affects all the tax-payers in the Community.
They have an obvious interest in knowing that rhe
taxes, duties and other levies they pay to Europe are
being used effectively for purposes thar have rhe
support of their democratically elected representarives.
If Parliament's political control function is necessary,
Parliament has a dur.y, as we are all aware, rc perform
it as conscientiously as possible. For this our Assembly
has all the essential powers.
The Treaties have conferred on it the exclusive power
to decide, acting on a simple recommendation from
the Council, whether or not the discharge should be
given. The Treaties have also placed rhe services of the
Coun of Audircrs at our disposal. Its powers to inves-
tigate and to enquire into Community finances are
also, generally speak ng, very exrcnsive.
Our Assembly, as the chairman of our Cornmirtee on
Budgetary Control, Mr Aigner, has pointed out,
would be doing all European tax-payers a grave injus-
tice if it only panly and over-hesitantly did its duty in
this respect and also if it did not have the will to equip
ircelf with all the nreans it. considered necessary ro
accomplish this important mission.
The Committee on Iludgetary Control has essentially
adopted the remarks I made at the end of the working
document which I ['resented during a discussion in
committee, and I welcome this. The discussions in
committee showed that one of the imponant aspects of
the discharge for 1978 should be the assenion of
Parliament's will to subject borrowing and lending
activi[ies to the contj'ol of the Community's political
authorities. After all that has been said 
- 
excellently
- 
by previous speak'ers, I shall confine myself to the
checks we mus[ makr: of loans contracrcd by various
establishments closely linked to the Community, if not
under its protection.
There are several basic reasons for this. Firstly, there is
the multiplicity and the spread of the Community's
present borrowing instruments, Euratom loans, the
new Onoli loan, the European Investment Bank, the
European Coal and Steel Community loans, which
largely, and sometimes totally, escape the direct
control of the responsible political authorities. The
volume of borrowing and lending operations is far
from being negligible. In 1978 they involved 3 000 m
EUA, or one quarter of the general budget. As far as I
know, no State would accepr tha[ such an amount
should be borrowed with it as tuarantor, without there
being. better control than that which we at present
exercrse.
It is not therefore acceptable, ladies and gentlemen,
that so large a sum of money should not be subject to
our control. That is why the Committee on Budgetary
Control feels that all the information should be
presented to Parliament, panicularly as regards
manaBement operations. It also feels that the Court of
Auditors should strengthen its controls in this area,
and I believe our Assembly would be acting wisely if it
adopted a recommendation of this kind.
The spread of the various borrowing and lending
instruments very obviously detracts from the efficiency
of their managemenr. Combining responsibilities in
this field would, in my view at least, result in better
coordination of Communiry activides in the financial
markets. Even though effons have admittedly been
made within the Commission to coordinate the activi-
ties and policies financed by the general budget with
measures financed by means of loans, it is clear that
this coordination must go beyond the level of manage-
ment and rise to the level of policy-making. An essen-
tial step would be taken in this direction if we agreed
to the'budgetization of borrowing and lending activi-
ties. It would also be very useful, but this is only a
recommendation, if more frequent recourse was had to
any interesr rebates that might be available and would,
in some cases, act as a greater incentive than that pro-
vided by credits received from the Community or other
sources of capital.
The discharge is not only backward-looking, ladies
and gentlemen, because it seems obvious [o me that we
must learn from the lessons of the past in our attempts
rc build the future. The Group of European Progres-
sive Democrats has endorsed the amendments that
have been tabled, because they are in every respect
pertinent. This is not surprising when you consider the
feeling of uncertainty among farmers today. Today it
is no longer possible to discuss budgetary problems
without thinking, if only for a moment, of the major
agricultural issues. I should like rc take this opponu-
nity to challenge the Commission and the Council on
the position of our farmers in 1980, although I would
stress 
- 
and Mr Aigner agrees with me on this 
- 
that
the Commission has done excellent work in the bud-
getary control field.
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It is inconceivable, ladies and gentlemen, [hat we
should leave the farmers of the Communiry in igno-
rance of the prices at which they can sell their produce.
Can you imagine any industrialist in the Community
agreeing to start production without knowing the sales
price? This situation seems intolerable to every one of
us. Our Assembly has criticized the Council, and
rightly so, for its inabiliry to take a decision on agricul-
tural prices, thus blocking the budgetary process. But
have we been able to guide the Commission and
Council? Have we fixed a clear rate of increase in agri-
cultural prices? Vho of us here could say that the
various resolutions we have adoprcd have recom-
mended the Council and the Commission to adopt a
rate of 50/o or of 7.9 %? This is not stated in any of
the documents. Everything is written in terms which
very often allow of ambiguous interpretation.
Let me remind you of the amendment mbled by Mrs
Barbarella. It is a model of contradiction. This
approach, which comes close to the limits of good
faith, is also to be found elsewherp. I offer as evidence
no more than paragraph 3 of Mr Danken's resolution
on the 1980 budget, which we discussed for a long
time this afternoon. His way of thinking is none the
clearer to me. Nor was I able [o assess the full value of
an elegant gesture made in my direcdon on this point.
This way of thinking is simple:we have made a politi-
cal gesture in rejecting the budget, but as regards the
economic consequences our Assembly seems to be
saying: 'It is not our responsibility'. That is not an arti-
rude democradcally elected representatives should
adopt. After criticizing the absence of a budget and
the absence of agricultural prices, Mr Dankert quite
calmly incorporates in one paraSraph 
- 
paragraph 6,
I think 
- 
Mrs Barbarella's amendment, which, as I
see it, is a confession 
- 
which I have denounced on
several occasions 
- 
of the powerlessness of our
Assembly.
I could not discuss budgeary questions without saying
a few words about the grave concern felt at this time
by our farmers. I shall finish by saying: Let us have an
end of delays, indecision and even failure. The
Community, ladies and gentlemen, is in the process of
becoming paralysed. Ve shall have much to say in
explanation of the implemenration of che 1980 budget,
Mr President, but we must remember the circum-
stances in which it was adopted and the way in which
it was panly implemented in the form of provisional
rwelfths. It is time respect was again shown for the
three inseparable principles which gave rise to the soli-
dariry of our Community: free movement, Community
preference and financial solidarity. If these principles
are not strictly observed, there can be no common
European policy, however much goodwill we may
have and despite the great declarations of principle we
waste no opportunity in making elsewhere.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Taylor on a point of order.
Mr J. M. Taylor. 
- 
I would like your guidance, Mr
President, as to whether you intend to direct speakers
to speak to the subject or not because, if you are not,
we might as well all speak about what we like, or all go
home. The last speaker seemed to me [o devote 95 0/o
of his remarks to the current budgetary situation,
namely 1980, not the discharge of tgZg. I require an
answer to a serious question: are you going to make
speakers speak on the subject in hand or not?
President. 
- 
As I understand it, the recommenda-
rions relating to the dibcharge of the budget, cover the
whole range of budgetary implications. I do not know
whether the Presidency has a right rc confine
Members in this way. I will take rhe matter up. I think
it ,is only on certain procedural issues that we can
require members to speak very specifically.
Mr J. M. Taylor. 
- 
I trust you will look at this
matter fairly closely, Mr President, and I hope you will
advise that our remarks are supposed to be germane to
the subject in hand. Otherwise many of us may be
tempted to exercise the same latitude and mlk about
exactly what we want.
Mr Poncelet. 
- 
I request leave to make a personal
statement.
President. 
- 
Mr Poncelet, I feel that you were no[
personally atmcked, even though what you said was
atracked. I think that is a, different matter. If it was a
personal attack I would also take exception.
I call Mr Cheysson.
Mr Cheysson, Member of the Commission. 
- 
(F) Mr
President, I am very happy that, as the various reports
on the discharge cover cenain aspects for which I am
the Commissioner principally responsible, I am able to
address Parliament during the debate this evening.
I am also very happy to.have this opponuniry when I
recall the time when I h'eld the very responsible post of
Commissioner for the budget, a rime when some
Members of Parliament had a long discussion on how
Parliament's powers to grant a discharge compared
with its overall political responsibiliry. Ar that time
many Members of this Parliament, including Mr
Poncelet, who was then on the government side,
stressed that, since Parliamenr had rhis power [o granr
a discharge, it should take rhe opponuniry ro review
all the Community's policies and ro express irs views
on them. After all, it is often said rhat the European
Parliament, having limircd powers, cannor make itself
heard, but where ir has power, ir has a rremendous
opponunity to criticize and ro assess the various poli-
cies in an effecdve manner. Thar is one reason why,
Mr President, I join with the Budger Commissioner in
congratulating Mr Bartersby and Mr Filippi on rhe
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reports they have presented and Mrs I;olker on the
report she has drlwn up on behalf of the Committee
on Development .rnd Cooperation, which deals more
specifically with rhe subjects for which I bear some
responsibility.
In his repon and in his statement Mr Irmer has placed
great emphasis or, the role of the Coun of Auditors.
'!?'e can but end,rrse his views. !7e have now had
several months [() assess the work of the Court of
Auditors in the fields which are my particular responsi-
bility, both in Europe and elsewhere. And here I
should like to quorc one of the members of the Coun
of Auditors, Mr lv1art. The qualiry, the criticism, the
expertise which s'e now have through the Coun of
Auditors is a very important element in the progress of
this Community.'Ihe atmosphere between the Coun
and the executive, which is what we are, is very satisfy-
ing, because not cnly are we not offended at being
subject to the control of the Coun of Audirors: we are
grarcful to it for this control. It gives us food for
thought, and this is very imponant. I shall not dwell 
-there is not time {or this 
- 
on subjects on which the
rapporteurs very largely agree with the Commission:
the development of our activities through the interven-
tion of non-governmental organizations, the need now
to include in the budget substantial appropriations to
cover rhe consequ(:nces of disasters: in the past we did
not want ro an[icipate disasters, preferring to request
ransfers of appropriations when they occurred. Like
the Assembly, we feel we should adopt a different
course, and you rvill note in next year's preliminary
draft budget that we have included a siz-eable appro-
priation. Nor will I dwell on rhe remarks that have
been made about our cooperation with the United
Nations, which covers 
- 
badly perhaps 
- 
the needs
of the Palestinian refugees. Ve should be cautious in
this. I shall refrain, Mr President, from discussing rhe
effect of the Stabe'x system under the Lom6 Conven-
tion until a future debate, which will have to be held
on the basis of a repon from the Coun of Auditors in
particular.
I should like to rr:fer briefly to the paragraph of the
resolution mbled t'y Mr Battersby and the Committee
on Budgets on the budgetization of the EDF. I would
poinr out that, e'ren before Parliamenr did so, the
Commission expressed the desire in 1973 that the EDF
should be covered by the budget and said how abnor-
mal it thought it vyas that this should not be the case.
Bur, to echo Mr Irmer, I would say that the budgetiza-
tion of the EDF has no connection with another
subjecr raised b1 several speakers, including Mr
Ponceler just nou,, and that is the control by this
Parliament, perhaps eventually by the Coun of Audi-
rors, of the activities of the European Investment
Bank. The Europern Investinent Bank is a very impor-
tant instrument for Europe, both internally and exter-
nally. And this inst.rument is not subject to any demo-
cratic control at all. This has nothing to do with
whether or not the EDF appropriations are included in
the budget. That is a separate matter.
I would refer, Mr President, to two subjects to which
the rapponeurs and committees have paid panicular
atrention: aid to the non-associated developing coun-
rries, a matrcr that has already been mentioned by my
colleague in his statement..'S7'e have said how much we
regret that the agreement with the Council; which is
needed if a satisfactory arrangement. is to be intro-
duced for the administrarion of this aid, has been
delayed so long. Mr Tugendhat also said that we are
rarher sorry that Parliament's inrcrest is episodic,
separated by long periods of less pronounced interest,
which gives our committees less chance of being heard.
In the circumstances, we are doing what we can. And
the implementing periods are not surprising when it is
remembered that we are dealing with appropriations
for projects and that these projects necessarily take a
long time to prepare. The same is true of the European
Development Fund projects, which cenain rapporteurs
regretted had been delayed so long.
In this context, I am happy to be able to rcll them that
on 3l March 1980 80 % of the EDF of the Lom6
Convention had been committed. The chief remarks,
Mr President, concerned food aid. Some of them were
very critical and this, I admit, was perfectly justified. It
is rrue that in the absence of a satisfactory arrante-
ment for the administration of food aid we have a
procedure which is incredibly cumbersome. And this is
panicularly shocking when food aid is needed
urgently. It is also true that these procedures were
established at a time when food aid was a friendly way
of getting rid of agricultural surpluses. And the
Commipsion completely endorses the conclusions
drawn by the rapponeur in the motfon for a resolution
thar 'as regards food aid,'priority should be given to
humanitarian and developmen! aspects', ro quote from
the resolution. This subject will be taken up again
during the debate on hunger in the world which
Parliament will be having in July. I will therefore
refrain from discussing it at length until that time.
The repon and the motion for a resolution also criti-
cize the inadequacy of controls in the area of food aid.
Fragmentary and deficient controls, according to Mr
Irmer. I can but acknowledge that this is true. But I do
have something to say, Mr President. Firstly, as Mr
Irmer's repon i6elf says, with the staff we have at
present there is no point" in my saying that these
controls will improve. It would not be true. You
cannot claim you are controlling the adminis[ration of
800 m EUA of food aid with seven or eight officials.
Ladies and gentlemen, if you want us to be able to
administer, give us the staff. I find that every time food
aid is discussed, you deplore the shonage of staff, but
every time it comes to working out what smff is
needed, the goodwill vanishes. 'We are not at present
in a position to control properly what we are doing on
the food aid side. The rapponeurs are right to
denounce this situation. They are right to denounce it
up to a point, because 
- 
and here I repeat what Mr
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- 
there are cases where we know
when we provide the food aid that there will be
wastage.
Mr Coppieters, we know very well thar some of whar
we send to Kampuchea cannor. be controlled. If you
are proposing that we should nor send any more, I
would ask you to do so. Ir is nor a position rhe
Commission shares. I have never concealed from rhis
Parliament that certain aspects of food aid, especially
to countries where rhe situation is panicularly
disturbed, cannot be subject ro rhorough conrrols even
if we had sufficient staff. Nevenheless, our controls
should be improved: the cridcisms expressed by rhe
rapponeurs and by the motion for a resolution are
completely justified.
Mr President, other remarks concerning food aid
referred ro lhe transparency of our administration, and
again I musr admit thar in the pasr we deserved this
criticism. Several rapporteurs ryere angry or surprised
at che disorganized movements of appropriations from
one year to the next. In fact, we s/ere very late in
carrying 
,out food aid operations entered in a given
budget. As these operations were carried out under
subsequent budgets, various ingenious, cunning move-
ments were resorted to despire the annual budgetary
rules.
It might have been better to use differentiated appro-
priations, but I do not think so. I believe that the besr
way is better administration, which c/e nou/ have, as
you will see, for example, from the 1981 preliminary
draft, in which rhere are few paymenm thar correspond
to the previous financial year. Ve are now' able ro
undenake all our food aid operarions in che budget-
ary year corresponding to the budget adopred by the
budgetary authority, which is satisfying, and we shall
no longer have any of the disorganized movemens of
appropriations we have righrly denounced. As regards
differentiated appropriations, Mr President, we look
forward to the day when the Council ar leas[ aurhor-
izes us to enter into multiannual food aid commit-
ments. As far as this year's commitments are
concerned, we do not find rhe differentiated appro-
priations useful. I believe, Mr Presiden[, rhar my
remarks have been precise and ro the point, and I
would place thcm in ttre contcxt of what I began by
saying, that is in the cont*t of thc opportuniry that this
Parliament has of expressing its opinion on our policies,
of which it is fully aware, just as it is aware of tle powcrs
it has when it comes to discuss the discharge.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Danken on a point of order.
Mr Dankert. 
- 
Mr President, I would like to ask
you whether Mr Gundelach will also speak larer in the
debate. I intended to address myself only to the Guar-
antee Section. lf he does not intend to speak there is
no poinr in my speaking in rhis debate.
President. 
- 
If Mr Notenboom agrees, I shall call
you first so that Mr Gundelach can answer your ques-
tlon, aiter whrch I shall call Mr Notenboom.
Mr Notenboom, 
- 
(NL) I agree despirc my state of
health, if I can do a colleague a favour by so agreeing
President. 
- 
I call Mr Danken.
Mr Dankert.- (NL) I am very grareful ro Mr
Notenboom. Now that you have so decided, I will
avail myself of this opponunity. I find rhis arrange-
ment far from optimal, but then the whole sysrem of
questions and answers in this Parliamenr does nor yer
work well, and I feel rhar we shall evenrually have to
find a berter way of going abour things.
I intend to concenrrare entirely on the Guarantee
Section of rhe EAGGF and ro rackle three problem
areas in this contexr which are described in a fairly
detailed manner in Mr Batrersby's repons. These are
problems with which Parliament is still sruggling
somewhar. The first concerns the almost constanr
underestimation of expenditure in the Guarantee
Secrion. Mr Presidenr, it has been like this for years. Ir
is almost automaric in some secrors, and I believe rhat
with the system of provisional rwelfth rhe Commission
is at the momenr in danger of being forced to pay the
price for this kind of underestimation. Again and again
the consequence is supplementary budgets, and that is
a very sad srare of affairs. I admit that it is extremely
difficult 
- 
and I have every sympathy in this respecr
- 
to make accurale estimates ar the moment when the
Commission has to put them down on paper. But what
is striking is that the estimates of expendirure in the
Guarantee Section are always roo low, and I rhink rhar
is a problem. The estimates for each poliry sector, each
chapter, each area of policy are very imponant,
because we as a Parliament are consrandy confronted
at the end of rhe financial year, wirhout being able to
exercise any influence, with very considerable transfers
within chapters and considerable transfers from one
chapier ro another. I admit rhar under the present
sysrem Parliamenr canno! bring greater influence to
bear, but I would urge rhe Commission to inform
Parliament during rhe financial year in detail on what
is happening as regards uansfers within chapters. Last
autumn we had some considerable trouble with the
third supplemenrary budget, which involved substan-
tial sums of money. I feel that a better exchange of
information between rhe Commission and Parliamenr
is needed if, .despite the unsarisfactory situation as
regards the Treaty, despite the unsatisfacrory situa-
tion as regards Parliamenr's budgetary powers, things
are to be done somewhar berrer and more satisfactorily
from the point of view of parliamentary control and
granting the discharge in the proper manner.
It is my opinion 
- 
and this is also to be found in the
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Battersby report in rather vaguer terms 
- 
that it
would be altogether easier if the financial year and the
agricultural year were the same. If the agricultural year
also ran from I January to I January, we might well
have a situation in which the minisrers could always fix
their prices by 1 April. That in itself would be a great
step forward in this Community, but I also feel that for
reasons of budgetary transparency and for Parlia-
ment's exercise of im budgetary powers it is exremely
imponant for this change to be made. I should also
like rc hear the Commissioner's views on this.
My second point 
- 
and in my opinion an imponant
one in view of the Community's financial problems 
-concerns levies and refunds. All the discussions in she
Committee on Budgetary Control with representatives
of the Commission 
- 
discussions which I found pani-
cularly useful and which were conducted in a frank
atmosphere, with a great deal of informadon being
exchanged 
- 
showed that there are in fact two serious
problems. The first is that small and medium-sized
undenakings are being increasingly excluded from the
impon-expon rade. The whole problem of levies and
refunds can be placed at the door of a number of often
multinational traders. I consider this an extremely
harmful development and all the more harmful
because, as the quarterly For a policy, a reasonably
authoritative American publication, recently stated, rhe
United Srares has a similar problem and there too there
is this shift to multinationals or a number of large
operators, the consequence being 
- 
and I feel this is
also true of Europe 
- 
that these large operators are
largely able rc determine world market prices and,
despite substantial losses now and then, when their
operations have been excessively speculative, they are
therefore able to emerge from the process with a
profit. In other words, the tax-payer in Europe pays
for the operations of these undenakings for their own
account. In view of the sirnilarity of the problems in
the United States and Europe I feel this is a matter for
serious, closer study. I would ask the Commission to
make a thorbugh examination of whether this system
can be changed and whether such change 
- 
and this is
the second point I wish to make 
- 
would not result in
some major economies. I think it is a pity that the
Coun of Auditors 
- 
although it may well do so in the
future 
- 
has not yet paid any attention to this aspect,
possibly because in my opinion the Coun of Auditors
has so far paid too little attention to the problems
connected with sound management, which cenainly
come within its terms of reference. I also hope that,
since the Coun of Auditors does not yet do so 
- 
and I
am sure that this will come, in view of its chairman's
tendency to seek out things of this kind 
- 
the
Committee on Budgetary Control will look rather
more closely at [hese problems, which are imponant
enough to warrant such attention.
To conclude, Mr President, I should like to make a
few comments on fraud. From the repon of the Court
of Audircrs on 1977 and 1978 ir appears rhat no cases
of fraud at all occur in some Member States, while
others are honest and repon any number of cases. This
produces an extremely unrealistic picture of the extent
of fraud in the Community.
I wonder if the Commissioner can envisage possibili-
ties of ensuring better control by means of better coor-
dination and better cooperation between European
and national authorities, I have the impression that the
fraud problem cannot be solved a[ the moment because
the Commission, in im well-meant effons to combat
fraud, depends too heavily on the willingness of
Member States to do something about it.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Gundelach.
Mr Gundelach, Vice-President of the Commission. 
-(DK) This debate on the discharge of the budget for
1978 and the Financial Repons on the EAGGF for
1977 and 1978 gives us an opporruniry to look once
again at the problems connected with the common
agricultural policy from an overall viewpoint. The
reports presented on behaH of the Committee on
Budgetary Control have necessarily been drawn up
from different angles, dcpending on their subject. It is
nevenheless appropriate rc deal with them jointly,
because several fundamental problems arise in both
reports or rhey supplement each other, as has been
pointed out.
I must first of all thank the honourable rapponeur, Mr
Battersby, for the very interesting and valuable work
which has made this important debate possible. I
should like rc emphasize that I regard the criticisms
that have been expressed as positive conributions to
our effons to administer the CAP in the best possible
way. Many imponant matters that need to be
discussed have been brought up. I shall deal with these
points, possibly at slightly greater length than I should,
but they are all fundamental and should be discussed.
Parliament must, of course, remember that it, too, hasjoint responsibility; for it not only has a supervisory
function, which is of vital imponance in producing a
sensible policy, but also panicipates in the poliry deci-
sion-making process. It gives advice, for example, on
the agricultural poliry that should be pursued. Parlia-
ment must consequently draw the ncecessary conclu-
sions from the advice it offers the Commission and
accept the budgeary consequences when the Commis-
sion implemenrs rhe policy which the great majority of
the Members recommend. I have not heard this fact
acknowledged in all the speeches I have heard this
evenrng.
On the subject of the EAGGF, Mr Battersby's report
draws attention to the serious problems of a general
nature which are still relevant today, even though they
occurred in 1977 and 1978. These concern the large
share of rhe Communiry budget that goes on agricul-
tural expenditure, the increase in that expenditure and
rhe need to limit it by making adjustments in cenain
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areas of the CAP, while continuing [o pursue a policy of
restraint on prices and intervention. Obviously, too, as
Parliament will know from the many speeches I have
made in this House, the Commission is aware of the
problems and has them consantly in mind when draw-
ing up the proposals which it has submiced to the
Council in recent years and for which it has fought
and is sdll fighting in the Council. Parliament is famil-
iar, roo, with the careful price policy being pursued by
the Commission. Funhermore, the Commission is
convinced that the measures which have been drawn
up or adopted will begin to produce the desired
resulm. I shall return to that in a moment. It should be
noted that the rate of increase in agricultural expendi-
ture which stood at 23 0/o per year between 1975 and
1979 will fall rc around 11 0/o in 1980 under the terms
of the compromise proposed in Luxembourg and can
be expected to remain abouc the same in 1981. In other
words, we are approaching the point where the rise in
agricultural expenditure will be rhe same, if not actu-
ally less 
- 
as is the case this year 
- 
than the increase
in own resources.
The principle of the producers' full financial
co-responsibility for disposing of surpluses has been
recognized in both the milk and the sugar sectors and
will be applied in stages; grear progress has already
been made this year. It will be possible to implement
changes in the intervention system, in the beef sector
as well, which Mr Bocklet y/as concerned about, with
the adoption of Community standards and, I hope,
with a suspension of intervenrion, at least during the
summer months. The dismantling of rhe compensarory
amounts has continued and there have, again, been
substantial savings in this regard. I agree wirh the
honourable Members who observed that the disap-
pearance of the compensatory amounrs will make ir
much easier to combat fraud, for it is here rhat most
infringements occur.
The other points can be dealt with under three heads
corresponding to the three stages in our work on the
budget: drawing up, implemenrarion and conrrol.
The chief criticism with regard to the drawing-up of
the budget concerns rhe inaccuracy of our esrimares, a
matter raised by several speakers this evening, includ-
ing Mr Danken a few minutes ago. I have on previous
occasions spoken of the facrors which account for
mistakes in the esrimates. I am thinking of the facr thac
the estimates have to be adopted before we know how
big the harvesr for cenain products will be or what
abnormal or unpredictable rends may develop on the
world markets. Fufthermore, there .is a time-lag
between the adoption of the estimates and decisions,
on the one hand, and the implementarion of rhe deci-
sions and their economic impact, on the orher.
Ir has been poinrcd our rhar there is a tendency in rhe
Commission to aim too low. Yes, thar has been the
case in the last [hree years, because rhey have been
years of record harvesm. The previous three years
there was a tendency to aim too high. These were the
years when there was widespread drought. There is no
in-built tendency to aim too high or too low, but an
in-built inability to predict fluctuations in rhe weather,
which I retret, and I do not think this Parliament, with
the best will in the world, would be able rc do
anything about this. I am more drawn to Mr Danken's
idea that we should constanrly adjust the estimates to
the size of the harvest and world price trends during
the year.
Several points have been raised about the implementa-
don of the budget which I should like to commenr on.
Firstly, with reference to the Financial Repons for
1977-1978, there is the complaint about large appro-
priations in the EAGGF, Guarantee Section, being
carried over. The Commission is aware that these
carry-overs, panicularly earlier on, have to some
extent affected budgemry transparency. Here again,
the Commission believes that an improvement in the
method of drawing up the estimates can reduce the
number of carry-overs. I have already gone into some
aspects of the problem. The Commission would point
out thar the amounts carried over made up 14 0/o at
most of all the appropriations and that the nature of
the production involved makes ir impossible to avoid
this practice altogether 
- 
s4[6, for instance, wine or
processed fruit and vegetables. In the same repoft the
Commission is criticized for the substantial carry-overs
in 1977. I can assure the House rhat since then this
form of operation has been much reduced.
Both repons refer to various aspects of the problems
connected wirh expenditure on the large srocks held in
storage and the policy regarding refunds and other
measures for this storate, a subjecr referred rc by Mr
Aigner, Mr Bocklet and Mr Danken, and which I
should like rc comment on now, because I cannot
accept most of the criticisms made.
In the milk sector especially it is a fact rhar abour three
years ago the Communiry had produced very large
excess stocks of dairy produce with rhe policy it had
been pursuing up to then: more rhan one million
tonnes of milk powder and getting on for half a
million tonnes of burrer, and, in addition, substantial
quantities of pear in inrervention. The result is rhat
there are these large stocks in the Community which,
together wirh New Zealand,, determines prices on the
world market. Mr Danken, ir is not rhe Unired States
if we are talking about the milk secror. The USA has
no influence on prices in internarional trade. It is rhe
Community and New Zealand, in that order. The
existence of these colossal stocks in the Community
has meant that the world marker price level was lower
than it would otherwise have been. The disposal on
external markers, which conrinued co be the cheapesr
solution, was quite a lor dearer rhan ir would other-
wise have been. In regard to both the internal and the
external market, our policy in the last three years has
been to ger rid of these exceprionally large surplus
stocks. I consider ir a vindicarion of rhe Commission's
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policy that we have succeeded in bringing both the
butter and the milk powder stocks down to a normal
level, no higher than the level needed to guarantee our
own supplies and normal transactions. The effect of
the disappearance of these stocks has been felt very
soon. Combined with international infladon, it has
made it possible for che Commission to decrease the
export refunds no less than eight times since the
aurumn of tglg.ln orher words, ir has been possible to
save very substantial sums by exponing butter at more
, 
normal levels.
'!7e must now endeavour to ensure that these storage
depots are not filled up again with continued over-
production of these producr. There is no risk of this
at present in the sugar sector, where we are selling
sugar without subsidies, but with a lery which goes
inro the Community's funds. The application of a
co-responsibiliry lery of meaningful proponions and
the Council's decision in principle that new expendi-
rure in the milk sector should not fall on rhe budget,
but on the producers in the form of the super-leuy 
-
which was proposed by the Commission some months
ago and which we intend to stick to 
- 
mean a consi-
derable improvement, not only in the sense that the
budget is protected against demands from the milk
sector, but also becuase there will be a funher brake
on production.
Mr Aigner said that all this had come too late. That is
not true, because we began rc apply the brakes in the
milk policy in 1977. \7e suffered a set-back because of
the massive production in 1978 due to natural climatic
reasons, but we nonetheless can now see the effects of
the policy we have been pursuing for three years: in
imponant milk-producing areas in the Community,
particularly in Northern Europe, butter production is
declining and there is marked stagnation in milk pro-
duction. !fl'e must maintain this trend. The areas where
production continues to rise are Southern Germany,
especially Bavaria, and Vestern France, where you
have the small family farms which, thanks to other
employment, are still able to invest in a few cows. This
is a problem, Mr Aigner, which I, like you, regard as
politically imponant, but here we 
. 
must draw the
consequences of the political need to protect these
farms. Either we safeguard their existence by forcing
them to change over to other forms of agricultural
production, or we accept [he consequences of their
production and dispose of their surpluses on world
markets where there are outlets for them.
Mr Aigner, I must tell you that you are wrong in
saying that the Commission has sold butter to the
Soviet Union on particularly favourable terms. That
happened under an earlier Commission, as you
recalled, but it has not happened once under the
present Commission. The refunds in 1977 were not
fixed with an eye to safeguarding sales to the Soviet
Union, but with reference to conditions on the world
market as a whole. Fresh butter was sold in 1978, but
also in 1977. Fresh butter is butter that is 3-4 months
old, because it is intervention butter. The only new
thing, Mr Aigner, is that we recently disposed of
20 000 tonnes of butter dating from 1978 and the
beginning of tglg from German surplus stocks. And
we were very,lucky to get rid of such old butter 
-which we in Europe can only use for indusrial
purposes 
- 
at a price above the price we tet when we
sell it for industrial use here and a price very close to
whar we get for so-called fresh butter.
The criticism that is made again and again in this
House about these transactions in respect of a cenain
market 
- 
although they are separate from the rest of
the refund policy and subjecr, as you know very well,
to a number of very stringent control measures 
- 
is
not made more valid for being repeated over and over
again. I think it would improve the level of debate if
we could put that kind of argument aside.
As regards the refund policy: if you take the sharply
fluctuating conditions on the world market into
account, I venture to suggest that the policy that the
Commission has been pursuing, given the level of
production we have had, has actually benefircd the
European taxpayers. Ve have used the state of the
market and sold when market prices were high, and
held back when they were low. And, Mr Aigner, I view
with perfect equanimity the prospect of any investiga-
tion into the policy we have been pursuing in this
sector. For I must honestly admit that I feel that, here
again, we have done things not only well, but
extremely well.
I understand the point raised by Mr Danken. Vho is it
who does the selling? Let me rephrase the question a
little and say'. 
^re 
we sure there is sufficient competi-
tion among those doing the selling? For if there is not,
there is naturally a serious risk that refunds can be
forced up to an anificially high level; equally, if there
is a monopoly siruation. \7e must recognize, Mr
Danken, that small and medium-sized undenakings
themselves canno! easily carry out export transactions
to areas such as the Middle East, Africa and South
America. It is difficult and involves an element of risk
and I doubt whether they can do it on their own. But
they can combine, as they are doing, into cooperatives.
Thus, at the moment we have a substantial degree of
competition among exponers of dairy and other agri-
cultural products and therefore we do not in actual
fact have a monopoly situation. This for me is the
essential consideration and we must make sure tha[
such a situation never arises. For in that case there
would be a serious risk of the taxpayer's money being
misused.
In this connection I also wish to say that we must
naturally seek advice from the management commit-
tees as to the export policy we should adopt, but the
policy we pursue is not imposed on us by the Council
or by individual members of the Council. The Council
is generally speaking nor competent in these fields. It is
the Commission's policy. The Commission accepts full
responsibility for it and does not intend to let this
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responsibiliry slip into rhe hands of the Council or any
individual members of the Council.
I am sorry if I have raken up too much rime on rhese
issues, but they are of vinl importance, for the sums in
ques[ion are very large. They ere very large, but rhey
are not being used for cosmeric purposes. They are
being used ro mainrain agriculrural exporrs which earn
the Community 13 000 
-m EUA e year and that isincreasing, an amounr of considerable imponance for
Europe's balance of payments, nor least in the presenr
energ'y situation.
Various questions have been raised in the repon
concerning right of ownership in respect of these
intervention stocks. I do not inrend to embark on a
legal discussion. Invesrigations into the use made of
these stocks are carried out in accordance with
Community rules, which the Commission is called on
to administer under the supervision of this Parliament
and its various committees. I uwerly agree with what
has been said regarding rhe need to persisr in our
effons to control and combar all kinds of fraud involv-
ing public funds and I should like to draw artention ro
the excellent results achieved from the spebial on-rhe-
spot investigations and also, of course, from the work
of the Special Committee of Inquiry.
I also think it necessary ro establish coordination with
the national aurhoriries so rhar a grearer share of rhe
responsibility for the way in which the funds are used
devolves on rhem. They must publicise more informa-
tion through the Commission, for the Parliament too.
The national governmenr are responsible, after all, for
supervision and for the actual paying out of the
money, and it is very imponant to coordinare rhese
operations with the other Communiry institutions. In
this field, roo, rhe Commission will do its best ro
achieve berter results than have been possible up ro
noY/.
IN THE CHAIR: MRS DE MARCH
Wce-President
President. 
- 
I call Mr Norenboom.
Mr Notenboom. 
- 
(NL) Madam President, I have
only five minutes, which will enable me to make no
more rhan a few commen6. Mr Coppieters, who has
now left the Chamber, made it sound as if we did nor
discover certain rhings until rwo years later 
- 
perhaps
because we pur our conrol acriviries on public show
only once a year, in connecdon with the repon of the
Court of Auditors. But this is a serious misunderstand-
ing. Every quarrer the Commission produces a review
of the year's financial policy, that is of money spen[ [o
date, and if in the meanrime we wanr funher informa-
tion, we ge[ thar roo. Ir is a serious misunderstanding
to say tha[ only once a year is there a public debare for
us ro show the world whar we are doing. Throughour
the year there are very frequen[ meerints, always
attended by a member of rhe Court of Audircrs. I do
not know whar country offers a conrrol committee of
this kind as many opponuniries for performing its
control function or where the execurive is as coopera-
tive as the Commission is with rhe European Parlia-
ment's Commirree on Budgeary Control.
This is nor ro say that everything is sarisfacrory. There
are enough criticisms. Buc the Commission, which
used to be very bureaucratic in its work, usually to suit
the national officials of the Council, is now in the
process of assuming a position where its responsibility
is more political. Thar musr also be evident from its
proposals. \7e do not always find it so easy, Mr
Commissioner, ro read the proposals you draw up for
the Council officials. You are dealing wirh parliamen-
tarians. Bur we realize that rhis process of change is
nking place. This will rake some years, bur there has
been some visible progress.
I should like ro say once again thar rhe existence of the
Courr of Auditors is largely due to the work of this
Parliament. The Coun of Audirors cooperares very
closely wirh our Commirtee on Budgerary Conrol.
But I hope that rhis body will grow into an indepen-
dent institution. The close cooperation with Parlia-
ment or, ro be precise, the Committee on Budgetary
Conrrol musr nor. preven[ the Coun of Auditors from
becoming an independent instirurion, as is already rhe
case in the Member States.
I cannot resisr the remprar.ion of saying a few words on
something about which a grea[ deal has been said
today, the familiar criticism that the Commission
spends nothing like rhe amounrs rhar have been
entered in the budge[ as a resulr of Parliamenr's
amendmenm. I am grateful [o the rapponeur for many
things, but above all for the facr that he has again
raised the quesrion of the 'magic fourmula'. He is
doing whar was being done a few years ago. And now
Commissioner Tugendhat says, yes, even if we have a
'magic formula', it does no[ mean the money can auto-
matically be spent. \7e have [o have a regulation on
the subjecr. But rhar is, of course, rhe very idea.
I complercly agree with Commissioner Tugendhat,
and I have already told him on more than one occa-
sion that there are items in rhe budget where rhe
remarks do not provide sufficienr grounds for the
money ro be spent. Then a regulation is needed. But
unlike the Commissioner, I do not believe rhat a
regulation is needed for mosr of rhem. Ve have nor
usua,lly taken the time in rhe Committee on Budgers to
go through rhe budget item by irem to see wheie rhe
remarks do and where rhey do not provide an
adequate legal basis. Under rhe strict r6gime of chair-
man Lange 
- 
and he has to be strict 
- 
we have only
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one minute for each item. And rhar is why I endorse
what Mr Aigner, chairman of the Committee on Budg-
etary Control said: we mus[ cooperare wirh the
committees responsible for specific areas. They must
decide whether items are wonh the 'magic formula',
and if they say so, it must be possible for the amounrs
entered under that item to be spent during the year
without any funher decision being taken by rhe Coun-
cil. \fle must agree on this procedure. And if the
Commission does not abide by this, it will, of course,
have a great deal of trouble with Parliament.
The last point I should like ro say something about,
Mr President, is resources. I have the feeling that a lot
can still be done in this field. Mr Gundelach has just
talked about coopera[ion with the national authorities,
but legislation is not yet coordinated. Customs legisla-
tion in the Member States is not yet identical. Vhat
happens, for example, when a Member Srate abolishes
cernin import duties? It may have a reason for doing
so. Does that Member State then pay the Community
money it has received from all irc tax-payers, or does
the Community have to do without? All these things,
which I know from work at national level, have yet to
be harmonized. And the same is true of the fight
against fraud.
Vhen we of the Committee on Budgetary Control
were trying to discover where money had not been
spent, we chanced upon a course for tax and agricul-
tural officials from different countries, the aim of
which was to allow them to Bet to know each other's
work better and so improve controls. This course was
not held, and that is a great pity. Perhaps it has been
held in the meantime, but it does represent an impor-
tant means of combating fraud. The customs officials
and rhe agricultural officials get to know each other's
methods and the officials of both authoriries from the
various Member States get to know each other's meth-
ods. This is still not always and not everywhere the
case, as I know from personal experience. And
although work is being done on rhis, I would ask the
Commission to make a particular effort in this respect.
Only this evening we were talking about rhe toleration
of fraud 
- 
I am referring to Mr Danken. In some
countries there is no fraud, in others there is, but that
is fraud that is detected.
But that is not the whole story. That is only the fraud
that is detected. If we could detect the rest of it, we
could manage on our own resources for a year or two
or even longer. \fle should rherefore bear in mind that
there are many ways of slipping through the net, and
that is why we must exercise these controls.
To conclude, I should like to say rhar I do nor atree
with the solution suggesred in paragraph 51, and I
would ask the rapporteur to reconsider rhe wording.
Paragraph 5l calls on the Commirtee on Budgeary
Control to organize a meeting of represenrarives of rhe
national audit bodies, national administrations and the
Coun of Audircrs to study the difficuldes as regards
fraud and to suggest remedies. Mr Pattersorr referred
to a handbook, which I have also read. It is a book
about how to combat fraud, but it also advenises ways
of committing fraud if it gets into the wrong hands. I
have asked questions about this, but the answers I
received were not satisfactory. But a public meeting
like that suggesrcd would have the same effect as that
handbook has had. I feel that the Committee on Budg-
etary Control should be able to come up with some-
thing, and if that is what the rapporteur means, I will
agree to that. This should also entail those courses
being staned again, but that is something for the
Commission to decide. It is not Parliament's job to
instruct its officials and to compare and improve meth-
ods of combating fraud. Thar is something for the
Commission and the Member States to do. If the
machinery comes to a halt, we can start it up again, but
no more than that. I thank the rapponeur for his
repon and I shall, of course, be vodng for ir.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Frtih.
Mr Fnih. 
- 
(D) Maddm Presidenr, ladies and
gentlemen, it is, of course, [empting to talk about what
Mr Gundelach had to say, but at this late hour you will
no doubt quite understand if I refrain from doing so
and concentrate, now that Mr Aigner and Mr Noten-
boom have dealt with the fundamentals, on one Pani-
cular aspect, this being the ask of moving the amend-
ments that have been tabled by my trouP to Mr
Battersby's repon on the Seventh and Eighth Financial
Reports on the European Agricultural Guidance and
Guarantee Fund, Guarantee Section. I am pleased to
see that our suggestions have the support of the Liberal
and Democratic Group and the Group of European
Progressive Democrats. I will keep it brief because 
- 
I
hope 
- 
our amendments are self-explanatory. Talks
with the rapporteur have already revealed that he
acceprs some of them. And Mr Battersby understands
very well that we are not criticizing his work, but that
we are very concerned about this common policy,
which 
- 
as they say 
- 
is costing us so much money.
The least we are trying ro do is to place this policy in a
general context, so that it does not go on getting the
beating that it does not really deserve. That is why we
have nbled an amendment seeking to delerc the
second indent. There is every justification for this,
because we want to explain the third indent with our
third amendment. I feel that if we look at things quite
objectively and intend to arrive at a proper assessment
of the agricultural policy at long last, it should be
possible for us to Be[ away from that overall judge-
ment according to which the agricultural policy eam up
70 o/o of all expenditure and so prevents the develop-
ment of other policies. Then it would be possible to
srate very clearly what expenditure is charged to [hat
agricultural policy and to explain that it also brings in
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revenue. \7hen it is all counrcd up very carefully, it
comes [o 40 0/o of. the costs, and it would be much
fairer and clearer [o use [his figure in the argument.
Of course, we are concerned about the cosm which rhe
[ax-payers in the Community have [o bear, bur I know
of no policy at eirher European or national level that is
effective and cosrs nothing, a policy that is a gift to rhe
tax-payer. That is why we wanted ro see rhe reference
to rhis removed from the sevenrh indent, while of
course, agreeing that fraud is harmful to the agricul-
tural policy. So much has already been said this
evening about fraud, and I would have liked to hear
some of the speakers say what these cases of fraud
amount to in terms of total expenditure, so that things
are not always blown up out of all proponion. I realize
that this is the kind of thing the press in some Member
States welcome. I remember what the former Commis-
sioner responsible for agriculture, Mr Lardinois, once
said. He had been the chair4an or the head of an
agency in a very well-organized country and he knew
full well that more cases of rax evasion were being
examined in that counrry than in so huge an area as
the European Communiry, which has so few staff to
rake up cases of fraud. Ve should see rhings a little
more in perspective, then rhey would nor look so bad.
That is why I think our amendmenr serves a useful
purpose, and I would welcome it if the House adopred
it.
As regards paragraph 6, all I need say is that the addi-
tion we propose is in fact completely in line with rhe
agricultural policy that we all suppon. Vhat is impor-
tant is not only, as paragraph 5 puts it, a cautious price
and intervention policy, but that this policy should also
- 
as it says in the amendment 
- 
safeguard farmers'
lncomes to some extenr and that 
- 
and this is rhe crux
of the matter 
- 
the aim should be rc strike a balanc..
in the agricultural markets. That is why I feel thrs
amendmenr should also be adopted.
Those are the mosr imponant amendments we have
tabled. Mr Battersby, the rapponeur, whom I thank
for his excellent work, will undoubrcdly nor consider
this criticism unjusrified. I have already discussed these
matters with him. I hope that with the suppon of rhe
other two groups our amendments will be adopred
tomorrow.
Thank you for your parience at this late hour.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Kellert-Bowman.
Mr Kellett-Bowman. 
- 
Madam President, Parlia-
ment's right ro granr discharge is within rhe Treaty,
but this right is only useful to Parliament if we operateit efficiently and exercise ir diligently. This 1928
discharge is being steered through by Mr Battersby 
-he has been efficienry and diligence personified. In his
speech he thanked everybody for the help they have
given him in his task. But I would like rc say that
Parliament, and indeed the Community, owe him a
large vote of thanks.
(Applause)
Now I welcome the dialogue with the Com-
mission. At times this evening the dialogue has
almost gone back to irs original meaning of just rwo
people talking to each other. I hope thar rhe Commis-
sioners will not think there is any disrespect in rhe
small attendance. Mr Tugendhat has given a vigorous
defence of his position and Mr Cheysson has spoken
well in supporr, of Mr Tugendhat. I am nor roo sure
about Mr Gundelach. I think he confused me wirh
facts. But I welcome Mr Tugendhat's remarks about
the Joint Research Centre and we shall look forward
to having funher information from him.
Meanwhile the Committee on Budgerary Control will,
I hope, be paying a visit to Ispra in the very near
future.
Now discharge is being granted, but the draft motion
for a resolution carries many qualifications. Bur, Mr
President, all these are backed up by the repon of the
Court of Auditors, to whom we owe more thanks. \fle
maintain that the discharge procedure is complemen.
tary to that of setting the budget. And our posirion asjoint authority on the budget, if Parliament's wishes
are not carried out, is of very, very little value.
This repon is mainly about the distortion of Parlia-
menr's will. If we look at paragraph 18 of Mr
Battersby's reporr, we find that 31 0/o of the expendi-
ture in,1978 was subject to transfer. The uend of
movements of cash covered by rhese transfers is
one-way. One way, Mr President, one way towards
paying for the open-ended agriculrural policies imposed
on the Community by the go-it-alone Council of
Ministers.
The mirror image of this position can be found in
paragraph l0 of Mr Barrersby's reporr, where we see
that 81 0/o of the appropriarions covered by Parlia-
ment's amendments were not spent. The Commis-
sioner's remarks about underspending on Parliament's
amendments frankly were merely semanric. He said
that authority to spend is not an obligation to spend.
Of course, Mr Presidenr, we are delighred if he saves
on the housekeeping, but if Parliamenr's spending
policies are nor carried through, then we are nol
delighted.
He said also that the budget was more an expression of
policy than an order to spend. It is not that ar all. Ir is
an expression of Parliament's political will. And as for
his, analogy.about skimming the cream, we have [o
remind him that the draft budget comes ro us, and if
we are worried about a volume of expenditure, 'we
apply amendments. Those amendmenr are to increase
the volume and increase the spending. Ve expect those
funds to be spenr.
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Ve have, Mr President, a rather absurd situation if we
look at it closely. Look at the trends. Parliament's wish
to contain that cuckoo in the nest which is agricultural
spending appears rc be ignored. Parliament's wishes to
sp.nd rnoniy on highly desirable activities for the
Community'i development are also ignored. On the
face of it, the Commission could be said to be usurping
Parliament's budgetary powers. In fact one cynic has
said'give us the money and we will do as we please'.
The Commissioners responsible for this serious posi-
tion often blame rhe Council of Ministers. Ve, as a
Parliament, must maintain the wording and the spirit
of Article 205. Because we must remember that the
budget is approved by the Council as well as by
ourselves. Therefore it cannot always be argued that it
is necessary to go back on budgetary expenditure to
the Council for funher permission.
The further distortion 
- 
I stressed that this repon is
about distortion 
- 
is here: Mr Colla reminded us that
two thousand million units of accoun! have been
involved in the carryover position. Now my pan in this
discharge, working under Mr Battersby, has been to
inquire into the Community's satellites and decentral-
ized bodies. These are lisred under Chapter l2 of the
appropriate annex. But I lhink I should tell the House
rhi spirit in which we look into the activities of satel-
lites, of decentralized bodies, the spirit in which we
Iook at all the expenditure of the Commission.
'\7e ask ourselves whether expenditures has been
incurred as intended by the Budgetary Authority,
whether there have been irregular procedures and in-
fringements of proper accounting methods, and if so,
how they can be set right. Ve also ask if there is evid-
ence of inefficiency, extravagance of waste in the use
of Community funds and, after that, whether manage-
ment standards and results are satisfactory, whether
cost-effectiveness or similar techniques have been
applied, and with what results. Have zero-based budg-
eting techniques been applied?
In all this work, as I have said, we are helped by the
Coun of Auditors, because u'e believe, Mr President,
that this is the way to control the Community's expen-
ses. And by exercising our right in the discharge, we
reinforce our budgetary authority.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Tugendhat.
Mr Tugendhat, Member of the Commission.
Madam President, I understand that Mr Battersby has
waived his right to reply, and therefore it would be
inappropriate for me to give a long answer at this
stage, quite apart from the fact rhat it would hold up
other business in the House. I would just like to say
three things: first of all I hold very strongly to the
posidons which I took in my opening speech, and
which have since come under a certain amount of criti-
cism, most recently from Mr Kellet-Bowman. I would
ask Parliament not to undersell itself. I think it is in
danger of underselling itself in two resPects. First of
all, by not paying attention to commitmenm and
concentraling only on Payments, although Payments
are of course derived from commitments and cannot
take place without them. I think that if one looks at
commitments, which are [he central feature of the
budget, one can see the very substantial extent of
which money has been committed.
Secondly, I think Parliament is in danger of undersell-
ing itself by presenting an arBument which seems to
suggest that it is only responsible for the additional
1O o/o or 20 o/0, or whatever it may be, of an appropria-
tion. There may come a time when Parliament actually
cuts appropriations put in by the Council. There may
come a time when we put forward a proposal, the
Council amends it and Parliament cuts it. On the thesis
which we have just heard explained in this debate, a
cut in the draft budget proposal would suggest thar
Parliament was not responsible for anything at all, and
rhat would really be a quite absurd situation. Vhen a
appropriation is entered in the budget, it is the joint
responsibility of the two arms of the budgeury author-
ity, and I really think that Parliament must think of
imelf as 50 % of the budgetary authority, and not less
than 50 % of the budgetary authority.
Mr Coppieters, who is not here at the moment, made a
poinr about what he regarded as the scandalous fact
that Parliament was only able to look at a budget some
years after it was spent. I would have felt obliged to
answer him in some detail, but Mr Notenboom
answered him most effecdvely for me. The fact is that
the Commission publishes a three-monthly report on
the implementation of the budget of the current year,
and has always provided the Control Sub-Committee
in the past, and the Control Committee now, with all
the information it requests on matters of a current
nature.
Finally, I would say to Mr Aigner that my recollection of
the energy points to which he referred with some force
in his speeih is different from his. I do not accePt the
version he put forward. Rather than meet him point by
point now, in which case he would either feel obliged
to ,rs*., me or would feel that I have done hirg an
injusdce by making my points when he could not
ansv/er me, I think the best thing would be for me to
write to him, taking up the Points made in his speech. I
hope we will be able to resolve the matter that way.
Finally, Madam President,'may I repeat what I said at
the beginning, that we congratulate all those Members
who have had a part in this exercise, though we dis-
agree with some aspects of it. Although I have spoken
forcefully on those matters with which we disagree,
this is an important and useful exercise. I feel that both
of us, Parlidment and the Commission, are engaged in
an attempt to improve the budgetary procedures' Ve
have listened to the advice as well as the criticism, and
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I hope thar even when we disagree we will be ablejointly to improve on the sysrem for the good of the
Community as a whole.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Aigner.
Mr Aigner. 
- 
(D) Madam Presidenr, to wind up the
debate, I would simply like ro pur one requesr ro rhe
Commission. Ve are recommending to Parliament
that it tranr rhe discharge romorrow, and we have
tabled a morion for a resolution containing a total of
69 paragraphs. The controls are, of course, wonhwhile
only if we check in rhe autumn whether these instruc-
tions have been obeyed. !7e shall therefore be drawing
up our own reporr in the aurumn. lrhat I should like
to ask the Commissioner responsible for financial
matters to do is ro tell us at [he nexr or next bur one
meeting of rhe Committee on Budgemry Control
which of rhe items thar have been mentioned here can
be mckled straightaway and which musr be discussed
in the medium or the longer term, so rhar we can
include these irems in the discussion on the discharge
next year. To exclude grounds for conflicr, the
Commission should tell us in good time where it rhinks
it will have ro overcome the more obsrinare difficulties
first.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Tugendhat.
Mr Tugendhat, Member of the Commission. 
- 
|
simply wish ro say, Madam President, that I cerrainly
wish to respond positively to Mr Aigner's requesr. I am
advised rhar the time he suggesred would really cause
us grear difficulry. May I suggest rhar, having accepred
the principle, he and I could ralk about the rime that it
would actually take to meet rhose requirements in view
of the facr thar our staff is, as he realizes, rarher fully
occupied with the unique siruation of rhe provisional
twelfths.
President. 
- 
The joint debate is closed.
The morion for resolutions will be pur ro the vore a[
the next voting rime.
17. Membership of Committees
President. 
- 
I have received from rhe Group of the
European People's Pany (Christian-Democraric
Group) a,reques[ for the appointment of Mr d,Ormes-
son as member of rhe Commirtee <ln Budgetary
Control, ro replace Mr Pflimlin.
Are there any objections?
This appointment is ratified.
18. Urgentprocedure
President. 
- 
I have received the following wo
mo[ions for resolurions, with requesr for urgent debate
pursuanr to Rule l4 of the Rules of Procedure:
- 
by Mr Ceravolo and others, on a Communiry agency
to monitor a labour markct (Doc. l-203170)
- 
by Mr Bonaccini and others, on the initiatives to
overcomc the serious situation which has arisen in the
Po Basin and on the action to protect the hydrogra-
ph1c, riyq and lakc basins of the Communiiy @oc.
t-2041E0),
The reasons suppofting these requesr for urgenr
debate are conained in the documenrc lhemselves.
Parliamenr will be consulred on rhese requesm ar rhe
beginning of romorrow's sitring.
19. Eighthfinancial report on tbe EAGGF
(Guidance Section)
President. 
- 
The nexr irem is the repon drawn up by
Mr Filippi, on behalf of the Committee on Budgetary
Control on rhe Eighth Financial Repon on rhe Euro-
pean Agriculrural Guidance and Guarantee Fund 
-1978 
- 
Guidance Section (Doc. l-137l80).
Mr Filippi, rdpporteilr. 
- 
(I) Madam Vice-President,
honourable Members, this year, for rhe first time, the
Commitree on Budgetary Control asked for aurhoriza-
tion to draw up its own repon on the Eighrh financial
repon on the EAGGF 
- 
Guidance Section for the
1980 financial year.
The reason for this requesr was rhe desire to give
specific Eearmen[ ro an aspecr of Community policies
closely connected wirh restoring the socio-economic
and regional balance which is one of rhe Commission's
tasks within the Community.
To my great surprise, I read in the Imlian press rhar
according ro an eminent Member of this Assembly,
our Parliament would only deal with matters of secon-
dary importance, such as fish or sheep, and would
eventually lose im way in a deluge of paperwork. Leav-
ing aside the political role which rhis Assembly can and
does assume in Europe and the world, the moiion for a
resolurion which I have the honour of speaking rc
wishes also ro give tangible proof of how, through- rhe
work of the European Members of Parliament and the
parliamentary commirtees, our insritution intends to
panicipate in and encourage rhe work of all rhe organs
of the European Comrtruniries and the narional
authoriries, in order [o ensure that the measures
undenaken are brought to a successful conclusion.
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Ve must, unfortunately, recognize, Madam Vice-
President, that 
- 
at least in 1978 
- 
this result was not
obtained in respect of agricultural structures, where
only 52 0/o of the available commitment appropriations
were used, and it was only possible rc distribute 25 0/o
of the budget payment appropriations to recipients.
This means, in others words, that of the approximarcly
I 250 OOO 000 units of account available, in 1978 the
Commission only succeeded in spending 324 000 000
u.a. which moreover were badly disributed between
the Member Sates. Almost 40 0/o of the Payments
made were to Germany, whose develoPment is second
to none in the Community, while Italy and Ireland, to
give two examples which seem significant to me,
received respectively 9'6 and 5'10/o. No one can
doubt the expectation and need for a fresh impulse,
reorganization and modernization, including in agri-
cultrire, in these two countries which conuin some of
the poorest regions in our Community. The failure to
make use of all the finance available is a problem
common to the three funds set up rc deal with the
specific problems of underdevelopment and the resto-
rition of the regional balance, which have a panicular
importance and significance for agriculture especially
beiause a varied and more efficient use of farms will
make it possible to contain the expenditure which has
arisen up to now from suppon for farm prices. This
will be possible if only because if farms are made more
efficient this Parliament will be able to propose, and
the Ministers of Agriculture will be able to decide on,
price increases for agricultural products which no
ionger have to take account of the need to ensure the
survival of uncompetitive farms which at present exist
with difficulty on the periphery of the system. In this
lighr, the figures previously cired should be considered
not only unsatisfactory as such but politically incom-
patible with the very aims of the EAGGF 
- 
Guidance
Section. It should be deduced from this that the
Committee on Budgetary Control did not have suffi-
cient reasons to be able to give a positive opinion on
the use of the Fund. However, in spite of this very
serious shoncoming which shows that the Commission
must strive harder to correct a situation which the
Parliament will not be able to tolerate in the long term,
our Commitree, even though with many reservations,
considered that it should proPose that this Assembly
should grant a discharge for this Fund for 1978.
There are three reasons for this proposal. First of all,
we must realize that a heavy responsibility falls on rhe
Member States who do not make applications for aid
or who make applications late, and it is a matter of
urgency to encourate the various governments to
behave'more incisively and effectively on this matter.
Secondly, the Commission, from the first half of this
year, hai made provision for a series of programmes in
iiff...n, sectors which will guarantee that aid from the
Fund is granted on the basis of genuine economic
criteria. Ii is to be hoped that, at the same time, this
will enable a solution to be found which will allow
pro.iects to be chosen which can be implemented
i.pidly, and this will help to remedy the lack of
payments already indicated. Thirdly, it is perhaps
appropriate to wait for the financial repon for 1979 in
order to assess the impact of provisions intended to
rationalize and harmonize applications for funds. That
will be the moment to assess the improvements made,
among other things, in respect rrf Plr mcnts in advance
after approval of the relevant Programmes by the
Commission.
Unfortunately, the serious problem of controls still
remains, and this is serious because we are dealing
with a sector which by nature offers many opportuni-
ties for fraud. This evening, during this debate, we
have been given what we might call a kind of anthol-
ogy, a range of titles of what might be all the possible
and imaginable kinds of fraud. Our colleagues Mr
Patterson, Mr Notenboom and Mr Frilh have all
spoken about them. Vhile recognizing that the most
important monitoring of the projects implemented
should be carried out by the national authorities, it is
necessary to say, however retretfully, that not only the
Commission but also the Court of Auditors have
shown themselves deficien[ in ways which must be
corrected as quickly as possible. I am aware, Madam
Vice-President and honourable Members, that what I
am saying this evening strikes perhaps a discordant
note among the praises and complimenm which many
have heaped on [he Court of Audircrs.
My observation is confirmed by the fact that, if the
Commission has carried out only eleven on-the-spot
controls of individual projects, special measures andjoint measures 
- 
which is very little indeed if we
consider that the Commission depanments received
I 559 claims for payment just for individual projects
in 1978 and considered I 338 of them during the
financial year 
- 
the Coun of Auditors, which is the
highest authority for ourcide control, did not carry out
any on-the-spot controls.
It is obviously not my intention to question the capa-
bilities of the officials of the Coun of Auditors. I am
saying this because the institution of the Coun of
Auditors has shown that it has not lived uP to the
expectations of Parliament in this sector. The Court of
Auditors has confined itself to considering files and
documents obtained from the Commission on Paper,
and therefore its contribution has been very small
indeed and has not been in accordance with its aims as
an institurion.
There should be 
- 
and I am rapidly drawing to a
close, Madam Vice-President 
- 
a seParate discussion
of the excellent opinion of the Committee on Agricul-
ture which, for technical reasons, could not be
included in the motion for a resolution, but which we
have added as an annex to our explanatory statement.
There are significanr points of contact between this
opinion and the document I drew up which was
approved by the Commission on which I serve, such,
for example, as the reference to the failure to reduce
inequalities within the Community and the fact that
Community aid ends up paradoxically by being
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concenrrared in the counrries where agriculture is most
prosperous, as well as rhe reference to the shoncom-
ings of narional administrative srrucrures, which makes
rhe rapid use of Community funds impossible. I think
that the debare on rhe discharge is not rhe mosr appro-
priate place ro carry ou[ rhe necessary and fundamen-
tal examinadon of rhe common agricultural policy for
the 1980s, which, however, requires a new- prepara-
tion, a new commitment and a new awareness of the
objectives we intend ro pursue.
Presideat. 
- 
I call Mr Gundelach.
Mr Gundelach, Wce-President of the Commission.
- 
(DK) Madam President, I shall be very concise. It is
quite clear 
- 
and here I fully agree with Mr Filippi,
whom I wish to thank for his repon 
- 
ther srucrural
policy is an increasingly vial factor in the common
agricultural policy. It has evolved considerably over
the last few years, but rhere is still a long way m go. A
number of proposals, the so-called Mediterranean
package, neq proposals, have been implemented,
others are lying on the Council's rable, some are being
implemented, yet orhers will be implemented shonly.
In developing rhis policy ve musr seek solurions to rhe
problems where they exist rather rhan general solu-
tions which fail to rake sufficienr accounr. of the facr
that we have differenr srandards of living in the farm-
ing communiry in Europe. A substantial degree of
convergence must be aimed at and can be achieved
only if we employ a more differenriarcd approach.
That is what we are endeavouring to do and I believe
that is already an improvement.
I, too, like the rapporteur, regrer the fact that the
funds which are available are nor urilized adequately,
nor quickly enough, either because the decisions are
adopted too late in the Council or because of technical
difficuldes in implemenring rhe various measures in rhe
Member States. The Commission views this failure
very seriously and is seeking ro redress ir by a number
of measures. We musr ger quicker decisions in the
Council and find a better and faster method of
payment in the Member States ro ensure fasrer and
fuller implemenrarion of the systems. It mighr include
making advance paymen6, subject to suitable conrrol
measures, rc help expedirc this work. The Commission
has achieved political and adminisrrarive resuh in
these fields the benefim of which, I am sure, will be felr
in 1980 and 1981.
As regards managemenr, the Commission has gor the
Council to agree to the introduction, as I said, of
various arrangemenrc for making advance payments,
which will do a great deal ro speed up this work. The
effectiveness of control measures is of fundamental
imponance in rhis field, as in the tuaranree secror.
There have nor been enough on-rhe-spor. checks.
\7hen it comes to remedying rhis deficiency I am,
however, bound to point our rhat the number of staff
available ro us is nor adequare ro enable us ro carry our
the necessary checks in either secror of rhe common
agricultural policy.
But perhaps rhe situation in regard to the development
sector is somewhat less serious than it may appear,
since, apan from on-the-spot checks, rhe Commis-
sion's services do carry our a sysrematic review on the
basis of documents. That is somerhing, but I agree
with the speakers rhat it is nor enough. In addition,
expenditure is naturally cenified by rhe Member Smres
themselves. Thar musr also be brought into rhe overall
picture and better cooperition musr be achieved. To
sum up, rhe Commission takes note of the European
Parliament's mo[ion for a resolution, which urges it to
continue to develop the agriculrural structural policy
along the lines we are trying to lay down and to
increase its effectiveness.
President. 
- 
The debate is closed.
The motion for a resolution will be put to the vote at
the next votint time.
20. Discharge to the Administratioe Board
ofthe European Foandationfor the
Improoement of Lioing and tYorking
Conditions
President. 
- 
The nexr irem is the repon drawn up by
Mr Kellett-Bowman, on behalf of the Commirtee on
Budgetary Control on rhe
discharge to be granted ro rhe Administrative Board of the
European Foundadon for the Improvement of Living and
Vorki4g Conditions on the implementation of its budget
for the 1976, 1977 and 1978 financial years and the
comments accompanying this decision. (Doc. l-726/79).
I call Mr Kellett-Bowman.
Mr Kellett-Bowman, rdpporteur. 
- 
Madam Presi-
dent, I apologize for speaking ro rhe House yet again
this evening, but if I say rhat this is only the founh
time I have addressed rhe House maybe you will
forgive me. I'feel, however, that rhis Foundadon in
Dublin merirs some commenr when we are purring
though the discharge of three financial years. It might
inrerest Members if I explain briefly how the Commit-
tee on Budgerary Control wenr abour looking at whar
is a much smaller body than we have been discussing
under the Bartersby reporr. Ve srudied auditors;
reports from several years and reporrs of previous
inspection visirs to Dublin, nombly one by Mr Aigner
himself; we senr a quesrionnaire covering aspects of
the Foundation's work which had caused doubt in
Brussels and here as well and had caused us to withold
discharge for previous years. Armed with these
answers Mr Ryan and I visited Dublin. This provided
an opponunity not only ro see for ourselves but also ro
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question the staff funher, and I would like to thank
Mr Ryan for all his help.
In shon, we carried out a political audit and the
outcome of our enquiries led me to recommend that
discharge for the three years 76,77 and 78 should be
given. The recommendations of the Committee on
Budgetary Control are contained in the draft motion
for a resolution. I would draw attention,to some of
those items which have a much wider application. I am
asking the House to adopt the repon and to grant
discharge to the Foundation for those three years.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Tugendha
Mr Tugendhat, Member of tbe Commission.
Madam President, I am afraid you are listening to
the same people several times during the course of the
evening. Perhaps the House will forgive me if I once
again put things on the record because, as I explained
earlier, these are imponant questions and I think that
if the Commission's answers are not given 
- 
even
though it is very late at night 
- 
there could well be a
misunderstanding at some future time. Let me s[an
with point 3 of the proposal for a decision giving
discharge and point I of the proposal for a resolution
asking the Commission to Present a written report
by 1 luly on the measures taken in the light of the
contents appearing in the decision giving discharge. In
view of the shon amount of time left to prepare such a
report, I should be obliged if, in accordance with the
second paragraph of Anicle 74 oI the financial provi-
sions applying to the Foundation, you would make a
similar request directly to the Foundation's administra-
tive board as regards the recommendations which
directly concern it.
Turning to the points relating more specifically to the
Commission, I should like to address myself first of all
to the matter of the actual decision giving the
discharge. Here let me say that I agree entirely with
Mr Kellett-Bowman. The Commission is at Presen[
preparing a proposal to amend the regulations in ques-
iion and the concern expressed about the responsibility
for the decision giving discharge will be taken into
account fully.
As far as the authorization of transfers of appropria-
tions between chapters is concerned, however,"I regret
that I cannot accept Mr Kellett-Bowman's proposal.
The present system was aPProved by the European
Parliament on 6 April 1976 and in so doing Parliament
approved the Commission's efforts to maintain the
unity of she financial regulation. The foundation's
subsidy is entered in a single anicle of the general
budgei 
- 
Anicle 359 
- 
and the 'financial' regula-
tionJor the general budget makes provision for a deci-
sion by the European Parliament only in the case of
transfirs of appropriations between chapters of the
general budget. Mr Kellett-Bowman's proposal calls
into question the unity of the 'financial' regulation.
His proposal would, if implemented, restrict the
Commission's right to decide as to the final allocation
of appropriations entered in a chapter of the general
budgit and would therefore affect the Commission's '
responsibility for implementing the general budget.
In the context of the procedure for the general
discharge, Parliament urging the Commission stead-
fastly to defend this responsibility ttis-d-ttis the.Coun-
cil. It would therefore be regretmble and indeed unac-
ceptable for Parliament to take the opposite view when
it itself is concerned.
I should like to make an observation. Now that the
administration of the Foundation has been run in, as it'
were , che amount of transfers rc be decided on
between chapters of its siatement of revenue and
expenditure ii diminishing. ln 1979 total transfers of
this kind amounted to only 37 000 European units of
account. The tremendous amount of work that would
be involved in translating and circulating the Founda-
tion's transfer applications if Mr Kellett-Bowman's
proposal were implemented seems to me out of all
proponion to the resulting benefits.
I should now like to consider very briefly the other
problems raised by Mr Kellett-Bowman. The Commis-
sion has forwarded to the Council of Ministers
proposals to reform the social welfare arrangements
now applying to foundation staff, in panicular in rela-
tion to- Aniile 38 of the Council Regulation. The
Commission is endeavouring to speed up the Council's
work on this matter, but it has to be said that things
are proceeding very slowly at Present' The Commis-
sion will ask the Council to examine the question of
social welfare as a matter of priority.
Turning to the question of recruitment, the founda-
tion's staff regulations, which were adopted by the
Council of Ministers, provide for specific recruitment
procedures which differ from the provisions of the
-Snff 
Regulations of Officials of the Commission of the
Europea-n Communities. The Commission takes the
view that staff recruitment should be in accordance
with special rules since che staff in question are work-
ing for bodies which are managed by a tripanirc-
ad-ministrative board and are not the responsibility of
the Community institutions alone. If the European
Parliament's resolution were to be implemented on this
point, it would be antamount to turning the Founda-
tion staff into Commission officials. This would bring
about a fundamental change in the nature of the Foun-
dation and the way in which it operates; it would
become, in effect, an offshoot of a Commission Direc-
torate-General.
Consequently, the Commission is not proposing a
change of the Snff Regulations in this respect. The
Commission endorses the proposal made in point 12.
The Foundation representatives should be invited to
attend meetings of the parliamentary committee. It is
quite normal that the Foundation's director should be
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in a position ro give Members of Parliament explana-
tions concerning the work programme.
I should like to conclude by making a slighr correction
to the rapponeur's explanatory satement. poinr 3 and
4 state that the main tasks of the Foundarion are [o
study and develop measures for the improvement of
living and working conditions. I would rlmind parlia-
ment.that poliry formulation in relation to living and
working condirions and the prepara[ion of insrruments
and measures to help improve them come under the
pow'ers of initiarive of rhe Commission alone, and that
appropriate proposals have to be made to the Commu-
nity authorities. I regret, Madam President, that I have
not been able ro accept all rhe proposals put forward
by Mr Kellett-Bowman. I hope that the-House will
bear with me in the explanation I have given of our
reasons.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Kellett-Bowman.
Mr Kellett-Bowman. 
- 
Madam President, in my
haste 
.I neglected ro inform the House thar it is myintention ro move that rhe dare for that repon bL
changed ro I November. The gesrarion p.iiod in
getting rhis repon before Parliamenr vras longer than
expected.
President. 
- 
The debate is closed.
The motion for a resolurion will be put to the vore at
the next voting time.
2l . Administrati,zte expenditure of Parliament
in 1979
Prcsident. 
- 
The nexr irem is the interim reporr
drawn up by Mr Simonner, on behalf of the Commir-
tee on Budgetary Control
on the adminisrative expenditure of the European parlia-
ment for rhe period I January to 3l December 1979(financial year 1979) (Doc. t-20180).
President. 
- 
I call Mr Simonnet.
Mr Simonnet, rapporteur. 
- 
(F) Madam president,
ladies and genrlemen, rhe repon I have the honour to
presenr [o you for your approval on behalf of rhe
Commitree on Budgetary Control is only an inrerim
repon and rherefore limired. Ve shall be iubmirting to
you a final and complete repon when the Coun- of
Audirors has forwarded its conclusions ro us.
This reporr concerns the European parliamenr,s
expenditure in 1979. The Commission in Brussels
cannot draw up the overall financial accounrs of rhe
Communities for 1979 until Parliamenr has approved
its own accounrs. Ve shall be making our commenm in
the final reporr, but we would like ro point our rhar
this financial year has been characrerized by consider-
able imbalance berween appropriarions requesred and
appropriations spent. It was not easy ro make accurate
estimares of rhe expendirure of a Parliamenr whose
smff doubled during 1979, and in the future we should
make sure rhe esrimares we make of expenditure are as
accurare as possible. !7irh these reservarions, your
Commirree on Budgetary Control asks you ro approve
the conclusions drawn in this inrcrim reporr.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Taylor, on behalf of the Euro-
pean Democraric Group.
Mr J. M. Taylor. 
- 
Madam Presidenr, this control
activiry is ar last becoming a reality and, Madam presi-
dent, it needs to. Over the last few years we have had
the emergence of a fully fledged Coun of Auditors
and indeed a separare Conuol Commitree wich its own
idenrity. Next year and in subsequenr years the elected
Parliament will have the opponunity rc discharge the
control function over budgets which it has aclually
thoughr inro being itself, and rhar will be a funher
advance.
One of the things that worries many of us very much
abour the financial performance of the instiruiions of
the Community is the enormous difference that exists
so often berween the sums acrually budgeted and the
sums actually spenr. In 1979 we had enormous over-
spending res.ulring in no less than three supplementary
budgets and we also had the underspending high-
lighted by Mr Simonner. In paragraph 5 of his morion
for a resolurion, for exampl., on prge 5 of the English
version he nores rhar some of rhe provisional appro-
priations enrered in the budger were substantially
h.igher than the actual needs. On page 9 he gives an
illusrration under item l22l wher'e t-he.e *ri a rotal
resource availability of I 199 000 units of accounr, of
which 923 million were subsequenrly cancelled. These
figures revealed a very high order of inaccuracy
indeed, and one of the rhings rhat many of us wouli
like to know 
- 
I cenainly do not expecr an answer
tonighr, but if rhe Commission could perhaps let me
have a writren reply ar some srage it would-be much
appreciated 
- 
is how the performance of the Commu-
nity compares with rhe domestic budger performances
of Member States in rhe matter of hitring'the rarger on
budget forecasrs, or failing to do so.
Madam President, at rhis late hour it is sufficienr to
say rhar this repon by Mr Simonnet highlights once
again rhe glaring need for discipline in ihe-Commu-
nity's budgetary affairs. That applies equally at the
momenr to rhe sysrcm of the one-rwelfths, but thar
would be rrespassing on another subject I am content
this evening to congrarulate Mr Simonnet on his
interim repon and to wish rhe Commitree on Budget-
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ary Control well in its task of gening to grips with
what is really a very serious problem indeed.
President. 
- 
The debate is closed.
The motion for a resolution will be put to the vote at
the next voting time.
22. Carry-ooers of appropiationsfrom 1979
to 1980 
- 
Supplementary prooisional twelfih
Prcsident. 
- 
The next item is the joint debate on the
- 
report. by Mr Dankert, drawn up on behalf of the
Committee on Budgets on the list of requesm for
carry-overs of appropriations from the 1979 finan-
cial year m the 1980 financial year (non-automatic
carry-overs) (Doc. 1-l 3 1/80)
- 
report by Mr Danken (Doc. l-197/80), drawn up
on behalf of the Cornmitsee on Budgets, in applica-
tion of Anicle 204 of the EEC Treaty and Anicle 8
of the Financial Regulation authorizing supple-
mentary provisional twelfths for Section III 
-Commission 
- 
of the general budget of the Euro-
pean Communities (Doc. 1-l5l/80 and Doc.
1 - 168/80).
I call Mr Dankert.
Mr Dankert, rdpporteur. 
- 
Madam President, I take
the floor to speak on two reports an I will stan with
the easier onq, the one concerning funher provisional
twelfths for urgent aid to Cambodia, which the
Committee on Budgem has tied up with a request for
aid to Zimbabwe.
'!7e agreed, of course, that it was essential and a
matter or urgency to Srant the Commission's request.
\7e only regret that after that was decided on urgent
aid for Afghanistan, the Commission has again come
forward with proposals for a transfer between chap-
ters. It remains the firm conviction of the Committee
on Budgets that it is impossible, in the absence of a
budget, to have transfers between chapters. As in the
case of urgent aid for Afghanistan, sg [oo the problem
of urgent aid can be solved within a chapter even if,
perhaps, this raises some questions. It is perfectly feasi-
ble to deal with the problem within Chapter 92 instead
of rransferring from Chapter 92 to Chapter 95.
Madam President, in agreeing to [he Commission's
request we intend [o grant only one additional provi-
sional twelth of the appropriations entered under
Chapter 92 for the 1979 financial year. The total
amount of that extra provisional twelfth does not quite
meet the requirements of the Commission, but I think
that because of the level of underspending usual under
Chaprcr 92, rhe Commission will have no difficulty in
finding the money necessary within that chapter. I
think there is agreement between Parliament and the
Commission on that point.
Madam President, I now come to a more difficult
problem. The Committee on Budgem yesterday
decided to propose that you request Commission and
Council to withdraw the proposed list for carryover of
appropriations from the 1979 rc the 1980 financial
year. This concerns non-automatic carryovers on
which Parliament delivers its opinion.
Madam President, one of the reasons we did this, and
the reason we wanted the Commission to be asked rc
come forward, after re-examination, with new propos-
als was that there was insufficient time.
That is one of the problems of operadng without a
budget. There was insufficient time to have thorough
discussions on which propbsals to grant and which
proposals to refuse.
In the meantime 
- 
and I rhink this is a direct conse-
quence of the discussion in the Committee on Budgets,
Mr Adonino has proposed an amendment which reads:
'Instructs its Committee on Budgets to examine this
list wirh the Commission and to forward its opinion to
the Council before 31 May 1980'. This amendment
means that Mr Adonino proposes to remain within the
time limits imposed by the actual demand.
Madam President, it is something of an innovation in
our procedure to delegate the opinion to the Commit-
tee on Budgets. But I would ask Parliament for very
practical reasons to adopt the Adonino amendment so
that next week the Committee on Budgem can have a
more thorough look at the problem and perhaps obtain
more convincing informadon from the Commission. I
would like you, therefore, to accept this Adonino
amendment tomorrow. But it creates a precedent in
the sense that it delegates Parliament's powers to a
committee.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Taylor.
Mr J. M. Taylor. 
- 
Madam President, I agree with
Mr Danken.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Tugendhat.
Mr Tugendhat, Member of the Commission.
Madam President, I cannot be quite as brief as
Mr Taylor but very nearly so. First: Zimbabwe and
Cambodia. '!7'e agree on the basic point of providing
help. It is now a matter of trying to find the right
proceduril solutions. Ve will cenainly attempt to
achieve the common objective of granting extensive
Community aid as quickly as possible, taking into
account the opinions expressed by the Budgetary
Authority. As for the carryovers, I can be a grea[ deal
briefer than I had supposed. The Adonino amendment
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seems to us a reasonable compromise and we can talk
funher, I hope, on that basis.
That is the last word I have ro say tonight, Madam
President.
President. 
- 
The debate isr closed.
The motions for resolutions will be pu[ ro rhe vore ar
the next voting time.
23. Directiae 
,on 
liabilityfor defectioe products
President. 
- 
The next item is the oral question wirh
debate from the Legal Affairs Committee to the
Commission:
Subject: Directive on liabiliry for defective products
On 1 October 1979 the Commission submitted to the
Council an amended proposal for a directive relaring
to the approximation of the laws, regulations and
administrative provisions of the' Member States
concerning liabiliry for defecdve products (OJ C 271,
26.10.1979).
Although this directive incorporates cenain points of
the opinion delivered by the European Parliament on
21 April 1979 (OJ C 127,21. 5. 1979) ir fails to include
the fundamental provision adopted by our Parliament
on the exclusion of the producer's liabiliry in respect
of development risks.
In the debate of 26 April 1979 the Commission
- 
recognized a'general acceptance'(i.e. by the Euro-
pean Parliament and the Commission) 'that indivi-
dual preferences would have ro be subordinated to
a precise and specific first step affecting a large
number of people';
- 
considered that on the question of development
risks, 'the right kind of poliry is the one thar is now
enshrined in the Directive, in other words, where
the onus is on the producer ro prove that his prod-
uct could not have been any different, bearing in
mind the state of technology ar rhar panicular
moment. For the dme being, this can be regarded
as a fair compromise'1
- 
approved paragraph 2 of the European Parlia-
ment's resolution which reads as follows: 'requests
the Commission to reporr to Parliamenr and the
Council, five years after rhe entry into force 7 in
implementation of Anicle 13 
- 
of rhe national
provisions necessary to comply with the Directive,
on the advisability of transferring liability 
-wholly or in pan, generally or in respect of cenain
risks only 
- 
from rhe producer to a guarantee
fund, more panicularly wirh a view to prorecring
consumers and producers against development
risks.
In view of the above, how can the Commission
explain the step, which conflicrs with irs declara-
tions to our Parliament, of reintroducing the liabil-
iry of the producer in the event of development
risks?
On what facts does it base its claim that development
risks have no significant effects?
I call Mr Turner.
Mr Turner. 
- 
Madam President, I speak on behalf
of the Legal Affairs Committee, which feels aggrieved
about what has happened to this draft directive.
Originally the committee voted to reject the directive
in toto on rhe grounds rhar ir was ultra oires. At rhat
time it included strict liability for faults and also what
is known as development risks. I will not go into the
details because everybody who is inrcrested knows
exactly what I mean. The committee sent this recom-
mendation to the part-session of Parliamenr where it
stood. At that stage the Commission, through
Commissioner Davignon, wrote to the Presidenr and
stated that he intended to modify the proposal. There-
upon the Legal Affairs Committee asked to have the
draft directive referred back to it for further consider-
ation. This took place.
Mr Davignon, I understand, was presenr on most of
those occasions and ar rhose debarcs the principle of
strict liabiliry was confirmed by the commir.ree, but the
principle of development risks was removed by the
committee. All this rcok place in rhe preserice of
Commissioner Davignon and his representarives and I
think the comririttee was entitled ro assume that they
took place with his acquiescence.
This was fully confirmed, because when the Directive
went before the plenary sitting on 26 April 1978 Mr
Davignon said in the course of the debate: 'Finally, on
the q-uestion of development ris(s, I should like to say
that in this five-year interim period the right kind of
policy is the one thar is now enshrined in the Directive'.
He then described what that whs, and he concluded:
'For the time being I think this can be regarded as a
fair compromise'. On the basis of that, Madam Presi-
dent, Parliament voted through the Directive, as
amended by the committee, as a practical proposal.
If one looks at the debate which took place on that
occasion the Socialist representative accepted that rhey
should not put in any amendmenrs on [har occasion
because, if they did, the Commission might refuse to
accept the Directive. The European People's Pany said
that the long consulrarions wirh Mr Davignon had
been wonhwhile thanks to whar he had done to bring
about the result thar was before rhem rhat day 
- 
i. e.
the Directive in the form it then took.
The Liberals said that they accepred rhe proposal as a
compromise and therefore supponed it, and of course
Mr Davignon himself had referred ro it as a comprom-
Finally the Presidenr said thar he would like to thank
Mr Davignon for his very clear remarks. He said: you
said you would nor allow rhe Council to sit on this
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draft directive but would make sure rhat rhey began
discussing it very soon.
Now of course this directive was the directive as rhen
amended by the Legal Affairs Commirtee and subse-
quently approved by Parliamenr rhar day or rhe nexr.
Naturally, Madam Presidenr, Parliament assumed thar
if development risks were to be pur back into the
directive and became a live issue again, it would have
funher opponunity to consider the matter.
But on 25 September 1979 the Commission sent rhe
Council a draft directive which did nor include the
defence of development risks. It justified itself on these
grounds, it said in paragraph 2 under irs commenrs on
Anicle I: 'Moreover, information received from the
European Committee of Insurers indicates that insur-
ance cover for these risks is not likely to lead ro appre-
ciably greater costs of insurance rhan those payable
following the introduction of liability irrespecrive of
fault'. That, Madam President, was a reversal of all
that had been considered in the committee and in the
full House and was of course a reversal of the assump-
tions made when Parliament passed the directive in its
previous form. If the Legal Affairs Commirtee or
Parliament in their consideration of this draft directive
had thought for one momenl that developmenr risks
might be put back in, or rather that the defence would
be removed from rhis directive, they would have
required funher investigation of the whole very diffi-
cult question of development risks. They might even,
for all I know, have wanted funher consideration of
Anicle 100. Thus I am afraid they were lulled into a
false sense of security by what was said in plenary
session last time.
I do not think the committee objects for one momenr
on the Commission changing its mind. Many people
do that. Vhat they do object ro is rhat after the
change, they have not been given the opportunity ro
deal with the new situation, despire rhe facr rhat they
, had freely voted on the removal of development risks
on the assumption that they would no[ be put back in.
They might well have fought much harder and much
longer. The question, Madam President, is what
should we do now? Many members of the Legal
Affairs Committee have substantive marrers to raise.
There are points about the experience gained in Amer-
ica and Germany, the question of doctors'prescrip-
tions, drug research. Very recently, there has been this
new model US uniform product 
- 
liabiliry acr of
1979. This represents new thinking on the marrer since
Parliament last had the chance of considering it.
I will not go into those matters. \7hat I will say in
conclusion is this: The committee will wish to study
Mr Davignon's answer to find what facts he brings
forp'ard rc justify his change of mind to study them in
depth. They may wish to request the Council to
consult Parliament again or they may wish to intro-
duce an own-initiative report. '!flhatever they decide
they specifically request that, while they are consider-
ing Mr Davignon's answer this evening in the subse-
quent meeting of the committee, the Commission will
do all it can to ensure that discussions in the Council
and with the Commission are held up until the
committee, and subsequently Parliament as a whole,
has given its final opinion.
(Applause).
President 
- 
I call Mr Davignon.
Mr Davignon, Member of the Commission. 
- 
(F) I
musr say that I feel somewhat embarrassed at this
moment, not by the question but because, owing to
Parliament's timetable and the change in the agenda, I
find myself commenting on [his subject in the presence
of some Members who were not here when it was
discussed by the Legal Affairs Committee of the
previous Parliament.
I would feel more at my ease if I could discuss this
question in the presence of Mr Luster, who originally
raised it. Other distinguished Members of Parliament,
Mr Sieglerschmidt and Mr Scott-Hopkins, were also
there. But let us not beat about the bush, that is not my
way, and let us take a look at the history of this direc-
tive.
This directive was proposed not by Mr Jenkins'
Commission but by its predecessor. The Legal Affairs
Committee therefore finds itself in an embarrassing
position, to put it mildly. That is the least that can be
said. The right, and even the need, to have a directive
on product liability based on Anicle 100 of the Treaty
were disputed. Ve then had quite a discussion in the
Legal Affairs Commirtee on wherher it was legitimate
to consider that legislation on product liability which
differed among the Member States represented or did
not reprbsent an obstacle to the free movement of
goods and whether it was covered by Article 100. That
is the first question.
The second question. Mr Sieglerschmidt 
- 
I apolog-
ize for addressing myself to him 
- 
will recall that
there was a first Commission opinion which it was fairly
clear would be accepted by Parliamenr only with diffi-
culty, because at.the time opinions differed widely.
The Commission was then approached and asked if it
could not rry to reconcile the various points of view,
knowing that the disagreement did nor chiefly concern
this question. There was no question at rhe time of
limits on damages, there was no question of revision or
duration. It was an entirely different matter. Ve
discussed the subject for a long rime, and rhe Commis-
sion did not put forward new proposals until a work-
ing document, which I drew up wirh rhe representa-
tives of rhe various groups in the Legal Affairs
Committee, had been approved by the rapponeur. Mr
Calewaen, who in open sitting requested referral back
to committee on the basis of this new suggestion.
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It was asked during that discussion, in this respect,
who should have the responsibility for proving that the
product had been correctly used. Thus the concept was
the same but the legal presentation was different. I did
no[ say that it was a satisfactory compromise. I said it
might be a satisfactory compromise and a way of
getting out of the difficulties, because we had not
finished our discussion on this aspect. In these circum-
stances, the action to be taken confirms what I say and
it is a secret to no one, we discussed this matter in the
Commission: there were two propositions, and the
proposition that won the day was not the one put
forward in Parliament's amendment on this subject. I
am not divulging any secrets; it was very calmly
reported in all the nesrspapers.
So the point about which I am sensitive is the sugges-
tion that 
- 
and I thank Mr Turner for not using the
word 
- 
I misled Parliament. I have never done so and
will never do so. Ve had a long and detailed discus-
sion in rhe Legal Affairs Committee, I would remind
you. I said that that might be a way out, which means
that the question of liability for unknown develop-
menm had nor been dropped and that it was being
dealt with along with the reversal of the onus of proof.
The amendment was not, in the end, included in the
Commission's proposal. But all the other amendments
- 
in other words, the amendments which were
proposed during the working procedure I have just
referred to 
- 
were adopted by the Commission.
I have alurays said to the Legal Affairs Committee, on
this subject as on others, that I regard the coordination
of legislation as a long and exacting task and that
permanent contact must therefore be maintained with
the Legal Affairs Committee. I have said this in
connection v-,ith other matters, because we are not
dealing with specific items that are setded in three
weeks. This matter will be before the Council for a
year or two, because it is a delicate matter and
because, as I said just now, the law in this field is
evolving since it follows the evolution of science. I
therefore said it is quite clear that Parliament must
monitor subsequent activities and the Commission will
undenake to provide information on the course of the
discussion in the Council 
- 
not on what this or that
Member State thinks, but on the discussion relating to
the Commission's proposal 
- 
so that, as time passes,
the parliamentary committee concerned may state irc
opinion. This was all the more logical as the proposal
amended by Parliament with the Commission's agree-
ment contained the idea of a revision period. That
shows we are aware that this is something which is in
the process of evolution. That can be done.
Mr Turner was afraid chat the Council would settle
this question impulsively and quickly. I have known
the Council for a long time, having worked there and
having now seen ir from the orher side, from rhe
Commission. I have never seen a Council act impul-
sively, flippantly or quickly. I have seen it act in many
other ways, but never impulsively. I can therefore tell
Mr Turner that he has no cause to worry: I shall not
have to intervene in the Council to ask it not to be
overhasty. The Council has already heard. I am, of
course, quite happy for the discussion to continue with
rhe Legal Affairs Committee on the various questions
which arise, for Parliament to follow up this matter
and for it to exprpss its views at the various stages of
the debate within rhe Council. I personally see no
difficulty there. Funhermore, this is what I find satis-
fying about the legal procedure of approximating
legisladon, complicated though it may be.
That is what I think. That, Madam President, is what I
wanted to say as I thought of the appeal for solidarity
which you made earlier and with which I for one shall
try to comply. I do not think I have spoken any longer
than Mr Turner. There is still a great.deal to be said. I
feel we shall have to take up a number of issues. That,
then, is the history of this resolution. I believe I have
spoken objecdvely and subject to the control of the
members of the previous Parliament's Legal Affairs
Committee. 'S7e can be reproached for our position,
but we cannot be reproached for our lack of clariry.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Sieglerschmidt, on behalf of
the Socialist Group.
Mr Sieglerschmidt. 
- 
(D) Madam President, allow
me first to make a remark regarding the Rules of
Procedure. It is clear to me from the way this sitting is
proceeding that it will not now be possible rc debate
Mr Donnez's report on the Adams-Hoffmann La
Roche affair and the trade agreement with Switzerland
rcday. It was in any case questionable to have it on the
agenda for this late hour, and I should therefore like to
request very formally that this repon, which is of
considerable political and legal impon, be placed by
the Bureau on rhe agenda for Parliament's next part-
session 
- 
unless it can be debated tomorrow, which I
very much doubt 
- 
at a time that takes account of the
significance of this repon.
Allow me to make a second comment, which concerns
an issue somewhere between the Rules of Procedure
and the subject we are now discussing: a parliament
which has to have a night sitting every pan-session
seems to me to be a defective product, and I would
issue a warning about this rc those who advocate so
strongly that development risks be excluded from
liabiliry, because I still hope that this is a parliamentary
developmint risk that can be eliminated.
And now to the subject itself. Madam President, the
repon adopted by the old Parliamenr was a compro-
mise 
- 
and that is something we should all be quite
clear about 
- 
which was forced through rhe Legal
Affairs Committee by a ma.iority, those with the big
stick, who threatened to express rheir doubts about
whether Anicle 100 provided the power to issue this
directive. This has been made clear again today by Mr
Turner, who implied, translated into plain rerms, rhar
if things did not proceed as he felr they should,
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thought should again be given ro raising the question
of Anicle 100.
Madam President, this is 
- 
I musr make myself quire
clear 
- 
nol the proper v/ay ro go about things, espe-
cially for a member of the Legal Affairs Commitree. It
is our task to establish from a legal angle whether a
directive mee6 the requiremenr of Article 100, and ir
is not for us to threaten we may do this whenever we
do not like what that directive conrains. The Socialist
members of the Legal Affairs Committee and of this
House supponed the compromise, so [ha[ something
might be achieved and so thar an end might be pur ro
what is for the European Community a very dangerous
debate on Anicle 100. That is why we still feel roday
that full liability, including liabiliry for development
risks, is needed in the interests of rhe consumer and
that if just one way is left open for manufacturers [o
chase consumers through [he courts, the consumer's
interests are not being served.
In the short time available I cannot explain why the
fears that have been expressed here are unfounded.
Bur I know full well why the manufacrurers have
repearcdly voiced their opposition. Afrcr all, ir is
obvious that, if it does come [o a court case, a manu-
facturer prefers to face a single consumer rather than a
large consumers' association.
I will not take up the question which Mr Davignon has
already answered. All I would like to say is that we,
the Socialist members of the Legal Affairs Committee,
agreed to this oral question because we felt there was
something to criticize here. And when it is now asked
whether Parliament has always held the view that the
Commission should accept its views, my answer is, yes,
that is basically what I think. I would welcome it if in
cases of doubt the Commission always adopted Parlia-
ment's decision. But if the Commission now decided to
go off in another direction 
- 
that is how I would put
it, Mr Davignon 
- 
we see no reason to depart from
our well-founded view that development risks should
not be excluded from liability. Ve will therefore vote
against the motion for a resolution and hope that rhe
Council will adopt this imponant direcrive 
- 
nor
impulsively, of course, but as soon as possible.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Janssen van Raay, on behalf of
rhg Group of the European People's Party (CD
Group).
Mr Janssen ven Raay. 
- 
(NL) It is really impossible,
Madam President, to say anything sensible, at ten
minutes to twelve and in so shon a time, about one 
-and I am speaking nou/ as a lawyer with many years of
experience 
- 
of the most difficult legal subjects of all,
product liabiliry. I should begin saying that I am taking
the place of Mr Luster, and so Mr Davignon suddenly
has to deal with me. I only know the background from
various documents. It is my task, as the first speaker,
to present this motion for a resolution rc you. As I
have said, it is almost impossible to say anything sensi-
ble about so complicated a matter in a few minutes. I
will therefore concenffate on one point. Vhen we of
the legal profession mlk about liability for risks 
- 
and
that is in fact what development risks are about 
- 
we
are dealing in every legal system I know with a
completely exceptional matter, because in the legal
profession, in the balance between responsibility and
liability, rights and obligations, when someone some-
wherr: is going to have to pay, we like so find a link
with some kind of guilt, some kind of causality, which
has to do with the fact that someone has done some-
thing wrong in a situation in which he could have done
it properly. That is risk liabiliry. In exceptional cases,
the le,gislator has felt it necessary to impose risk liabil-
ity on certain members of society. The great problem
we face 
- 
as the old Parliament found too 
- 
is that
risk liability of this kind must not be imposed on
manufacturers.
My group supports the motion for a resolution to
which Mr Luster and oshers have put their names,
because we feel that the small and medium-sized
underrakings in panicular suffer under liability for
something they could not knos/ about, namely that
defects would occur, with all thar that entails. That is
why w.e have raised this matter again. It is a very sensi-
rive nratter, which is economically imponant and
which amounts to the question: who takes the blame at
a given moment for a dangerous situation for which
neither the producer not the consumer is to blame. As
we have said, a solution must be found. From what Mr
Davignon has said, I can well understand how difficult
things have been in the past.
All we are asking is that we be allowed to discuss again
something incredibly imponant for trade in the Legal
Affairs Committee, where we can talk about this
matter and the social consequences, with Mr
Sieglerschmidt being, I hope, a litde less voluble. I see
rhat ml/ time is up. My group will be voting for this
motion for a resolution tomorrow.
(Appkuse)
Presideot. 
- 
I call Mr Prout, on behalf of the Euro-
pean Democratic Group.
Mr Prout. 
- 
Madam President, the issue raised by
the Legal Affairs Committee on this quesrion is, in my
opinion, solely a constitutional one. It does not relarc
to the subsance of the draft directive. The report of
the Legal Affairs Committee approved by this Parlia-
ment contained a number of amendments to the
Commission's proposal. By far the mest imponant
concerned the controversial issue of development risks.
The Commission's draft made manufacturers liable
even for damage caused by defective products whose
defects could not have been discovered during the
developrnent process, given the prevailing state of
science and technology. Now this Parliament rcok a
differenr. view, and argued that the manufacturer
should be excluded from liabiliry for damage caused
by this ,:lass of defect. The Commission version, we
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concluded, would severely inhibit scientific and tech-
nological idnovation.
In the course of the debate on 26 April 1979 Mr
Davignon, the Commissioner responsible for industrial
affairs, endorsed Parliament's position in a clear and
incontrovenible manner. Ye!, on 25 Seprcmber 1979
the Commission, producing its final amended proposal
in the light of Parliament's opinion which it has now
presented to the Council of Ministers, incorporated
many of the minor recommendations made by Parlia-
men[, but ignored the major recommendation on deve-
lopment risks. Despite rhe undenaking made to the
plenary sitting by Mr Davignon, the Commission has
chosen to reassen its original posirion. Now, had Mr
Davignon not spoken in the way he did, there is no
doubt that the Commission would have been entirely
within its rights to do so. The Council of Ministers is
only obliged to resubmit an amended proposal to
Parliament in circumstances where it conrains an
endrely new item 
- 
not present in the initial proposal
upon which Parliament has already given irs opinion.
Clearly the clause on development risks is not such a
new item. However, in this case Mr Davignon in effecr
gave an undenaking that the Commission would
amend its initial proposal in a particular way, which
conformed with the views of rhe Legal Affairs
Committee on the issue of development risks. Had he
not done so the subsequent vote on the draft morion
for a resolution and repon might have taken an
entirely different course. The House was therefore
misled by the Commission on a matter of fundamental
lmportance.
Unlike the Council the Commission is politically
responsible to Parliament. This is so because, in the
last reson, Parliament has rhe aurhoriry ro pass a
mo[ion of censure on members of the Commission, if
necessary dismissing them. Now here the Commission
as a whole are responsible for Mr Davignon's under-
taking because of the doctrine of collective responsibil-
ity which has been repeated many rimes by members of
the Commission sitting there. \fhen one Commis- ,
sioner gives an undenaking on Commission policy it is
a statement. which borh reflects an agreed view reached
by the Commissioners as a collective and binds them
collecdvely. The Commission has therefore publicly
entered into an undenaking with Parliamenr which it
has broken. And rhis is why my group calls on the
Commission ro withdraw the draft proposal from the
Council of Minisrcrs immediately and amend it in
accordance wirh ir clear undenaking. The consequ-
ences of not doing so would be a severe breach of
constitutional law.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Davignon, who wishes rc
make a personal statement.
Mr Davignon. 
- 
Madam President, an undenaking,
in my understanding of English, means rhar a Member
of the Commission stands up and says yes I agree, that
is whar we will do. That is my undersranding of an
undenaking. The official record of what I said
cbncludes, afrcr having analysed the content of the
proposed amendmenr, 'peut-6tre est-ce li, dans un
premier temps, un bon compromis'. . . and I translate:
'Maybe thar could be in a first phase a good comprom-
ise'. If that is not merely a comment on what might
happen but can be interprered as a commirmenr to
propose this rext, rhen my understanding of English,
parliamenary hisrory and commitmenr is nor rhe
same as that of rhe honourable Member.
President. 
- 
I call Mr D'Angelosanre, on behalf of
the Communist and Allies Group.
Mr D'Angelosante. 
- 
(l) Madam President, I should
also have liked more rime and to be able to speak in
better circumstances. However, rhe situation is what it
is.
Madam President, honourable Members, I think that
for some time one section of this Parliamenr has been
behaving every day in an arroganr and bullyint way,
trying to impose 
- 
on rhe prerexr of a new majority
constituted after the elections 
- 
is5 6a7n views on
every occasion. Since the constitutional system 
- 
ro
use an adjective already employed by Mr Prout 
- 
of
the Community does not allow rhis Parliament ro have
its own way, in everything, this arrogance assumes the
proponions of threatening and blackmailing the
Commission and of acdng in a way which suggesrs
that it is perfectly possible to compel rhe Council also
to adopt what is 
^ 
party political posirion for rhe
defence of cenain interesrs: this and nothing else is the
hean of the marter.
I am completely bewildered, Madam President and
honourable Members, ar the fact that this tendency is
taking shape panicularly wirhin the Legal Affairs
Committee, to rhe point of substantially denying that
the Commission can propose, and Parliament and
Council can approve, proposals for directives on
matters which are considered sensirive from rhe poinr
of view of prorecting interests which are dear to the
hearts of the majority in rhis Parliamenr, or rarher [o
one parr of this Parliament.
By a slight majority, the Legal Affairs Committee
voted for an amendment under which the proposal
regulating consumer credit would no[ be one of those
made the subjecr of a direcrive pursuanr to Anicle 100
of the Treaty. The Legal Affairs Committee had to
submit to a debate on rhe Fifth Direcrive on limircd
companies.
The Legal Affairs Committee has now had ro submir
to this exceptional discussion, imposed on it by a slighr
majority, the consequences of which are unforeseeable
from a constir.urional point of view. Using this normal
imaginative and attractive language, Mr Turner has
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D'Angelosante
hinted that our Legal Affairs Committee has resolved
who knows what, to begin the discussion again to
re-open the debate: but can it do this? I am surprised
that Mr Davignon has said nothing about this and is at
this moment speaking rc the leader of the group which
has made a violent attack on him insrcad of taking part
in the debate: can the Legal Affairs Committee deal
with this matter again Mr Davignon? By what right
can the Legal Affairs Committee re-open this matter if
it is now before the Council? Can the Commission
withdraw a proposal made to the Council when
discussion is sdll taking place? Can it do this because
Mr Prout orders it to do so? Vhat is the situation, can
you rcll us?
In my opinion, these are all empty threats, Madam
President and honourable Members. They are empty
threats and I should like to say that I have absolutely
no intention of smnding here and debating whether
rhe criticism made of Mr Davignon is correct or the
accusation made against him is wearisome and at times
vulgar. On 26 April last year, Mr Davignon said on
behalf of the Commission 
- 
and therefore not just on
his own behalf 
- 
that within a year 
- 
that is by 26
April 1980 
- 
the problem would be clarified with the
Council or Parliament would be informed that the
Council did not wish to proceed to harmonization in
this sector, that is within a year everything would be
completed or no further mention would be made of it.
He now tells us that a funher two or three years are
required. It is obviously not easy to treat with Mr
Davignon, because he forgets the undertakings he has
8rven.
The Commission does, however, have the right, with-
out encountering any constitutional problem, to accept
or refuse Parliament's proposals, as it has done many
times. I find it strange that the Commission should be
criticised today, when the interests of big industrial
complexes are under consideration by those who are
their spokesmen in this Parliament, while in other
cases when interests far more wonhy of protection
were harmed, this Parliament did not raise its voice
against the Commission when it did not accept its
proposed amendments. This is astonishing, Madam
President, but it is also sad.
I now turn to some observations on the matter. I think
that the amendment proposed by Parliament last year
was rather 'ambiguous', to use an adjecdve which is
easily understood and not as weighty as it might be.
The first anicle of this directive. in the version
amended by Parliament, starcd in the end that anyone,
even a small manufacturer, who marketed a faulty
produci was responsible for it leaving aside the fact
that he was not aware of the fault. So a total and
general liabiliry was envisaged; but this point, which
did not concern certain interests or was not defensible
by the means which I shall speak about, has not been
mentioned by anyone. Next, when going on to give
details of this general liability, in the sense that it was
present even when the fault was due to a lack of rcch-
nica[ progress, the majority in this Parliament dug its
heels in and said that there was no liability in this case.
All of us know, Madam President, including Mr Jans-
sen van Raay who was a lawyer for a long time,
because we were not born yesterday, that in coun only
large undertakings can give proof of this kind, with the
bevy of technical experts which they have at their
disposal. This means that big undenakings have the
chance of freeing themselves always and in every case
from liability for defective products. This action is
shanrelessly to the benefit solely of large undertakings.
For r.his reason, this amendment should not have been
accepted. Parliament has accepted it. The Commission
is fre'e to accept or reject it and no problem arises if it
does reject it. The pany on whose behalf I am speak-
ing at the moment does not consider that rhis amend-
ment was fair and acceptable. If I am not mistaken, the
Mem,ber who spoke last year in my place said that we
did not agree to it.
'Vhatever happened then, we do not agree, Madam
President; we do not join in the threats which have
been made. The document from the Legal Affairs
Committee is only what you have in front of you; the
motion for a resolution is something extra from Mr
Janssen van Raay and his friends. The Legal Affairs
Committee is only raising a problem but this does not
lend itself to a biased, sectarian interpretation, and I
therefore consider that in these circumstances, Madam
Presirlent, the situation is correct, that Parliament
should take note of this and that it should not allow
irelf rc be led asray by those who seek to protect
interests which do not have any panicular right to be
defended by.the Community Institutions.
Presideot. 
- 
Unfonunately we cannot complete our
discussion of this item this evening. However, I should'
still like to call the speakers of various political groups,
provided they keep their statemen$ short.
I call Mr Sieglerschmidt on a point of order.
Mr Sieglerschmidt. 
- 
(D) Madam President, I just
wanted to say rhat I did not abide by your appeal that I
should keep to the speaking time allocated to me only
rc find Mr D'Angelosante speaking for ten minutes.
President. 
- 
Mr Sieglerschmidt, Mr D'Angelosante's
speaking time was that of his political group and not
his own personal time.
I call Mr Seal on a point of order.
Mr Seal. 
- 
Madam President, I cannot quirc frankly
see the point of going round the speakers of the politi-
cal gr,rups. There are still many speakers down to
speak in this debate so that it is obviously going rc be
continued tomorrow. I would suggest that you
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ad.iourn the sitting now and that we continue this item
as soon as possible on [omorrow's agenda rather than
waste any more time at this dme of night.
President. 
- 
I made this proposal, Mr Seal, so thar
tomorrow morning we should have sufficient time to
deal with the requesr for urgent procedure.
If the Assembly agrees to this proposal, we can carry
on.
(Agreement)
I call Mr Donnez, on behalf of the Liberal and Demo-
cratic Group.
Mr Donnez. 
- 
(F) Thank you, Madam President, I
can assure you not only that I shall be brief, but also
that I shall not allow myself to get excited like some
Members who seem to have come in like lions rather
than lambs.
(Laugbter)
On behalf of Mrs Scrivener, who was to have spoken
this evening, and on my own behalf I should like to
make three very modest remarks, which concern the
substance of this matter more than the form.
Firstly, in the matter we are discussing, it will be clear
to everyone that we must strike a fair balance between
the legitimate interesr of the consumer and those of
the producer, who has to create not only products but,
at rhe same time, jobs. It is clear that for the victim of a
defective product it is often extremely difficult to
produce evidence of a fault. Commissioner Davignon
said just now that producing such proof is very diffi-
cult. Sometimes it is quite impossible. It therefore
seems to us, to Mrs Scrivener and myself, fairer to
introduce a system under which the manufacturer can
be declared liable without the victim having to prove
the existence of a fault. That is the position which the
Commission has adopted and, for our part, we can but
endorse it.
Secondly, once the principle of liability without fault
has been admitted, why, as some people would like to
see, should the manufacturer be excluded from liability
for defects existing at the time rhe product was put
into circulation which were perhaps unknown because
of the state of technology or science a[ that time? I
admit that I do not understand the arguments of
excluding this idea of development risks. Either we
keep to the system of liability for proven defecm, with
the consequences for the consumer I have just
mentioned, or we accept objective liabiliry, and rhen
the victims must be compensated for the damage rhey
have suffered.
Only a general approach will persuade present-day
industry to use every means available to manufacture
safe products. But it must be said, and this is where the
courts can rntervene, each case is a specific case, a
unique case. If, for example, accidents or unpredicta-
ble or unavoidable deterioration occurred, product
liability might be waived.
Thirdly and lastly, if the 'development' risk is excluded
from the directive, you can bet that, when it comes to
litigation, some unscrupulous producers will systemati-
cally maintain that there were development risks. But
having raised this point, I wonder whether it would
not be better for this subject to be debated again, in
view of its imponance, in our new Parliament.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Remilly, on behalf of rhe
European Progressive Democrats.
Mr Remilly. 
- 
(F) Madam Presidenr, I shall keep
you for only a few seconds because, as I do nor s/an[
to prolong this debate at chis lare hour and as the
points I wanted to make have been sarisfacrorily dealt
with by previous speakers, I have decided to speak no
funher.
President. 
- 
I call I\4r Seal on a point of order.
Mr Seal. 
- 
Madam President, I think rhe problem
has solved ircelf. I asked rhar you adjourn che debate
and that we conrinue with rhe speakers on the list
tomorrow, not that you carry on tonighr unril the
debate is finished. It does nor do rhis debarc jusrice ro
continue at this rime. There are many speakers on the
list, and I pardcularly am nor going ro speak in rhiny
seconds when I wanr ro make several poinr; I would
prefer to make them romorrow. So I requesr, Madam
President, that you adjourn rhe debare now and
continue as early as possible romorrow.
President. 
- 
Mr Seal, we have just lost another few
seconds; I was indeed going to close rhe discussion rhis
evenlnS.
To wind up this debare, I have received from Mr
Gillot and others a morion for a resolution (Doc.
l-120/80) wirh request for an early vore, pursuanr ro
Rule 47(5) of the Rules of Procedure.
Parliament will be consulted on rhis requesr ar rhe
beginning of tomorrow's sitting.
I call Mr Turner on a point of order.
Mr Turner. 
- 
Madam President, while Mr Davig-
non is here I simply wished ro srare that I am sure rhar
I speak for the Legal Affairs Commirtee when I say
that we wholeheanedly welcome his offer of funher
discussions and informarion on the progress of this
item through the Council. !(e believe rhat this will
greatly facilitate our furure work in the commitree.
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President. 
- 
I note your statement, Mr Turner.
The debarc is adjourned.
24. Agendafor next sitting
President. 
- 
The next sitting will take place at 9 a.m.
tomorrow, Friday, 23 May 1980, with the following
agenda:
9.00 a.m.:
- 
Dccision on urgency and on a request for an early
- 
Voltjer report on reproduction of salmon in the Baltic
- 
Motion for a resolution on the crisis in the fishing
industry
- 
Motion for a resolution on the European Regional
Development Fund
- 
Motion for a resolution on the deaths of Kampuchean
children
- 
Motion for a resoltuion on the situation of Anatoly
Sucharansky
- 
Motion for a resolution on refugees in Somalia
- 
Morion for a resolution on the situation in East Timor
- 
Oral question on defective products (continuation of
debate)
- 
Maij-Veggen repon on colourinf, matters in food-
stuffs
- [:IOt report on intra-Community trade in fresh
- 
Nyborg reporr on VAT and excise duty on ships'
- 
Mihr report on noise emission of construction planr
- 
Joirrt debate on Poncelet report on the second EEC
research and development programme on textiles and
clothing and Herman report on clay minerals
- 
Simonnet repoft on the use of the ECU
- 
Von '$flogau repon on direcdves on motor vehicles,
textile names, electrical equipment and biodegradabil-
ity
- 
Donnez report on the EEC-Swiss Confederation
tracle agreement
- 
Muntingh repoft on the conservation of wildlife in
Europe
- 
Mertens report on discharges of aldrin into the
aquatic environment
- 
Fuillet report on discharges of mercury into the
aquatic environment
- 
Supplementary Albers repon on social security for
employed workers moving within the Community
10.30 a.m.: Vodng time
After this time : the motions for resolutions will be put
to the vote after the closure of each
debate.
(The sitting a)ds closed dt 12.15 a.m.)
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INTHE CHAIR: MR PFLIMLIN
Vce-Presidcnt
(The meeting opened at 9.05 a.m.)
President. 
- 
The sitting is open.
l. Approoal of the minates
President. 
- 
The minures of proceedings of yester-
day's sitting have been distributed.
Are there any comments?
The minutes of proceedings are approved.
2. Documents receiaed
President. 
- 
I have received a number of motions for
resolutions tabled pursuant to Rule 25 of the Rules of
Procedure. A list of these will be found in the minutes.
3. Petitions
President, 
- 
I have received three pedtions, whose
dtles and authors will be given in the minutes of this
sitting. They have been entered, as Nos 24/80 to
26/80, in the register provided for in Rule 48(2) and
referred to rhe Committee on rhe Rules of Procedure
and Petitions.
a. Agenfu
Presidcnt. 
- 
I call Mr Glinne.
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Mr Glinne. 
- 
(F) Mr President, on behalf of my
group, I should like to draw your particular attention
to the advisabiliry of dealing today with ircm 95 of the
agenda, namely Mr Donnez's report on behalf of the
Lrgal Affairs Committee on the Adams case and its
implications, particularly for the rade agreement
between the EEC and the Swiss Confederation.
Ir is not the first dme that this item has been put on the
agenda in vain. ![e know that the Commission is
awaiting Parliament's decision to take cenain steps,
and it is in order to facilitate examination of this item
today that our group has decided to limit all its
speeches to rwo minutes and is withdrawing all its
amendments except No 5.
Presidcnt. 
- 
I call Mr Valter.
Mr Valter. 
- 
(D) Mr President, I should like to
take this opportuniry to speak on one point, namely
rhe possible disrespect shown to the Parliament by the
Bureau and, leading on from that, on today's agenda
and the organization of that agenda. The Members
have this morning been informed by the Parliament's
Informadon Service that the Bureau has decided rc
hold a special pan-session of the European Parliament
at the end of June in Luxembourg. I should like to
point out m the Bureau that Parliament has decided its
schedule of meetings for 1980. I should funher like to
point out to the Bureau that a majoriry of the Parlia-
ment of at least 206 votes is required in order to
convene a special pan-session. The Bureau has no
power to convene special part-sessions of Parliament
on its own responsibility.
(Appkuse)
I should therefore like to ask the Bureau when today,
in accordance with Anicle l(5) of our Rules of Proce-
dure, it would like to call for a vote in this House on
the holding of a special pan-session and request the
President to clarify this point fonhwith.
(Apphuse)
Presidcnt. 
- 
Although the matter you have just
raised is not on rcda/s agenda, I note your remarks
and the President will examine the situation arising
from your suggestion.
I call Mr von der Vring.
Mr von dcr Vring. 
- 
(D) Mr President, may I ask
you to point out to the Bureau that it should not take
any measures in connection with rcchnical PrePara-
tions for such a meeting because we do not have
enough money and 206 votes in favour of the special
pan-session will cenainly not be obtained here.
Prcsident. 
- 
I note your observations, which are
connected with those made immediately before.
I call Mr Muntingh.
Mr Muntingh. 
- 
(NL) Mr President, item 48 on this
morning's agenda is the repon by the Committee on
the E.nvironment concerning an agreement. I am the
rapponeur for that repon and I feel that, in view of
the large number of items coming before it on the
agenda, it will not be possible to deal adequately with
this agreement this morning.
Secondly, I am unable to be present in the Chamber
after twelve o'clock. I have to return home. I have no
alternative, in view of the extremely poor connections
betwt:en the Netherlands and Suasbourg. I therefore
ask 1,6u, Mr President, to place this item on the
agenda of the next meeting of this Parliament'
President. 
- 
I consult the House on the proposition
made by Mr Muntingh.
The proposal is adoprcd.
I call Mrs Vieczorek-Zeul.
Mrs Vicczorek-7*ul. 
- 
(D) On the first item of the
agenda, which has still not been completely dealt with,
I ihould like to ask you, Mr President, to make a defi-
nite promise to us that, by a given time, for instance 11
a.m. roday, you will notify the plenary session of this
Parliament of the outcome of your internal delibera-
tion on the communication retarding the special pan-
session so that the Members of this House are able to
react to it, hold a vote and prepare themselves accord-
ingly.
Presidcnt. 
- 
A sntement will be made on this subject
during the course of the morning, although I cannot
state the exact time. Obviously, I cannot commit
myself in any way on the point of precedure that has
been raised. The matter will be examined by the Presi-
dent.
I call Mr Provan.
Mr Provan. 
- 
Under Rule 25(2) I would like my
sheepmeat repon referred back to committee. After
whai happened yesterday, I consulted the chairman of
the committee, the vice-chairman, Mr Fri.ih, and
variorrs members of the committee and they are of the
opinion that we should take it back for funher consid-
eration in committee.
I have also discussed the matter with Mr Lange, chair-
man of the Committee on Budger, and his committee
would like to deliver an opinion on the repon.
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President. 
- 
I call Mr Bangemann.
Mr Bangemann. 
- 
(D) Mr President, we have
akeady had a precedent in the form of Mrs Veber's
report on nuclear waste and on thar occasion the Pres-
idenry, with the approval of the House, held the view,
and acted in accordance with that view, that such a
request from the rapporreur is no longer acceptable if
we are already at the voting stage. This is indeed the
case and therefore I feel that the rapponeur's request
cannot be granted.
President. 
- 
I remind the House 
- 
and rhis was
stated very clearly yesterday 
- 
that the vote on the
Provan repon is scheduled for 10.30. There is there-
fore no reason for deciding now on the request for
reference to committee.
I call Sir Fred Catherwood.
Sir Fred Catherwood. 
- 
Mr President, on the point
raised by Mr Muntingh and the previous point, I
would like ro point our rhat the chairman of the
committee has rcld the enlarged Bureau that they do
not see how they can ger rhrough the ordinary business
of this Parliament in the time that is now available,
and that if we do nor as a Parliament respond in time
to the requesff rhar are made to us by the Council and
the Commission, rhen no notice is going ro be taken of
us on any other points rhat we raise. So I would veqy
earnestly ask my friends opposirc to consider before
they refuse the extra rwo days. If we do not have rhe
extra two days, we shall not get through rhe extra
business that is required of rhis Parliament.
President. 
- 
Sir Fred, I have already stated thar the
Chair had duly noted the observarions made on this
subjecr and that a srarcment would be made before rhe
end of the morning.
I call Mr Lalor.
Mr Lalor. 
- 
I have been asked by my colleague Mr
Poncelet, in relation to irem No 45, to convey to the
House rhar he cannor be here today to deal with his
report on the research and development programme
for the European Community in the field of textiles
and clothing, and he asked that this item be held over
till the nexr pan-session.
President. 
- 
Icall Mr'Rogers.
Mr Rogers. 
- 
Mr President, I think it is extremely
wrong tha[ we should suddenly have items removed
from the agenda. This panicular reporr by Mr Ponce-
let is of interesr ro cenain Members who have made a
point of being here and want to panicipate in the
debate. I wonder about rhe legitimacy of suddenly
asking for things rc be taken off the agenda. \7e really
shall land up in a ridiculous posirion, since it means
that if a person cannot be here, for whatever reason,
then an item is gone and cannot proceed. I can see
some awful implications for the furure.
President. 
- 
Mr Rogers, while I fully understand
your concern, I would point out thar this morning's
agenda is loaded to such an exrcnr rhat there is every
reason to fear rhat we shall not be able to deal with all
the items.
I call Mr Herman.
Mr Herman. 
- 
(F) Mr Presidenr, it is stated in the
agenda that Mr Poncelet's repon and mine are
connected. Vhile I have no objection ro examinarion
of Mr Poncelet's reporr being deferred, I am eager for
my report to be discussed, not for personal reasons,
but because I know that the programme on which we
have to give an opinion has been pending for a long
time, rhat it has already been delayed by this Parlia-
ment and that it is a maner of urgency that it be
adopted!
President. 
- 
I call Mr Taylor.
Mr J. D. Taylor. 
- 
Mr Presidenr, I object to the
possible withdrawal of item No 45 in the name of Mr
Poncelet. This is a mos[ urgent marrer, as Mr Rogers
on the other bench has already starcd. I think you
should recall, Mr President, two facts which underline
how urgent it is.
First, the rexrile r€search programme has been on our
parliamentary agenda for the previous rwo parr-
sessions, and on both occasions put back to the nexr
pan-session. This will be the third time it is posrponed.
Secondly, at Quesrion Time to the Council of Minis-
ters this week, the Council in reply stated that they
could make no progress in the marter because of the
failure of Parliament ro reach a decision. Therefore a
decision is urgently required. If Mr Poncelet has not
the good manners and grace to be with us rhis morn-
ing, he should nominate another person to act on his
behalf.
, President. 
- 
I consult the House on the requesr ro
defer the debate on rhe Ponceler reporr.
The request is rejecred.
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5. Decision on urgent Procedare
Prcsident. 
- 
The next item is a decision on the adop-
tion of urgent procedure for two motions for resolu-
tions.
I put to the vote the request for urgent procedure in
respect of the Ceravolo et al. motion for a. resolation
(Doc. 1-203/80): Commanity monitoring body for the
labour market
The request is rejected.
The motion for a resolution is therefore referred to
the appropriate committee.
President. 
- 
I put to the vote the request for urgent
procedure in respect of. the Bonaccini et al. motion for
a resolation (Doc. 1-204/80): Graoe situation in tbe Po
catcbment area.
The request is rejected.
The motion for a resolution is therefore referred to
rhe appropriate committee.
6. Decision on d requestfor an early oote
President. 
- 
I consult the House on the request for
an early vole on the Gillot et al. motion for a resolation
( Doc. 1 - I 2 0/8 0 ) : Liability for defectioe products.
The request is adoprcd.
The vote will be mken at the next votint-time.
7. Reproduction of salmon in the Baltic
Prcsident. 
- 
The next item is the report by Mr
\Toltjer (Doc. l-174/80), on behalf of the Committee
on Agriculture, on the
recommendation from the Commission to the Council
(Doc. l-135180) for a decision concerning the conclusion
of the agreement in the form of an exchange of letters
applying in 1980 the Agreement between the European
Economic Community and thc Government of Sweden
on cenain measures for the purpose of promoting the
reproducdon of salmon in the Baltic Sea.
I call Mr Voltjer.
Mr Voltier, rdPporteur. 
- 
(NZ) Mr President,
fellow Members, although the Agriculture Committee
agrees to the principle that the Community should
make a contribution for the breeding of young
salmon, we do, however, feel that we should Point out
that the Agriculture Committee cannot give its
approval to the proposal unless the Committee fixes
the cootribution to be made by the fishermen for this
breeding project in such a way that the fishermen are
not seriously put out by it. Ve have already expressly
raised this matter before in a repon by Joyce Quin, of
which the Parliament fully approved at the time.
I also feel, Mr President, that we should still ask the
Commission to give its express agreement to our point
in this field and answer our question to that effect.
President. 
- 
The debarc is closed.
The motion for a resolution will be put to the vote at
the next voting-time.
8. Crisis in thefisbing industry
President. 
- 
The next item is the motion for a reso-
lution abled by Mr Provan and others on the crisis in
the fishing industry crearcd by a massive increase in
impons (Doc. l-155l80).
I call Mr Provan.
Mr Provan. 
- 
I cannot recall a subject which, when
I have discussed it with colleagues, has aroused so
much fear for the future as the prospects for the fish-
ing inclustry. There is no doubt that we are trying at
the mc'ment to conserve our fish stocks for the future,
yet the way we are operating the system i's encourag-
ing a great deal of waste.
Vhat rs happening is that because prices are low, fish
is being ground for meal, or else it is being dumped at
sea so that the skippers concerned will not go over
their allowed catch. Then they go back to sea a day or
two larer to catch some more because they hope the
price urill be a bit higher.
The fishing industry is in such economic difficulties at
[he moment that it cannot really survive. This Parlia-
ment, I suggest, has got to do something about it.
Vhat can it do? I believe rhe Commission has Powers
a[ the moment to undenake all that is necessary.
Accorcling to Article 22(2) of Regulation 100/76, it is
empowered in the event of economic disturbances on
the market to take the necessary protective measures
under Article 39 of the Treaty. This is absolutely vital
if we are going to have a fishing industry in the future.
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Boats are being tied up by rhe day, and many boats at
that, not only in the constituency which I represent 
-Aberdeen, Peterhead and Fraserborough 
- 
but also
throughout the rest of the Community. This is going
to be vital for the future of the housewife if she is
going to get fish in future.
But the problem, Mr President, is panly this roo: that
the housewife today is nor tetring the fish any cheaper
than she was when fish was very much more expensive
on the quayside. This is rhe crux of rhe matrer. I feel
therefore that we musr ask the Commission ro raise
wichdrawal prices with all haste and probably go as far
as doubling them. They must also at the same time
make sure that fish coming in from third countries
ro rhe Communiry does not undercut our own indusry
to such an extenr that it cannot survive. The industry is
a viable industry and wants to carry on 'producing'
fish. Bur, Mr President, it musr be allowed ro do so
without unfair subsidized competition from abroad.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Nyborg to speak on behalf of
the Group of European Progressive Democrar.
Mr Nyborg. 
- 
(DK) Mr President, I wish ro
support this motion for a resolution, on behalf of my
group. It is interesting ro see our British colleagues
raising this matter; in rhe pasr the British were nor
especially keen on serring up a fisheries poliry as such.
But it is a fact that fishermen throughout the Commu-
nity are facing difficulties, and they have nor been
helped by the rise in energy prices and so on. Increas-
ing impons from ourcide rhe Communiry are one of
the most disquiering factors.
Ve should be very pleased ro see our fishermen
getdng higher prices for their catches, bur would warn
against raising tariff barriers and increasing duties. For
us that goes againsr the grain. Ve do nor wish ro see
tariff barriers raised again: we wanr trade to be as free
as possible.
Vith these reservarions, as I said, my group endorses
the motion for a resolution.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Kirk rc speak on behalf of the
European Democratic Group.
Mr Kirk. 
- 
(DK) Mr Presidenr, I should first like to
express my surprise at the Commission's failure to
answer Mr '!floltjer's speech a momenr ago on the
Communiry's contribution ro rhe Swedish Govern-
ment for rhe srocking of Swedish rivers with salmon,
but I assume the Commission intends to make irs reply
later, perhaps in conjunction wirh rhe question we are
now discussing.
\(e in the European Democraric Group strongly
suppon Mr Provan in his response ro the presenr sr.are
of the fish market in the various European porrs: we
are mosl concerned at current trends, and ate
convinced that if nothing effective is done abour
imports, if we do not achieve stability in European fish
prices, the result will be that, even if we do achieve a
common fisheries policy acceptable ro all the Member
States, we shall not have a fishing-fleet lefr to carry ir
out.
On behalf of my group, I urge the Commission to use
its powers under the Council Regulation of 19 January
1976. The Commission'does have powers ro control
and safeguard the market in fish, and if it is going to
face up to the present situation in Europe, it must use
them. I regret to say rha[ what we have been mld of
the Commission's intenrions 
- 
rhar is, to raise refer-
ence prices for fish 
- 
is inadequate. Other and drastic
action must also be taken if this most unfonunare
situation is to be rectified, and if we are ro conrinue ro
have a large and efficient European fishing indusry.
I look forward rc rhe Commission's reply ro Mr
Voltjer.
President. 
- 
I call Mrs Poirier ro speak on behalf of
the Communist and Allies Group,
Mrs Poirier. 
- 
(F) Mr President, the seriousness of
the situation affecting fishermen in the Community
urgently calls for 
- 
on this we are agreed 
- 
initia-
tives regarding guaranteed minimum prices and
protecdve measures to limit cenain impons rhar have
had disasrous consequences.
In France approximately one million people, including
of course the families which live directly or indirectly
from fishing 
- 
are affected by the pursuit of resrruc-
turing policies which, after operating in the deep-sea
fishing sector, then in that of in-shore fishing, are
threatening the high-seas fleet. Some observations
made on the basis of the nadonal reality illusrate this
disturbing situarion in which ar rhe same time there are
more plans to reduce the number of seamen, fleets are
being concentrated and rhere is a squeeze on jobs in
activities based on the handling or processing of sea
products. Thus from 1962 to 1978 the number of
sailors fell from 41 358 to 27 638, that is a reduction
of more than 33 0/0. Our fishing fleet, which consisred
of 14074 vessels in 1962, comprised only 12 193 in
1978, that is 13 0/o fewer vessels. Such a loss, with the
serious human consequences involved, is at the same
time due to rhe decisions of the pasr rwenry years, at
the initiative of the Common Market, that have been
relayed or added to by nadonal choices taken in
favour of big shipbuilders and rhe fish processing
companies. Vhether it be narional plans, EAGGF
operations, or economic measures 
- 
everything has
been done to promore the positions held by cenain big
fishing and processing firms. The consequence has
been the acceleration of the concenration of the
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fleets, in shon the decline of the industry. The EEC's
policy is not, however, concerned solely with the
means of production; basically, there is a political
inability to regulate the sea fisheries sector and make it
work at Community level: witness the attitude of the
British, who failed to comply with cenain directives.
In these conditions, the prospect of enlargement of the
Common Market to include Greece, Ponugal and
Spain 
- 
three new countries with very marked seafar-
ing traditions 
- 
is a source of grave concern to fisher-
men, particularly in the South-\Testern region of
France, fishermen who see this development as a death
blow to their industry.
For all the reasons I have given, our troup cannot but
support an initiative aimed at invoking the safeguard
mechanisms provided for in the Treaty of Rome,
although it considers that such action would be
wholely inadequate unless the measures that are taken
prove fully effective. That is why we are proposing
two amendments which will make things more
specific.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Battersby.
Mr Battersby. 
- 
Mr President, this is a crisis for
Europe and measures are required to keep our fisher-
men in business; but the Commission, and we, must
think beyond the crisis. The housewife will not pay
more than a cenain price for fish relative to orher
protein foods. The processor, who is a major employer
in the industryt can only pay so much. If withdrawal
prices are pitched mo high, fish will not be saleable
owing to consumer resistance and will either be
dumped overboard or be made into fishmeal, with the
Community financing the difference berween the
withdrawal price and rhe low price the fisherman gets
from the fishmeal plant. If this happens, not only will
resource conservation suffer and processers have to
shed labour, but long-term consumer patterns will
change and consumption, which has been dropping
gradually for many years, will continue to drop.
Market distonion is due rc many factors, including the
dissimilar levels and forms of national aid throughout
the Community. One of these is fuel aid, and it takes
about a tonne of oil to catch a tonne of fish. I would
like the Commission to give thought to the stabiliza-
tion of the market, the abolition of nadonal fuel aids
which differ throughout the Community and the posi-
bility of providing direct, uniform Community finan-
cial aid towards fuel costs to the whole Community
fleet. I am sure DG XIV can make a reasonable
comparative estimate of the cost of such an operation
and the cost of the withdrawal system at the high
levels we are demanding at this stage, and propose
various alternatives.
I would sutgest that they base their calculations on the
size and rype of vessel and not on engine size, so as to
avoid encouraging the use of overpowered engines in
new vessels. In this way, vessel operating costs will be
reduced on a fair, uniform basis and good fish will be
landed profitably at a price the consumer and the
processor can afford. At the same time, we shall keep
our fleet in being, because there is a danger, in this
crisis, that many of our fishermen will have to go out
of business.
If the Commission, after consideration of this idea,
could advise the Fisheries !florking Grorrp of its
opinion 
- 
say in July 
- 
this would be greatly appre-
ciated.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Blaney.
Mr Blaney. 
- 
I should just like on behalf of the fish-
ermen in my own country, Ireland, to add my voice to
those already raised here this morning and to say that
over the pas[ rwo or three months cheap imports have
been affecting our fishermen's livelihood to such a
degree thar, if it is allowed to continue, there will be
no future wha$oever for the fishermen. \7e in Ireland
are, perhaps, more vulnerable than most other parts of
the Community in that our fishing fleet is still at a very
early development srage and cannot, therefore, be
compared with some of the bigger fleets in the
Community and throughout the world. The unfonun-
arc thint is that we also find that, although these
impons are available at low prices to the distributors,
the consumer in Ireland has not gained any advantage.
'\7ith 
regard to the fuel-cost aid, this is something that
we do not benefit from in Ireland at all. I fully
support, therefore, Mr Battersby's plea for uniformiry
in fuel aid. It is necessary. Ve cannot allow our fishing
fleets to be depleted at this particular time and we
should do everything possible to help them. This is a
matter of great urgency, because the situation is criti-
cal.
President. 
- 
I call Miss Quin.
Miss Quin. 
- 
Mr President, I should like to refer,
first of all, to Anicle 22 of the Council reguladon of
January 1976, which other speakers have already
referred to and which was referred to in the request
for urgent procedure which we adopted earlier this
week.
Fishermen throughout the Community, I believe, are
anxious for the Commission and the Council to mke
action, and this action can no longer be delayed. Both
Commission and Council are allowed to take action
under Anicle 22 of the 1976 regulation, but so far
have not done so. If we are to have rules and regula-
tions, surely they must be seen to be applied and
observed. If regulations exist, but are never used, even
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when the circumstances obviously warrant their use,
what is the point of having them? They simply fall into
disrepute.
The position at the present time is extremely grave:
prices for fishermen are very low indeed and the
competition from floods of impons from outside the
EEC is very, very severe. It may seem rather srrange
that someone from a pany that often criticizes price
increases for farmers should talk abour price increases
for fishermen. However, I believe that rhe siruarion is
very different in this case. Consumers who might
benefit in the very short term from the present situa-
don will uldmately be forced rc pay much higher
prices if the present market disturbances continue
unabated. It is very importanr that we should provide
for a balanced market where consumers can be sure of
continued supplies at reasonable prices in the future.
Something needs to be done about the situation now
to prevenl Community fishermen, panicularly those in
the United Kingdom, from going out of business.
Fishing is imponant for fishing communities, not just
in terms of the jobs of the fishermen themselves but
also the four or five onshore jobs which depend on the
job of each individual fisherman.
For fish-merchants, too, the present boom in cheap
impons is a rather shon-term benefit. I believe that
once many Community fishermen are driven out of
business those who are sending us rheir fish from
oumide the Community will ,increase their prices.
Merchants' profits, which at present are fairly consi-
derable, will be greatly diminished as a resuh, and
consumers will have rc bear the cosr of increased
prices. I should like rc close by addressing a plea to my
Conservative colleagues who will be speaking in this
debate today about the plight of fishermen. A Member
State may ask for Anicle 22 of the 197S rBgulation to
be applied, and I would ask them to plead with rheir
Conservative governmenl to do something. If their
pany and government are serious about this, they will
act straight away.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Burke.
Mr Burke, Member of the Commission. 
- 
Mr Presi-
dent, my colleague Vice-President Gundelach deeply
regrets that it is not possible for him rc panicipate
personally in the urgent debarc requested by Mr
Provan and others. Long-standing commitmenrs prev-
ent him from being here today, and he deplores this all
the more since he is well aware of the problems that
Community fishermen are faced with in the present
situation and of the rapid changes in fishing conditions
and the lasting uncenainty as to the future.
If you will bear with me, Mr Presidenr, for a moment,
I would like briefly to refer to rhe previous discussion
on the Voltjer report and to say that the Commission
thanks the rapporteur for his repon and for the
approval of the Commission's proposal. \fle have
noted that the rapponeur again raises the question of
the way in which fishermen contriburc to [he paymenl
to Sweden. The Commission will now reconsider its
proposal in the light of this repon and of what has
been said in the House today and in March..l must,
however, at this stage underline that we shall have to
examine very carefully cenain practical and legal
consequences of a change in our proposal for a licence
fee. Vith this reservation I can assure the House that
we will keep an open mind.
Coming now, more panicularly, to the subject raised
by Mr Provan and other speakers, I have already indi-
cated that because of its seriousness we wish a debate
of this nature to have our full concern. Of course, the
Commission has, as pan of its responsibilities, closely
followed the development of the markets. It has had
consultations with all sides of the industry and it has,
on the basis of the picture which it has been able to
form, taken cenain imponant initiatives which I shall
refer to.
Vhile we have noted a certain instability in the market
and an unsatisfactory development of prices, we do
not agree with all the elements of the analysis and,
indeed, the conclusions of the draft resolution.
Let me first turn to the situation as it has developed in
rhe market in 1980. After a period of high, or even
very high, prices from 1977 to early 1979, the market
has, since the beginning of the summer of 1979, shown
signs of weakening. At the beginning of 1980, we have
noted marked, and in cenain cases severe, price falls
for a number of products, in panicular at rhe UK
quayside marke6, where prices had been maintained
ar very high levels. This developmenr has been accom-
panied by increases in input costs 
- 
in panicular, as
has been mentioned already, energy cosrs. There has
therefore been pressure on the profit margin. It would
appear that the authors of rhe resoludon refer to the
situation in January-February of this year. However,
since then the market has become somewhat firmer
and this srabilizing trend is still continuing.
Vhat are the reasons for this development? The ques-
tion is imponant, because without the correct diagno-
sis you cannot give rhe right medicine. It is suggested
rhat 
- 
and I quore from the draft resolutisn 
-'1lggreatly increased impons of processed and unpro-
cessed fish at subsidized prices' caused the drop in
prices obsenred at the beginning of this year. Now
while we certainly have to rake impons into account in
our analysis, they are nor a facror in the supply situa-
tion. There is, in the view of the Commission, no
single or simple explanation for the market siruation as
we have seen it developing in January and February. Ir
is a question of several concomiranr factors on borh
the demand and supply side and on boch rhe consumer
and producer side, which all bear ro a grearer or lesser
degree on the situation.
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Among these factors I would point out the following.
At the beginning of the year 1980 there were very
favourable weather conditions, and we have therefore
had landings at a higher level than is usual at this
period of the year. This phenomenon has, moreover,
been accompanied by not insignificant landings of
smallersized fish in the UK, which are not so readily
absorbed by the market. \7e observe that consumers
seem to have reacted to the high prices which
previiled over the last few years. It mus[ not be forgot-
ren that fish is one protein product food which has its
place in the hierarchy of the consumer's choice. The
high prices in the UK and the strengthened pound
have cenainly attracted landings in the UK by vessels
from other Member States. I note also that we have
had increased availability of exrernal supply. However,
this growth in impons is not new. Ve have seen stead-
ily growing impons and expons since 1976. Countries
like Iceland, Norway and Canada are staning to reap
the advantage of their 200-mile-zones and there seems
to be a cenain transfer of exports from the less attrac-
rive Unircd States market.
On the question of impons, I would underline that the
Community cannot do without impons. Community
production no longer covers market requiremenrc for
certain whirc-fish species such as cod, while ,at the
same time other species such as mackerel have to be
exponed, in some cases with expon refunds, since the
trend in consumption does not'develop in the same
way as the trend in production. This situation is the
consequence of the general application by fishing
narions of zoo-mile fishing-limits and the reduction of
fishing by distant-water fleets in their traditional
grounds in the Nonh Atlantic, as well as of the diffi-
cult state of cenain Community stocks.
The available statistics illustrate this. Impons have
risen by 37 0/o since 1975. At the same time expons
have gone up by 155 %. The January-February 1980
figures are in line with this trend. For the UK market
in panicular, impons from third counries in January
-February 1980 reached 25 000 tonnes, against15 000 ronnes in the corresponding period ol 1979.
This is partly accounted for by.the particular situation
of cenain British pons. Thus the import figures for the
first quaner of the 'year show a less significant
increase. At rhe same time exports increased from
115 000 tonnes in January-February 1979 to 128 000
tonnes in the first two months of this year. It should
also be recalled that the impons to which the motion
refers have taken place at price levels well above the
existing reference prices. Cenain small quantities have
come in below the reference price, but there is no
evidence that this has had a disturbing effect.
For these reasons the Commission, while recognizing
the difficulties of adjustment with which the fishing
industry is faced at the present time , is of opinion'that
the conditions under which the safeguard measure
provided for in Anicle 22 of the Council Regulation of
1976 might be applied were not met in January
-February and are met even less at this dme of theyear. The House might also wish to know that the
Commission has received no request from Member
States to apply the safeguard clause.
The Commission, however, recognizes that the market
in present circumstances needs strengthening and that
the stabilizing development over the last months, to
which I have referred, should be supponed.'$7e must
in this connection see to it that abnormally low-priced
impons do not compromise the stability of the market
and the price stabilization measures undenaken by
producer organizations. This is panicularly necessary
in the present circumsances of increased input costs,
but the Commission maintains that this should be done
by other measures than by the application of Anicle
22, which gives us the possibiliry to stop impons.
Orher measures are appropriate and adequate, and the
Commission has already indicated in its reply to the
question this week by Miss Quin, 94180, that it has
taken two initiatives.
\7e will 
- 
and the proposal was submitted to the
Management Committee last week 
- 
in6;62s6 signifi-
cantly the reference prices for imponed products. The
regulation will be passed by the Commission today,
Friday, and it will mean an increase in reference prices
of between 6 0/o and 25 o/0, with an average of tO %
for frozen fillets of fish and 20 0/o f.or frozen whole
fish. \7e are confident that this measure will have an
immediate beneficial effect on the market, and it
improves our possibilities to act in the event of imports
at cut-throat prices. Moreover, the Commission has
recently proposed to the Council that the autonomous
rariff suspensions applied in previous years and for the
first six months of 1980 for a number of imponant
white fish species, in panicular cod, haddock and
whiting, be discontinued. If the Council adopts these
proposals, which in the Commission's view are justi-
fied in the present supply-and-demand situation, the
full tariff of 15 o/o will be applicable as from I July
1980 to these impons.
I think that with these measures we have already taken
appropriate action with regard to the effects of
impons and that we have thereby met a large pan of
the motion for a resolution. If the resolution, in calling
for a revision of ariff rates for cenain third countries,
aims not at this kind of measure but at a revision of
conventional tariffs based on agreements with cenain
third countries, the Commission would not be able to
agree. Ve firmly believe that the measures we have
taken will go a long way towards reassuring Commu-
nity producers that their legitimate interests will be
duly uken into account, even in a situation of greater
Community need for external supplies of cenain fish
producm.
On the other hand, the Commission does not believe it
rc be in the interesm of the fishing industry to press for
higher 
.withdrawal-prices. The withdrawal-price
system is meant as a safety net under the market, a
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safety net which has been lifrcd considerably by a
number of producer organizadons through the opera-
don of autonomous withdrawal-prices. It is nor a
system of intervention at market-price level. Such a
system would, if only because of rhe nature of the
products involved and the inevirable fluctuations of
market-prices as reflecting landings, give rise to high
interventions and waste. \7hile rhe Commission is in
the process of reexamining the existing market organi-
zation with a view to introducing appropriate adjust-
ments in the light of decisions on orher elements of the
fisheries poliry, it does not find that it would be in the
inrcrests of the fishing industry ro press for higher
withdrawal-prices. The unavoidable consequence
would, as I have said, be rhat substantial quantities of
valuable fish would have to be withdrawn from the
market for human consumption and be destroyed. The
industry has an interesr rarher in mainuining supplies
to the market at reasonable prices in order to defend
and, if possible, improve the market's share of fishery
products ois-ti-ois other protein foods. It should be
recalled that withdrawal-prices, expressed in units of
account, have already been increased over the last five
years by between 36 0/o and 48 Vo for the main white
fish species. It thus appears that fishermen ar leasr
cannot complain of being the victims of a cheap fish
food policy. I would therefore strongly urge rhe
House not to insist on its demand for an increase of
present withdrawal-prices.
On balance, the Commission is of the opinion that the
action already aken with regard to reference prices
and tariffs gives due weighr ro the fishermen's inreresrc
without ignoring either rhose of orher sectors of the
industry or general policy interesm. In taking this
balanced action, it is convinced that it is also acting in
the long-term interesrs of the catching industry. As to
the future, the Commission will conrinue to follow the
evolution of the marker situation for fishery products
and will take or propose any measure available to ir
that the prevailing market situation requires.
I have taken nore of the points made in the debate,
and particularly that made by Mr Banersby, which I
will bring to the attention of Vice-President Gunde-
lach. Ve will both give it rhe fullest consideration
possible.
In regard to the amendments to the motion for a reso-
lution, Mr President, if rhis is rhe appropriare rime ro
indicate a reaction to rhem, I would only say on behalf
of the Commission that the House will probably
understand why Amendmenr No I is not acceptable to
the Commission. Amendmenr No 2 goes beyond what
Mr Provan asked for in his resolution, thar is,
increased withdrawal-prices. I have already defined
the Commission position in regard ro thar, and I feel
that shis is another marrer in which the House will
easily understand our position.
President. 
- 
The debate is closed.
The motion for a resolution will be put to the vote at
the next voting-time.
9. Reoision of the European Regional
Deoelopment Fund
President. 
- 
The next item is the motion for a reso-
lution tabled by Mr De Pasquale, on behalf of the
Committee on Regional Poliry and Regional Plan-
ning, on the revision of the Regulation establishing the
European Regional Development Fund before I Janu-
ary l98l (Doc. 1-171l80).
I call Mr De Pasquale.
Mr De Pasquale. 
- 
(I) Mr President, there is a time
limit set by the present Regional Fund Regulation:
Article 22 provides that, on a proposal from the
Commission, the Council shall review the regulation
by l January 1981. This is not just one date amonB
others, this is a political undenaking which we believe
must be respecrcd. Vhat happened was that when, in
February 1979, afrcr over a year's delay, the Council
adopted the first revision of the regulation, but with-
out raking account of this Assembly's commen6, it
formally bound itself to do so at the time of the
second revision, that is, precisely by I January 1981.
There can be no valid reason for a postponement. The
European Parliament has always regarded the Fund as
an insrument that is useful but altogether inadequate
and hardly capable of producing significant results in
reducing the internal imbalances within the Commu-
niry. The European Parliament has always held, and
said, that the way to pursue this aim is not through a
Fund that distributes refunds, but rhat what is needed
is a genuine regional policy, i.e. a general Communiry
policy, equipped with the sort of instruments that can
channel investments towards the weaker areas; that, in
the selection of areas for investment, can coordinarc
geographical factors with the availabiliry of labour;
that can protect and stimulate the productive porcndal
of entire European regions how being devastated or
impoverished by the processes of industrial concentra-
tion, migration and by rhe workings of the agricultural
policy.
Clearly, honourable colleagues, these desirable poli-
cies and insrruments can only function on the basis of
progressive economic and monetary integration in the
Community. It is cusrcmary to object to this that, for
the present, no such prospec exists; indeed, the crisis
has become extremely grave: the Community shows
clear signs of crumbling, the climate for a serious
reform of the Regional Fund, ir is said, is simply not
there, so rhe best we can do is preserve what we have,
hoping for better times ro come.
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To resign ourselves to this pessimistic outlook would
be, in our view, a fundamental mistake. Ve can only
keep the prospect of overcoming the present crisis
alive if we ha're the strength not to lay down our arms
of constructive criticism in every area, but panicularly
in the area of regional policy. The revision of the Fund
represenrs a l)artial, but a real, opponunity. ve can,
even if only vithin this limited ambit, put forward our
demands fo' serious regional programmes' for
Community ,rid at the level of programmes, rather
than of projecr, for a different orientation of invest-
ment policies ois-d-ois regional planning, for a more
structured coordination of Community funds, for an
expansion of the non-quota section.
Ve can set u) more precise and far-reaching mechan-
isms of auditing and control, and hence improve coor-
dination with narional policies.
All rhese are essential aspects which for the time being
we can only rleal with within the limircd framework of
rhe Fund re6;ulation, but which already at this stage
are preparinl; the ground and creating the necessary
conditions fcr implementing a regional poliry worthy
of that name.
This is why, Mr President, we insist that time limir be
respected anC commitments honoured. Vhat we ask
of the Comnrission, wirh which we have always had a
relationship cf fruitful cooperation, is that it should
not give up its power 
- 
its duty 
- 
of initiative. The
Commission's mandate is about to expire, but rhis is
precisely wh1, with the experience it has gained, it is
now best placed to propose a new regulation, without
submitting t() pressure from the Council or its organs
and without prelirhinary bargaining.
'!/hat we asli of the Council is that it should give up
what has no'v become one of im habir, that of delay-
ing for yer.rs every decision concerning regional
policy. Ve ask the Council once again rc adopt
quickly the live regulations concerning the non-quota
section thar have been before it for many months now.
This is a verF grave default, for this delay, apan from
preventing dre udlization of resources that are already
available, rhreatens to obliterate the innovatory nature
of the expe'iment. There are things, Mr President,
honourable r:olleagues, that cannot be put off forever.
This is why've call on the Assembly to adopt the reso-
lution.
President. 
-- 
I call Mr Giolitti.
Mr Giolitti, Member of the Commission. 
- 
(l) Mr
President, I shall be extremely brief, as the motion for
a resolution just presented by Mr De Pasquale is brief.
Let me just comment shonly on paragraphs 5 and 6,
because the remaining paragraphs are, I would say,
self-evident and call for no comment from the
Commissior.
Concerning paragraph 6, Mr De Pasquale knows that
I already have, both in my own name and in that of
the Commission, urged the institudon of the proposed
dialogue between the Commission and Parliament's
Committee on Regional Policy and Regional Planning
and that, indeed, we have already agreed in principle
with Mr De Pasquale a date that suits the committee
chaired by him. I am, therefore, ready for the
dialogue, ready for a meeting at which I should like to
discuss with the committee the subject of paragraph 5
of the resolution, that is, the revisicln of the Regional
Fund regulation. But I shall want to use that oPPor-
tunity to nlk with the committee about the timeliness
and the usefulness of revising the Regional Fund regu-
lation at a momen[ when we shall have had no experi-
ence as yet of the most imponant innovation introd-
uced into the regulation, that is of non-quota
measures. By the date mentioned in paragraph 5, we
shall not yet be able to use the periodic rePort, the first
of the periodic reports on the socio-economic situa-
tion in the Community's regions which, in accordance
with my proposal, the Commission is to submit after
rhe summer, that is before the end of the year. By that
time we shall be faced with the approaching enlarge-
ment of the Community to include counffies charac-
rcrized by panicularly extensive and complex regional
policy problems, and we shall also be faced with what
is called the 'problem of convergence'.
I have confined myself here to mentioning these prob-
lems, all of which are of considerable imponance for
the future of regional policy, and to alerting you at
this stage to those aspects on which, in my opinion,
rhe Commission and Parliament's committee shouldjointly reflect in order to arrive at well-pondered
conclusions. To sum up, then, my answer to the invita-
tion addressed by the resolution to the Commission,
and to me personally, is favourable and, with the
reservations I have made, the Commission's and my
personal opinion on the resolution are positive.
President. 
- 
The debate is closed.
The motion for a resolution will be put to the vote at
the next voting-time.
lO. Death of Kampuchean cbildren
President. 
- 
The next ircm is the motion for a reso-
lution mbled by Mrs Agnelli and others, on the death
of thousands of Kampuchean children (Doc. l-177 /
80).
I call Mrs Cassanmagnago Cerretti.
Mrs Cassanmagnego Cerretti. 
- 
(I) Mr President,
we have talked about the motion tabled by Mn
Agnelti and others with some of our friends in the
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Conservative Pany and q/e seem to be substantially in
agreemenr on some changes that need to be made.
Vhile it is, of course, imponant for the Community ro
find a solution to rhe problem of the Kampuchean
children, we musr emphasize that this must come only
after every possible effon has been made ro reunite
families or ro induce countries closer to rheir home-
land to adopt them. Obviously, if no other suitable
solution is found, Europe, too, will be prepared to
accept them.
The real problem is rhat rhe adoption of these children
should not mean cutting them off from their roots;
therefore uking rhem into the Community should be
regarded only as a solution of last recourse.
\7e felt it was imponant ro make this poinr, and we
ask the Assembly ro vore for the morion thus amended
because, while it is true rhat the price of wars musr nor
be paid in rhe suffering of young orphans, it is equally
true that, within the urmosr limim of possibility, these
orphans should be found homes in countries close to
the place where they were born.
President, 
- 
I call Sir Fred l7arner to speak on
behalf of the European Democratic Group.
Sir Frcd Varncr. 
- 
I would like briefly ro supporr
what Mrs Cassanmagnago Cerretti has said. The iitua-
tion is rhis: although the great flood of refugees
99.ing.out of Cambodia has stopped, thus enablinglife in the camps ro setrle down into a mo.e orderly
routine, I have received a number of reports from
Bangkok which suggesr rhar the siruation in those
camps remains extremely bad. That also is the infor-
mation which,prompted Mrs Agnelli ro table this reso-
lution. Moreover, she received representatives of char-
itable organizations rhis week, who gave her a horrify-
ing description of the conrinuing situation in the
camPs.
The point we have taken up is rhat some children have
either losr their parents complercly or their parenrs
have been killed, and have no one ro look aftei rhem.
They are not attached ro any family group. They are
wand-ering around picking up a living as best they can.
Ve felt, as signatories of rhis resolution, that such
children oughr to be removed from the camps as
quickly as possible. There are rwo ways of doing this:
one is by adoption, and the second is the much less
drastic solution of placing rhem in foster homes in the
countries nearby or funher afield. Ve would like both
these alternatives to be considered and they are envis-
aged in our resolurion. \fle are, however, very much
aware of the difficulties and dangers of sending chil-
dren away ro new families if rhere is some chanie thar
they might one day be reunited wirh a family unit in
their country of origin. It is for that reason that othe.
members of my group have amendmenrc to propose.
President. 
- 
I call Mrs De March to speak on behalf
of the Communist and Allies Group.
Mrs De March. 
- 
(F) Mr President, I shall nor to
over again today what the French Members of the
Communist and Allies Group have been clearly saying
since the July pan-session.
The European Assembly takes a look around'the
world, sers itself up as a universal conscience, but does
not deal with matters falling within its jurisdiction
which come under the Treaty of Rome. And at the
same rime it is nor averse to using the food weapon
against peoples. That is why we will not be taking pan
in the vote on this proposal for a resolution nor on rhe
other resolutions proposed this morning which fall
outside the competence of the Assembly.
Nevenheless, after listening to Mrs Agnelli fervently
pleading for the evacuarion of children and girls who,
according to her, are raped every night, I should like
to say in connecrion with this reque$ regarding the
situation of Cambodian children that it is easy ro ac as
though one's own conscience were clear and to move
the Assembly with such information. But when did the
different pofitical groups that you represenr here acr to
defend those same Cambodian and Vietnamese girls
and those women raped by American GI's transformed
into human rorches in their villages, with the blessing
of the so-called free Vestern world? Do you thin[.
that we have forgotren the genocide of the years of US
aggression in Vietnam?
(Exckmations lrom the right)
The struggle for human rights is the raison d'€tre of. the
Communists. It is a tribute to French Communists thar
they have always been behind the peoples of South-
East Asia in the sruggle againsr American imperialism,
against colonialism, including our ovn. \Vhy do you
not take into account today the serious information
given on l2May by the International Committee of
the Red Cross, which, with UNICEF, is administering
the humanitarian aid in Cambodia. The latter hai
stated its opinion unambiguously. From Thailand and
the Unircd Smtes an intervention situation is being
stepped up in order to desmbilize, for obvious political
reasons, rhe improving situation by flooding the fron-
tier with aid which is the source of conflicm. It was the
International Commirtee of the Red Cross which
revealed to the international press on l2 May the plan
of those who, for political reasons, are affirming that
the interior is a no-go area and rhat the Cambolians
would be saved by rhe frontier operation. Ir was thar
same move which inspired the resoludon on Cambod-
ian children. Insread of considering stepping up aid
inside Democratic Kampouchea there is i cill to
evacuare children, rc bring abour another separation
that would be feh all the more deeply. After io much
suffering the children need to hold on to their roots,
to find other families in rheir native country, which
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must be reborn on the land which is theirs, where they
have the right to live like alI children elsewhere in the
world. A Fren:h doctor, Mrs Mait6 Mill6, member of
the Committee for Medical and Health Aid to the
Cambodian Population, who has jus! spent two and a
half months ir, Cambodia, has giveri an account this
week in the French press. The suffering, the mistakes
in Cambodia, are the consequence of four years of
Pol-Por dictarc,rship.
(Exclamations lion tbe ight)
This suffering is also the product, she says, of an
appalling legac,r, that of French colonialism, American
aggression and Khmer Rouge terror. The rebinh of this
people, the futtrre of the country, requires respect for
its choices, recognition of rhe legal authorities and
unparalleled so idarity in im affairs. The recognition,
the survival of Oambodia, depends on international aid
from the Comrnunity and on the reintroduction of
food aid for the whole of South-East Asia. Cambodia's
future is, above all, its children. This presupposes that
its children can learn to live in another age, one of
confidence, justice and peace.
There will be rro guarantee of Cambodia's survival
unless the children of Cambodia remain in their land.
To achieve this, well-meaning declarations are not
enough given tht' debt contracted by the States and the
governments inrolved in the war in Indo-China.
France must also play its pan; like the Unircd States, it
too was responsible for terrible desruction.
(Applause from the extreme lefi)
INTFTE CHAIR: MRROGERS
Vice-President
President. 
- 
I cull Mr Purvis.
Mr Puris. 
- 
Mr President, the House is aware that
we have discusse<l the ragic situation in Kampuchea
twice already this year under the urgency procedure.
As a result of this ,:oncern expressed by the House, the
Political Affairs (lommittee has, I understand, been
assiduously considering the problem in its totality, and
has in particular hrrd discussions with Mr Hanling, the
United Nations Hrgh Commissioner for Refugees.
My amendments to Mrs Agnelli's resolution are based
on the advice of those directly involved in coping with
this difficult problem. They have had experience in
previous situations. Perhaps one of the most significant
was the removal to the Unircd States 
- 
done with the
best of intentions 
- 
of many Viemamese children
when Saigon fell in chaos. Even now, Vietnamese
parents are searching for their children, and you can
imagine the heanrending effect on the adoptive
parents and the now teenage children when the search
is successful. This is the son of reason that has
prompted the International Red Cross, develop a
sophisticated tracing system using computerized
matching techniques and operating from Bangkok, rc
information gleaned on both sides of the Kampuchean
border on relatives and children. In the Sarkeo Camp,
for example, where refugees from the Pol Pot r6gime
are located, nearly all of the 3 000 unattached children
have now been identified and related to survivors of
their families. The International Red Cross is now
working systematically through the other camps and is
hopeful of matching the majority of children to
members of their extended families.
So our object here should be to assist the United
Nations High Commissioner for Refugees and the
International Red Cross and any other charitable
organization concerned to collect the data relevant rc
these children and to extend and speed up the tracing
work. 'S7e should try to encourage the Kampuchean
authorities to facilitate the reuniting of children with
families on either side of the frontier. Indeed, there
have recently been hopeful signs that the Kampuchean
authorities are showing some degree of willingness in
this direction. \7e should ensure that unattached chil-
dren in the camps are not exploited and are fed,
clothed and cared for.
Lastly, we should only suppon the removal of children
from their own environment and culture when hope of
finding relatives who can care for them in that envi-
ronments is exhausted. Any such process must only be
carried out with the greatest care and the closest
supervision. These children must not, under any
circumsnnces, become merchandise traded on a black
market for adoptable children. I therefore beg to move
Amendments Nos I to 5 snnding in my name.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Irmer to speak on behalf of
the Liberal and Democratic Group.
Mr lrmer. 
- 
(D) Mr President, in justifying the
urgency of this matter, Mrs Agnelli has already nken
a position as regards the content of this motion and we
will of course agree to the motion. I regard the
amendments proposed here by Mr Punis as justified
and I also believe that Mrs Agnelli, who cannot be
here today, would have agreed to these amendments'
Basically, what is being said here is axiomatic, namely
that children should be removed from the environment
which they are used to, from 'their culture, only if
there is no alternative. However, and I should like to
emphasize this point once again, if the procedures
involved in seeking other solutions take too long there
is a great danger that these children will already have
died from hunger and misery before anything is done.
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I believe thar Mr Purvis too wishes his amendments ro
be interpreted as being subject to this reservation; I
cannot understand it as being otherwise. Obviously if
both possibiliries exist, the first, namely rhar of leaving
the children in their culrure, is preferable, but if these
children's lives are directly endangered rhen the
second way is better. Our main concern is to save the
lives of these children and rc do everything possible in
order to realize this objecrive. To this end, we shall
also be supponing Mr Purvis's amendments.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Burke.
Mr Burke, Member of the Commission. 
- 
Mr Presi-
dent, the Commission nores with inrcrest and concern
the imponant marrer being debated in rhe House
today. On behalf of my colleague more immediarcly
concerned with rhese malters, I can give an assurance
of our concern and sympathy. The Commission has on
a number of occasions expressed this. I will convey
personally to my colleague the renor of this debate,
but the House will underst4nd that, apan from that
general expression, it is not appropriate for me ro take
any firm posirion in regard ro rhis marrer.
President. 
- 
The debate is closed. The motion for a
resolurion will be pur ro rhe vote ar the next voring-
tlme.
l. Situation of Anatoly Sbcbaranshy
President. 
- 
The nexr ircm is the motion for a reso-
lution (Doc. 178/80) by Mr Pflimlin and others on the
situation of Mr Shcharansky.
I callMr Pflimlin.
Mr P[Iimlin. 
- 
(F) Mr President, a number of
colleagues from various groups in this Assembly are
concerned at rhe situarion of the Sovier mathematician
Anatoly Shcharansky. Mr Shcharansky has been active
in the Soviet Union in the field of human rights, pani-
cularly with regard to the right of Jews ro emigrate.
Because of his acdviries he has been sentenced ro
three years' imprisonment and ten years in a special
camp 
- 
hence a toral detention period of 13 years.
This is not, alas, the only case of this kind of which we
have been informed, but the case of Anatoly Shchar-
ansky does, I believe, deserve parricular artenrion. This
man is in poor healrh. He is separated from his wife.
On this marter, I would point out that Mrs Shcharan-
sky was expelled from the Soviet Union only a few
hours afrcr her wedding. She has now been separated
from her husband for six years. Mrs Shcharansky
came to Strasbourg and met a number of Member of
our Assembly; we cannor remain indifferent to her
farc.
The motion for a resolution which I am defending on
behalf of all the signatories is not politically morivarcd.
'!7e are concerned about the human aspec6, the
humanitarian aspecrs and are guided by them alone.
Ve ask the Assembly ro pass this motion, the object of
which is ro invite the Council of Minisrcrs to make
represenrations ro rhe Sovier authorities so thaq pani-
cularly in view of the poor srare of health of Mr
Shcharansky, who is suffering, among other ailments,
from serious eye-rrouble, an act of clemenry be made
towards him.
(Applause from the centre and the ight)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Habsburg to speak on behalf
of the European People's Party (Christian-Democraric
Group).
Mr Habsburg, 
- 
(D) Mr President, the subject of
this motion is not only a humanimrian marter. Mr
Shcharansky was senrenced 
- 
if the verdicr of the
Soviet parody of justice can be called a senrence 
-because of his unflinching activity for the protecrion of
people's freedom of movement and basic human
rights. \7hat is more important is what was behind rhe
action raken against rhis man: the boundless cynicism
and racism of the Communist sysrcm. Here a peace-
loving honourable man is persecuted because of an
accident of binh, separated from his family and
robbed of his freedom. Shcharansky symbolizes the
logical development of a roralirarian r6gime. In order
to defuse rcnsion, such a r6gime must create scape-
goats, and it always finds them in minoriry groups.
The facr that the Sovier tyrant has again choien the
Jews, as Hirler did in his day, is a ribute rc this
people. Ir shows that the independent spirit of the Jews
is alive in spite of the oppression. A people which for
nearly 2 000 years had the courage rc believe that they
would spend rhe following year and rhen actually
achieved this goal will survive.
For us Europeans though, our compatriot Shcharan-
sky is a grim reminder and a reproach 
- 
a reminder nor
to give up until justice prevails, a reproach ro those
who play rhe hero to the dead Hitler bur genuflect to
his living epigons and get on with their diny business.
As represenrarives of the people of Europe, ir should
be an honour for us to do all thar is humanly possible
so that Mr Shcharansky is freed and the oppressed in
the USSR are eventually reared fairly.
(Applausefrom the centre and the ight)
President. 
- 
I call Lord Berhell to speak on behalf of
the European Democratic Group.
Lord Bethell. 
- 
Mr President, rhe case of Anatoly
Shcharansky has been raised several times in this
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Parliament and for very good reason. It will be
recalled thati;n 1977 Mr Shcharansky was arrested and
put on trial ir the Soviet Union on a charge of high
treason afrcr a press campaign of calumny and vilifica-
tion that recalled the worst days of the Stalinist terror,
after accusati,>ns of collaboration with the CIA, of
working with British Intelligence and members of the
American Embassy 
- 
actions that were reminiscent of
something thas we thought had long been removed
from the Sovirt vocabulary after the death of Stalin.
Ve rcok pan in the appeals to the Soviet Government
for his release and, when he was convicted, that his
death sentencr: should not be imposed. However, he
has been sentenced rc the terrible penalty of a total of
13 years of incarceration in prison and in Soviet labour
camps, and rre all know the position of political
prisoners in larour camps, where medical facilities are
rudimentary, to say the least, and where those whose
health suffers ,- and that, I am afraid, means most of
the prisoners -- cannot get proper medical treatment.
Several of thor,e who went to prison in 1977 for moni-
toring the Flelsinki Agreement have now been
released. Mr,A.lexander Ginsberg, who was exchanged
for a Soviet ;py in the United States, was in this
Parliament a f,:w weeks ago and was received by Pres-
ident Veil.
So I think it is right that this Parliament should take a
special interesr. in those individuals who were impri-
soned specifically for monitoring the Helsinki Agree-
ment, which lras signed not only by all nine of our
Member Stater; but also by the European Community
ircelf. It was a particularly glaring act of destruction
for the Soviet Union to arrest and imprison those
people who so,rght only to implement and monitor the
Helsinki Agree ment, which the Soviet leader Brezhnev
himself signed.
Personally, I cannot see that the Madrid review
conference carr be held in any sort of decent spirit so
long as Anatoli Shcharansky and other monitors of
that agreement remain in prison.
(Apphuse from the centre and from the ight)
President. 
- 
[ call Mrs De March to speak on behalf
of the Communist and Allies Group.
Mrs Dc March, 
- 
(F) Mr President, the defence of
human righm ir; a subject underlying all acdvity by the
French Comnrunists and Allies in the European
Assembly.
\7ith the gro'ving crisis affecting the Community
countries infrirgements of all kinds of individual free-
doms, economic and social rights and human dignity
are increasing. That is why we have asked for a
Commission ol Enquiry to be set up in this Assembly
on freedoms within the European Economic Commu-
niry. I retret that three months later, nothing has
happened as yet and I am obliged to note that those
who are only too willing to wave the banner of human
righm in this Assembly for often disreputable purposes
are embarrassed and violent in the face of this motion,
even though it is fully within the powers of this Assem-
blv.
\7e do not have a restricted view of freedoms but, at
the same time, we could not accept this Assembly
being transformed into a Standing Tribunal on world
affairs. I listened atrcntively to Mr Habsburg a shon
while ago and the parallel drawn between the Soviet
Union and Hider is improper, Mr Habsburg.
(Exclamations from the rigbt)
The Soviet people's fight against Nazism and to free
the peoples of Europe cost it 17 million deaths: That is
why our position on the resolution before us is
unequivoeal. Ve consider that this resolution does not
fall within the jurisdiction of this Assembly.
'S7e have in any case made our position clear on the
case of Mr Shcharansky, panicularly when Georges
Marchais, on behalf of the Committee on Human
Rights in France and elsewhere in the world and on
behalf of the French Communist Pany went to Geneva
on 22 April last to ask the International Red Cross to
acr to secure the freedom of 13 persons imprisoned for
their political opinions. But of course no one mentions
this committee.
Allow me to refer to these prisoners:
- 
James Mange, South Africa, sentenced to death for
his fight against racism;
- 
G^ry Tyler, United States, sentenced to life imprison-
ment for racism;
- 
Jose Luis Massera, Uruguay, leader of the Communist
Pany, sentenced a 24 years' imprisonment for his
opinions;
- 
Salah Abdel Rahman Abdelal, the Vest Bank, member
of the Palestinian National Front, sentenced to 18
years' imprisonment;
- 
General Liber Seregni, Uruguay, candidate for the
presidency of the Republic in November 1971, sent-
enced to l4 years' imprisonment;
- 
Annie Maguire, Nonhern Ireland, 4 years in a United
Kingdom prison;
- 
Virgilio Bareiro, Paraguay, held in captiviry for 16
years;
- 
Kim Chi Ha, South Korea, Korean poet, 7 years'
imprisonment and 7 years' suspension of civil rights;
- 
Teresa Alicia Israel, Argentina, barrister, arrested on
I March 1977;
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- 
Abderrazak Ghobal, Tunisia, Gcneral Secretary of the
Sfax Regional Trade Union, senrcnced to l0 years'
hard labour;
- 
Abd Magid Ahmed, Egypt, trade union worker, held
arbitrarily for more than 3 months and awaiting sent-
ence;
- 
and finally, Anatoly Shcharansky, UDSSR, mathema-
tician, l3 years' detention; Vaclay Havel, Czechoslo-
vakia, writer, spokesman of the Chaner' 77 Group,
4t/z years' imprisonment.
Ve demand the immediate liberadon of all these men
and women, and we do so without waiting for the
European Parliament to make up its mind.
Having said that, we are not among those who forget
that, within this forum, ve are concerned with the
protection of human rights within the Community. Ve
are not among those who choose from outside the
cases which suit them and forget about the dozens of
people who have died or been injured in the United
States 
- 
perhaps because they are black 
- 
or about
the hundreds of people who have died in South Korea,
perhaps because they are true Democrats. For the
Communists, I must remind you, Mr President, the
fight for freedom is indivisihle.
(Applausefrom the extreme leJt)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Israel to speak on behalf of
the Group of European Progressive Democrats.
Mr Israel. 
- 
(F) Mr President, fellow Members,
may I, as someone who is sitting in rhis Chamber for
the first time, say how panicularly fonunate I am to
speak on a matter concerning human rights.
Allow someone from ouside to rcll you rhar rhe
peoples of Europe 
- 
and the French people in pani-
cular 
- 
look to us because you represent, in the
human rights field, a sizeable portion of the consci-
ence of mankind that is quite adequate rc the peoples
of Europe.
On behalf of my Group, the group of European
Progressive Democrats, I ask you the following ques-
tion: Vhat is Shcharansky's crime? Shcharansky is
above all, wharcveryou maysayaboutir, fora militanthu-
man rights. He has raken seriously the signature by
his country, of the Helsinki Final Act and he believes,
like all of us here, that the right to rhe free movemenl
of persons and free exchange of ideas is a basic righr
and that from that right devolves a whole host of
fundamental freedoms which it is our duty to defend
whatever the circumsrances. After claiming for himself
and his people a number of culrural rights, rights to
their own way of life and rights to pracrice their reli-
gion, Shcharansky is accused of espionage. This accu-
sation, Mr President, is scandalous, scandalous in the
biblical sense of the word. And it is important for every-
one to know rhat around Shcharansky the future of
our civilization is being played out.
Your Assembly may also 
- 
it musr be said 
- 
make up
for the lack of courage of cenain governments and
what you say rcday about Mr Shcharansky will, you
can be sure of that, go beyond Europe to reach areas
whose political imponance is really beyond doubt. I
therefore entreat this Community gathered here roday
to pass the resolution tabled by Mr Pflimlin. I
solemnly call upon you to acr against an idividual viol-
ation of human righm before having to act against
flagrant, systemadc violations of human rights.
(Applausefrom the centre and the right)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Haagerup to speak on behalf
of the Liberal and Democradc Group.
MrHaagerup. 
- 
(DK) MrPresident, it is hard to
believe that anyone can oppose a morion of this
nature. Its purpose is purely humanitarian: to obtain
the release of Mr Shcharansky. However, I should like
to point out the political implications, which are that,
if this motion does not produce results, rhe situation ar
the Madrid Conference this autumn will be made even
more difficulu The wider political prospecm are bleak.
I therefore feel it is most importan[ thar Parliament
should support this campaign and this morion for a
resolution; my group does so wholeheanedly.
President. 
- 
The debate is closed. The morion for a
resolution will be pur ro rhe vote ar the next voring-
tlme.
12. Votes
President. 
- 
The nex[ ir.em is the vote on
motions for resolutions on which rhe debate
closed.
Ve begin with the motion for a resolution contained
inthe Prooan report (doc. 1-73/80): Sheepmeat.
I call Mr Provan.
Mr Provan, rapprteur. 
- 
Mr President, before you
begin the vote, I would like ro request under Rule 25-
(2) that my sheepmear reporr, be sent back to commit-
tee. I do so after what took place yesterday, and on
the basis of discussions of members of rhe Agricultural
Committee. I discussed it with the chairman and with
Mr Friih, the vice-chairman, and various members of
the committee. In fact I have many signatures from
people we consulted ro show that rhey feel that it
should go back ro commitree for consideration. '!(e
the
has
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also discusscd it with Mr Lange, chairman of the
Committee c,n Budgets. His view is that his committee
should deliv,:r an opinion on the report. I therefore
request that it be sent back to committee.
President. 
-- 
I call Mr Bangemann.
Mr Bangemann. 
- 
(D) Mr President, I would point
out once again that in my view this is not in keeping
with what Parliament has already decided on the basis
of the Rules of Procedure. I believe that in the case of
Mrs Veber's report two part-sessions ago we decided
that such a request is not possible when we are at the
voting stage. I therefore regard the request as inadmis-
sible.
President. 
-- 
I was in the Chair when the Veber
report. was being put to the vote. In reply to the
request by Mrs !7eber and Mr Arndt for reference to
committee, I ruled 
- 
on the bisis of Rule 25(3),
which states Lhat'once the general debate and consid-
eration of thr: texts have been concluded, only explan-
arions of vorr: shall be permitted before the matter as a
whole is put to [he v61s' 
- 
that, as voting on the
amendments had begun, the request for reference to
committee could not be complied with. The matter
was subsequently discussed in the Bureau, which
concluded that, although it conflicted with an earlier
decision, my' ruling was the more appropriate, as
otherwise the' rapporteur, or anyone else who was not
in favour of the amendments which had already been
adopted, could prevent a final vote being taken by
requesring reference to committee.
I must theref,ore be consistent with my decision on the
\7eber repor. and rule that, as amendments have been
voted, the report cannot now be sent back to commit-
[ee.
I calI Mr Ball'e.
Mr Belfe. 
- 
Pursuant to Rule 33 and in the interests
of consistency, bearing in mind that the vote was post-
poned for lack of a quorum, I move that you ascenain
whether there is a quorum present. I therefore invite
you to ask *'hether rcn Members are prepared to rise
to request thr: establishment of a quorum.
President. 
-. 
Are there rcn Members present who
wish to estabiish whether a quorum exists?
(More than ten Members stand)
A request to establish a quorum has been made by rcn
Members.
I call Mr Herman.
Mr Herman. 
- 
(F) Mr President, do you not think
it would be simpler to take a roll-call vote, which
would make ir possible to see whether a quorum
exists?
President. 
- 
Mr Herman, when Mr Danken
suggesrcd yesterday that a roll-call be made to estab-
lish a quorum, there were strong objections from your
part of the House.
Ve shall now proceed to establish whether a quorum
exists.
I call Mr Scott-Hopkins.
Mr Scott-Hopkins. 
- 
If the quorum is not estab-
lished, may I propose that you suggest to the Bureau
that, in the light of what has taken place, the decision
arrived at in the Bureau should be reconsidered
berween now and the next time this item comes up for
vote ?
President. 
- 
A quorum has not been esnblished. Ve
cannot therefore vote on the second repon by Mr
Provan on sheepmeat.
The vote will be placed on the agenda of the next
sitdng.
I call Mr Blaney.
Mr Blaney. 
- 
On a similar matter: on the previous
day when a quorum was sought, there was a quorum
present, but when we voted it was decided, because
the electronic voting system had been used, that it
wasn't a valid vote. 'W'e have been making fools of
ourselves, not only the previous day but today as well,
because our friends over here on my left 
- 
though in
orher ways rhey are very far to the right 
- 
do not
want this policy passed, regardless of what the Parlia-
ment may think about it. I can understand . . .
President. 
- 
You have had ample opponunity to
make political points. The procedure has been carried
out strictly in accordance with the Rules. The matter is
closed.
President. 
- 
Ve shall now consider the motion for a
resolution contained in the Battersby report (Doc.
1-150/80): Discharge in respect ofthe 1978 budget.
I call Mr Notenboom.
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Mr Notenboom, 
- 
(NL) Mr President, I should like
to ask for a separate vote on paragraph 51 of the
motion for a resolution.
(Parliament adopted in succession paragrapbs I to 50, 51
and 52 to 69)
President. 
- 
I put rhe morion for a resolurion as a
whole to rhe vore.
The resolution is adoprcd.r
President. 
- 
!7e shall now consider the motion for a
resolution conrained in the Battersby report (Doc. l-79/
80): Seaenth and eigbtb financial reports on the EAGGF
(Guarantee Section).
(Parliament adopted thefirst indent of the preamble)
On the second indent of the preamble, I have Amend-
ment No 1, by Mr Friih and others, seeking ro delete
this indenr.
Vhat is rhe rapporteur's posirion?
Mr Battersby, fttpporteur. 
- 
I am in favour of the
amendment.
President. 
- 
I put Amendmenr No I to the vorc.
As the result of rhe show of hands is nor clear, a fresh
vote will be raken by sitting and standing.
Amendment No I is rejecred.
(Parliament adopted the second indent)
On the third indent of rhe preamble, I have Amend-
ment No 2, by Mr Frtih and orhers, seeking to replace
this paragraph with the following rext:
- 
having regard to the fact that EAGGF (Guarantee
Section) expenditure, less expendirure not direcly
linked ro the common agricultural policy (food aid,
trade with non-member countries, agri-monetary
expenditure) and taking into account rhe revenue
raised by this policy, represen$ about 40 0/o of the
general budget of the European Communities.
Vhat is the rapponeur's posirion?
Mr Battersby, rapporteur. 
- 
I am in favour of rhe
amendment.
(Parliament rejected Amendment No 2 and adopted the
third, then tbefourtb,fifih and sixth indents)
President. 
- 
On the seventh indent, I have Amend-
ment No 3, tabled by Mr Fri.ih and others, seeking rc
replace this indenr wirh a new text:
- 
concerned ar rhe damage done to
Community by irregularities and
EAGGF sphere.
Vhat is the rapponeur's position?
Mr Battersby, rapportenr. 
- 
I am in favour of the
amendment.
(Parliament adopted in succession Amendment No 3, the
eighth indent ofthe preamble and paragraphs I to 5)
President. 
- 
Afrcr paragraph 5, I have Amendmenr
No 4, by Mr Fri.lh and others, seeking ro insen rhe
following paragraph:
5a. Therefore invires the Commission to improve the
forecasting instrumen$ it uses in drawing up the
preliminary draft budget.
Vhar is rhe rapponeur's position?
Mr Battersby, rdpporteur. 
- 
I am in favour.
(Parliament adopted Amendment No 4)
President. 
- 
On paragraph 6, I have Amendment
No 5, by Mr Frtih and others, seeking to replace this
paragraph with the following text:
6. Invites the Commission and the Council to adopr a
pricing policy which mkes into accounr rhe need both
to avoid imbalances on agricultural markets and to
ensure a fair income for farmers, panicularly in view
of the fall in farmers' income in 1979.
Vhat is the rapponeur's posirion?
Mr Battersby, rapporteur. 
- 
I am in some difficulry
here, Mr President. I can accept .rhe bulk of the
amendment, but cannot accept the words after 'farm-
ers' in the English rexr. They refer ro a fall in income
in 1979 which is nor relevant to the acrual reporr,. In
other words, I can accept the amendmenr up to rhe
words 'farmers' in the English [exr, bu[ nor rhe lasr
phrase.
(Parliament adopted tbe first part of Amendment No 5,
rejected the second and adopted paragraphs 7 and 8)
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President. 
-- 
On paragraph 9, I have Amendment
No 6, by Mr Frtih, seeking to replace this paragraph
with the following text:
9. Invites the Commission to study the cost-effectiveness
of inrcrvention on the agricultural markets in order to
ensure that the cost to the public is kept as low as
possible.
Vhat is the rapporteur's position?
Mr Battersby', rdpPorteur. 
- 
I am in favour.
(Parliament adopted Amendment No 5)
President. 
-- 
On paragraph 10, I have Amendment
No 7, by Mr Fr{ih and others, seeking to amend this
paragraph as follows:
10. Asks ir Committee on Budgemry Control, in
conjunction with the Committee on Agriculture, to
report on . . . (rest unchanged).
Vhat is the rapponeur's position?
Mr Battersby, rdpPorteur. 
- 
The raPPoneur is
completely against this amendment, Mr President,
because it would only split the responsibility of the
committee and dilute the power of the Committee on
Budgetary Cr)ntrol.
(Parliament adopted in succession Amendment No 7,
paragraph 10, thus nodifie4 and paragrapbs 1 1 to 1 7.)
President. 
-- 
I now put to the vorc the motion for a
resolution as a whole, incorporating the amendmenrc
which have been adopted.
The resolution as amended is adopted.r
I shall now interrupt the voting procedure for a short
period so that an announcement can be made.
IN THE CHAIR: MR PFLIMLIN
During its meeting yesterday, the enlarged Bureau
discussed at length the problems arising from the large
number of ircms that we have to deal with before the
summer recess. A number of different solutions were
studied. Mindful of the need to organize the Parlia-
ment's work in such a way as to enable it to carry out
its Treaty obligations with regard rc adopdng opinions
and to deal with all the other problems that have to be
settled before the recess, the enlarged Bureau, by a
unanimous decision of those of ir members presen!,
decided, pursuant to Rule 1(4), to convene the Parlia-
ment at Luxembourg on 25 and 27 June.
I call Mr'\flalter.
Mr '!flalter. 
- 
(D) Mr President, thank you for
giving me the opportunity rc say something about this
decision of the Bureau; I shall also be making a
proposal regarding the Rules of Procedure. I do not at
ihis time wish rc discuss in detail, Mr President,
whether it is reasonable in view of the workload of
staff and Members to hold a special pan-session. Nor
do I wish to discuss here whether it might not be
better for us to think about whether the grouPs should
reduce the amount of dme spent making speeches
instead of arranging special pan-sessions. I should
only like to point out 
- 
and this is what concerns me,
Mr President 
- 
that Anicle 1(4), to which the Bureau
refers in its decision, only enables the Bureau [o Post-
pone pan-sessions that have already been agreed. Ani-
tt. l1+1 does not enable the Bureau to decide for
Parliament on special part-sessions, that is additional
pan-sessions. In the case of additional meetings it is
n.".rt".y to apply Ardcle 1(5) of our Rules of Proce-
dure, whereby extraordinary meetings of Parliament
may be convened in three ways: there must be at least
206 Members of the House in favour, or the initiative
must be taken either by the Council or the Commis-
sion. Regrettably, Mr President, none of these three
conditions have been met in this case. I expect a
Bureau to direct the work of this House and therefore
the Bureau must think about how the unfinished busi-
ness can be dealt with. I am afraid though that with
the decision that has now been taken she Bureau is not
directing the work of the House but, in disregardin8
the Rules of Procedure, which lay down clear provi-
sions for such cases, is paronizing the House.
(Applause from ztarious quarters )
\7ith this decision the Bureau is, as I see it, running
the risk of hotding a meeting in Luxembourg which
will be taking place illegalty. Consequently, the Bureau
is also running the risk of seeing decisions taken in
Luxembourg which cannot be valid in law. In order to
avoid this danger, I hereby propose that you, Mr Pres-
ident, this morning call for a vote in accordance with
Rule I (5) of our Rules of Procedure to establish
whether this morning at least 206 Members of this
Vice-President
13. Itolding ofan additional part-session
President. 
-. 
Ladies and gentlemen, in reply to ques-
tions from a number of Members on the subject of a
decision takr:n yesterday by the enlarged Bureau, I
announced ar: the beginning of this sitting that I should
make a sta[ernent during the course of the morning.
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House are in favour of the special pan-session in
Luxembourg proposed by the Bureau.
(Applause from oarious qr4drtefi)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Adam.
Mr Adam. 
- 
Mr President, I can well understand, in
view of the facr that we have been so slow in revising
the rules of Parliamenr, rhar the log-jam in Parlia-
ment's work caused the enlarged Bureau to make its
decision of yesterday. One of rhe results of that deci-
sion, however, is that rhe Comminee on Energy and
Research, which was due ro meer on those days, will
not now be able ro meet,. There has been no
announcemenr about rhat. The Committee on Energy
and Research is having a special meerint next week in
order to rry to catch up with some of our work, bur
the resulr of rhe enlarged Bureau's decision yesterday
is that we are now going to have to try to find some
addidonal days for a furrher special committee meet-
ing in order to keep up with the work we have already
got.
Did the enlarged Bureau consider that poinr when
making its decision?
President. 
- 
I call Mr von der Vring.
the date of resumption shall not, however, be postponed
for more than two weeks.
(Applause)
In order [o rhrow some light on this discussion, I must
point out thar, pursuant rc Anicle l19 of the Treary,
the Assembly holds a single annual session, which
covers the entire year. In conformity with rhis provi-
sion of rhe Treaty, the Rules of Procedure of Parlia-
menr lay down that Parliament imelf dercrmines rhe
duration of adjournments of this annual session.
Consequenrly, Parliament holds pan-sessions and so,
strictly speaking, rhere can be no question of differenr
'sessions', only of'parts' of rhe single annual session,
held according to a calendar which also takes accounr
of the dates for convening Parliament which result
from the Treaties. According to Rule l(4), it is for the
enlarged Bureau ro alrer, if necessary, the duration of
adjournments of the annual session and therefore to
convene the Parliament, if need be, for an additional
part-session, on condirion that its decision is a
reasoned one. I consider rhar in this case it is indeed
amply 
.justified by our excessive work-load, of which
we are all aware. Vhat is at stake is the efficiency of
this Assembly in rhe panicularly difficult conditions
with which we are at present confronted. Moreover,
the decision has to be raken at least two weeks before
the opening date of the pan-session already fixed 
-that is to say, rhe June pan-session.
In case some of you still entenain some doubts on the
matter, I might add rhat this inrcrpretation of rhe
Treaties and of the Rules of Procedure has been regu-
larly adhered to by this Parliament, which, in addition,
can plead a decision of the Coun of Justice of t 2 May
1964 confirming that the session of Parliamenr covers
the entire year. Parliamenr has acknowledged and
confirmed this interpreration on several occasions, the
latest of which, on l4 February 1980, was connecred
with the pan-session devoted to rhe treatment of agri-
cultural problems.
Consequenrly, rhe decision taken yesrcrday by rhe
enlarged Bureau appears ro me ro be fully justified: it
is in conformity wirh rhe law, with the spirit of the
Treaties, with our Rules of Procedure and with a deci-
sion of the Coun of Justice. Clearly, this decision will
be maintained.
Mr von der Vring. 
- 
(D) Mr Presidenr, there is a
motion regarding the Rules of Procedure and I ask
you to move to a vote.
President. 
- 
As Mr Valter very rightly pointed out a
moment ago, rhe Chair is responsible for the conduct
of debares.
I call Mr Batrersby.
Mr Battersby.'- Mr President, this is a formaliry,
but I rhink that in our hasre we have omined ro vore
on certain pans of Document 1-150/80.
This repon is in five secrions . . .
President. 
- 
As I srared a few momenrs ago, I have
taken the chair ro make a sraremenr which, of course,
does not figure in rhe agenda.
I shall now reply rc the legal objections raised by Mr
\7alter. The relevanr provision of the Rules of Proce-
dure is rc be found in Rule I (4):
The enlarged Bureau may alter the duration of such
adjournments by a reasoned decision of a majority of its
members taken at least two wceks before the date
previously fixed by Parliament for resuming rhe session;
INTHE CHAIR: MR ROGERS
Vice-president
14. Votes(cond.)
President. 
- 
Ve now come to the Filippi reporr.
I call Mr Aigner.
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Mr Aigner. 
-- 
(D) Mr President, I am somewhat
surprised that'we are pulling the Battersby repon apart
in this way at the voting stage. The discharge decisions
that we have to take are the only decisions which
Parliament has to uke quite independently and if
discharge were not given this would mean that the
Commission rvould have to resign. I am therefore
surprised that the Bureau is so ill-prepared that the
discharge decisions are not yet being put to a vote.
Four decisions still have to be voted on, Mr President.
I cannot understand why you are referring to the
agenda and preferring to deal with other matters
rarher than purting these decisions to a vote now.
(App laus e fron oari ous q aarte rs )
President. 
- 
These documenm were decided to-
gether with the resolution that was voted.
Mr Aigner. 
-- 
(D) Mr President, what kind of inter-
pretation of the law is that? I am really amazed how
this matter has been prepared by the Bureau. \fle need
a full vorc of the House on each single decision. This
is expressly stated at the beginning of rhe Battersby
report on the first page. Here the Bureau does not
even seem rc be taking any notice of Parliament's first
righr This is terrible!
President. 
- 
I have been advised that there is one
resolution, br.rt then there are a series of discharges
artached to that resolution.
Let us now pr,oceed to the Filippi report.
Mr Aigner. 
-- 
(D) Mr President, with regard to the
Battersby report you have only put a resolution to the
vote. You must, however, let decisions be adopted,
namely the discharge decisions. This is laid down in
the Treaty and the budget regulations. There are still
four decisions which must be put to the vote here.
President. 
- 
Mr Aigner, I have the document in
front of me. [t contains a motion for a resolution on
which we h:rve voted. There are various annexes
related to the motion for a resolution.
I also undersr:and that if there is a request to vote on
the discharges individually and separately, we can also
do that. Is that what you want?
Mr Aignlr. -- (D) But of course, Mr President, I
only said that each individual decision must be voted
on. The decisions are not an annex to a resolution but
are to be adopted independently of it.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Kellett-Bowman.
Mr Kellett-Bowman. 
- 
Mr President, t *ond.. if I
could bring to your attention that we have voted on
the motion for a resolution. The rcp of the page shows
that it only covers IV. \7hat Mr Aigner is asking the
House to do is to deal with I, II, III and V.
(Parliament adopted in succession the decisions I, II, III
and V contained in Doc. I-1 t0/80)t
uo*
President. 
- 
I put to the vote the motion for a reso-
lution in the Filippi report (Doc. 1-137/80): Eighth
financial report of tbe EAGGF (Gaidance Section).
The resolution is adopted.r
***
President. 
- 
Ve now come to the motion for a reso-
lution in the report by Mr Kellett-Bouman (Doc. l-726/
79): Discharge to the Administratioe Board of the Euro-
pean Foundition for the Improoement of Lioing and
lYorhing Conditions.
I call Mr Kellett-Bowman.
Mr Kellett-Boalfrin, fttpPorter4r. 
- 
Mr President, last
night I Bave notice of a small amendmenr to the
motion for a resolution in paragraph l.Time has
passed since this repon was prepared, and it is proba-
bty kinder to give the Commission a little longer to
reply.
I propose to substitute I November for l July in the
pinuliimate line of paragraph I to the motion for a
iesoludon. I do not, however, ProPose to amend the
explanatory statement, as suggested last night by Mr
Tugendhat, since the wording used was- d.rawn from
his-own report on the preliminary draft budget for
1980, Vol. 7a, page 448.
President. 
- 
I will ask the House to decide whether I
may put this oral amendment to the vorc.
Are there any objections?
It is so decided.
(Parliament adopted this oral amendment)
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I put to the vote the amendmend morion for a resolu-
tion.
The resolution so amended is adoptedr.
I put the proposed decision ro rhe vore.
The discharge is granred.r
President. 
- 
I put to the vote the motion for a reso-
lution contained in the Simonnet report (Doc. 1-70/80):
Administratizte expenditure of Parliament in 1979.
The resolution is adopted.l
President. 
- 
!7e shall now consider the morion for a
resolution contained in the Danhert report (Doc. 1-198/
80): Carry-ozter appropiationsfrom 1979 to 1980.
(Parliament adopted the preanble)
I have two amendments:
-Amendment No l, tabled by Mr Adonnino onbehalf of the Group of the European People's
Pany (C-D Group) and seeking ro replace para-
graphs 3 and 4 wirh rhe following text:
3. Instructs its Committee on Budgets to examine rhis list
with the Commission and ro forward its opinion rc the
Council before 3l May 1980;
- 
Amendment No 2, mbled by Mr Simonnet and
seeking to replace paragraphs I to 4 with rhe
following texr:
l. Approves the carry-overs of appropriarions proposed
by the Commission with the exception of Anicles
2550 and 940.
These amendmenrs are murually exclusive.
I call Mr Simonnet.
Mr Simonnet. 
- 
(F) Mr President, I am sorry, but
yesterday I was present rhroughour the sitting and not
once did the President call upon the authors of
amendments [o speak. I do not wish to reproach you
for the chairing error of your predecessor, but I find
that I was not able to defend before the Assembly this
amendment which was, however, submitted in time
and while I was absent.
However, Mr President, I wanr to make the Assem-
bly's work easier and therefore withdraw my Amend-
ment No 2 in favour of Amendment No l.
(Laugbter)
President. 
- 
Mr Simonnet, speaking-time is allo-
cated to the groups. It is nor for rhe Presidenr to
decide who is going to speak on behalf of the groups.
Vhat is the rapponeur's position on Amendment
No l?
Mr Dankert, rapporteur. 
- 
Mr President, last night
in the debate I said that I had an open mind on rhar
amendment because it leaves paragraph I untouched.
As rapponeur, speaking on behalf of the Committee
on Budgets, I have to say rhat ir is contradicrory ro rhe
position adopted by the Committee on Budgets, so
that I have to advise againsr its acceptance.
(Parliament adopted in succession pdrdgrdphs I and 2
and Amendment No 1)
President. 
- 
I now pur ro rhe vorc rLe morion for a
resolution as a whole, incorporating the amendment
adopted.
The resolution so amended is adoptedr.
President. 
- 
I put ro the vote rhe motion for a reso-
lution contained in rhe Danhert report (Doc. t-197/80):
Supplementary prooisional twelfihs for the Commission.
The resolution is adoptedr.
President. 
- 
I pur ro rhe vore the motion for a reso-
lution conrained in the tVoltjer report (Doc. 1-174/80):
Reproduction of salmon in the Baltic.
The resolution is adopted.r
' 
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President. 
- 
\(ie shall now consider the Prooan et al.
motion for a resolution (Doc. 1-155/80): Cisis in the
fishing industry.
(Parliament adopted the preamble and paragraph t)
On paragraph 2, I have two amendmenr tabled b|
Mrs Le Roux and others on behalf of the French
members of the Communist and Allies Group:
- 
Amendment No 2, seeking to replace subpara-
graphs (a) and (b) with a nes/ rext as follows:
(a) guaranteeing incomes from fishing by establishing
guaranteed minimum prices corresponding to produc-
tion costs and replacing reference prices;
(b) mking action to ensure no impons are admitted below
this level;
- 
Amendment No 1, seeking [o insert a new
sub-paragraph as follows :
(c) halting the procedures for enlarging the Common
Market with the inclusion of Greece, Spain and
Ponugal, since enlargement would funher aggravate
the situation of the fishery products market.
Vhat is Mr Provan's position?
Mr Provan. 
- 
I am against them.
President. 
-' 
I put the first sentence of paragraph 2
to the vo[e.
The first senrence of paragraph 2 is adopted.
I put Amendment No 2 to the vote.
Amendment No 2 is rejecrcd.
(Parliament adopted subparagraphs (a) and (b), rejected
Amendment No 1 and adopted paragraph 3)
I put the morion for a resolurion as a whole to the
vote.
The resolution is adopted.l
President. 
- 
I put to the vote the De Pasquale motion
for a resolution (Doc. 1-171/80): Reoision of the Euro-
pean Regional Deoelopment Fund.
The resolution is adopted.r
President. 
- 
Ve shall now consider the Agnelli et al.
motion for a resolution (Doc. 1-177/80): Death of
Kampuchean cbildren.
(Parliament adopted thefour indents of the preamble)
After the fourth indent, I have Amendment No 5, by
Mr Purvis, seeking to insen a new indent:
- 
convinced that it is much more preferable for such
children to be reassimilarcd in their native culture and
climate wherever it is possible to reunirc them with
relations, even distant ones, who will care for them
under the extended family system prevalent in South-
East Asia.
Vhat is the author's position?
Mr lrmer. 
- 
(D) On behalf of Mrs Agnelli, may I
state that we agree to this amendment and to all the
subsequent amendments by Mr Purvis.
(Parliament adopted Amendment No ))
President. 
- 
On paragraph l, I have Amendment
No 4 by Mr Purvis, seeking to replace this paragraph
wirh a new text:
l. Calls upon the governmen$ of the Member States to
undenake to accept a number of children, m be
entrusted to families expressing a desire to look after
such children, as a last reson when all reasonable
effons by the international aid organizations to trace
caring relatives and reunite families have been
exhausted, and to ensure that there is no pecuniary
element in the placing of such children and that
adoptrng/fostering families 
^re 
suitable caring
guardians.
(Parliament adopted Amendment No 4)
After paragraph 1, I have two amendments by Mr
Purvis, each seeking to insen a new paragraph:
- 
Amendment No 3:
1a. Calls on the Kampuchan authorides to cooperate in
rhe tracing and'reuniting process so that the time
necessary for children to remain in refugee camps
can be kept to a minimum, and the chances of
successful reuniting be improved.
- 
Amendment No 2:
lb. Calls on the refugee camp administrators to protect
children in their charge from the risk of exploitation,
while supplying adequate food, clothing and care.
(Parliament adopted in succession Amendments Nos 3
and 2 and paragraph 2)
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On paragraph3, I have Amendment No 1, by Mr
Purvis, seeking ro replace this paragraph by a new
text:
3. Requests its President ro forward this resolution to the
' Commission, the Council, rhe governments of rhe
Member States, the representatives of the Thailand
and Kampuchean Government authorities and the
Directors-General of UNCRA, UNICEF and the
International Red Cross.
(Parliament adopted Amendment No 1)
I put the morion for a resolution as a whole to rhe
vote.
The resolution is adopted.r
President. 
- 
I pur ro rhe vore the Pflimlin er al.
motion for a resolution (Doc. 1-178/80): Situation oJ
Anatoly Shcharanshy.
The resolution is a{opted.1
{- :t
15. Situation of refugees in Somalia
President. 
- 
The nexr rime is rhe motion for a reso-
lution tabled by Mr Berkhouwer and others on rhe
wretched situarion of refugees in Somalia (Doc.
t- 179 / 80).
l::]' t. Irmer, who is depurizing for Mr Berkhou-
Mr Irmer. 
- 
(D) Mr President, first of all there is a
humanirarian aspecr ro this motion. The tragic situa-
tion of the refugees in rhe Horn of Africa is ar leasr as
bad as rhat of rhe refugees in Sourh-Easr Asia. It is
plainly a dury for us as human beings to help in this
situation if possible and we do have the ability to do
so.
Secondly, rhere is also a political aspect to rhis motion
for a resolution which I should like to explain briefly.
Somalia is one of rhe counrries associared wirh us
under the Lom6 Convenrion. Ir is doing all it can to
take in these refugees and also to integrate rhem.
Somalia is spending considerable sums of money ro
make it possible ro inregrarc rhe refugees and if you
are at all familiar with rhis country's extremely diffi-
cult economic situation you will appreciate what it
means for such a country beset by these great difficul-
ties to raise considerable sums of money in order to
Suarantee the refugees some son of proper shelter and
care. Great sacrifices are being made here and
Somalia, like the Sudan too, which has similar prob-
lems, expecrc us, the European Community, to help.
As you know, a few years ago Somalia tried to free
itself from the Soviet Union's sphere of influence and
Somalia is anxiously waiting for us Europeans [o reach
out our hand rc it and offer our help. Moreover,
Somalia is endeavouring to establish democratic
conditions inside the counrry. A few monrhs ago a
parliament uras ser up and this parliament is itself very
interested in making conr,acr with our Parliamenr. For
these political reasons too I consider it a marter of
urgent necessiry thar our Community provide the
assistance proposed here, and I ask you all to support
this motion.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Giolirri.
Mr Giolitti, Member of the Commission. 
- 
(I) Mr
President, rhe Commission welcomes rhis motion for a
resolution and is glad of the opponunity to presenr
some basic informarion on rhe currenr posirion and
future prospects of Community aid to the refugees in
Somalia. I will make a distinction between aids already
approved and those sdll in the stage of proposals.
Among those already approved, there is, first, the
category of emergency aids under which a cash grant
of 3 million EUA has been provided by a decision of
2 October 1978, for emergency supplies to refugees in
the Horn of Africa. About 45 % of this arriount has
been used rc buy supplies for the refugees in Somalia.
On 19 December 1979 emergency aid of Z lgO OOO
EUA was allocared for the Sorpalian refugees, and our
of this, 2 000 OOO EUA are now being used to buy vehi-
cles for the transpon of food and orher supplies from
Somalian pons ro rhe refugee camps; rhe remainder of
the amounr was allocated for emergency supp,lies
which were delivered by air rc Somalia in January
1980. Finally, by a decision of 2 April 1980, an emer-
gency aid of 5 million EUA was allocarcd as the
Community's conrriburion ro UNHCR. As regards
food aid, this has been supplied ro a rotal value of 4
millon EUA at world market prices. All this has
already been sent our, wirh rhe exception of the
cereals, which are rc follow.
It is, moreover, proposed to allocate for the refugees
the following amounts of foodsuffs on account of the
1980 allocation: 110658 ronnes of cereals, 2000
tonnes of milk powder, 400 tonnes of burteroil. The
total value of these is 5 300 000 EUA at world marker
prices. The Council's decision on rhe food aid
programme for 1980 is expected shonly.
To conclude, the rotal value of food aid ro the refu-
gees in Somalia, from the aurumn of 1979 onwards, if
' 
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the proposals for the 1980 food aid amounting to
l6 800 000 EUA 
- 
representing approximately 19 0/o
of the total requirement 
- 
are approved, is estimated
to amount to some 88 million EUA for a refugee
population estimated at 750 000 persons in 1980.
President. 
- 
The debate is closed.
I put the mo[ion for a resolution to the vote.
The resolution is adopted.
16. Situation in East Timor
President. 
- 
The next item is the motion for a reso-
lution tabled by Mrs Van den Heuvel on behalf of rhe
Socialist Group, on the situation in East Timor
(Doc. 1-181/80).
I call Mrs Van den Heuvel.
Mrs Van den Heuvel. 
- 
(NL) Mr President, in the
resolution before this Parliamenr reference is made to
an Amnesty Internarional memorandum drawn up at
the 'lGI Conference' 
- 
the Conference of rhe Inrer-
governmen[al Group on Indonesia. In this reporr it is
stated that people who appealed ro their right m safety
under an amnesty proclaimed by rhe Indonesia author-
ities in favour of Frerilin, the Easr Timor Liberation
Organization, have been summarily execured without
any kind of trial. In East Timor there are 800 prison-
ers, many of whom on the whole did not rake part in
the fighting and yet have been held in detention since
1975-1976. In its memorandum Amnesty Internarional
quotes sources frorn the Indonesian church concerning
the reign of terror in the counrry's capital where
people who are alleged to have even rhe slighrest
connection with Fredlin have been dragged from their
homes without their families being given any informa-
rion abour their whereabouts. The situarion in the
prisons, which, moreover, are situated in places thar
are kept secret insofar as possible, are indescribable.
There is mlk of serious malnurririon. Despite that, rhe
inmates of rhe prisons are forced rc do hard labour
from 5 o'clock in the morning until 5 o'clock in rhe
evening. The prisoners are forced to sleep close to one
ano[her on stone floors. There are many reports of
people being tortured to obtain information. In short,
this situation must 
- 
and I am not exaggeraring 
-remind us Vestern Europeans of what happened here
during the Nazi period. Even oumide rhe prisons
people are living in abominable conditions. Famine is
rife and the food aid provided by international organi-
zations does not get rhrough ro rhe popularion ar large
but the food is sold by Indonesian soldiers on rhe
black market. The nine countries of the European
Community must feel responsible for what is happen-
ing on this island.
And yet we have close ties with the countries of Asean,
of which Indonesia is one of the most important
members. '!(i'e are holding preliminary discussions with
the Portuguese government, which formally still has
authority over East Timor. So there is every reason
for this Parliament to goad the Council and the
Commission into action. This resolution urging the
provision of direct aid and the exening of political
pressure to set up an international investigation can in
the opinion of our Group hglp to achieve this.
Mr President, when in this Parliament [he matter of
the urgency of this problem came up for discussion
some Members cast doubt on the reliability of the data
provided by Amnesty Inrcrnational. They now have
the chance to prove that they are right, also to those
who, like my Group take the information provided by
Amnesty International very seriously on the basis of
past experience. An international investigation, the
keypoint of this resolution, can show what is really
happening in East Timor. I therefore urgendy request
this Parliament to support this resolution.
IN THE CHAIR: MR KATZER
Vice-President
President. 
- 
I call Mr Habsburg.
Mr Habsbur9, 
- 
@) Mr President, although as
always Mrs Van den Heuvel has made a brilliant
contribution to the discussion, I must speak against the
resolution, because in may opinion it has not been
properly thought out, is not in keeping with the facts
of the matter and, funhermore, anticipates proceed-
ings against a State which is a friend and ally of ours
and asks our governments to do things which simply
cannor be done. Here I should like rc take just one
example: right at the beginning an Indonesian invasion
of this island is referred to, but I would remind you
thar Timor has always half belonged to Indonesia.
Secondly, it is stated that the Fretilin Movement is a
liberadon organization. I would sq:ongly question this
and point our that Fretilin's reign of terror in Timor
after the collapse of the Ponuguese r6gime was such
that the Indonesians were received by the majoriry of
rhe population of Timor as liberators. So on this poinr
too, in my opinion, a false picture h4s been given.
Finally, we are here calling upon the governmenm,
before any investigation is made, to change their atti-
tude to the United Nations resolution on East Timor
and to bring the poor Ponuguese as well into the
negotiations, even though for a number of years now
they have not had the slightest responsibility for East
Timor and at best would only be encumbered in their
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relations with Indonesia. For all these reasons, as it is
now no longer possible to refer this resolution to
committee, I would ask you to reject it.
President. 
- 
I,call Mr Giolitti.
Mr Giolitti, Member of the Commission. 
- 
(I) Mr
President, like the previous resolution, this one gives
me [he opponuniry to present some essential informa-
tion on aid suppliid oi envisaged for East Timor. On
l9 December 1979 itwas decided to provide aid to the
amounr of SO OOO units of accounr under Article 950
for the on-rhe-spot purchase and distribution of food,
medicamenrs and maize seeds, and for 
,a seven-
member medical team. This programme is now being
executed. In response to a request from the ICRC in
August 1979, the Commission granted to East Timor
130 tonnes of skimmed-milk powder. It is still not
known to what extent East Timor will be able to bene-
fit from the 1980 allocation of skimmed-milk powder
by the ICRC. No other direct food aid programme is
envisaged, although it is possible that pan of the
100 tonnes of skimmed-milk powder destined for the
Indonesian Red Cross under the 1980 allocation to
LICROS will reach Timor, thanks to the close cooper-
arion between the Indonesian Red Cross and the
ICRC in rhe emergency operations in Timor.
Finally, I want rc tell you that a request has been
received from the ICRC for financial aid for the
continuation of im programme in East Timor. At
present, however, no funher aid under Anicle 950 is
being considered.
President. 
- 
The debate is closed.
I put the motion for a resolution to the vote.
The resolution is adopted.r
17 . Liabilityfor defectioe products
(contd)
President. 
- 
The next item is a resumption of the
debate on the Oral Question to lhe Commission on
the directive on liability for defective products (Doc.
t-2e/80).
I call Mr Glinne on a point of order.
Mr Glinne. 
- 
(F) Mr President, in view of the
important nature of this matter and the fact that so
few Members are present at shis time of day, may I, on
behalf of 10 members of my group, ask that ir be
established, in accordance with Rule 33 (3), whether
there is a quorum for this motion for a resolution?
President. 
- 
Mr Glinne, the list of speakers is not
yet exhausted. Your request can only be dealt with
when it is time to put the matter to the vote.
That moment has not yet arrived.
I call Mr Seal.
Mr Seal. 
- 
Mr President, I sat through a long debarc
last night on this particular item and it is a shame that
we could not conduct ir at a time when more Members
were present. In fact the Chamber is still rather empty.
Most of the people who have spoken so far have been
lawyers, members of the Legal Affairs Committee, and
that is rather a shame because this is an item that
affects everyone.
I suppon absolutely the Commission's amended draft,
even though it has not accepted the Parliament's view
on stnict liability. I believe that the manufacturer of a
defective product should be directly responsible for
the harm which it causes anyone. I feel it is illogical
that the purchaser should have no redress for injury or
damage caused by defective products unless he can
prove negligence. I also feel that responsibiliry for loss
should lie primarily with the person who creates the
risk, i.e. the producer. The costs of insuring against
the consequences of accidents caused by defective
products should be shared among all consumers of
that manufacturer's product.
This is an issue which has caused a lot of concern
among manufacturers, particularly in the United
Kingdom. I feel, however, thar they have a point.
Perhaps the Commission should examine the possibil-
ity of providing a central insurance scheme, funded by
the individual Member States' governments. This
seems to be one possibility which the Commission has
not examined. I feel that the principle of strict liability
redresses the difficulties of getting access to scientific
and other relevant information experienced by indivi-
duals who are compelled to prove fault.
It has been argued in the debate that recent American
experience, and panicularly the US Uniform Product
Liabiliry Act, marks a retrear from the sysrem of sricr
liability. I feel that this is misleading. First of all, the
high compensation awards in rhe USA will nor be
repeated in European countries. There are several
reasons for rhis. In the first place, the amouns of
compensation awarded by juries in rhe USA are higher
than those likely to be awarded by rial judges in
Europe; this is a very important point which certainly
has not heen brought out. Secondly, the conringency
fee system practised in rhe USA is not permitted in the
EEC. Thirdly, the extensive State social services and
health care provided in the EEC are lacking in the
USA, and that is why compensation there is very high.
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I will keep my contribution as brief as possible, but I
should like to mention one exception which I think
must be examined by the Commission, concerning
medical products and medical practitioners. This the
Commission should examine and, if necessary, produce
a separate directive. I think it is unfair that surgeons
and physicians should be constrained; they should not
have to wait perhaps 30 years to see whether [heir
surgery or their drugs are absolutely safe, when in the
meantime they might have saved many lives.
In conclusion, I feel that, although this is an aspect
that must be considered, it is not a sufficient reason
for the House to support this motion. I call on the
House to rejecr the motion before it.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Janssen van Raay.
Mr Janssen van Raay. 
- 
(NL) Mr President, I have
asked to speak again in response to what our colleague
in the Legal Affairs Committee, Mr D'Angelosante, of
the Communist Group, said yesterday. I am referring
to liabiliry, whether it is the manufacturer, who is not
at fault, who is responsible or the consumer, who is
not responsible either.
My objection to what Mr D'Angelosante said is that
he has given the debate cenain political overtones by
saying that those who want to reject this risk liability
are doing so because of the big firms. I emphasized
yesterday that the big firms, the multinationals and big
narional undenakings have insured against this risk.
And where smaller firms are concerned, all I can say is
that Mr D'Angelosante is not consistent and is at odds
with his colleague in rhe pany, Mr Masulo, who had
the time in this respect to jump to the defence of the
small firms. Here the situarion is clearly inconsistent;
before we found the Italian Communisr on our side.
As far as we are concgrned what matters is to protect
the countless, the tens of thousands 'of small firms
against risk liabiliry in this respect
President. 
- 
I call Mr Irmer.
Mr lrmer. 
- 
(D) Mr President, my dear colleagues,
ir is difficult to continue this morning wirh a debate
which began yesterday evening; but I should like to
take up a remark made yesterday evening by Mr
Sieglerschmidt with regard to Mr Turner. Yesterday,
you rightly poinrcd out, Mr Sieglerschmidt, that Ani-
cle 100 should not be used in order to procure a
temporary, politically desirable effect, because it is
dangerous to put back or obstruct the development of
the Communiry as a whole just because one hopes co
obtain a short-term advantage here. I also feel from
the experiences of this week that such a remark, when
addressed to a member of the European Democratic
Group, is particularly justified. But I am surprised that
it comes from a member of the Socialist Group, which
at the beginning of the week did this very thing 
- 
also
in order to obtain a short-term political advantage 
-that is, obstructing the business of this Parliament by
ptaying about with points of procedure. That,
however, is a different matter. You, Mr Sieglersch-
midt, are doing much the same thing here. You say
thar the matter should not be discussed yet again, that
rhere is no need to go into what Parliament has
already decided, but that, because you agree more
with what the Cornmission is now proposing, things
should be lefi as they are.
Mr Sieglerschmidt, you are undermining the already
limited powers which this Parliament has to contribute
to legislation. If we have any self-respect at all, we
cannot accept that a matter be discussed and decided
here in Parliament, that the Commission even says that
ir is in agreement, and that it then suddenly no longer
feels bound, makes changes and puts forward a new
proposal. In all such cases we should, as a parliament,
make it our practice to insist that the matter be
referred back to the Parliament. Here I am not so
concerned about the details. Of course these can be
argued over. Certainly there has been a lot of justifi-
able protest against manufacturers also having to be
liable for development damages. You said yesterday,
all that can be insured against. Yes, of course it can.
However, when something is insured against that is
also incorporated in the cost and the higher the costs,
the less willing the manufacturers will be to innovate;
also, the less chance small and medium-sized firms will
have of holding their own against competitors.
There is a second feature of the proposal which I
regard as unpalatable. Here damages are suddenly
introduced, completely against the system, even in
cases where'there is no negligence. I should like to
draw your attention to the fact that an imponant
aspect of any claim for damages is that it fulfils a
redress function, that amends are made for an injury
suffered by the victim. There is, however, no room for
this when it is a matter of absolute liability, i.e.
non-negligence-dependent liabiliry. I believe that here
we shall, slowly but surely, be coming up against great
iifficulties if we break down the barriers which
narional legislators have erected with good reason at
some time or other. No one will be prevented from
claiming damages under national law, as before, if the
manufacturer is negligent; but there is no justification
for introducing claims for damages at the EuroPean
level independently of negligence.
To return, however, to the essential and, I believe,
crucial point for this Parliament. 'Strhat are our rights
to have a say in the legislative procedure worth if we
allow proposals for legislation to be discussed in this
Parliament and then arbitrarily changed by the
Commission against the decisions of the Parliament
and we no longer are able to discuss the matter again?
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I therefore propose that Parliament 
- 
perhaps on rhe
Bureau's initiative or [har of the Legal Affairs
Committee or on rhe basis of Rule 25 by means of a
motion for a resolution 
- 
somehow or other insists
that this marrer be dealt with, depending on rhe
circumstances, again by the House or by the relevant
committee, for rhar is rhe only way for us to look afrer
our rights to influence rhe legislative procedure.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Sieglerschmidr.
Mr Sieglerschmidt. 
- 
(D) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, insofar as Rule 33 of rhe Rules of Proce-
dure is concerned, my honourable colleague Mr
Irmer, I should like ro srare clearly rhat I am againsr
the improper use of this anicle from any side. Here
though, rhe offenders are nor only on one side of the
House. Now to the most imponant matter which you
raised, namely whether the legislarive powers of rhe
Parliament are being undermined by the Commission's
behaviour. My honourable colleague, Mr Irmer, rhe
situation is that Parliamenr has exhausred its legislative
advisory power and unfonunarely, I very much regret
to say, has no more powers. As has, however, righdy
been said, the Commission has also in other cases
availed itself of the opponunity of sticking to irs
original proposal and not complying wirh rhe vore of
Parliament. I shall of course nor do anything ro prev-
ent the Commission from changing its opinion. Bur the
Socialists, who have made a compromise here 
- 
I
repeat what I said yesterday evening 
- 
in order to
prevent misuse of Anicle 100, cannot be blamed for
sticking to their posirion on damages in respecr of
development risks. To exclude damages in respect of
development risks from the liability represenm a consi-
derable encrdachmenr upon absolure liability. All the
points made on this marrer 
- 
and rhat had been
discussed in long meetings wirh the Commission in the
old Legal Affairs Committee, as you know, Mr Bange-
mann 
- 
are, we believe, nor convincing. The idea that
this would affecr indusrry's willingness ro innovate and
so on is a familiar one ro us, atany tate in rhe Federal
Republic of Germany, from the debates on environ-
mental protection, etc. In our Parliament ir will be
wrong for the Council to rake this path.
Finally, I should like to srare clearly rhat rhose who
want lhis marrer referred back ro Parliamenr musr be
aware of whar they are doint as rhis will lead ro a
quite considerable delay ip the Council's decision
making, even though ir is always said that it will not
take so long. This will please rhose producers' associa-
tions who are fighring rhis measure rhar will benefit
consumers, bur it will not please the consumers rhem-
selves.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Prouc.
Mr Prout. 
- 
Mr Presidenr, first of all I should like
to proresr at Mr Sieglerschmidt's being given a second
bite ar the cherry. On a more serious nore, I should
like ro recommend to Parliament a litrle more intellec-
tual self-discipline. The whole poinr of the oral ques-
tion of rhe Legal Affairs Commitree was no[ that we
should rediscuss the substance of the matter. \7e have
no right in this Parliamenr ro rediscuss the subsrance
of the matter, because ir was voted on by Parliamenr in
April 1979. The only issue raised by rhe oral quesrion
is the status of a sraremenr made by rhe Commission ro
Parliamenr before the vore was taken. It is purely a
constitutional issue.
Ve are recommending rhar you accepr the Legal
Committee's repon because rhis is a ma[ter affecting
the rights of this House, and if we acknowledge rhat
point we shall simply be reducing our own powers and
our own self-respect. !7e must use rhe powers we
have. That is whar the Legal Affairs Committee's
report is about, and I wish people would address
themselves ro tha[ question.
President. 
- 
The debate is closed.
'!fle shall now consider rhe motion for a resolution
tabled by Mr Gillor and others (Doc. 1-120/80).
(Parliament adopted the preamble and paragraph l )
After paragraph l, I have Amendmenr No l, tabled by
Mr Prout, on behalf of rhe European Democratic
Group, and Mr Ansquer and insening the following
new faragraph:
I a. Requests the Commission to withdraw its proposal.
(Parliament adopted consecutioely Amendment No I and
Pdragrapbs 2 and 3)
I put the motion for a resolurion as a whole, rhus
amended, to rhe vote.
The resolution is adopted.l
18. Membersbip of committees
President. 
- 
I have received from rhe European
Democraric Group a requesr for the appoinrmenr of
- 
Miss Robens to the Committee on Social Affairs
and Employment, to replace Mr Spicer; and
- 
Mr Johnson and Mr \7elsh ro rhe Commirtee on
Youth, Culture, Educarion, Information and Spon,
to replace Sir David Nicolson and Mr Spicer.
' 
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Are there any objections?
These appointments are ratified.
. 19. Colouring natters infoodstffi
President. 
- 
The next item is the repon by Mrs
Maij-\Teggen (Doc. l-834/79), on behalf of rhe
Committee on the Environment, Public Health and
Consumer Protection, on the
proposal from the Commission to the Council (Doc.
l-27r/79) for a directive amending for the seventh time
the Direcive of 23 October 1962 on the approximation of
the regulations of the Member States concerning the
colouring matters authorized for use in foodstuffs
intended for human consumption.
I call Mrs Maij-Veggen.
Mrs Maij-\fleggen, rapporteur. 
- 
(NL) Mr Presi-
dent, the increasing 'chemicalization' of our food, by
which I mean the addition of chemical flavouring,
colouring and olfactory agents to our foodstuffs, is a
matter which is being followed with great concern by
an increasing number of people. It is therefore a good
thing that the nature and use of these chemical subst-
ances is being invesdgated within the framework of
the European Community and that, where necessary,
certain substances are being banned. This is possible as
a result of the 1962 Directive on the approximation of
the rules of the Member States concerning the colour-
ing matters authorized for use in foodstuffs intended
for human consumption. On this subject the European
Community's Scientific Committee for Foodstuffs
makes recommendations to us. This seventh amend-
ment of the 1962 directive is concerned with four
substances. Two are diluents for colouring matters 
-gum arabic and carrageenan; two are colouring
matters 
- 
Yellow G2 and Brilliant Blue FCF. The '
commitree on behalf of which I am speaking does not
see the provisional inclusion of carrageenan and gum
arabic in the list of colouring matters as presenting any
problems. They are chemical colouring matters, but
natural ones, and akeady appear on other Community
lists.
According ro a recent investigation by the United
Nations'\florld Health Organization tum arabic has
marked allergenic properties. In this connection we
would point out that allergic reactions in human
beings must not be underesrimated. Ve therefore also
ask the European Commission to make a more
demiled investigation of these allergenic propenies.
Thc parliamcntary committee considers that this sub-
stance can be definitively approved whcn a definite
answer has been obnined. The European Commis-
sion's proposal to ban rhe colouring matter Yellow G2
as soon as possible is wholeheartedty supponed by
the parliamentary committee. Investigations have
shown that this substance is much more poisonous
rhan was for a longtime thought. Just half a milli-
gramme of this substance can cause toxic reactions in
adults; children are able to tolerate far less of this
colouring matter. Indeed the Committee on the Envi-
ronment., Public Health and Consumer Protection
warned against this substance three years ago.
In this connection I should like to refer to paragraph 4
of the resolution on a repon of 15 December 1977 by
my fellow pany member Mr Hahn. This report dealt
with the sixth amendment of this directive. \7e suppon
the banning of this subsnnce as from I July. !/e are
glad that the Commission has now come over [o our
way of thinking but I do think that this should have
happened much earlier and we feel that the Commis-
sion should in future take more notice of warnings
from the parliamentary committee. Lastly, the
committee disagrees with the Commission's proposal
and cannot deliver a favourable opinion with regard rc
the definidve approval of the colouring matter Brilliant
Blue FCF. Indeed, in most countries of the European
Community use of this colouring matter is not permit-
ted. Only in Denmark, Ireland and the United King-
dom is this substance used to a limircd exrcnt. It is
known and has also been proved that Brilliant Blue is
carcinogenic when injected subcutaneously. This
was recently confirmed by the International Agency
for Cancer Research. The Scientific Committee for
Foodstuffs has, however, found that, when fed to
healthy laborato,ry animals, the substance is not
absorbed by the alimentary canal. The Commission's
proposal was based on these findings. The parliamen-
tary committee wonders, however, what the effect of
this substance is when it is consumed by humans,
panicularly humans who are not healthy. Those who
know something about human physiology 
- 
and I have
some specialist knowledge in that field 
- 
know that
the rate of intestinal absorption in humans can
increase quite a bit in different situations, for instance
in the case of people suffering from infections or irri-
tations of the intestinal lining, but also if they are
taking cenain medicines or even eating cenain foods.
Against this background the parliamentary committee
considers that care must be shown with this substance.
Chemical substances which are carcinogenic when
injected subcutaneously ought preferably 
- 
in the
view of'the parliamentary committee 
- 
to be excluded
from our foodstuffs. If that is not possible, the use of
such substances must insofar as possible be made
subject to strict rules. The parliamentary committee
therefore requests more technical and economic infor-
mation about this substance. 'Sfle are against unres-
tricted approval but we are prepared, if a pressing
need for this is demonsrated, rc allow restricted use
of the substance.
Mr President, in connection with the above considera-
rions the parliamentary committee urges the Commis-
sion, when submitting proposals of this kind in the
fu[ure, not to confine itself to toxicological factors but
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also to take account of allergy facrors and technical
and economic arguments as well, since any of these
factors can play an imponant, if not a decisive, role,
especially in dubious cases.
I will end wirh the remark wirh which I began: the
increasing 'chemicalization' of our food is a subjecr
which is being warched with grear concern by an
increasing number of people. !fle cannor be careful
enough with these substances. Ultimately, ir is the
health of our cicizens rhat is at srake, somerhing rhat
we have stressed in our repon. The report is supponed
by the overwhelming majority of the parliamenrary
committee and I hope and expect that rhe whole
Parliament will suppon this opinion.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Sherlock ro speak on behalf of
the European Democratic Group.
Mr Sherlock. 
- 
Mr President, ar rhis dme of week,
at this time of day it behoves me ro be brief. I can only
say that the facts quoted by Mrs Maij-Veggen are not.
facm established by any reputable scienrific sundards.
They come, I think, almost exclusively from a fund of
very dubious research.
The cancers that have been produced have been prod-
uced exclusively by subcutaneous injecdon and have
no relation whatsoever ro any substance administered
orally. It is an acient series and a very small series as
well.
This is scaremongering 
- 
scaremongering of the very
worst type 
- 
trying to 
.take away what has been
proved as well as it is scientifically possible for our
Community's Scientific Commitree for Food ro
furnish proof. Ir is rhe 'ban everything attitude' being
applied to this innocent substance.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Newton Dunn.
Mr Newton Dunn. 
- 
Mr President, I wish ro devore
my remarks to the colour 'brilliant blue FCF' and I
want to make three brief poinr abour ir.
First of all, it ought to be explained, since the rappor-
teur has not already done so, that it is used in a wide
variety of products 
- 
s2nnsd vegetables and fruit, soft
drinks, confectionery, flour sponges and jams. Ir has
been used in Denmark, Ireland and rhe UK and has
been consumed throughout the Community in goods
exported from those three countries, where they have
been manufactured.
Mr President, the public is fond of colours. It likes all
sorts of colours, and it is not for us, as puritan
Members, to deny rhem rhe right to have colours if
they like them, provided they are safe.
Is 'brilliant blue' safe? It is very safe. It has been tradi-
tionally used in those three countries I mentioned for a
long.period; the Commission gave them remporary
permission to go on using it while it investigared
rhe situarion, and ir has now srated in its proposal for a
directive that it is fully sadsfied 'brillianr blue' is safe'
and proposes to transfer it to the list of fully approved
materials.
In the Official Journal of 7 ltl,ay, rhe Scientific
Committee for Foods states that 'rhe use of this
colouring matter is toxologically acceptable'. In other
words, it has been thoroughly rested and fully
accepted as safe.
Now the rapporteur remarked 
- 
and I was absolutely
astonished to hear this 
- 
thqt we have to keep chemi-
cals out of our lives and tha\ only natural things are
good. Let me just remind her that there are many very
poisonous natural substances; we would not want to
include those. Equally, there are many safe chemicals
that do us all good, such as medicines and drugs. To
make such a ridiculous generalization does not help
anybody at all.
Secondly, my colleague D. She.lock has deah with the
cancer scare, which he, as a doctor, knows full well
about. The facts as presented by Mrs Maij-Veggen
are rncorrect.
Thirdly, I have to refer to rhe rapponeur's reporr.
Rule a2(2) of the Rules of Procedure reads: 'The
repon shall state the result of rhe vore taken as a
whole. If the committee is not unanimous, the repon
shall also state [he views of the minority'. In the
committee, the vote was not unanimous. I requested
that the minority view be included in the final reporr.
Under pressure rhe rapponeur agreed. The commirtee
chairman, who unfonunately is not here, agreed that it
would be included. There is no mention, Mr Presi-
dent, of the minority view. The minoriry view is rhat
the material is safe, and I can only assume rhat the
rapporteur wishes to conceal the facts. I formally move
my amendment, No l, to approve the Commission's
original proposal in full.
In conclusion, Mr President, rhe material is safe; it is
one of the mosr tesred colours. Ve should be consisr-
ent and either ban all colours or allow colours thar are
safe. I therefore urge [his House ro suppon [he
Commission's original proposal.
President. 
- 
I call Mrs Boserup.
Mrs Boserup. 
- 
(DK) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, I absolutely agree wirh rhe rapponeur
when she says in paragraph I of her morion for a reso-
lution thar the use of chemical colouring marters in
foodstuffs should be resrricred as far as possible.
Unfortunately, the rest of her motion for a resolution
does not match this fine sencimenr.
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The use of technology and research by capitalism in its
advanced forms has entailed a great number of prob-
lems which are only gradually coming to the surface.
One of these is the risk involved in the addition of
useless foreign substances to foodstuffs. They are
useless in the sense that they have no nutritive value.
Their only purpose is to make the product look more
attractive, in order to increase sales and profits.
From time to time, evidence is produced that one
colouring agent or another is harmful, and after
prolonged wrangling it is then banned; but far too
many colouring matters are sdll permitted, although
doubr have been raised as to their safety. I must
therefore return to the controversial 'brilliant blue'.
Here we face a fundamental question: on whom is the
burden of proof? Does the consumer have to prove
that a substance is harmful for it to be banned? Or
should the manufacturer prove that the substance is
safe before he is permitted to use it? If there is doubt,
who is to be given the benefit? This report consistently
gives the manufacturers the benefit of the doubt
concerning brilliant blue, and they may continue to
use a substance which has been called into question.
This is indefensible. I take the view that all colouring
of foodstuffs should be banned, and as a first step we
demand that the slightest doubm as ro the safety of an
additive should result in at least a temporary ban.
The Commission's proposal makes no concessions to
this desire to protect the consumer. It would finally
include brilliant blue in the positive list. In doing so, it
is gratuitously bowing to the manufacturer's wishes.
The substance is currently banned in many EEC coun-
tries, in Sweden and Norway, which all get on very
well without it. If this proposal is adopted, it will be
impossible for a more progressive Danish government
- 
which cannot be entirely ruled out 
- 
to ban the
substance. Denmark will them have relinquished yet
another slice of its autonomy.
I would refer to the discussions within the Economic
and Social Committee, where there was also a large
minority in favour of deleting brilliant blue from the
positive 
.list. There is reason to suspect that the sub-
stance is carcinogenic. Animal experiments have
shown that it is, and it should therefore be banned, for
surely the innocent consumer is not also to be used as
a guinea-pig? The repon is prepared to allow the use
of the substance in limircd quanrities if technically and
economically necessary. Necessary for whom? The
manufacturers can always claim that its use is econom-
ically necessav, but it does not have to be necessary to
the consumer or for nutrition.
The Danish consumer movement, together with envi-
ronmental groups, is fighting a war of attrition against
colouring marters in foodstuffs. !7e in the Socialist
People's Pany suppon them in this struggle and are
therefore bound to recommend rejection of this
report, which allows the restricted use of brilliant blue.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Giolitti.
Mr Giolitti, Member of the Commission. 
- 
(I) Mr
President, on behalf of the Commission I wish to
thank the rapponeur for the excellent standard of her
repon and for her dedication in tackling this highly
complex technical subject.
\7e find the report's conclusions reasonable and, for
irs part, the Commission will make every effon, so far
as its resources permit, to give effect quickly to its
recommendations.
The proposal should be looked at in the context of an
overall revievr of the safety and the rcchnological and
economic usefulness of coloranss in food. The direc-
tive on colouring matters in foodstuffs did not, until
now, specify the products for which the use of colour-
ing substances should be allowed. Parliament has
therefore not been able to discuss this question in
specific terms.
It is a question that generates emotional reactions,
both among those who regard this practice as a decep-
tion of the consumer and among those who consider a
moderarc amount. of artificial colouring an appropriate
way of making foodstuffs more a[tractive.
I can well understand the reasons why some among
you think that the whole complex of problems should
be examined in connection vith the use of 'brilliant
blue FCF'. If other permitted blue colorants did not
exist, one might wonder why, suddenly, the food
industry needs blue colouring substances.
This new colorant, with improved technical propenies,
will no doubt partly supersede some of the blue
colouring matters on the list of authorized producr.
Vhat the Commission is concerned about is simply
that all the Member States should be able to use it in
the same way, especially as the Scientific Committee
for Food, our advisory body in the area of roxicology,
has stated that there is no safety reason why this color-
ant should not be included in the Communiry list.
The Committee has examined all the information
contained in the report pur before you, and it
concluded in im light that there is nothing there to
suggest that 'brilliant blue FCF' should not be used in
foodstuffs. The Commission agrees with the Scientific
Committee's assessmcnt and intelpretation of the data
on rhe safety aspect of the use of these products in
food.
The Commission, moreover, proposes rc strike off
'yellow 2G', on which the Committee expressed
doubts that no one has been able to disperse. It is
perfectly natural that in these circumsances the
Commission should act rapidly. It is just as reasonable
for the Commission not to delay unnecessarily in
adding unexceptionable colouring matters to its list as
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it is ro srrike off those on which ir advisers have
expressed serious doubts.
In the circumstances, therefore, the Commission
cannot accept the amendmenl proposed by Parlia-
ment, which it regards as unnecessarily restrictive. The
Commission, however, fully agrees urith Parliament
that the use of any additive should be subject ro
periodic 
.review to see whether particular circum-
s[ances of new information make a change in the exist-
ing regulation necessary.
I believe that the differences between us are concerned
more with details than with principles. The Commis-
sion has carefully considered all the suggestions put
forward in the motion for a resolution and agrees with
its basic tenets. Indeed, the objectives pursued by
Parliament and the Commission are identical: only
safe food additives may be allowed and only subject ro
conditions that make rcchnological and economical
sense. The consumer, moreover, must be adequately
informed of the components of food products so rhar
he can make his choices in full knowledge of the facts.
It was in this conviction that the Commission
proposed in 1976 that the presence and the name of
colouring substances should be indicated on food
producm. At the time the Council found itself unable
to adopt this proposal, but the Commission conrinued
with its effons to persuade the Member Stares thar this
information should be made available to rhe consumer.
Finally, Mr President, as regards the other four
amendments, the Commission suppons them.
President. 
- 
The debate is closed.
Before we consider the motion for a resolution, we
must first. deal with amendments to the proposal for a'
direcdve.
On Anicle l(1), I have Amendmqnt No2, tabled by
Mr Sherlock on behalf of the European Democratic
Group and reinstating the Commission's text.
\flhat is the rapponeur's position?
Mrs Maij-Veggen, rdpporteilr. 
- 
(NL) Mr Presi-
dent, I wanted to say something else about the
remarks made by Mr Newron Dunn. I did not say thar
I am against all chemical substances, only that I am
against all substances which are toxic and whose toxic-
ity is in doubt.
Secondly, Mr Newton Dunn said that I agreed only
under strong pressure to the inclusion of a remark to
the effect that there was a minority on the committee
which would not be able to endorse the resolution.
That is not true either. I faithfully said and also asked
the Secretariac to include the minority viewpoint. I
now see that this has not happened; there must have
been a misunderstanding in the Secretariat. In fact in
the parliamentary committee there was no discussion
at all of this matter: in absolute good faith I agreed to
this and also immediarcly asked the Secretariat to do
this.
In connection with Amendment No I I would further
point out that, if we accept this, also all recommenda-
tions by which the Commission 
- 
as it says 
- 
sets
such great store, will be dropped, and that 
- 
I must
say on behalf of the majority of the parliamentary
committee 
- 
would be panicularly regrettable. I must
therefore reject the amendment.
President. 
- 
I put Amendment No 2 to ih. rote.
As the result of the show of hands is not clear, a fresh
vote will be taken by siring and standing.
Amendment No 2 is rejected.
Ve shall now consider the rnotion for a resolution.
(Parliament adopted the first two indents of the pre-
amble)
After the second indent of the preamble, I have
Amendment No 1, tabled by MrNewon Dunn and
Miss Hooper and replacing the text of the resolurion
with the following:
Approves the Commission's proposal in full.
Vhar is the rapponeur's position?
Mrs Maij-Veg1en, rapporteur. 
- 
(NL) The conrenr
of the text is in fact the same as rhar of the first
amendment and I must therefore reject this too.
(Parliament rejeaed Amendment No I and then adopted
tbe third indent of the preamble and paragrdphs I to 5)
President. 
- 
On paragraph 6, I have Amendment
No 3, tabled by Mr Sherlock on behalf of the Euro-
pean Democratic Group and rewording this paragraph
as follows:
6. Accepts the continued use of Brilliant Blue in food-
' stuffs, given the favourable opinion of the Scientific
Committee for Food.
\7hat is the rapponeur's position?
Mrs Maii-Veggen, fdpporteur. 
- 
(NL) Mr Presi-
dent, I must also reject this amendment as its context
is the same as that of the previous amendment.
(Parliament rejected Amendment No 3 and adopted
paragrapb 6)
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President. 
- 
On paragraph 7, I have Amendment
No 4, mbled by Mr Sherlock on behalf of the Euro-
pean Democratic Group and rewording this paragraph
as follows:
7. Asks the Commission to keep it informed fully of any
funher research on this substance and to submit any
consequential amendments which might become
necessary.
\7har is the rapponeur's position?
Mrs Maij-Veggen, rdpporteur. 
- 
(NL) Mr Presi-
dent, I will adopt Amendment No a if it is not insened
in place of paragraph 7 but is added between para-
grryh7 and paragraph 8.
If it is insened instead of paragraph 7, then I must
reject it.
(Parliament rejected Amendment No 4 and adopted
consecutioely paragraph 7 and paragrapbs 8 to 11)
President. 
- 
I put the motion for a resolution as a
whole rc the vote.
The resolution is adopted.r
20. Healtb problems fficting intra-Community
trade in meat
President. 
- 
The next item is the repon by Mr
Combe (Doc. 1-35180), on behalf of the Committee
on the Environment, Public Health and Consumer
Protection, on the
proposal from the Commission to the Council (Doc. 460/
78) for t regulation on health problems affecting intra-
Community trade in fresh meat and fresh poultrymeac
c/hich has been minced, ground or similarly chopped with
or without the addition of other foodstuffs, additives and
condimenw.
I call Mr Combe.
Mr Combe, rapporteur. 
- 
(F) M, President, the
- Committee on the Environment, Public Health and
Consumer Protection has studied very seriously the
proposal for a regulation presented to us. Ir observed
that it was far from obvious that this piece of Commu-
niry legislation would be in the interest of European
consumers. Our committee noted in panicular that
rhere was not adequate demand for this kind of meat
wirhin the Community, that the fact it is minced in
advance does nor enable the consumer to satisfy
himself as to the quality of the meat and that evidently
the transponation, panicularly over a long distance,
can only dangerously detract from the guarantees as
regards hygiene, and it therefore unanimously asks the
Commission to withdraw its proposal. I call upon my
parliamentary colleagues to follow the committee in
this matter.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Burke.
Mr Burke, Member of the Commission. 
- 
Mr Presi-
dent, I must express the Commission's regret at the
negative advice of the committee in respect of this
proposal. Thousands of tonnes of meat are being
processed and raded every year in the Member States
as minced mea[, a production which is actually
increasing rapidly and substsantially. Despite this fact,
trade between Member States is frustrated by national
rules, including those governing health and hygiene,
which often prohibit imports.
I would like to point out that the Commission has
acted in this case on the basis of Council directives
which seek to find a solution rc the problems arising in
intra-Community trade in minced meat and minced
meat products.
Our proposal provides for trade in thar product
between Member States in accordance with very strict
hygienic conditions fully ensuring the safery of consu-
mers, since the product must be frozen immediately
after it has been produced. In fact, in the open air, and
without freezing, minced mea[ very rapidly deterior-
ates. It is therefore in the frozen form that trade in this
product is developing nationally, despite the use of the
words 'fresh meat' in the title of the basic directive,
which includes cold treated meat in the definition of
'fresh'.
Vhen freezing did not exist, minced meat was prod-
uced on the spot, usually by the butcher in front of the
purchaser, to avoid all health risks. Therefore,
Member States prohibited its imponation. And this
prohibition is still maintained in most Member States
- 
for example, in France, Germany, Italy and
Belgium.
Thanks to technological evolution and by vinue of
freezing, it has been possible for a national trade in
minced meat to be developed. It is a new product
which has progressively conquered an imponant part
of the internal market of Member States. It constitutes
15-20 0/o of the total consumption of beef in Germany
and the United Kingdom. In France, the percentage is
8-10 0/0, but consumption has been increasing at
approximately 20 0/o per year during recent years
because of the popularity of the hamburger. It is,
therefore, a rype of production in full develoPment.
There is no reason for intra-Community trade tot oJ c r47 0f 16.6. 1980.
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continue rc be handicapped by rhe absence of harmon-
ization.
A negative advice consritutes encouragement to main-
tain the presenr prohibitions in intra-Community
trade, and I therefore with respect strongly recom-
mend Parliament to agree to our proposal.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Combe.
Mr Combe, rapporteur. 
- 
(F) Mr Presidenr, I should
like to clarify one point. In acrual fact, the directive is
concerned with fresh meau If it were a matter of
frozen meat, the problem would be completely differ-
ent, bur the guarantee of consumer interesB is not
covered by the directive proposed ro us. In that case all
the Commission would have to do would be to revise a
directive on frozen mear, as it has to be subject to
quite specific provisions and, above all, rhe consumer
must be aware, at the moment of purchase, whether
the product in question is frozen or nor. This makes a
lot of difference.
This is why I think rhat on behalf of the commitree I
must maintain our opinion in the form in which it is
expressed and I ask the Assembly ro supporr it. It will
be up to the Commission to presenr another direcrive
to us dealing with the freezing of mear and transpona-
tion of frozen meat. That is something completely
different.
President. 
- 
The debate is closed.
I put the morion for a resolution to the vote.
The resolution is adopted.r
2l . VAT and excise duty on ships'stores
President. 
- 
The next item is the repon by Mr
Nyborg (Doc. l-42/80), on behalf of the Commirtee
on Economic and Monetary Affairs, on rhe
proposal from the Commission to the Council (Doc.
l-739/79) for a direcrive on the Community value-added
tax and excise duty applicable ro the stores of vessels,
aircraft and inrernational trains.
I call Mr Nyborg.
Mr Nyborg, reryporteur. 
- 
(DK) Mr President, I am
glad of the opponuniry to speak on rhis marrer, for
which I have been wairing since five o'clock yesterday
afternoon.
It should'have been possible ro submir this repon with-
out debate, bur when you have heard whar I have to
say you will realize why this was nor done. The Euro-
pean Parliamenr has traditionally taken the view thar
customs and excise duties should nor be levied on
goods. actually consumed on board international
means of transporr. The 7rh VAT Directive shares this
view. The purpose of this pt'oposal is to lay down
detailed provisions for the applicarion of the general
exemption embodied in the VAT Direcrive. The
primary aim of rhis exemption is to avoid putring
internarional rransport, undertakings established within
the Communiry at a comperirive disadvantage relative
to similar non-Community undenakings. It is also a
convenrion that goods sbld in international warers, for
example, are not subjecr to duty and tax, since
conflicts would inevirably arise as ro rhe counr.ry enri-
tled to receive rhe proceeds.
The Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs
considered that there should be the closest possible
coordination of exemptions from customs dury, VAT
and excise duty. The goods should either be exempr
from all of them, or not exempt at all. If the various
measures cannot thus be brought into line, difficulties
will arise in applying them. The Committee feels rhat
in its proposals the Commission has gone as far as ir
can towards a uniform system at this stage.
The second poinr which the commirtee wished ro see
Parliament emphasize in its resolution is a requesl ro
the Member States to accept common rules on exemp-
tion from excise duty, although the rules on excise
duties in general have not yet been harmonized. For
there is no point in applying uniform rules for exemp-
tion from VAT without simultaneously agreeing on
common rules for exemption from excise duty. To
avoid misunderstandings, I should like to sress rhat,
this proposal only covers Boods actually consumed
during the voyage. It has nothing to do with the sale
of goods in tax-free shops for subsequent consumption
elsewhere. As we heard in our debare on [he previous
item, we shall be able to return ro this poinr larcr.
Up to that poinc the commirree agreed. Five of its
members were then unable ro vore for the repon
because of the wording of paragraph 3 in the morion
for a resolution, in which the Commirtee on Ecbnomic
and Monetary Affairs proposes that goods consumed
on board private and milirary vessels and aircraft
should not be duty-free. I musr confess that this para-
graph does not reflect my own opinion, but as rappor-
teur, I find it difficult to oppose the majority in the
committee. I myself am sceptical about rhis paragraph
for two reasons. The first is of a technical narure: the
exclusion of private vessels and aircrafr will cause a
flood of problems of definition and inrcrpretarion, our
of all proponion ro rhe object to be achieved. This
distinction canno! be applied in pracrice. The second is
a mar[er of consistency: rhe 7th VAT Direcrive
expressly states thar victuals for naval vessels, erc.,
should be exempr from VAT, and it is therefore not a, oJ c 147 of 16.6. 1980.
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very good idea to impose excise duties on them. Of
course it will be added that the Member States can
limit the scope of this exempdon until Community
rules are introduced, but that is no reason for propos-
als directly contradicting rhe 7rh VAT Directive.
I should be grateful if the Commission would specify
its views on this problem. As rapponeur, I repeat, I do
not wish rc table an amendment. However, my prob-
lem has been solved by Mr Ansquer, who has nbled an
amendment which I can fully endorse, and I could
recommend Parliament to vote for it.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Burke.
Mr Burke, Member of the Commission. 
- 
I shall try
to be brief. First, I would like to welcome Mr
Nyborg's repon for its constructive approach to our
proposal for this directive. \fhen submirting it rc the
Council, the Commission was motivated by the need
to achieve a uniformity of procedures in this area. Ir
was also keen to press ahead with the harmonization
of the common VAT system for purposes of the
Community's own resources.
The proposed directive covers both excise duries and
value added tax. For im basis it draws on the principles
aheady enshrined in the Sixth VAT Directive, which
provides for exemption for the stores of vessels
and aircraft subject to cenain conditions laid down by
the Member Smtes. The exrcnsion of these principles
to the excise field is a logical development given the
actual position obtaining in Member States and the
desired aim of uniformity of lax procedures applicable
to a given transaction.
Now the object of uniformity is also reflected in rhe
fact that the Commission has aligned rhe proposed rax
procedure with that akeady proposed, and welcomed
by the European Parliament, in the field of customs
duties. This alignment, while not capable of being
completc at the currenr stage of development in the
various sectors, will achieve maximum ease of applica-
tion of these rules for administrative and trade
concerns alike.
It is heartening to see rhat rhe Commitree on
Economic and Monetary Affairs endorses the objec-
tives of the proposed directive and proposes ir
approval by Parliament. However, I must reserve the
Commission's position on the proposed requesr rhar
private vessels and aircraft and rhose of the armed
services be excluded from the directive's scope. '!7e
shall have to examine more thoroughly the conseque-
nces of this proposal, with respect borh to tax harmon-
izarion and to the Community's ow'n resources accru-
ing from value-added tax.
President. 
- 
The debate is closed.
'!fle shall now consider the motion for a resolution. I
put the preamble and paragraphs I and 2 ro the vote.
The preamble and paragraphs 1 and 2 are adopted. On
paragraph 3, I have Amendment No 1, nbled by Mr
Ansquer and rewording this paragraph as follows:
3. Approves the Commission's proposal.
This amendment has the rapponeur's approval.
(Parliament rejected
paragraph 3)
I put the motion for
vo[e.
Amendment No 1 and adopted
a resolution as a whole to the
The resolution is adopted.r
22. Noise emission of construction plant
President. 
- 
The nexg item is the repon by Mr Mihr
(Doc. 1-819/79), on behalf of the Committee on
Economic and Monetary Affairs, on the
proposal from the Commission ro the Council (Doc.
l-534/79) for a directive amending Directive 79/113/
EEC on the approximation of the laws of the Member
States reladng to rhe dererminarion of the noise emission
of construction plant and equipment.
I call Mr Seefeld.
Mr Seefeld, deputy rapporteur. 
- 
(D) Mr President,
my colleague Mr Mihr sends his excuses and asks me
to make two or three remarks. This proposal is
concerned firstly with the elimination of rhe different
national provisions governing the merhods of
measurement used for establishing the level of noise
emitted by construction plant and equipment and
secondly we have to deal with the permissible noise
emission level and the effects that that will have on
working conditions and the environment. My
colleague, Mr Mihr, asked me to say that the Commit-
tee on the Environment, Public Health and Consumer
Protection fonunately dealt wirh rhis aspect in its
opinion with commendable attention to detail. Let me
also add this: the Commission proposal for a directive
on the introduction of uniform measuring methods is a
sound one. I recommend on behalf of my colleague
Mr Mihr that you approve ir If it is passed, it will
eliminate anorher major barrier to trade.
I should, however, use the occasion presented by this
report tp point out that the Council has missed a
perfect opponunity to combine a trade measure with a
series of other measures aimed at improving working
and environmental conditions and at improved health
Prorecrion.
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Mr President, proposals for directives on the approxi-
mation of the laws in this field have been before the
Council for a number of years. The Commission trans-
mitted the first proposal to the Council on 31 Decem-
ber 1974. Funher proposals followed in 1975 and 1976
and ro darc the Council has taken no action on these
proposals. The introduction of uniform measuring
merhods is undoubtedly a sensible prerequisite for the
approximation of permissible noise emission levels and'
therefore in this House, if we adopt the resolution, we
again publicly urge the Council to deal without delay
with the proposals for directives brought before it
since 1974.
This is what I have to say on behalf of my colleague
Mr Mihr. Allow me, Mr President, to conclude with a
remark on a matter of principle. In a question which is
allegedly one of detail we are dealing with a problem
which reflects the relationship between the European
Community's political and, in a wider sense, its social
brief. I believe that they are both complerely compati-,
ble. Both aspects are not in any way inconsistent with
each orher. The Commission has recognized this
connection 
- 
and for that I should like to make a
point of thanking it. It has done the appropriate
spade-work. Unfonunately the Council has as yet not
followed this logic. This is regrettable; I ask for this
morion for a resolution to be adopted.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Giolitti.
Mr Giolitti, Member of the Commission. 
- 
(I) Mr
President, I simply wish, on the Commission's behalf,
rc thank the rapponeur and his committee for the
excellent repon and Mr Seefeld for his presentation.
The Commission is confident that Parliament's vote
on this item will help to speed up the Council's deci-
sion.
Presidcnt. 
- 
The debate is closed.
\7e shall now consider the motion for a resolution.
(Parliament adopted the preamble and paragraphs 1 and
2)
On paragraph 3, I have Amendment No 1, nbled by
Mrs Squarcialupi on behalf of the Committee on the
Environment, Public Health and Consumer Protection
and rewording this paragraph as follows:
3. Emphasizes the imponance of the arguments put
forward by the Commission for the improvement of
working conditions, but believes that it is urgenr to
determine more clearly the relationship between the
amount of noise and its duration and the dangers aris-
ing from impulsive noise, which are not dealt with
adequately in the proposal for a directive.
'\7hat is the rapponeur's position?
Mr Seefeld, deputy rapporter4r 
- 
(D) Mr President,
for the sake of simplicity I will say tlrat I have the
approval of the rapponeur for both Amendments,
Nos I and 2. I believe that simplifies our business.
(Parliament adopted Amendment No 1)
President. 
- 
After paragraph 3, I have Amendment
No 2, tabled by Mrs Squarcialupi on behalf of the
Committee on the Environment, Public Health and
Consumer Protection, and insening the following new
paragraph:
3a. Believes rhat atrention should be paid to the effects of
noise cmission not only on the machine operator but
also on workers who may be close to the source of the
noise., since they are working in the same environ-
(Parliament adopted Amendment No 2, then pdrlgraph
4)
I put rhe motion for a resolution as a whole, thus
amended, to the vote.
The resolution is adopted.l
23. Second EEC research and deoelopment progrdmme oI
textiles and clotbing 
- 
Technological research
progrdmme on clay minerals
President. 
- 
The next item is a joint debarc on two
reports drawn up on behalf of the Committee on
Energy and Research:
- 
The report by Mr Poncelet (Doc. l-730/79) on the
proposal from thc Commission to thc Council (Doc.
I 10i79) for a decision adopting a sccond multiannual
research and development programme for the European
Community in the field of textiles and dothing (indirea
action); and
- 
The repon by Mr Herman (Doc. 11132/ 80) on the
proposal from the Commission to the Council (Doc.2O3/
79) Ior a decision on the adoption of a programme of
technological research in the field of clay minerals and
technical ceramics.
I call Mr Herman.
Mr Herman, rdpporteilr. 
- 
(F) Mr President, in
accordance with your wish and to enable the Assembly
to complete its business I shall be very brief.
I oJ c 147 oI 16.6. 1980.
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Mr Poncelet has asked me to say that the Committee
on Energy and Research has accepted the whole of the
programme that was submitted to it and suppons the
Commission proposal, but on cenain conditions.
The first is that the Commission should notify the
European Parliament each year of progress in the
research work, the results obtained and the extent to
which the appropriations have been used up.
The seconi condition is that the Commission should
consider as soon as possible 
- 
given the imponance
of the problem from the point of view of the develop-
ing countries 
- 
incorporating in Programme No III a
secrion for 'cotton, combed wool and other natural
fibres', without, however, delaying the adoption and
implementation of Programme No II, which is aimed
at maintaining and improving the European textile
industry's competitiveness and which is based on five
schemes covering various branches of major activities.
Mr Poncelet has himself made an amendment, which
I, on behalf of his committee, ask Parliament to adopt.
He proposes that in paragraph 5 be inserted after 'as
soon as possible'the words'and by I January 1981 at
the latest'.
If you will allow me, Mr President, I shall now presenr
my own repon just as briefly. This repon on rhe
programme of technological research on clay minerals
and technical ceramics was approved by our commit-
rce vinually unanimously, there being only two
abstentions. There is, however, a problem of a budget-
ary nature. I should like to say to the Commission that
the Parliament is not really interested in knowing
exactly how the money is spent. In other words, the
Commission is free to use rhe funds it wants and to
juggle about with the appropriations as it can, prov-
ided that 
- 
and this is what interests us 
- 
the
programme is carried through to the end. Problems
arise as regards implementadon of the budget: I
learned that what was envisaged would perhaps not be
carried out in accordance with the estimates. But what
is of interest to us is the result and the objective.
Therefore, if the Commission regards it as preferable
rc apply a method of financing osher than that which
was originally planned, our committee 
- 
and, I hope,
Parliament 
- 
will not object.
Paragraph I is the subject of an amendment by Mr
Moreland proposing that the words 'of the ceramic
and clay minerals industry' be replaced by 'of the
clay-based ceramics industry, and in parricular the
technical ceramics sector'. I am quite prepared rc
accept this amendment.
(Apphuse)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Beazley to speak on behalf of
the European Democratic Group.
Mr Beazley. 
- 
Mr President, on behalf of the Euro-
pean Democratic Group, I should like to welcome this
motion for a resoltuion and give it, and Mr Poncelet's
amendment, our complete support. In view of the
delays involved in presenting this proposal, to which
reference was made today, I would ask Council to give
it its most urgent attention and approval. '
I draw attention, in particular, to two aspects of this
proposal which have been prompted by the long delays
which occurred in the case of the first programme, as
Mr Hermann has already mentioned. These are,
firstly, that the Commission should report to Parlia-
ment each year on the progress of the research, the
resuks obtained and the appropriations udlized and,
secondly, that the Commission should give its atten-
tion to the preparation of a third progremme as soon
as is reasonably possible within the three years' life-
rime of this programme. This will enable the rcxdle
indusrry rc benefit from the assurance of continuity of
research and development, ensure that the sructure
and content of such programmes are consistent and
provide the necessary follow-up to work already
begun.
I believe thai the principles on which these
programmes are drawn up are good ones in that they
are based on indirect action. This means that the
industry imelf meets approximately 50 0/o of the cost of
the programme and, through its various associations
and research laboratories in the Community, is
directly involved in shaping the proposals and the
priorities of the programme.
The precise content of the second programme gave
rise to considerable discussion in the Committee on
Energy and Research, and I am extremely pleased that
this was amicably resolved. The programme was not
based on particular spinning systems, but on specific
aspects of the texdle and garment industry to make
them more competitive. This is an imaginative
programme, and we wish it every success. It is not
unnatural that the rapponeur should have wished rc
lay emphasis on the cotton sector, which is, of course,
the largest sector and perhaps the one that has
suffered most from the large-scale impons of yarn,
fabrics and garments a[ extremely low prices. The
committee, however 
- 
and in my opinion rightly 
-drew attention rc the serious problems which have also
occurred in other imponant sectors, such as the
worsttd, woollen and flax sectors, which in turn affect
the natural and also the synthetic fibres used in these
sectors. The report therefore calls attention to lhe
needs of. these producm when considering the third
programme, but emphasizes [hat this must not in any
way delay the adopdon and implementation of this
second programme.
In conclusion, I wish to draw the attention of both the
Council of Ministers and the Commission to the
imponance of maintaining suppon for the European
textile industry with continued research and develop-
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ment programmes, panicularly as this is a diverse
industry and one which is organized mainly on a hori-
zontal basis. The rextile industry is.iust as imponant to
the European Community in terms of employment,
turnover and utiliry as agriculture, steelmaking and
engineering. In the absence of an indusrial policy in
the Community, the need for appropriate suppon for
such basic industries is too often overlooked. I believe
that the European Communiries must be willing to
provide the necessary financial support for research
and development in traditional industries like textiles,
so tha[ they can be fully comperitive in cosr,, product
quality, scale and diversity. This will benefit nor only
the textile industry irelf and provide the necessary
level of employment and remuneration to its workers,
but it will also benefit all those other industries
connected with, and to an exrcnr dependent on, a
strong and successful rcxdle industry, such as rhe
chemical industry, engineering, machine-building,
electronics, etc.
As we have such a high level of science and technology
available in our universities and rcchnical colleges, in
our industry and commerce, we must use these
resources fully in suppon of the texdle industry so rhar
it can be helped ro adjusr itself ro rhe new demands of
the world market. !7e must use science and rechnol-
ogy to keep a srcp ahead of competitors, whose
competitiveness may depend on cheap labour cosrs or
a scale of operations not as yet obminable in Europe.
I strongly advise this House to give rhis resolurion its
full support.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Harris.
Mr Harris. 
- 
Mr President, first of all, I should like
to thank Mr Herman very much for all the coopera-
tion that he has given [o rhose of us who had great
doubts about the clay element of rhe programme
which is che subjecr of his repon. Unfonunarely, my
colleague Mr Moreland, who represents an area of rhe
United Kingdom known as 'The Potteries', is unable
to be here today because he suffered a family bereave-
ment last nighr. However, I know he wants me ro pass
on to Mr Herman our gratitude for all the help that
he has given on this ma[rer and, indeed, for showing
the flexibility he has again demonstrated today in indi-
cating that he wishes the House ro accepr the amend-
ment which srands in Mr Moreland's name, Lord
O'Hagan's name and my own.
The programme is in rwo parrs, and if Mr Moreland
had been here today he would have fully backed the
pan of the programme thar deals with rhe ceramics
industry, because I know he is worried abour rhe
competirion 
- 
we think, unfonunarc competition 
-which the ceramics industry faces from Taiwan, Japan
and Korea. He welcomes, in panicular, the ceramics
research programme, to enable Europe's ceramics
industry to face rhis competition on a proper basis.
I should like to say a few words about the clay
programme, because, quirc frankly, the Commission's
draft programme 
- 
in my opinion, and in the opinion
of the clay producers 
- 
would result in a wasre of
time and money. I am glad ro say rhar the Commission
has given undenakings on this marrer, and provided
those undenakings are backed up today, I and my
colleagues will be happy to supporr the repon before
us.
The problem was rhar the Commission's original
programme ranged far too wide, and was far roo theo-
retical. As a resulr of rhis, and in a spirit of coopera-
tion, the clay producers 
- 
among them the largest in
my own constiulency 
- 
went ro Brussels and had
talks with the Commission. !fle understand thar an
agreemen[ has now been reached on this matter. I
therefore ask rhe Commissioner to confirm that rhe
draft research programme will be re-written in the
light of the undenakings given and that the precise
objectives will be redefined in order to permit the EEC
ceramics industry to remain in rhe forefront of world
ceramics manufacure. The programme should be
directed towards the detailed analysis of faults occurr-
ing at all poinr in the fabrication and firing processes.
If some of the faults are found to be attributable to
variations or other faulm in the raw marerials, the clay
producers will cooperare to the full in assisting with
this pan of the research programme.
I hope the Commission will be able to confirm the
undenakings which were given to the clay producers,
and provided that is done we shall be happy ro supporr
the programme before us today.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Giolitti.
Mr Giolitti, Member of the Commission. 
- 
(I) Mr
President, the Commission felt that, in view of the
success of she first research protramme, if the impor-
tant aim of maintaining the efficiency and comperitive-
ness of the Communicy's textile and clothing industry
was to be achieved, it was desirable, not ro say neces-
sary, to propose that a second, and much bigger,
research and development protramme should be
financed from the Community's budget The contribu-
tion to the financing of this programme rhar the indus-
try itself is prepared ro make testifies to the value of
this initiative. The Commission agrees with the
proposal contained in paragraph 7 that a yearly repon
should be submitted to Parliamenr on rhe state of
progress of the research, and it has noted the sugges-
tion contained in paragraph 5 that rhe possibility of
including in a subsequent programme a secrion on
cotton, combed wool and other natural fibres should
be considered. The Commission is also in agreemenr
with Amendmenr No l. That is all I wish ro say on rhe
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resolution in the Ponceler reporr, excepr ro thank the
rapporteur and the committee for rheir valuable work.
As regards technological research on clay minerals, rhe
Commission wishes to emphasize the importance it
attaches to subsidies aimed at promoting research and
development in a sector which is rapidly expanding
and which is making a Breat conrribution ro the deve-
lopment of other expon-oriented indusries.
The pnoposed modification suggesred by rhe rappor-
teur, Mr Herman, to the effect that the Commission
should submit to Parliament a communicarion on rhe
sate of progress of the programmes, has the full
support of the Commission which is happy rc have rhis
opponunity of maintaining a continuing dialogue with
Parliament on acrivities of this rype. On the orher
hand, as regards the amendment to this resolution, rhe
Commission cannot declare its agreement, because the
wording which it is proposed to change is exactly thar
corresponding to the tirle of the research programme.
Ve therefore propose that the wording remain unal-
tered.
President. 
- 
The joint debate is closed.
'!7e shall now consider the morion for a resolution
contained in the Poncelet repon (Doc. l-730/79).
(Parliament adopted the preamble and paragraphs 1 to 4)
On paragraph 5, I have Amendment No l, tabled by
Mr Poncelet on behalf of the Group of European
Progressive Democrats and insening after 'as soon as
possible' the words 'and no later rhan I January 1981'.
(Parliament adopted in succession Amendment No 1,
paragrapb 5, thus modified and paragraphs 6 and 7)
I put the motion for a resolution as a whole, thus
modified, to rhe vote.
The resolution is adopted.l
\(e shall now consider the motion for a resolution
contained in the Herman reporr (Doc. 1-132180).
(Parliament adopted the preamble)
On paragraph l, I have Amendmenr No l, mbled by
Mr Moreland, Lord O'Hagan and Mr Harris and
replacing the phrase '. . . clay minerals and, in parricu-
lar, the ceramics industry' with the phrase '. . . clay-
based ceramics industry and, in particular, the rechni-
cal ceramics sector'.
Vhat is the rapponeur's position?
Mr Herman, rapporteur. 
- 
(F) I am in favour,
Mr President, and contrary to what the Commission
representative may think, I have the impression that
we are not going to change anything at all. The word-
ing proposed in the amendment is a more precise form
of wording which corresponds in particular to natural
circumstances in a given country. I think that as the
agreements were discussed at length there is no ambi-
guity on this point. Consequently, I am for this
amendment.
(Parliament adopted in succession Amendment No 1,
paragrapb 1, thus modified, and paragraphs 2 to 7)
President. 
- 
I put the motion for a resolution as a
whole, thus modified, to the vote.
The resolution is adopted.t
24. Use of tbe ECU in the general budget and in legal
instruments of tbe Community
President. 
- 
The next irem is rhe reporr,
Mr Simonnet (Doc. l-65/80), on behalf of
Committee on Budgets, on the
proposals from the Commission ro rhe Council (Doc.
r-631/79) Ior
I. a regulation amending for the third time the Financial
Regulation of 21 December 1977 es regards the use of
the ECU in the general budget of the European
Communities; and
II. a regulation on the replacement of rhe European unit
of account by the ECU in Community legal insrru-
ments.
I call Mr Damseaux on a point of order.
Mr Damseaux, 
- 
(F) Mr President, we have 2l
minutes left. Mr Simonnet's report deals with a marter
which is imponant to this Assembly and will require
lengthy discussion as in my opinion it cannot be
accepted as it stands by the Parliament. This means
that the other reports will not be examined. Do you
not think that it would be a good idea to examine the
other reports and to postpone examination of the
Simonnet report, which is of great imponance and, in
my opinion, unacceptable to Parliament, to another
pan-session?
President. 
- 
Mr Damseaux, I thank you for your
suggestion, but you will understand that I should first
like rc ask Mr Simonnet for his opinion.
by
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I call Mr Simonnet.
Mr Simonnct, rdpporteur. 
- 
(F) Mr President, on
the contrary, I must insist that this report be debated.
'$7e are a.beady several months late as we should have
given an opinion on l January 1980. If we put it off
until June, there is nothing to say thar it will not be
postponed once again. \7hile discussion of this marrer
is imponant, it can also be very brief and I must say
straight away that I accepr 
- 
I reassure Mr Damseaui
- 
half of his amendmenr.
Consequently, we can rcach a consensus within rcn
minutes and finish with this marrer, which the
Commission and the Council have been waiting for us
rc do for nearly five months now.
'!7'e are very often critical of the Council and the
Commission, for instance when they are slow rc
present a budget to us when, in some cases, the Coun-
cil and the Commission could give us a rapid ansy/er.
You too are putting off giving me a simple opinion
which prevents me from proceeding funher with a
fundamental reform. I strongly insist that this matter
be dealt with now, as the meeting of Presidents and
the Assembly decided.
Presidcnt. 
- 
I cannot permit any funher discussions
on the agenda.
I call Mr Simonnet.
Mr Simonnet, rapporteur. 
- 
(F) MrPresident, ladies
and gentlemen, the Commission proposals before us
seek to do away with rhe present Community unit of
account 
- 
the EUA 
- 
and to replace it in all
Community accounting documcnts and acts by the
ECU, in other words the unit of account of the Euro-
pean Monetary System.
The ECU would thus become the third unit of account
used by the European Communities; the first unit of
account used was defined in relation to the gold san-
dard and had the same value as the dollar in relation
to gold. Following the devaluation of the dollar,
however, this formula was abandoned; the initial unir
of account Bave way to the EUA which is not tied ro a
gold-standard system but is defined wirh reference to a
basket of currencies, which means that rhe EUA
includes a percentage amount of each of the nine
Member States' currencies..The European Monetary
System introduced a third unit of account, the ECU,
which is based on the same basket of currencies and is
aheady used in the EAGGF, in other words for
two-thirds or three-quaners of Communiry expendi-
ture; we thus have a sysrem which must be discarded
as soon as possible.
At the present time, the European Communities have
two units of account, the EUA and the ECU, with the
same value. This is not very serious, you might say,
since they both have the same value, but those values
may change and, the European Community may find
itself from one day to the next with rwo units of
account with different values. And depending on
whether the Community make payments out of one
chapter or another of the budget, the Member Starcs
or individual recipients would end up with different
amounts. This would obviously give rise to serious
complications, which we must avoid at all costs by
taking advantage of the fact that at the present time,
the two units of account have the same value. For this
reason, we fully approve the Commission's proposal to
the Council that from now on, there should be only
one unit of account in the European Communities and
that it should be the ECU and nor the EUA. In rhis
case, I feel sure that everyone would agree rhar there
would be no funher difficulties.
But the second problem raised by the Commission's
proposal, to which Mr Damseaux has just referred, is
quirc different as it involves the rights of Parliament. I
can assure Mr Damseaux that the Committce on
Budgets is just as conoerned to uphold the rights of
Parliament as the Committee on Economic and Mone-
tary Affairs, to which he belongs. Vhar is the prob-
lem? The Commission has taken the opponuniry
offered by this change in the unit of accounr rc amend
an article in the Financial Reguladon. And, like the'
Committee on Economic and Monerary Affairs, we
cannot agree with the Commission on this point and
funhermore, judging by the hearing we had in rhe
Committee on Budges, I believe rhat the Commission
has accepted our view. Be that as it may, it is the
Council who will decide since all the Commission can
do is to make a proposal. Ve ourselves simply deliver
an opinion and the final decision lies with the Council.
Vhat exacdy is involved? Ve are faced with a sirua-
tion in which the unit of accounr is changed, some-
thing which, as we have seen, has already happened
twice. But, underlying rhis change in the unir of
account, there are in fact rwo quite different aspec$,
the one internal and the other external. First of all,
you can change the definition of the unit of account or
you can change its composition. Changing the defini-
rion of the unit of account is, for example, what
happened after the devaluarion of the dollar when we
switched from the gold-standard sysrem ro rhe
currenry-basket system. Decisions of rhis kind are
extremely serious and of capital imponance. Vhat the
Commission is proposing is that from now on, rhe
Council alone should 'rake those decisions without
consulting Parliament. Ve cannot accept this any
more than the Commitree on Budgets or rhe Commit-
tee on Economic and Monetary Affairs, and we main-
tain that if the definition of the European unir of
account were ro be changed ar some time in the
future, by revening, say, ro the gold standard or
adopting any orher sysrem, the Council could not do
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so without consulting us and this is the crystal-clear
intention of Mr Damseaux's amendment to the second
part and I accept it straight away.
This leaves us with the matter of changes in the
composition of the unit of account, in other words
with the question of whether the Council can decide at
some future date to include, say, FF 1.15 in the
currency basket instead of FF 1.20 or 1.10. On this
point, I believe that the Commission is right and that
changes of this son should not be surrounded with
publicity, for as we know from experience in our own
countries, this might well open the door to speculation
and we simply must avoid all speculation on our
national currencies and on our European currency.
Ve therefore consider that Anicle 10 of the Financial
Regulation, rhe one which the Commission proposes
to amend, should be given a slighdy more sophisti-
cated wording. Vhat I mean by this is that if the ani-
cle made the distinction to which I referred, we would
agree that the Council should be able to change the
composition of the unit of account without consulting
. 
us 
- 
this is the amendmen[ tabled by the Committee
on Budgets 
- 
but that 
- 
and here we come to
Mr Damseaux's amendment tabled on behalf of the
Committee of Economic and Monetary Affairs 
- 
if
the definition of the European unit of account were to
be amended, by switching, for example, from the
currency basket to the gold-standard system, this
would be too serious a decision to be taken without
Parliament being consulted by the Council.
Such is the intention of my repon.
Ve would thus have a new first paragraph which
stipulated that the budget should be drawn up in ECU
followed by a second paragraph to the effect that the
ECU would be the sum of amounts of the Member
States' currencies. In order to deal with the problem of
changes in the unit of account, we would add the
Committee on Budgets' amendment rc the effect that
any change in the composition of the ECU decided by
the Council under the European Monetary System
would be automatically applicable to the present provi-
sion, the purpose being to avoid any publicity and
speculation. Finally, we would incorporate Mr
Damseaux's amendment to the effect that any change
in the definition of the ECU should be decided by the
Council following consultation of the European
Parliament.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Damseaux to speak on behalf
of the Liberal and Democratic Group.
Mr Damseaux. 
- 
(F) Mr President, I would thank
the rapponeur, Mr Simonnet, for having agreed to
pan of my amendment, but I still do not think this is
enough, and I believe that we are moving towards a
situation in which the power of our Parliament will be
seriously eroded.
Ve are, of course, satisfied with the Council's
proposal to bring the ECU into general use by intro-
ducing it, as from I January 1980, instead of the EUA
wherever the EUA is still utilized. In principle, the
proposal mee6 the wishes of this Parliament. A deci-
sion to adopt it would have the tremendous advantage
of timeliness, padcularly since we might find ourselves
very soon, as Mr Simonnet pointed out, with an ECU
and an EUA with different values, the reason being
that the composition of the ECU may be changed
whereas the definition of the European unit of account
does not allow for this possibility. 'Sfl'e are therefore
agreed on this matter of principle.
But the sticking point is the composition of the ECU
which, to my mind, in raises an institutional aspect in
that it has a bearing on t}e powers of the European
Parliament.
The point is that the proposed amendment ro the
Financial Regulation of 2l December 1977 does not
seek simply to replace the unit of account by the ECU
but 
- 
and this is where I disagree 
-.it relegates thecomposition of the ECU to a footnote and, unless my
amendment were accepted, any changes made would
be automatically applicable under the European
Monetary System. The reasons initially furnished by
the Council were administrative on the surface and
legislatively correct but, to my mind, they were diabol-
ically subtlc. The Council said that if the composition
of the ECU basket were specified in the Financial
Regulation, any change in the ECU meant that the
Financial Regulation would automatically lapse. This
is true, but the price to be paid for having concordant
provisions would have been a serious repudiation of
the powers of our Assembly.
The fact is that both Anicle 209 of the EEC Treaty
and Article 106 of the Financial Regulation of
21 December 1977 require Parliament to be consulted
on financial regulations and on the establishment and
implementation of the budget. The rapponeur will
cenainly not contradict me when I say that as matters
stand at present, there is no question but that the
European Parliament is entitled to be consulted on the
EUA basket used in the general budget of the
Communities. But if the ECU weighdng is changed by
the Council alone, without consulting the European
Parliament, the effect will be, even if the external
value of the ECU is not affected, to modify the bud-
getary contribution of every single Member State. I
therefore believe that, as worded, the proposal is unac-
ceptable for the European Parliament from the legisla-
tive point of view, since if it were adopted, ve should
be deprived of all opponuniry rc deliver an opinion on
any changes in the composition of the ECU. As I see
it, the European Parliament would be reduced to
silence on a fundamental mat[er, since the weighting
of the currencies in the ECU is vital to the way it
works. Changes in the composition of the ECU are by
no means a matter of administrative routine as the
requirement for unanimity on the pan of the Member
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States so amply shows. On the conrary, changes in
the composition of the ECU have monetary, economic
and budgetary implications which the severe limitation
on speaking time in this House prevents me from going
into here. In those circumstances, I believe that the
procedure for the automatic introduction of changes
in the ECU proposed by the Commission is unaccept-
able as far as this House is concerned: the proposal rb
amend the Financial Regulation diminishes the powers
of our Assembly. The issue is not simply a budgetary
one, it is both economic and budgetary. It has to do
with the entire implementation of the European
Monetary System, of which this Parliament and its
various committees have complained that they have not
been sufficiendy involved.
It is for this reason that I have mbled two amendments
which, I feel, should be approved by the House, since
we cannot hand over to the Council of Ministers the
powers which we unquestionably enjoy at present as
far as the composition of the unit of accounr used in
the Community budget is concerned. I believe that the
issue between the Council and ourselves is a simple
one. Ve accept the general introduction of the ECU
and the Council accepts that the European Parliament
should always be consulted on all aspects of che ECU,
not simply on the budgetary aspect as we are at
present but on the other aspects as well.
It should be clearly understood 
- 
and this is my final
point, Mr President 
- 
that I am not calling for some-
thing exorbitant. A currency can change in three ways:
it can change from day to day on the exchange
market, it can change as a result of modifications to
the central rales, and it can change from time to time
when the weighdngs are reviewed. It is only in this last
case that the Committee on Economic and Monerarv
Affairs unanimously requested that the European
Parliament should always be consulred. I therefore feel
that I am speaking not only for my own group but also
for the whole Committee on Economic and Monetary
Affairs when I ask that the European Parliament
should nor cede its right of consultation on the budg-
etary unit of account but should strongly claim, in
rerurn for the general introduction of the ECU, the
mandatory right to be consulted on the future
composition of the ECU basket.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Prag to speak on behalf of the
European Democratic Group.
Mr Prag. 
- 
Mr President, like Mr Simmonet we are
bound to approve, and indeed warmly welcome, rhe
Commission's proposals for removing the danger of
there being one currency unit 
- 
rhe ECU 
- 
for
monetary cooperation and anorher 
- 
the European
unit of account 
- 
for budgetary marrers. It is right
that the ECU should replace the unir of accounr while
they are both at the same value. But, clea,rly, the role
of Parliament in any change in the fundamental basis
of the ECU cannot be allowed to disappear. It would
seem to me [hat we cannot claim too much, panicu-
larly as regards changes in the central or pivotal rates,
or changes in the composition or weighting of the
ECU, and therefore, we in our group are happy ro
accept the form of amendment which Mr Simmonet
wants [o accePt.
I wish rc make two funher points. At a rime when our
civilizadon and way of life are in the greatest danger
and the need for unity is greatest, at a time when
Europe appears divided and ill-tempered and ineffec-
tual, it seems ro me right that we should accept and
recognize the great srcp forward consrirured by the
use of the European currency unir for the Community
both in the budget and in monetary cooperation. It is
an imponant step towards a common currency.
My second point is the simple suggestion ro rhe
Commission, the Council and our governments that
we give the people of the Community a visibld mken
of rhis great stride towards European unity. Vhy
should we not have, in parallel with our nadonal
currencies, tv/o practical manifesradons of this single
European currency? Perhaps a denomination 
- 
if
only one denomination of ECU coins 
- 
and the
possibility for all travellers to have ECU rravellers'
cheques.
These would be extremely convenient for touring,
they would be stable in value, they would be abso-
lutely reliable and immediately usable in all Commu-
nity countries. Perhaps our government could use a
little imagination and try to show our people rhar in
spite of our wretched quarrels over Iran, summits,
sheepmeat, butter and the rest, the European Commu-
nity is srill alive and that sometimes, Mr President, it
does things rhat ordinary folk can understand.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Herman.
Mr Herman. 
- 
(F) Mr President, a yery brief word.
However much I am for the extension of this Parlia-
ment's powers and would be against any erosion of
those powers, I cannot agree with Mr Damseaux on
the specific issue that he has raised. The reason is
extremely simple and one of which he is doubtless
himself aware, and it is that any change in rhe compos-
idon of the ECU would be the same as changing irs
value; this being the case, major public discussion ar
such time would provide an extraordinary incentive to
speculation and might make changes decided wholly
inoperative. As far as the composition of the basker is
concerned, therefore, I cannot go along with Mr
Damseaux's amendment.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Spinelli.
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Mr Spinelli. 
- 
(l) Mr President, I think thar Mr
Damseaux's proposals are fine, but there is one thing I
should like to say: we are voting on a resolution to
which the Council should pay the greatest attention;
we therefore want Parliament's vote on an issue of
such imponance to have the maximum authoriry. If
the Council were to ignore our wishes, we should be
prepared rc demand a consultation with the Council.
Therefore it seems to me absurd that, on an issue that
should have, according to how we deal with it,
extremely serious consequences 
- 
for the consequ-
ences, in the very near future, of how the ECU is
defined, how its definition may be modified, etc., will
be very imponant indeed 
- 
we should be taking a
vote from just a dozen or so people who happen to be
present here. I should like to propose, and I think that
Mr Simonnet, as the rapporteur, can formally demand
it, that we do not vote now, but at another time when
this Parliament can accord the matter the considera-
tion it merits. I have not the slightest idea whether Mr
Damseaux's proposals will or will not be accepted, but
it seems to me altogether ridiculous that a decision on
this should be taken by a fortuitous majority of 6 to 5 |
President. 
- 
It is for us to ensure that there is a
better attendance in the Chamber.
Vhat is Mr Simonnet's opinion on Mr Spinelli's
proposal?
Mr Simonnet, lapporteur. 
- 
(F) Mr President, I
apologize for speaking once more on behalf of the
Committee ort Budgets, but I am a professor of law by
profession and as far as I am concerned, there are
always enough Members present in a parliament to
discuss a matrcr. There are enough of us present to
discuss this matter. If it is argued that a matter cannot
be discussed because of its imponance, we shall never
decide anything. I therefore call for an immediate
vote. Ve have kept the Council and the Commission
waiting too long. If we were to wait a funher month
- 
and we cannot. be sure that the Conference of Pres-
idents would put the matter high on the agenda,
besides which distonion might occur between the two
units in the meantime 
- 
much of the blame would be
ours. I therefore call for an immediate vose.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Burke.
Mr Burke, Member of tbe Commission. 
- 
Mr Presi-
dent, I can be brief. I welcome the favourable opinion
delivered by the rapporteur, whom I thank, on this
Commission proposal concerning the introduction of
the ECU. As we know, the introduction will, if
adopted by the Council, enable the Commission to
make general the use of one single instrument in the
whole of the Community's activities.
I accept the amendments proposed by Mr Simonnet rc
the new version of Article 10 of the Financial Regula-
tion. I note thar the rapponeur makes a disdnction
between adjustments in the composition of the ECU as
opposed to changes in the definition of the ECU as a
basket of currencies. On the latter point, the rappor-
teur akes the view that Parliament ought to be
consulted and that, if necessary, the conciliation
procedure should be applied.
On behalf of the Commission, I indicate that we
support this view.
The amendment tabled by Mr Damseaux adopts rhis
last idea. I suggest that the amendment is unnecessary,
because it is already included in the resolution itself.
On the other hand, the amendment suggests that the
present text proposed by Mr Simonnet on behalf of
the Committee on Budgets should be deleted. Our
feeling is that this might be a mistake, because the
distinction between the definition and the composition
of the ECU would be rendered unclear. So the text
proposed by Mr Simonnet and adopted by the
Committee on Budgets after long and deuiled discus-
sion is acceptable to the Commission. We confirm our
suppon of it and would prefer that the Damseaux
amendment not be adopted.
President. 
- 
The debarc is closed.
Before we consider the motion for a resolution, we
must first deal with amendments to the proPosal for a
regulation (I).
On Anicle l,I have Amendment No l, tabled by Mr
Damseaux and rewording this anicle as follows:
Article 1
The Financial Regulation is hereby amended as follows:
l. Anicle lO shall be replaced by the following:
Article 10
1. The Budget shall be drawn up in ECU.
The ECU shall be defined by reference to the sum of
specified amounts of the currencies of the Member
States as set out in Council Regulation (EEC) No
3t8O/78 of l8 December 1978 changing the value of
the unit of account used by the European Monetary
Cooperation Fund.
Any change in the definidon of the ECU shall be
decided by the Council, after consulting the European
Parliament.
I rhink we shall be conforming to the rapponeur's
wishes if I put the amendment to the vote in two Par6.
Are there any objections?
That is agreed.
(Parliament rejected tbe first part of the amendment and
adopted the second)
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I put the motion as a resolution to the vote
The resolution is adopted.r
25. Agenda
President. 
- 
In view of the late hour, we are obliged
to defer the resr of the agenda ro rhe nex[ pan-session.
I call Mr Glinne.
Mr Glinne. 
- 
(F) This morning at9 a.m., when the
sitting opened, I stressed rhe imponance we attach to
ircm No 95. A few minurcs would suffice. Ve limited
our own speaking-time ro rwo minutes and we with-
drew four of the five amendmenrs we had tabled.
'!7hat 
we have here 
- 
and I measure my words 
- 
is a
mat[er which, [o some, may be one of life or dearh.
Ve srongly feel that Parliament cannot adjourn with-
out having considered item 95.
President. 
- 
Mr Glinne, I propose that all ircms still
on the agenda be deferred with the excepdon of the
irem to which you have referred.
Are there any objections?
That is agreed.
26. EEC-Sutiss Confederation trade agreement
President. 
- 
The 
.nexr irem is the repon by Mr
Donnez, on behalf of rhe Legal Affairs Committee, on
the Adams case and the trade agreemenr between the
EEC and the SwisJ Confederarion (Doc. 1-44l80).
I call Mr Donnez.
Mr Donnez, rdpporteur. 
- 
(F) Mr President, I would
thank you for having acceded to Mr Glinne's requesr.
As a token of my own goodwill I shall be extremely
brief.
This is a matter with which Parliamenr is familiar, I
would even say roo familiar, and I would venrure ro
hope that we shall be discussing it for the last time.
To some extent 
- 
I shall not repear rhe facts of the
case in order to keep our debate shon 
- 
Mr Adams is
today the victim of a major conflict between Swiss
criminal law, under which he has been sentenced for
the disclosures he made to rhe Commission, and a
judgment by the Coun of Justice of the Communiries
condemning Hoffmann-La Roche for the highly pecu-
liar manner in which it construed freedom of competi-
don. This judgment against a leading pharmaceuticals
company was possible because of the statemenm made
by Mr Adams. Ve learned from those smrcmenm how
curiously a treaty between the European Communities
and Swirzerland has been interprered. The details of
the case point clearly to the relatively poor implemen-
tation of the rreaty, to say the leasr, on the Swiss side.
The Legal Affairs Committee therefore took rhe view
that a way should be sought of compensating Mr
Adams for the moral prejudice and damages he had
suffered and that we should call on the Commission to
take wharcver sreps are necessary with the Swiss
authorities to avoid rhe repetition of such mishaps and
their referral to rhis Parliament. You have read the
motion for a resolurion before you; I venture to hope
that Parliamenr will approve ir in its entirery.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Van Minnen.
Mr Van Minnen. 
- 
On behalf of the Socialist
Group, I rhank Mr Donnez for his repon, which
shows how the multinationals crushe! a man who gave
information about their illegal practices. It also shows
that the Commission is not being as fonhright in the
defence of this courageous man as one would have
expected, and it reflects rhe public ourrage that has
helped us get support for Mr Adams.
Ve must s[ress one very imponanr point: people who
are prepared to give information against very powerful
organizations like Hoffmann-La Roche musr be
protected by national and internarional law. This is a
major test case in the European Communiry, showing
whether it is prepared ro defend rhe people who help it
to enforce its own agreemenm.
Ve have tabled five amendmentslbur rc avoid a lengrhy
debate we withdraw four of them and, in agreement
with the rapporr.eur, we retain Amendment No 5,
because it clarifies what we expect from the Swiss law
Courts. I call on Parliament ro be true to its principles.
I hope we suppon it unanimously.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Prout to speak on behalf of
the European Democratic Group.
Mr Prout. 
- 
My troup suppons in its enrirery rhe
Donnez report. \7e also supporr the amendment
tabled by Mr Caborn.
Ve are especially concerned about the future of the
trade agreement berween the European Communiry
and Switzerland which was signed in December 1972., oJ c 147 of 16.6.1980
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'Ve urge the Commission rc obtain a firm undenaking
from the Swiss authorities that there will never be a
repetition of the Adams case. By prosecuting Adams
for disclosing the infringements of Hoffmann-La
Roche, the Swiss Government apPear to be in breach
of their treaty obligations. Moreover, by upholding
this conviction rhe Supreme Court in Switzerland
appears rc have misdirected itself in law.
I would simply add that I do not think that the Adams
case should be the occasion for a witchunt against
multinational companies. I think that is a side issue. I
think the two issues are the Swiss Government and the
Swiss Coun.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Giolitti.
Mr Giolitti, Member of the Commission. 
- 
(I) Mr
President, you will forgive me if I have to take a little
time over what is an extremely delicate matter. Since,
moreover, the Commission has been criticized over
some of im aspects, it is my duty to provide a number
of clarifications.
The Commission has already, on a number of occa-
sions, stated its position to this Assembly on the
Adams case. As soon as it learned of the arrest of Mr
Adams by the Swiss police on 31 December 1974 and
of his remand in custody, the Commission imme-
diately took action for his release' For this purpose the
Commission paid bail in the amount of 25 000 Swiss
francs, whictr enabled Mr Adams to be released from
jail on 2l March 1975.The Commission also paid the
entire costs of the criminal proceedings against Mr
Adams, including his solicitor's costs' to a total
amount of over 100 000 Swiss francs.
In July 1976 the Commission also made representa-
tions to the British authorities to help Mr Adams
recover his British citizenship, which he lost when
Malta become independent. Under the legislation in
force, however, the British authorities were unable to
accede to this request. Vhen the Commission learned
of the problems Mr Adams was meeting in his attemp-t
to settle in ltaly, it intervened repeatedly on his behalf,
panicularly in order to obtain for him a residence
permit and rc speed up the proceedings for the provi-
sion of finance for the enrcrprise he was setting up.
As far as the Commission knows, there is no causal
connection between what happened in Switzerland
and Mr Adams's present difficulties in Italy. This
being so, rhe Commission does not consider it advis-
able at present to make any funher specific rePresenla-
rions to the Italian authorities. As regards the depona-
tion proceedings against Mr Adams, according to our
latesi information this request. has been rejected by the
Coun.
The Commission has never lost sight of the fact that,
because he had supplied information which made it
possible to stop the illegal practices of a multinational
torporation, Mr Adams had been held in Preventive
detintion in Switzerland and received a suspended
sen[ence of one year's imprisonment.
Vhile it has no legal responsibility ois-,i-ois Mr
Adams, the Commission is prepared to offer him
assistance, in the form of a gift and as an excePtional
and strictly humanitarian measure, as soon as Parlia-
ment has expressed is desire to this effect in voting on
this resolution.
Ve know that there are differences of opinion as to
the compatibility of certain asPecrc of the Adams-
Hoffmann La Roche case with the provisions of the
EEC-Switzerland Agreement, notably its Anicle 23.
The Commission is aware of the difficulties in the way
of bringing these positions closer togetherr particularly
in view of the fact that the Swiss Confederation's
Supreme Coun has ruled on the matter. However, as
Mr Haferkamp has already had occasion to state
before this Parliament, the Commission has no inten-
tion of commenting on the Court's ruling.
'Whatever one may think of the Adams-Hoffmann La
Roche case in the light of the EEC-Switzerland
Agree4ent, it has, at all events, shown that difficulties
may arise in the interpretation and implementation of
the Agreement, and especially of Article 23.
It is therefore in the interest of bosh panies to prevent,
as far as possible, a recurrence of similar cases. This is
why your Legal Affairs Committee's motion for a
resolution rightly calls, in paragraph 3, for their avoid-
ance for the future.
As you know, when, on 5 May 1975, the Commission
informed Switzerland, through the EEC-Switzerland
Joint Committee, of the Hoffmann La Roche affair, it
was given an assurance by the Swiss delegation that, I
quot;, 'rhe letter and the spirit of the Agreement, and
panicularly of Anicles 23 and 27 and of every other
provision, would be respected'. Subsequently, the
Swiss mission to the European Communiry agreed
details of what is known rcchnically as a diplomatic
inquiry procedure which enables them to con[act us
immediately whenever a case falling within the scope
of Anicle 23 of the agreement emerges.
This procedure has been established precisely with the
aim of preventing contentious issues, such as the
Adams case, arising between the two panies.
More recently, especially in view of the elected Parlia-
ment's interest in the case, following the meeting on
18 and 19 March of this year of your Legal Affairs
Committee, the Commission's depanments contacted
the Swiss mission again. The Swiss were informed,
that the Community reserved the right to bring up the
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problem of the interprerarion and applicarion of Ani-
cle 23 of the Agreemenr ar rhe next meeting of rhe
EEC-Switzerland Joinr Committee, scheduled for
28 May nexr. The Swiss mission srated it was anxious
to maintain and promote the best possible relations
between the Swiss Confederation and the Community
and was ready to furnish every assistance and supply
any informarion that could be of help. In this sensirive
case it is in nobody's interest to dramatize matters a[
the risk of jeopardizing the orherwise excellenr rela-
tions existing between the Community and Switzer-
land.
The Commission is of the opinion that a frank, calm
and detailed discussion of the problems which have
arisen as rc the interpretation and the implementation
of Anicle 23 of rhe Agreemenr, pursued both through
the regular diplomatic channels existing between the
two parr,ners and wirhin the negotiating bodies
specially ser up by the free-trade agreemenr, will be
the best means of preventing mutual suspicions and
clearing up misunderstandings, so as ro eliminate once
and for all the kind of difficulties encountered over rhe
Adams case.
Finally, as regards paragraph I of the motion for a
resolution, in which the Commission is invited to
requesr rhe competenr bodies in rhe Swiss Confedera-
tion to granr Mr Adams amnesry in respecr of the
consequences of his being found guilty of criminal
offences, rhe Commission does not see hour it can
carry out Parliament's request.
The procedure envisaged in the Swiss Consdturion for
granting a pardon is extremely complex, because it can
be declared only, by both Chambers of the Swiss
Parliament acting jointly. Moreover, a pardon in no
way annuls the sentence; it merely mitigates or remits
the punishmenr. On the other hand, an amnesry,
whereby both the crime and its penal consequences
really are wiped our, is a collective measure, not appli-
cable to individual cases, and it is granted from timi to
time for political reasons.
In view of this, rhe Commission feels that any repre-
sentarions by it ro the Swiss aurhorities would be
unproductive.
This, Mr President, is what I felt bound to say ro
Parliament on this extremely sensitive matter.
Finally, as regards the amendment which srands,
Amendment No 5, I have ro say rhar the Commission
cannor accepr ir. because it is a fixed principle of
Community insritutions, and hence also of rhe
Commission, not to interfere with the powers of thejuridical aurhoriries of third countries.
President. 
- 
The debarc is closed.
'!(e 
shall now consider rhe motion for a resolution.
(Parliament adopted the preamble)
On paragraph l, I have Amendment No 5/rev., tabled
by Mr Caborn and rewording rhis paragraph as
follows:
l. Invites thc Commission to ask rhe competent bodies
of the Swiss Confcderation to insrucr the General
Prosccutor of the Swiss Confederation to demand, by
way of a review procedure, the re-examinadon and
re-opening of rhe case based upon Anicle l13 of the
Swiss Federal Consritution and Anicle 6 of the Euro-
pean Convendon on Human Rights. In subordinate
order, invircs rhe Commission ro ask thc competent
bodies of the Swiss Confedcration that amnesty
measures be taken in relation to Mr Adams with
respecr to the consequences of the fact that he has
been found guilty of criminal offences.
(Parliament adopted in saccession Amendment No ilreo.
and paragraphs 2 to 5)
I put the morion for a resolution as a whole, thus
amended, ro rhe vote.
The resolution is adopted.r
(Applause)
27. Dates of the next part-session
President. 
- 
There are no orher items on the agenda.I thank the representatives of both Council and
Commission for rheir conrributions to our work.
The enlarged Bureau proposes that our nexr sir,rints be
held at Srrasbourg during the week from l5 to 20June
1980.
Are there any objections?
That is agreed.
28. Approoal of the minutes
President. 
- 
Rule l7(2) of the Rules of Procedure
requires me to lay before Parliament, for its approval,
the minutes of proceedings of this sitting, whilh were
writren during rhe debates.
Are there any comments?
The minutes of proceedings are approved.
, OJ C 147 oi t6.6. 1980.
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29. Adjournment of the session The sitting is closed.
. President. 
- 
I declare the session of the European
Parliament adjourned. (The sitting closed at 2.30 p.n.)
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